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Abstract

We consider the problem of how an agent creates a
discrete spatial representation from its continuous
interactions with the environment. Such represen-
tation will be theminimalone that explains the ex-
periences of the agent in the environment. In this
paper we take the Spatial Semantic Hierarchy as
the agent’s target spatial representation, and use a
circumscriptive theory to specify the minimal mod-
els associated with this representation. We provide
a logic program to calculate the models of the pro-
posed theory. We also illustrate how the different
levels of the representation assume different spa-
tial properties about both the environment and the
actions performed by the agent. These spatial prop-
erties play the role of “filters” the agent applies in
order to distinguish the different environment states
it has visited.

1 Introduction
The problem of map building –how an agent creates a dis-
crete spatial representation from its continuous interactions
with the environment– can be stated formally as an abduc-
tion task where the actions and observations of the agent are
explained by connectivity relations among places in the en-
vironment[Shanahan, 1996, Shanahan, 1997, Remolina and
Kuipers, 1998]. In this paper we consider the Spatial Seman-
tic Hierarchy (SSH)[Kuipers, 2000, Kuipers and Byun, 1988,
Kuipers and Byun, 1991] as the agent’s target spatial repre-
sentation. The SSH is a set of distinct representations for
large scale space, each with its own ontology and each ab-
stracted from the levels below it. The SSH describes the dif-
ferent states of knowledge that an agent uses in order to orga-
nize its sensorimotor experiences and create a spatial repre-
sentation (i.e. a map). Using the SSH representation, naviga-
tion among places is not dependent on the accuracy, or even
the existence, of metrical knowledge of the environment.

�This work has taken place in the Intelligent Robotics Lab at the
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, The University of Texas at Austin.
Research of the Intelligent Robotics lab is supported in part by NSF
grants IRI-9504138 and CDA 9617327, and by funding from Tivoli
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In order to define thepreferred modelsassociated with the
experiences of the agent, we use a circumscriptive theory to
specify the SSH’s (minimal) models. Different models can
exist that explain the same set of experiences. This occurs
because the agent could associate the same sensory descrip-
tion to different environment states, or because the agent has
not completely explored the environment. The different SSH
levels assume different spatial properties about the environ-
ment and the actions performed by the agent. These spatial
properties play the role of “filters” the agent applies in order
to distinguish the different environment states it has visited.
For instance, at the SSH causal level two environment states
are considered the same if any sequence of actions started at
these states renders the same sequence of observations. At
the SSH topological level, two environment states are consid-
ered the same if they are at the same place along the same
paths. Finally, at the SSH metrical level, two environment
states are the same, if it is possible to assign to them the same
coordinates in any frame of reference available to the agent.
In sections 3 and 4 we make precise the claims above.

Finally, we use the SSH circumscriptive theory as the spec-
ification for a logic program used to implement the abduc-
tion task. In the paper we provide the logic program for the
SSH causal level theory and illustrate how to encode the min-
imality condition associated with this theory. We have im-
plemented the program using Smodels[Niemelä and Simons,
1997] and confirm that the theory yields the intended models.

2 Related Work
The SSH grew out of the TOUR model proposed in[Kuipers,
1977, Kuipers, 1978]. Other computational theories of the
cognitive map have been proposed:[Kortenkampet al., 1995,
McDermott and Davis, 1984, Leiser and Zilbershatz, 1989,
Yeap, 1988]. These theories share the same basic principles:
the use of multiple frames of reference, qualitative repre-
sentation of metrical information, and connectivity relations
among landmarks. They differ in how they define what a
landmark is, or the description (view, local 2D geometry) as-
sociated with a landmark. Except for McDermott and Davis,
none of the theories above has a formal account like the one
presented in this paper for the SSH.

Considering map building as a formal abduction task has
been proposed by Shanahan[Shanahan, 1996, Shanahan,
1997]. He proposes a logic-based framework (based on the
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circumscriptive event calculus) in which a robot constructs
a model of the world through an abductive process whereby
sensor data is explained by hypothesizing the existence, lo-
cations, and shapes of objects. In Shanahan’s work, space is
considered a real-valued coordinate system. As pointed out
in [Shanahan, 1997], a problem of Shanahan’s approach is
the existence of many minimal models (maps) that explain
the agent’s experiences. We have alleviated this problem by
considering the SSH topological map instead of an Euclidean
space as the agent’s target spatial representation.

The problem of distinguishing environment states by out-
puts (views) and inputs (actions) has been studied in the
framework of automata theory[Basyeet al., 1995]. In this
framework, the problem we address here is the one of finding
the smallest automaton (w.r.t. the number of states) consistent
with a given set of input/output pairs. Without any particular
assumptions about the environment or the agent’s perceptual
abilities, the problem of finding this smallest automaton is
NP-complete[Basyeet al., 1995].

The SSH[Kuipers, 2000, Kuipers and Byun, 1988, Kuipers
and Byun, 1991] abstracts the structure of an agent’s spa-
tial knowledge in a way that is relatively independent of its
sensorimotor apparatus and the environment within which it
moves. At theSSH control level, the agent and its environ-
ment are modeled as continuous dynamical systems whose
equilibrium points are abstracted to a discrete set ofdistinc-
tive states. A distinctive state has associated aviewdescribing
the sensory input obtained at that distinctive state. The con-
trol laws, whose executions define trajectories linking these
distinctive states, are abstracted toactions, giving a discrete
causal graph representation for the state space. The causal
graph of states and actions can in turn be abstracted to a topo-
logical network ofplaces, pathsandregions(i.e. thetopolog-
ical map). Local metrical models, such as occupancy grids,
of neighborhoods of places and paths can then be built on the
framework of the topological network while avoiding global
metrical consistency problems. In the next sections we for-
mally describe the SSH causal and topological levels.

3 SSH Causal level
We use a first order sorted language in order to describe the
SSH causal level. The sorts of this language includedistinc-
tive states, views, actionsandschemas. The sort of distinctive
states corresponds to the names given by the agent to the fix-
points of hill-climbing control strategies. It is possible for
the agent to associate different distinctive state names with
the same environment state. This is the case since the agent
might not know at which of several environment states it is
currently located. A distinctive state has an associated view.
We use the predicateV iew(ds; v) to represent the fact that
v is a view associated withdistinctive stateds. We assume
that a distinctive state has a unique view. However, we donot
assume that views uniquely determine distinctive states (i.e.
V iew(ds; v) ^ V iew(ds0; v) 6! ds = ds0). This is the case
since the sensory capabilities of an agent may not be suffi-
cient to distinguish distinctive states.

An action has a unique type, eithertravel or turn, asso-
ciated with it. We use the predicateAction type(a; type)

to represent the fact that the type of actiona is type. Turn
actions have associated a unique turn description, either
turnLeft, turnRight or turnAround. We use the predicate
Turn desc(a; desc) to indicate thatdescis the turn descrip-
tion associated with the turn actiona.

A schema represents an action execution performed by the
agent in the environment. An action execution is character-
ized in terms of the distinctive states the agent was at before
and after the action was performed.1 We use the predicate
CS(s; ds; a; ds0) to denote the fact that according to schema
s, actiona was performed starting at distinctive stateds and
ending at distinctive stateds0. While schemas are explicit ob-
jects of our theory, most of the time it is convenient to leave
them implicit. We introduce the following convenient nota-
tion:

hds; a; ds0i �def 9s CS(s; ds; a; ds
0)

hds; type; ds0i �def 9a
�
hds; a; ds0i ^ Action type(a; type)

	
hds; desc; ds0i �def 9a

�
hds; a; ds0i ^ Turn desc(a; desc)

	

Example 1

Consider a robot moving in the environment depicted in fig-
ure 1. The robot moves from distinctive statea to distinctive
stateb by performing a follow-midline action,ml. Then the
robot performs the same action to move to distinctive state
c. We assume that all corridor intersections look alike (v+).
This set of experiences can be described by the formulae:

Action type(ml; travel) ; CS(s1; a;ml; b) ; CS(s2; b;ml; c) ;

V iew(a; v+) ; V iew(b; v+) ; V iew(c; v+) :

a�� ���� ��cb a b dc�� ���� �� ��

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Distinctive statesa, b andc are not distinguishable
at the causal level. Topological information is needed in order to
distinguish them. (b) All distinctive states are distinguished at the
causal level given the new informationhc; travel; di.

Given this set of experiences, at the SSH causal level
distinctive statesa, b and c are not distinguishable. Any
known sequence of actions renders the same set of views.
However, at the SSH topological level all these distinctive
states are distinguishable since the robot has traveled froma
to b and then toc following the samepath (see example 3).
Should the robot continue the exploration and visit distinctive
stated, with view=, then by relying just on known actions
and views the agent can distinguish all distinctive states it
has visited (see example 2).fend of exampleg

The agent’s experiences in the environment are described
in terms ofCS, View, Action typeandTurn descatomic for-
mulae. Hereafter we useE to denote a particular agent’s
experience formulae. ByHS(E) we denote the formulae

1An action execution also has metrical information associated
with it. This metrical information represents an estimate of, for ex-
ample, the distance or the angle between the distinctive states asso-
ciated with the action execution.
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stating that the sorts of schemas, distinctive states, views
and actions are completely defined by the sets ofschema,
distinctive states, view and action constant symbols occur-
ring in E respectively.2 By DT we denote our domain the-
ory, the formulae stating that: (-) the setsfturn, travelg,
fturnLeft,turnRight,turnAroundg, completely define the sorts
of action typesandturn descriptions; (-) an action has asso-
ciated a unique action type ; (-) distinctive states have asso-
ciated a unique view; (-) the description associated with an
action is unique; (-) turn actions have associated a turn de-
scription; (-) the type of actions as well as the qualitative de-
scription of turn actions is the one specified inE. The SSH
causal theoryCT(E) defines when two distinctive states are
indistinguishable at the SSH causal level. We use the pred-
icate ceq(ds; ds0) to denote this fact. We will assume that
actions aredeterministic: 3

hds; a; ds0i ^ hds; a; ds00i ! ds
0 = ds

00

: (1)

CT(E) is the following nested abnormality theory[Lifschitz,
1995]:

CT (E) = E; HS(E); DT; Axiom 1; CEQ block

whereCEQ block is defined as

f max ceq :

ceq(ds; ds0)! ceq(ds0; ds);

ceq(ds; ds0) ^ ceq(ds0; ds00)! ceq(ds; ds00);

ceq(ds; ds0)! V iew(ds; v) � V iew(ds0; v); (2)

ceq(ds1; ds2)^hds1; a; ds
0

1i^hds2; a; ds
0

2i!ceq(ds01; ds
0

2)(3)

g

It can be proved that the predicateceqdefines an equiva-
lence relation on the sort of distinctive states. Axiom 2 states
that indistinguishable distinctive states have the same view.
Axiom 3 states that if distinctive statesds andds0 are indis-
tinguishable and actiona has been performed for bothds and
ds0, then the action links these states with indistinguishable
states. By maximizingceq we identify distinctive states that
cannot be distinguished by actions and/or views, and thereby
minimize the set of states represented by the model.

Axioms 2 and 3 allow us to prove the following useful
lemma:
Lemma 1 Let A denote a sequence of action symbols. Let
A(ds) denote the distinctive state symbol resulting of starting
the sequenceA at distinctive stateds or ? if A is not defined
for ds.4 Then,

ceq(ds; ds0) ^A(ds) 6=? ^A(ds0) 6=?

! V iew(A(ds); v) � V iew(A(ds0); v) :

Example 2
2That sort is completely defined by the constant symbols

s1; : : : ; sn means that an interpretation forsort is theHerbrandin-
terpretation defined by the setfs1; : : : ; sng.

3Throughout this paper we assume that formulas are universally
quantified.

4Given an action symbolA and distinctive stateds,A(ds) = ds0

if the schemahds;A; ds0i has been observed, otherwise,A(ds) =?.
Moreover,A(?) =?. The definition is then extended to action se-
quences in the standard way. Notice thatA(ds) being well-defined
relies on our assumption that actions are deterministic (Axiom 1).

Consider the situation depicted in Figure 1b, with the
corresponding schemas and views as in example 1. Using
lemma 1 one can conclude that all distinctive statesa,
b and c are distinguishable by actions and views alone.
For instance,fml;mlg(a) = c, fml;mlg(b) = d,
V iew(fml;mlg(a); v+), V iew(fml;mlg(b);=), and con-
sequently,:ceq(a; b). fend of exampleg

The Herbrand models ofCT (E) are in a one to one corre-
spondence with the answer sets[Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991]
of the logic program in Figure 2.5 In this program, theX and
Y variables range over distinctive states and the variableV
ranges over views inE. The sets of rules 4 and 5 are the facts
corresponding to the agent’s experiences. Rules 6-8 require
ceq to be an equivalence class. Rules 8 and 9 are the coun-
terpart of axiom 2. Rule 11 is the counterpart of axiom 3.
In order to define the maximality condition ofceq, the aux-
iliar predicatep(X;Y;X1; Y 1) is introduced. This predicate
reads as“If X andY were the same, thenX1 andY 1 would
be the same”. The predicatedist(X;Y ) defines when dis-
tinctive statesX andY are distinguishable. Constraint 12 es-
tablishes the maximality condition onceq: ceq(X;Y ) should
be the case unlessX andY are distinguishable.6

fcs(ds; a; ds0) : : cs(ds; a; ds0) 2 Eg (4)

fview(ds; v) : : view(ds; v) 2 Eg (5)

ceq(X; Y );:ceq(X; Y ) :

p(X; Y;X; Y ) :

p(X; Y;X2; Y 1) p(X;Y;X1; Y 1); ceq(X1;X2):

p(X; Y;X1; Y 2) p(X;Y;X1; Y 1); ceq(Y 1; Y 2):

p(X; Y;X2; Y 2) p(X;Y;X1; Y 1); cs(X1; A;X2); cs(Y 1; A; Y 2):

p(X; Y;Y 1;X1) p(X;Y;X1; Y 1):

p(X; Y;X1; Y 2) p(X;Y;X1; Y 1); p(X;Y; Y 1; Y 2):

dist(X; Y ) p(X; Y;X1; Y 1); view(X1; V ); not view(Y 1; V ):

dist(X; Y ) p(X; Y;X1; Y 1); not view(X1; V ); view(Y 1; V ):

 not ceq(X;X): (6)

 ceq(X; Y ); not ceq(Y;X): (7)

 ceq(X; Y ); ceq(Y; Z); not ceq(X;Z): (8)

 ceq(X; Y ); view(X; V ); not view(Y; V ): (9)

 ceq(X; Y ); not view(X; V ); view(Y; V ): (10)

 not ceq(X1; Y 1); ceq(X; Y ); cs(X;A;X1); cs(Y;A; Y 1): (11)

 not ceq(X; Y ); not dist(X; Y ): (12)

Figure 2:Logic program associated with CT(E).

5See extended version of this paper[Remolina and Kuipers,
2001] for a proof.

6We have implemented this logic program in Smodels[Niemelä
and Simons, 1997]. In the implementation, one has to add variable
domain restrictions to the different rules. For example, rule

ceq(X;Y );:ceq(X;Y ) :

becomes

ceq(X;Y );:ceq(X;Y ) dstate(X); dstate(Y )

wheredstate is our predicate to identify the sort of distinctive states.
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4 SSH Topological Level
We are to define the SSH topological theory,TT(E), associ-
ated with a set of experiencesE. The language of this theory
is a sorted language with sorts forplaces, pathsandpath di-
rections.7 The main purpose ofTT (E) is to minimize the
set of paths and places consistent with the given experiences
E. A place can be atopological place(hereafter place) or a
region. A place is a set of distinctive states linked by turn ac-
tions. A region is a set of places. We use the predicatestplace
andis regionto identify these subsorts. A path defines an or-
der relation among places connected by travel with no turn
actions. They play the role of streets in a city layout. We use
the predicatetpath to identify the sort of paths. By minimiz-
ing the extent oftplace, is region andtpath we minimize
the sort of places and paths respectively.8 The language of
the SSH topological level includes the following other predi-
cates:teq(ds,ds’)– distinctive statesds andds0 aretopolog-
ically indistinguishable;at(ds,p)– distinctive stateds is at
placep; along(ds,pa,dir)–distinctive stateds is along path
pa in direction dir; OnPath(pa,p)–placep is on pathpa;
PO(pa,dir,p,q)–placep is before placeq when facing direc-
tion dir on pathpa (PO stands for Path Order).

TT(E) , is the following nested abnormality theory:
8p; tplace(p) � :is region(p) ; 8pa; tpath(pa) ; (13)

fmin is region :

CT (E) ; T block ; AT block g

The first line in Axioms 13 says that topological places and
regions are the two subsorts of places, and that the predicate
tpath represents the sort of paths. The blockCT(E) is the
one defined in the previous section. The blockT block de-
fines the predicatesdturn, dtravel, and ~travel such thatdturn
is the equivalence closure of the schemash�; turn; �i; dtravel
and ~travel are the equivalence and transitive closure of the
schemash�; travel; �i.

The blockAT block (Figure 3) is the heart of our theory.9

The purpose of this block is to define the extent of the pred-
icatestpath, tplace, at, along, PO andteq, while identifying
a minimum set of places and paths that explainE. The block
has associated the circumscription policy10

circ tpath � along � PO � OnPath � tplace var ~SSHpred

where ~SSHpred stands for the tuple of predicatesat, teq,
travel eq, and turn eq.11 This circumscription policy states

7The sort of directions is completely defined by the symbolspos
andneg.

8Notice that our logic has sorts forplacesandpathsbut in order
to minimize these sorts we have to explicitly have predicates repre-
senting them.

9Notice that the predicateis region is not mentioned in the
theory of figure 3. In the next section we will add to this theory
axioms dealing with regions. For the purpose of this section, the
minimization of is region in conjunction with8p; tplace(p) �
:is region(p) implies (the default)8p tplace(p).

10The symbol� indicates prioritized circumscription (see[Lifs-
chitz, 1994] section 7.2).

11Block 19 in Figure 3 states that the predicateturn eq corre-
sponds to the relationdturnmoduloteq. Block 31 definestravel eq
to be the relationdtravel moduloteq.

(among others) that a minimum set of paths is preferred over
a minimum set of places. Next we discuss the axioms in
AT block.

f :

teq(ds; ds0) � 9p
�
ceq(ds; ds0) ^ at(ds; p) ^ at(ds0; p)

	
; (14)

at(ds; p)! tplace(p); (15)

9!p at(ds; p); (16)

hds; turn; ds0i ^ at(ds; p)! at(ds0; p); (17)

at(ds; p) ^ at(ds0; p)! turn eq(ds; ds0); (18)

fmin turn eq : (19)

teq(ds; ds0) ^ teq(dr; dr0) ^dturn(ds0; dr0)! turn eq(ds; dr);

turn eq(ds; ds0) ^ turn eq(ds0; ds00)! turn eq(ds; ds00) g

along(ds; pa; dir)! tpath(pa); (20)

at(ds; p) ^ at(ds0; q) ^ ~travel(ds; ds0)! (21)

9pa; dir
�
PO(pa; dir; p; q) ^ along(ds; pa; dir) ^ along(ds0; pa; dir)

	
;

along(ds; pa; dir) ^ along(ds; pa1; dir1)! pa = pa1; (22)

at(ds; p) ^ at(ds
0

; p) ^ along(ds; pa; dir) ^ (23)

along(ds
0

; pa; dir)! teq(ds; ds
0

);�
hds; turn desc; ds

0

i ^ turn desc 6= turnAround ^ (24)

along(ds; pa; dir) ^ along(ds0; pa1; dir1)
	
! pa 6= pa1;

hds; turnAround; ds0i ! along(ds; pa; dir) � along(ds0; pa;�dir); (25)

PO(pa; pos; p; q) � PO(pa; neg; q; p); (26)

:PO(pa; dir; p; p); (27)

PO(pa; dir; p; q) ^ PO(pa; dir; q; r)! PO(pa; dir; p; r); (28)

PO(pa; dir; p; q) ! OnPath(pa; p) (29)

OnPath(pa; p) ^ OnPath(pa; q) ^ tpath(pa) ! (30)

9ds; ds0 fat(ds; p) ^ at(ds0; q) ^ travel eq(ds; ds0)g;

fmin travel eq : (31)

teq(ds; ds0) ^ teq(dr; dr0) ^ dtravel(ds0; dr0)! travel eq(ds; dr);

travel eq(ds; ds0) ^ travel eq(ds0; ds00)! travel eq(ds; ds00) g

circ tpath � along � PO � OnPath � tplace var ~SSHpred

g

Figure 3:AT block.

Predicateteq is the equivalence relation defined by axiom
14. teq(ds; ds0) is the case wheneverds andds0 cannot be
distinguished by views and actions (i.e.ceq(ds; ds0)) and
it is consistent to groupds andds0 into the same place. If
we assume that views uniquely identify distinctive states (e.g.
V iew(ds; V ) ^ V iew(ds0; V ) ! ds = ds0), then predicates
ceq andteq will reduce to equality. This is expected since all
that is required to identify a distinctive state is its view.

Every distinctive state is at a unique place (Axiom 16).
Whenever the agentturns, it stays at the same place (Axiom
17). Distinctive states grouped into a topological place should
beturn connected (moduloteq) (Axiom 18). Travelactions
among distinctive states are abstracted to topological paths
connecting the places associated with those distinctive states
(Axiom 21). A distinctive state is along at most one path (Ax-
iom 22). At each place there is at most one distinctive state
along a given path direction (Axiom 23). Turn actions other
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pa,pos pa,pos

pa1,dir1

(b)(a)

pa,neg

Figure 4:The environment in (a) illustrates a case where different
paths intersect at more than one place. (b) depicts the topological
map associated with this environment.

thanturnAroundchange the path the initial and final distinc-
tive states are at (Axiom 24).TurnAroundactions relate dis-
tinctive states being in the same path but opposite directions
(Axiom 25). The order of places in a given path direction is
the inverse of the order of places in the other path direction
(Axiom 26). Axioms 27 and 28 requirePO(pa; dir; �; �) to
be a non-reflexive transitive order for the places onpa. Places
ordered by a path should belong to that path (Axiom 29). Ax-
iom 30 requires the agent to have traveled among the places
on a same path.

Our theory does not assume a “rectilinear” environment
where paths intersect at most in one place. It is possible for
different paths to have the same order of places (see Figure
4). Topological information can distinguish distinctive states
not distinguishable by view and actions.

Example 3

Consider the scenario of example 1. Since the same view
is experienced ata, b andc, the extent ofceq is maximized
by declaringceq = true. Using the topological theory,
from axiom 16 we conclude that there exist placesP and
Q, such thatat(a; P ) and at(c;Q). Since it is the case
that ~travel(a; c), from axioms 21 and 27 we conclude,
for instance, thatP 6= Q. Distinctive statesa and c are
topologically distinguishable though they are “causally
indistinguishable” (i.e. ceq(a; c) ^ :teq(a; c)). fend of
exampleg

Given a minimal modelM of TT (E), the SSH topological
map is defined by the extent inM of tpath, tplace, along, PO
andat. Since the positive and negative direction of a path are
chosen arbitrarily (Axiom 21), there is not a unique minimal
model forTT (E). We will consider these “up to path direc-
tion isomorphic” models to be the same. However, it is still
the case that the theoryTT (E) has minimal models that are
not isomorphic up to path direction (see Figure 5).

5 SSH Boundary Regions
In addition to connectivity and order among places and paths,
the topological map includes topological boundary relations:
assertions that a place lies to the right of, to the left of, or on
a path. In order to determine boundary relations we formally
state the following default heuristic. Suppose the agent is at
an intersection on a given path, and it then turns right. If the
agent now travels, any place it finds while traveling with no
turns will be on the right of the starting path. When conflict-
ing information exists about whether a place is to the right or

f e

a dcb
A C D

EF

A CB B D

EF

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) The robot goes around the block visiting places
A,: : :,F ,C in the order suggested in the figure. IntersectionsB and
C look alike to the agent. Two minimal models can be associated
with the set of experiences in (a) (see (b) and (c)). Topological infor-
mation is not enough to decide whether the agent is back toB orC.
Notice that if the agent accumulates more information, by turning
at c and traveling tod, then it can deduce that the topology of the
environment is the one in (b). In addition, when available, metrical
information can be used to refute the incorrect topology.

left of a path, we deduce no boundary relation (see Figure 6).
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BA

D

BA

D
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Figure 6: Different environments illustrating how our default to
determine boundary relations works. In (a), we conclude by default
that placeC is to the left of the path fromA to B. In (b) we conclude
nothing about the location of placeD with respect to the path from
A to B. In (c), we conclude that placeD is to the left of the path from
A to B. This is the case since there is no information to conclude
otherwise.

We use the predicates
TotheRightOf=TotheLeftOf(p1; pa; dir; pa1; dir1)
to represent the facts that (i)p1 is aplaceon both paths,pa
andpa1, and (ii) when the agent is atplace p1facing in the
directiondir of pa, after executing a turn right (left) action,
the agent will be facing on the directiondir1 of pa1 (see
Figure 7). The predicatesTotheLeftOfandTotheRightOfare
derived from the actions performed by the agent at a place:

hds; turnRight; ds1i ^ at(ds; p) ^ along(ds; pa; dir) ^ (32)

along(ds1; pa1; dir1)! TotheRightOf(p; pa; dir; pa1; dir1)

We use the predicatesLeftOf(pa; dir; lr) and
RightOf(pa; dir; rr) to denote thatregion lr (rr) is
the left (right) region of pathpa with respect to the path’s
direction dir. The left/right regions of a path are unique,
disjoint, and related when changing the path direction (i.e
LeftOf(pa; dir; r) � RightOf(pa;�dir; r)). From the
relative orientation between paths at a place, we deduce the
relative location of places with respect to a path (see Figure
7): 12

TotheRightOf(p1; pa; dir; pa1; dir1)^PO(pa1; dir1; p1; p)^

RightOf(pa; dir; rr) ^ :Ab(pa; p)! in region(p; rr) (33)
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p

p1

Pa, dir
Pa1, dir1

Figure 7:PathPa1 is to the right of pathPa at placep1. Placep is
after placep1 on pathpa1. By default, we conclude that placep is
to the right of pathpa.

The predicateAb is the standard “abnormality” predicate
used to represent defaults in circumscriptive theories[Lifs-
chitz, 1994]. Axiom 33 states that“normally” , if at place
p1 path pa1 is to the right of pathpa, and placep is after
p1 on pathpa1, then it should be the case thatp is on the
right of pa (Figure 7). In order to capture this default, bound-
ary regions domain theory axioms13 are added to the block
AT block (see Figure 3). Since we are interested in the extent
of the new predicatesin region, LeftOf, RightOf, TotheLeftOf
andTotheRightOf, we allow them to vary in the circumscrip-
tion policy. The new circumscription policy becomes

circ tpath � along � PO � Onpath � Ab � is region �

in region� tplace var ~newSSHpred

where ~newSSHpred stands for the tuple of predicates
at, along, teq , travel eq, turn eq, LeftOf , RightOf ,
TotheLeftOf , andTotheRightOf. The circumscription pol-
icy states that boundary relations should be established even
at the expense of having more places on the map. In addition,
by minimizing the predicatesis regionandin region, we re-
quire the models of our theory to have only the regions that
are explicitly created by the agent, and not arbitrary ones.

Example 4

Boundary relations determine distinctions among environ-
ment states that could not be derived from the connectivity
of places alone. Consider an agent visiting the different cor-
ners of a square room in the order suggested by Figure 8a.
In addition, suppose the agent definesviewsby characterizing
the direction of walls and open space. Accordingly, the agent
experiencesfour different views,v1-v4, in this environment.

The set of experiencesE in the environment are:

V iew(ds1; v1) V iew(ds2; v2) V iew(ds3; v1)
V iew(ds4; v2) V iew(ds5; v1) hds1; turnRight; ds2i
hds2; travel; ds3i hds4; travel; ds5i hds3; turnRight; ds4i

Suppose that the agent does not use boundary regions when
building the topological map. Then the minimal topological
model associated withE has two paths14 and two places. In
this model,teq(ds1; ds5) is the case. The environment looks
perfectly symmetric to the agent (Figure 8b).!!

Suppose now that the agent relies on boundary regions.
Let P, Q, R, be the topological places associated with

12The predicatein region(p,r)states thatplacep is in regionr.
13In the spirit of axioms 32-33.
14Notice that fromhds3; turnRight; ds4i and Axiom 24 we can

deduce thatPa 6= Pb in Figure 8b.

P ds1
ds3

ds4

ds5

ds2

Pa

R

Pb

Q

S

Q
Pa

P=R

Pb

Q

R

Pa

Pb

P

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: (a) The figure shows the sequence of actions followed
by an agent while navigating a square room. Starting at distinctive
state ds1, distinctive states are visited in the order suggested by their
number. Dashed lines indicate Turn actions. Solid lines indicate
Travel actions. (b) and (c) depict the topological map associated
with the environment in (a) without and using boundary regions,
respectively.

ds1, ds3 and ds5 respectively. From Axiom 21, letPa,
Pb, dira and dirb be such thatPO(Pa; dira; P;Q),
along(ds2; Pa; dira), along(ds3; Pa; dira),
PO(Pb; dirb; Q;R), along(ds4; P b; dirb), and
along(ds5; P b; dirb) hold. From Axiom 32 we can
conclude thenTotheRightOf(Q;Pa; dira; P b; dirb). In
the proposed model, the extent ofAb is minimized by
declaring Ab = false and consequently from Axiom
33 we conclude in region(R; right(Pa; dira)) where
right(Pa; dira) denotes the right region ofPa when facing
dira. Finally, since a path and its regions are disjoint, and
OnPath(Pa; P ) is the case, we concludeP 6= R and so
6= teq(ds1; ds5). The resulting topological map is depicted
in Figure 8c.fend of exampleg

If the agent’s sensory capabilities are so impoverished that
many distinctive states are perceived to be similar, then metri-
cal information could be used to distinguish different environ-
ment states. Figure 9 summarizes different representations an
agent could build depending on the spatial properties it relies
on.

6 Conclusions
Starting with an informal description of the SSH we have
formally specified its intended models. These models corre-
spond to the models of the circumscriptive theoryTT(E). The
formal account of the theory allows us to illustrate the de-
ductive power of the different SSH ontologies. For instance,
example 4 shows how the use of boundary relations allows
the agent to determine distinctions among environment states
that could not be derived from the connectivity of places and
paths alone.

The theoryTT(E)is rather complex so it may be difficult to
determine the effect of the different defaults in combination.
However, it is possible to translate this theory into a logic pro-
gram whose answer sets determine the models ofTT(E). We
have illustrated the case for the SSH causal theoryCT(E), but
the same techniques apply forTT(E). The major subtleties in
the translation are the minimality and maximality conditions
associated with the theory. We have used Smodels to calcu-
late the models ofTT(E) and confirm that the theory yields
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Turn

Travel

TurnTurn

Travel

P=R Q=S

(a) (b)
P=S Q

R

Pa
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Q

R

Pa

Pb
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Figure 9:Consider the same environment and agent as in figure 8.
Assumes the agent keeps turning right and following the left wall
until it is back to distinctive stateds1, at placeP . Only two kind
of views j! and!j are observed by the agent. Next we summa-
rizes different maps the agent could build depending on the spatial
properties it relies on. (a) If the agent only relies on causal infor-
mation, the map consists of two states. (b) When topological infor-
mation is used, but without boundary relations, the map consists of
four states and two places. (c) When boundary relations are used,
the map consists of six states and three places. There is no fixed
correspondence between the three places in the map and the four in-
distinguishable places in the real world. (d) If metrical information
is accurate enough to refute the hypothesisP = S, the map will
consist of eight states and four places.

the intended models. However, when the number of distinc-
tive states is big, Smodels may not be able to ground the the-
ory as the number of rules associated with the program grows
exponentially. We are still working on solving this problem.
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Abstract

Previously, theplanlanguagecc-Golog wasintro-
ducedfor the purposeof specifyingevent-driven
behavior typically found in robot controllers. So
far, however, cc-Golog is usableonly for project-
ing theoutcomeof a plan andit is unclearhow to
actuallyexecuteplanson-line on a robot. In this
paper, we providesuchanexecutionmodelfor cc-
Golog and,in addition,show how to interleaveexe-
cutionwith anew kind of time-boundedprojection.
Along the way we alsodemonstratehow a typical
robot control architecturewherea high-level con-
troller communicateswith low-level processesvia
messagescanbedirectly modelledin cc-Golog.

1 Introduction

2

3

1

Rm 6213

Rm 6205

Figure1: ActualTrajectoryandApproximation

Considera robotwhich, while engagedin a delivery task,
is to movefrom Room6213to Room6205(seeFigure1). In
a modernrobot architecturelike XAVIER [Simmonset al.,
1997] or RHINO [Burgardet al., 2000], thecontrollerwould
issueamessageto alow-levelnavigationprocesstelling it the
new destination(Rm6205),andthenavigationprocesswould
then move the robot to its desiredlocation, making useof
intermediategoal pointslike thoseoutsidedoorways(nodes
1 and2 in thefigure)for robustness.

Besidesexecuting such plans, an intelligent robot con-
troller should be able to reasonabout its actions, that is,
consider, for example, whether it is better to first charge
the batteriesor to continuethe delivery, which would in-
volve projectingtheoutcomeof thedelivery taskandcheck-
ing whetherthe batterieswould still have enoughpower af-

terwards. Moreover, projectionis also valuablefor the de-
signerof robotcontrollersto find out whethera programun-
derdevelopmentis executableor whetherit wouldsatisfycer-
tain goalsafter execution. In [GrosskreutzandLakemeyer,
2000a], we proposedsucha projectionmechanismfor cc-
Golog anextensionof GOLOG [Levesqueet al., 1997] fea-
turing a modelof time,continuouschange,andtheability to
wait for conditions(likearriving in Rm6205)to becometrue.
While taskslike the above canbe modelledquite naturally
in cc-Golog, it so far remainsunclearhow to actuallyexe-
cutea cc-Golog planor program(in this paperwe useplan
andprograminterchangeably).To getasenseof theproblem,
considertheactionsof initiating moving justoutsideof Room
6213andwaiting to arrive there. In cc-Golog theseactions
would have theeffect of settingthelocationof therobot to a
continuouslinearfunctionof time to approximatetherobot’s
trajectoryandto advancetime to thepoint whenthegoal lo-
cationis reached,respectively. While this seemsfine for the
purposeof projection,whichis sometimesalsocalledoff-line
execution[deGiacomoandLevesque,1999], those“effects”
aresimply inappropriateduringactualon-lineexecution.For
one, the robot hasno control over the passageof time and,
for another, theactualtrajectoryoftenfollowsafunctionquite
differentfrom theidealizedapproximation(seethecurvedvs.
thestraight(dotted)line in Figure1). Whatis neededinstead,
it seems,arefrequentsensorreadingstelling therobotabout
the currenttime andlocation,which shouldbe usedinstead
of themodelsof how time passesor how therobotmoves.A
waitingactionwould thensimply reduceto atestwhetherthe
goalhasbeenreached.Anotherminorcomplicationis thatac-
tionsthatarepartof themodelof a low-level processsuchas
navigationneedto beignoredduringexecutionexceptfor an
actionthatactivatestheprocess.Finally, while projectionin
cc-Golog sofar is limited to a completeprogramstartingin
theinitial state,onewouldoftenlike to projecton thefly dur-
ing execution,similar to thesearchoperatorof [deGiacomo
andLevesque,1999]. However, for reasonsof efficiency, we
would liketo gobeyondthatandallow for arestrictedprojec-
tion of a program,which only searchesup to a (temporally)
limited horizon.For instance,if therobotis in themiddleof a
delivery but nearthedockingstation,we wantto enableit to
find outwhetherthecomingactivitieswouldallow it to oper-
atefor at leastanother5 minutesand,if not,decideto charge
thebatteriesfirst.

In this paper, we show how all this can be done in cc-
Golog. For thatwe first show how a robotcontrol architec-
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ture wherea high-level controller communicateswith low-
level� processesvia messagescanbemodelleddirectly in cc-
Golog. Themainadvantageis thatthereis a clearseparation
of the actionsof the high-level controller from thoseof the
low-level processes.Thenwe discussthechangesnecessary
to usethesamecc-Golog programbothfor on-lineexecution
andprojection. Finally, we show how a time-boundedpro-
jection mechanismcanbe definedandinterleavedwith exe-
cution.

The restof the paperis organizedas follows. In Section
2, we briefly review cc-Golog andthe situationcalculuson
whichcc-Golog isbased.Thenwedescribehow tomodelthe
robotcontrolarchitectureandgiveanexampleof amodelof a
low-level navigationprocess.In Sections4 and5 we discuss
the changesneededto allow on-line executionof cc-Golog
programsand how on-line executionandprojectioncan be
interleaved. We endwith a brief summaryanddiscussionof
relatedwork.

2 Preliminaries
The Situation Calculus The semanticsof cc-Golog is
basedon an extensionof the situationcalculus[McCarthy,
1963]. We will only go briefly over the basicsituationcal-
culus: all terms in the languageare one of the following
sorts: ordinaryobjects,actions,or situations;thereis a spe-
cial constant��� usedto denotethe initial situation, namely
thatsituationin which no actionshave yet occurred;thereis
adistinguishedbinaryfunctionsymboldowheredo���
	��� de-
notesthe successorsituationto � resultingfrom performing
theaction � ; relationswhosetruth valuesvary from situation
to situationarecalledrelationalfluents, andaredenotedby
predicatesymbolstaking a situationterm astheir last argu-
ment;similarly, functionsvaryingacrosssituationsarecalled
functionalfluentsandaredenotedanalogously;finally, there
is a specialpredicatePoss����	��� usedto statethataction � is
executablein situation ���

Within this language,wecanformulatetheorieswhich de-
scribehow the world changesas the result of the available
actions. Onepossibility is a basicaction theoryof the fol-
lowing form [Levesqueetal., 1998]:� Axioms describingtheinitial situation,��� .� Action preconditionaxioms,onefor eachprimitive ac-

tion � , characterizingPoss����	��� .� Successorstateaxioms(SSAs), onefor eachfluent � ,
stating under what conditions ������ 	 do����	���� holds as
a function of what holds in situation ��� Thesetake the
placeof the so-calledeffect axioms,but alsoprovide a
solutionto theframeproblem.� Domainclosureanduniquenameaxiomsfor theactions.� Foundational,domainindependentaxioms.

Let us now considerextendingthis basicsituationcalcu-
lusby timeandcontinuouschangeaccordingto [Grosskreutz
andLakemeyer, 2000a]. Note that theseextensionsare in-
tendedfor the purposeof projectionsonly. In Section4 we
will discussthenecessarychangestoallow on-lineexecutions
aswell. We begin by addingtwo new sortsreal andtime.1

Similar to Pinto andReiter [Pinto, 1997;Reiter, 1996], we

1For simplicity, the realsare not axiomatizedand we assume
their standardinterpretationstogetherwith theusualoperationsand
orderingrelations.Thesorttimerangesover therealsaswell.

introducea specialunary functional fluent start connecting
situationsandtime. The intuition is thatstart���� denotesthe
timewhensituation � begins.(Wedefertheformaldefinition
of start until afterthediscussionof thepassageof time.)

As in [Pinto,1997], continuouschangeis modelledbased
on the ideathat a fluent like the positionof a robot takesas
valuea functionof time. For example,in thesituationwhere
a robotstartsmoving, its 2-dimensionallocationcanbechar-
acterized(in a somewhatidealizedfashion)by a linear func-
tion of time,startingat its actualpositionandmoving toward
its destination.We call functionalfluentswhosevaluesare
continuousfunctionscontinuousfluents. In order to repre-
sentthe valueof continuousfluents,we addto the language
anothersortt-function,whoseelementsaremeantto befunc-
tions of time. We assumethat thereareonly finitely many
function symbolsof type t-function andwe requiredomain
closureanduniquenamesaxiomsfor them,justasin thecase
of primitiveactions.Furthermore,oneneedsto specifywhat
valuesthesefunctionshave at any particulartime � . This is
donewith thehelpof thespecialbinaryfunctionval. Thefol-
lowing axiom illustratesthe useof val, wherethe valuesof
constantfunctionsanda specialkind of linear functionsare
defined.

val � const� � 	��� 	���"!$# � 	���% ;
val � linear � � 	���	�&('�	�&()*	�� �  	���+!,# �
- 	�� - %+.� ! �0/ & '21 ���435�6�798:� - !;� / & )<1 �=�>3?�6��

While const� � 	��� always evaluatesto the tuple # � 	��@% ,
linear � � 	���	�&('
	�&()*	�� �  is a linearfunctionintendedto approx-
imate the movementof a robot in 2-dimensionalspace(we
ignorethedetailsof representingtuplesof realsin logic).

Motivatedby the fact that during the executionof plans
time passesmerelywhenthehigh-level controlleris waiting,
thefluentstartchangesits valueonly asaresultof thespecial
primitiveactionwaitFor �BA� . Theintuition is asfollows. Nor-
mally, every actionhappensimmediately, that is, thestarting
timeof thesituationafterdoing � in � is thesameasthestart-
ing time of � . The only exceptionis waitFor ��A� : whenever
this actionoccurs,thestartingtime of the resultingsituation
is advancedto theearliesttime in thefuturewhen A becomes
true.

The arguments of waitFor are restricted to so-called
t-forms, which are special formulas involving contin-
uous fluents with the situation argument suppressed
(see[GrosskreutzandLakemeyer, 2000a] for details).Anex-
ample is � battLevel CED�FG . Given a t-form A , AIH ��	��KJ de-
notes A with every continuousfluent evaluatedin situation� at time � . For example, � battLevel CLD�FGMH ��	��KJ becomes� val � battLevel���� 	���NCODGF� . Thefollowing axiomdefinesthe
leasttimepoint afterthestartof � where A becomestrue:

ltp ��A4	���	���".;AIH �P	��KJ*8Q�NR start�����8S � - � start����NCT� -VU �XWZY[A4H ��	�� - J
A waitFor ��A� -actionis possibleif f A hasa leasttime point:

Poss� waitFor �BA� 	���N.;\*� � ltp �BA4	���	���M�
Finally, the following successorstateaxiomfor start cap-

turestheintuition thatthestartingtimeof asituationchanges
only asa resultof a waitFor ��A� , in which caseit advancesto
theearliesttime in thefuturewhen A holds.]_^ ���G����	���NW`H start��a ^ ����	����X!Z�+.\�A4� ��! waitFor �BA�48 ltp ��A4	��P	����bS A4� �dc! waitFor �BA�48V�+! start����6JeJ .
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Example To illustrate the useof thesedefinitions, let us
modelf how a robot’s location changesas a result of primi-
tive actions.For simplicity, we ignoretherobot’sorientation
andrepresentits positionby thecontinuousfluent robotLoc,
which evaluatesto a tuple of reals. Thereare two typesof
actionsthataffect the locationof the robot: startGo��# � 	���%� ,
whichinitiatesmoving therobottowardsposition # � 	���% ,2 and
endGowhich stopsthe movementof the robot. We assume
that startGo is only possibleif the destinationdiffers from
the robot’s currentlocation. Then we obtain the following
successorstateaxiomfor robotLoc.]_^ ���G����	���NW`H robotLoc��a ^ ����	����"!hgQ.\*� 	 � 	������[! start�B��i8 val � robotLoc�B��M	���"!,# � 	���%�8H \ �
- 	�� - 	�& ' 	�& ) � �j! startGo��# ��- 	�� - %�98Q& ' !,� �
- 3 � �k(l8I&()m!,�=� - 35���k(ln8ogo! linear � � 	���	�&('p	�&()*	����b�j! endGo8qgo! const� � 	����bS ��- 	�� - � �dc! startGo� �
- 	�� - r8q�dc! endGo8go! robotLoc����KJ

where, l �!ts � � - 3 � vu / �=� - 35��vu is a normalizingfac-
tor neededin orderto ensurethat thetotal 2-dimensionalve-
locity doesnot exceed1.

Thevariables� and � referto thecoordinatesof therobot.
After startGo��# �
- 	�� - %� , robotLoc has as value a linear t-
function startingat the currentpositionandmoving toward# ��- 	�� - % . After endGo, it is const��# � 	���%� . Finally, if � is
neithera startGonor a endGoaction,robotLocremainsun-
changed.
cc-Golog We now turn to cc-Golog, which offers con-
structssuchassequences,iterationandproceduresto define
complex actions.In addition,parallelactionsareintroduced
with a conventionalinterleaving semantics.w primitiveaction

waitFor ��A� wait until condition A becomestrueA�x testactionH y�z(	�y u J sequence
if �BA4	�y z 	�y u  conditional
while�BAi	�yr loop
withPol ��y z 	�y u  prioritizedexecutionuntil y u ends3

proc {"� � vy proceduredefinition

Using cc-Golog, it is possibleto specify event-driven be-
havior quite naturally. For example,the following program
specifiesthattherobotis to travel to Room6205andsay“In
Hallway” if it everentersthehallwayon its way.

prg1
�! withPol ��H waitFor ��|~}G���7�~���"�(�p 	����G�9� “In Hallway” KJK	H send����� � �~�2�q	�F��P���PM	 reg �v�����P�������
"!�FG�(����x�J~

Here the sendaction indicatesthat the robot assignsthe
roomnumberto a register, which leadsto anactivationof the
navigationprocessto headto that room,andthenblocksex-
ecutionuntil the registerreachedsignalsthat the navigation
processhascompletedsuccessfully. Thedetailsof thisarchi-
tecturearefoundin Section3.

The semanticsof cc-Golog is specifiedsimilar to that of
ConGolog [Giacomoet al., 2000]. Its main ingredientsare
a predicate���7���i�G��y�	���	��7	�� -  , which definessinglestepsof

2For simplicity, we modeltherobotasalwaystravelingat speed
1m/s. In a morerealisticmodel,we would alsoconsiderdifferent
velocities.

3Unprioritizedconcurrency canbedefinedaswell, but is omitted
sincewe donot useit in thepaper.

computation,andanotherpredicate�n�K�r�*����y�	��� . �n�K�r�*� spec-
ifies which configurations��y�	��� arefinal, meaningthat the
computationcanbe consideredcompleted.This is the case,
roughly, whentheremainingprogramis �9�6� , but not if there
is still a primitive actionor testaction to be executed. We
leaveout thedetailsfor reasonsof space.

Intuitively, thepredicate�����G�i�G��y�	���	��7	�� -  associateswith
a givenprogramy andsituation � a new situation � - that re-
sultsfrom executinga primitive actionin � , anda new pro-
gram � that representswhat remainsof y after having per-
formedthataction. For spacereasons,we only list a few of
theaxiomsfor ���7�G�i� .
���7�G�i�G� w 	���	��7	�� - ". Poss� w 	���48:�_!;�9�K�@8o� - ! do� w 	������7�G�i�G�=�9�6�v	��P	��7	�� - +. FALSE

���7�G�i�G��A�x�	���	��7	�� - +.hAIH ��J*8Q�_!��9�6�@8o� - !�� 4

���7�G�i�G�������@��y z 	�y u M	���	��7	�� - ".�n�B�r�*����y�z7	���98Q���7�G�i����y u 	���	��7	�� - �b\@� - � ���7�G�i�G��y�z(	���	�� - 	�� - r8q�_!;�����@��� - 	�y u ���7�G�i�G� withPol ��y z 	�y u  	���	��7	�� - +.hY>�n�B�r�*����y u 	����8\@��z�� ���7�G�i����y�z(	���	���z�	�� - 98q�n! withPol ����z7	�y u �8S � u 	�� u � �����G�i�G��y u 	���	�� u 	�� u NW����v�G���M�B� - NC����v�G���M�B� u 6JbO\@� u � ���7�G�i����y u 	���	�� u 	�� - 98q�n! withPol ��y z 	�� u �8S ��z�	���z7� �����G�i�G��y�z7	���	���z7	��7zMNW����v�G���M�B� -  U ���v�G���M�B�7z�6J
A transitionof a primitive actionrequiresit to bepossible

in the currentsituation,leaving nothing( �9�6� ) to be doneaf-
terwards.Theexecutionof y u with policy y z meansthatone
actionof oneof theprogramsis performed,wherebyactions
which canbe executedearlierarealwayspreferred. If bothy z and y u areaboutto executeanactionat thesametime,the
policy y�z takesprecedence.5

A final situation � - reachableaftera finite numberof tran-
sitions from a starting situation is identified with the situ-
ation resulting from a possibleexecutiontraceof programy , starting in situation � ; this is capturedby the predicate�V^ ��y�	���	�� -  , which is definedin termsof ���7�G�i�7  , thetransi-
tiveclosureof �����G�i� :�V^ ���7	���	�� - +.h\@� - � �����G�i�7 P���7	��P	�� - 	�� - r8Q�n�K�r�*����� - 	�� - ���7���i�7 P���7	���	�� - 	�� - +. S �¡He�¢�e�@WT�¡���(	���	�� - 	�� - 6J

wherethe ellipsis standsfor the universalclosureof the
conjunctionof thefollowing formulas:

�¡���7	���	��7	������7���i�G���7	���	�� - - 	�� - - 98Q�¡��� - - 	�� - - 	�� - 	�� - NWO�����7	��P	�� - 	�� - 
Givena program� , proving that � is executablein the ini-

tial situationthenamountsto proving £¥¤ !¥\p� Do ���7	�� � 	��� ,
where £ consistsof theaboveaxiomsfor cc-Golog together
with a basicactiontheoryin thesituationcalculus.

3 A Robot Control Architecture
As indicatedin the introduction, in modernrobot architec-
tureslike XAVIER [Simmonset al., 1997] andRHINO [Bur-
gardet al., 2000], the high-level controllerdoesnot directly
operatetherobot’s physicalsensorsandeffectors.Instead,it

4Here, ¦ standsfor a situationcalculusformula with all situa-
tion argumentssuppressed.¦9§ ¨�© will denotethe formula obtained
by restoringsituationvariable ¨ to all fluentsappearingin ¦ .

5Note that ª"«�¬P
¨ requiresa reification of formulasand pro-
gramsin the logical language.See[Giacomoet al., 2000] for how
this canbedone.
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activatesanddeactivatesspecializedprocesseslike a naviga-
tion process,to which we will refer as low-level processes.
Thejob of thehigh-level controlleris thento combinetheac-
tivationanddeactivationof theseroutinesin a way to fulfill
the overall goal. It turnsout thatcc-Golog allows a logical
reconstructionof this type of architecturein a fairly natural
way. Theoverallarchitectureis illustratedin Figure2.

reg(destRm)

reg(reached)

...
controller
high-level low-level

processes

W
O

R
L

D

reply

send

Figure2: RobotControlArchitecture

The communicationbetweenthe low-level processesand
thehigh-level planis achievedthroughthespecialfluentreg.
Thehigh-level interpretercanaffectthevalueof reg by means
of the specialactionsend� id 	 val which assignsreg � id  the
valueval. Theintuition is thatin orderto activatea low-level
process,thehigh-level controllerexecutesa sendaction.For
example,theexecutionof send����� � �~�2�q	�F��P���P wouldtell the
navigationprocessto startmoving towardRoom6205.

On the other hand, the low-level processescan provide
the high-level controller with information by meansof the
(exogenous)action ���K®������ id 	�&*�*�� . For example,in orderto
inform the high-level controller that it hasreachedits des-
tination, the low-level processwould causean exogenous���6®������v���������p���9	�FG�(�G�P action. The following successorstate
axiomspecifieshow reg is affectedby sendandreply.]_^ ���G����	���NW`H reg � id 	�a ^ ����	����"! val .�j! send� id 	 valrbq��!,���6®������ id 	 val9b reg � id 	���+! val8[Y¯�B\*�7	�&�� ��! send�=�7	�&*4b:�0!°���K®��������7	�&@�6J
3.1 Modeling Low-level Processes as cc-Golog

Procedures
To describecomplex low-level processeslike a navigation
process,we model low-level processesascc-Golog proce-
dures.6 Givenafaithful characterizationof thelow-level pro-
cessesin termsof cc-Golog procedures,we canthenproject
theeffectof theactivationof theseprocessesusingtheir cor-
respondingcc-Golog models. We stressthat theseproce-
duresare not meantto be executed,but rather representa
modelof theeffectsof thecorrespondinglow-level process.

As an example, let us considera low-level navigation
process. It is activatedthrougha send����� � �~�2�q	�±_ action,
which assignsreg ���P�M� �²�2�V the value ± and tells the pro-
cessto travel to room ± . The processcausesthe robot to
move towards ± until thedestinationis reached,whereit in-
forms the high-level controllerof the arrival by meansof an���6®������v���������p���9	�±_ action.

We model this behavior by the cc-Golog procedure
navProc. navProc makes use of the following functions:��³P|~��´9µi��±n , |~}p� |��P�*��±_ and �M¶@� ���M}
�²�2·�·(� . ��³P|~��´9µ mapsa
room name ± to a location near the exit of room ± , and|~}�� |���� to location within ± . currentRoomis a function
whosevalue in � is the nameof the room the robot is in
at the beginning of � . We write ¸G·7�6·�¹4·�����a* as an abbre-
viation for H startGo��aGM	 waitFor �=�r���G�@��a*�6J and � ^7^�º ��yr for
while� TRUE 	�yr .

6This is similar to [GrosskreutzandLakemeyer, 2000b], wherea
probabilisticprogramminglanguageis usedto modelprocesseswith
uncertainoutcome.

navProc
�!�� ^7^�º ��H reg ���P�M� �²�2�:2c!»�M¶@� ���M}
�²�2·�·(�0x�	

if ����¶@� ����}p�~��·�·7�¼c! HALLWAY 	¸�·(�K·�¹i·��P����³�|~��´9µ4���M¶@� ����}p�~��·�·7���� 	¸�·(�K·�¹i·��G����³�|~��´9µi� reg ����� � �~���V�� 	¸�·(�K·�¹i·��G�v|~}p��|����*� reg ���P�M���~�2�V��M	 endGo	���6®������v���������p���r	 reg ���P�M���~�2�V�KJ=
Initially, the navigation process is blocked until

reg ����� � �~���V is assigned a room name different from
the one the robot is actually in. Then navProc executesa
sequenceof startGo actions, approximatingthe trajectory
towardsthedestinationroomby a polylinewith anedgenear
everydoortherobothasto travel through(seeFigure1).

3.2 Projection
Wewill now describehow to projectacc-Golog plan,taking
into accountthecc-Golog modelof thelow-level processes.
Let � be a situation, ���~½¯¾�¿ ÀKÁ a model of the low-level pro-
cesses,7 and y acc-Golog program.A projection � - canthen
be identifiedwith the situationthat resultsfrom the concur-
rentsimulationof y and ��� startingin � .

Proj �B��	�y�	����~½<¾�¿ ÀKÁ6	�� -  �! Do � withPol �����~½<¾�¿ ÀKÁK	�yr 	���	�� -  .
Let AX Â6Â be the setof foundationalaxiomsof Section2

togetherwith the domainclosureanduniquenamesaxioms
for t-functions,theaxiomsrequiredfor t-form’s, theaxioms
definingval, thepreconditionaxiomfor waitFor, andaxioms
statingthat the robot is in Room 6213 togetherwith other
appropriatedescriptionsof the environmentlike a definition
of inHallway in terms of coordinateson the map. UsingÃ�Ä2Å6Å

, wecanprojecttheplanprg1 from Section2. Wewrite
do��H � z 	��¢�e� �*Æ*JK	��� ashorthandfor do���*Æ�	��¢�e�¢	 do��� z 	��� �¢�¢�  .
AX Â6Â ¤ ! ] � ^MÇ ��� � 	 prg1	 navProc	���+.�È! do��H send���P�M���~�2�o	�F��P���� 	 startGo��� z 

waitFor �=�r���G�*����z�� 	 startGo��� u M	
waitFor �v|~}G���7�~���"�(�� 	 say� “In Hallway” 
waitFor �=�r���G�*��� u � 	 startGo���~É�M	
waitFor �=�r���G�*��� É � 	 endGo���6®������v���������p���r	�FG�(����KJK	�����

The projectedexecutiontraceincludesa startGo���~ÊB and
waitFor �=�r���G�@���~ÊK� actionfor every nodeon the approximat-
ing trajectory, wherethe � Ê standfor coordinatescorrespond-
ing to the nodes � in Figure 1. Additionally, it includes
a say� “In Hallway”  which is executedimmediatelyafter
the hallway hasbeenreached,which is assumedto happen
just after leaving �r���G�*��� z  . The executiontraceendswith���6®������v���������p���9	�FG�(�G�P , which completesthenavigationtask.

4 On-Line Execution of cc-Golog plans
Projectionssuchastheaboveshouldbeunderstoodasa way
of assessingwhethera programis executablein principle.
The resultingexecutiontraceis not intendedasinput to the
executionmechanismof the robot for several reasons.For
one,many of theactionslikestartGo����zM only serve to model
the navigation processandarenot meantto be executedby
the high-level controllerat all. For another, actionsthat do
belongto the high-level controller like waitFor ��|~}G���7�~���"�(�p
mustbeinterpreteddifferentlyduringon-lineexecution.This

7In ourexample,thenavigationprocessis theonly low-level pro-
cess,so we can simply usenavProc. If thereweremore relevant
low-level processes,Ë²ËeÌIÍvÎ�ÏKÐ would amountto theconcurrentexecu-
tion of theindividual cc-Golog models.
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is becauseduring projection waitFor advancestime to the
leastÑ point wherethe condition is satisfiedaccordingto an
idealizedmodel of the world (like piece-wiselinear trajec-
tories). During actualexecution,however, a waitFor should
intuitively betreatedsimply asa test,wherea conditionlike
beingat acertainlocationis matchedagainstsensorreadings
reflectingtheactualstateof affairs.

In orderto seehow suchsensorreadingscanbeobtained,
let us briefly look at how actualrobotslike the RHINO sys-
tem dealwith it. Therewe find a tight updateloop between
the low-level systemandthe high-level controller. This up-
dateloop periodicallyprovidesthehigh-level controllerwith
anupdateof the low-level processes’estimateof continuous
propertieslike the batteries’voltagelevel or the robot’s po-
sition (typically several timesa second).Theperiodof time
betweentwo subsequentupdatesis sosmallthatfor practical
purposesthe latestupdatecanbe regardedasproviding not
only the correctcurrenttime but alsoaccuratevaluesof the
continuousfluentsat thecurrenttime.

Oursolutionis thento representtheupdatesby meansof a
new exogenousactionccUpdateandto treatwaitFor’ssimply
asspecialtestsduringon-lineexecution.Intuitively, theeffect
of ccUpdateis to set the valueof the continuousfluentsto
the latestestimatesof the low-level processes.The actual
argumentsof ccUpdatedependon thecontinuousfluentsthat
areto beupdated.In ourexamplescenario,ccUpdatehasfour
arguments: � , � , � and � , where � and � refer to the current
positionof the robot, � to the currentvoltagelevel and � to
the currenttime. To get a senseof the effect of ccUpdate,
let us considera new versionof the successorstateaxiom
for robotLocof Section2 suitablefor bothon-lineexecution
andprojection. For simplicity, it is assumedthat theactions
startGoandendGoonly occurduring projection(aspart of
themodelof thelow-level navigationprocess).]_^ ���G����	���NW`H robotLoc��a ^ ����	����"!hgQ.\@� 	 � 	������+! start����r8 val � robotLoc����M	���"!$# � 	���%�8H \ �
- 	�� - 	�& ' 	�& ) � �j! startGo��# �
- 	�� - %�i8:& ' !$� ��- 3 � �k(l8I&()_!,��� - 35�@�k(ln8o8[gq! linear � � 	���	�&('�	�&()*	����b�j! endGo8ogo! const� � 	����b\ �
- 	�� - 	�� - 	�� - � �j! ccUpdate� �
- 	�� - 	�� - 	�� - 8[go! const� � - 	�� - �bS �� � �dc! startGo���� i8Q�Òc! ccUpdate���� r8q�dc! endGo8gq! robotLoc�B��KJ

Note thatccUpdatesimply “assigns” g theconstantfunc-
tion const� �
- 	�� -  , which reflectstheideathat,duringon-line
execution,thelinearapproximationof thetrajectoryplaysno
roleandthattheactualvalues# ��- 	�� - % shouldbeusedinstead.

Besidesupdating the value of the continuousfluents,
ccUpdateis of prime importancebecauseit causestime or,
better, theinternalclock to advanceduringexecution.There-
fore, we needto modify the successorstateaxiom of the
fluent start. In order to accountfor the fact that time ad-
vancesdifferently in projectionsand during on-line execu-
tion,weneedto explicitly distinguishbetweenthetwo modes
of operation.For thatpurpose,we introducea specialfluent·7}
��|~}��*�B�� which canonly changeits truth valueby the spe-
cial actionssetOnlineandclipOnline, respectively. (Specify-
ing the SSA for

^ �r���K�r� is easyand left out.) The SSA for
start thenbecomes]_^ ���G����	���NW`H start��a ^ ����	����N!Z�+.Y<·7}
��|~}��*�B��i8q\pAi� �j! waitFor ��A�r8 ltp ��A4	���	����b

·7}
��|~}��*�B��i8Q\ ��Ó 	�� Ó 	�� Ó � �0! ccUpdate� ��Ó 	�� Ó 	�� Ó 	����b�[! start�B��r8Ô�BY<·7}
��|~}��@�B��¯W S Ai� �dc! waitFor ��A���8��·(}p��|~}��*����¯W S �� � �dc! ccUpdate���� �KJ .
In otherwords,start��a ^ ����	���� is assignedtheleasttimepoint
whenthewaitFor-conditionbecomestrueunderoff-line exe-
cution,or thetime valuereturnedby ccUpdateunderon-line
execution,or it remainsthesame.We remarkthatwe could
equivalentlywrite two separatesuccessorstateaxiomsfor the
on-line and off-line caseusing the idea of guardedsucces-
sorstateaxiomsproposedin [GiacomoandLevesque,1999].
While this would enhancethe readabilityandmodularityof
theaxioms,we do not pursuethis ideafurtherherefor space
reasons.

The preconditionaxiom for ccUpdateensuresthat the
startingtime of legalactionsequencesis monotonicallynon-
decreasing:]_^ ���G� ccUpdate� � 	���	���	��� 	���+.��NR start�����

A waitFor �BA� instructionis treatedasaspecialkind of test
duringon-lineexecution:it succeedsimmediatelyif f thecon-
dition A is true at the beginning of the actualsituation. To
ensurethis intendedbehavior, we modify the definition of���7�G�i� for primitiveactions:

���7�G�i�G� w 	���	��(	�� - ".
Poss� w 	���i8Q�_!��9�6�@8o� - ! do� w 	���8¯H²·7}
��|~}��*�B��¯W S A4� w c! waitFor ��A�KJb¼·(}p��|~}��*����r8o\�A4� w ! waitFor ��A�48QAIH �P	 start�B��KJ8[�È!�� - 8Q�_!Z�9�6�

Finally, we remark that anotherdifferencebetweenpro-
jectionandon-lineexecutionis thatduringactualexecution,
wheneverthehigh-level controllerexecutesasendaction,the
interpretershouldcheckwhetherthis signalsanactivationof
a low-level processand,asa side-effect, activate the actual
low-level processif necessary.

On-Line Execution The situationswhich can result from
the on-lineexecutionof a plan have a specialstructure.Ba-
sically, they aremadeup of thesequenceof robotactionsas
definedby the possibletransitions(similar to the execution
tracesdefinedby �����G�i�7  ), however with an arbitrarynum-
berof exogenousactionsbetweenany two robotactions.For-
mally, thesituations� - whichcanresultfrom theexecutionof
aprogramy in situation� canbecharacterizedby thefollow-
ing predicate�����G�i� À ' ¾ :

���7�G�i� À ' ¾ ��y�	���	��7	�� - +. S �¡He�e�¢�*WO�����7	��P	�� - 	�� - KJ
wherethe ellipsis standsfor the universalclosureof the

conjunctionof thefollowing formulas:

�¡���7	���	��7	������7���i�G���7	���	�� - - 	�� - - 98Q�¡��� - - 	�� - - 	�� - 	�� - NWO�����7	��P	�� - 	�� - ��³*·�¸����@¯WT�¡���7	���	��7	�a ^ ���
	���� , where

��³*·�¸����@".h\*��	��[	G�� � �0!°���6®��Õ������	��irbQ�j! ccUpdate���� 
Note that this differs from the original �����G�i�7  in Sec-

tion 2 only in the last conjunct,which expressesthat an ar-
bitrarynumberof exogenousactionsmayoccurbetweenany
ordinary transition. As an example, let us considera pos-
sible on-line executiontraceof prg1. prg1’s first action is
send���P�M� �²�2�o	�FG�(���� , which results in an activation of the
navigation process,which we then assumeto provide the
high-level controller with ccUpdateactionsevery .25 sec.
Theexecutiontraceresultsin situation� À ' ÀvÂ , wherethe

º Ê 	�� Ê
standfor appropriate� 35� -coordinatesalongthepathof the
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robot (we have left out the 3rd argument(voltagelevel) of
ccUpdateÖ ).

�rÀ ' ÀvÂ �! do��H send���P�M� �²�2�o	�FG�(���� 	
ccUpdate� º z7	���z�	��p� ���PM	 ccUpdate� º u 	�� u 	��p� �� 	
ccUpdate� º É 	�� É 	��p�Ø×P�PM	 ccUpdate� ºpÙ 	�� Ù 	�Ú�� �G 	
say� “In Hallway” M	��¢�e�¢	 ccUpdate� º É���	���É��G	�×*�Ø�PM	���6®����9�v���������p���9	�FG�(�G�PKJK	�� �  .

It is not hardto seethat � À ' ÀvÂ is a legal on-lineexecution
traceof the introductorycc-Golog programprg1, provided
thecoordinates# º Ù 	�� Ù % arethefirst to satisfyinHallway and# º É�� 	�� É�� % is nearthe destination( � É ). Note that waitFor no
longeroccursin theactionsequencesinceit is now merelya
test. Let AX Â6Â ' be similar to AX Â6Â but with the new defini-
tions of this sectionconcerning�����G�i� , start, ccUpdateand
robotLoc. Let Û be

Ã�Ä2Å6ÅKÜ¯Ý ·7}
��|~}��*�BÞ �  . Then

Ûß¤ !�\��7� �����G�i� À ' ¾ � prg1	����P	��7	��rÀ ' ÀvÂ�98q�n�K�r�*�����(	��rÀ ' ÀvÂ�
5 Interleaving Projection and On-Line

Execution
[deGiacomoandLevesque,1999] suggestthatit is oftenuse-
ful to interleave on-line executionandprojection. With our
modelof time we cantake this ideaonestepfurtherandde-
fine projectionduring on-line executionwith the possibility
to explicitly puta time-boundon theprojection.

5.1 Projection in non-initial Situations

2

3

Figure3: ProjectionduringExecution
So far, we have only consideredprojectionof cc-Golog

in the initial situation.To seehow thingswork in non-initial
situation,let us againconsiderour examplescenario,where
projectionmakesuseof a modelof the navigation process.
Supposewearein thesituationillustratedin Figure3, result-
ing from the on-line executionof prg1. The controller be-
gins executionby activating the navigation processthrough
send���P�M� �²�2�o	�FG�(���� , after which the low-level processpro-
videsthehigh-level controllerwith a sequenceof ccUpdates
(theccUpdatesareindicatedasblackdotsin thefigure).The
controlleris now in situation �iz with

� z �! do��H send����� � �~���d	�F��P���PM	
ccUpdate� º z7	���z7	����Ø�P�� 	 ccUpdate� º u 	�� u 	����Ø�PM	
ccUpdate� º É 	�� É 	�����×(�� 	 ccUpdate� º
Ù 	�� Ù 	�ÚP� ��6JB	�� �  .

First, let us considerthe value of the continuousfluent
robotLocin �4z . Let Û bedefinedasbefore.Then

Ûß¤ ! robotLoc���iz�+! const� ºpÙ 	�� Ù  .
We canalsoinfer that what remainsfrom prg1 in �iz dif-

fers from the initial plan (becausesend���P�M� �²�2�o	�FG�(�G�P has
alreadybeenexecuted).

Ûß¤ !�\��7� �����G�i� À ' ¾ � prg1	�� � 	��7	��izM�8�_! withPol ��H waitFor �v|~}G���7�~���"�(�� 	����G�9� “In Hallway” KJK	H reg �v�����P�������
+!;FG�(���7J~�x

Giventheupdatedvalueof robotLoc, wecannow correctly
projectthattheremainingplanwill causetherobotto directly
travel to its destination. Note the useof clipOnline, which
forcesaswitchto projectionmode.

Ûß¤ ! S �7	���� ���7�G�i� À ' ¾ � prg1	����P	��7	�� z ¯W
Proj � do������| ®>´N}
��|~}��@	��iz� 	��(	 navProc	���+.�È! do��H startGo��� u M	

waitFor �v|~}G���7�~���"�(�� 	 say� “In Hallway”  	
waitFor �=�r���G�*��� u � 	 startGo��� É M	
waitFor �=�r���G�*��� É � 	 endGo	���6®������v���������p���r	�FG�(����KJK	 do������| ®I´¯}p�Õ|~}��G	�� z �6J

Thereasonwhy projectionsin non-initial situationsof the
examplescenarioarefairly straightforward is that we never
haveto rememberthestatetheactualnavigationprocessis in.
More precisely, for any givenposition,the cc-Golog model
of the navigation processyields an appropriateapproxima-
tion of the remainingtrajectoryof the robot (as illustrated
in the above projection). While many low-level processes
usedin mobilerobotsseemto have this property, we remark
that processeswhereoneneedsto keeptrack of their inter-
nal stateduringexecutioncanbedealtwith in a way similar
to [Grosskreutz,2000]. Thedetails,however, areoutsidethe
scopeof thispaper.

5.2 Projection Tests
In orderto allow for atime-boundedlookahead,wedefinethe
predicateProj ��A4	�� 	�y�	��� , which is true, roughly, if A holds
at time � in the projectedexecutionof a plan y in situation� . Let ��� ½¯¾�¿ ÀKÁ refer to anappropriatemodelof the low-level
processes,asbefore.

Proj ��A4	�� 	�y�	���".\@yi P	��7 7�ØAI���7 �98 start���7 �NCT��8���7���i�7 P� withPol ����� ½<¾�¿ ÀKÁ 	�yrM	�a ^ ������| ®I´¯}p�Õ|~}��@	��� 	�yi P	��� �8¯H S y  �  	��  �  � ���7�G�i�   ��y   	��   	�y  �  	��  �  ¯W start���  �  NàO�b>�n�B�r�*����yi (	��7 �6J
Again, we useclipOnline to switch to projectionmode.

Thedisjunctinvolving �n�K�r�G� coversthecasewherethepro-
jectedplanendsbeforetime � . UsingProj within testcondi-
tions,acc-Golog plancancheckwhetherapossiblebehavior
would leadto certainconditions,andthusdeliberateoverdif-
ferentpossiblesubplans.In addition, the lookaheadcanbe
limited to a certainamountof time � , which seemsvery use-
ful in orderto make quick decisions.A possibleapplication
of this test, illustratedby the following program,would be
to checkif the batterylevel is going to drop below 46V in
the next 300 secondsif the robot comescloseto the battery
dockingstation.

withPol ��H á��G�K�v� ^ �@�=�r���G��â��G�6� �V^7ã�ä �K��å��>�v�G�6� ^ �iM	
if � Proj � deliverMail	�æP����	�çM���6�vèX��&G���9CTD�FG 	

chargeBatteriesKJK	a������B&*���(é`���6�B
6 Implementation
Although the definition of cc-Golog requiressecond-order
logic, it is easyto implementa PROLOG interpreterfor cc-
Golog, justasin thecaseof theoriginalConGolog.8 In order
to dealwith theconstraintsimpliedby thewaitFor instruction

8Thesubtledifferencesbetweenthesecondorderaxiomatization
of ConGolog andaPROLOGimplementationarediscussedin [Gi-
acomoet al., 2000].
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duringprojection,we have madeuseof theECRCCommon
Logicê ProgrammingSystemEclipse4.2 andits built-in con-
straintsolver library clpr (similar to Reiter[Reiter, 1998]).

As for the on-line executionof cc-Golog plans,we have
implementedaprototyperuntimesystemthatcouplesthecc-
Golog interpreterto thebeeSoft executionsystem[Burgard
etal., 2000]. Thelink betweenourPROLOGimplementation
andthebeeSoft executionsystemis basedontheHigh-Level
InterfaceHLI [Hähneletal., 1998] whichprovidesa uniform
PROLOG interfaceto the low-level processesof beeSoft,
along with a monitoring componentwhich provides status
updateaboutthestateof executionof theactivatedmodules.
In particular, our runtime-systemhandleshigh-level sendac-
tions, which aremappedto commandsto the low-level pro-
cesses,andperiodicallygeneratesccUpdateactionsreflecting
thelatteststatusupdatesof thelow-level processes.

7 Summary and Discussion
In summary, we have extendedcc-Golog sothat it becomes
suitablefor bothprojectionsof plansandtheir on-lineexecu-
tion. In doingso,wealsoincorporateda modelof a robotar-
chitecturetypically foundon modernmobilerobots.Finally,
weshowedhow to interleaveon-lineexecutionanda form of
time-boundedprojection.

As mentionedbefore,theideaof modelingbothprojection
andon-lineexecutionwasfirst exploredin [deGiacomoand
Levesque,1999]. However, theauthorsconsiderneithertime
northeideaof low-levelprocesseswhichinteractwith ahigh-
level controllerin complex ways. Most importantly, thereis
no distinctionbetweenthe effectson fluentsduring projec-
tion andon-lineexecution,a distinctionwe feel is necessary
whenit comesto modelingessentialfeaturesof mobilerobots
suchastheir locationat a given time. [LesperanceandNg,
2000] have extendedde GiacomoandLevesque’s ideasin a
directionwhich bearssomeresemblancesto ours.They pro-
posethatduringprojectiononealsoneedsto considera sim-
ulatedenvironmentwhich, for example,producesexogenous
actionsto inform thehigh-level controllerthatthedestination
is reached.However, theirnotionof asimulatedenvironment
remainsfairly simplesincethey arenot ableto model tem-
porally extendedprocesses,andthey alsodo not distinguish
betweenthe effectson fluentsduring projectionandon-line
execution.We feel thatour proposaladdressessomeof these
shortcomingsandbringslogic-basedrobotcontrollersyetan-
otherstepcloserto realworld robotics.

The examplesin this paperinvolving navigation tasksof
a singlerobot werechosenmainly becauseof their simplic-
ity andassuchmay not be too convincing asto why logic-
basedrobot controllerswith built-in projectionmechanisms
arebeneficialor even necessary, especiallyat run-time. We
believe that theadvantagesof projectionswill becomemuch
more apparentoncerobotsengagein more complex tasks.
Consider, for example,a multi-robotdeliveryscenariowhere
ausermakesarequestto havea letterdeliveredby oneof the
robots. Then in order to determinewhich robot shouldde-
liver the letter, eachrobotmight useprojectionto determine
thecostthatwouldariseif it wereto carryoutthisjob,andthe
taskcould thenbeassignedto therobotwith a minimal cost
estimate. On-the-flyprojectionbecomeseven more impor-
tantwhenrobotsneedto coordinatetheir activities. Suppose
that two robotsagreeto meetsomewhereat a certaintime in
thefuture. Until thenthey would probablywant to carryout

asmuch of their otherdutiesaspossible. Sincetasksmay
not be interruptibleat arbitrary times, eachrobot would be
well-advisedto checkhow muchof the currenttaskcanbe
completedbeforeheadingoff to themeetingpoint. To do so,
someform of projectionseemsnecessary. Weplanto investi-
gatetheseandothermulti-robotscenariosin thefuture.
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Abstract

We consider an on-line decision-theoretic inter-
preter and incremental execution of Golog pro-
grams. This new interpreter is intended to over-
come some limitations of the off-line interpreter
proposed in [Boutilier et al., 2000]. We introduce
two new search control operators that can be men-
tioned in Golog programs: the on-line interpreter
takes advantage of one of them to save computa-
tional efforts. In addition to sensing actions de-
signed to identify outcomes of stochastic actions,
we consider a new representation for sensing ac-
tions that may return both binary and real valued
data at the run time. Programmers may use sensing
actions explicitly in Golog programs whenever re-
sults of sensing are required to evaluate tests. The
representation for sensing actions that we introduce
allows the use of regression, a computationally ef-
ficient mechanism for evaluation of tests. We de-
scribe an implementation of the on-line incremental
decision-theoretic Golog interpreter in Prolog. The
implementation was successfully tested on the B21
robot manufactured by RWI.

1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to provide a new on-line architecture
of designing controllers for autonomous agents. Specifically,
we explore controllers for mobile robots programmed in DT-
Golog, an extension of the high-level programming language
Golog. DTGolog aims to provide a seamless integration of
a decision-theoretic planner based on Markov decision pro-
cesses with an expressive set of program control structures
available in Golog. The motivation for this research is pro-
vided in [Boutilier et al., 2000], and we ask the reader to con-
sult that paper for additional technical details and arguments
why neither model-based planning, nor programming alone
can manage the conceptual complexity of devising controllers
for mobile robots. The DTGolog interpreter described in
[Boutilier et al., 2000] is an off-line interpreter that computes
the optimal conditional policy � , the probability ��� that � can
be executed successfully and the expected utility � of the pol-
icy. The semantics of a DTGolog program � is defined by the
predicate ���	��
��������������� � ���������� , where � is a starting situ-
ation and � is a given finite horizon. The policy � returned by
the off-line interpreter is a Golog program consisting of the se-
quential composition of agent actions, senseEffect ����� sensing

actions (which serve to identify a real outcome of a stochas-
tic action � ) and conditionals (if � then ��� else ��� ), where �
is a situation calculus formula that provides a test condition to
decide which branch of a policy the agent should take given
the result of sensing. The interpreter looks ahead up to the last
choice point in each branch of the program (say, between al-
ternative primitive actions), makes the choice and then pro-
ceeds backwards recursively, deciding at each choice point
what branch is optimal. It is assumed that once the off-line
DTGolog interpreter has computed an optimal policy, the pol-
icy is given to the robotics software to control a real mobile
robot.

However this off-line architecture has a number of limita-
tions. Imagine that we are interested in executing a program
(� �	 � � ) where both sub-programs � � and � � are very large
nondeterministic DTGolog programs designed to solve ‘inde-
pendent’ decision-theoretic problems: � � is supposed to start
in a certain set of states, but from the perspective of � � it is
not important what policy will be used to reach one of those
states. Intuitively, in this case we are interested in computing
first an optimal policy ��� (that corresponds to � � ), executing� � in the real world and then computing and executing an op-
timal policy ��� . But the off-line interpreter can return only
the optimal policy � that corresponds to the whole program
(� �  � � ), spending on this computation more time than neces-
sary: to compute and execute � � it is not relevant what deci-
sions have to be made during the execution of � � . The second
limitation becomes evident if in addition to senseEffect sens-
ing actions serving to identify outcomes of stochastic actions,
we need to explicitly include sensing actions in the program
(and those sensing actions cannot be characterized as stochas-
tic actions with a fixed finite set of outcomes). Imagine that
we are given a program
� �� � ��! �"
�$#&%&��'���()�*
�+�-,  �.�	'��.����/�� ! �"
�  if � then � � else �10$2 ,

where �.�.'��	����/�� ! �"
� is a sensing action that returns at time 
 a
measurement ! of a quantity / (e.g., the current coordinates,
the battery voltage) and the condition � depends on the real
data ! that will be returned by sensors (in the program above� � ��� � �3�40 are sub-programs, the choice operator � binds vari-
ables ! and 
 and the test '���()�&
�-, grounds the current time).
Intuitively, we want to compute an optimal policy � � (corre-
sponding to � � ) off-line, execute �5� in the real world, sense !
and then compute and execute an optimal policy � � that cor-
responds to the conditional Golog program in brackets. But
the off-line interpreter is not able to compute an optimal pol-
icy if a given program includes explicit sensing actions and no
information is available about the possible results of sensing.
Note that the nondeterministic choice operator � (it occurs in
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front of the program) should not be confused with policies � �
and ��� computed by an interpreter.

We propose to compute and execute optimal policies on-
line using a new incremental decision theoretic interpreter. It
works in a step-by-step mode. Given a Golog program � and
a starting situation � , it computes an optimal policy � and the
program �46 that remains when a first action � in � will be exe-
cuted. At the next stage, the action � is executed in the real
world. The interpreter gets sensory information to identify
which outcome of � has actually occurred if � is a stochastic
action: this may require doing a sequence of sensing actions
on-line. The action � (and possibly sensing actions performed
after that) results in a new situation. Then the cycle of com-
puting an optimal policy and remaining program, executing
the first action and getting sensory information (if necessary)
repeats until the program terminates or execution fails. In the
context of the incremental on-line execution, we define a new
programming operator �7��
839:83;<������� that limits the scope of
search performed by the interpreter. If � is the whole program,
then no computational efforts are saved when the interpreter
computes an optimal policy from � , but if the programmer
writes �7��
839:83;<����� � �  � � , then the on-line incremental inter-
preter will compute and execute step-by-step the Golog pro-
gram � � without looking ahead to decisions that need to be
made in � � . If the programmer knows that the sensing action�.�	'��.�<�3/�� ! �"
� is necessary to evaluate the condition � , then
using the program�7��
839:83;<����� � �  � � 
	� ! �$#&%&��'���(��&
�-�+,  �7��
839:83;<�����.�	'��.�<�3/�� ! �"
�+�  

if � then � � else � 0 2
the required information about / will be obtained before the
incremental interpreter will proceed to the execution of the
conditional. If the sensing action �.�	'��.����/�� ! �"
� has many dif-
ferent outcomes, then this approach gives computational ad-
vantages over the off-line approach to computing an optimal
policy.

Thus, the incremental interpretation of the decision-
theoretic Golog programs needs an account of sensing
(formulated in the situation calculus) that will satisfy
several criteria which naturally arise in the robotics con-
text. There are several accounts of sensing in the situ-
ation calculus that address different aspects of reasoning
about sensory and physical actions [Bacchus et al., 1995;
De Giacomo and Levesque, 1999a; 1999b; Funge, 1998;
Grosskreutz, 2000; Lakemeyer, 1999; Levesque, 1996;
Pirri and Finzi, 1999; Scherl and Levesque, 1993].

Below we propose a new representation of sensing that sim-
plifies reasoning about results of sensing, does not require
consistency of sensory information with the domain theory,
leads to a natural and sound implementation and has connec-
tions with representation of knowledge and sensing consid-
ered in [Reiter, 2000].

In Section 2 we recall the representation of the decision the-
oretic domain introduced in [Boutilier et al., 2000]. In Section
3 we propose a representation for sensing actions and consider
several examples. In section 4 we consider the on-line incre-
mental decision-theoretic interpreter. Section 5 discusses con-
nections with previously published papers.

2 The decision theoretic problem
representation

The paper [Boutilier et al., 2000] introduces the representa-
tion of problem domains that do not include sensing actions.
The representation is based on the distinction between agent
actions (which can be either deterministic or stochastic) and

nature’s actions which correspond to separate outcomes of a
stochastic agent action. Nature’s actions are considered deter-
ministic. They cannot be executed by the agent itself, there-
fore they never occur in policies which the agent executes.
When the agent does a stochastic action � in a situation � , na-
ture chooses one of the outcomes ' of that action and the sit-
uation =�����'>�7�	� is considered as one of resulting situations. In
accordance with this perspective, the evolution of a stochas-
tic transition system is specified by precondition and succes-
sor state axioms which never mention stochastic agent ac-
tions, but mention only deterministic agent actions and na-
ture’s actions. In [Boutilier et al., 2000], it is suggested to
characterize the DTGolog problem domain by: 1) the pred-
icate �@?A�.'1
+BDC-
83��'>����� which holds if � is an agent action, 2)
the predicate �7
��CE������
8�C��3������'�� meaning that nature’s action' is one of outcomes of the stochastic agent action � in the
situation � , 3) the function symbol ������F@��'>�7�	� that denotes the
probability of nature’s action ' in situation � , and 4) the pred-
icate senseCond �3'>���� specifying the test condition � serving
to identify the outcome ' of the last stochastic action, 5) the
function symbol ���.(G����=���=��������7�	�-� denotes rewards and costs
as functions of the current situation =���������.� , the action � or
both.

As an example, imagine a robot moving between different
locations: the process of going is initiated by a deterministic
action ��
�H�E
I����KJ � �-J � �"
� but is terminated by a stochastic ac-
tion �.'�=�I)���KJ � �+J � �"
� that may have two different outcomes:
successful arrival �	'�=�I)��LM�KJ � �-J � �N
� and unsuccessful stop in
a place different from the destination �.'�=HI���O��KJ � �+J 0 �"
� (the
robot gets stuck in the hall or cannot enter an office because its
door is closed). We represent the process of moving between
locations J � and J � by the relational fluent ?4��8�'1?��KJ � �+J � ��.� and
represent a (symbolic) location of the robot by the relational
fluent ����F$�E
PQ��C@�KJ+�7�	� meaning that J (the office of an em-
ployee, the hall or the main office) is the place where the robot
is. The transitions in the stochastic dynamical system describ-
ing the robot’s motion are characterized by the following pre-
condition and successor state axioms.

Poss R startGo RKSKT$U S�V.U W3X-U+Y$X�Z\[]R�^�S3UNSK_�X going RKS3U SK_&U`Y$X7a robotLoc RKSKTEU Y$X-U
Poss R endGoS RKS T UNS V U+W�X-U+Y$X�Z going RKS T UNS V U"YEX-U

Poss R endGoF RKSKT$UNS�V@U"W3X-U+Y$X�Z\^@SK_&b going RKScT$UNSK_&U+Y$X4a�SK_edf S�V�U
going RKS3UgS _ Ugh�i�RKj�U+Y$XNX�ZkR�^�W�X3j f startGo RKS3UgS _ U"W3Xml

going RKS�UNSK_&U+Y$X�an[>R�^<W3X3j f endGoS RKS�UNSK_cU+W�XNl
going RKS�UNSK_&U+Y$X�an[>R�^<W"UNSK_ _oX3j f endGoF RKS3UNSK_ _*U"W3X-b

The real outcome ' of a stochastic agent action � can be
identified only from sensory information. This information
has to be obtained by executing sensing actions. In the fol-
lowing section we propose a new representation for sensing
actions providing a seamless integration with the representa-
tion considered in this section.

3 Sensing actions
In contrast to physical actions, sensing actions do not change
any properties of the external world, but return values mea-
sured by sensors. Despite this difference, it is convenient
to treat both physical and sensing actions equally in succes-
sor state axioms. This approach is justifiable if fluents rep-
resent what the robot ‘knows’ about the world (see Figure
1). More specifically, let the high-level control module of the
robot be provided with the internal logical model of the world
(the set of precondition and successor state axioms) and the
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axiomatization of the initial situation. The programmer ex-
pressesp in this axiomatization his (incomplete) knowledge of
the initial situation and captures certain important effects of
the robot’s actions, but some other effects and actions of other
agents may remain unmodeled. When the robot does an action
in the real world (i.e., the high-level control module sends a
command to effectors and effectors execute this command),
it does not know directly and immediately what effects in re-
ality this action will produce: the high-level control module
may only compute expected effects using the internal logical
model. Similarly, if the robot is informed about actions exe-
cuted by external agents, the high-level control module may
compute expected effects of those exogenous actions (if ax-
ioms account for them). Thus, from the point of view of the
programmer who designed the axioms, the high-level control
module maintains the set of beliefs that the robot has about the
real world. This set of beliefs needs feedback from the real
world because of possible contingencies, incompleteness of
the initial information and unobserved or unmodeled actions
executed by other agents. To gain the feedback, the high-level
control module requests information from sensors and they re-
turn required data. We find it convenient to represent infor-
mation gathered from sensors by an argument of the sensing
action: a value of the argument will be instantiated at the run
time when the sensing action will be executed. Then, all the
high-level control module needs to know is the current situ-
ation (action log): expected effects of actions on fluents can
be computed from the given sequence of physical and sens-
ing actions.

q
r

s s s s s
s s$t
sssssss u

v

Internal logical
model

+ initial data

+ Golog program

Effectors

Sensors

actions

sensing
data

Environment

(includes other agents)

Exogenous
actions

Figure 1: A high-level control module and low-level modules
interacting with the environment.

In the sequel, we consider only deterministic sensing ac-
tions, but noisy sensing actions can be represented as well.

We suggest representing sensing actions by the functional
symbol �	�.'��.�<�3w�� ! �N
� where w is what to sense, ! is term rep-
resenting a run time value returned by the sensors and 
 is
time; the predicate �.�	'��.�$BxC-
83��'>����� is true whenever � is a
sensing action. We proceed to consider several examples of
successor state axioms that employ our representation.

1. Let �.�.'��	����y)������=��-J+�"
� be the sensing action that re-
turns the pair J z ��{��|�� of geometric coordinates of
the current robot location on the two-dimensional grid and?A��83=�PQ��C��3{m�7|4�7�	� be a relational fluent that is true if �3{m�7|<�
are the coordinates of the robot’s location in � . In this
example we assume that all actions are deterministic (we
do this only to simplify the exposition of this example).
The process of moving (represented by the relational fluent

} i�~��c���HRK� T U+� T UN� V U"� V U+Y$X ) from the grid location �3{ � �7| � � to
the point �3{ � �| � � is initiated by the deterministic instanta-
neous action Y$Wcj<�$W���i�~.�@RK��T7U+�@TUN��V.U+�$V.U+W�X and is terminated by
the deterministic action �	��h<��i�~.�@RK��T-U+��T7UN��V	U7�$V.U+W�X . The robot
may also change its location if it is transported by an exter-
nal agent from one place to another: the exogenous actions
���4����{ � �7| � �"
� and ���A
	��{ � �7| � �N
� account for this (and the
fluent 
����'��+�����E
�	=��3�	� represents the process of moving the
robot by an external agent). The following successor state and
precondition axioms characterize aforementioned fluents and
actions.

?4��8�=�PQ��C��3{m�7|4�7=��������7�	�-�Q�
�+�3��
	�+J3�+�>z��	�.'��	����y�������=��-J+�"
����{�y)��=��cJ��<z�{G��|�y)��=��KJ���z�|��Q�
����
���H'��-�����E
�.=����.�m�x�3��
	�{16��7|�6K�-��z endMove ��{16g�7|�6N�7{m�7|4�"
�+����.
����'��+�����E
�	=����.�m���3��
�+�>zn���A
	��{��|1�N
�1�m�

?4��8�=�PQ��C@��{��|1��.����������
	�7{16��7|�6K�+�>zn���A
	��{16��7|�6N�"
�4������AJ+�N
�-�)z��	�.'��	����y�������=��-J+�"
�+�
�����4{��7|4�7{46K�7|�6N�"
�+�)z endMove ��{��|1�{16��7|�6N�"
�$�

where {�y)��=��KJ3�$�7|<y)��=��KJ3� denote, respectively, { and | com-
ponents of the current robot location J .
9�� ! 83'1?e��{ � �7| � �{ � �7| � �7=H���3����.�+�>�

���H
�+�>z startMove ��{ � �7| � �7{ � �| � �"
�>�9:� ! 83'1?e�3{ � �7| � �7{ � �| � �7�.�+�
�����H
�+�>z endMove �3{ � �| � �{ � �7| � �"
�$#

W3�7j<�4Yg�Hi��$Wc�$h�RKh�i<RKj�U7Y$XNX�Z�R�^<W"UN��U+��X�j f Wcj��<��RK��U+��UW3X�lW��7j<�1Y3�Hi��$Wc�$h�R�Y$X7a�[>R�^�WNUN�4_oU��_oX3j f �A��W"RK�4_KU+��_*U"W3X�lR�[m^@��U"��UN� _ U+� _ X } i�~��K�H�HRK��U+��UN� _ U+� _ X�ax�<�$�&h<�5i	�.RK��U+��U"YEXNaR�^<W"UNSKX3j f Y7�	�4Y���R��Mi	i��7h�UNS3U+W�X�a�RK�4���7h�RKSKX�df �Gln�����7h�RKSKX�df ��X-b
Poss R startMove RK��T7U+��TEUg��V.U+�$V.U+W3X-U"YEX�Z\[mW3�7j<�4Yg�Hi��$Wc�$h�R�Y$XNa[>R�^@��UN��U+� _ U+� _ X } i�~��K����RK��U��UN� _ U+� _ U+Y$X7a��@�$�*h<��i.�	RK� T U+� T U"YEX-U
Poss R endMove RK� T U+� T Ug� V U+� V U+W3X-U"YEXmZ } i�~��K�H�HRK� T U+� T UN� V U+� V U+Y$X-U
Poss R�Wcj��<�@RK��U+��U+W3X-U"YEXmZ�[mW3�7j<�4Yg�Hi��$Wc�$h�R�Y$X�ax�<�$�&h<�5i	�.RK��U+��U"YEXNa[>R�^@��TU+�@T7Ug��V.U+�$V.X } i�~��K�H�HRK��T7U+��T$UN��V.U+�$V.U+Y$X-U

Poss R`�4��WNRK��U+��UW3X-U"YEX�Z\W3�7j<�4Y3��i��EWK�$h�R�YEX-b
Imagine that in the initial situation the robot stays at (0,0);

later, at time 1, it starts moving from (0,0) to (2,3), but when
the robot stops at time 11 and senses its coordinates at time 12,
its sensors tell it that it is located at (4,4). The sensory infor-
mation is inconsistent with the expected location of the robot,
but this discrepancy can be attributed to unobserved actions of
an external agent who transported the robot. Hence, the final
situation is not��  f h�i<R�Y7�.�4Y7��R��Mi.i���h�U+RK¡�Ug¡�X-U7¢�£.X-UNh�i<R endMove RK¤�UN¤<U+£@Ug¥�U$¢.¢�X-Uh�i�R startMove RK¤�U+¤<U+£@UN¥<U7¢$X-U ��¦ XNXNX-U
as we originally expected, but the situation resulting from

the execution of exogenous actions 
���4����§1�¨1�+© � � and����
	�cª��-ª��-© � � , in the situation when the robot ends moving,
followed by the sensing action. The exogenous actions
occurred at unknown times © � �-© � (we may say about the
actual history only that «<«¬\© �G® © � ¬¯«.§ ).1

2. The robot can determine its location using data from
sonar and laser sensors. But if the last action was not sensing
coordinates �3{m�7|<� , then the current location can be determined

1In the sequel, we do not consider how the discrepancy between
results of a deterministic action and observations obtained from sen-
sors can be explained by occurrences of unobserved exogenous ac-
tions. However, our example indicates that inconsistency between
physical and sensory actions can be resolved by solving a corre-
sponding diagnostic problem (e.g., see [McIlraith, 1998]).
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from the previous location and the actions that the robot has
executed.° The process of going from J to JK6 is initiated by the
deterministic action ��
���E
I)���KJ+�-JK6N�"
� and is terminated by the
stochastic action �.'�=�I)���KJ-�+JK63�N
� (axiomatized in Section 2).

����F$�E
PQ��C��cJ+�7=H���3����.�+���±�3��
	� ! �7{m�7|<�4�>z��.�	'��.�<�3y)������=�� ! �N
�
�²{�y)��=�� ! �<z�{x��|<y)��=�� ! �<z�|M��1��������Jmz office �����m� inOffice �cJ+�7{m�7|<�4�

J$z�³²��JKJ��������@��� inOffice � office �����$�7{m�7|<�1�m�
�3��
	�+J � �+�>z��	'�=�I)��LM�cJ � �-J+�N
�����3��
	�+J � �-�>z��.'�=�I)��O��cJ � �+J+�"
�m�����F$�E
PQ��C��cJ+�7�	�$�´������
	�-J � �-J 0 � ! ���<�>z��.�	'��.�<�3y)������=�� ! �N
�-�

�>z��	'�=�I)��LM�cJ � �-Jµ0��"
�����>z��	'�=�I)��O��cJ � �+J&0<�"
�4�E#
where the predicate inOffice �cJ+�{��7|<� is true if the pair �3{m�7|<�

is inside of the office J , the functional symbols bottomY �KJ�� ,
topY �cJ�� , rightX �cJ�� and leftX �KJ�� represent coordinates of top
left and bottom right corners of a rectangle that contains the
office J inside: When the robot stops and senses coordi-
nates, it determines its real location and the high-level con-
trol module can identify the outcome of the stochastic ac-
tion �	'�=�I)���cJ+�-JK6��"
� : whether the robot stopped successfully or
failed to arrive at the intended destination.

3. Let ?48 ! �<�38&
�.9²�3���.���.��'>�N
� be a stochastic action that
has two different outcomes: ?A8 ! �.L¶�38&
�.9²�3���.���.��'>�N
� – the
robot gives successfully an 8*
�	9 to ���.���	��' at time 
 – and
?A8 ! �.O��38&
�.9²�3���.���	��'>�"
� – the action of giving an 8*
�	9 to
���.���.��' is unsuccessful. Let �.�	'��.�<�cBDC$�1'>� ! �N
� be the ac-
tion of sensing whether delivery of the 8*
�	9 to ���	���.��'
was successful or not: if it was, then delivery is acknowl-
edged and ! =1, if not – the result of sensing is ! =0. The
following successor state axiom characterizes how the flu-
ent hasCoffee �o���.���	��'>�7�.� changes from situation to situation:
whenever the robot is in the office of ���.���	��' and it senses that
one of its buttons was pressed, it is assumed that the ���	���.��'
pressed a button to acknowledge that she has a coffee. From
this sensory information, the high-level control module can
identify whether the outcome of ?48 ! �<�38&
�.9²�3���.���	��'>�"
� was
successful or not.

hasCoffee R`���	�$Y.UNh�i�RKj�U+Y$XNXmZR�^�W�X3j f �@�c~.� � R Coffee U&���	�$Y.U7W�X4l hasCoffee R`���	�$Y.U+Y$X�lR�^<W"U+~�X3j f Y��	�4Y7��RK·M�7�H��UN~�U+W�X4a�~ f ¢�a�7i.¸+i�W��5i	�.R office R`���	�$Y$X-U+Y$X-b
It is surprisingly straightforward to use regression in our

setting to solve the forward projection task. Let ¹ be a back-
ground axiomatization of the domain (a set of successor state
axioms, precondition axioms, unique name axioms and a set
of first order sentences whose only situation term is L�º ) and
let �>���.� be a situation calculus formula that has the free vari-
able � as the only situational argument. Suppose we are given
a ground situational term L that may mention both physical
and sensing actions. The forward projection task is to deter-
mine whether¹¼» z��>��L>�

Regression is a computationally efficient way of solving the
forward projection task [Reiter, 2000; Pirri and Reiter, 1999]
when L does not mention any sensing actions. The represen-
tation introduced above allows us to use regression also in the
case when L mentions sensing actions explicitly. Thus, we
can use regression to evaluate tests �����-, in Golog programs
with sensing actions: no modifications are required. In addi-
tion, our approach allows us to use an implementation in Pro-
log considered in [Reiter, 2000]. There is also an interesting
connection between our representation of ‘beliefs’ and sens-
ing and the approach to knowledge-based programming [Re-
iter, 2000]. In [Soutchanski, 2001] we show that his approach

and our approach to the solution of the forward projection task
(with sensing actions) are equivalent.

4 The incremental on-line DTGolog
interpreter

The incremental DTGolog interpreter uses the predi-
cate IncrBestDo ��� � �7�<�3� � �7��� � �7�m�3����� and the predicateO)83'���J+�������� � ���� . The former predicate takes as input the
Golog program � � , starting situation � , horizon � and returns
the optimal conditional policy � , its expected utility � , the
probability of success ��� , and the program � � that remains
after executing the first action from the policy � . The latter
predicate tells when the execution of the policy completes:O)83'���J+�������� � ���� is true if either the program � is ½²8cJ (the
null program) or L5
�7� (a zero cost action that takes the agent
to an absorbing state meaning that the execution failed),
or if the policy � is ½´8KJ or L5
�7� . In all these cases, � is
simply the reward associated with the situation � . Note
that in comparison to BestDo, IncrBestDo has an additional
argument � � representing the program that remains to be
executed.

IncrBestDo ��� � �7����� � ���� � ���������� is defined inductively on
the structure of a Golog program � � . Below we consider its
definition in the case when the program � � begins with a de-
terministic agent action.

IncrBestDo �3�  � � ����3� � �7�m� � �7�m�3�����-¾¿"Àz
%`�QÁ)���.��������.�+�� � z�½²8cJ�� � z Stop �n����z�ÂM���:z reward �3�	�4�
Á)���.�<�3���7�.�m�)� � z\� � �Ã���o�463� � 6N�7�46K�3���.6&�

IncrBestDo ��� � �7=H���3����.�$�3�463�� – «�� � 6K�7�463�����.6��+�� zÄ���  � 6&������zÅ���.(G����=����.�mÆÇ�46��È���GzÇ���.6É2"#
If a deterministic agent action � is possible in situation � , then
we compute the optimal policy � 6 of the remaining program� � , its expected utility �16 and the probability of successful ter-
mination ���.6 . Because � is a deterministic action, the proba-
bility ���.6 that the policy � 6 will complete successfully is the
same as for the program itself; the expected utility � is a sum
of a reward for being in � and the expected utility of contin-
uation � 6 . If � is not possible, then the remaining program is½²8cJ , and the policy is the Stop action, the expected utility is
the reward in � and the probability of success is 0.

Other cases are defined similarly to �)�.��
��� , e.g., if the
program begins with the finite nondeterministic choice � � ��{�ÊË �c���  �16 , where Ë is the finite set Ì�C � �	#.#	#7�7C7Í�Î and the choice
binds all free occurrences of { in � to one of the elements:

IncrBestDo �+� � ��{²Ê Ë �K���  � 6 �7�����1Ï<����3���.J+�7�m�3����� ¾7¿NÀz
IncrBestDo �+���>» ÐÑ � »x#	#.#È»>�>» ÐÑ Í �  �16��7�<�3� Ï ��������.J+�7�m�3�����

where ��» ÐÑ means substitution of C for all free occurrences of {
in � . Thus, the optimal policy ���.J corresponds to the elementC in Ë that delivers the best execution. Note that the remaining
program � Ï is the same on the both sides of the definition.

Recall that policies are Golog programs as well. Moreover,
if � is a Golog program that contains many nondeterministic
choices, the optimal policy � computed from � is a conditional
program that does not involve any nondeterministic choices.
This observation suggests that programmers may wish to take
advantage of the structure in a decision theoretic problem and
use explicit search control operators that limit bounds where
the search for an optimal policy has to concentrate. In ad-
dition to the standard set of Golog programming constructs,
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we introduce two new operators: J���C$��J+�o��� and �7��
839:83;<������� .
IntuitivelyÒ , the program J3��C$��J+��� � �  � � means the following.
First, compute the optimal policy � � corresponding to the sub-
program � � , then compute the optimal policy � correspond-
ing to the program ���	 � � . If both sub-programs � � and � � are
highly nondeterministic, then using the operator J���C$��J+�o� � � the
programmer indicates where the computational efforts can be
saved: there is no need in looking ahead further than � � to
compute � � . Thus, in the case that a Golog program begins
with J���C$��J+�o���
IncrBestDo �cJ���C$��J+�o� � �  � � ������1Ï����� � �7���������+¾7¿NÀz
������� �5� �� � �3��� � � IncrBestDo ��� �� ½²8cJ+����3�m�7�m� ��� �� � �3��� � �+�

IncrBestDo � � �  � � ����3�4Ï<�7�m� � �7�m�3�����E#
The construct J���C$��J+�o� � � limits the search, but once the pol-

icy � � was computed and the first action in � � was executed,
the remaining part of the program has no indication where
the search may concentrate. For this reason, the programmer
may find convenient to use another search control operator
that once used persists in the remaining part of the program
until the program inside the scopes of that operator terminates.
This operator is called �7�A
8�9�8�;��<�o��� and is specified by the fol-
lowing abbreviation.

IncrBestDo ���7�A
8�9�8�;��<�o� � �  � � �7�<�3� Ï �7�m� � ����3�����+¾7¿"Àz
�3���46&� IncrBestDo ��� �  ½²8cJ+�7�<�3�463���� � ����������+��$�16QÓz�½²8KJ��È�1ÏGzÔ���7�A
8�9�8�;��<�o�46N�  � � ���
�46�z�½²8cJ��)�1ÏGz\� � �$#

According to this specification, an optimal policy � can be
computed without looking ahead to the program � � ; hence,
using �7��
839:83;<����� � � a programmer can express a domain spe-
cific procedural knowledge to save computational efforts.
Note that when �16 is Nil, i.e. there will be nothing in � � to ex-
ecute after doing the only action in � , the remaining program� Ï contains only � � .
4.1 Implementing the on-line interpreter
Given the definitions of IncrBestDo mentioned in the previ-
ous sub-section, we can consider now the on-line interpreta-
tion coupled with execution of Golog programs. The defi-
nitions of IncrBestDo ��� � �7�<�3� � �7��� � �7�m�3����� translate directly
into Prolog clauses (we omit them here). The on-line inter-
preter calls the off-line incrBestDo(E,S,ER,H,Pol1,U1,Prob1)
interpreter to compute an optimal policy from the given pro-
gram expression Õ , gets the first action of the optimal policy,
commits to it, does it in the physical world, then repeats with
the rest of the program. The following is such an interpreter
implemented in Prolog:
online(E,S,H,Pol,U) :-
incrBestDo(E,S,ER,H,Pol1,U1,Prob1),
( final(ER,S,H,Pol1,U1), Pol=Pol1, U=U1 ;
reward(R,S),
Pol1 = (A : Rest),

( agentAction(A), not stochastic(A,S,L),
doReally(A), /*execute A in reality*/

!, /* commit to the result */
online(ER,do(A,S),H,PolFut,UFut),
Pol=(A : PolFut), U is R + UFut ;
senseAction(A),
doReally(A), /* do sensing */

!, /*commit to results of sensing*/
online(ER,do(A,S),H,PolFut,UFut),
Pol=(A : PolFut), U is R + UFut ;
agentAction(A), stochastic(A,S,L),
doReally(A), /*execute A in reality*/

!, /* commit to the result */

senseEffect(A,S,SEff),
diagnose(SEff,L,SN), /*What happened?*/
online(ER,SN,H,PolFut,UFut),
Pol=(A : PolF), U is R + UFut

)
).

The on-line interpreter uses the Prolog cut (!) to prevent
backtracking to the predicate =���Öx�	��JKJ�| : we need this because
once actions have been actually performed in the physical
world, the robot cannot undo them.

In addition to predicates mentioned in section 2, the
on-line interpreter uses the predicate senseEffect �KBn�LM«<�7L>§<� ,
the predicate diffSequence �KBn�L>�.w�� and the predicate=�83��?4'����	����L>§1�×)�A
C$��9��	�.PQ83�7
	�7L>¨<� . We describe below their
meaning and show their implementation in Prolog.

Given the stochastic action B and the situation LM« , the
predicate senseEffect �KBÈ�7LM«<�7L>§<� holds if L>§ is the situation
that results from doing a number of sensing actions neces-
sary to differentiate between outcomes of the stochastic ac-
tion B . The predicate diffSequence �cBÈ�7L>�	w�� holds if L>�	w is
the sequence of sensing actions ( � �	 � �< #	#.#  � Í ) specified by
the programmer in the domain problem representation: this
sequence is differentiating if after doing all actions in the
sequence the action chosen by ‘nature’ as the outcome of
stochastic action B can be uniquely identified.
senseEffect(A,S,SE) :- diffSequence(A,Seq),

getSensorInput(S,Seq,SE).

getSensorInput(S,A,do(A,S)) :- senseAction(A),
doReally(A). /*connect to sensors, get data

for a free variable in A */

getSensorInput(S1,(A : Rest),SE) :-
doReally(A), /* connect to sensors,

get data */
getSensorInput(do(A,S1),Rest,SE).

The predicate =�8��@?4'����	����LM«<�7P��7L>§<� takes as its first argu-
ment the situation resulting from getting a sensory input: it
contains ‘enough’ information to disambiguate between dif-
ferent possible outcomes of the last stochastic action B . The
second argument is the list P of all outcomes that nature may
choose if the agent executes the stochastic action B in LM« and
the third argument is the situation that is the result of nature’s
action which actually occurred. We can identify which action
nature has chosen using the set of mutually exclusive test con-
ditions senseCond ��'�Ø7���Ø3� , where ��Ø is a term representing a
situation calculus formula: if ��Ø holds in the current situation,
then we know that nature has chosen the action ' Ø ( ' Ø belongs
to the list P ).
diagnose(SE,[N],do(N,SE)) :-

senseCond(N,C), holds(C,SE).

diagnose(SE,[N|Outcomes],SN):- senseCond(N,C),
( holds(C,SE), SN=do(N,SE) ;

not holds(C,SE),
diagnose(SE,Outcomes,SN) ).

Successful tests of the implementation described here were
conducted in a real office environment on a mobile robot B21
manufactured by RWI. The low-level software was initially
developed in the University of Bonn to control Rhino, another
B21 robot, see [Burgard et al., 1999] for details. The tests of
implementation demonstrated that using the expressive set of
Golog operators it is straightforward to encode domain knowl-
edge as constraints on the given large MDP problem. The op-
erator �7��
839:83;<������� proved to be useful in providing heuris-
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tics which allowed to compute sub-policies in real time. These
preliminaryÒ tests have brought several new important issues,
e.g., how the computation of a new policy off-line can proceed
in parallel with executing actions from the policy on-line.

5 Discussion
The incremental Golog interpreter based on the single-
step ©G����'�� -semantics is introduced in [De Giacomo and
Levesque, 1999b]. The Golog programs considered there may
include binary sensing actions. The interpreter considered in
our paper is motivated by similar intuitions, but it is based on a
different decision-theoretic semantics and employs more ex-
pressive representation of sensing. The paper [De Giacomo
and Levesque, 1999a] introduces guarded sensed fluent ax-
ioms (GSFA) and guarded successor state axioms (GSSA) and
assumes that there is a stream of sensor readings available at
any time. These readings are represented by unary sensing
functions (syntactically, they look like functional fluents). Be-
cause we introduce the representation for sensing actions, they
can be mentioned explicitly in Golog programs or can be ex-
ecuted by the interpreter. The major advantage of our rep-
resentation is that it does not require consistency of sensory
readings with the action theory (this may prove useful in solv-
ing diagnostic tasks: [McIlraith, 1998]). The execution mon-
itoring framework proposed in [De Giacomo et al., 1998] as-
sumes that the feedback from the environment is provided in
terms of actions executed by other agents. Because in this pa-
per we assume that the feedback is provided in terms of sen-
sory readings, this may lead to development of a more realistic
framework. An approach to integrating planning and execu-
tion in stochastic domains [Dearden and Boutilier, 1994] is an
alternative to the approach proposed here.

6 Concluding remarks
Several important issues are not covered in this paper. One
of them is monitoring and rescheduling of policies. Note that
all actions in policies have time arguments which will be in-
stantiated by moments of time: when the incremental inter-
preter computes an optimal policy, it also determines a sched-
ule when actions have to be executed. But in realistic scenar-
ios, when the robot is involved in ongoing processes extended
over time, it may happen that a process will terminate earlier
or later than it was expected.

The diagnostic task that the current version of the on-line
interpreter solves is admittedly oversimplified. We expect that
additional research integrating the on-line incremental inter-
preter with the approach proposed in [McIlraith, 1998] will
allow us to formulate a more comprehensive version.
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Abstract

We proposea new definition of (causal)explana-
tion, usingstructural equationsto modelcounter-
factuals. The definition is basedon the notion of
actual cause, asdefinedandmotivatedin a com-
panionpaper. Essentially, an explanationis a fact
thatis notknown for certainbut, if foundto betrue,
wouldconstituteanactualcauseof thefactto beex-
plained,regardlessof theagent’sinitial uncertainty.
We show that thedefinitionhandleswell a number
of problematicexamplesfrom theliterature.

1 Intr oduction
The automaticgenerationof adequateexplanationsis a task
essentialin planning, diagnosisand natural languagepro-
cessing. A systemdoing inferencemust be able to ex-
plain its findings and recommendationsto evoke a user’s
confidence. However, getting a good definition of expla-
nation is a notoriously difficult problem, which has been
studied for years. (See [Chajewska and Halpern, 1997;
Gärdenfors,1988;Hempel,1965;Pearl,1988;Salmon,1989]
andthe referencesthereinfor an introductionto anddiscus-
sionof theissues.)

In [HalpernandPearl,2001], we give a definition of ac-
tual causalityusingstructuralequations.Herewe show how
theideasbehindthatdefinitioncanbeusedto giveanelegant
definition of (causal)explanationthat dealswell with many
of theproblematicexamplesdiscussedin the literature. The
basicidea is that an explanationis a fact that is not known
for certainbut, if foundto betrue,would constituteanactual
causeof theexplanandum(the fact to beexplained),regard-
lessof theagent’s initial uncertainty.

2 CausalModels: A Review
To make this paperself-contained,this sectionrepeatsma-
terial from [HalpernandPearl,2001]; we review the basic
definitionsof causalmodels,asdefinedin termsof structural
equations,and the syntaxand semanticsof a languagefor�
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0090145.�

Supportedin partby grantsfrom NSF, ONR,AFOSR,andMI-
CRO.

reasoningaboutcausalityandexplanations.See[Gallesand
Pearl, 1997; Halpern,2000; Pearl, 2000] for more details,
motivation,andintuition.

Causal Models: The basicpicture is that the world is de-
scribedby randomvariables,someof which may have a
causalinfluenceon others. This influenceis modeledby a
set of structural equationsEachequationrepresentsa dis-
tinct mechanism(or law) in the world, which maybe modi-
fied (by externalactions)withoutalteringtheothers.In prac-
tice, it seemsuseful to split the randomvariablesinto two
sets,the exogenousvariables,whosevaluesaredetermined
by factorsoutsidethe model,andthe endogenousvariables,
whosevaluesaredeterminedby theendogenousvariables.It
is theseendogenousvariableswhosevaluesaredescribedby
thestructuralequations.

More formally, a signature � is a tuple ���
	��	���� , where� is a finite setof exogenousvariables,� is a finite setof
endogenousvariables,and � associateswith every variable��� ����� a nonemptyset ��� � � of possiblevaluesfor

�
.

A causal (or structural) modelover signature� is a tuple� � ����	���� , where � associateswith eachvariable � �
� a function denoted��� suchthat � �"!#�%$'&)(%*+����,-�.�$�/$'0 (%132546�87 ��� � �.�:9;���<�=� . ��� tells us the valueof �
giventhevaluesof all theothervariablesin �>�?� .

Example2.1: Supposethatwe wantto reasonabouta forest
fire thatcouldbecausedby eitherlightning or a matchlit by
anarsonist.Thenthecausalmodelwould have thefollowing
endogenousvariables(andperhapsothers):@ � for fire ( � ��A

if thereis one, � �CB
otherwise)@CD for lightning ( D �EA

if lightning occurred, D �FB
otherwise)@ ML for match lit (ML

�GA
if the match was lit and� D �CB

otherwise).

Theset� of exogenousvariablesincludesconditionsthatsuf-
fice to make all relationshipsdeterministic(suchaswhether
the wood is dry, there is enoughoxygen in the air, etc.).
Supposethat HI is a settingof the exogenousvariablesthat
makesa forestfire possible(i.e., thewoodis sufficiently dry,
thereis oxygenin the air, and so on). Then, for example,� JK�LHI 	 D 	 ML � is suchthat � �MA

if either D �MA
or ML

�MA
.
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Given a causalmodel
� � �N��	.�O� , a (possiblyempty)

vector H� of variablesin � , and vectors HP and HI of val-
uesfor the variablesin H� and � , respectively, we can de-
fine a new causalmodeldenoted

�RQ�)S QT over the signature

� Q� � ���
	��VU H�W	.�YX 1'2 Q� � . Intuitively, this is the causal

model that resultswhen the variablesin H� are set to HP by
externalaction,thecauseof which is not modeledexplicitly.
Formally,

�ZQ�[S QT � ��� Q� 	��
Q�[S QT � , where �

Q�\S QT0 is obtained

from � 0 by settingthevaluesof thevariablesin H� to HP .
We candescribe(somesalientfeaturesof) a causalmodel�
usinga causalnetwork. This is a graphwith nodescor-

respondingto the randomvariablesin � andanedgefrom a
nodelabeled� to onelabeled

�
if � 0 dependson thevalue

of � . Intuitively, variablescanhave a causaleffect only on
their descendantsin thecausalnetwork; if

�
is not a descen-

dantof � , thena changein the valueof � hasno affect on
thevalueof

�
.

We restrict attention to what are called recursive (or
acyclic) equations;theseareonesthatcanbedescribedwith
acausalnetwork thatis adag.It shouldbeclearthatif

�
is a

recursivecausalmodel,thenthereis alwaysauniquesolution
to theequationsin

� Q�[S QT , givenasetting HI for thevariables
in � . Suchasettingis calledacontext. Contextswill play the
role of possibleworldswhenwe modeluncertainty.

Syntax and Semantics: Givena signature� � �N�
	��	���� ,
a formula of the form � � P , for � �^]

and P � ���<�=� ,
is calleda primitive event. A basiccausalformula is oneof
the form _ � `�acb�` 	/deded/	 �gfhaibgfkjml

, where
l

is a Boolean
combinationof primitive events;

��` 	ed/dedL	 �nf 	o� arevariables
in � ;

� ` 	ed/dedL	 � f aredistinct; P � ���<�=� ; and
bnp?� ��� �gp � .

Sucha formula is abbreviated as _ H�qa Hbrjsl . The special
casewhere t ��B

is abbreviatedas
l

. Intuitively, _ � ` ab�` 	eded/de	 �nfuavbnf%jsl
saysthat

l
holds in the counterfactual

world thatwouldariseif
� p

is setto
b p

, w ��A 	/ded/dL	et . A causal
formula is aBooleancombinationof basiccausalformulas.

A causalformula
l

is trueor falsein acausalmodel,given
a context. We write � � 	xHI �yX �zl

if
l

is truein causalmodel�
givencontext HI . � � 	xHI �{X � _ H�|a Hbrj �N� � P � if thevari-

able � hasvalue P in theunique(sincewe aredealingwith
recursivemodels)solutionto theequationsin

�MQ0 S Q} in con-
text HI (that is, theuniquevectorof valuesfor theexogenous

variablesthat simultaneouslysatisfiesall equations�
Q0 S Q}~ ,�M� �=U H� , with thevariablesin � setto HI ). We extendthe

definitionto arbitrarycausalformulasin theobviousway.
Note that the structuralequationsare deterministic. We

lateraddprobabilityto thepictureby puttingaprobabilityon
thesetof contexts (i.e.,on thepossibleworlds).

3 The Definition of Explanation
As wesaidin theintroduction,many definitionsof causalex-
planationhave beengiven in the literature. The “classical”
approachesin the philosophyliterature, such as Hempel’s
1965deductive-nomological modelandSalmon’s 1989sta-
tistical relevancemodel(aswell asmany otherapproaches)

have a seriousproblem:they fail to exhibit thedirectionality
inherentin commonexplanations.While it seemsreasonable
to say“the heightof the flag poleexplainsthe lengthof the
shadow”, it would soundawkwardif onewereto explain the
former with the latter. Despiteall the examplesin the phi-
losophyliteratureon theneedfor takingcausalityandcoun-
terfactualsinto account,andtheextensive work on causality
definedin termsof counterfactualsin the philosophylitera-
ture, as Woodward 2001 observes, philosophershave been
reluctantto build a theoryof explanationon top of a theory
of causality. Theconcernseemsto beoneof circularity.

In [Halpern and Pearl, 2001], we give a definition of
causalitythatassumesthat thecausalmodelandall therele-
vantfactsaregiven;theproblemis to determinewhichof the
givenfactsarecauses.(Wediscussthisdefinitionin morede-
tail below.) We givea definitionof explanationbasedon this
defintionof causality. The role of explanationis to provide
the informationneededto establishcausation.As discussed
in theintroduction,weview anexplanationasafactthatis not
known for certainbut, if foundto betrue,would constitutea
genuinecauseof theexplanandum,regardlessof theagent’s
initial uncertainty. Thus,what countsasan explanationde-
pendsonwhatyoualreadyknow and,naturally, thedefinition
of explanationis relative to theagent’s epistemicstate(asin
Gärdenfors1988).It is alsonatural,from thisviewpoint, that
anexplanationincludesfragmentsof thecausalmodelM, or
referenceto thephysicallaws which underlythe connection
betweenthecauseandtheeffect. To borrow anexamplefrom
[Gärdenfors,1988], if wewantanexplanationof why Mr. Jo-
hanssonhasbeentaken ill with lung cancer, the information
that he worked in asbestosmanufacturingfor many yearsis
not going to be a satisfactory explanationto someonewho
doesnot know anythingabouttheeffectsof asbestoson peo-
ple’s health. In this case,thecausalmodel(or relevantparts
of it) mustbepartof theexplanation.On theotherhand,for
someonewhoknowsthecausalmodelbut doesnotknow that
Mr. Johanssonworkedin asbestosmanufacturing,theexpla-
nationwould involveMr. Johansson’semploymentbut would
not mentionthecausalmodel.

Ourdefinitionof explanationis motivatedby thefollowing
intuitions. An individual in a given epistemicstate � asks
why

l
holds.Whatconstitutesagoodanswerto hisquestion?

A goodanswermustprovideinformationthatgoesbeyond �
andbesuchthat the individual canseethat it would, if true,
be (or bevery likely to be)a causeof

l
. We mayalsowant

to requirethat
l

betrue(or at leastprobable).Althoughour
basicdefinitiondoesnot requirethis,but it is easyto do so.

To make this precise,we mustexplain (1) what it means
for � to be a causeof

l
and(2) how to capturethe agent’s

epistemicstate.In [HalpernandPearl,2001], we dealtwith
thefirst question.In thenext subsectionwereview thedefini-
tions.Thefollowing subsectionsdiscussthesecondquestion.

3.1 The Definition of Causality
We wantto makesenseof statementsof theform “event � is
anactualcauseof event � in context HI of model

�
”. Note

thatwe assumethecontext andmodelaregiven. Intuitively,
they encodethebackgroundknowledge.All therelevantfacts
areknown. The only questionis picking out which of them
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arethecausesof
l

.
The� typesof eventsthatweallow asactualcausesareones

of theform � ` � P `/� d/ded � � f � P f —thatis,conjunctionsof
primitiveevents;we typically abbreviatethis as H� � HP . The
eventsthatcanbecausedarearbitraryBooleancombinations
of primitive events. We arguein [HalpernandPearl,2001]
thatit is reasonableto restrictcausesto conjunctions(and,in
particular, to disallow disjunctions). This restrictionseems
lessreasonablein the caseof explanation;we returnto this
point below. In any case,thedefinition of causalitywe give
is restrictedto conjunctivecauses.

Definition 3.1: (Actual cause) H� � HP is anactualcauseof
l

in � � 	xHI � if thefollowing threeconditionshold:

AC1. � � 	�HI �{X � � H� � HP � � l . (That is, both H� � HP and
l

aretruein theactualworld.)

AC2. Thereexistsa partition � H� 	 H� � of � with H�i� H� and
somesetting �LHP�� 	'H�#� � of the variablesin � H�W	 H� � such
thatif � � 	�HI �'X � � �^�u�g� � for

��� H� , then

(a) � � 	xHI ��X � _ H� a HP�� 	 H��a H�#� js�'l . In words,chang-
ing � H�W	 H� � from �LHP 	3H� � to �LHP�� 	'H�#� � changes

l
from

trueto false;
(b) � � 	�HI ��X � _ H� a HP 	 H� a H�#� 	 H� � a H�g�ojsl for all

subsets H� � of H� . In words,setting H� to H�#� should
have no effect on

l
aslong as H� is keptat its cur-

rentvalue HP , evenif all thevariablesin anarbitrary
subsetof H� are set to their original valuesin the
context HI .

AC3. H� is minimal;nosubsetof H� satisfiesconditionsAC1
andAC2. Minimality ensuresthat only thoseelements
of theconjunction H� � HP thatareessentialfor changingl

in AC2(a)areconsideredpart of a cause;inessential
elementsarepruned.

For futurereference,wesaythat H� � HP is aweakcauseof
l

in � � 	xHI � if AC1andAC2 hold,but not necessarilyAC3.
The core of this definition lies in AC2. Informally, the

variablesin H� shouldbe thoughtof as describingthe “ac-
tive causalprocess”from H� to

l
. Theseare the variables

thatmediatebetween H� and
l

. AC2(a)saysthatthereexists
a setting HP�� of H� that changes

l
to
�'l

, aslong asthe vari-
ablesnot involvedin thecausalprocess( H� ) takeonvalue H�#� .
AC2(a)is reminiscentof the traditionalcounterfactualcrite-
rion of Lewis 1986b,accordingto which

l
shouldbefalseif

it werenot for H� being HP . However, AC2(a)is morepermis-
sive thanthetraditionalcriterion;it allowsthedependenceofl

on H� to betestedunderspecialcircumstances.
AC2(b)is anattemptto counteractthe“permissiveness”of

AC2(a)with regardto structuralcontingencies.Essentially, it
ensuresthat H� alonesufficesto bring aboutthechangefroml

to
�'l

; setting H� to H� � merely eliminatesspuriousside
effectsthattendto masktheactionof H� . It capturesthefact
thatsetting H� to H�#� shouldnot affect thecausalprocess,by
requiringthatchanging H� from H� to H� � hasno effect on the
valueof

l
.

This definition is discussedand defendedin much more
detail in [HalpernandPearl,2001], whereit is comparedto
other definitionsof causality. In particular, it is shown to
avoid a numberof problemsthat have beenidentified with
Lewis’saccount(e.g.,see[Pearl,2000,Chapter10]), suchas
commitmentto transitivity of causes.For thepurposesof this
paper, we askthat the readeracceptthe definition. We note
that,to someextent,our definitionof explanationis modular
in its useof causality, in that anotherdefinition of causality
could be substitutedfor the onewe usein the definition of
explanation(providedit wasgivenin thesameframework).

Thefollowing examplewill helpto clarify thedefinitionof
bothcausalityandexplanation.

Example3.2: Supposethat two arsonistsdroplit matchesin
differentpartsof a dry forest;bothcausetreesto startburn-
ing. Considertwo scenarios.In thefirst, called“disjunctive,”
either matchby itself suffices to burn down the whole for-
est.Thatis, evenif only onematchwerelit, theforestwould
burndown. In thesecondscenario,called“conjunctive,” both
matchesarenecessaryto burn down the forest; if only one
matchwerelit, thefire would die down beforetheforestwas
consumed.We candescribethe essentialstructureof these
two scenariosusingacausalmodelwith four variables:@ an exogenousvariable , which determines,among

other things, the motivation and state of mind of
the arsonists. For simplicity, assumethat ���o,�� �� I���� 	 I ` � 	 I � ` 	 I `�`L� ; if , � I p<� , thenthe first arsonist
intendsto startafire if f w ��A

andthesecondarsonistin-
tendsto startafire if f � ��A

. In bothscenarios, � I `�` .@ endogenousvariablesML
`

andML� , eacheither0 or 1,
whereML

p{��B
if arsonistw doesn’t dropthematchand

ML
p ��A

if hedoes,for w ��A 	.� .@ anendogenousvariableFB for forestburnsdown, with
values0 (it doesn’t) and1 (it does).

Both scenarioshave the samecausalnetwork (seeFigure
1); they differ only in the equationfor FB. Given I �
���o,�� , for the disjunctive scenariowe have � J+� � I 	 A 	 A � �� J+� � I 	 B 	 A � � � J�� � I 	 A 	 B � ��A

and � J+� � I 	 B 	 B � ��B
;

for the conjunctive scenariowe have � J+�8� I 	 A 	 A � � A
and� J+�#� I 	 B 	 B � � � J+�8� I 	 A 	 B � � � J+�8� I 	 B 	 A � �CB

.
In general,thecausalmodelfor reasoningaboutforestfires

would involve many othervariables;in particular, variables
for other potential causesof forest fires such as lightning
andunattendedcampfires.Herewe focuson thatpartof the
causalmodel that involves forest fires startedby arsonists.
Sincefor causalitywe assumethat all the relevant factsare
given, we canassumeherethat it is known that therewere
no unattendedcampfiresand therewasno lightning, which
makesit safeto ignorethatportionof thecausalmodel.

Denoteby
�W`

and
� � the (portionof the)causalmodels

associatedwith thedisjunctiveandconjunctivescenarios,re-
spectively. Thecausalnetwork for therelevantportionof

� `
and

� � is describedin Figure1.
Despitethedifferencesin the underlyingmodels,it is not

hardto show thateachof ML
` �¡A

andML� �¢A
is a cause

of FB
�FA

in both scenarios.We presentthe argumentfor
ML

`£�|A
here. To show thatML

`��RA
is a causein

�W`
let
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ML1 ML2

U

FB

Figure1: Thecausalnetwork for
�W`

and
� � .

H�|� �
ML

` 	 FB
�
, so H�¤� �

ML� � . It is easyto seethat the
contingency ML� �ZB

satisfiesthe two conditionsin AC2.
AC2(a)is satisfiedbecause,in theabsenceof thesecondar-
sonist(ML� �¥B

), thefirst arsonistis necessaryandsufficient
for thefire to occur � FB

��A � . AC2(b)is satisfiedbecause,if
thefirst matchis lit (ML

`¦��A
) thecontingency ML� �§B

does
not prevent thefire from burning theforest. Thus,ML

`
�¡A
is acauseof FB

��A
in
� `

. (Notethatweneededto setML�
to 0, contrary to facts, in order to reveal the latent depen-
denceof FB on ML

`
. Sucha settingconstitutesa structural

changein the original model, sinceit involvesthe removal
of somestructuralequations.)The argumentthat ML

` ��A
is alsoa causeof FB

� A
in
� � is similar. (Again, takingH�^� �

ML
` 	 FB

�
and H�G� �

ML� � works.)
This examplealso illustratesthe needfor the minimality

condition ��¨¦© . For example, if lighting a matchqualifies
asthecauseof fire thenlighting a matchandsneezingwould
alsopassthetestsof AC1andAC2,andawkwardlyqualify as
the causeof fire. Minimality serveshereto strip “sneezing”
andotherirrelevant,over-specificdetailsfrom thecause.

It might bearguedthatallowing disjunctive causeswould
be useful in this caseto distinguish

�W`
from

� � as far as
causalitygoes.A purelycounterfactualdefinition of causal-
ity would make ML

`O�ªA¬«
ML� �ªA

a causeof FB
�A

in
�W`

(since,if ML
`��ªA¬«

ML� �ªA
werenot true, then

FB
��A

wouldnotbetrue),but wouldmakeneitherML
`¦�^A

nor ML� �VA
individually a cause(for example,if ML

` �®A
werenot truein

�W`
, FB

��A
wouldstill betrue).Clearly, our

definitiondoesnot enforcethis intuition. Purelycounterfac-
tualdefinitionsof causalityhaveotherwell-known problems.
We do not have a strongintuition asto the bestway to deal
with disjunctionin the context of causality, andbelieve that
disallowing it is reasonablyconsistentwith intuitions. Inter-
estingly, aswe shall seein Section3.2,our definitionof ex-
planationdoesdistinguish

� `
from

� � ; eachof ML
` � A

and ML� �iA
is an explanationof FB

�iA
in

�W`
under

our definition of explanation,but neither is an explanation
of FB

�¯A
in
� � . In

� � , the explanationof FB
��A

is
ML

`K�^A �
ML� ��A

: bothmatchesbeinglit arenecessaryto
explain theforestburningdown.

3.2 The BasicDefinition of Explanation

All that remainsto do beforegiving the definition of expla-
nationis to discusshow to capturetheagent’sepistemicstate
in our framework. For easeof exposition,we first consider
thecasewherethecausalmodelis known andthecontext is
uncertain.(Theminormodificationsrequiredto dealwith the
generalcasearedescribedin Section3.4.) In that case,one
way of describinganagent’sepistemicstateis by simply de-

scribingthesetof contextstheagentconsiderspossible.This
choice is very much in the spirit of the standard“possible
worlds” definitionsof knowledgeandbelief.

Definition 3.3: (Explanation)Given a structuralmodel
�

,H� � HP is an explanationof
l

relativeto a set ° of contexts
if thefollowing conditionshold:

EX1. � � 	�HI �yX �Ml
for eachcontext HI � ° . (That is,

l
must

hold in all contexts the agentconsiderspossible—the
agentconsiderswhat sheis trying to explain asan es-
tablishedfact)

EX2. H� � HP is a weakcauseof
l

in � � 	�HI � (that is, AC1
andAC2 hold,but not necessarilyAC3) for each HI � °
suchthat � � 	�HI �'X � H� � HP .

EX3. H� is minimal;no subsetof H� satisfiesEX2.

EX4. � � 	�HI �{X �±� � H� � HP � for some HI � ° and � � 	�HI � �yX �H� � HP for some HI�� � ° . (This just saysthat the
agentconsidersacontext possiblewheretheexplanation
is false,so the explanationis not known to start with,
andconsidersa context possiblewherethe explanation
is true,sothatit is not vacuous.)

Our requirementEX4 that the explanationis not known
mayseemincompatiblewith linguistic usage.Someonedis-
coverssomefact � andsays“Aha! Thatexplainswhy � hap-
pened.” Clearly, � is not anexplanationof why � happened
relative to the epistemicstateafter � hasbeendiscovered,
sinceat thatpoint � is known. However, � canlegitimately
be consideredan explanationof � relative to the epistemic
statebefore � wasdiscovered.

Considerthearsonistsin Example3.2. If thecausalmodel
hasonly arsonistsasthecauseof thefire, therearetwo pos-
sible explanationsin the disjunctive scenario:arsonist1 did
it or arsonist2 did it (assuming° consistsof threecontexts,
whereeither1, 2, or bothsetthefire). In theconjunctivesce-
nario,noexplanationis necessary, sincetheagentknowsthat
botharsonistsmusthavelit amatchif arsonis theonly possi-
ble causeof thefire (assumingthat theagentconsidersthese
to betheonly possiblearsonists).

Perhapsmoreinterestingis to consideracausalmodelwith
otherpossiblecauses,suchaslightningandunattendedcamp-
fires. Sincetheagentknows that therewasa fire, in eachof
the contexts in ° , at leastoneof the potentialcausesmust
have actuallyoccurred.If we assumethat thereis a context
whereonly arsonist1 lit the fire (and,say, therewas light-
ning) andanotherwhereonly arsonist2 lit the fire then, in
the conjunctive scenario,ML

`£�ZA �
ML� �RA

is an expla-
nationof FB

�²A
, but neitherML

`��²A
nor ML� �²A

by
itself is anexplanation(sinceneitherby itself is acausein all
contexts in ° that satisfy the formula). On the otherhand,
in thedisjunctive scenario,bothML

`?�¢A
andML� �¢A

are
explanations.

It is worth notingherethat theminimality clauseEX3 ap-
plies to all contexts. This meansthat our rough gloss ofH� � HP beinganexplanationof

l
relative to a set ° of con-

texts if H� � HP is a causeof
l

in eachcontext in ° whereH� � HP holds is not quite correct. For example,although
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ML
`K�^A �

ML� �^A
is anexplanationof fire in theconjunc-

tive scenario(if ° includescontexts wherethereare other
possiblecausesof fire), it is acauseof fire in noneof thecon-
texts in which it holds.Theminimality conditionAC3would
saythateachof ML

`?�®A
andML� �¢A

is a cause,but their
conjunctionis not.

Notethat,asfor causes,wehavedisalloweddisjunctiveex-
planations.Herethemotivationis lessclearcut. It doesmake
perfectsenseto saythat thereasonthat

l
happenedis either� or � (but I don’t know which). Thereare sometechni-

cal difficulties with disjunctive explanations,which suggest
philosophicalproblems.For example,considertheconjunc-
tive scenarioof thearsonistexampleagain.Supposethat the
structuralmodelis suchthattheonly causesof fire arethear-
sonists,lightning, andunattendedcampfiresandthat ° con-
sistsof contextswhereeachof thesepossibilitiesis theactual
causeof the fire. Oncewe allow disjunctive explanations,
whatis theexplanationof fire?Onecandidateis “either there
weretwo arsonistsor therewaslightningor therewasanunat-
tendedcampfire(which got out of hand)”. But this doesnot
satisfyEX4, sincethe disjunctionis true in every context in° . On the otherhand,if we do not allow the disjunctionof
all possiblecauses,which disjunctionshouldbe allowed as
an explanation?As a technicalmatter, how shouldthe min-
imality conditionEX3 be rewritten? We could not seeany
reasonableway to allow somedisjunctionsin this casewith-
out allowing the disjunctionof all causes(which will not in
generalsatisfyEX4).

We believe that, in caseswheredisjunctive explanations
seemappropriate,it is best to capturethis directly in the
causalmodelby having avariablethatrepresentsthedisjunc-
tion. (Essentiallythesamepoint is madein [Chajewskaand
Halpern,1997].) For example,considerthe disjunctive sce-
narioof thearsonistexample,wherethereareotherpotential
causesof thefire. If wewantto allow “therewasanarsonist”
to beanexplanationwithoutspecificallymentioningwho the
arsonistis, thenit canbeeasilyaccomplishedby replacingthe
variablesML

`
andML� in themodelby avariableML which

is 1 if f at leastonearsonistdropsa match. ThenML
�ªA

becomesanexplanation,without requiringdisjunctiveexpla-
nations.

Why not just addML to the modelratherthanusingit to
replaceML

`
andML� ? We have implicitly assumedin our

framework that all possiblecombinationsof assignmentsto
the variablesare possible(i.e., thereis a structuralcontin-
gency for any settingof thevariables).If weaddML andview
it asbeinglogically equivalentto ML

`x«
ML� (thatis,ML

�^A
by definition if f at leastoneof ML

`
andML� is 1) then,for

example,it is logically impossiblefor thereto bea structural
contingency whereML

` �=B
, ML� �=B

, andML
�®A

. Thus,
in thepresenceof logicaldependences,it seemsthatweneed
to restrict the setof contingenciesthat canbe consideredto
thosethatrespectthedependencies.We have not yet consid-
eredtheimplicationsof sucha changefor our framework, so
we donot pursuethematterhere.

3.3 Partial Explanationsand Explanatory Power
Not all explanationsareconsideredequallygood. Someex-
planationsaremore likely thanothers. An obvious way to

definethe“goodness”of anexplanationis by bringingprob-
ability into the picture. Supposethat the agenthasa prob-
ability on the set ° of possiblecontexts. In this case,we
canconsidertheprobability of the setof contexts wherethe
explanation H� � HP is true. For example,if the agenthas
reasonto believe that the first arsonistis extremelyunlikely
to have causedthe fire (perhapshe haddefective matches),
then the setof contexts whereML� �ªA

holdswould have
higherprobability thanthosewhereML

`³� A
holds. Thus,

ML� �^A
wouldbeconsidereda betterexplanationof thefire

in thedisjunctivemodelthanML
` ��A

.
But the probability of an explanationis only part of the

story;theotherpartconcernsthedegreeto whichanexplana-
tion fulfills its role (relativeto

l
) in thevariouscontextscon-

sidered.This becomesclearerwhenwe considerpartial ex-
planations.Thefollowing example,takenfrom [Gärdenfors,
1988], is onewherepartialexplanationsplaya role.

Example3.4: SupposeI seethatVictoria is tannedandI seek
anexplanation.Supposethat thecausalmodelincludesvari-
ablesfor “Victoria took a vacationin the CanaryIslands”,
“sunny in theCanaryIslands”,and“went to a tanningsalon”.
Theset ° includescontexts for all settingsof thesevariables
compatiblewith Victoria beingtanned.Note that, in partic-
ular, thereis a context whereVictoria both went to the Ca-
naries(anddidn’t gettannedthere,sinceit wasn’t sunny) and
to a tanningsalon. Gärdenforspointsout that we normally
accept“Victoria took a vacationin the CanaryIslands”asa
satisfactoryexplanationof Victoriabeingtannedand,indeed,
accordingto his definition,it is anexplanation.Victoria tak-
ing a vacationis not an explanation(relative to the context° ) in our framework, sincethereis a context HI �¬� ° where
Victoria wentto theCanaryIslandsbut it wasnot sunny, and
in HI � theactualcauseof her tan is thetanningsalon,not the
vacation.

For us,theexplanationwould have to be“Victoria wentto
theCanaryIslandsandit wassunny.” In thiscasewecanview
“Victoriawentto theCanaryIslands”asapartialexplanation
(in a formal senseto bedefinedbelow).

In Example3.4 thepartialexplanationcanbeextendedto
a full explanationby addinga conjunct.But not everypartial
explanationcanbe extendedto a full explanation. Roughly
speaking,the full explanationmay involve exogenousfac-
tors, which arenot permittedin explanations. Assume,for
example, that going to a tanningsalonwas not considered
an endogenousvariablein our modelbut, rather, the model
simply hadanexogenousvariable ,'´ thatcouldmake Victo-
ria suntannedeven in the absenceof sun in Canaryislands.
Likewise,assumethat theweatherin Canaryislandwasalso
part of the backgroundcontext. In this case,we would still
considerVictoria’s vacationto provide a partial explanation
of her suntan, sincethe context whereit fails to be a cause
(no sunin the Canaryisland) is fairly unlikely, but we can-
not addconjunctsto this eventto totally excludethatcontext
from theagent’s realmof possibilities.

The situationactually is quite common,as the following
exampleshows.

Example3.5: Supposethat the soundon a television works
but thereis no picture. Furthermore,theonly causeof there
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beingno picturethat theagentis awareof is thepicturetube
beingµ faulty. However, theagentis alsoawarethat thereare
timeswhenthereis no pictureeven thoughthe picturetube
worksperfectlywell—intuitively, “for inexplicablereasons”.
This is capturedby thecausalnetwork describedin Figure2,
where¶ describeswhetheror not thepicturetubeis working
(1 if it is and0 if it is not) and · describeswhetheror not
thereis a picture(1 if thereis and0 if thereis not). Theex-

U0

1U

P

T

Figure2: Thetelevisionwith no picture.

ogenousvariable, � determinesthestatusof thepicturetube:¶ � , � . Theexogenousvariable, ` is meantto representthe
mysterious“other possiblecauses”.If , ` �=B

, thenwhether
or not thereis a picturedependssolely on the statusof the
picturetube—thatis, · � ¶ . On theotherhand,if , `¬�®A

,
thenthereis no picture( · �>B

) no matterwhat thestatusof
thepicturetube. Thus,in contexts where , ` �¸A

, ¶ �^B
is

not acauseof · �CB
. Now supposethat ° includesacontextHI ��� where, � � , `¦�¥B

. Thenit is easyto seethatthereis no
explanationof · �VB

. The only plausibleexplanation,that
thepicturetubeis notworking, is notacauseof · �CB

in the
context HI���� . On theotherhand,¶ ��B

is a causeof · �^B
in all othercontexts in ° satisfying¶ �WB

. If theprobability
of HI ��� is small (capturingthe intuition that it is unlikely that
more thanonething goeswrong with a television at once),
thenwe areentitled to view ¶ �RB

asa quite goodpartial
explanationof · �§B

.

Theseexamplesmotivatethefollowing definition.

Definition 3.6: Let ° Q�\¹ QTnº » be the largestsubset° � of °
suchthat H� � HP is anexplanationof

l
relative to ° Q�\¹ QTnº » .

(It is easyto seethatthereis a largestsuchset.)Then H� � HP
is apartial explanationof

l
with goodness¼[½k�N° Q�y¹ QTxº » X H� �

HP � . Thus,thegoodnessof a partialexplanationmeasuresthe
extentto which it providesanexplanationof

l
.1

In Example3.4, if the agentbelieves that it is sunny in
theCanaryIslandswith probability.9 (thatis, theprobability
thatit wassunny giventhatVictoria is suntannedandthatshe
wentto theCanariesis .9), thenVictoriagoingto theCanaries
is a partial explanationof her being tannedwith goodness
.9. The relevantset ° � consistsof thosecontexts whereit is
sunny in theCanaries.Similarly, in Example3.5,if theagent

1Hereandelsewhere,a formulasuchas ¾¿ÁÀ ¾Â is beingidenti-
fied with thesetof contexts wherethe formula is true. Recallthat,
sinceall contexts in Ã arepresumedto satisfyÄ , thereis noneedto
conditionon Ä ; this probability is alreadyupdatedwith thetruth of
theexplanandumÄ . Finally, notethatour usageof partialexplana-
tion is relatedto, but differentfrom, thatin [ChajewskaandHalpern,
1997].

believes that the probability of both the picture tube being
faulty andthe othermysteriouscausesbeingoperative is .1,
then ¶ �^B

is a partialexplanationof · ��B
with goodness

.9 (with ° � consistingof all thecontextswhere , ` ��A
).

A full explanation is clearly a partial explanationwith
goodness1, but we areoften satisfiedwith partial explana-
tions H� � HP thatarenotasgood,especiallyif they havehigh
probability (i.e., if ¼[½k� H� � HP � is high). In general,there
is a tensionbetweenthe goodnessof an explanationandits
probability.

Theseideasalsoleadto a definitionof explanatorypower.
ConsiderExample3.2 yet again,and supposethat thereis
anendogenousrandomvariableÅ correspondingto thepres-
enceof oxygen.Now if Å �¡A

holdsin all thecontexts that
the agentconsiderspossible,then Å � A

is excludedasan
explanationby EX4. But supposethat Å �¡B

holdsin one
context that theagentconsiderspossible(for example,there
maybeanothercombustiblegas),albeita very unlikely one.
In thatcase,Å �±A

becomesa very goodpartialexplanation
of thefire. Nevertheless,it is anexplanationwith, intuitively,
very little explanatorypower. How canwemakethisprecise?

Supposethat thereis a probability distribution ¼\½ 2 on a
set ° 2 of contexts larger than ° that intuitively represents
the agent’s prior probability before the explanandum

l
is

discovered. That is, ¼[½ is the result of conditioning ¼[½ 2
on

l
and ° consistsof the subsetof ° 2 that satisfies

l
.

Gärdenforsidentifiesthe explanatorypower of the (partial)
explanation H� � HP of

l
with ¼[½ 2 � l X H� � HP � (see[Cha-

jewskaandHalpern,1997;Gärdenfors,1988]). If this prob-
ability is higherthan ¼\½ 2 � l � , thentheexplanationmakes

l
morelikely. While this explanatorypower, we would argue
thata bettermeasureof the explanatorypower of H� � HP is
¼[½ 2 �N° Q� ¹ QTnº » X H� � HP � . Accordingto eitherdefinition,under

reasonableassumptionsabout ¼[½ 2 , Å �ÆA
hasmuchlower

explanatorypower than, say ML
�¯A

. Moreover, the two
definitionsagreein thecasethat H� � HP is a full explanation
(sincethen° Q�\¹ QTnº » is just ° , thesetof contextsin ° 2 wherel

is true). Thedifferencebetweenthe two definitionsarises
if therearecontexts where

l
and H� � HP bothhappento be

true,but H� � HP is not a causeof
l

. Suchspuriouscorrela-
tions areexculdedby our suggesteddefinition. (See[Pearl,
2000] for someexamplesshowing thatconsideringspurious
correlationsleadsto badoutcomes.)

Again, (partial) explanations with higher explanatory
power typically aremorerefinedand,hence,lesslikely. than
explanationswith lessexplanatorypower. Thereis no ob-
vious way to resolve this tension. (See [Chajewska and
Halpern,1997] for morediscussionof this issue.)

As thisdiscussionsuggests,ourdefinitionsharessomefea-
tureswith that of Gärdenfors’1988. Like him, we consider
explanationrelative to anagent’sepistemicstate.Gärdenfors
alsoconsidersa“contracted”epistemicstatecharacterizedby
the distribution ¼\½ 2 . Intuitively, ¼\½ 2 describesthe agent’s
beliefsbeforediscovering

l
. (More accurately, it describes

anepistemicstateascloseaspossibleto ¼\½ wheretheagent
doesnotascribeprobability1 to

l
.) If theagent’scurrentbe-

lief in
l

cameaboutasthe resultof an observation � , then
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we can take ¼[½ to be the result of conditioning ¼[½ 2 on � ,
as weÇ have doneabove. However, Gärdenforsdoesneces-
sarily assumesucha connectionbetween¼[½ and ¼[½ 2 . In
any case,for Gärdenfors, H� � HP is anexplanationof

l
rel-

ative to ¼[½ if (1) ¼[½k� l � ��A
, (2)

BMÈ ¼[½%� H� � HP � È"A
,

and(3) ¼[½ 2 � l X H� � HP �
É¡¼\½ 2 � l � . (1) is the probabilistic
analogueof EX1. Clearly, (2) is the probabilisticanalogue
of EX4. Finally, (3) saysthat learningthe explanationin-
creasesthe likelihoodof

l
. Gärdenforsfocuseson the ex-

planatorypowerof anexplanation,but doesnot take into ac-
countits prior probability. As pointedout in [Chajewskaand
Halpern,1997], Gärdenfors’definition suffers from another
defect:Sincethereis no minimality requirementlike EX3, ifH� � HP is anexplanationof

l
, sotoo is H� � HP � H�V� Hb .

In contrastto Gärdenfors’ definition, the dominant ap-
proachto explanationin the AI literature, the maximuma
posteriori (MAP) approach(see,for example,[Henrionand
Druzdzel,1990; Pearl,1988; Shimony, 1991]), focuseson
theprobababilityof theexplanation,giventheexplanandum
(i.e, ¼\½ 2 � H� � HP X l � � ¼[½k� H� � HP � ), but doesnot take ex-
planatorypower into account. The MAP approachis based
on theintuition thatthebestexplanationfor anobservationis
thestateof theworld (in oursetting,thecontext) thatis most
probablegiventheevidence.Themostprobableexplanation
for

l
is thenthecontext HI � suchthat ¼\½%�LHI � � �§Ê£ËÍÌ5QÎ ¼[½%�eHI � .

Thus,anexplanationis a(complete)context. Thismeansthat
partof theexplanationwill includetotally irrelevantfacts(the
agentsneezed).Moreover, it is quitesensitive to thedescrip-
tion of the context (see[ChajewskaandHalpern,1997] for
details)anddoesnot directly takecausalityinto account.

To someextent, theseproblemscanbedealtwith by lim-
iting the set of candidateexplanationsto ancestors(of the
explanandum)in the causalnetwork; this alsoavoids many
of the problemsassociatedwith non-causalapproaches(al-
thoughit requiresthereto be a causalnetwork in the back-
ground). However, the MAP approachdoes not go far
enough. One problem is that propositionswith extremely
high prior probabilities(e.g., that oxygen is presentin the
room) will also receive high posteriorprobabilities,regard-
lessof how relevantthey areto theeventsexplained.To rem-
edy this problem,moreintricatecombinationsof thequanti-
ties ¼[½%� H� � HP � , ¼[½ 2 � l X H� � HP � , and¼[½ 2 � l � havebeensug-
gestedto quantifythecausalrelevanceof H� � HP on

l
but, as

arguedin [Pearl,2000,p. 221], without takingcausalityinto
account,nosuchcombinationof parameterscanwork.

3.4 The GeneralDefinition
In general,anagentmaybeuncertainaboutthecausalmodel,
so an explanationwill have to include informationaboutit.
(Gärdenfors1988 andHempel1965 make similar observa-
tions). It is relatively straightforwardto extendour definition
of explanationto accommodatethis. Now anepistemicstate° consistsnotonly of contexts,but of pairs � � 	�HI � consisting
of a causalmodel

�
anda context HI . Call sucha pair a situ-

ation. Intuitively, now anexplanationshouldconsistof some
causalinformation(suchas“prayersdo not causefires”) and
the factsthataretrue. Thus,a (general) explanationhasthe
form �<�8	 H� � HP � , where � is an arbitrary formula in our

causallanguageand,asbefore, H� � HP is a conjunctionof
primitive events.We think of the � componentasconsisting
of somecausalinformation (suchas “prayersdo not cause
fires”, which correspondsto a conjunctionof statementsof
the form � � w?ÏG_Ð· a P j �o� � w/� , where · is a random
variabledescribingwhetheror not prayertakesplace). The
first componentin ageneralexplanationis viewedasrestrict-
ing the setof causalmodels. To make this precise,given a
causalmodel

�
, we say� is valid in

�
, andwrite

� X � � ,
if � � 	�HI �'X � � for all contexts HI consistentwith

�
. With this

background,it is easyto statethegeneraldefinition.

Definition 3.7: �N�8	 H� � HP � is an explanationof
l

relativeto
a set° of situationsif thefollowing conditionshold:

EX1. � � 	�HI �'X ��l
for eachsituation � � 	�HI � � ° .

EX2. For all � � 	xHI � � ° suchthat � � 	xHI �?X � H� � HP and� X � � , H� � HP is a weakcauseof
l

in � � 	�HI � .
EX3. �<�	 H� � HP � is minimal; thereis no pair �<� � 	 H� � �

HP�� �§Ñ� �<�8	 H� � HP � satisfyingEX2 suchthat
� � � � �� ��°���! � � � X � � � ��Ò � � � � �z� �N°Ó��! � � � X � � � ,

whereÔ��N°Ó� � � � !5� � 	�HI � � ° for some HI � , H� � �H� , and HP�� is the restrictionof HP to the variablesin H� � .
Roughlyspeaking,thissaysthatnosubsetof � provides
a weakcauseof

l
in morecontexts thanthosewhere�

is valid.

EX4. � � 	�HI �WX �;� � H� � HP � for some � � 	�HI � � ° and
� � � 	�HI � �'X � H� � HP for some� � � 	�HI � � � ° .

Note that, in EX2, we now restrictto situations� � 	�HI � � °
thatsatisfybothpartsof theexplanation�<�8	 H� � HP � , in that� X � � and � � 	�HI ��X � H� � HP . Furthermore,although
bothcomponentsof anexplanationareformulasin ourcausal
language,they play very differentroles.Thefirst component
servesto restrictthesetof causalmodelsconsidered(to those
with theappropriatestructure);theseconddescribesa cause
of
l

in theresultingsetof situations.
ClearlyDefinition 3.3 is thespecialcaseof Definition 3.7

wherethereis no uncertaintyaboutthecausalstructure(i.e.,
thereis some

�
suchthat if � � � 	�HI � � ° , then

�Õ�¢� � ).
In this case,it is clearthatwe cantake � in the explanation
to betrue.

Definition 3.7 canalsobe extendedto dealnaturallywith
statisticalinformationof the kind consideredby Gärdenfors
and Hempel. Let a probabilistic causal model be a tuple��Ö+×¬� �N��	.�³	�¼[½Ø� , where

��� �N��	.�O� is acausalmodeland¼[½ is a probabilitymeasureon thecontextsdefinedby signa-
ture � of

�
. Informationlike “with probability .9, � � © ”

is a restrictionon probabilisticmodels,andthuscanbecap-
turedusinga formulain anappropriateextensionof our lan-
guagethatallows suchprobabilisticreasoning.With this ex-
tendedlanguage,the definition of explanationusingproba-
bilistic causalmodelsremainsunchanged.

As anorthogonalissue,thereis alsonodifficulty consider-
ing aprobabilityontheset° of situationsanddefiningpartial
explanationjust asbefore.
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Example3.8: Using this generaldefinition of explanation,
considerScriven’s1959famousparesisexample.Paresisde-
velopsonly in patientswho have beensyphilitic for a long
time, but only a small numberof patientswho aresyphilitic
in fact develop paresis.Furthermore,accordingto Scriven,
no other factor is known to be relevant in the development
of paresis.2 This descriptionis capturedby a simplecausal
model

� Ö
. There are two endogenousvariables, Ù (for

syphilis) and · (for paresis),and two exogenousvariables,, ` , thebackgroundfactorsthatdetermineÙ , and , � , which
intuitively represents“dispositionto paresis”,i.e., thefactors
that determine,in conjunctionwith syphilis, whetheror not
paresisactuallydevelops. An agentwho knows this causal
modelandthata patienthasparesisdoesnot needanexpla-
nationof why: the agentknows without being told that the
patientmust have syphilis and that , � �ÚA

. On the other
hand,for anagentwho doesnot know thecausalmodel(i.e.,
considersa numberof causalmodelsof paresispossible),� � � Ö � 	/Ù �^A � is anexplanationof paresis.

4 Discussion
We have givena formal definitionof explanationin termsof
causality. As we mentionedearlier, therearenot too many
formal definitionsof explanationin termsof causalityin the
literature. One of the few exceptionsis Lewis 1986a,who
defendsthethesisthat“to explainaneventis to providesome
informationaboutits causalhistory”. While thisview is com-
patiblewith ourdefinition,thereis no formaldefinitiongiven
to allow for acarefulcomparisonbetweentheapproaches.In
any case,if wereto definecausalhistory in termsof Lewis’s
1986bdefinition of causality, we would inherit all the prob-
lems of that definition. As we said earlier, our definition
avoidstheseproblems.

So what are the problemswith our definition? For one
thing, it inheritswhatever problemsour definitionof causal-
ity has.As observedin [HalpernandPearl,2001], ourdefini-
tion at timesdeclarescertaineventsto becauses(andhence
candidateexplanations)that,intuitively, shouldnotbecauses
becausethey shouldfail AC2(a). The only reasonthat they
donot fail AC2(a)is becauseof extremelyunlikely structural
contingencies.To someextent,we canavoid this problemby
simply ignoring structuralcontingenciesthat are extremely
unlikely (this is essentiallythesolutionsuggestedin [Halpern
andPearl,2001] in the context of causality).Of course,we
cando this in thecontext of explanationtoo. Anotherpossi-
bility is to take the probability of the structuralcontingency
into accountmoredirectlywhencomputingtheprobabilityof
theexplanation.We arecurrentlyexploring this option.

We have mentionedthe other significantproblemof the
definition already: dealing with disjunctive explanations.
Disjunctionscauseproblemsin the definition of causality,
which is why we do not dealwith themin thecontext of ex-
planation. As we pointedout earlier, it may be possibleto
modify thedefinitionof causalitysoasto beableto dealwith
conjunctionswithout changingthestructureof our definition
of explanation.We arecurrentlyexploring this.

2Apparentlytherearenow otherknown factors,but thisdoesnot
changetheimport of theexample.

Finally, ourdefinitiongivesnotoolsfor dealingwith thein-
herenttensionbetweenexplanatorypower, goodnessof par-
tial beliefs, and the probability of the explanation. Clearly
this is anareathatrequiresfurtherwork.
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Abstract

Weanalyzethecomputationalcomplexity of causal
relationshipsin Pearl’sstructuralmodels,wherewe
focuson causalitybetweenvariables,eventcausal-
ity, andprobabilisticcausality. In particular, wean-
alyzethecomplexity of thesophisticatednotionsof
weakandactualcausalityby HalpernandPearl.In
thecourseof this,wealsoproveanopenconjecture
by HalpernandPearl,andestablishothersemantic
results. To our knowledge,no complexity aspects
of causalrelationshipshavebeenconsideredsofar,
andour resultsshedlight on this issue.

1 Intr oduction
Representingand reasoningwith causalknowledgehasre-
ceivedmuchattentionin therecentdecade.Theexisting ap-
proachesto causalityin the AI literaturecanbe roughly di-
videdinto thosethathavebeendevelopedasmodalnonmono-
tonic logics(especiallyin thecontext of logic programming)
andthosethatevolvedfrom theareaof Bayesiannetworks.

A representative of the former is Geffner’s modal non-
monotoniclogic for handlingcausalknowledge[1990;1992],
which hasbeeninspiredby default reasoningfrom condi-
tional knowledgebases.Othermorespecializedformalisms
play an important role in dealing with causalknowledge
aboutactionsandchange;seeespeciallythework by Turner
[1999]andthereferencesthereinfor anoverview.

A representativeof thelatteris Pearl’sapproachto model-
ing causalityby structuralequations[Balke andPearl,1994;
GallesandPearl,1997;Pearl,1999;2000], which is central
to a numberof recentresearchefforts. In particular, theeval-
uationof deterministicandprobabilisticcounterfactualshas
beenexplored,which is at thecoreof problemsin fault diag-
nosis,planning,decisionmaking,anddeterminationof liabil-
ity [Balke andPearl,1994].

In a recentpaper, Halpern[2000] gave an axiomatization
of reasoningaboutcausalformulas in the structural-model
approach,andexploredits computationalaspects.

It hasbeenshown that the structural-modelapproachal-
lows a precisemodelingof many importantcausalrelation-
ships,which canespeciallybeusedin naturallanguagepro-
cessing[GallesandPearl,1997]. In particular, it allows an

elegantdefinitionof theimportantnotionsof actualcausation
andexplanation[HalpernandPearl,2000;2001].

Wegiveasimpleexampledueto HalpernandPearl[2000],
which illustratesthestructural-modelapproach.

Example1.1 Supposethattwo arsonistslit matchesin differ-
entpartsof adry forest,andbothcausetreesto startburning.
Assumenow thateithermatchby itself sufficesto burndown
the whole forest. In the structural-modelframework, sucha
scenariomaybemodeledasfollows. We assumetwo binary
backgroundvariables��� and ��� , which determinethemoti-
vation andthe stateof mind of the two arsonists,where ���
hasthevalue1 iff thearsonist	 intendsto starta fire. More-
over, we have threebinary variables
�� , 
�� , and  , which
describethe observablesituation,where 
 � hasthe value1
iff thearsonist	 dropsthematch,and  hasthevalue1 iff the
whole forestburnsdown. Thecausaldependenciesbetween
thesevariablesare expressedthroughfunctions,which say
that the valueof 
�� is given by the valueof ��� , andthat 
hasthe value � if f either 
 � or 
 � hasthe value1. These
dependenciescanbegraphicallyrepresentedasin Fig. 1.


��� �
��� 
�� 

Figure1: CausalGraph

While the semanticaspectsof causalrelationshipsin the
structural-modelapproachhave beenexploredin depth(see
especiallythework by Pearl[2000]),studiesabouttheircom-
putationalpropertiesaremissingsofar. In this paper, we try
to fill this gapby giving a preciseaccountof thecomplexity
of decidingcausalrelationshipsin structuralmodels.

Note thatHalpern’s work [2000] is orthogonalto ours,as
it focuseson the computationalaspectsof decidingwhether
a given causalformula hasa causalmodel,while our work
in thispaperdealswith thecomplexity of decidingwhethera
givencausalrelationshipholdsin a givencausalmodel.

Themaincontributionscanbesummarizedasfollows:� We analyzethe complexity of decidingcausalrelation-
shipsbetweenvariablesin structuralcausalmodels.We con-
siderthenotionsof causalirrelevance,cause,causein a con-
text, directcause,andindirectcause.It turnsout that testing
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thesenotionshasa complexity among��� , ��� - ��� , and ��� .
Hardness� holdsevenin restrictedcases.� We analyzethe complexity of decidingcausalrelation-
shipsbetweenevents. We considerthe notionsof necessary
andpossiblecausality, andthesophisticatednotionsof weak
andactualcausalityby HalpernandPearl[2000]. In partic-
ular, checkingthelatter is shown to be ���� -completein gen-
eral,and ��� -completein thecaseof binaryvariables.� We prove somesemanticresultsrelatedto thenotionsof
actualandweakcausality. More precisely, we proveanopen
conjectureby HalpernandPearl[2000], andwe give a new
characterizationof weakcausalityfor thebinarycase.� As a representative for probabilisticcausalrelationships,
we finally analyzethe complexity of decidingthe notion of
probabilisticcausalirrelevance,which is shown to be com-
pletefor theclassC� , andthusharderthan ��� - ��� . Notethat
few C� -completeproblems,andnonein AI, areknown.

Our resultsdraw aclearpictureof thecomplexity of struc-
tural causality, andgive useful insight for exploiting it, e.g.,
in counterfactualreasoning(seeSection6).

For spacereasons,we give only proof sketchesof some
results.Proofsof all resultsaregiven in the extendedpaper
[EiterandLukasiewicz, 2001].

2 Preliminaries
We assumea finite setof random variables. Eachvariable� � maytake on values from a finite domain � � � �"! . A value
for a set of variables

� #%$&� �('&)�)�)&' �+*-, is a mapping.0/ �21 � � � ��!�354�4&4637� � �8* ! suchthat . � � � !:9;� � � � !
(wheretheemptymapping< is theuniquevaluefor

�=# < ).
The domain of

�
, denoted�>� � ! , is the set of all values

for
�

. For ?A@ � and . 9;� � � ! , denoteby .CB ? the re-
striction of . to ? . For setsof variables

� 'D? and values. 9;� � � ! and E�9;� �F?G! , weuse. E to denotetheunionof .
and E . As usual,we often identify singletons

$&� � , with
� � ,

andtheir values. with . � � � ! .
2.1 Causaland Probabilistic CausalModels
A causal model H is a triple �I�J'LKM'DN! , where � is a finite
set of exogenous variables, K is a finite set of endogenous
variablessuchthat �7OGK # < , and  #7$ QP B � 9RK , is aset
of functions  P / � �"SUT P ! 1 � � � ! that assigna valueto�

for eachvalueof theparents SUT P @V�53WKYX $&�Z, of
�

.
We focus hereon the principal classof recursive causal

models H # �I�J'LKM'DN! (as argued in [Halpern and Pearl,
2000], wedonotlosemuchgeneralitybyconcentratingonre-
cursivecausalmodels)in whichatotalordering[ on K exists
suchthat ?\9]SUT^P implies ?A[ � , for all

� 'D?A9;K . In such
models,every assignmentto the exogenousvariables� #`_
determinesauniquevalue E for everysetof endogenousvari-
ables?A@aK , denoted?:bc� _ ! (or simply ?d� _ ! ). In thesequel,H is reservedfor denotinga recursivecausalmodel.

For causalmodelsH # �I�J'LKM'DN! , � @ K , and . 9;� � � ! ,
the causalmodel H P �fe # �I�J'LKM'D P �fe ! , where  P �fe #$ hg B ?V9NK]X �Z, 3 $ QP^i # . � �>j ! B �>j 9 �k, , is a submodel
of H . Intuitively,

�
is setto . by an“externalaction”. We

abbreviate H P �le and  P �fe by H e and  e , respectively.
For ?+@�K , we abbreviate ? b�m � _ ! by ? e � _ ! .

A probabilistic causal model �nHo'pSq! consistsof a causal
model H # �I�J'LKM'DN! andaprobabilityfunction S on � �I�;! .
Example2.1 In our introductoryexample,thecausalmodelH # �"�^'rK�'LN! is givenby � #Z$ ���s'p��� , , K #Z$ 
��t'D
��t'L , ,
and  #k$ Culv('DCuUwt'LQx , , where Qulv # � � , QuUw # � � , andCx # � if f 
 � # � or 
 � # � (Fig.1 showstheparentrelation-
ship betweenthe variables).In a probabilisticcausalmodel�nHo'pSq! , wemayusetheuniformdistribution S over � �I�N! .
2.2 Model Representationfor Computation
We assumethe following representationof causalmodelsH # �"�^'rK�'LN! andprobabilisticcausalmodels �nHo'rSq! (see
thefull paperfor a discussionof theseassumptions):� Thedomain� � � ! of eachvariable

� 9R�y3GK isexplicit,
i.e., � � � ! #z$&{ � '�)&)�)|' {~}6, is enumerated.� Eachfunction CP / �>�ISUTJPq! 1 � � � ! , � 9RK , is com-
putablein polynomialtime.� S is givenby apair �n�-'r�|! , where� / � �I�;! 1�$(� '���' ��'&)&)�) ,
is a polynomial-timecomputablefunctionand �C� � is anin-
teger, suchthat �+� _ ! # �h� _ !���� for every

_ 9��>�I�;! .
Thefollowing propositionis immediate.

Proposition2.2 For every
� 'D?\@ K and . 9q�>� � ! , the val-

ues ?�� _ ! and ? e � _ ! , given
_ 9�� �"�;! , are computable in

polynomial time.

We say H (resp., �nHo'pSq! ) is binary, if B � � � ! B # � for
all
� 9NK . Furthermore,H (resp., �IHo'rSq! ) is bounded, ifB SUT P B-��� holdsfor each

� 9NK , i.e.,
�

hasat most � par-
ents,where � is anarbitrarybut fixedconstant.

Note that in a boundedmodel,asfor polynomiality, each P is w.l.o.g. given by a table that lists the output values P � { ! for all
{ 9N� �"SUT P ! (which is similar to a conditional

probabilitytablein Bayesiannetworks).

2.3 Complexity Classes
Complexity classesthat we encounterare shown in Fig. 2,
wherearrows denotecontainment.� , ��� , �|� - ��� , ���� , and� �� arefrom thePolynomialHierarchy(PH); ��� #Z$(� O �Mj B� 9;���0' �Mj 9;�|� - ��� , is the“conjunction”of ��� and �|� - ��� .
TheclassC is from theCountingHierarchy(CH) of complex-
ity classes[Torán, 1991]. Informally, C containsall prob-
lemswhich canbeexpressedasdecidingwhethera givenin-
stance� hasat least �h� B � B ! many polynomial size “proofs”� � ,. . . , �6�~�n� �s� � that � is a Yes-instance,for somefunction � ,
wherecomputing�h� B � B ! andcheckingeachproof

� � is poly-
nomial. The classC coincideswith the famousclass ���
(probabilistic � ) [Papadimitriou,1994], which containsthe
problemsdecidableby a polynomial-timeTuring machine
which acceptsan input if f the majority of its runshalt in an
acceptingstate.

�
��� - ���

���
���

C�

co-C�

���� # ����� �
C
# �M�� �� # ��� - ����� �

Figure2: ContainmentbetweenComplexity Classes
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The classC� is a variant of C, where “exactly �h� B � B ! ”
replaces� “at least �h� B � B ! ”. While this difference seems
marginal, C and C� have quite different properties[Torán,
1991]. Intuitively, C� is anextensionof ��� - ��� , andhasmany
propertiesof this class.C andC� arecontainedin PSPACE,
andit is believedthatthey arenot containedin PH.

3 Causality betweenVariables
We first focuson causalrelationshipsbetweenvariablesdue
to GallesandPearl[1997]; seealso[Pearl,1999;2000].

3.1 Definitions
In thesequel,we assumea causalmodel H # �I�J'LKM'DN! and
setsof variables

� 'D?�'r�c@ K with
� 'D?o�# < . We say� � is causally irrelevant to ? given � if f for every� @aK�X � 38?k3+� ,

_ 9;� �"�;! , . ' . j 9N� � � ! , �J9;� �"��! ,
and �Z9;� � � ! , we have ? e& r¡ � _ ! # ? e i  r¡ � _ ! .� � is a cause of ? if f values. ' . j 9;� � � ! and

_ 9;� �I�N!
exist suchthat ? e � _ !C�# ? e i¢� _ ! .� � is a cause of ? in the context � # � if f values. ' . j 9;� � � ! and

_ 9;� �"�;! exist with ? e(  � _ !h�# ? e i   � _ ! .� � is a direct cause of ? if f values . ' . j 9;� � � ! ,_ 9;� �"�;! , and ��9U� �IK]X � 3h?R! exist with ? e(  � _ !C�# ? e i   � _ ! .� � is an indirect cause of ? if f
�

is a causeof ? and
�

is not a directcauseof ? .

We give someexamplesof suchcausalrelationships.For
a moredetaileddiscussionof theseconceptssee[Gallesand
Pearl,1997] and[Pearl,1999;2000].

Example3.1 In our runningexample, 
 � is not causallyir-
relevant to  . For instance,if we set 
���9NK£X $ 
��s'L , to 0
and 
�� to 0 and1, then  hasthevalues0 and1, respectively.
Informally, theactionsof arsonist1 arenotcausallyirrelevant
to thestateof theforest. In fact, 
�� is a causeof  , but not
acauseof  in thecontext 
�� # � . Informally, theactionsof
arsonist1 arein generala causeof thestateof theforest,but
not whenarsonist2 startsa fire. Finally, it is easyto verify
that 
�� is in facta directcauseof  .

3.2 Results
Our complexity results for checkingthe above notions of
causalityaresummarizedin Table1. It is importantto point
out thatfor all thesecausalrelationships,hardnessholdseven
if H is binaryandbounded,and

�
is asingleton.

Table1: Complexity of CausalitybetweenVariables�
is causallyirrelevantto ? given � �|� - ��� -complete�
is acauseof ? ��� -complete�
is acauseof ? in thecontext � # � ��� -complete�
is adirectcauseof ? ��� -complete�
is anindirectcauseof ? ��� -complete

Our first result shows that decidingcausalirrelevanceis�|� - ��� -complete.We sketchthemainideasof its proof.

Theorem3.2 Given H # �"�^'rK�'LN! and
� 'D?�'r�y@ K with� 'L?o�# < , deciding whether

�
is causally irrelevant to ?

given � is ��� - ��� -complete. Hardness holds even if (1) H is
binary and bounded, (2) � is empty, (3)

�
is a singleton, and

(4a) ? is a singleton or (4b) K #>� 3G?£3+� .

Proof (sketch). Theproblemis in �|� - ��� , as
� @¤K¤X � 3?¥3Z� andvalues

_ 9q� �I�;! , . ' . j 9;� � � ! , �J9;� �"��! , and�k9;� � � ! suchthat ? e& r¡ � _ !d�# ? e i  r¡ � _ ! can be guessed
andverifiedin polynomialtime (seeProposition2.2).

We show �|� - ��� -hardnessby a polynomialtransformation
from the �|� - ��� -completeproblem of deciding whethera
given propositionalformula in 3DNF ¦ # ¦U�U§¤4�4�4-§G¦ } on
the atoms 
 � '�)�)&)�'L
 * , wherew.l.o.g. ��¨ � and © ¨ � , is a
tautology.

We now construct H # �I�J'LKM'DN! and
� 'L?M'p�y@aK such

that
�

is causallyirrelevant to ? given � if f ¦ is a tautol-
ogy. We define

�¥#Z$ 
 , , ? #Z$(ª+, , and � # < . Moreover,� #Z$ 
��«'�)&)�)�'L
 *-, and K #>� 3]?k3 $ �+�«'�)&)�)�'L� }(¬ � , . Let
all variableshave thedomain

$(� '&� , , where0 and1 areiden-
tified with thetruth valuesI®�¯F°(± and ²�³«´C± , respectively. The
values

�
and � of

�
aredenotedby .¶µ and . � , respectively.

Thefunctions h· for ¸�9`K areasfollows:� Cu # � and C¹�v # 
�§W¦ � ,� C¹hº # �8� ¬ � §W¦¶� for all 	�9 $ �»'&)�)&)p' �G¼ � , ,� C½ # � }(¬ ��§a¦ } .
It can now be shown that

�
is causallyirrelevant to ?

given � if f ¦ is a tautology. Informally, underany
_ 9;� �I�;! ,

if
�

is setto . � , then ? becomes1. Whereas,if
�

is setto .�µ ,
then ? is the truth valueof ¦ under

_
. That is, setting

�
to. µ and . � yieldsthesamevalueof ? underany

_ 9;� �I�;! if f¦ is a tautology. Notice thatassignmentsto somenonempty� @W� � '�)�)&)�'L� }s¬ � alwaysyield thesamevalueof ? .
Notethat(1)–(3)and(4a)aresatisfied.Theproof of hard-

nessin thecasewhere(1)–(3)and(4b)holdsis similar. ¾
Thefollowing resultshowsthatdecidingcausesandcauses

in acontext isNP-complete.Here,NP-hardnesscanbeshown
by a reductionfrom the NP-completeproblemof deciding
whethera propositionalformulais not a tautology.

Theorem3.3 Given H # �"�^'rK�'LN! and
� 'D?\@ K (resp.,� 'L?M'p�y@aK and �J9N� �I��! ) with

� 'D?o�# < , deciding whether�
is a cause of ? (resp.,

�
is a cause of ? in the context� # � ) is ��� -complete. Hardness holds even if (1) H is bi-

nary and bounded, and (2)
�

and ? are singletons.

4 Event Causality
We now focuson causalitybetweenevents.In particular, we
considercausalrelationshipsbetweeneventsdue to Galles
andPearl[1997];seealso[Pearl,1999;2000], andthenotions
of weak and actualcausalityby Halpernand Pearl [2000],
which areinspiredby Pearl’s causalbeams[2000].

4.1 Definitions
A primitive event is anexpressionof theform ? # E , where?
is a variableand E is a valuefor ? . The setof events is the
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closureof the setof primitive eventsunderthe Booleanop-
erations¿ À and Á (that is, every primitive event is an event,
andif ¦ and Â areevents,thenalso À�¦ and ¦]Á�Â ).

The truth of an event ¦ in a causalmodel H # �"�^'rK�'LN!
under

_ 9f� �I�;! , denoted�nHo' _ ! B # ¦ , is inductively givenby:� �IHo' _ ! B # ? # E if f ?:bc� _ ! # E ,� �IHo' _ ! B # À�¦ if f �nHo' _ ! B # ¦ doesnothold,� �IHo' _ ! B # ¦GÁ�Â if f �IHo' _ ! B # ¦ and �IHo' _ ! B # Â .
We write ¦C� _ ! to abbreviate �nHo' _ ! B # ¦ . For

� @`K and. 9;� � � ! , we write ¦ e � _ ! to abbreviate �nH e ' _ ! B # ¦ . For�¥#k$&� � '�)&)�)&' �Ã}�, @`K with ��¨ � and . ��9;� � � �"! , we use�¥# . �C4&4�4 . } to abbreviate
� � # . ��Ác)&)�)lÁ � } # . } .

Thefollowing propositionis immediate.
Proposition4.1 Let

� @ K and . 9N�>� � ! . Given
_ 9;� �I�N!

and an event ¦ , deciding whether ¦C� _ ! and ¦ e � _ ! (given . )
hold can be done in polynomial time.

We arenow readyto definecausalrelationshipsbetween
events. We first definethe notionsof necessaryand possi-
blecausality(whichareslightly moregeneralthanin [Galles
and Pearl, 1997]). Let H # �"�^'rK�'LN! be a causalmodel.
Let
� @`K and . 9N� � � ! . Let ¦ beanevent.We say� �¥# . always causes ¦ if f (i) ¦ e � _ ! for all

_ 9;� �"�;! , and
(ii) some. j 9l� � � ! , _-j 9l� �"�;! existwith . j �# . and À�¦ e iD� _:j ! .� �¥# . may have caused ¦ if f (i)

�=# . and ¦ are ob-
served (which implies that

� � _ ! # . and ¦C� _ ! for some_ 9;� �"�;! ) and(ii) some. j 9q�>� � ! and
_ 9;� �"�;! exist such

that . j �# . , � � _ ! # . , ¦C� _ ! , and À�¦ e iD� _ ! .
Wenext defineweakandactualcausality. Wesay

�¥# . is
a weak cause of ¦ under

_
if f thefollowing conditionshold:

AC1.
� � _ ! # . and ¦C� _ ! .

AC2. Someset of variables
� @aK�X � and somevalues. 9;� � � ! and �Z9q�>� � ! exist suchthat:

(a) À�¦ e ¡ � _ ! ,
(b) ¦ e(¡�Ä  � _ ! for all Å�7@`K£X�� � 3 � ! and Å� # Å�R� _ ! .

Wesay
�=# . is anactual cause of ¦ under

_
if f additionally

thefollowing conditionis satisfied:
AC3.

�
is minimal. That is, no propersubsetof

�
satisfies

bothAC1 andAC2.
We givesomeillustrativeexamples.

Example4.2 In our running example, each event among
�� # � , 
�� # � , and 
q� # �QÁG
�� # � alwayscauses # � .
For instance,let us show that 
q� # � alwayscauses # � :
(i) if 
 � is set to 1, then  has the value 1 under every_ 9;� �"�;! , and(ii) if ��� is setto 0, and 
�� to 0, then  has
the value0. Informally, at leastonearsoniststartinga fire
alwayshastheeffect thatthewholeforestburnsdown.

Considernow thebackgroundcontext
_q# �¢��'��(! in which

botharsonistsintendto startafire. Then,eachamong
q� # � ,
�� # � , and 
q� # �QÁG
�� # � is a weakcauseof  # � . For
instance,let us show that 
 � # � is a weakcauseof  # � :
(AC1) both 
 � and  have the value1 under

_
, (AC2 (a))

if both 
q� and 
�� areset to 0, then  hasthe value0, and
(AC2(b)) if 
q� is setto 1 and 
�� to 0, then  hasthevalue1.
In fact, 
 � # � and 
 � # � areactualcausesof  # � , while
�� # �MÁW
�� # � is not anactualcauseof  # � .

4.2 Results
Our complexity resultsfor theabovecausalrelationshipsbe-
tweeneventsaresummarizedin Table2. We distinguishbe-
tweenthe generalandthe binary case,in which we assume
a syntacticrestrictionto binary causalmodels. We remark
that for all thesecausalrelationshipsbetweenevents,hard-
nessholdsevenif H is boundedand

�
is a singleton.

Table2: Complexity of EventCausality

Problem generalcase binarycase�¥# . alwayscauses¦ ��� -complete ��� -complete�¥# . maycause¦ ��� -complete ��� -complete�¥# . is a weakcauseof ¦ ���� -complete ��� -complete�¥# . is anactualcauseof ¦ ���� -complete ��� -complete

Thefollowing theoremshowsthatdecidingweakcausality
is � �� -completein thegeneralcase.Wesketchthemainideas
behindthetechnicallyquiteinvolvedproofof this result.

Theorem4.3 Given H # �I�J'LKM'DN! , � @ K , . 9;� � � ! ,_ 9;� �"�;! , and an event ¦ , deciding whether
�Æ# . is a weak

cause of ¦ under
_

is ���� -complete. Hardness holds even if�
is a singleton, and either H is bounded or ¦ is primitive.

Proof (sketch). As for membershipin ���� , recall that
�¥# .

is a weak causeof ¦ under
_

if f AC1 and AC2 hold. By
Proposition4.1,verifying

� � _ ! # . and ¦C� _ ! is polynomial.
Moreover, some

�
, . , and � asin AC2 canbeguessedand

verified with an NP-oracle(neededfor (b)) in polynomial
time. In summary, checkingAC1andAC2 is in ���� .���� -hardnessis shown by a reductionfrom evaluatinga
quantifiedBooleanformula Ç #yÈ 
^É ªyÊ , where

Ê
is apropo-

sitional formula on the variables 
 #k$ 
 � '�)&)�)�'L
�Ë , andª�#Z$(ª � '&)�)�)&' ª * , . We now define H , etc. as statedsuch
that
�=# . is a weakcauseof ¦ under

_
if f Ç is true(decid-

ing this is ���� -complete[Papadimitriou,1994]).
We define

�¥#Z$sÌG,
and ? #Z$(Í7, . The exogenousand

endogenousvariablesare � #k$(Î+, and K #>� 3�?\3 $sÏ], 3
V3 ª , respectively. Define �>�n¸�! #Z$(� '���'L� , for all ¸W9 ª ,
and � �I¸�! #Z$(� '�� , for all ¸W9R�73GKkX ª . We define

¦ j # � Ê j Á;Ð·�Ñ~½ ¸ �
# �~!Ò§�� Ïk#>� !Ò§Ã� ÌZ# �fÁ ÏZ# �fÁqÓ·�Ñ~½ ¸c�

# �~!p'
where

ÊUj
is obtainedfrom

Ê
by replacingeacḩd9q
c3 ª by

“ ¸ # � ”. Thefunctions · with ¸d9RK aredefinedby:� h· #>� for all ¸d9 � 3 $sÏ], 3W
 ,� h· #>ÌVÔ�Ï for all ¸W9 ª , and CÕ # � if f ¦ j is true.

Let
_ 9;� �I�N! and . #c� . Let ¦ be ? # � . It can now

be shown that
�¥# . is a weak causeof ¦ under

_
if f Ç

is true. More precisely, AC1 is trivially satisfied,andAC2
holdsif f Ç is true.Roughlyspeaking,theexistentialanduni-
versalquantificationover 
 and

ª
in Ç is reflectedby the

variablesin
�

and K£X�� � 3 � ! , respectively. We thenes-
pecially have to ensurethat (i)

ª O �Ö# < and(ii) no truth
assignmentto thevariablesin

ª
is ignored.In detail,to make¦ falsein AC2(a),

Ï
mustbesetto � andall ¸W9 ª musthave
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the value � . Whereas,to make ¦ true in AC2 (b), all ¸W9 ª
must× haveavaluefrom

$s� '&� , . Thisalreadyensures(i). SinceÌ
is setto 0 in AC2(b), and  · #>ÌVÔ£Ï for all ¸d9 ª , each

variablein
ª

hasthevalue � in AC2(b). As every ¸W9 ª has
thevalue0 in H , this thenensures(ii).

Note that
�

is a singletonand that ¦ is primitive. To
show ���� -hardnessfor a singleton

�
and boundedH , de-

fine H js# �"�^'LK�X $(Í7, 'DyX $ CÕ , ! . Then,
�=# . is a weak

causeof ¦ j under
_

if f Ç evaluatesto true. ¾
Thejustsketchedproofof ���� -hardnessmakesuseof non-

binary causalmodels. Thus,we may askwhetherdeciding
weakcausalityin thebinarycasehasa lowercomplexity.

In fact, thefollowing semanticresultshows that in thebi-
narycase,AC2canbeexpressedin a differentway.

Theorem4.4 Let H # �I�J'LKM'DN! be binary. Let
� @`K and. 9;� � � ! . Let ¦ be an event. Then,

�¥# . is a weak cause of¦ under
_ 9U� �"�;! iff AC1 holds, and (AC2’) some

� @�KRX � ,. 9;� � � ! , and �Z9;� � � ! exist such that (a) À�¦ e(¡ � _ ! ,
(b) ¦ e(¡ � _ ! , and (c) � e(¡ � _ ! # �N� _ ! for � # KAX�� � 3 � ! .
Proof (sketch). NoticethatAC2’ (a) is identicalto AC2 (a).
Moreover, AC2’ (b) canbereplacedby AC2(b), asAC2’ (c)
impliesthatsetting Å�;@0KGX»� � 3 � ! to Å� # Å�N� _ ! is immaterial
in ¦ e&¡^Ä  � _ ! of AC2(b). Thus,it is now sufficient to show that
for binary H , wecanaddAC2’ (c) to AC2(a)and(b).

Roughly speaking,we can additionally satisfy AC2’ (c)
by iteratively moving variablesfrom K£X�� � 3 � ! to the�

-part in AC2 (a) and (b). More precisely, any singleton¸W@`K£X�� � 3 � ! with ¸ e&¡ � _ !C�# ¸J� _ ! canbe moved to the�
-part assigningthem ¸ e&¡ � _ ! . This is alwaysfeasiblefor¸ e ¡ � _ ! # ¸ e&¡ � _ ! . If H is binary, this is also feasiblefor¸ e(¡ � _ !h�# ¸ e&¡ � _ ! , which thenimplies ¸ e�¡ � _ ! # ¸J� _ ! . This

constructioncannow beiterateduntil AC2’ (c) holds. ¾
Basedon this result, it can now be shown that deciding

weak causalityin the binary caseis NP-complete. This is
moreformally expressedby thefollowing theorem.

Theorem4.5 Given a binary H # �"�^'rK�'LN! , � @`K , . 9� � � ! , _ 9;� �"�;! , and an event ¦ , deciding whether
�Æ# . is

a weak cause of ¦ under
_

is ��� -complete. Hardness holds
even if H is bounded,

�
is a singleton, and ¦ is primitive.

We next focuson the problemof decidingactualcausal-
ity. We first provea conjectureby HalpernandPearl[2000],
which saysthat only primitive eventscanbe actualcauses.
Notethattheproof alsogoesthroughfor their settingof pos-
sibly infinite domainsandsetsof endogenousvariables.

Theorem4.6 Let H # �I�J'LKM'DN! be a causal model. Let� @ K and . 9N� � � ! . Let ¦ be an event. If
�¥# . is an

actualcauseof ¦ under
_

, then
�

is a singleton.

Proof (sketch). We givea proofby contradiction.Let
�¥# .

be an actual cause of ¦ under
_
. That is, AC1–AC3 hold.

In particular, AC2 (a) and(b) hold for some
� @aK£X � and

some . 9;� � � ! and �k9;� � � ! . Supposethat
�

is not a
singleton.We considertwo cases:

Case 1: Thereexists somenonempty
�>j j @ � ,

�>j j �# � ,
suchthat ¦ e i e i i ¡^Ä  � _ ! for all Å�7@`K£X�� � 3 � ! , where

�>jl#� X �>j j , . js# .CB �>j , . j j # .hB �cj j , and Å� # Å�N� _ ! . Informally,

we can then move all variablesin
�>j j

to the
�

-part of
AC2 assigningthem . j j . That is, set in AC2 . j # .CB �>j and� j«# . j j � where

��j«#`�cj j 3 � is the respective
�

-part.
Then,

�cj&# . j is anotherweak causeof ¦ under
_

, which
is smallerthan

�¥# . . This is a contradiction.
Case 2: For every nonempty

�>j j @ � ,
�>j j �# � , there

exists some Å�7@`K]XÒ� � 3 � ! suchthat À�¦ e i e i i ¡^Ä  � _ ! , where�>j&#>� X �>j j , . js# .hB �cj , . j j # .CB �>j j , and Å� # Å�R� _ ! . Infor-
mally, we canthentake any such

� j j
andmovethevariables

in
�cj

and Å� to the
�

-part of AC2 assigningthem values. j«# .CB �>j and Å� # Å�;� _ ! . That is, set in AC2 . j js# .hB �cj j
and � j«# . j � Å� where

��j(#>�>j 3 � 3¥Å� is the respective�
-part. Then,

�>j j(# . j j is a weakcauseof ¦ under
_

(note
thateachinstanceof AC2(b) for

�>j js# . j j amountsto an in-
stanceof AC2(b)for

�¥# . ). This is a contradiction.¾
Hence,

�¥# . is anactualcauseof ¦ under
_

if f (i)
�¥# .

is a weak causeof ¦ under
_

, and (ii)
�¥# . is primitive.

As an immediatecorollary of Theorems4.3 and4.6, it thus
follows thatdecidingwhether

�¥# . is an actualcauseof ¦
under

_
is ���� -completein thegeneralcase.

Corollary 4.7 Given H # �"�^'LKM'DN! , � @aK , . 9;� � � ! ,_ 9;� �"�;! , and an event ¦ , deciding whether
�=# . is an ac-

tual cause of ¦ under
_

is ���� -complete. Hardness holds even
if
�

is a singleton, and H is bounded or ¦ is primitive.

Furthermore,asan immediatecorollary of Theorems4.5
and4.6, we obtainthatdecidingwhether

�=# . is an actual
causeof ¦ under

_
is ��� -completein thebinarycase.

Corollary 4.8 Given a binary H # �I�^'rK�'LN! , � @ K , . 9� � � ! , _ 9;� �"�;! , and an event ¦ , deciding whether
�Æ# . is

an actual cause of ¦ under
_

is ��� -complete. Hardness holds
even if H is bounded,

�
is a singleton, and ¦ is primitive.

5 Probabilistic Causality
As a representative of probabilisticcausalrelationships,we
finally considerthenotionof probabilisticcausalirrelevance
by GallesandPearl[1997]; seealso[Pearl,1999;2000].

A counterfactual formula is an expression? e # E , where� 'L?\@aK , . 9q�>� � ! , and E�9q�>�F?]! . Given a probabilis-
tic causalmodel �IHo'rSq! , where H # �"�^'LKM'DN! , the proba-
bility of ? e # E , denotedSG�F? e # E�! , is the sumof all SG� _ !
such that ? e � _ ! # E . For

� 'D?�'r�7@aK with
� 'L?o�# < , we

say
�

is probabilistically causally irrelevant to ? given � ,
denoted� � �1 ? B ��!pØ , if f for all . ' . j 9q�>� � ! , E�9q�>�F?]! ,
and �J9N�>�I��! , it holdsthat SG�n? e(  # E�! # SG�F? e i   # E�! . Intu-
itively, oncethevalueof � is fixedat � , thevalueof

�
does

not affect theprobabilityof ? .
The following theoremshows that decidingprobabilistic

causalirrelevanceis completefor C� .

Theorem5.1 Given a probabilistic causal model �nHo'rSq! ,
where H # �I�^'rK�'LN! , and

� 'D?�'r�7@aK , deciding whether� � �1 ? B ��!rØ is complete for C� .

Theorem5.1 is nontrivial and needssomeexplanations.
Firstly, theresultmeansthat, in a sense,testingprobabilistic
causalirrelevanceis harderthan �|� - ��� , andthusnot poly-
nomially reducibleto SAT-testing.Moreover, it cannotbere-
ducedto any problemsolver for problemsin thepolynomial
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hierarchy. On the other hand,the problemis “easier” than�M� -completeÙ problems,which couldperhapshelp in finding
polynomialtime (randomized)approximationalgorithms.

The easierpart of this result is the lower bound. Hard-
nessfor C� canbeprovedby a reductionfrom thefollowing
C� -completeproblemHALFSAT: Given a propositionalfor-
mulain 3DNF

Ê
on thevariables. � '&)�)�)�' . * , decidewhether

exactly half of the assignmentsto . � '�)&)�)�' . * satisfy
Ê

. The
constructionis basedon ideasin the proof of Theorem3.2,
but moreinvolved.In fact,it establisheshardnessfor thecase
where H is binary andbounded,� is empty,

� 'L? aresin-
gletons,and S is theuniformdistribution. Thus,theproblem
shows its full complexity alreadyin a minimalisticsetting.

The moredifficult part is membershipin C� . Recall that� � �1 ? B ��! Ø if f SG�F? e&  # E»! # SG�n? e i   # E�! for all values. j , . , E , and � . Checkingthat SG�F? e&  # E�! # SG�n? e i   # E�! , for
given . , . j , E , and � , canbereducedto thefollowingproblem
EQUALRUN, which is in C� : Giventwo NP Turing machinesÚ � and

Ú � andan input string � , decidewhether
Ú � and

Ú �
have thesamenumberof acceptingrunson � .

Indeed,let S begivenby �n�-'L��! asdescribedin Section2.2.
Let theNP Turing machines

Ú � and
Ú � have input . ' . j 'ÛE:'L�

and nondeterministicallygenerateall
_ 9;� �I�;! . Then, for

each
_

, let
Ú � and

Ú � generate�h� _ ! paths. On eachof
thesepaths,

Ú � (resp.,
Ú � ) computesdeterministically? e(  � _ !

(resp., ? e i   � _ ! ), andacceptsif this valuecoincideswith E ,
otherwiseit rejects. Then, �+�F? e(  # E»! # �+�F? e i   # E�! if fÚ � and

Ú � havethesamenumbersof acceptingpaths.
Obviously,

Ú � and
Ú � can be constructedin polynomial

time from H and . ' . j 'DE-'L� . However, we actuallyneedto
test that �+�n? e(  # E�! # �+�F? e i   # E�! for all values . j , . , E ,
and � . Whatweobtain(by slightadaptations)is thattheprob-
lemis in theclassÉ C� , whichis ageneralizationof C� similar
to
� �� for �|� - ��� : decidingwhether � is a Yes-instancecan

be informally expressedasdecidingwhetherfor every poly-
nomialsizestring

�
, it holdsthat �¶' � is aYes-instanceof the

sameproblemin C� . Since É C� is equalto C� (cf. [Green,
1993]), this reductionactuallyprovesmembershipin C� .

6 Conclusionand Outlook
Weanalyzedthecomplexity of causalrelationshipsin Pearl’s
structuralmodels. In particular, we consideredcausalitybe-
tweenvariables,event causality, andprobabilisticcausality.
It turnedout that all discussednotionsof causalityare in-
tractable,wherethesophisticatednotionsof weakandactual
causality, and the notion of probabilisticcausalirrelevance
have thehighestcomplexity ( ���� andC� , respectively).

Ourresultsgiveusefulinsight,andmaybeexploitede.g.in
evaluatingprobabilisticcounterfactualsasdefinedin [Balke
and Pearl,1994]. Note that the evaluationof probabilistic
counterfactualscanbe polynomially reducedto standardin-
ferencetasksin Bayesiannetworks,andthushassimilarcom-
putationalproperties. It is easyto seethat the complexity
of computingconditionalprobabilitiesin Bayesiannetworks,
which is completefor Ü]� [Roth,1996], carriesover to com-
puting probabilitiesof counterfactualstatements.Similar to
independencies[Pearl,2000], deterministicandprobabilistic
causalrelationshipsmight now beusedto simplify theeval-

uation of probabilisticcounterfactuals. By our results,this
seemsreasonable,asthecomplexity of testingsimplecausal
relationships(at most ��� , C� ) is muchlower thanthe com-
plexity of evaluatingprobabilisticcounterfactuals( Ü]� -hard).

Moreover, our resultsmay help to analyzethe computa-
tional aspectsof explanationsandpartialexplanationsasin-
troducedby Halpernand Pearl [2000], which are crucially
basedon thenotionsof weakandactualcausality.

An interestingtopicof futureresearchis to explorewhether
there are restrictedcasesin which testing causalrelation-
shipsin thestructural-modelapproachis tractable.For exam-
ple, probabilisticcausalirrelevancein stablecausalmodels
[GallesandPearl,1997] canbetestedin polynomialtime as
it coincideswith pathinterceptionin their causalgraphs.
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Abstract

A number of important scientific and engineer-
ing applications, such as fluid dynamics simulation
and aircraft design, require analysis of spatially-
distributed data from expensive experiments and
complex simulations. In such data-scarce appli-
cations, it is advantageous to use models of given
sparse data to identify promising regions for addi-
tional data collection. This paper presents a prin-
cipled mechanism for applying domain-specific
knowledge to design focused sampling strategies.
In particular, our approach uses ambiguities identi-
fied in a multi-level qualitative analysis of sparse
data to guide iterative data collection. Two case
studies demonstrate that this approach leads to
highly effective sampling decisions that are also ex-
plainable in terms of problem structures and do-
main knowledge.

1 Introduction
A number of important scientific and engineering applica-
tions, such as fluid dynamics simulation and aircraft design,
require qualitative analysis of spatially-distributed data from
expensive experiments and/or complex simulations demand-
ing days, weeks, or even years on petaflops-class computing
systems. For example, Fig. 1 shows a cross-section of the
design space for a multidisciplinary aircraft design problem
involving 29 design variables with 68 constraints in a highly
non-convex design space[Knill et al., 1999]. Frequently, the
designer will change some aspect of a nominal design point,
and run a simulation to see how the change affects the ob-
jective function and various constraints dealing with aircraft
geometry and performance/aerodynamics. This approach is
inadequate for exploring such large high-dimensional design
spaces, even at low fidelity. Ideally, the design engineer
would like a high-level mining system to identify thepockets
that contain good designs and which merit further consider-
ation; traditional tools from optimization and approximation
theory can then be applied to fine-tune such preliminary anal-
yses.

Two important characteristics distinguish these applica-
tions. First, they must deal not with an abundance of data,
but rather with a scarcity of data, owing to the cost and time

TOGW
658000
657000
656000
655000
654000
653000
652000
651000
650000
649000
648000
647000
646000
645000
644000

no constraint violations
constraints active
constraints violated
range constraint
landing CLmax and tip scrape
tip spike constraint

Optimum 1

Optimum 2

Figure 1: A pocket in an aircraft design space viewed as a
slice through three design points (courtesy Layne T. Watson).

involved in conducting simulations. Second, and more impor-
tantly, the computational scientist has complete control over
the data acquisition process (e.g. regions of the design space
where data can be collected), especially via computer simu-
lations. It is natural therefore to focus data collection so as
to maximize information content, minimize the number and
expense of samples, and so forth.

This paper presents a principled mechanism for applying
domain-specific knowledge to focus sampling strategies for
data-scarce applications. In particular,ambiguitiesidenti-
fied by a multi-level qualitative analysis of data collected in
one iteration guide succeeding iterations of data collection so
as to improve the qualitative analysis. This approach leads
to highly effective sampling decisions that areexplainable
in terms of problem structures and domain knowledge. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by two case
studies: (1) identification of pockets inn-dimensional space,
and (2) decomposition of a field based on control influences.

2 Qualitative Analysis of
Spatially-Distributed Physical Systems

The mechanism we develop for ambiguity-directed sampling
is based on the Spatial Aggregation Language (SAL)[Bailey-
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Update

Figure 2: SAL multi-layer spatial aggregates, uncovered by a
uniform vocabulary of operators utilizing domain knowledge.

Kellogg et al., 1996; Yip and Zhao, 1996], which supports
construction of data interpretation and control design ap-
plications for spatially-distributed physical systems. SAL
programs uncover and manipulate multi-layer geometric and
topological structures in spatially distributed data by using a
small number of uniform operators and data types, parameter-
ized by domain-specific knowledge. These operators and data
types mediate increasingly abstract descriptions of the input
data, as shown in Fig. 2. They utilize knowledge of physical
properties such as continuity and locality, based on specified
metrics, adjacency relations, and equivalence predicates, to
uncover regions of uniformity in spatially distributed data.

As an example (see Fig. 3), consider a SAL program for
bundling the vectors in a given vector field (e.g. wind veloc-
ity or temperature gradient) into a set of streamlines (paths
through the field following the vector directions):

1. Aggregatevectors into a neighborhood graph (say 8-
adjacency), localizing computation.

2. Filter edges in the graph, ensuring edge direction is sim-
ilar enough to vector direction.

3. Cluster into equivalence classesneighboring vectors
whose directions match best.

4. Redescribeequivalence classes of vectors into more ab-
stract streamline curves.

In a second level of abstraction, streamlines are aggre-
gated and classified into groups with similar flow behavior

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Example steps in SAL vector field analysis. (a) In-
put vector field. (b) Filtered neighborhood graph. (c) Equiv-
alence classes (make a choice at each fork edge) redescribed
as streamline curves. (d) Higher-level aggregation and classi-
fication of curves whose flows converge.

(Fig. 3(d)), using the exact same operators but with differ-
ent metrics. As this example illustrates, SAL provides a vo-
cabulary for expressing the knowledge required — distance
metrics, similarity metrics, etc. — for uncovering multi-level
structures in spatial data sets. It has been applied to appli-
cations ranging from decentralized control design[Bailey-
Kellogg and Zhao, 1999; 2001] to analysis of diffusion-
reaction morphogenesis[Ordóñez and Zhao, 2000].

3 Ambiguity-Directed Sampling
We extend SAL for data-scarce, rather than data-rich, applica-
tions, by focusing data collection in areas that will yield infor-
mation most useful in discriminating among possible models.
Given a set of possible SAL modelsM = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn}
for the data, we want to choose a new samples to help
discriminate among posterior probabilitiesP (mi | s). For
instance, in the vector-bundling example (Fig. 3), models
would represent different choices of how to group vectors into
streamlines. By Bayes rule, we need to evaluateP (s |mi)
andP (mi). The domain knowledge used to enumerate the
possible SAL structures also places priorsP (mi) on the iden-
tified models. In the vector-bundling example, a possible
streamline can be scored based on how well its curvature
matches the directions of the vectors it aggregates. Addi-
tional domain knowledge then characterizes the dependence
of potential sample values on different models, thus helping
to optimize the next sample location. As we will show later
in this section, one useful form of such dependence relates to
addressingambiguity. For example, the best aggregation for
ambiguous streamlines can be determined by sampling the
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interpolate : field× new objects× surrogate→ new values
Determine values for new objects based on values for nearby
objects in field, according to surrogate function.

classify : objects× equiv predicate→ classes× ambiguities
Apply predicate to neighboring objects, partitioning them
into equivalence classes and left-over ambiguous objects.
Predicate is a function taking a pair of neighbors and re-
turning one of{true, false, ambiguous}.

sample : objects× ambiguities× objectivefn→ new objects
Determine new objects to be sampled based on optimization
of an objective function indicating information gain with re-
spect to the ambiguities.

Table 1: Ambiguity-directed sampling operators.

flow near streamline “branch points.”
Tab. 1 summarizes the incorporation of domain knowledge

in new SAL operators by our ambiguity-directed sampling
framework. The data interpretation and sampling process
proceeds as follows, starting from some initial sparse data.
(1) Derive qualitative SAL structures from either the sparse
data, or a dense dataset interpolated with a surrogate func-
tion. (2) Identify ambiguities arising in the structure forma-
tion process. (3) Target a sample point that will optimize the
information gain with respect to these ambiguities. (4) Up-
date the data set and repeat, as long as information gain is
substantial enough. The following subsections describe the
key parts of this approach in more detail.

3.1 Interpolation with a Surrogate Function
In some cases it is advantageous to generate a dense dataset
and find structures in it, rather than to work directly from
sparse data. For example, when possible models have a
known, common structure (e.g. they can be treated as lo-
cally smooth quadratic functions), then interpolating dense
data can simplify structure and ambiguity identification. The
interpolateoperator in Tab. 1 generates such dense data, ac-
cording to a given surrogate representation.

The choice of surrogate representation is constrained by
the local nature of SAL computations. For example, global,
least-squares type approximations are inappropriate since
measurements at all locations are equally considered to un-
cover trends and patterns in a particular region. We advo-
cate the use of kriging-type interpolators[Sackset al., 1989],
which are local modeling methods with roots in Bayesian
statistics. Kriging can handle situations with multiple local
extrema (for example, in weather data, remote sensing data,
etc.) and can easily exploit anisotropies and trends. Givenk
observations, the interpolated model gives exact responses at
thesek sites and estimates values at other sites by minimiz-
ing the mean squared error (MSE), assuming a random data
process of known functional form.

Formally (for two dimensions), the true functionp is as-
sumed to be the realization of a random process such as:

p(x, y) = β + Z(x, y) (1)

where β is typically a uniform random variate, estimated
based on the knownk values ofp, andZ is a correlation

function with zero mean and known variance. Kriging then
estimates a modelp′ of the same form, based on thek obser-
vations:

p′(xi, yi) = E(p(xi, yi) | p(x1, y1), · · · , p(xk, yk)) (2)

and minimizing mean squared error betweenp′ andp:

MSE = E(p′(x, y)− p(x, y))2 (3)

A typical choice forZ in p′ is σ2R, where scalarσ2 is the
estimatedvariance, and the symmetric correlation matrixR
can encode domain-specific constraints and factors reflecting
the current fidelity of data. We use an exponential function
for entries inR, with two parametersC1 andC2:

Rij = e−C1|xi−xj |2−C2|yi−yj |2 (4)

Intuitively, function estimation at a given point is influenced
more by observations nearby than by those farther away.

The estimator minimizing mean squared error is then ob-
tained by multi-dimensional optimization:

max
C

−k
2

(lnσ2 + ln |R|) (5)

This expression can be derived from the conditions that there
is no error between the model and the true values at the cho-
senk sites, and that all variability in the model arises from
the design ofZ (the derivation is beyond the scope of this pa-
per). The multi-dimensional optimization is often performed
by gradient descent or pattern search methods. More details
are available in[Sackset al., 1989], which demonstrates this
methodology in the context of the design and analysis of com-
puter experiments.

3.2 Bottom-Up Detection of Ambiguity
The SAL equivalence class clustering mechanism (operat-
ing on the sparse input data or the dense surrogate model)
exploits continuity, grouping neighboring objects that sat-
isfy a domain-specific equivalence predicate (e.g. similar
vector direction). At discontinuities, dissimilar neighboring
objects are placed in separate classes. However, within a
weakly-similar class or across a weakly-different discontinu-
ity, neighboring objects mightalmostsatisfy the predicate.
For example, some vectors in Fig. 3(b) have two possible for-
ward neighbors; in some cases, a vector might equally well
belong to either of two flows. We call such unclear classifica-
tion choice pointsambiguous.

The bottom-up SAL operators introduced in Sec. 2 can be
used to detect ambiguities if the equivalence class clustering
operatorclassify is extended as in Tab. 1. In particular, a
domain-specific equivalence predicate indicates when neigh-
bors are equivalent, not equivalent, or ambiguous, allowing
classifyto delay ambiguous classification decisions.

3.3 Top-Down Utilization of Ambiguity
Ambiguity can reflect the desirability of acquiring data at
or near a specified point, to clarify the correct classifica-
tion and to serve as a mathematical criterion of information
content. Thesampleoperator specified in Tab. 1 addresses
this opportunity by generating samples to optimize a given
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domain-specific objective function, given a set of ambiguous
objects. For example, in response to a vector with an ambigu-
ous neighbor, it might suggest nearby locations to sample. In
other applications, it might pick the midpoint between a pair
of ambiguous points, or even (see the influence-based model
decomposition application below) apply SAL recursively to
qualitatively analyze a set of ambiguous points. In conjunc-
tion with a surrogate function, some functional of the MSE
(Eq. 3) can be used to focus sampling, by a suitable statistical
design.1 Section 4.2 describes the use of such an objective
function.

When using a surrogate function, the correlation matrixR
(Eq. 4) can be modified to emphasize the desirability of fo-
cusing the fitting effort on ambiguous regions. In particu-
lar, indicator covariance termsmodulateR when the stan-
dard uniformly parameterized model (C1 andC2 in our case)
does not adequately capture the observed variability. Our ap-
proach is reminiscent of incorporating “Type C soft data” into
variogram estimation[Journel, 1986]: “soft” data have non-
negligible uncertainty and “Type C” data are obtained with-
out additional experimentation (in our case, via SAL analy-
sis). By using the pcdf of ambiguous objects as an indicator
covariance term, we can improve covariance estimates, and
also help suggest data locations that will clarify the correct
classification. The exact equations are beyond the scope of
this article, but we refer the reader to[Journel, 1986] for an
account of this “soft kriging” approach.

3.4 Iteration
Data are collected for the indicated sample points, by exper-
iment or simulation. When a surrogate function is used, the
fitted model is refined with real data at the indicated points,
via interpolate. We note that efficient implementations of
some data structures (e.g. Delaunay triangulation neighbor-
hood graphs) can be incrementally updated with the addi-
tional samples[Ordóñez and Zhao, 2000]. The aggregation
process can then be repeated with the extended data set, ter-
minating when the information-theoretic metric used bysam-
pledrops below some specified level.

4 Applications
This section discusses how the computational framework
of two existing applications can be redescribed in terms of
ambiguity-directed sampling, and then illustrates the effec-
tiveness of our approach with two new case studies.

4.1 Existing Applications
KAM [Yip, 1991] interprets the behaviors of Hamiltonian dy-
namical systems by phase-space analysis. Geometric points
represent states of the system for a given set of parameters.
KAM works directly with these samples — it does notin-
terpolatea dense representation. KAM groups points into
orbits describing the system’s temporal evolution; it groups
orbits into phase portraits describing evolution of all states
for a given set of parameters; and it groups phase portraits
into bifurcation maps describing variations in portraits due to

1Sample selection optimization is different from kriging interpo-
lation optimization (Eq. 5), used to generate a dense data field.

variations in parameters. At each stage, KAM adds samples
when it detects an inadequate description. In our vocabulary,
the classifypredicate clustering orbits into a phase portrait
notices when two neighboring orbits cannot physically be ad-
jacent;samplethen starts orbit integration from the mid-point
of an ambiguous pair of neighboring points. Similarly, in a
bifurcation map additional phase portraits are generated for
parameter values between those of ambiguous neighboring
phase portraits.

STA [Ordóñez and Zhao, 2000] has been applied to
build high-level descriptions of morphogenesis in diffusion-
reaction systems by tracking aggregates of sample “floaters”
that react to changes in the underlying field. In particular,
floaters attempt to ensure an adequate sampling of the field
(no interpolation is required), especially in high-gradient ar-
eas. They do this in a manner similar to the particle system
of Witkin and Heckbert[1994], by repelling each other, split-
ting, and merging. In our vocabulary, theclassifypredicate
bundling floaters in a region tests whether or not neighbor-
ing floaters are near enough relative to an energy metric mea-
suring adequate representation of the region;samplesimply
splits one ambiguous floater into two adjacent floaters.

4.2 Pocket Identification
Our first application domain is motivated by research in spa-
tial statistics[Journel, 1986; Sackset al., 1989] and multidis-
ciplinary system design[Knill et al., 1999]. Visualize then-
dimensional hypercube defined byxi ∈ [−1, 1], i = 1 · · ·n,
with then-sphere of radius1 centered at the origin (Σxi2 ≤
1) embedded inside it. Notice that the ratio of the volume
of the cube (2n) to that of the sphere (πn/2/(n/2)!) grows
unboundedly withn. In other words, the volume of a high-
dimensional cube is concentrated in its corners (a counter-
intuitive notion at first). Carl de Boor exploited this prop-
erty to design a difficult-to-optimize function which assumes
apocketin each corner of the cube (Fig. 4), that is just outside
the sphere[Rice, 1992]. Formally, it can be defined as:

α(X) = cos

(
n∑
i=1

2i
(

1 +
xi
| xi |

))
− 2 (6)

δ(X) = ‖X− 0.5I‖ (7)

p(X) = α(X)(1− δ2(X)(3− 2δ(X))) + 1 (8)

whereX is the n-dimensional point(x1, x2, · · · , xn) at which
the pocket functionp is evaluated,I is the identity n-vector,
and‖ · ‖ is theL2 norm.

It is easily seen thatp has2n local minima; ifn is large
(say, 30, which means it will take more than half a million
points to just represent the corners of then-cube!), naive
global optimization algorithms will require an unreasonable
number of function evaluations. However, in real-world do-
mains, significant structure exists and can often be exploited.
A good example is the STAGE algorithm[Boyan and Moore,
2000], which intelligently selects starting points for local
search algorithms. Our goals here are very different from
global optimization: we wish to obtain a qualitative indica-
tion of the existence, number, and locations of pockets, using
low-fidelity models and/or as few data points as possible. The
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Figure 4: A 2D pocket function.

results can then be used to seed higher-fidelity calculations.
This is also fundamentally different from DACE[Sackset al.,
1989], polynomial response surface approximations[Knill
et al., 1999], and other approaches in geo-statistics where
the goal is accuracy of functional prediction at untested data
points. Here, accuracy of estimation is traded for the ability
to mine pockets.

In a dense field of data, it is straightforward to iden-
tify pockets by applying the vector field bundling imple-
mentation discussed in the introduction (see Fig. 3) to the
gradient field. In the data-scarce setting, we follow the
ambiguity-directed sampling framework, incorporating the
domain-specific knowledge summarized in Tab. 2. Given a
surrogate model, vector bundling identifies vectors which can
participate in multiple good streamlines. The surrogate model
incorporates these ambiguities with an indicator covariance
term counting the number of possible good neighbors. This
“ambiguity distribution” provides a novel mechanism to in-
clude qualitative information — streamlines that agree will
generally contribute less to data mining, just as samples that
are far apart are weighted less in the originalR matrix. Thus,
this framework can be viewed as a natural generalization of
the assumptions of sample clustering that underlie kriging.

The sampleobjective function described in Tab. 2 mini-
mizes the expected posterior entropy on theunsampledde-
sign space, which by a reduction argument, can be shown
to be maximizing the prior entropy over theentire design
space[Sackset al., 1989]. In turn, this means that the amount
of information obtained from an experiment is maximized.
For our purposes, the objective function thus provides a basis
to choose sample points that will improve our modeling ofp.

We applied the ambiguity-driven mechanism to determin-
ing pockets in both 2D and 3D. We used a variation of the
pocket function with a pseudorandom perturbation that shifts
the pockets away from the corners in a somewhat unpre-
dictable way. This twist precludes many forms of analyses,
such as symbolic parsing, by imposing a highly nonlinear
global map of pocket locations. In the traditional pocket
function, the dips can be viewed as being influenced by lit-
tle spheres at the corners, with known radii and centers. The
new pocket design uses an additional parameter to impose
non-symmetric perturbations which randomize both the radii
and centers. As a result, local modeling must be carried out
at each corner to determine the exact location of the pocket.
More detail about this function can be found in[Rice, 1992,

Surrogate model
Use kriging interpolator with indicator covariance term
(modeling number of similar-enough neighbors from predi-
cate below) to estimatep at unknown points.

Vector equivalence predicate
Return true if vector directions are similar enough, false if
they aren’t, and ambiguous if a vector has multiple neigh-
bors with similar-enough directions.

Sample objective function
Minimize the entropyE(− log d), whered is the condi-
tional density ofp over the design spacenot coveredby the
current data values.

Table 2: Domain knowledge for ambiguity-directed sampling
in pocket identification.

pp. 113-114].
The initial experimental configuration used a face-centered

design (4 points in the 2D case). The surrogate model then
generated a41n-point grid. The ambiguity-directed mech-
anism selected new design points, using the vector field
bundling approach discussed above. Standard parameter set-
tings were applied: required similarity of0.8 for dot product
of adjacency direction and vector field direction, and factor
of 0.01∗distance penalizing the grouping of far-apart vectors.

Fig. 5 shows a design involving only7 total data points
that is able to mine the four pockets. As previously dis-
cussed, our sampling decisions result in highly sub-optimal
designs according to traditional metrics of variance in pre-
dicted values and D-optimality, but are sufficient to determine
pockets. In particular, the ambiguity-driven framework com-
pletely skips one of the quadrants in selecting new points.
This indicates that neighborhood calculations involving the
other three quadrants are enough to uncover the pocket in
the fourth quadrant. Since the kriging interpolator uses lo-
cal modeling and since pockets in 2D effectively occupy the
quadrants, obtaining measurements at ambiguous locations
serves to capture the relatively narrow regime of each dip,
which in turn helps to distinguish the pocket in the neighbor-
ing quadrant. This effect is hard to achieve without qualitative
feedback. For higher dimensions (including 3D), the pockets
move further away from the center of the design space, ne-
cessitating the sampling of points in all corners.

Fig. 6 shows the distributions of number of design points
required for ambiguity-directed and kriging-based pocket
identification over100 perturbed variations of the 2D pocket
function. Ambiguity-directed sampling required3 to 11 addi-
tional samples, with the latter figure in the pathological case
where the random perturbations cause a nearly quintic dip,
rendering the initial adjacency calculations misleading. In
comparison, conventional incremental kriging techniques (of
the form described in Section 3.1 without qualitative analysis)
required13 to 19 additional data points. While pockets in the
bigger dips are discovered quickly, the quintic and shallow
dips require more function evaluations. Tests with pockets
in 3D yielded even more significant results: up to151 addi-
tional points for regular kriging, but at most42 for ambiguity-
directed sampling. With the use of block kriging, reductions
in both values could be enjoyed, but these figures illustrate
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Figure 5: Mining pockets from only7 sample points (2D).
(top) The chosen sample locations:4 initial face-centered
samples (marked as blue circles) plus3 ambiguity-directed
samples (marked as red diamonds). Note that no additional
sample is required in the lower-left quadrant. (middle) Com-
puted variogram for resulting surrogate model: color repre-
sents estimatedp and isocontours join points of equal es-
timated MSE. (bottom) SAL structures in surrogate model
data, confirming the existence of four pockets.
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Figure 6: Pocket-finding results (2D) show that ambiguity-
directed sampling always requires fewer total samples (7-15)
than conventional kriging (17-23).

the effectiveness of our technique.
The extension to more than3 dimensions is straightforward

and is not detailed here for ease of presentation. It essentially
entails using the appropriate covariance matrix and SAL data
structures (e.g.8-adjacency in 2D,26-adjacency in 3D, . . . ).
While we believe our ambiguity-directed framework will fare
well compared to traditional kriging, a more careful study
will be needed to characterize the scalability of our approach.

4.3 Influence-Based Model Decomposition
Influence-based model decomposition[Bailey-Kellogg and
Zhao, 1999; 2001] is an approach to designing spatially-
distributed data interpretation and decentralized control ap-
plications, such as thermal regulation for semiconductor
wafer processing and noise control in photocopy machines.
A decentralizedinfluence graph, built by sampling the ef-
fects of controls on a field (either physically or by solving
a partial differential equation), represents influences of con-
trols on distributed physical fields. Given the expense of ob-
taining influence graph values, it is desirable to minimize the
number of samples required. This section demonstrates that
ambiguity-directed sampling can greatly reduce the number
of samples required. Note that we do notinterpolatea dense
representation, following the explicit kriging methodology,
since it sometimes does not result in explainable designs,
by overlooking “nice” properties such as balance, symmetry,
collapsibility, and comparability[Easterling, 1989].

Influence-based model decomposition uses influence
graphs for control placement and parameter design algo-
rithms that exploit physical knowledge of locality, linear
superposability, and continuity for distributed systems with
large numbers of coupled variables (often modeled by partial
differential equations). By leveraging the physical knowl-
edge encapsulated in influence graphs, these control design
algorithms are more efficient than standard techniques, and
produce designs explainable in terms of problem structures.
Influence-based model decomposition decomposes a problem
domain so as to allow relatively independent design of con-
trols for the resulting regions. Fig. 7 overviews the approach:

1. Represent in an influence graph the effects of a few sam-
ple probecontrols on the field — in this example, the
heat flows induced in a piece of material by point heat
sources.
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Figure 7: Influence-based model decomposition: sample an
influence graph, and cluster probes and partition field based
on similar control effects. Ambiguity-directed sampling tech-
niques close the loop by suggesting new probe locations.

2. Cluster the probes based on similarities in their effects,
as represented in the influence graph. For example, the
geometric constraint imposed by the narrow channel in
the dumbbell-shaped piece of material results in similar
field responses to the two probes in the left half of the
dumbbell and similar responses to the two probes in the
right half of the dumbbell. Note that influence graphs
encapsulate not only geometry but also material proper-
ties, which can greatly impact heat flows and thus the
proper decomposition.

3. Cluster the field nodes based on the probe clustering, ap-
plying a predicate testing if neighboring field nodes are
well-represented by the same probe nodes. In the exam-
ple, the field nodes in the left half of the dumbbell are
best represented by the probe nodes also in the left half
(which belong to the same probe equivalence class), and
are thus decomposed from the nodes in the right half.
Controls are placed in the regions and optimized by a
separate process not discussed here.

The quality of decompositions from a small number of
randomly-placed probes is competitive with that of a spec-
tral partition of the complete influence graph (computed fol-
lowing an approach developed for image segmentation[Shi
and Malik, 1997]), but with orders of magnitude less com-
putation and in a decentralized model[Bailey-Kellogg and
Zhao, 2001]. We now extend this approach to show that re-
placing random sampling with ambiguity-directed sampling
achieves even better results. Ambiguity-directed sampling ef-
fectively closes the loop between the field decomposition and
influence graph sampling (dashed arrow in Fig. 7). Tab. 3 de-
scribes the the domain-specific knowledge used in ambiguity-
directed sampling for model-based decomposition.

We applied ambiguity-directed sampling to the three prob-
lems presented by[Bailey-Kellogg and Zhao, 2001]: a plus-
shaped piece of material, a P-shaped piece of material, and
an anisotropic bar, illustrating different geometries, topolo-
gies (the P-shaped material has a hole), and material proper-
ties. Results were collected for1000 runs each by random
probing, and using each possible node in the discretization
for the initial probe in ambiguity-directed probing. Results
are relative to a baseline spectral partitioning of the complete
influence graph (computed essentially using probes at every
one of the hundreds of nodes in a discretization).

Given a decomposition, a quality metric compares the
amount of influence that stays within a region to the amount
that leaves it: To be more specific, define the decomposition

Field node equivalence predicate
Return true if nodes have similar-enough effect to one probe,
false if they don’t, and ambiguous if the magnitude of the
effect is not large enough or if two competing probes yield
similar effects.

Sample objective function
Perform secondary aggregation and classification to find re-
gions of ambiguities. For each ambiguous field node, mea-
sure how similar its flows are to other ambiguous field nodes
in its region; choose the node with the best similarity to the
most ambiguous nodes.

Table 3: Domain knowledge for ambiguity-directed sampling
in influence-based model decomposition.
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Figure 8: Comparison of influence-based model decomposi-
tion quality using random and ambiguity-directed probes, for
three different problems: (left) plus; (middle) p; (right) bar.
Results are relative to spectral partitioning.

quality q (0 ≤ q ≤ 1) for a partitionP of a set of nodesS as
follows (i is the influence):

q =
∏
R∈P

∑
c∈R

∑
r∈R i(c, r)∑
s∈S i(c, s)

Fig. 8 summarizes the results. The ambiguity-directed
method generally does much better than random for a given
number of probes, both in mean and standard deviation of
quality, and it generally can do as well with4-8 probes as
random sampling can with16-32. One interesting case is
the taper in the plus-shaped piece of material. This is due to
over-sampling: the samples are clustered in the middle of the
plus, yielding a jagged decomposition that results in a worse
quality score. In fact, with default parameters, the ambiguity-
based metric declines to add samples beyond about10, in-
dicating that the field was adequately sampled. In order to
achieve the desired number of samples, parameters were set
to force sampling for only small information gain.

5 Discussion
The idea of selective sampling to satisfy particular design cri-
teria arises in many contexts, such as Gaussian quadrature,
spline smoothing in geometric design, remote sensing data
acquisition, crystallography[Gopalakrishnanet al., 2000]
and engineering design optimization. In data mining, sam-
pling has been viewed as a methodology to avoid costly disk
accesses (this thread of research, however, doesn’t address the
issue of where to sample)[Kivinen and Mannila, 1994]. All
these approaches (including ours) rely on capturing properties
of a desirable design in terms of a novel objective function.
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The distinguishing feature of our work is that it usesspatial
information gleaned from a higher level of abstraction to fo-
cus data collection at the field/simulation code layer. While
flavors of theconsistent labelingproblem in mobile vision
have this feature, they are more attuned to transferring infor-
mation across twosuccessiveabstraction levels. The applica-
tions presented here are novel in that they span and connect
arbitrary levels of abstraction, thus suggesting new ways to
integrate qualitative and quantitative simulation[Berleant and
Kuipers, 1998].

The effectiveness of our approach relies on the trustworthi-
ness of the ambiguity detection mechanism and the ability to
act decisively on new information. In both our applications,
this was easily achieved by relying on fairly specific quali-
tative features whose causes are well understood. However,
in other applications (e.g. phase portrait exploration for sen-
sitivity analysis of highly non-normal matrices), it is difficult
to distinguish between qualitative changes in problem charac-
teristic and numerical error such as roundoff. In such cases,
a more detailed modeling of qualitative behavior should be
exploited for ambiguity-directed sampling to be successful.
In terms of the pocket study, this might require a domain-
specific enumeration of the various ways in which pockets
(and ambiguities in detecting them) can arise, and a proba-
bilistic model of the elements of a SAL hierarchy using, say,
superpositions of Bayesian expectation-maximization terms.

SAL provides a natural framework for exploitingcontinu-
ity to uncover structures in spatial data; ambiguity-directed
sampling focuses SAL’s efforts on clarifying thosedisconti-
nuities that yield multiple, qualitatively-different interpreta-
tions. This effort is leading us to explore a completely prob-
abilistic SAL framework. Such a framework should also be
able to incorporate information from multiple, perhaps con-
flicting, SAL hierarchies. This is an emerging frontier in sev-
eral applications (such as bioinformatics), where diverse ex-
perimental methodologies can cause contradictory results at
the highest levels of abstraction. Our work provides some en-
couraging results addressing such grand-challenge problems.
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A Spatial Odyssey of the Interval Algebra: 1. Directed Intervals
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Abstract

Allen’s well-known Interval Algebra has been de-
veloped for temporal representation and reasoning,
but there are also interesting spatial applications
where intervals can be used. A prototypical ex-
ample are traffic scenarios where cars and their re-
gions of influence can be represented as intervals
on a road as the underlying line. There are several
differences of temporal and spatial intervals which
have to be considered when developing a spatial in-
terval algebra. In this paper we analyze the first
important difference: as opposed to temporal inter-
vals, spatial intervals can have an intrinsic direc-
tion with respect to the underlying line. We de-
velop an algebra for qualitative spatial representa-
tion and reasoning about directed intervals, identify
tractable subsets, and show that path-consistency is
sufficient for deciding consistency for a particular
subset which contains all base relations.

1 Introduction
Qualitative spatial representation and reasoning has become
more and more important in recent years. The best-known
approach in this field is the Region Connection Calculus
RCC8 [Randell et al., 1992] which describes topological rela-
tionships between n-dimensional spatial regions of arbitrary
shape. For some applications, however, it is sufficient to use
spatial regions with more restricted properties. The block al-
gebra [Balbiani et al., 1999], for instance, considers only spa-
tial regions which are n-dimensional blocks whose sides are
parallel to the defining axes. The most restricted spatial re-
gions are (one-dimensional) intervals. A prototypical spatial
application of intervals are traffic scenarios. Vehicles usually
move only along given ways (also sea-/airways). Therefore,
when looking at vehicles on one particular way, vehicles and
their regions of influence (such as safety margin, braking dis-
tance, or reaction distance) could be represented as intervals
on a line which represents the possibly winded way. Similar

�This research was carried out while the author was visiting the
Department of Computer and Information Science at the University
of Linköping, Sweden. Supported by the Wallenberg foundation as
part of the WITAS project. Thanks to Patrick Doherty, Guy Even,
Alfonso Gerevini, and Erik Sandewall for their comments.

to the well-known Interval Algebra [Allen, 1983] developed
for temporal intervals, it seems useful to develop a spatial in-
terval algebra for spatial intervals.

There are several differences between spatial and temporal
intervals which have to be considered when extending the In-
terval Algebra towards dealing with spatial applications. (1)
spatial intervals can have different directions, either the same
or the opposite direction as the underlying line. (2) ways usu-
ally have more than one lane where vehicles can move, i.e., it
should be possible to represent that intervals are on different
lanes and that one interval is, e.g., left of, right of, or beside
another interval. (3) it is interesting to represent intervals on
way networks instead of considering just isolated ways. (4)
intervals such as those corresponding to regions of influence
often depend on the speed of vehicles, i.e., it should be possi-
ble to represent dynamic information. This is also necessary
for predicting future positions of vehicles which is an impor-
tant task in traffic control. As for temporal intervals it is also
important to represent qualitative or metric information on the
length of intervals and on the distance between intervals.

We start this spatial odyssey of the Interval Algebra by ana-
lyzing the first important difference between spatial and tem-
poral intervals, namely, direction of intervals. We define the
directed intervals algebra which consists of 26 jointly exhaus-
tive and pairwise disjoint base relations, identify tractable
subsets, and show that path-consistency decides consistency
for a particular subset which contains all base relations.

2 Directed Intervals
The Interval Algebra (IA) describes the possible relationships
between convex intervals on a directed line. The default ap-
plication of the Interval Algebra is temporal, so the directed
line is usually considered to be the timeline. The 13 IA base
relations (before �, after �, meets m, met-by mi, overlaps
o, overlapped-by oi, equals �, during d, includes di, starts s,
started-by si, finishes f, and finished-by �) describe a combi-
nation of topological relations (disconnected, externally con-
nected, partial overlap, equal, non-tangential proper part, tan-
gential proper part, and the converse of the latter two) and
order relations (<,>). The topological distinctions are ex-
actly those which are made by RCC8. Therefore, RCC8 is
often considered as the spatial counterpart of the Interval Al-
gebra. Or, from another point of view, what distinguishes
the Interval Algebra from RCC8 and what makes it its key
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X Y X Y

Y X Y X

Figure 1: Four structurally different instantiations of the rela-
tion “x behind y” with directed intervals

feature is the given direction of the (one-dimensional) line.
This given direction naturally imposes a direction also on the
intervals: an interval can have the same or the opposite direc-
tion as the underlying line. However, because of its original
temporal interpretation (no event can end before it starts), di-
rection of intervals has never been considered in AI. Actually,
directed intervals have been studied in the large field of Inter-
val Arithmetics, but work in this field is completely different
from the qualitative and constraint-based approaches studied
in AI. When using the Interval Algebra for spatial applica-
tions, direction of intervals has to be taken into account. This
leads to the obvious question: can the large body of work and
the large number of results obtained on the Interval Algebra
such as algorithms and complexity results also be applied to a
spatial interpretation of the Interval Algebra, or is it necessary
to completely start from scratch again?

Before answering this question, consider the example of
Figure 1 which illustrates the differences of having directed
intervals from having only intervals of the same direction.
Since all four combinations of the directions of the two in-
tervals are possible, there are four structurally different in-
stantiations of every relation instead of just one. Therefore, it
is possible that inconsistent instances of the Interval Algebra
become consistent when allowing directed intervals.

3 The Directed Intervals Algebra
A straightforward way for dealing with directed intervals
would be to add additional constraints on the direction of in-
tervals to constraints over the Interval Algebra and treat the
two types of constraints separately while propagating infor-
mation from one type to the other (similar to what has been
done in [Gerevini and Renz, 1998].) We say that an interval
has positive direction if it has the same direction as the un-
derlying line and negative direction otherwise. So possible
direction constraints could be unary constraints like “x has
positive/negative direction” or binary constraints like “x and
y have the same/opposite direction”. This approach, however,
is not possible since the Interval Algebra loses its property of
being a relation algebra when permitting directed intervals.
This can be easily seen when considering the “behind” re-
lation of Figure 1. The converse of “x behind y” is “y is
behind or in front of x”, whose converse is “x is behind or in
front of y”, i.e., applying the converse operation (�^) twice
leads to a different relation than the original relation. This
is a contradiction to one of the requirements of relation al-
gebras (R^^

= R) [Ladkin and Maddux, 1994]. This con-
tradiction does not occur when we refine the “behind” rela-
tion into two disjoint sub-relations “behind=” and “behind 6=”
where the subscript indicates that both intervals have the same
(=) or opposite ( 6=) direction. The converse of both relations
is “in-front-of=” and “behind 6=”, respectively. Applying the

Directed Intervals Sym- Pictorial
Base Relation bol Example

x behind
=
y b

=
-x->

y in-front-of
=
x f

=
-y->

x behind6= y b6= <-x-
-y->

x in-front-of 6= y f6= -x->
<-y-

x meets-from-behind
=
y mb

=
–x–>

y meets-in-the-front
=
x mf

=
–y–>

x meets-from-behind6= y mb 6= <–x–
–y–>

x meets-in-the-front 6= y mf6= –x–>
<–y–

x overlaps-from-behind
=
y ob

=
—x—>

y overlaps-in-the-front
=
x of

=
—y—>

x overlaps-from-behind6= y ob6= <—x—
—y—>

x overlaps-in-the-front 6= y of6= —x—>

<—y—
x contained-in

=
y c

=
–x–>

y extends
=
x e

=
—y—>

x contained-in6= y c6= <–x–
y extends6= x e6= —y—>

x contained-in-the-back-of
=
y cb

=
–x–>

y extends-the-front-of
=
x ef

=
—y—>

x contained-in-the-back-of 6= y cb 6= <–x–
y extends-the-back-of 6= x eb 6= —y—>

x contained-in-the-front-of
=
y cf

=
–x–>

y extends-the-back-of
=
x eb

=
—y—>

x contained-in-the-front-of 6= y cf6= <–x–
y extends-the-front-of 6= x ef6= —y—>

x equals
=
y eq

=
—x—>

—y—>

x equals6= y eq 6= —x—>

<—y—

Table 1: The 26 base relations of the directed intervals algebra

converse operation again leads to the original relations.
Since a relation algebra must be closed under composition,

intersection, and converse, we have to make the same dis-
tinction also for all other IA relations. This leads us to the
definition of the directed intervals algebra (DIA). It consists
of the 26 base relations given in Table 1, which result from
refining each IA relation into two sub-relations specifying ei-
ther same or opposite direction of the involved intervals, and
of all possible unions of the base relations. This gives a total
number of 226 DIA relations. Converse relations are given in
the same table entry. If a converse relation is not explicitly
given, the corresponding relation is its own converse. We de-
note the set of 26 DIA base relations as B. Then DIA = 2

B.
Complex relations which are the union of more than one base
relation R1; : : : ; Rk are written as fR1; : : : ; Rkg. The union
of all base relations, the universal relation, is denoted f�g.

A DIA base relation R = Id consist of two parts, the in-
terval part I which is a spatial interpretation of the Interval
Algebra and the direction part d which gives the mutual di-
rection of both intervals, either = or 6=. If a complex relation
R consist of base relations with the same direction part d, we
can combine the interval parts and write R = fI1; : : : ; Ikgd
instead of R = fI1

d
; : : : ; I

k

d
g. We write Re (resp. Rn) in
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R � � m mi o oi s si d di f � �

R
r

� � mi m oi o f � d di s si �

dia(R) b f mb mf ob of cb ef c e cf eb eq

Table 2: IA base relations R, their reverses Rr, and their spa-
tial interpretations dia(R)

order to refer to the union of the interval parts of every sub-
relation of a complex relation R where the direction part is
f=g (resp. f6=g.) In this way, every DIA relation R can be
written as R = fReg=[fRng 6=. DIAI denotes the set of 213

possible interval parts of DIA relations.
It is important to note that the spatial interpretation of the

Interval Algebra was chosen in a way that the interval part
of a relation xIdy only depends on the direction of y and not
on the direction of x. Therefore, if the direction of x is re-
versed, written as x, then only the direction part changes, i.e.,
xIdy = xI:dy. This would not be the case in a straight-
forward spatial interpretation of the original temporal rela-
tions. For instance, IA relations like “x started-by y” or “x
finished-by y” depend on the direction of x. Instead, we inter-
pret these relations spatially as “x extends-the-front/back-of
y” and “x contained-in-the-front/back-of y”. This interpre-
tation is independent of the direction of x. When all inter-
vals have the same direction, both interpretations are equiv-
alent. In order to transform the spatial and the temporal in-
terval relations (independent of the direction of the intervals)
into each other, we introduce two mutually inverse functions
dia : IA 7! DIAI and ia : DIAI 7! IA, i.e., dia(ia(R)) = R

and ia(dia(R)) = R. The mapping is given in Table 2.
All relations of the directed intervals algebra are invari-

ant with respect to the direction of the underlying line, i.e.,
when reversing the direction of the line, all relations remain
the same. This is obviously not the case for the Interval Al-
gebra, e.g., if x is before y and one reverses the direction of
the timeline, then x is after y. In order to transform DIA re-
lations into the corresponding IA relations and vice versa, we
introduce a unary reverse operator (�r) on relations R such
that Rr specifies the relation which results from R when re-
versing the direction of the underlying line. For all relations
R 2 DIA we have that Rr

= R. For IA relations, the reverse
relation is given in Table 2. The reverse of a complex relation
is the union of the reverses of the involved base relations. The
reverse of the composition (Æ) of two relations is equivalent
to the composition of the reverses of the two involved rela-
tions, i.e., (RÆS)r = R

r ÆSr. Applying the reverse operator
twice results in the original relation, i.e., Rrr

= R. Using
the reverse operator we can also specify what happens with
a relation xIdy if only the direction of y is changed. Then
the topological relation of the intervals stays the same, but
the order changes, i.e., “front” becomes “behind”/“back” and
vice versa. The mutual direction also changes. This can be
expressed in the following way: xIdy = x dia(ia(I)

r
):d y.

We now have all requirements for computing the compo-
sition (Æ) of DIA relations using composition of IA relations
(denoted here by Æia) as specified by Allen [1983].

Theorem 3.1 Let Rp; Sq be DIA base relations.

1. If q = f=g, then Rp Æ Sq = dia(ia(R) Æia ia(S))p

2. If q = f6=g, then Rp Æ Sq = dia(ia(R)r Æia ia(S)):p

Proof. Assume that xRpy and ySqz holds. If p = q =

f=g and x; y; z have positive direction, it is clear that the
interval part of the composition of the DIA relations is the
same as the composition of the IA relations (with respect to
the different interpretations.) The result of the composition is
the same if x; y; z have negative direction, since DIA relations
are invariant with respect to the direction of the underlying
line. R only depends on the direction of y and S only depends
on the direction of z. Therefore, reversing the direction of x
(i.e., p = f6=g; q = f=g) does not change the result of the
interval part of the composition, only the resulting direction
part. This proves the first rule.

Assume that p = q = f6=g and x; z have positive direc-
tion while y has negative direction. If we reverse the direc-
tion of y, which changes the relations to x dia(ia(R)

r
)= y

and to yS=z, then we can apply the first composition rule.
This results in R6= Æ S6= = dia(ia(R)r)= Æ S= =(1:)

dia(ia(dia(ia(R)r)) Æia ia(S))= = dia(ia(R)r Æia ia(S))=,
the second composition rule. As in the first case, this rule
does not change when we reverse the direction of x (i.e.,
p = f=g; q = f6=g) or the direction of all three intervals.
This proves the second rule.

The composition of complex relations is as usual the union
of the composition of the contained base relations. It follows
from the closedness of the Interval Algebra that DIA is closed
under composition, intersection, converse, and reverse.

4 Reasoning over Directed Intervals
The main reasoning problem in spatial and temporal reason-
ing is the consistency problem CSPSAT(S) where S is a set
of relations over a relation algebra [Renz and Nebel, 1999].

Instance: A set V of variables over a domain D and a finite
set � of binary constraints xRy (R 2 S and x; y 2 V .)

Question: Is there a consistent instantiation of all n variables
in � with values from D which satisfies all constraints?

The consistency problem of the directed intervals algebra,
CSPSAT(DIA), is clearly NP-hard since the consistency
problem of the Interval Algebra is already NP-hard. On the
other hand it is not clear whether the consistency problem is
tractable if only the DIA base relations are used.

Additional to the DIA relations, we also give the possi-
bility of explicitly specifying the direction of intervals. We
maintain them in a set � which contains unary direction con-
straints of the form (x; d) where x is a variable over a directed
interval and d � f+;�g gives the direction of x, either pos-
itive f+g, negative f�g, or indefinite f+;�g. Unary direc-
tion constraints and DIA constraints interact in two ways.

Proposition 4.1 Given two intervals x; y, the DIA constraint
xRy with R = fR1

m1
; : : : ; R

k

mk
g, and the unary direction

constraints (x; d1) and (y; d2). These constraints interact in
the following way:

1. If all mi (i = 1 : : : k) are equivalent, then (a) d1 = d1 \

d2 and d2 = d1\d2 if m1 = f=g and (b) d1 = d1\:d2
and d2 = :d1 \ d2 if m1 = f6=g.

2. If d1 and d2 are both definite, then (a) R = fReg= if
d1 = d2 and (b) R = fRng6= if d1 6= d2.
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If all information is propagated from� to� and from� to�
we write the resulting sets as �� and ��. If the empty con-
straint occurs during this propagation, then � is inconsistent.

There are several ways of deciding consistency of a given
set of constraints over a set of relations S. The most common
way is to use backtracking over a tractable subset of S which
contains all base relations and enforce path-consistency as
forward-checking (this is done by applying for each triple of
constraints xRy, ySz, xTz the operation T := T \ (R Æ S);
if the empty relation is not contained, the resulting set is path-
consistent) [Ladkin and Reinefeld, 1997]. Before we can use
this method for deciding CSPSAT(DIA), we must prove that
the consistency problem is tractable for theDIA base relations
and preferably that path-consistency decides consistency for
these relations. In order to prove this, we need a different
method for deciding consistency and we have to show that
this method is polynomial for the set of DIA base relations.

For the Interval Algebra most tractability proofs were car-
ried out using the endpoint encoding of the IA relations
(e.g. [Nebel and Bürckert, 1995]) which describes the qual-
itative relations between the four endpoints of the two in-
volved intervals. For instance, the “before” relation can be
encoded as Xe < Ys plus the default relations Xs < Xe and
Ys < Ye which hold for all non-directed intervals (Xs; Ys de-
note the start points and Xe; Ye the end points of the intervals
X;Y .) It is also possible to specify an endpoint encoding
of the DIA relations. Since spatial intervals can have different
directions, the default relations do not hold anymore. Further-
more, we have to take into consideration that DIA relations
are invariant with respect to the reverse operation. There-
fore, it is the most compact way to use the “betweenness”
predicate for specifying an endpoint encoding of DIA rela-
tions. between(Xe; Xs; Ys) means that Xs is between Xe

and Ys, no matter which direction the intervals have. Using
this predicate, the relation b6=, for instance, can be encoded
as between(Xs; Ys; Ye) ^ between(Xe; Xs; Ys). Since the
BETWEENNESS problem is NP-hard [Garey and Johnson,
1979], this encoding does not seem to be helpful for proving
any tractability results. We will therefore refrain from speci-
fying the endpoint formulas of the DIA base relations.

Another possibility of deciding the DIA consistency prob-
lem is to transform a set of DIA constraints � into an equiv-
alent set of IA constraints �0 and decide consistency of �0.
In order to make such a transformation, the direction of ev-
ery interval must be known. Then it is possible to reverse
the direction of certain intervals such that all intervals have
the same direction and transform the updated DIA constraints
into IA constraints. We call this the normal form of a set of
DIA constraints � and a set of definite unary direction con-
straints � for each interval involved in �. The normal form
(written as nf(�;�)) is obtained as follows.

Proposition 4.2 Given a set of DIA constraints � and a set
� of definite unary direction constraints for each interval in-
volved in �. The normal form nf(�;�) is obtained by apply-
ing the following procedure.

1. For each constraint xRdy 2 �� do

2. If y has negative direction, add x ia(R)r y to nf(�;�)

3. If y has positive direction, add x ia(R) y to nf(�;�)

Lemma 4.3 Given a set of DIA constraints � and a set � of
definite unary direction constraints for each interval involved
in �. nf(�;�) can be computed in time O(n2).

Proof. �� can be computed in time O(n
2
), since all con-

straints of � are definite and information has to be propa-
gated only from every pair of intervals to the corresponding
constraint in � using rule 2 of Proposition 4.1. �� is trans-
formed to nf(�;�) in time O(n2), since each of the O(n2)
constraints is transformed separately in constant time.

Lemma 4.4 Given a set of DIA constraints � and a set � of
definite unary direction constraints for each interval involved
in �. �� is consistent if and only if nf(�;�) is consistent.
Proof. Suppose that �� is consistent and that I is an instan-
tiation of ��. The direction of each interval of I is as spec-
ified in � and the relation between each pair of intervals x; y
is a base relation R0

d
which is a sub-relation of xRdy 2 ��.

We can now reverse the direction of all intervals of I with
negative directions, resulting in I+. Since all DIA relations
xRy only depend on the direction of y, the relations between
the intervals of I+ are now x dia(ia(R0)r)= y if the direction
of y was negative in I and xR

0
=
y if the direction of y was

positive in I. Transforming these relations into IA relations
results for every pair of intervals in sub-relations of nf(�;�).
Thus, I+ is a consistent instantiation of nf(�;�). The oppo-
site direction can be proved similarly. Suppose that nf(�;�)
is consistent and that J is an instantiation of it where all in-
tervals are considered to have positive direction. Let �+ be
the set of constraints between all intervals of J using DIA

base relations. Reversing the direction of all intervals which
must have negative direction according to � results in J �

and adopting the constraints of �+ results in ��. Since ap-
plying the reverse operator twice gives the original relation,
each constraint of �� is a sub-constraint of a constraint of
��. Thus, J � is a consistent instantiation of ��.

Using the normal form, we can now decide consistency of
a set of DIA constraints � by computing or guessing a set �
containing the direction of all intervals, computing nf(�;�),
and deciding consistency of nf(�;�) using the methods de-
veloped for the Interval Algebra. Since there are 2n different
direction combinations of n directed intervals, it is in general
NP-hard to find a suitable set � for which nf(�;�) is con-
sistent or to show that there is no such set. If, however, we
can show that for a given set S of DIA relations all possible
candidate sets � can be identified in polynomial time and if
nf(�;�) contains only relations of a tractable subset of the
Interval Algebra, then CSPSAT(S) is tractable. Using this
method, we identify several tractable subsets of the directed
intervals algebra in the following section.

5 Tractable Subsets of DIA
The first set we analyze is the set of DIA base relations B.
Lemma 5.1 CSPSAT(B [ f�g) is tractable.
Proof. Consistency of a set � of constraints overB[f�g can
be decided in polynomial time by using the following steps.

1. Transform � into a graph G� = (V;E) where V is the
set of variables involved in � and E contains an (undi-
rected) edge (x; y) if xRy 2 � where R 2 B.
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2. Split V into disjoint subsets V = V1 [ : : :[Vk such that
for each pair of variables x; y 2 Vi there is a path from
x to y in E and for each pair of variables x 2 Vi, y 2 Vj

(i 6= j) there is no path from x to y in E.

3. Generate a set of direction constraints � by selecting
one variable xi for each Vi and adding (xi; f+g) to �.

4. Compute nf(�;��) and decide its consistency.

It is clear that each of the four steps can be computed in poly-
nomial time. For each pair of variables of different sets Vi; Vj
there are only constraints involving the universal relation, i.e.,
�(Vi) and �(Vj) which specify subsets of � containing all
constraints involving only variables of Vi or Vj , respectively,
are completely independent of each other. There is a path
from each variable of Vi to every other variable of Vi and each
path consists of constraints where each constraint involves
only DIA relations with the same direction part. Therefore, it
is sufficient to have the direction of only one variable xi 2 Vi

given in order to compute the direction of all variables y 2 Vi.
If the path contains an odd number of constraints involving
DIA relations of the type R6=, the direction of y is opposite
to the direction of xi. Otherwise they have the same direc-
tion. Thus, �� contains definite unary direction constraints
for all variables of �. If there are conflicting paths, then ��

is inconsistent. Since DIA relations are invariant with respect
to changing the direction of the underlying line, it does not
matter for consistency purposes if we select the direction of
x as positive or negative. nf(�;��) contains only relations
of a tractable subset of IA. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that its
consistency is equivalent to the consistency of �.

In the above proof it is not important that all non-universal
relations are base relations, only that all non-universal rela-
tions consist of DIA base relations with the same direction
part. Therefore, we can easily extend the above result.

Theorem 5.2 Let S be a tractable subset of the Interval
Algebra which is closed under the reverse operator. Then
S� = fdia(R)=jR 2 Sg [ fdia(R)6=jR 2 Sg [ f�g is a
tractable subset of the directed intervals algebra.

Proof. We can apply the same proof as given for Lemma 5.1.
But only if all IA relations contained in the normal form are
contained in a tractable subset of the Interval Algebra. This
is clearly the case if S is closed under the reverse operator
which is used in the transformation into the normal form.

ORD-Horn (also denoted H) is the only maximal tractable
subset of the Interval Algebra which contains all IA base re-
lations (and for which path-consistency decides consistency)
[Nebel and Bürckert, 1995]. Using a machine-assisted com-
parison of the ORD-Horn relations we found that they are
closed under the reverse operator. This is not true for some
of the maximal tractable subclasses identified in [Drakengren
and Jonsson, 1998] which do not contain all IA base relations.

All tractability results we have given so far rely on given
mutual directions of intervals. For some applications this is a
realistic assumption, but what happens if this is not given in
all cases, if some constraints involve relations with different
direction parts such as xfb=; c6=;mb6=gy? Assume that we
have given a set � of constraints over arbitrary DIA relations.

xd yd zd xRy ySz xTz

+ + + ia(Re) ia(Se) ia(Te)

+ + � ia(Re) ia(Sn)
r ia(Tn)

r

+ � + ia(Rn)
r ia(Sn) ia(Te)

+ � � ia(Rn)
r ia(Se)

r ia(Tn)
r

� + + ia(Rn) ia(Se) ia(Tn)

� + � ia(Rn) ia(Sn)
r ia(Te)

r

� � + ia(Re)
r ia(Sn) ia(Tn)

� � � ia(Re)
r

ia(Se)
r

ia(Te)
r

Table 3: Transformation of DIA constraints over a triple of
variablesx; y; z (depending on their directions xd; yd; zd) into
IA relations of the normal form.

One way of obtaining a possible candidate set � of definite
unary directions for each interval in � is to look at each triple
of variables (x; y; z) of � separately and check all 23 differ-
ent combinations of directions (xd; yd; zd) of (x; y; z) (xd can
be either+ or�). If enforcing path-consistency to the normal
form gives the empty relation for a particular choice of (xd;
yd; zd), then this choice makes� inconsistent. If we combine
all such inconsistent triples ti = f(x; xd); (y; yd); (z; zd)g,
then � is inconsistent if � =

W
i
(lx^ ly ^ lz) is satisfiable (lx

is a placeholder for :xd if (x;�) 2 ti and for xd if (x;+) 2
ti, analogously for ly and lz.) A possible candidate set � can
be obtained by computing a model of the complement of this
formula, namely, 	 = :� =

V
i
(:lx _ :ly _ :lz). This for-

mula is an instance of 3SAT and, thus, NP-hard to compute.
Eventually, since we did not propagate information between
different triples, we have to check all possible models of 	.

Because of its NP hardness, this way of generating a can-
didate set � does not seem to be helpful. However, we can
show that it leads to a tractability proof for a restricted but
interesting set of DIA relations, namely, those DIA relations
BA which correspond to the set A of 13 base relations of the
Interval Algebra, i.e., BA = ffdia(R)=; dia(R)6=gjR 2 Ag.

Theorem 5.3 Let � be a set of DIA constraints over the
variables x1; : : : ; xn which contains a constraint xiRxj with
R 2 BA if and only if i < j. Consistency of� can be decided
in polynomial time.

Proof. For each triple of variables xi; xj ; xk of � with
i 6= j 6= k; i < k we check for all 23 possible directions
if the normal form of the triple is consistent or not. Depend-
ing on whether i < j, either xiRxj or xjRxi is given in �.
Equivalently, either xjSxk or xkSxj is given in �. Since
i < k, xiTxk 2 �. Obviously, it is not possible that xjRxi
and xkSxj are both in �. Therefore, we compare in the nor-
mal form either (1) R Æ S, (2) R^ Æ S, or (3) R Æ S^ with T
in order to check consistency of the triple. In all three cases,
the result is invariant with respect to the direction of one of
the three variables and depends only on the direction of the
other two variables. We can verify this using Table 3. In
the first case, the only thing which changes in Table 3 when
varying the direction of xi (which is xd in the table) are the
subscripts of R and T : Re changes to Rn, Te changes to Tn

and vice versa. Since all relations used in � are of the form
fI=; I6=g, Ie and In are always equivalent, i.e., the result of
comparing R Æ S with T is invariant with respect to the di-
rection of xi. In the second case, the result is invariant with
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respect to the direction of xj (which is yd in the table.) When
varying yd in the table, Se changes to Sn, ia(R^

e
) changes

to ia(R^

n
)
r, and ia(R^

n
) changes to ia(R^

e
)
r and vice versa.

Since Se is always equal to Sn, the change of S does not
change the result. The change of R^ is more difficult. Us-
ing a case analysis of the 13 different cases, we were able to
prove that ia(R^

e
) = ia(R^

n
)
r and that ia(R^

n
) = ia(R^

e
)
r

if R is of type fI=; I 6=g. As an example consider the re-
lation R = fb=; b6=g whose converse is R^

= ff=; b6=g.
ia(f) = f�g = ia(b)r and ia(b) = f�g = ia(f)r. In the third
case, the result is invariant with respect to the direction of xi
which can be proved equivalently to the first case.

Because consistency of every triple depends on the direc-
tion of only two of the three variables, the resulting formula
	 (see above) is an instance of 2SAT and, thus, solvable in
polynomial time. For any model of 	, the resulting set � of
unary direction constraints leads to a consistent normal form
nf(�;�). This is because nf(�;�) contains only IA base
relations and because all triples are consistent (as it has been
checked when 	 was generated.) Therefore, enforcing path-
consistency does not change any relation of nf(�;�).

Instead of transforming every set � of DIA constraints to
the normal form in order to decide consistency, it would be
nice to know if and for which sets of DIA relations path-
consistency is sufficient for deciding consistency when ap-
plied directly to �. We show this for H�, the set of DIA
relations which results from ORD-Horn (see Theorem 5.2).
Theorem 5.4 Path-consistency decides CSPSAT(H�).
Proof. Consistency of a set� of DIA constraints overH� can
be decided in polynomial time by deciding consistency of its
normal form �

0 as it is obtained by applying the steps given
in the proof of Lemma 5.1. Assume that � is path-consistent,
i.e., for every triple of variables x; y; z with xRy; ySz; xTz 2
� we have that T � R ÆS. If �0 is also path-consistent, then
� is consistent. In order to show that �0 is path-consistent,
we have to show that T � RÆS implies T 0 � R

0ÆiaS
0 for all

triples x; y; z (xR0y; yS0z; xT 0z 2 �
0.) Since all relations of

H� consist ofDIA base relations with the same direction part,
we can extend the composition rules given in Theorem 3.1 to
all H� relations. According to these rules, T � R Æ S can
be written as either T6= � dia(ia(Re)

r Æia ia(Sn))6=, T6= �

dia(ia(Rn) Æia ia(Se))6=, T= � dia(ia(Rn)
r Æia ia(Sn))=, or

T= � dia(ia(Re) Æia ia(Se))= depending on the directions of
x; y; z. The corresponding restrictions of T 0 can be derived
using Table 3. If zd = f+g, the restrictions of T 0 are equiv-
alent to the results of applying ia to the interval parts of the
above given restrictions of T . If zd = f�g, we have to re-
verse T and the restrictions of T . Since (UÆiaV )r= U

rÆiaV
r

and U
rr
= U for all IA relations U; V , the restrictions of

T
0 are also equivalent to the results of applying ia to the in-

terval parts of the restrictions of T (e.g. the first restriction
(ia(Re)

r Æia ia(Sn))
r
= ia(Re) Æia ia(Sn)

r is the same as
line 2 in Table 3.) Thus, T � R ÆS implies T 0 � R

0 Æia S
0.

This result enables us to decide consistency of arbitrary
sets � of DIA constraints by backtracking over the H� re-
lations and by using path-consistency as a forward-checking
method and as a decision procedure for sub-instances of �
which contain only relations of H�.

6 Discussion & Future Work
We extended the Interval Algebra for dealing with directed
intervals which occur when interpreting intervals as spatial
instead of temporal entities. Reasoning over the directed in-
tervals algebra DIA is more difficult than over the Interval
Algebra IA, but it is possible to transform a set of DIA con-
straints into an equivalent set of IA constraints if the mutual
directions of all intervals are known. This enabled us to trans-
fer some tractability results from IA to DIA. If the mutual
directions are not known, a tractable subset of DIA can be
identified if two potentially exponential nested problems can
be shown to be tractable for the subset: (a) compute a set of
mutual directions and (b) decide consistency of the resulting
set of constraints. We proved this for a small but interesting
subset of DIA, but the problem is mostly open. Consequently,
no maximal tractable subset of DIA has been identified so far.
DIA can also be used instead of IA as a basis for defining

a block algebra [Balbiani et al., 1999]. Then it is possible to
reason about n-dimensional blocks with intrinsic directions.
Remotely related to directed intervals are line segments with
arbitrary directions which were analyzed by Moratz [2000].

The spatial odyssey of the Interval Algebra is to be con-
tinued as follows: (1) extend DIA to deal with intervals on
parallel lines and on networks of lines, (2) add qualitative and
metric information on the length of intervals and on the dis-
tance between intervals, and finally (3) extend the algebra to
deal with dynamic instead of just static information, e.g., in-
tervals move on lines with a certain velocity and sometimes
switch to accessible lines. These are the desired properties of
a calculus for representing and reasoning about traffic scenar-
ios, a prototypical application of spatial intervals. Hopefully,
contact with applications will be made before 2010...
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Abstract 
This paper describes the Region Occlusion Calculus 
(ROC-20), that can be used to model spatial occlusion 
and the effects of motion parallax of arbitrary shaped 
objects.  ROC-20 assumes the region based ontology of 
RCC-8 and extends Galton’s Lines of Sight Calculus by 
allowing concave shaped objects into the modelled 
domain. This extension is used to describe the effects of 
mutually occluding bodies. The inclusion of van 
Benthem’s axiomatisation of comparative nearness 
facilit ates reasoning about relative distances between 
occluding bodies. Further, an envisionment table is 
developed to model sequences of occlusion events 
enabling reasoning about objects and their images 
formed in a changing visual field.  

1  Introduction 
Spatial occlusion (or interposition) arises when one object 
obscures the view of another. Spatial occlusion is one of 
several visual cues we exploit to build up our awareness of 
three-dimensional form and distance. Another is motion 
parallax, whereby a change in viewpoint causes relative 
displacements of objects at different distances in the visual 
field [Braddick and Atkinson, 1982]. Occlusion events help us 
determine where an object’s boundary lies, or infer why an 
object cannot be seen, and what we need to do in order to 
render it visible. 

For example, consider two objects A and B in an agent’s 
visual field. Suppose the agent moves to its left, while keeping 
these objects in sight. If object A passes across B, or, when 
moving toward A, B becomes completely obscured, the agent 
can infer that A is in front of B. Similarly, if, when moving to 
the right, no relative change arises, the agent may infer that A 
and B are far away, or close by and possibly moving in the 
same direction as itself. Conversely, if A, when visible, 
always appears to be subtended by B, the agent may infer that 
A and B are physically connected. In each case, occlusion 

events and motion parallax are being used to derive an 
objective model of the world from a naturally restricted 
viewpoint (Figure 1). 

 

  
Figure 1: Spatial occlusion at work. Assuming a fixed viewpoint, in 
the two sequences shown on the left, the smaller ball passes in front 
of the larger one (top sequence) and behind it (bottom sequence). On 
the right, occlusion events arise with a change in viewpoint. 

 
While visual occlusion remains a topic of some interest in 

the machine vision literature [e.g., Plantinga and Dyer, 1990; 
Geiger, et al., 1995], an opportunity arises to investigate 
occlusion within the Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) 
domain. For example, Galton’s [1994] Lines of Sight calculus 
outlines a theory of occlusion for modelli ng convex bodies 
using a discrete set of 14 occlusion relations. It is natural to 
take a topological approach to modelli ng occlusion, since 
occlusion events are very general, and apply to all objects 
irrespective of their size, shape and function. Petrov and 
Kuzmin [1996] provide an axiomatisation of spatial occlusion 
founded on a point-based ontology. 

Randell , et al. [1992] develop a mereo-topological theory, 
RCC-8, used to describe spatial relationships between regions 
based on the primitive relation of connection. Cui, et al. 
[1992] use RCC-8 to develop a qualitative simulation program 
to model physical processes by specifying direct topological 
transitions between these relations over time. Their work is 
one example of using qualitative spatial representations to 
model continuous change [Cohn, 1997]. ROC-20 extends 
RCC-8 to reason about relative distances between bodies from 
occlusion events, and transitions between occlusion events to 
model the effects of motion parallax from both object motion 
and changing viewpoints. 
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2  The Formal Theory 
Our universe of discourse includes bodies, regions and points, 
all forming pairwise disjoint sets. In terms of interpretation, 
bodies denote physical objects, while regions split i nto two 
further disjoint sets that denote either three-dimensional 
volumes (typically the spaces occupied by bodies) or two-
dimensional regions (typically projected images of bodies as 
seen from some viewpoint). 

For the purposes of this paper, a set of sorts and a sorted 
logic are assumed. Within the sorted logic, possible values of 
variables in formulae are derived implicitly from the specified 
sort of the argument position in which it appears, allowing ad 
hoc polymorphic functions and predicates to be handled. 

The notation and conventions used throughout this paper 
is as follows: type a(τ1,.., τn): τn+1 means function symbol a 
is well sorted when its argument sorts are τ1,.., τn with τn+1 
as the result sort, and type a(τ1,.., τn) means predicate a is 
well sorted when defined on argument sorts τ1,.., τn. Axioms, 
definitions and theorems are respectively indicated in the text  
as follows: (A1,..,An), (D1,..,Dn), and (T1,..,Tn). Where 
axiom/definitional schema are used, the numbering in the 
parentheses reflects the number of object-level axioms and 
definitions generated, e.g. (A10-A15) would indicate that six  
axioms are defined. 

2.1  RCC-8 
The mereo-topological theory RCC-8 [Randell , et al., 1992] is 
embedded into ROC-20. As with RCC-8, the same primitive 
dyadic relation C/2 is used: ‘C(x,y)’ is read as “x is connected 
with y” and is interpreted to mean that the topological closures 
of regions x and y share a point in common. All the relations 
defined in RCC-8 are used, and all carry their usual readings: 
DC/2 (disconnected), P/2 (part), EQ/2 (equal), O/2 (overlaps), 
DR/2 (discrete) PO/2 (partial overlap), EC/2 (external 
connection), PP/2 (proper part), TPP/2  (tangential proper 
part), NTPP/2  (non-tangential proper part).  PI/2, PPI/2, 
TPPI/2 and NTPI/2 are the inverse relations for P/2, PP/2, 
TPP/2 and NTPP/2, respectively. Of these relations, eight are 
provably Jointly Exhaustive and Pairwise Disjoint (JEPD) 
and can be singled out for reasoning about state-state 
topological changes [Cui, et al., 1992].  For brevity this set of 
relations is referred to as JEPD RCC-8. 

Axioms for C/2 and definitions for the dyadic relations of 
RCC-8 are as follows: 
 

(A1)  ∀x C(x,x) 
(A2)  ∀x∀y [C(x,y)→ C(y,x)] 
 
(D1)  DC(x,y) ≡def. ¬C(x,y) 
(D2)  P(x,y) ≡def. ∀z[C(z,x)→ C(z,y)] 
(D3)  EQ(x,y) ≡def. P(x,y) & P(y,x) 
(D4)  O(x,y) ≡def. ∃z[P(z,x) & P(z,y)] 
(D5)  DR(x,y) ≡def. ¬O(x,y) 
(D6)  PO(x,y) ≡def. O(x,y) & ¬P(x,y) & ¬P(y,x) 
(D7)  EC(x,y)≡def. C(x,y) & ¬O(x,y) 
(D8)  PP(x,y)≡def. P(x,y) & ¬P(y,x) 

(D9)  TPP(x,y) ≡def. PP(x,y) &  
∃z[EC(z,x) & EC(z,y)] 

(D10)  NTPP(x,y) ≡def. PP(x,y) &  
¬∃z[EC(z,x)) & EC(z,y)] 

(D11) PI(x,y) ≡def. P(y,x) 
(D12)  PPI(x,y) ≡def. PP(y,x) 
(D13)  TPPI(x,y) ≡def. TPP(y,x) 
(D14)  NTPPI(x,y) ≡def. NTPP(y,x) 
 
type Φ(Region,Region); where Φ ∈ 
{C,DC,P,EQ,DR,PO,EC,PP,TPP,NTPP,PI,PPI, 
TPPI,NTPPI} 

 
Not reproduced here, but assumed, is an axiom in RCC-8 

that guarantees every region has a nontangential proper part 
(A3), and a set of axioms (A4-A9) introducing Boolean 
functions for the sum, complement, product, difference of 
regions, and the universal spatial region, and an axiom that 
introduces the sort Null enabling partial functions to be 
handled – see [Randell , et al., 1992]. 

2.2  Mapping Functions and Axioms 
ROC-20 uses the set of dyadic relations from RCC-8 to model 
the spatial relationship between bodies, volumes, and images. 
The distinction between bodies and regions is maintained by 
introducing two functions: ‘region(x)’ read as “ the region 
occupied by x” and ‘ image(x,v)’ read as “ the image of x with 
respect to viewpoint v” . The function: region/1, maps a body 
to the volume of space its occupies, and image/2 maps a body 
and a viewpoint to its image; i.e. the region defined by the set 
of projected half-lines originating at the viewpoint and 
intersecting the body, so forming part of the surface of a 
sphere of infinite radius centred on the viewpoint. A set of 
axioms incorporating these functions are defined by the 
following axiom schema1: 

 
(A10-A15) ∀x∀y [Φ(region(x),region(y)) →  

∀v [Φ(image(x,v),image(y,v))]] 
 

type region(Body):Region2 
type image(Body,Point):Region 
type Φ(Region,Region) where Φ ∈ {C,O,P,PP,NTPP,EQ} 

 
Not all of the defined RCC-8 relations are shown.  For 

example, given DC(region(a),region(b)) all image 
relationships between the a and b are possible depending on 
the shape of the objects and the viewpoint assumed.  This 
shows that these axioms function as a set of spatial 
constraints between bodies, a given viewpoint, and their 
corresponding images. This point is re-visited in section 6 
                                                           
1 Although not developed here, the distinction made between bodies 
and regions enables one to define the notion of free space and model 
spatial occupancy – see [Shanahan, 1996]. 
2 Sortal declarations given here are not as restricted as they could be, 
for example we could declare: type region(Body):3DRegion, and 
type image(Body,Point):2DRegion, where 2DRegion and 3DRegion 
are (disjoint) subsorts of the sort Region. 
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below, where a change in viewpoint, or a change in the 
relative positions of bodies with respect to a viewpoint, is 
discussed. 

2.3  Occlusion Defined 
A second primitive relation: ‘TotallyOccludes(x,y,v)’ , read as 
“x totally occludes y with respect to viewpoint v” , is now 
added, and is axiomatised to be irreflexive and transitive (and 
is, by implication, asymmetric): 

 
(A16)  ∀x∀v ¬TotallyOccludes(x,x,v) 
(A17)  ∀x∀y∀z∀v [[TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) & 
  TotallyOccludes(y,z,v)] →  

TotallyOccludes(x,z,v)] 
 
type TotallyOccludes(Body,Body,Point) 
 
The intended geometric meaning of total occlusion is as 

follows. Let line(p1,p2,p3) mean that points p1, p2 and p3 fall 
on a straight line with p2 strictly between p1 and p3. Then, x 
totally occludes y from v iff for every point p in y, there exists 
a point q in x such that line(v,q,p), and there are no points p′ in 
y, and q′ in x, such that line(v,p′,q′). Given the transitivity of 
total occlusion, an object x can totally occlude an object y 
even if x itself is totally occluded by another object. 

Several axioms are now introduced to embed RCC-8 into 
this theory: 

 
(A18)  ∀x∀y∀z∀v [[TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) & 
  P(region(z),region(y))] →  

TotallyOccludes(x,z,v)] 
 

i.e. if x totally occludes y, x totally occludes any part of y.  
 
(A19)  ∀x∀y∀v [TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) → 

∀z[P(region(z),region(y))] → 
¬TotallyOccludes(z,x,v)] 
 

i.e. if x totally occludes y no part of y totally occludes x. 
 

(A20)  ∀x∀y∀v [TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) → 
∀z[[P(region(z),region(x)) & 

 P(region(u),region(y))] → 
¬TotallyOccludes(u,z,v)]] 
 

i.e. if x totally occludes y no part of y totally occludes part of 
x.   

This latter axiom excludes cases where the occluding body 
has parts that wrap ‘behind’ the occluding object.  That is to 
say, while some nested bodies satisfy this relation, not all do, 
as in the case where, for example, a body is totally enveloped 
by another. This particular model is an example of mutual 
occlusion, which is defined below in definition (D17). 

 
(A21)  ∀x∀v∃y∃z[P(region(y),region(x)) & 
 P(region(z),region(x)) & TotallyOccludes(y,z,v)] 
 

i.e. every x has a part that totally occludes another part of x.  
This axiom guarantees that bodies have ‘depth’ . 

 
(A22)  ∀x∀y∀v [TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) → 
  P(image(y,v),image(x,v))]   
 

i.e. if x totally occludes y, the image of x subtends the image 
of y. Note that (A22) is not a biconditional because the P/2 
relation does not take account of relative distance, a topic to 
be considered shortly. 

By separating out volumes and images, two non-identical 
bodies having identical images (as in the case where one body 
exactly occludes another) can be modelled without 
inconsistency.  Spatial identity in terms of co-location still 
applies, but is restricted to the dimensionality of the regions 
being modelled. 

Next, the relation of occlusion is weakened to include, for 
example, partial occlusion: ‘Occludes(x,y,v)’ is read as “x 
occludes y from viewpoint v” : 

 
(D15)  Occludes(x,y,v) ≡def.  

∃z∃u[P(region(z),region(x)) &  
P(region(u),region(y)) &  
TotallyOccludes(z,u,v)] 

 
type Occludes(Body,Body,Point) 
 

i.e. x occludes y if a part of x totally occludes a part of y.   
 
Total occlusion between two objects implies occlusion, 

which in turn implies region overlap between their 
corresponding images: 

 
(T1) ∀x∀y∀v[TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) → Occludes(x,y,v)] 
(T2) ∀x∀y∀v [Occludes(x,y,v) → 

 O(image(x,v),image(y,v))] 
 
Occludes/3 is non-symmetrical. By contrast, the O/2 

relation in RCC-8 is symmetrical, which renders it unsuitable 
for modelli ng occlusion relationships. Hence the need to 
augment RCC-8 with an additional primitive relation. 

Other more specific occlusion relations may now be 
defined: partial, and mutual occlusion. An example of mutual 
occlusion is two interlinked rings. These relations will t hen be 
finessed further by combining them with the set of RCC-8 
relations: 

 
(D16)  PartiallyOccludes(x,y,v) ≡def. 

Occludes(x,y,v) & 
¬TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) & 
¬Occludes(y,x,v) 
 

type PartiallyOccludes(Body,Body,Point) 
 

i.e. x occludes (but does not totally occlude) y, but y does not 
occlude x. 
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(D17)  MutuallyOccludes(x,y,v) ≡def. 
Occludes(x,y,v) & Occludes(y,x,v) 
 

type MutuallyOccludes(Body,Body,Point) 
 

i.e. x and y occlude each other. 
 

For completeness (not listed here) inverse relations for 
Occludes/3, TotallyOccludes/3 and PartiallyOccludes/3 are 
defined (D18-D20); leaving the null case: NonOccludes/3, 
where no occlusion arises:  

 
 (D21) NonOccludes(x,y,v) ≡def.  

¬Occludes(x,y,v) & ¬Occludes(y,x,v) 
 
type NonOccludes(Body,Body,Point) 
 
The six relations: NonOccludes/3, MutuallyOccludes/3; 

and TotallyOccludes/3, PartiallyOccludes/3, and their 
inverses are pairwise disjoint. 

Finally, these new occlusion relations must be mapped to 
their RCC analogues: 

 
(A23) ∀x∀y∀v[NonOccludes(x,y,v) →  

DR(image(x,v),image(y,v))] 
(A24) ∀x∀y∀v[PartiallyOccludes(x,y,v) →  
 [PO(image(x,v),image(y,v)) ∨ 
 PP(image(x,v),image(y,v))]] 
(A25) ∀x∀y∀v[MutuallyOccludes(x,y,v) →  

[PO(image(x,v),image(y,v)) ∨ 
P(image(x,v),image(y,v)) ∨ 
PI(image(x,v),image(y,v))]] 

2.4  Finessing the Occlusion Relations 
Although a variety of occlusion relations have now been 
defined, they are still very general, as no spatial relation 
stronger than P/2 from RCC-8 is used. Total occlusion, for 
example, covers three cases: (i) where the image of the 
occluded body is a tangential proper part of that of the 
occluding body, (ii ) where it is a nontangential proper part, or 
(iii ) the images are identical because one body exactly 
occludes the other. By refining the existing set of occlusion 
relations in this manner, a total set of 20 JEPD relations 
become definable.  These are generated using the following 
definitional schemas: 
 

 (D22-D33) ΦΨ(x,y,v) ≡def.  
Φ(x,y,v) & Ψ(image(x,v),image(y,v)) 

(D34-D41) ΧΨ −1(x,y,v) ≡def.  
Χ(y,x,v) & Ψ(image(y,v),image(x,v)) 

 
type Φ(Body,Body,Point) 

 
where if: 
Φ = NonOccludes, then Ψ ∈ {DC,EC} 
Φ = TotallyOccludes, then Ψ ∈ {EQ,TPPI,NTPPI} 
Φ = PartiallyOccludes, then Ψ ∈ {PO,TPP,NTPP} 

Φ = MutuallyOccludes, then Ψ ∈ {PO,EQ,TPP,NTPP} 
and where if:  
Χ = TotallyOccludes, then Ψ ∈ {EQ,TPPI,NTPPI} 
Χ = PartiallyOccludes, then Ψ ∈{PO,TPP,NTPP} 
Χ = MutuallyOccludes, then Ψ ∈ {TPP,NTPP} 
 
e.g.  TotallyOccludesEQ(x,y,v) ≡def.  

TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) & 
EQ(image(x,v),image(y,v)) 

 
TotallyOccludesEQ −1 (x,y,v) ≡def.  

TotallyOccludesEQ(y,x,v) & 
EQ(image(y,v),image(x,v)) 

 
type Φ(Body,Body,Point) where: Φ  is an element from the  
set of all 20 occlusion relations. 

 
It is this part of the Region Occlusion Calculus that is now  

referred to as ROC-20, and the set of 20 JEPD relations as 
JEPDROC-20. 

3  Theory Comparisons 
It is now possible to map out the relationship between RCC-8, 
Galton’s [1994] Lines of Sight Calculus (LOS-14), and ROC-
20. Consider the JEPD RCC-8 overlap relations first, i.e. {PO, 
TPP, NTPP, EQ, TPPI, NTPPI}. These relations are 
indifferent to relative distance with respect to a viewpoint, and 
each conflates a pair of Galton’s relations. For example, given 
only that x partially overlaps y, it is impossible to say whether 
x is in front of or behind y. In both LOS-14 and ROC-20, these 
two cases are distinguished. 

This leaves two RCC-8 relations {DC, EC}. These map 
respectively to the LOS-14 relations C/2 (clears) and JC (just 
clears), and to the two ROC-20 relations: NonOccludesDC/3 
and NonOccludesEC/3. The six remaining relations of ROC-
20 are precisely the cases where non-convex bodies (ruled out 
in LOS-14) are allowed into the modelled domain. These 
correspondences are ill ustrated in table 1.  

In table 1 mutually occluding objects are shown thus, , 
indicating that the lighter coloured ‘U’-shaped object both 
occludes and is occluded by the darker. In the special case of 
MutuallyOccludesEQ/3 part of the darker body lies behind the 
lighter body, and is exactly subtended by it, while a (visible) 
part of this, extends through a slot in the lighter body and 
occludes it. 

The formal relationship between LOS-14 and ROC-20 is 
also ill ustrated by the following theorem: 
 

(T3) ∀x∀y∀v [¬MutuallyOccludes(x,y,v) ↔ 
[NonOccludes(x,y,v) ∨ 
TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) ∨  
PartiallyOccludes(x,y,v) ∨ 
TotallyOccludes -1(x,y,v) ∨  
PartiallyOccludes -1(x,y,v)]] 
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where the five disjuncts are provably pairwise disjoint, and 
where each disjunct in turn respectively splits into 
2+3+3+3+3 = 14 of  the JEPD ROC-20 ‘base’ relations. 

 

 

NonOccludesDC
NonOccludesEC 
PartiallyOccludesPO 
PartiallyOccludesPO -1

MutuallyOccludesPO 
PartiallyOccludesTPP 
TotallyOccludesTPPI 
MutuallyOccludesTPP 
PartiallyOccludesNTPP 
TotallyOccludesNTPPI -1

MutuallyOccludesNTPP 
TotallyOccludesTPPI -1

PartiallyOccludesTPP -1

MutuallyOccludesTPP -1

TotallyOccludesNTPPI 
PartiallyOccludesNTPP -1

MutuallyOccludesNTPP -1

TotallyOccludesEQ 
TotallyOccludesEQ -1

MutuallyOccludesEQ

C
JC
PH
PHI

JF
JHI

F
HI

JH
JFI

H
FI

EH
EHI

DC
EC

PO

TPP

NTPP

TPPI

NTPPI





















EQ




 
Table 1: The comparison between the JEPD relations of ROC-20, 
LOS-14 and RCC-8. In each case the dark and light objects in the 
model respectively maps to the x, y variables of each Φ(x,y,v) 
relation of ROC-20, and to each corresponding Φ’ (x,y) relation of 
LOS-14 and RCC-8.  

4  Comparative Distance and Occlusion 
While the notion of relative distance between bodies appears 
in this theory, it only forms part of the interpretation resulting 
from the model used, and is implicit. Made explicit, a robot, 
for example, can exploit this information to reason about 
partial orderings of radial distances between itself and bodies 
based on their observed or inferred occlusion properties. A 
reworked subset of comparative distance axioms originally 
proposed by van Benthem [1982] is embedded into the theory.  
The primitive relation: ‘N(x,y,z)’ used here, is read as “point x 
is nearer to body y than x is to body z” , while ‘E(x,y,z)’  is read 
as “body y is as near to point x as is body z” : 
 

(A26) ∀x∀y∀z∀u [ [N(x,y,z) & N(x,z,u)] → N(x,y,u)]  
(A27) ∀x∀y ¬N(x,y,y) 
(A28) ∀x∀y∀z∀u [N(x,y,z) → [N(x,y,u) ∨ N(x,u,z)]]  

 
(D42) E(x,y,z) ≡def. ¬N(x,y,z) & ¬N(x,z,y) 

 
type Φ(Point,Body,Body), where: Φ ∈ {N,E} 

 
Comparative distance is related to occlusion, and is 

embedded into ROC-20, with the following axioms: 
 

(A29) ∀x∀y∀v [TotallyOccludes(x,y,v) → N(v,x,y)]  

 
i.e. if x totally occludes y with respect to some viewpoint v, 
then x is nearer to v than y is to v. 

 
(A30) ∀x∀y∀v [N(v,x,y) →   

∀z[P(region(z),region(y)) → N(v,x,z)]]  
 

i.e. if v is nearer to x than y, then v is nearer to x than any part 
of y. 

Note that the named viewpoint is not necessarily identified 
with an agent, and intentionally so.  For example, if the agent  
holds and aligns two objects (one in each hand) where the one 
totally occludes the other, it does not follow the agent is  
closer to the occluding object, than the one occluded. It is also 
because of the guiding projective geometry assumed here (and 
which interprets the image/2 function) that a viewpoint is 
identified with a point, and not an extended region in space. 

5  Relative Orientation 
If one body lies just to the left of another with respect to a line 
of sight, and is closer to the observer, movement to the right 
will t ypically increase the apparent separation between them.   
The relative left-right hand positions of the bodies will reverse 
as the line of sight intersects both bodies and passes to the left 
of that point. In order to be able to model and exploit this 
example of motion parallax, the ternary primitive relation: 
‘Left(x,y,v)’ , read as “x is to the left of y from viewpoint v” , is 
added and axiomatized. Its dual (Right/3) is also defined:3  
 

(A31)∀x∀v¬Left(x,x,v) 
(A32)∀x∀y∀v [Left(x,y,v) → ¬Left(y,x,v)]  
(A33)∀x∀y∀z∀v [[ Left(x,y,v) & Left(y,z,v)] → 

Left(x,z,v)]  
 

(D43) Right(x,y,v) ≡def. Left(y,x,v) 
 

type Φ(Body,Body,Point) where: Φ ∈ {Left,Right} 
 

For completeness, the relation: ‘NonLeftRight(x,y,v)’   read 
as “x is neither to the left or right of y relative to viewpoint v” , 
is added: 

 
(D44) NonLeftRight(x,y,v) ≡def.  

¬Left(x,y,v) & ¬Right(x,y,v) 
 

type NonLeftRight(Body,Body,Point) 
 

Here it is assumed that the observer’s horizon is fixed, and 
that the field of view is restricted. Without these assumptions, 
the transitivity of Left/3, for example, would fail i n the 
intended model. This would be the case if the agent were at 
the centre of a circular arrangement of objects (Stonehenge, 

                                                           
3  Other spatial orientation duals with exactly the same properties 
(irreflexivity, etc.) are easily definable, e.g. forward/rearward, or 
above/below. 
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for example), entaili ng each object could be both to the left 
and the right of itself. 

The primitive relation Left/3 is embedded into the theory 
using the following axioms: 
 

(A34)∀x∀y∀v [Left(x,y,v) →  
[∃z [P(region(z),region(x)) & Left(z,y,v)] &  
¬∃u [P(region(u),region(x)) & Left(y,u,v)]]] 
 

(A35)∀x∀y∀v [Left(x,y,v) → 
¬P(image(x,v),image(y,v))] 

 
i.e. in the first case (A34) if from v, x is left of y, some part of 
x projects to the left of y, while no part of x projects to the 
right of y; while in the second case (A35), from v, if x is left of 
y then x is not subtended by y. 

It is now straightforward to see how ROC-20 can be 
further developed. For example, where one object lies to the 
left of another and is disjoint, to the left and in boundary 
contact, and so on. All the distinct states depicted in figure 1 
can then be modelled. 

6  Relative Viewpoints  
A change of viewpoint always carries the possibilit y of a 
change in the apparent spatial relationships holding between 
bodies in the domain (figure 1). If, for example, two bodies 
are physically separated, and an agent is allowed to freely 
move around, several apparent spatial relationships may be 
seen to apply.  However, for two bodies forming a part-whole 
relation, no change in the viewpoint will coincide with both 
bodies separating.  These and other configuration possibiliti es 
form the basis of the set of global spatial constraints 
introduced in section 2.2. There still remains the question of 
singling out additional dynamic spatial constraints, this time 
arising from instantaneous transitions between temporally 
ordered sequences of occlusion events.  

As with many discrete based QSR theories, the set of 
JEPDROC-20 relations can be worked into an envisionment, 
where a set of axioms lay out the dynamic possibiliti es and 
constraints of spatial relationships deemed to hold between 
bodies over consecutive moments in time [Cohn, 1997]. For 
ROC-20 this is represented as a table (table 2) where 
legal/ill egal (instantaneous) transitions between spatial 
relationships are respectively denoted by “y” (yes) or “n” (no) 
entries mapping to pairs of named occlusion relations. A path 
formed by linking together pairs of nodes denotes a possible 
projected sequence of states from an initial state (at time t) via 
successor states (at times t+1 … t+n). 

The symmetry about the highlighted diagonal indicates the 
symmetrical relationship between each pair of named nodes.  
For example, the relation NonOccludesEC/3 has five such 
legal transitions, as read across the named row or down the 
named column. This means the relation NonOccludesEC/3 
from time t to the next instant t+1, now re-worked as an 
envisionment axiom (assuming a fixed viewpoint and the 
continued existence of the bodies from time t to t+1), has the 
following form: 

 

 ∀x∀y∀v∀t [HoldsAt(NonOccludesEC(x,y,v),t) → 
[HoldsAt(NonOccludesEC(x,y,v),t+1) ∨ 
HoldsAt(NonOccludesDC(x,y,v),t+1) ∨ 
HoldsAt(PartiallyOccludesPO(x,y,v),t+1) ∨ 
HoldsAt(PartiallyOccludesPO-1(x,y,v),t+1) ∨ 
HoldsAt(MutuallyOccludesPO(x,y,v),t+1)]] 
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NonOccludesDC y y n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n 

NonOccludesEC y y y n n n n n y n n y n n n n n n n n 

PartiallyOccludesPO n y y y n y y n y y n n n n n n n y n y 

PartiallyOccludesTPP n n y y y y n n y y y n n n n n n n n y 

PartiallyOccludesNTPP n n n y y y n n n y y n n n n n n n n y 

TotallyOccludesEQ n n y y y y y y y y y n n n n n n y y y 

TotallyOccludesTPPI n n y n n y y y y n n n n n n n n y y y 

TotallyOccludesNTPPI n n n n n y y y n n n n n n n n n y y y 

MutuallyOccludesPO n y y y n y y n y y n y y n y y n y n y 

MutuallyOccludesTPP n n y y y y n n y y y y n n y y y n n y 

MutuallyOccludesNTPP n n n y y y n n n y y n n n y y y n n y 

PartiallyOccludesPO-1 n y n n n n n n y y n y y n y y n y n y 

PartiallyOccludesTPP-1 n n n n n n n n y n n y y y y n n y y y 

PartiallyOccludesNTPP-1 n n n n n n n n n n n n y y y n n y y y 

TotallyOccludesEQ-1 n n n n n n n n y y y y y y y y y y y y 

TotallyOccludesTPPI-1 n n n n n n n n y y y y n n y y y n n y 

TotallyOccludesNTPPI-1 n n n n n n n n n y y n n n y y y n n y 

MutuallyOccludesTPP-1 n n y n n y y y y n n y y y y n n y y y 

MutuallyOccludesNTPP-1 n n n n n y y y n n n n y y y n n y y y 

MutuallyOccludesEQ n n y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y 

Table 2: The envisionment table for ROC-20 
 
The envisionment table can be interpreted two ways: 

either in terms of the viewpoint changing, or where the 
positions of the bodies change. In the former case, an 
additional predicate is required: ChangePos(v1,v2), (meaning 
viewpoint v1 changes to viewpoint v2), which relates v1 at 
time t in the antecedent of the envisionment axiom to v2 at 
time t+1 in the consequent. These sequences of occlusion 
events can then be viewed as building the topology of motion 
parallax into the model. Obviously, where orientation 
information is added the number of relations and nodes 
increase, as does the overall complexity of the new set of 
permissible transitions between specified named occlusion 
relations. 

7  Discussion and Conclusions 
ROC-20 presents an axiomatisation of spatial occlusion. It 
assumes the region based ontology of RCC-8 [Randell , et al., 
1992] and extends the work of Galton [1994] by allowing 
both convex and concave shaped bodies. It is this extension 
that describes occlusion events of mutually occluding bodies. 
The inclusion of van Benthem’s [1982] notion of comparative 
nearness facilit ates reasoning about relative distance between 
occluding bodies. An envisionment table models sequences of 
occlusion events to enable reasoning about objects and the 
images that may be formed in a visual field. 
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Several directions for future work are indicated. The 
axiomatisation of the primitive relation: TotallyOccludes/3, 
currently rules out models where the occluding body has a 
part that wraps behind the occluded body. In the theory this is 
a case of mutual occlusion.  However, we can see potential 
gains by re-working the current axiomatisation (and relaxing 
this restriction) so that any degree of enclosure of one body by 
another (from some assumed viewpoint) could be a case of 
total occlusion.   

Additional work is required to generate the composition 
table [see Cohn, 1997] for JEPD subsets of the defined 
occlusion relations.  Also of note is the question whether there 
are any decidable and tractable subsystems of ROC-20, as has 
already been shown for RCC-8 [Bennett, 1994; Renz and 
Nebel, 1998]. Further computational gains may be made by 
adding information about the relative size of bodies or regions 
acting as additional constraints when checking for consistency 
of sets of these relations [c.f. Gerevini and Renz, 1998]. 

ROC-20 lays the theoretical foundations for further work 
in Cognitive Robotics, in which the images of objects are used 
to infer the spatial arrangement of objects in a robot’s world - 
ultimately with map building and route planning in mind.  We 
argue that the modelli ng of occlusion and motion parallax 
within a traditional QSR approach offers a uniform 
framework to achieve this. Galton [1994] has already shown 
these lines of sight relations can partition an idealized plan 
view of the embedding space into a set of polygonal regions. 
For each (view) point in that space exactly one of the JEPD 
line of sight relations holds.  Where objects of varying shapes 
and sizes exist, many named sight lines that form tangents to 
objects naturally intersect at points. These correspond in this 
theory to a conjunction of atomic formulae drawn from the set 
of JEPD relations used. This gives rise to a set of extrinsic 
reference points determined completely by the objective 
spatial arrangement of the objects in the robot’s world. With 
these points, localization becomes possible, while enabling 
qualitative and metric quantitative information to be 
combined. Spatial constraints and envisionment axioms now 
lead into map building and route planning. The robot then 
acquires the means to plan and execute moves [Levitt and 
Lawton, 1990; Schlieder, 1993] while constantly monitoring 
and relating its own direction of movement to the observed 
change and sequence of occlusion events in its visual field.   
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Abstract

Computermodelingandsimulationare indispens-
able for understandingthe functioning of an or-
ganismon a molecularlevel. We presentan im-
plementedmethod for the qualitative simulation
of largeandcomplex geneticregulatorynetworks.
Themethodallows a broadrangeof regulatoryin-
teractionsbetweengenesto berepresentedandhas
beenappliedto the analysisof a real network of
biological interest,thenetwork controlling the ini-
titationof sporulationin thebacteriumB. subtilis.

1 Intr oduction
It is now commonlyacceptedin biology that most interest-
ing propertiesof an organismemerge from the interactions
amongits genes,proteins,metabolites,andothermolecules.
This impliesthat,in orderto understandthefunctioningof an
organism,thenetworksof interactionsinvolvedin genereg-
ulation, metabolism,signal transduction,and other cellular
andintercellularprocessesneedto beelucidated.

A geneticregulatory network consistsof a set of genes
and their mutual regulatory interactions. The interactions
arisefrom thefactthatgenescodefor proteinsthatmaycon-
trol the expressionof othergenes,for instanceby activating
or inhibiting DNA transcription[Lewin, 1999]. The study
of geneticregulatory networks hasreceived a major impe-
tus from the recentdevelopmentof experimentaltechniques
permitting the spatiotemporalexpressionlevels of genesto
berapidly measuredin a massively parallelway [Brown and
Botstein,1999]. However, in additionto experimentaltools,
computertools for themodelingandsimulationof genereg-
ulation processeswill be indispensable. As most genetic
regulatorysystemsof interestinvolvemany genesconnected
throughinterlockingpositiveandnegativefeedbackloops,an
intuitiveunderstandingof their dynamicsis hardto obtain.

Currently, only a few regulatory networks are well-
understoodon the molecular level, and quantitative infor-
mationaboutthe interactionsis seldomavailable. This has
stimulatedaninterestin modelingandsimulationtechniques
developedwithin qualitative reasoning(QR) [Heidtke and
Schulze-Kremer, 1998;Treleaseet al., 1999]. A majorprob-
lem with theseapproaches,basedon well-known methods
like QSIM [Kuipers,1994] andQPT[Forbus,1984], is their

lack of upscalability. Following approachesin mathematical
biology, de JongandPage[2000] have proposeda qualita-
tive simulationmethodcapableof handlinglarge andcom-
plex networks.

The aim of this paperis to generalizethe latter method
andto demonstrateits applicability to real networks of bio-
logical interest. The generalizationof the methodallows a
broaderrangeof regulatoryinteractionsbetweengenesto be
expressed.This enablesmore complex systemsto be ana-
lyzed,suchasthenetwork of interactionscontrollingtheini-
titation of sporulationin thebacteriumBacillussubtilis. We
have simulatedthe sporulationnetwork usinga modelcon-
structedfrom publishedreportsof experiments. The simu-
lationsreveal that an additionalinteraction,proposedin the
literaturebeforebut notyetexperimentallyidentified,maybe
involved.

In the next section,we will discussthe classof equations
beingusedto modelgeneticregulatorynetworks. The third
sectiondescribesthequalitativesimulationalgorithm,focus-
ing on the representationof the qualitative stateof a regula-
tory systemandthedeterminationof statetransitionsby the
simulationalgorithm. The subsequentsectionspresentthe
resultsof theanalysisof thesporulationnetwork aswell asa
discussionof themethodin thecontext of relatedwork.

2 Modeling geneticregulatory networks

2.1 Approximationsof regulatory interactions
In orderto modela geneticregulatorynetwork, we first have
to describetheregulatoryinteractionsin anempiricallyvalid
andmathematicallyrigorousway. Considera DNA-binding
proteinencodedby gene� , activatingtheexpressionof a tar-
getgene� . Therateof transcriptionof � asa functionof the
concentration	�
 of the regulatoryproteinfollows a sigmoid
curve [Yagil andYagil, 1971]. Below a thresholdconcentra-
tion � 
��� thegeneis hardlyexpressedatall, whereasabove
this thresholdits expressionrapidlysaturates.

Sigmoidcurvesarealsofoundin thecaseof morecomplex
regulatorymechanisms.Considerthe proteinsJ andK that
form adimerrepressingthetranscriptionof gene� (Fig.2(b)).
Analysisof a kinetic modelof this regulatorymechanismre-
vealsthat the rateof expressionof � dependsin a sigmoidal
fashionon thetotal concentrations	�
 and 	�� of J andK, re-
spectively. That is, both J andK needto be availableabove
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Figure 2: (a) Activation of a target gene � by a regulatory
proteinJ. (b) Inhibition of � by aproteincomplex J� K.

In the caseof steepsigmoids,thecombinedeffect of reg-
ulatoryproteinson geneexpressioncanbeapproximatedby
meansof Booleanfunctions[Kauffman, 1993;Thomasand
d’Ari, 1990]. Here we will rewrite a Booleanfunction in
termsof stepfunctionsandarithmeticsumsandmultiplica-
tions, following the procedureof Plahteet al. [1998]. For
theactivatorproteinin Fig. 2(a),we thusobtaina regulation
function ����	 
! #"%$'&)( �*	 
!+ � 
) , where &�( �  is a stepfunction
(Fig. 5) and $,-� a rate parameter. Similarly, the effect
of a regulatoryproteinrepressinggene� canbedescribedby�.�*	�
  /"0$'&!1 �*	�
 + �2
  , with &31 �*	4
 + �2
  /"65879&)( ��	4
 + �:
  .
The dimer repressorexamplein Fig. 2(b) leadsto the func-
tion �2;<�*	�
 + 	��  ="9$ ;4� 5>7?&�( ��	4
 + �:
  �&�( ��	@� + �3�  A .

Although the above discussionhasfocusedon the repre-
sentationof interactionsregulatingthesynthesisof proteins,
it alsoappliesto the degradationof proteins. Sigmoidrela-
tionsareobservedin the lattercaseaswell, so that the logi-
calapproximationsarevalid. In orderto formally distinguish
proteindegradationratesfrom proteinsynthesisrates,wewill
denotetheformerby B4; insteadof $ ; .

2.2 Stateequations
Thedynamicsof geneticregulatorynetworkscanbemodeled
by asystemof differentialequationssuggestedby Mestletal.
[1995], extendingearlierproposalsby GlassandKauffman
[1973] andThomaset al. [1990].

C	 ;D"FE3; ��G  H7JI!; ��G  	 ;A+ 	 ;=KL�M+N5�O � OQP=+ (1)

where G is a vectorof cellular proteinconcentrations.The
stateequations(1) definethe rateof changeof the concen-
tration 	R; asthedifferenceof therateof synthesisE ;A��G  and
the rateof degradation7SI ;A��G  	R; of theprotein. Exogenous
variablescanbedefinedby setting

C	R; "T� .
Thefunction E ;=UWVHX Y@Z8[\V Y�] is definedas

E ;^�_G  #"F`acbed ��; a ��G  fg��+ (2)

where �2; a �  is a regulationfunction and h a possiblyempty
set of indicesof regulation functions. The function I!; �  is
definedanalogouslyto (2), except that for reasonsthat will
becomeclearbelow, we demandthat I ;A�_G  is strictly posi-
tive. Notice that for the above definitionsof E ;A�  and I ;<�  ,
thestateequations(1) arepiecewise-linear. Equationsof this
form,andtheir logicalabstractions,havebeenwell-studiedin
mathematicalbiology (e.g.,[Lewis andGlass,1991;Mestl et
al., 1995;Thomasandd’Ari, 1990]).

Eqs.(1) and(2) generalizeuponthe formalismemployed
in [de JongandPage,2000] in two respects.First, the reg-
ulation functions � ; a �  may be the mathematicalequivalent
of any Booleanfunction,whereasin the earlierpaperit was
restrictedto logical functions composedof Booleanprod-
ucts. Second,the regulationof proteindegradationcannow
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Stateequationfor Spo0E:ij�k*lnmfo4p_qRr)sDtuj@vxwzyx{}|z~����xr}�Htuj | yx{ |}� �����ep_q<j�p�q:y
Thresholdinequalities:]W� {2p�q � � {:p_qx� � {:p_q_� �?����� k*l
Equilibrium inequalities: ]�� o4p_q����ep_q � {:p_q � (a)

Stateequationfor AbrB:ij.|�~DmSo�|�~4r�sDtuj.|�~�y^{�|�~ � �er}�Htuj | y^{ |:� ���t��#��r:�Htuj�p | y^{:p |}� �!r}�=tuj4�<|!yx{2�A|:����r�sntuj4p_q:y^{:p_q_���x�����3|�~�j.|�~
Thresholdinequalities:]W� {�|�~_� � {�|�~ � �?����� vxw
Equilibrium inequalities: {}|z~ � � o�|�~<�}�3|�~ �?����� vxw (b)

Figure3: Stateequations,thresholdinequalities,andequilibriuminequalitiesfor thegenes(a) spo0Eand(b) abrB in Fig. 1.
Thesubscriptsin theequationsreferto thesporulationgeneskinA ( �4� ), spo0E( &2� ), spo0A( & � ), sigA ( � ), sigH ( � ), andabrB
( �.� ).
be modeled,whereasbeforethe degradationratewasset toI!; �_G  N" B ; . Theseextensionsallow thestructureof complex
regulatorynetworksto beformalizedin a convenientway.

In Fig. 3 the stateequationscorrespondingto two of the
genesin the sporulationnetwork of Fig. 1 areshown. The
differentialequationin (a) statesthatspo0Eis transcribedat
arate $R�A� from a ��� -promoterwhenits repressorAbrB is be-
low its thresholdconcentration�3�}� � (i.e., &!1 �*	��}� + �3�}� �  ="�5 ).
In addition,for transcriptionto commence,the sigmafactor� � encodedby sigA needsto beavailableat a concentration
above the threshold � � � � (i.e., &)( �*	 � � + � � � �   "05 ). Spo0E
degradesata rateproportionalto its own concentration.
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Figure4: (a) Two-dimensionalphasespacedividedinto reg-
ulatorydomainsby thethresholdplanes.Theshadedregula-
tory domaindefinedby ��³ � � 1µ´A¶´ · 	 ´ · ��³ �

� ¶´ and ��³ � � 1µ´A¶¸ ·	 ¸ · � ³ � � ¶¸ hasa target equilibrium in an adjacentregula-
tory domain.(b) Thesamephasespacewith switchingzones
aroundthethresholdplanes.

2.3 Thr esholdand equilibrium inequalities
In general,a protein encodedby a genewill be involved
in differentinteractionsat differentthresholdconcentrations.
Although exact numericalvalueswill not usually be avail-
able,we canorderthe ¹ ; thresholdconcentrationsof gene� ,
which givesthethresholdinequalities

� · � ³ ´<¶; ·%º:º2º�· � ³°»:¼ ¶; ·9½¿¾:À�Á<º (3)

The parameter½Â¾2À Á denotesa maximumconcentrationfor
theproteindenotedby � .

For the sporulationgeneabrB two thresholdsaredefined,� �}� � and � �}� � . AbrB hastwo thresholdconcentrations:� �}� �
and �3�}� � . Thefirst thresholdcorrespondsto therepressionof
spo0E, sigH, andotherearlysporulationgenesby AbrB. The
secondthresholdcorrespondsto the autoregulationof abrB
duringvegetativegrowth, whenAbrB levelsareat theirhigh-
est. This motivatesthe orderingof the AbrB thresholdsin
Fig. 3(b): �3�}� � · �3�}� � .

The P/7T5 -dimensionalthresholdhyperplanes	 ;Ã" � ³ � ¼ ¶; ,5�O � ;'O ¹ ; divide thephasespacebox into regions,called
regulatorydomains(Fig. 4). Within eachregulatorydomain,
the stepfunction expressionsin (2) canbe evaluated,which
reducesE3; �  and I!; �  to sumsof rateconstants.That is, E3; �  
simplifiesto someÄµ;ÆÅÈÇÉ;�ÊÌË E ;A��G  ¿ÍDÎTO G O,ÏFÐ GfÑ ,
and I ;<�  to someÒÓ;ÃÅÕÔÆ;#ÊÖË I ;A��G  WÍ.ÎJO G OÈÏFÐ GfÑ . The
setsÇ?; and ÔÆ; collectthedifferentsynthesisanddegradation
ratesof theproteinin differentdomainsof thephasespace.

It can be easily shown that all trajectoriesin a regula-
tory domaintend towardsa single,stablesteadystate G "×ÙØÓÚ , the target equilibrium, lying at the intersectionof
the hyperplanes	 ;É" Ä ; Ø Ò ; [Glassand Kauffman, 1973;
Mestlet al., 1995;Thomasandd’Ari, 1990]. Thetargetequi-
librium level Äµ; Ø ÒÓ; of the proteinconcentration	R; givesan
indicationof thestrengthof geneexpressionin theregulatory
domain.

As in thecaseof thresholdparameters,exactnumericalval-
uesfor therateconstantswill not usuallybeavailable.How-
ever, it is possibleorderthe possibletarget equilibrium lev-
elsof 	@; in differentregionsof thephasespacewith respect
to the thresholdconcentrations.´ The resultingequilibrium
inequalitiesdefinethe strengthof geneexpressionin a reg-
ulatory domainin a qualitative way, on the scaleof ordered
thresholdconcentrations.Moreprecisely, for every Äµ;#Å ÇÉ; ,ÒÓ;=Å ÔÆ; , we specifysomeÛc; , 5�O Ûc; · ¹M; , suchthat

� ³
a
¼ ¶; · Ä ; Ø Ò ; · � ³

a
¼ (Ü´<¶; + (4)

with specialcases� · Äµ; Ø ÒÓ; · � ³ ´<¶; and � ³°» ¼ ¶; · Äµ; Ø Ò3; ·½¿¾:À Á .Inspection of the state equationsof AbrB shows thatÇ?�}� " Ë �M+�$DÝ�Þ Ñ and Ô8�}� " Ë:B Ý�Þ Ñ . The equilibrium levelß
Theequilibriuminequalitieshave alsobeencallednullcline in-

equalities[deJongandPage,2000], becausetheequilibriumlevels
correspondto nullcline hyperplanesin thephasespace.
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$ �}� Ø B4�:� is placedabove the highestAbrB threshold,since
otherwiseà the concentrationof AbrB would never be able
to reachor maintaina level at which negative autoregula-
tion takes place. This leadsto the equilibrium inequalities�3�}� � · $ �}� Ø B��}� ·9½Â¾2À Ý�Þ .The thresholdandequilibrium inequalitiesdeterminethe
signof

C	 ; in aregulatorydomain,andhencethelocaldynam-
ics of thesystem.In fact,givena regulatorydomaindefined
in dimension� by � ³ � ¼ ¶; · 	R; · � ³ � ¼ (Ü´A¶; , it canbeshown that,

if Äµ; Ø ÒÓ; · � ³ � ¼ ¶; , then
C	R; · � everywhereinsidethe regula-

tory domain.Similarly, if Ä ; Ø Ò ;Ã � ³ � ¼ (Ü´A¶; , then
C	 ;SF� . On

theotherhand,if � ³ � ¼ ¶; · Äµ; Ø ÒÓ; · � ³ � ¼ (Ü´<¶; , thenthesignof
C	R;

in theregulatorydomainis not unique,written as
C	R;Sá � . In

particular,
C	 ; · � on onesideof thehyperplane	 ;N" Ä ; Ø Ò ; ,C	R; â� on theothersideof theplane,and

C	@; "ã� insidethe
plane.

2.4 Discontinuities in stateequations
The questionmustbe raisedwhat happenson the threshold
hyperplanes	 ;�" � ³ � ¼ ¶; separatingthe regulatory domains,
wherethe stepfunctions,andhencethe stateequations,are
not defined.Severalsolutionsarepossiblefor this non-trivial
problem.In thispaperwefollow theapproachof Plahteetal.
[1994] andreplacethe discontinuousstepfunctionsby con-
tinuousrampfunctions(Fig. 5). Thesolutionof the PLDEs
with stepfunctionsis thendefinedto be the solutionof the
DEswith rampfunctionsconsideredin thelimit äå[ � .

æuç

è

é

ê*ë:ì¬í ç*î æ çuï

í ç

ðè

é í çæuç

ñ ë:ì¬í çòî æ çòî ð ï

Figure 5: Step function &)( �*	�
 + �2
  and ramp functionÛ ( ��	4
 + �:
 + ä  . Û ( approaches&)( as äå[ � .
The useof ramp functions divides the phasespaceinto

regulatory domainsseparatedby switching zones, regions
in which one or more 	 ; have a value in the ä -intervaló � ³ � ¼ ¶; 7 ä Ø3ô + � ³ � ¼ ¶; õ ä Ø!ô)ö arounda threshold� ³ � ¼ ¶; . An ex-
amplephasespacewith switchingzonesis shown in Fig. 4.
Insidethe regulatorydomains,the DEswith rampfunctions
are equivalent to the PLDEs with step functions. Outside
theregulatorydomains,in theswitchingzones,theDEswith
rampfunctionsmaybenonlinearfunctionsof theconcentra-
tion variables.Theswitchingzonesseparatingtheregulatory
domainsvanishandapproach(intersectionsof) thethreshold
hyperplanesas ä÷[ � .
3 Qualitati vesimulation of geneticregulatory

networks
The goal of qualitative simulationis to exploit the qualita-
tive constraintson parametervaluesin order to predict the
qualitative dynamicsof a regulatorynetwork. More specifi-
cally, we would like to know which regulatorydomainscan

be reachedby somesolutiontrajectorystartingin the initial
regulatorydomain,for parametervaluesconsistentwith the
specifiedthresholdandequilbriuminequalities.A sequence
of regulatorydomainsthusgeneratedgivesan indicationof
theevolution of the functionalstateof thesystem,astransi-
tionsbetweenregulatorydomainsreflectchangesin thesyn-
thesisanddegradationratesof proteins.

3.1 Qualitati ve values,states,and behaviors
Theanalysisof PLDEsof theform (1)motivatestheintroduc-
tion of thequalitative valueof a statevariableandits deriva-
tive, aswell asdefinitionsof the qualitative stateandquali-
tative behavior of thesystem.Let øµ��ù  f" ø���G + G Z +zúÜ+zûS+AüS+ ù  
be the solution of PLDEs with step functionsdescribinga
regulatorynetwork on thetime-interval

ó ù Z + ù<ý ó for givenpa-
rametervaluesandinitial conditionsGS��ù Z  #" G Z .
Def. 1 (Qualitati vevalue) Supposethat at some ù  ù Z it
holdsthat øµ�*ù  lies in a regulatorydomain,suchthat � ³ � ¼ ¶; ·þ ; �*ù  · � ³ � ¼ (Ü´A¶; for every � ( 5åO � OQP and 5�O � ; · ¹ ; ). The
qualitativevalue ÿ��@� þ ; + ù  of

þ ;A��ù  is givenby theinequalities� ³ � ¼ ¶; · 	@; · � ³ � ¼ (Ü´<¶; , while thequalitative value
Cÿ��@� þ ; + ù  ofCþ ;<�*ù  is givenby oneof theinequalities

C	R; · � , C	@; g� , C	@;=á� , dependingon thesignof
Cþ ; �*ù  in theregulatorydomain.

The definition can be straightforwardly generalizedto the
caseof regulatorydomainsboundedby 	R; "È� or 	R; " ½¿¾:À Á .Notice that thequalitative valueis not definedin theswitch-
ing zonesaroundthethresholdhyperplanes.

Def. 2 (Qualitati vestate) Thequalitativestateÿ & �òø + ù  for ø
at ù is givenby thevectorsÿ��@�òø + ù  and

Cÿ��R�*ø + ù  of qualitative
values.

A qualitativestateassociatedwith aregulatorydomaincan
be interpretedasrepresentinga functionalstateof the regu-
latory system.Eachproteinconcentrationhasa valuelying
betweentwo consecutive thresholds,andis eithertendingto-
wardsoneof thethresholdvalues,or evolving towardsavalue
betweenthethresholds.

Def. 3 (Qualitati vebehavior) Thequalitative
behavior ÿ3�)�òø  of ø is given by the sequenceof qualitative
statesÿ & �òø + ù  on

ó ù Z + ù<ý ó .
A qualitative behavior definesa successionof qualitative

statesof theregulatorysystem.It is not difficult to show that
every solution ø of (1) canbeabstractedinto a uniquequali-
tativebehavior.

3.2 Qualitati ve simulation algorithm
In termsof the above definitions,the qualitative simulation
procedurecan be formulated as follows [Kuipers, 1994].
Giveninitial qualitativevalues��� Z , describingtheinitial pro-
teinconcentrationsG , thesimulationalgorithmcomputesthe
initial qualitative state ÿ & Z , andthendeterminesall possible
transitionsfrom ÿ & Z to successorqualitative states.Thegen-
erationof successorstatesis repeatedin a recursive manner
until all qualitativestatesreachablefrom theinitial qualitative
statehavebeenfound.

The possibletransitionsfrom a qualitative statearedeter-
minedby therule below.
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���	� and
i�
� � ������ and

i������{� � ¼ �� � j�� � {� � ¼ � ß �� ,
ij���� ] {� � ¼ � ß �� � j�� � {� � ¼ ��� �� ,

ij���� ]{  � ¼ �� � j�� � {  � ¼ � ß �� ,
ij���� ] {  � ¼ � ß �� � j�� � {  � ¼ ��� �� ,

ij���� ]{� � ¼ �� � j � � {� � ¼ � ß �� ,
ij � � ] {� � ¼ s ß �� � j � � {� � ¼ �� ,

ij � �Õ]{� � ¼ �� � j � � {� � ¼ � ß �� ,
ij � � ] {� � ¼ s ß �� � j � � {� � ¼ �� ,

ij � � ]
Figure 6: Continuity constraintsfor the qualitative valuesÿ��3; + Cÿ�� ; and ÿ����; + Cÿ�� �; of two qualitative statesÿ & and ÿ & � de-
fined on adjacentregulatorydomains. Valid for 5 · � ; ·¹M; 7 5 , theconstraintscanbeeasilygeneralizedto thecaseof
qualitativevalues� O 	 ; · � ³ ´A¶; and � ³°»:¼ ¶; · 	 ;=O ½Â¾2À�Á .
Def. 4 (Statetransition) Let ÿ & and ÿ & � be two qualitative
statesassociatedwith adjacentregulatorydomains.A transi-
tion from ÿ & to ÿ & � is possible,if for every � , 5�O � O�P , such
that ÿ��3;��" ÿ�� �; , the qualitative values ÿ��3; + Cÿ�� ; and ÿ�� �; + Cÿ�� �;
satisfythecontinuityconstraintsin Fig. 6.

Fig. 7(a) illustratesthe applicationof the rule. Intuitively
formulated,the rule saysthat a transitionfrom onequalita-
tive stateto anotheris possible,if a trajectorymaycrossthe
switchingzoneseparatingtheregulatorydomainsof thequal-
itativestates.

A simulationalgorithm basedon Def. 4 is describedin
[de JongandPage,2000]. The qualitative statesandtransi-
tionsgeneratedby thealgorithmform astatetransitiongraph.
Thegraphmaycontaincyclesandstateswithout successors,
whicharetogetherreferredto asattractors. Sincethenumber
of possiblequalitative statesis finite, every pathin the state
transitiongraphwill reachan attractorat somepoint. Each
path running from the initial qualitative state ÿ & Z to an at-
tractorformsapossiblequalitativebehavior of theregulatory
system.
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Figure7: (a)Phasespacewith derivativevectors �G in thereg-
ulatorydomains( [ ) andthestatetransitions( � ) permitted
by Def. 4. (b) Solutiontrajectoryescapingthroughswitching
zones.

3.3 Propertiesof simulation algorithm
Given a model and initial qualitative values ��� Z , what can
be said aboutthe correctnessof the behaviors producedby
qualitativesimulation?Wedefineaset� of possiblesolutions
of (1) on

ó ù Z + ù ý ó , suchthat for every ø9Å � the numerical
valuesof ú , û , and ü satisfy(3)-(4), and ÿ��@�òø + ù Z  Â" ��� Z .

Theultimateaimof qualitativesimulationis to determinethe
set � � of qualitativebehaviors,suchthat(1) for every ø�Å �
thereis a �8Å � � , suchthat ÿ3�)�òø  >" � (soundness), and(2)
for every �ÉÅ � � thereis a øãÅ � , suchthat ÿ3�Ó�òø  �" �
(completeness).

Unfortunately, thesimulationalgorithmbasedon Def. 4 is
not sound. A trajectorymay entera switchingzonefrom a
regulatorydomain,andthenescapethroughotherswitching
zonesto enteranother, possiblynon-adjacentregulatorydo-
main(Fig. 7(b)). As aconsequence,thesimulationalgorithm
mayoverlookqualitative statetransitions.We foundthat the
practicalconsequencesof suchomissionsare limited, since
qualitativestatesnotdirectly reachableby a transitionareof-
tenindirectly reachableby asequenceof transitions.

Completenessof thesimulationalgorithmhasneitherbeen
provennor disproven,but seemsdifficult to guaranteegiven
the behavioral complexity that canbe attainedby modelsof
theform (1) [Lewis andGlass,1991].

3.4 GeneticNetwork Analyzer
Thesimulationmethodhasbeenimplementedin Java1.2,in a
programcalledGNA (GeneticNetwork Analyzer).

¸
Thepro-

gramreadsandparsesinput files specifyingthemodelof the
system(stateequations,thresholdandequilibrium inequali-
ties)andtheinitial state.Fromthis informationit producesa
statetransitiongraph.Extensionsof thesimulationalgorithm
allow all qualitative statesand their transitionsto be gener-
ated,aswell asthecompletionandsimulationof modelswith
unspecifiedthresholdandequilibriuminequalities.

GNA is accessiblethrough a graphical user-interface,
whichallowsthenetwork of interactionsbetweengenesto be
displayed,aswell asthestatetransitiongraphresultingfrom
thesimulation.In addition,theusercananalyzetheattractors
with theirbasinsof attraction,andfocusonqualitativebehav-
iors to studythetemporalevolutionof proteinconcentrations
in moredetail(Fig. 8).

4 Application: sporulation in B. subtilis
Themethodandits implementationhave beenusedto study
theregulatorynetwork underlyingtheinitiation of thesporu-
lation processin the Gram-positive soil bacteriumBacillus
subtilis [Grossman,1995;Hoch,1993]. Underconditionsof
nutrientdeprivation,B. subtilis candecidenot to divide and
form adormant,environmentally-resistantsporeinstead.The
decisionto eitherdivide or sporulateis madeby a complex
regulatory network integrating variousenvironmental,cell-
cyle, andmetabolicsignals.

A schematicrepresentationof thecoreof thisnetwork,dis-
playingkey genesandtheir regulatoryinteractions,is shown
in Fig.1. Thecentralcomponentof thenetwork is aphospho-
rylationpathway, aphosphorelay, whichtransfersphosphates
from theKinA kinaseto theSpo0Aregulator. Aboveacertain
threshold,thephosphorylatedform of Spo0A(Spo0A! P)ac-
tivatesvariousgenesthat commit the bacteriumto sporula-
tion. An exampleis the spoIIA operon,which encodesthe
transcriptionfactor ��" , essentialfor the developmentof the
forespore. The flux of phosphateacrossthe phosphorelay,

� GNA is availablefrom theauthorsuponrequest.
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Figure8: (a) GNA outputfor the equilibrium inequalities� · $R�^� Ø B �^� · � �A� � . The left window shows the statetransition
graphwith a qualitative behavior runningfrom the initial qualitative stateV1 to the attractorstateV15. In the right window
thetemporalevolution of thequalitativevalueof Hpr andKinA for this behavior canbefollowed. (b) Summaryof simulation
resultsfor aninitial stateexpectedto inducesporulation,while varyingtheequilibriuminequalitiesfor Spo0E.Thesimulations
takebetween0.5and3 secondsto completeon a SunUltra 10 workstation.

and hencethe concentrationof Spo0A! P, is controlledby
variousexternal signalsinfluencingthe activity of pathway
components.In addition,the flux of phosphateis regulated
by Spo0A! P itself, througha numberof direct andindirect
feedbackloopsinvolving abrB, sinI, sinR, andothergenes.

Using the extensive literatureon B. subtilis sporulation,
andtheSubtilistdatabaseat theInstitutPasteur, wehave for-
mulatedstateequationsandappropriateparameterinequali-
tiesfor every genein thenetwork. In total, themathematical
modelconsistsof 10 stateequations,10 thresholdinequali-
ties, and30 equilibrium inequalities. In the rarecasesthat
theliteraturedid notunambiguouslydeterminetheparameter
inequalities,wehavesystematicallyexploredthealternatives
andselectedthosethat permit the observed behavior of the
bacteriumto bereproduced.

Thebehavior of B. subtilishasbeensimulatedfrom a va-
riety of initial states,reflectingdifferentphysiologicalcon-
ditions. For example,fig. 8(a) shows the simulationresults
for an initial statereflectinga perturbationof the vegetative
growth conditions,whenthe proteinkinaseKinA autophos-
phorylatesin responseto anexternalsignalindicatinga state
of nutritional deprivation. Under theseconditions,a state
transitiongraphwith two attractorsis produced,correspond-
ing to statesin which thebacteriumcontinuesto divide (V3)
or initiatessporeformation(V15 andV18). Both statesmay
bereached,dependingon theexactvaluesof theparameters
satisfyingthethresholdandequilibriuminequalities.

In orderto obtainresultconsistentwith experimentaldata,
we foundthatthetargetequilibriumconcentrationsof Spo0E
have to beplacedbelow the lowestthresholdconcentrations
( � · $ �^� Ø B �^� · � �^� � ). Thatis, weneedto assumethatspo0E
expressionlevelsarequiteweak.Whenotherequilibriumin-
equalitiesarechosen,thesimulationspredictthatsporulation
cannotbe initiated underappropriateconditions,contraryto

whatis observed(Fig.8(b)). In fact,Spo0Emediatestheneg-
ativeautoregulationof Spo0A! P, andthuspreventsacritical
concentrationof Spo0A! Pto accumulate.

Theabovechoiceof parameterconstraintsis troublesome,
becauseit implies thatSpo0Ecannotexert any influenceon
the decision to sporulate,since its concentrationwill not
reachthethresholdlevelsabovewhich it canblock thephos-
phateflux throughthe phosphorelay. The simulationresults
thussuggestthat thenetwork in Fig. 1, basedon interactions
reportedin the literature,may be incomplete.As a remedy,
we couldpostulatethatanunknown signaldecreasestheac-
tivity of Spo0Eat theonsetof sporulation.Molecularstudies
of theinteractionof Spo0Ewith componentsof thephospore-
lay suggestthe existenceof sucha cellular factorwhich re-
mainsasof yetunidentified[Ohlsenet al., 1994].

5 Discussion
Wehavepresentedanimplementedmethodfor thequalitative
simulationof geneticregulatorysystemsthatcanhandlelarge
andcomplex networksof genesandinteractions.Themethod
is ageneralizationof themethodin [deJongandPage,2000],
in that it allows a largerclassof regulatoryrelationshipsbe-
tweengenesto be modeled. In the first place,thereareno
restrictionson the logical functionsthat canbe represented
by (2). This permitscomplex regulatory interactionsto be
includedin the models,as illustratedby the stateequation
for abrB in Fig. 3(b). In the secondplace,the regulationof
proteindegradationcanbetakeninto account.Althoughthis
featureof the methodhasnot beenusedin the sporulation
example,it turnedout to becrucial in modelingthenetwork
controllingtheinductionof thelytic cycle following phageÄ
infectionof E. coli (resultsnot shown here).

The applicability of the methodto actualregulatory net-
works has beendemonstratedby an analysisof the large
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andcomplex network underlyingtheinitiation of sporulation
in B. subtilis. The analysishasresultedin a suggestionto
completethemodelcompiledfrom thesporulationliterature,
which shows the potentialof the methodasa tool to focus
further exprimentation. To our knowledge,qualitative sim-
ulation of geneticregulatorynetworks of the sizeandcom-
plexity consideredin this paperhasnot beenundertakenthus
far.

Upscalingof thesimulationmethodis achievedby model-
ing geneticregulatorysystemsby a classof piecewise-linear
differentialequationsimposingstrongconstraintson the lo-
cal dynamicsof the system. Besidesin moleculargenetics,
PLDEsof this form have beenusedin otherbiological do-
mains,for instancein populationbiology. In orderto effec-
tively apply the constraints,the representationof the qual-
itative stateof the systemand the simulationalgorithm are
adaptedto themathematicalstructureof theequations.

Adaptationto a specificclassof modelsis the principal
respectin which the methodpresentedin this paperdiffers
from well-known QR methodslike QPTandQSIM [Forbus,
1984;Kuipers,1994]. A majordifferencewith QSIM is that
the qualitative stateof a regulatorysystemis describedon a
higherlevel of abstraction.In particular, thebehavior insidea
regulatorydomainis abstractedinto asinglequalitativestate,
makinguseof thefact that insidea regulatorydomaineitherC	 ; · � , C	 ;� � , or

C	 ; á � . In QSIM onewould have to
distinguishan exponentiallygrowing numberof qualitative
statesinsideandon theboundaryof a regulatorydomain.

Approximating step functions by infinitely steep ramp
functionsallows a precisedefinition of the behavior of the
systemin thethresholdplanes,andhenceof thepossiblesuc-
cessorsof aqualitativestate.Thestatetransitionrulein Def.4
is simpleandintuitively clear, but doesnot preserve sound-
nessof the algorithm. Even thoughthe practicallimitations
of this may be limited, the developmentof statetransition
rulesguaranteeingsoundnessis animportanttopic for further
research.

The B. subtilis examplesuggestan approachto validate
hypothesizedmodelsof geneticregulatorynetworks. Given
temporal gene expressionpatternsobserved under certain
physiologicalconditions in wild-type or mutant strainsof
the bacterium,onecandevelopalgorithmsto systematically
searchthespaceof freelyadjustableparameterinequalitiesto
find constraintsfor which themodelis ableto accountfor the
observations.Extensionsof this typewould allow thesimu-
lation methodpresentedin this paperto evolve into a more
generalmodelingtool.
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Abstract

Modeling an experimental system often results in
a number of alternative models that are justified
equally well by the experimental data. In order to
discriminate between these models, additional ex-
periments are needed. We present a method for
the discrimination of models in the form of semi-
quantitative differential equations. The method is a
generalization of previous work in model discrim-
ination. It is based on an entropy criterion for the
selection of the most informative experiment which
can handle cases where the models predict multi-
ple qualitative behaviors. The applicability of the
method is demonstrated on a real-life example, the
discrimination of a set of competing models of the
growth of phytoplankton in a bioreactor.

1 Intr oduction
Obtaining an adequate model of an experimental system is
a laborious and error-prone task. In many cases one arrives
at a number of rival models that are justified equally well by
the experimental data. In order to discriminate between these
models, additional experiments are needed. Since in real-life
applications the number of experiments to perform may be
quite large, and the costs of each of them considerable, it is
important that the experiments be selected carefully. In fact,
experiments need to be chosen such that the set of possible
models is maximally reduced at minimal costs.

For experimental systems described by differential equa-
tions, several approaches for model discrimination have been
proposed in the literature (e.g. [Espie and Macchietto, 1989]).
With few exceptions (e.g. [Struss, 1994; Vatcheva et al.,
2000]), these methods apply to completely specified quan-
titative models. That is, they cannot be used when precise
numerical values for the parameters are not available and the
precise form of functional relations is unknown.

This has motivated the development of a method for model
discrimination that is able to handle incompletely specified
models in the form of semi-quantitative differential equations
(SQDEs). The method is based on an entropy criterion for the
selection of the most informative discriminatory experiment.
This experiment is determined from the behavioral predic-
tions obtained from the competing models through simulation

under various experimental conditions.
In earlier work, we have developed a method for the

discrimination of semi-quantitative models [Vatcheva et al.,
2000]. However, the previously proposed approach is re-
stricted to the case that all models predict the same qualita-
tive behavior, a situation rarely occuring in the case of more
complex models. The method described in this paper is a
generalization of the approach above in that it allows one to
deal with situations in which multiple qualitative behaviors
are predicted.

The applicability of the method is demonstrated on a real
problem in population biology, the selection of experiments
to discriminate between competing models of the growth of
phytoplankton in a bioreactor. The choice of good discrim-
inatory experiments is critical in this application, since the
experiments may take several weeks to complete. Semi-
quantitative models are appropriate, because the available
data is incomplete and imprecise, as for most biological sys-
tems. We have compared the optimal experiment as deter-
mined by our method with an experiment that has been actu-
ally carried out. Furthermore, taking into account the results
of the latter experiment, the best next experiment to perform
has been suggested.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section deals
with the basic concepts of semi-quantitative modeling and
simulation. Sec. 3 gives an outline of the method for model
discrimination, focusing on the criterion for selecting the
most informative experiment. The results of the application
of the method to the modeling of phytoplankton growth in a
bioreactor are presented in Sec. 4. The final section discusses
achievements and limitations of our work in the context of
related work on model discrimination and gives some per-
spectives on further research.

2 Semi-quantitative modelingand simulation
Semi-quantitative differential equations (SQDEs) are abstrac-
tions of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that allow in-
completely or imprecisely specified dynamical systems to be
modeled [Berleant and Kuipers, 1997]. In an SQDE, bound-
ing envelopes are defined for unknown functions, as well as
numerical intervals to bound the values of parameters and ini-
tial conditions.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a second-order SQDE describ-
ing the growth of the microalgae Dunaliella tertiolecta under
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Monod

ẋ = µ(s)x − dx

ṡ = d(sin − s) − ρ(s)x

µ(s) = µmax

s

s + ks

ρ(s) =
1

y
µ(s)

d ∈ [0.095, 0.105], sin ∈ [80, 120]

y ∈ [0.15, 0.6], µmax ∈ [1.2, 1.6], ks ∈ [0.01, 0.2]

Figure 1: An example of an SQDE describing the growth of
phytoplankton in a bioreactor, the Monod model. The phys-
ical meaning of the variables and parameters is given in the
caption of Fig. 3.

nutrient limitation in a bioreactor [Monod, 1942]. The state
variables are the biomass x and the concentration of the lim-
iting nutrient s. The intervals bounding the model parameters
µmax, ks, and y have been estimated from preliminary exper-
iments.

For the simulation of SQDEs we employ the techniques
Q2+Q3 [Berleant and Kuipers, 1997], which refine the
qualitative behavior tree produced by the QSIM algorithm
[Kuipers, 1994]. The results of semi-quantitative simulation
consist of one or more qualitative behaviors supplemented by
ranges for the values of the variables at qualitatively signif-
icant time-points. The behaviors resulting from the simula-
tion of the SQDE in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2. In order to
narrow down the interval predictions, we use the compara-
tive analysis technique SQCA [Vatcheva and de Jong, 1999].
SQCA refines the simulation results by comparing a behav-
ior predicted for one experiment with behaviors predicted for
related experiments.

3 Method for modeldiscrimination

The predictions obtained through semi-quantitative simula-
tion can be exploited to maximally discriminate a set of com-
peting models against minimal costs. The method for achiev-
ing this is based on a generalization of the entropy criterion
for the most informative experiment developed in [Vatcheva
et al., 2000].

3.1 Model discrimination and behavior predictions

Consider a set M of competing models of an experimen-
tal system. Each mi ∈ M has a probability p(mi) to
be the correct model of the system, and we assume that
∑

mi∈M p(mi) = 1 [Fedorov, 1972]. The a priori model
probabilities are estimated from data obtained in preliminary
experiments or assumed equal when no such data exist. Each
time an experiment is executed, and new data becomes avail-
able, the model probabilities are being updated. If the data
does not justify the predictions of some mi, its a posteriori
probability becomes zero.

t0 t1 t0 t1

s0

s
∗

x0

x
∗

b1

t0 t1 t2 t3

smax

s0

s
∗

t0 t1 t2 t3

x
∗

x0

b2

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

s0

s
∗

smin

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

xmax

x
∗

x0

b3

s∗ (×10−4) x∗ smax

b1 [6.31, 100] [36, 72] -
b2 [14.9, 100] [36, 72] [0.005, 0.0335]
b3 [6.31, 100] [36, 59] -

smin (×10−5) xmax

b1 - -
b2 - -
b3 [5.85, 1000] [36, 121]

Figure 2: Behaviors resulting from the simulation of the
SQDE in Fig. 1, for the initial conditions x0 ∈ [36, 39],
s0 ∈ [0.005, 0.01]. Behavior b1 predicts that the system
reaches its equilibrium (x∗, s∗) asymptotically. In b2, the nu-
trient concentration s reaches a maximum, before the system
approaches its equilibrium. In b3, x reaches first a maximum,
followed by a minimum of s and the equilibrium. The ta-
ble summarizes the interval predictions for each of the three
behaviors.

For the discrimination of the models in M , experiments
from a set E of experiments need to be selected. The experi-
ment that discriminates best between the models is estimated
from the model predictions. For each experiment e ∈ E, the
models in M are perturbed according to e, and then simulated
to predict the behavior of the system under the experimental
conditions. The prediction of mi for some e is a set of behav-
iors Be

i . The set of all qualitatively distinct behaviors result-
ing from the simulation of the models in M for e is denoted
by Be.

For discrimination purposes, only certain characteristics of
the predicted behaviors b ∈ Be are taken into account. This
gives rise to a set of behavioral features Fb for b. The set of
behavioral feature consists of minima, maxima and equilib-
ria of the system variables. The behavioral features defined
for b3 in Fig. 2, for instance, are the maximum of x and the
minimum of s (xmax and smin), and the steady state levels
of these variables (s∗ and x∗). Here we will assume that the
value of a behavioral feature is an interval.
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Intuitively, the experiment that can be expected to opti-
mally discriminate between the models is the experiment for
which the predicted values of the behavioral features over-
lap least. This intuition will be formalized below by defining
the most informative experiment. A set of competing models
can then be discriminated by repeatedly determining the most
informative experiment, performing this experiment, and up-
dating the model probabilities in the light of the outcomes.

3.2 Criterion for most informative experiment
A standard measure in information theory is the information
increment of an experiment [Fedorov, 1972]. For every ex-
periment e ∈ E we define

∆H(be
, Y

e) = −
∑

mi∈M

p(mi) ln p(mi) +

∑

mi∈M

p(mi | b
e
, Y

e) ln p(mi | b
e
, Y

e), (1)

where p(mi) and p(mi | be, Y e) are the a priori and a pos-
teriori probabilities of mi. be is the behavior of the system
observed in e, and Y

e is the vector of observations for the
behavioral features Fbe . The observations are assumed to be
intervals Y e

j = [ye
j − εj/2, ye

j + εj/2], where ye
j is the mid-

point, and εj is the estimated size of the confidence interval
for the jth behavioral feature. For clarity of presentation, we
will assume for the moment, that each behavior b is charac-
terized by a single feature.

∆H reaches its maximum when all posterior probabilities
but one are zero. That is, when the observations obtained in e
confirm the predictions of a single model. On the other hand,
a minimal value is attained, when all posterior probabilities
are equal.

Since the a posteriori probabilities of the models depend
on the outcome of the experiment which is not yet known,
∆H cannot be computed directly. Instead, we can compute
its expected value, or the expected information increment of
e:

∆J(e) =
∑

b∈Be

∫

y∈D

∆H(b, Y )ge(y, b)dy, (2)

where Be is the set of predicted behaviors, Y = [y−ε/2, y+
ε/2], D the domain of the behavioral feature, and ge(y, b) its
probability distribution:

ge(y, b) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)p(b|mi)g
e
i (y, b).

p(b|mi) is the probability of behavior b provided mi is the
correct model of the system, and ge

i (y, b) is the model-
specific probability distribution of the behavioral feature, de-
fined by

ge
i (y, b) =

{

1

ε

|Y ∩ V e
i |

| V e
i |

, Y ∩ V e
i 6= ∅,

0 , Y ∩ V e
i = ∅,

with V e
i the interval prediction of mi for the behavioral fea-

ture in experiment e, and | · | denoting interval length.

ge
i (y, b) expresses the probability that the value of the be-

havioral feature is Y , if mi is the correct model of the sys-
tem and b is the system behavior. If the interval Y does not
overlap with the model prediction V e

i , the probability of the
feature having value Y is zero. Otherwise, the probability is
weighted according to the size of the overlap between Y and
V e

i .
By substituting the expression for ∆H in (2) and using the

Bayes’ rule

p(mi|b, Y ) =
p(mi)p(b|mi)g

e
i (y, b)

∑

mk∈M p(mk)p(b|mk)ge
k(y, b)

,

we arrive at the following expression for the expected infor-
mation increment of an experiment e:

∆J(e) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)
∑

b∈Be

i

p(b|mi)

∫

y∈D

g
e
i (y, b)ln

ge
i (y, b)p(b|mi)

ge(y, b)
dy. (3)

The criterion ranks the experiments in E according to their
expected informativeness. The optimal discriminatory exper-
iment will be the most informative experiment, that is, the
experiments for which ∆J(e) is maximal. Intuitively, exper-
iments which give rise to predictions as different as possible
will be favored. Fig. 4(a)-(b) shows the predictions of the
four models given in Figs. 1 and 3 for two different experi-
ments (see next section). In both cases, each of the models
predicts two possible qualitative behaviors for the biomass x.
The expected information increment for the first experiment,
however, is higher than the expected information increment
for the second (∆J = 0.5927 versus ∆J = 0.3290), as the
predicted intervals overlap less.

The expression for ∆J can be simplified in a number of
cases. For instance, if all models predict for a given experi-
ment e the same qualitative behavior, (3) can be reduced to

∆J(e) =
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)

∫

y∈D

ge
i (y, b)ln

ge
i (y, b)

ge(y, b)
dy,

which is the criterion previously derived by [Vatcheva et al.,
2000].

On the other hand, if for a given e, each model predicts a
different set of qualitative behaviors, we obtain:

∆J(e) = −
∑

mi∈M

p(mi)lnp(mi),

which is the maximum value ∆J(e) can take.
The criterion (3) is easily generalizable to the case when

each behavior b is characterized by more than one feature. In
this case we have to substitute the probability distributions by
joint probability distributions, and the integral by a multiple
integral of the k behavioral features. For computational sim-
plicity, we assume in this article that the behavioral features
are independent.

The algorithms for the simulation of SQDEs, outlined in
the previous section have been proven sound. That is, all pos-
sible predictions are derived from a given SQDE model. If
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Contois

ẋ = µ(s)x − dx

ṡ = d(sin − s) − ρ(s)x

µ(s) = µmax

s

s + kxx

ρ(s) =
1

y
µ(s)

Droop

ẋ = µ(q)x − dx

q̇ = ρ(s) − µ(q)q

ṡ = d(sin − s) − ρ(s)x

µ(q) = µ̄(1 −
kq

q
)

ρ(s) = ρmax

s

s + ks

Caperon-Meyer

ẋ = µ(q)x − dx

q̇ = ρ(s) − µ(q)q

ṡ = d(sin − s) − ρ(s)x

µ(q) = µmax

q − kq

q − kq + k0

ρ(s) = ρmax

s

s + ks

y ∈ [0.15, 0.6], kx ∈ [0.00014, 0.0167], µ̄ ∈ [1.7, 2.3], kq ∈ [1.6, 2.0], µmax ∈ [1.2, 1.6], ρmax ∈ [9.25, 9.55], k0 ∈ [2.0, 2.4]

Figure 3: Models for the growth of phytoplankton in a bioreactor. x is the amount of biomass per unit volume, s[µmol/l] the
nutrient concentration, q[µmol/l] the internal quota. The Monod and Contois models assume constant growth yield y[l/µmol].
µmax[day−1] is the maximum growth rate of cells, and µ̄[day−1] a theoretical maximum growth rate obtained for infinite
quota. ks, kx, and k0[µmol/l] are half-saturation constants, kq[µmol/l] is the minimum cell quota, ρmax[µmol/l/day] is the
maximum uptake rate of nutrients. For all models sin ∈ [80, 120][µmol/l] is the input nutrient concentration, and d[day−1] the
dilution rate to be controlled in the experiments. The initial conditions are x0 ∈ [36.0, 39.0], s0 ∈ [0.005, 0.01], q0 ∈ [2.4, 2.7]
which are the equilibrium values reached for the initial dilution rate d0 = 0.4.

the results obtained in the experiment are correct, this guar-
antees that a model will never be falsely rejected. However,
these algorithms do not exclude spurious predictions. As a
consequence, an experimental result may corroborate a model
while it should be ruled out. Spurious predictions, therefore,
may prolong the discrimination process.

3.3 Computation of behavior probabilities
In order to compute ∆J(e), the conditional behavior prob-
abilities p(bj |mi) must be estimated. We have adopted the
following approach. Let vl be a parameter or initial condition
in model mi, and let range(vl, bj) be the interval value of vl

for which behavior bj is obtained. Define

r(bj |mi) =

∏

l | range(vl, bj) |
∏

l |
⋃

bk∈Be

i

range(vl, bk) |
.

r(bj |mi) estimates the fraction of the interval volume of the
model parameters which gives rise to bj . The conditional
probability of bj is now given by normalizing the r(bj |mi)s:
p(bj |mi) = r(bj |mi)/

∑

bk∈Be

i

r(bk |mi).
Consider, for instance, the three behaviors given in Fig. 2.

b1, b2 and b3 have been obtained for different subintervals of
the interval ranges for ks and y:

beh ks y
b1 [0.01, 0.158] [0.3, 0.6]
b2 [0.0236, 0.158] [0.3, 0.6]
b3 [0.01, 0.158] [0.15, 0.488]

By using these values, the procedure outlined above gives
r(b1) = 0.67, r(b2) = 0.61, r(b3) = 0.75. Consequently,
the behavior probabilities can be computed: p(b1) = 0.33,
p(b2) = 0.30, p(b3) = 0.37.

4 Application: phytoplankton growth
Understanding the regulation of phytoplankton growth is es-
sential for predicting how life in the ocean may respond to
climate changes. As these processes are difficult to study in
the open sea, the growth conditions are recreated in the labo-
ratory in a bioreactor.

A variety of models can be used to describe the growth of
phytoplankton in a bioreactor. Which of these applies best in
a given situation cannot be determined on a priori grounds.
Therefore, experiments need to be performed to discriminate
between the alternative models. Unfortunately, these experi-
ments may take weeks to complete and are thus quite costly
to perform.

We have applied the method of the previous section in the
context of the microalgae D. tertiolecta, carried out by pop-
ulation biologists in a marine laboratory. Four alternative
models to describe the system have been considered, which
are shown in Figs. 1 and 3. The models make different as-
sumptions about the nutrient consumption, the influence of
the biomass on the growth rate of the population, and the rela-
tion between growth and uptake rates. The models are labeled
after their originators: M [Monod, 1942], C [Contois, 1959],
D [Droop, 1968], and CM [Caperon and Meyer, 1972].

Because of coarse and noisy data, and evolution of the sys-
tem in the time frame of the experiment, precise numerical
estimations for the values of the parameters cannot be ob-
tained. This motivates the use of semi-quantitative models.
The interval values for the parameters required in the SQDEs
have been estimated by the biologists, based on the outcome
of preliminary experiments (see Fig. 3).

In order to discriminate between the competing models, the
value of the dilution rate d can be varied by the experimenter.
Starting from an equilibrium, the dilution rate is changed and
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Figure 4: (a) Interval predictions of the four competing models (Figs. 1 and 3) for the behavioral features x∗ (behavior b1), and
x∗, xmin (behavior b2) in the predicted optimal discriminatory experiment (d = 1.1). (b) Interval predictions for x∗ (behavior
b1), and x∗, xmin (behavior b2) in the experiment that has been carried out (d = 0.7). The values for x∗, xmin measured in the
experiment are also shown by a small rectangle. (c) Predictions for the features x∗ (behavior b1), and x∗, xmax (behavior b2)
in the next optimal experiment (d = 0.1). M, C, D, and CM stand for the Monod, Contois, Droop, and Caperon-Meyer models,
respectively.

d = 0.1 d = 0.2 d = 0.3 d = 0.5 d = 0.6
∆J 0.3204 0.3181 0.3519 0.3547 0.3323

d = 0.7 d = 0.8 d = 0.9 d = 1.0 d = 1.1
∆J 0.3290 0.3710 0.4668 0.5093 0.5927

Table 1: Values for the expected information increment ∆J
for each of the dilution rate experiments.

d = 1.1 d = 0.7 d = 0.1
p(b1) p(b2) p(b1) p(b2) p(b1) p(b2)

M 0.47 0.53 0.47 0.53 0.50 0.50
C 0.47 0.53 0.47 0.53 0.51 0.49
D 0.57 0.43 0.57 0.43 0.54 0.46

CM 0.57 0.43 0.57 0.43 0.27 0.73

Table 2: Conditional probabilities of the behaviors b1 and b2

predicted by the four models for the experiments d = 1.1,
d = 0.7, and d = 0.1 (see Fig. 4). p(b1) and p(b2) have been
estimated using the approach in Sec. 3.3.

the transient behavior of the system towards a new equilib-
rium is observed. We have considered ten experiments, corre-
sponding to equispaced values in the range [0, 1.2]: d = 0.1,
d = 0.2, . . . . Taking into account 5% measurement uncer-
tainty, the values of d become intervals.

The only variable that can be reliably measured in the
course of the experiment is the biomass x. This determines
the behavioral features that we have considered: the mini-
mum and the maximum value of x (xmin and xmax), and the
equilibrium value of x (x∗). In order to obtain the predicted
values of the behavioral features required for the determi-

nation of the most informative experiment, the models have
been simulated using the techniques in Sec. 2. For each ex-
periment, all models predict multiple qualitative behaviors as
a consequence of the large intervals for the parameter values.
In total, four different behaviors for x are predicted. None of
these behaviors is spurious, as we have been able to establish
by comparing the predictions with the qualitative analysis of
[Bernard and Gouzé, 1995].

Starting from the assumption that the models are equiprob-
able in the beginning, we have calculated the expected in-
formation increment (3) for each of the experiments (Ta-
ble 1). The optimal discriminatory experiment is predicted to
be d = 1.1. For this experiment, each of the four models pre-
dicts two behaviors, b1 and b2, that differ with respect to the
observable variable x. In b1 the equilibrium of the system is
reached asymptotically, whereas in b2, x reaches a minimum
before the equilibrium is attained. Fig. 4(a) shows the interval
predictions of the behavioral features for all four models, and
Table 2 lists the corresponding conditional behavior proba-
bilities. Notice that in b1 only one behavioral feature applies
(x∗), whereas in b2 predictions for x∗ and xmin need to be
taken into account.

The experiment d = 1.1 has not been performed, but data
for the suboptimal experiment d = 0.7 was available from
an earlier study. The predictions of the behavioral features
for this experiment are shown in Fig. 4(b) and the behavior
probabilities are given in Table 2.

In the experiment d = 0.7, x was found to reach its equi-
librium after passing through a minimum. This rules out b1.
The measured values of the behavioral features, shown in
Fig. 4(b), are xmin = [29.2, 32.2], and x∗ = [30.5, 33.5].
Using these results, the a posteriori probabilities of the mod-
els have been computed via Bayes’ rule: p(M) = 0.34,
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p(C) = 0.33, p(D) = 0.21, and p(CM) = 0.12. In addi-
tion, the measurements have allowed the parameter values to
be refined by means of the constraint propagation algorithm
in Q2 [Berleant and Kuipers, 1997].

The new model probabilities show that experiment d = 0.7
has not been very discriminating. Given the new model prob-
abilities and parameter values, what would be the optimal ex-
periment to perform next? The method advises that d = 0.1
be tried, as it has the highest expected information increment
(∆J = 0.7129). The predicted values for the behavioral fea-
tures, again for two behaviors, are shown in Fig. 4(c). Table 2
gives the corresponding behavior probabilities. The experi-
ment d = 0.1 has not been performed yet (we recall that each
experiment takes weeks to complete). Notice, however, that
d = 0.1 is likely to rule out at least two of the four models
due to the lack of overlap between M − C and D − CM.

5 Discussion
We have proposed a method for the discrimination of semi-
quantitative models of an experimental system. The method
is based on an entropy criterion for the selection of the most
informative experiment. The value of ∆J for a particular ex-
periment is calculated from the model predictions obtained
through semi-quantitative simulation. The method general-
izes upon a previous method [Vatcheva et al., 2000], in that it
can handle cases where the models predict multiple qualita-
tive behaviors. This occurs in the case of the phytoplankton
growth models, which predict the biomass to asymptotically
approach its equilibrium value or to pass through a maximum
or a minimum first.

The applicability of the method has been demonstrated by
having it predict the most informative experiment to discrim-
inate between four models of the growth of D. tertiolecta in
a bioreactor. This has been achieved in the presence of sev-
eral complicating factors, in particular the nonlinearity of the
models, the crude estimations of the parameter values, and the
difficulty to observe the behavior of the system. The discrim-
ination of bioreactor models has been attempted before [Es-
pie and Macchietto, 1989; Cooney and McDonald, 1995], but
unlike the method discussed in this paper, these approaches
require precise numerical data to be available, a requirement
that usually cannot be fulfilled in practice.

Within AI, methods for model discrimination have been
developed in the field of model-based diagnosis (e.g., [Struss,
1994; de Kleer, 1990]). Basically, these methods determine
which inputs need to be applied to a faulty device, and which
measurements need to be made, in order to optimally discrim-
inate between a number of diagnoses. In comparison with
the approach in this paper, these methods have been adapted
to qualitative models. By considering only qualitative dis-
tinctions, however, one may fail to discriminate between al-
ternative behaviors. Although two models may predict the
same qualitative behavior, their (semi-)quantitative predic-
tions may be different, as clearly shown in Fig. 4.

For the discrimination of the phytoplankton growth mod-
els, only one type of experiment was available, a change in
the dilution rate. It should be emphasized, though, that the
method is not restricted to parameter changes and may even

involve structural changes of the models. A limitation of the
method, however, is that the set of experiments needs to be
specified in advance. In the case of the dilution rate exper-
iments, for instance, ten possible values from a continuous
range have been selected. There is obviously no guarantee
that the optimal value is included in the list of prespecified
experiments. A subject for further research would therefore
be to handle continuous ranges of experiments, and more gen-
erally, to move away from the selection of experiments to the
design of experiments.
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Abstract

We study fragments of Allen’s algebra that con-
tain a basic relation distinct from the equality re-
lation. We prove that such a fragment is either NP-
complete or else contained in some already known
tractable subalgebra. We obtain this result by giv-
ing a new uniform description of known maximal
tractable subalgebras and then systematically us-
ing an algebraic technique for description of max-
imal subalgebras with a given property. This ap-
proach avoids the need for extensive computer-
assisted search.

1 Introduction
Allen’s interval algebra [Allen, 1983] is one of the best es-
tablished formalisms for temporal reasoning. Such reasoning
is an important task in many areas of computer science and
artificial intelligence (see, e.g., [Golumbic and Shamir, 1993;
Nökel, 1991]). Allen’s algebra allows us to specify qualita-
tive information about time intervals. This algebra has also
become the kernel of some other formalisms [Meiri, 1996;
Angelsmark and Jonsson, 2000]. The interval algebra and
some of its extensions are closely related with a number
of interval-based temporal logics used for real-time system
specification [Bellini et al., 2000].

The basic satisfiability problem in Allen’s algebra is NP-
complete [Vilain et al., 1989]), so it is unlikely that efficient
algorithms exists for reasoning in the full algebra. The com-
putational difficulty has motivated the search for effective
heuristics, e.g., [Ladkin and Reinefeld, 1992], and the study
of the complexity of fragments of the algebra, e.g., [Golumbic
and Shamir, 1993; Nebel and Bürckert, 1995].

�
This research is partially supported by the UK EPSRC grants

GR/R22704 and GR/M12926.�
This research is partially supported by the Swedish Research

Council for Engineering Sciences (TFR) under grants 97-301 and
2000-361.

In this paper we follow the second approach, and we also
assume throughout that P �� NP. Research in this direction
has focused on identifying maximaltractable fragments, i.e.,
fragments which cannot be extended without losing tractabil-
ity. So far, eighteen maximal tractable fragments of the al-
gebra have been identified [Drakengren and Jonsson, 1997a;
1997b; Nebel and Bürckert, 1995]. It is still unknown
whether any others exist.

A complete classification of complexity within a certain
large part of Allen’s algebra was obtained in [Drakengren and
Jonsson, 1998]. This result (as well as most similar results)
was achieved by computer-assisted exhaustive search. How-
ever, it was noted in [Drakengren and Jonsson, 1998] that, for
further progress, theoretical studies of the structure of Allen’s
algebra are required. There are some theoretical investiga-
tions of the structure of Allen’s algebra, (see, e.g., [Hirsch,
1996; Ladkin and Maddux, 1994]). However they gener-
ally allow more operations on relations than originally used
in [Allen, 1983], which makes them inappropriate for classi-
fying complexity within the interval algebra. In this paper we
systematically use an algebraic method that is similar to the
approach taken in [Ligozat, 1998].

The first novel element in our approach is a new uniform
description for all of the maximal tractable subalgebras of
Allen’s algebra which have already been identified (Table 2).
Then we exhibit several new small NP-complete fragments of
the algebra, including the first examples of NP-complete sin-
gletons (Proposition 2). Finally, we fully exploit the algebraic
properties of Allen’s algebra by importing a technique from
general algebra. This technique has been used in many other
contexts to obtain a description of maximal subalgebras of a
given algebra with a given property (e.g., [Szendrei, 1995]).
Here, for the first time, we systematically apply this tech-
nique to Allen’s algebra to obtain a complete classification of
the complexity of those fragments of the algebra containing a
non-trivial basic relation (Theorem 1). Our method also pro-
vides (as a by-product) a new elementary proof of maximality
of ten tractable subalgebras. In previous papers this proof of
maximality has required extensive computer-aided case anal-
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Basic relation Example Endpoints� precedes � p xxx � �����	�
� preceded by � p 
	� yyy� meets � m xxxx � � � �	�
� met by � m 
	� yyyy� overlaps � o xxxx � ����	��� � � ,� overl. by � o 
	� yyyy � �������
� during � d xxx � ����	�

,� includes � d 
	� yyyyyyy � �������
� starts � s xxx � � � � �

,� started by � s 
	� yyyyyyy � �������
� finishes � f xxx � � � ���

,� finished by � f 
	� yyyyyyy � ����	�
� equals � � xxxx � � � �	�

,
yyyy � � � ���

Table 1: The thirteen basic relations. The endpoint relations� ��� � � and
�	�������

that are valid for all relations have
been omitted.

ysis [Drakengren and Jonsson, 1997a; 1997b].
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give the

basic definitions of Allen’s algebra and present the known
maximal tractable subalgebras in the new form. Section 3
contains the new classification result, and Section 4 contains
a brief discussion of future extensions.

2 Allen’s Algebra
Allen’s interval algebra [Allen, 1983] is based on the notion
of relationsbetweenintervals. An interval � is represented
as a tuple ��� ��� � ��� of real numbers with � ��� � � , denot-
ing the left and right endpoints of the interval, respectively.
The possible relations between intervals are the ����� possi-
ble unions of 13 basicinterval relations, which are shown in
Table 1. Relations between intervals will also be written as
collections of basic relations so, for instance, the union of the
basic relations p, m and f 
	� is written � p m f 
	� � . Allen’s alge-
bra � consists of the � ��� possible relations between intervals
together with the operations converse ! � � , intersection" and
composition# which are defined as follows:

$ � �%�'& �)( � � �+*,� (-�$ � �%�.& �/�0(1"32 �4�5* �6( �+7 �	2 �$ � �%�.& �/�0(8#92 �4�5*;:�<=& �0�6( <57>< 2 �?�
It follows that the converse of ( � �A@ �/BCBDB @FE � is equal to�A@ � �� BCBDB @ � �E �

. The intersection of two relations can be ex-
pressed as the usual set-theoretic intersection. Using the def-
inition of composition, it can be derived that

�G@ �/BCBDB @HE � #I�A@HJ� BCBDB @HJK
� �MLON @HP)#9@HJQSR-T�U�V �	W UXZY B

All algebraic calculations given in Section 3 can be done by
hand; however, a simple table showing the results of the com-
position operation on all pairs of basic relations (which can
be found, e.g., in [Ladkin and Maddux, 1994]) makes such
calculations considerably easier.

The problem of satisfiability ( � -SAT) of a set of inter-
val variables with relations between them is that of deciding
whether there exists an assignment of intervals on the real line
for the interval variables, such that all of the relations between
the intervals are satisfied. This is defined as follows.

Definition 1 Let []\^� be a setof interval relations. An
instance_ of � -SAT( [ ) is a set, ` , of variablesand a set
of constraintsof the form �)( � where � �a�b ` and ( b [ .
The questionis whether _ is satisfiable, i.e., whetherthere
exists a function, c , from ` to the setof all intervalssuch
that cd�0� � (ecd� �?� holdsfor everyconstraint �6( � in _ .

If there exists a polynomial-time algorithm solving all in-
stances of � -SAT( [ ) then we say that [ is tractable. On
the other hand, if � -SAT( [ ) is NP-complete then we say
that [ is NP-complete. Since the problem � -SAT( � ) is NP-
complete [Vilain et al., 1989], there arises the question of
description of tractable subsets of Allen’s algebra.

Subsets of � that are closed under the operations of inter-
section, converse and composition are said to be subalgebras.
For a given subset [ of � , the smallest subalgebra containing[ is called the subalgebra generatedby [ and is denoted byf [hg . It is easy to see that

f [Zg is obtained from [ by adding
all relations that can be obtained from the relations in [ by
using the three operations of � .

It is known [Nebel and Bürckert, 1995], and easy to prove,
that, for every [i\j� , the problem � -SAT(

f [Zg ) is poly-
nomially equivalent to � -SAT( [ ). Therefore, to classify the
complexity of all subsets of � it is only necessary to consider
subalgebras of � . Obviously, adding relations to a subal-
gebra can only increase the complexity of the corresponding
satisfiability problem. Thus, since � is finite, the problem of
describing tractability in � can be reduced to the problem of
describing the maximaltractable subalgebras in � , i.e., sub-
algebras that cannot be extended without losing tractability.

The known maximal tractable subalgebras [Drakengren
and Jonsson, 1997a; 1997b; Nebel and Bürckert, 1995] are
presented in Table 2. In our proofs as well as in Table 2 we
use the symbol k , which should be interpreted as follows. A
condition involving k means the conjunction of two condi-
tions: one corresponding to l and one corresponding to m .
For example, condition � o �on �p\q( * � d �%n �p\M( means that
both � o � \r( * � d � \q( and � o 
	� � \q( * � d 
	� � \M( hold.
The main advantage of using the k symbol is conciseness: in
any subalgebra of � , the l and the m conditions are satisfied
(or not satisfied) simultaneously, and, therefore only one of
them needs to be verified.

In previous papers, the subalgebras from Table 2 were de-
fined in other ways. However, in all cases except for s , it is
very straightforward to verify that our definitions are equiva-
lent to the original ones. The subalgebra s was originally de-
fined as the ‘ORD-Horn algebra’ [Nebel and Bürckert, 1995],
but has also been characterized as the algebra of ‘pre-convex’
relations (see, e.g., [Ligozat, 1998]). Using the latter descrip-
tion it is not hard to show that our definition of s is equiva-
lent. Finally, we note that there is one more known maximal
tractable subalgebra that is not included in Table 2. That sub-
algebra is defined as N-t Yvu N ( b � R �G� � \r( Y and the only
basic relation it contains is �G� � .
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Table 2: Maximal tractable subalgebras of Allen’s algebra.

3 Main Result
Throughout the paper,

�
denotes a subalgebra of � . We de-

note by @���2 � � � the set of basic relations in
�

. Our result is
an extension of the following proposition which was proved
in [Drakengren and Jonsson, 1998].

Proposition1
1) Let

�
bea subalgebra of � with R @���2 � � � R � �

. Then
�

is
tractableif andonly if it is containedin oneof thefollowing
7 algebras:

�
p,
�

d,
�

o, � p, � d, � o, and s . Otherwise
�

is
NP-complete.
2) Let

�
bea subalgebra of � such that � m ��b �

or � p ��b � .
If
�

is tractable then
� \ �

p, or
� \ � p, or

� \,s .
Otherwise

�
is NP-complete.

We improve this result by showing that any so far unknown
tractable subalgebra can contain only a trivial basic relation.
Throughout the paper, by a trivial basic relation we mean the
equality relation � .

Theorem1 Suppose
�

is a subalgebra of � containinga
non-trivial basic relation. Then

�
is tractable if and only

if it is containedin oneof the 17 algebras listed in Table 2.
Otherwise

�
is NP-complete.

We can assume, without loss of generality, that
�

con-
tains the relation �G� � , since it is easy to show that

�
and� u N � � � Y have the same complexity (up to polynomial-time

equivalence). This implies that the size of @���2 � � � is odd since�
is closed under converse. By combining Proposition 1(1)

and the previous observation, we may consider only the caseR @���2 � � � R � �
. By Proposition 1(2), it suffices to consider the

cases where @�� 2 � � � is one of the following sets: N � �
s
�
s 
	� Y ,N � �

f
�
f 
	� Y , N � �

d
�
d 
	� Y , or N � �

o
�
o 
)� Y .

The rest of this section is organized as follows. In Sub-
section 3.1 we describe some NP-complete sets of relations
which we use in our proofs later. In Subsection 3.2, we give
a complete proof of Theorem 1 for the cases where @���2 � � � �N � �

s
�
s 
)� Y and @�� 2 � � � � N � �

f
�
f 
	� Y . Finally, in Subsec-

tion 3.3 we give a sketch of a proof of Theorem 1 for the cases
where @�� 2 � � � ��N � �

d
�
d 
	� Y and @���2 � � � � N � �

o
�
o 
	� Y .

Finally, we observe that when
�

is one of the algebras ��
 ,� 
 , �SP , or � P (
� UMT8U�� ), then @���2 � � � is either N � �

s
�
s 
	� Y

or N � �
f
�
f 
	� Y . With the help of computer-aided exhaustive

search, it was proved in [Drakengren and Jonsson, 1997a;
1997b] that these ten algebras are maximal tractable subalge-
bras of Allen’s algebra. Since we do not use computer-aided
results in Subsection 3.2, our results provide a new elemen-
tary proof of maximality for these algebras.

Throughout this section we shall assume that a non-trivial
relation is also non-empty; this will cause no confusion.

3.1 NP-completeness results
This subsection contains the NP-completeness proofs that
we need in the sequel. Our reductions are based on the
NP-complete problem BETWEENNESS [Garey and Johnson,
1979]:

INSTANCE: A finite set  and a collection ! of ordered
triples �"� � @ �$#D� of distinct elements from  .
QUESTION: Is there a total ordering

�
on  such that for

each �"� � @ �$#D��b ! , we have either � � @ �%#
or
# � @ � � ?

Let us fix relations & � & � � & � b � . Then we define' �"� � @ �$# � � �%�?� to be the following problem instance over the
variables N � � @ �(# � � �a� Y :

N �)& � � � �*& � @ � �*& � # �%� & � � �%� & � @ �%� & � # Y B
Further, define

' � � ' �+� � @ �(# � � �%�?� u N �,& @ � @�& # Y ,' � � ' �+� � @ �(# � � �%�?� u N @�&�� � @�& # � �-& u & � � # Y , and
' � �' �"� � @ �$# � � �%�?� u N �-& @ �(# & @ � �-& u & � � # Y .

Lemma 1 Let & b N � p �F� � d �H� � o �H� � s � Y , & � � &�� b � , andlet' � , ' � , ' � beasabove. If
' � is satisfiablewhile

' � and
' �

arenot, then N & u & � � � & � � & � Y is NP-complete.

Proof. Polynomial-time reduction from BETWEENNESS.
Let �" � ! � be an arbitrary instance of the problem and con-
struct an instance _ of � -SAT( N & u & � � � & � � &�� Y ) as follows:

(1) for each pair of distinct elements � � @ b  , add the con-
straint �,& u & � �F@ to _ ; and
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(2) for each triple �+� � @ �(#D� b ! , introduce two fresh vari-
ables � �%� and add

' �+� � @ �(# � � �a��� to _ .

It is a routine verification to show that _ is satisfiable if and
only if �+ � ! � has a solution.

�

The restriction & b N � p �F� � d �H� � o �H� � s � Y is imposed to ensure
that we get a natural total ordering in the reduction. Many
other relations such as � dsf

�
have this property but there are

also relations without this property, e.g., �G� � and � mm 
	� � .
Suppose [ \ � and _ is an instance of � -SAT( [ ). Let

variables � �a� be involved in _ . Further, let ( b � be the re-
lation defined as follows. A basic relation ( J is included in( if and and only if the instance obtained from _ by adding
the constraint �)( J � is satisfiable. In this case, we say that ( is
derivedfrom [ . It can be easily checked that the problems� -SAT( [ ) and � -SAT( [ u N ( Y ) are polynomially equivalent.
Looking now at the definition of the three operations of the
interval algebra, it is easy to see that, generally, one can de-
rive more relations from a given [ \ � than one can gen-
erate using these operations. On the other hand, derivation is
essentially harder to manage while the operations of Allen’s
algebra give us the advantage of employing algebraic tech-
niques. Therefore, in this paper, we use derivation only once
in the proof of the following statement.

Proposition2 Thefollowing subsetsof � areNP-complete:
1) N � d �H� � oo 
	� � Y , N � d 
)� �F� � pp 
	� � Y , and N � o �F� � dd 
)� � Y .
2) N ( Y with � ods 
	� � \(5\ � pmods 
	� f 
	� � .
Proof. For part (1), apply Lemma 1 with & � � o � , & � � � d � ,&�� � � oo 
	� � , or with & � � p � , & � � � d 
)� � , &�� � � pp 
	� � ,
or with & � � d � , & � � � o � , & � � � dd 
	� � , respectively.

To prove part (2), let ( � be the union of all basic rela-
tions except for � and s 
	� , and consider the instance

' � �N � ( @ � @ ( # �(# ( � ��� ( @ ��� ( # Y over the variables � � @ �(# ��� . In the
cases when ( � � ods 
)� � or ( � � pmods 
	� f 
)� � , it can be
shown that

' � u N � ( J � Y is satisfiable for every basic relation( J \q( � but not satisfiable for any other choice of ( J . Hence,
we can derive ( � from ( , and we can also derive the relations( � � (v"=( � � ( m�� s 
)� � and (�� � ( � # ( � . It is easy to check
that

� pmods
� \�(�� \�� pmodsf 
	� �

which implies that (�� "h( � � � � s � . Furthermore, we have� s � # � s 
	� � � �G� ss 
	� � , and (8#�( is the disequality relation,
so the relation � ss 
	� � can be obtained from the relation ( .
If & � � s � , & � � ( � � and &�� � ( , then these relations
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1 so N � ss 
	� �H� ( � � � ( Y is NP-
complete. Since all of these relations can be derived from the
single relation ( , it follows that N ( Y is NP-complete.

�

3.2 The s � f case
We will show that if @���2 � � � � N � �

s
�
s 
)� Y , then either

�
is NP-complete or

�
is contained in one of the subalgebras�

p,
�

d,
�

o, ��
 , s , or in one of � P , � U T=U � . By using
the obvious symmetry between the relations � s � and � f � , it
immediately follows that if @���2 � � � ��N � �

f
�
f 
)� Y , then either�

is NP-complete or contained in one of � p, � d, � o,
� 
 , s ,

or � P , � U�T U � . For the remainder of this subsection, it is
assumed that @���2 � � � ��N � �

s
�
s 
	� Y .

Given a relation ( , we write ( 
 to denote the relation( ".( � � . Throughout the proofs we use the obvious fact that
if ( � \ ( � then, for any ( , we have (=# ( � \ (+#p( � and( � # (h\ ( � #8( . If @ is a basic relation then (�� denotes the
least relation ( b �

such that �G@ � \q( , i.e. the intersection of
all ( b �

with this property. It is easy to show that the rela-
tion (�� exists in

�
for every basic relation @ , except for two

very simple cases: when every ( b �
satisfies exactly one of

conditions (+\��G� ss 
	� � and (5\��G� ff 
	� � . In both cases, we
have

� \s .

Lemma 2 If
�

containstherelation � od
�
, theneveryrelation

in
�

satisfiescondition3) of s .

Proof. Arbitrarily choose ( b �
. Since � od

�1b �
, it follows

that ( d � ( o � � od
�

and � o �%n � \ ( * � d �%n � \ ( . Fur-
thermore, ( � � � s � #5� od

� � � pmod
�=b �

so ( p \ ( � and( m \ ( � . Since � pm
� # � pm

� � � p � , we have ( p �\ � pm
�

and ( m �\ � pm
�
, which implies that ( p " � od

� �� t and( m " � od
� ��rt . Now it follows that � od

� \�( p and � od
� \( m.

Thus, if ( " � pm
� ��rt , then � od

� \�( and ( satisfies condition
3) of s .

�

Lemma 3 If
�

containsa non-trivial relation ( J with ( J \�G� pp 
)� mm 
	� ff 
	� � then
�

is includedin oneof s , ��
 , or�
p, or else

�
is NP-complete.

Proof. Case 1. ( J � � ff 
	� �
Since � ff 
)� � #=� s � � � od

� b �
, it follows that any ( b �

satisfies condition 3) of s , by Lemma 2. Now it follows that,
for any ( b �

, we have � o � n � \O( * � d � n � \O( and also� f � \( * � f 
)� � \�(
Suppose that

� �\js , i.e. some ( b �
fails to satisfy

condition 1) or condition 2) of s . Then, using the facts
from the previous paragraph, it can be shown that we can
choose ( so that � s 
	� ff 
	� � \ (O\ � � pmodss 
	� ff 
	� � or� ods 
	� � \(5\��G� pmodss 
	� ff 
	� � . In both cases, composing
the relations with � s � from the left we get

�G� pmodss 
	� � \ � s � #v(+\ � � pmodss 
)� � B
Therefore �G� pmodss 
)� � b �

, and � pmods 
	� � can be ob-
tained as

�G� pmodss 
	� � "h�%�G� pmodss 
	� � � � #I� od
� � � � B

Then
�

is NP-complete, by Proposition 2(2).
Case 2. ( J \ � � ff 
)� � .

Composing ( J and its inverse we get �G� ff 
)� � , so we may
assume that ( J � � � ff 
	� � . If some relation ( � b �

fails to
satisfy condition 2) of ��
 , then ( � " ( J is either one of � f � and� f 
)� � , which is impossible under our assumptions, or � ff 
	� �
going back to Case 1. Suppose now that each ( b �

satisfies
condition 2) of ��
 .

We have ( J # � s � � � ods
� b �

. If � od
�

belongs to
�

then( J " �%� s 
)� � #=� od
�a� � � ff 
	� � b �

, which implies
� \ s .

Otherwise we have ( "�� od
�on � ���t � � s �%n �=\�( for every( b �

. Assume a relation ( � b �
does not satisfy condi-

tion 1) of ��
 , that is ( � "� pmod
� �� t and � s � �\�( � . Since� pmods

� � � s � # ( J b �
, we have ( � � ( � " � pmods

�Sb �
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and ( � \ � pm
�
. This implies ( � # ( � � � p � , a contradiction.

Therefore the relations in
�

must satisfy both conditions of� 
 , that is
� \ � 
 .

Case 3. ( J \ � � mm 
	� ff 
	� � and ( J "Z� mm 
)� � ��qt .
Without loss of generality we may assume that � m � \ ( J .
Then the relation �0( J "Z�0( J # � s 
)� �a� is equal either to � mm 
	� �
or to � m �

. In the former case it follows that the relation� m � � � mm 
)� � ">�%� mm 
)� � # � s 
	� �%� belongs to
�

as well.
A contradiction.

Case 4. ( J "Z� pp 
)� � ��qt .
We may assume, without loss of generality, that � p � \ ( J .
Then � p � \�� s � #�( J \ � pp 
)� mm 
	� ods

�
. Furthermore, � p � \( � � ( J " �%� s � # ( J � \ � pp 
	� mm 
	� � , and we have � p � \�( � �

( �d#9� s 
)� � \�� pp 
	� m �
. If � p 
)� � �\�( � then ( � #/( � � � p ��b � ,

a contradiction. Otherwise we have � pp 
	� � � ( 
� b �
. Then� p � \( * � p 
	� � \�( holds for every ( b �

.
We have � s 
	� � #)� pp 
)� � � � pp 
	� mod 
)� f 
	� �9b � . For every

non-empty (�� \M� modf 
	� � , we have �a� s � # (�� � " � pp 
)� � � � p � .
Therefore no such (�� belongs to

�
. We conclude that, for any( b �

, if ( " � mod 
	� f 
	� � ��Mt then � p � \�( , which means that� \ �
p.

�

We assume further that, for every non-trivial ( b �
, we have(I"�� oo 
)� dd 
	� ss 
	� � �� t . In the next four lemmas we con-

sider the case when
�

contains a non-trivial relation ( J with( J " � ss 
	� � �qt . In view of the assumption just made we may
consider that ( J is either ( d or ( o. It is not hard to verify that
these four lemmas indeed cover all possible cases for ( d and( o.

Lemma 4 Suppose( d " � ss 
	� � � t . If ( d " � oo 
)� dd 
	� � �
� d � or � dd 
	� � \�( d then

� \ �
d.

Proof. Case 1. ( d "Z� oo 
)� dd 
	� � � � d � .
By assumption, the relation ( d satisfies condition � d � \�( d \�G� pp 
)� mm 
	� dff 
	� � . Let ( � be calculated as ( d " �%� s � #e( d � .
Then we have � d � \;( � \ � pp 
	� mm 
	� d � . By minimal-
ity of ( d we get � d � \ ( d \ � pp 
)� mm 
	� d � . Calculat-
ing ( � again, we get � d � \ ( d \ � pp 
)� m 
)� d � . Since� pp 
	� � �b �

, and since we have � m 
)� d � \j( d # � s � only
if � p 
)� � \ ( d, we may assume that ( d is either � pd

�
, or� p 
)� d � , or � p 
)� m 
)� d � . The first case is impossible because

of � pd
� "M�a� p 
)� d 
)� � # � s �a� � � d � . Let � p 
)� d � \;( d \� p 
)� m 
)� d � . Then � p 
	� m 
	� o 
	� df

� � ( d #6� s ��b � . Suppose
�

contains a non-empty subrelation ( � of � p 
	� m 
	� o 
	� f � . Then( � � ( d " �0( � #	� s 
)� �a� is a non-empty subrelation of � p 
	� m 
	� �
implying that � p 
)� � � ( � #1( � b �

, a contradiction. There-
fore, for every ( b �

, we have (S"�� p 
	� m 
	� o 
	� f � �� t �
� d � \( , which means that

� \ �
d.

Case 2. � dd 
)� � \�( d "h� oo 
	� dd 
	� � .
Suppose a relation ( � b �

satisfies both ( � �\ � � ss 
	� �
and � dd 
	� � �\ ( � . Then it is not hard to verify that either�%� s 
	� � # ( � � " ( d or �0( � #e� s �%� " ( d contains exactly one of � d �
and � d 
)� � which contradicts the minimality of ( d. Thus, for
every ( b �

such that ( �\^� � ss 
)� � , we have � dd 
)� � \ ( .
This implies that

� \ �
d.

�

Lemma 5 Suppose( o " � ss 
	� � � t . If ( o " � oo 
)� dd 
	� � �
� o � or � oo 
	� � \�( o then

� \ �
o.

Proof. Similar to the previous lemma.
�

Lemma 6 If ( d � ( o 
)� and ( d "'� oo 
	� dd 
	� ss 
)� � � � o 
)� d �
then

� \ �
d.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4, we can obtain � o 
	� d � \( d \�� pp 
	� m 
)� o 
)� df
�
. If � po 
)� d � \�( d then �0( d # � s 
	� �%� 
 �

� pp 
	� �'b �
, a contradiction. Therefore we have � o 
)� d � \( d \�� p 
)� m 
	� o 
	� df

�
, and � p 
	� m 
)� o 
)� df

� � ( d #/� s 
	� ��b � .
If some non-empty subrelation ( � of � p 
	� m 
	� f � belongs to�

then ( � � ( � " ��( � # � s 
)� �a� is a non-empty subrela-
tion of � p 
	� m 
	� � . Then ( � #=( � � � p 
)� � which contra-
dicts our assumptions. Therefore, for every ( b �

, we have(."�� p 
	� m 
)� o 
)� f � �� t � � d � \ ( , which means that� \ �
d.

�

Lemma 7 If ( d � ( o and ( d ".� oo 
	� dd 
)� ss 
)� � � � od
�

then� \ s or
�

is NP-complete.

Proof. As in the previous lemmas, it can be shown
that � od

� \ ( d \ � pp 
	� mm 
)� od
�
. It follows that( 
d � t and � pmod

� � � s � # ( d b �
. Furthermore,

� oo 
	� dd 
	� ff 
	� � � �%� s 
	� � # � pmod
�a� 
 b �

and � od
� �

� pmod
� " � oo 
	� dd 
	� ff 
	� �>b �

. By Lemma 2, we know
that every ( b �

satisfies condition 3) of s . Suppose some( � b �
does not satisfy condition 1) of s . Then ( � can

be chosen so that � s 
)� f 
)� � \ ( � \ � � pmodss 
	� ff 
	� �
or � os 
)� � \i( � \ �G� pmodss 
	� ff 
	� � . If � f � \ ( �
then � ff 
)� � � ��( � "r� oo 
)� dd 
)� ff 
)� �%� 
 b �

which contra-
dicts our assumptions. Further, if � od

� �\ ( � then ( � "� oo 
	� dd 
	� ff 
	� � � � f 
	� �b �
, a contradiction. Therefore

we may assume that � ods 
)� f 
	� � \�( � \ �G� pmodss 
	� f 
	� � .
Now it can be checked that ( � � ( � "��0( � �� # � o 
	� d 
	� �%� sat-
isfies � ods 
)� f 
	� � \ ( � \^� pmods 
)� f 
	� � . Then N ( � Y is NP-
complete by Proposition 2(2). One can proceed similarly if
condition 2) of s fails in

�
.

�

It remains to consider the case when each non-trivial ( b �
satisfies (9"h� ss 
	� � ��qt .

Lemma 8 If ( " � ss 
	� � �� t for anynon-trivial ( b �
then� \�pP for some

� UTvU � .
Proof. Case 1. ( p " � ss 
)� � � � s 
)� � .

We have � ps 
)� � \�( p and � s � �\�( p. Let ( � � � s 
	� � #?( p b �
.

Then it is easy to check that � pmod 
	� s 
	� f 
	� � \M( � , and that( � " �G� s
� ��t . It follows that ( � � � pmod 
)� s 
	� f 
	� � , since

otherwise ( 
� is non-empty and ( 
� " � ss 
	� � � t . No non-
empty subrelation of � pmod 
)� f 
	� � can belong to

�
. There-

fore, for any ( b �
, (�" � pmod 
	� f 
)� � ��qt implies � s 
)� � \( .

Hence
� \ � � .

Case 2. ( d "h� ss 
	� � � � s 
	� � .
The proof is similar to Case 1; the only change is that ( � �
( d # � s 
)� � , and we deduce that ( � � � p 
)� m 
)� o 
)� ds 
)� f � , and,
hence,

� \��� .
Case 3. ( o "h� ss 
	� � � � s 
	� � .

In view of Cases 1 and 2 we may assume that � os 
)� � \( o \�G� p 
	� mm 
)� od 
	� s 
)� ff 
)� � . Let ( � � � s 
	� � #�( o. It is easy to
check that

� od 
)� s 
)� f 
	� � \( � \�� p 
	� m 
	� oo 
	� d 
	� s 
	� f 
)� � B
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Since ( 
� �� � oo 
	� � , we obtain ( � \�� p 
)� m 
	� od 
)� s 
	� f 
	� � . It
can straightforwardly be verified that if ( � �� � od 
	� s 
	� f 
	� � ,
then ( � � ��( � # ( � � 
 b �

, but ( �1"� pp 
)� ss 
	� � � � pp 
	� � ,
which contradicts the assumption made. Therefore, ( � �
� od 
	� s 
	� f 
)� � , and � pmod 
)� s 
)� f 
	� � � ( � # ( � b �

. Hence,
for any ( b �

, ( " � pmod 
)� f 
	� � ���t implies � s 
	� � \>( , and
we have

� \� � .
Case 4. ( m "h� ss 
	� � � � s 
	� � .

Similarly to Case 3, we infer that
� \�� � .

Case 5. � s � is contained in each of ( p, ( d, ( o, and ( m.
We have ( f "=� ss 
)� � ��Mt . Then it follows that if � s � \�( f then� \� � . Otherwise, � s 
)� � \�( f and we have

� \��� . �

3.3 The d � o case
Suppose @�� 2 � � � �ON � �

d
�
d 
	� Y . We give a sketch of a proof

that either
�

is contained in
�

d or in �
d (and therefore is

tractable), or else it contains � oo 
)� � or � pp 
)� � (and then it is
NP-complete by Proposition 2(1)).

Let 2 � X � � � �;N ( 
 R ( b � Y . First it can be shown that
either 2 � X � � � is contained in

�
d or in � d, or else

�
contains� oo 
	� � or � pp 
)� � . Then one can check, similarly to Lemma 3,

that if there exists a non-trivial ( b �
such that (�"I� dd 
)� � �qt

then ( satisfies ( \ � � ss 
	� � or (�\ �G� ff 
	� � , and in this
case, once again,

�
is contained in

�
d or in � d, respectively,

or else
�

contains � oo 
	� � or � pp 
)� � . Finally, we assume that
each non-trivial ( b �

satisfies (p">� dd 
)� � ��jt , and then
the required result can be proved by analysing the minimal
relations ( p, ( m, ( o, ( s, and ( f, as in the proof of Lemma 8.

The case @���2 � � � � N � �
o
�
o 
	� Y is very similar to the pre-

vious one. The only essential difference is that the relation� pp 
	� � cannot belong to
�

; otherwise we get � o � #.� o � �
� pmo

�
and � p � � � pp 
)� � "h� pmo

�9b �
, a contradiction.

4 Conclusion
We have proved that any so far unknown tractable fragment
of Allen’s algebra can contain no other basic relation than�G� � . We believe that, by extending the algebraic techniques
used to establish our result, it will be possible to show that
there are in fact no other forms of tractability in Allen’s alge-
bra. In other words, we conjecture that all maximal tractable
subalgebras are already identified. However, the proof of this
conjecture requires a more elaborate algebraic argument than
the proofs in this paper, since in the general case we have no
particular relation to start with. Algebraic techniques similar
to the one used in this paper can also be applied to the study
of the complexity in other temporal and spatial formalisms.
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Abstract

Until now, interval-based temporal Description
Logics (DLs) did—if at all—only admit TBoxes of
a very restricted form, namely acyclic macro defini-
tions. In this paper, we present a temporal DL that
overcomes this deficieny and combines interval-
based temporal reasoning with general TBoxes. We
argue that this combination is very interesting for
many application domains. An automata-based de-
cision procedure is devised and a tight EXPTIME-
complexity bound is obtained. Since the presented
logic can be viewed as being equipped with a con-
crete domain, our results can be seen from a differ-
ent perspective: we show that there exist interesting
concrete domains for which reasoning with general
TBoxes is decidable.

1 Motivation
Description Logics (DLs) are a family of formalisms well-
suited for the representation of and reasoning about concep-
tual knowledge. Whereas most Description Logics represent
only static aspects of the application domain, recent research
resulted in the exploration of various Description Logics that
allow to, additionally, represent temporal information, see,
e.g., [Artale and Franconi,2000] for an overview. One ap-
proach for temporal reasoning with DLs is to use so-called
concrete domains. Concrete domains have been proposed
as an extension of Description Logics that allows reason-
ing about “concrete qualities” of entities of the application
domain such as sizes, weights or temperatures [Baader and
Hanschke,1991]. As was first described in [Lutz et al.,1997],
if a “temporal” concrete domain is employed, then Descrip-
tion Logics with concrete domains are a very useful tool for
temporal reasoning. Ontologically, temporal reasoning with
concrete domains is usually interval-based but may also be
point-based or even both.

In this paper, we define a temporal Description Logic based
on concrete domains which uses points as its basic temporal
entity, but which may also be used as a full-fledged interval-
based temporal DL. More precisely, the presented logic T DL
extends the basic Description LogicALC with a concrete do-
main that is based on the rationals and predicates < and =.
The well-known Allen relations can be defined in terms of

their endpoints [Allen,1983] thus allowing for (qualitative)
interval-based temporal reasoning. Since it is an impor-
tant feature of DLs that reasoning should be decidable, we
prove decidability of the standard reasoning tasks by using an
automata-theoretic approach which also yields a tight EXP-
TIME complexity bound.

Most DLs allow for some kind of TBox formalism that is
used to represent terminological knowledge as well as back-
ground knowledge about the application domain. However,
there exist various flavours of TBoxes with vast differences
in expressivity. To the best of our knowledge, all interval-
based DLs and all DLs with concrete domains defined in
the literature admit only a very restricted form of TBox, i.e.,
sets of acyclic macro definitions. Compared to existing De-
scription Logics that are interval-based or include concrete
domains, the distinguishing feature of our logic is that it is
equipped with a very general form of TBoxes that allows ar-
bitrary equations over concepts. Thus, the presented work
overcomes a major limitation of both families of Description
Logics.

Our results can be viewed from the perspective of interval-
based temporal reasoning and from the perspective of con-
crete domains. For the temporal perspective, we claim that
the combination of general TBoxes and interval-based tempo-
ral reasoning is important for many application areas. In this
paper, we present process engineering as an example. From
the concrete domain perspective, our results can be viewed as
follows: in [Lutz,2001], it is shown that, even for very simple
concrete domains, reasoning with general TBoxes is undecid-
able. It was an open question whether there exist interesting
concrete domains for which reasoning with general TBoxes
is decidable. In this paper, we answer this question to the
affirmative. This paper is accompanied by a technical report
containing full proofs [Lutz,2000].

2 Syntax and Semantics
In this section, we introduce syntax and semantics of the De-
scription Logic T DL.

Definition 1. LetNC , NR, and NcF be mutually disjoint and
countably infinite sets of concept names, roles, and concrete
features. Furthermore, let NaF be a countably infinite sub-
set of NR. The elements of NaF are called abstract features.
A path u is a composition f1 � � � fng of n � 0 abstract fea-
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tures f1; : : : ; fn and one concrete feature g. The set of T DL-
concepts is the smallest set such that

1. every concept name is a concept

2. if C and D are concepts, R is a role, g is a concrete fea-
ture, u1; u2 are paths, and P 2 f<;=g, then the follow-
ing expressions are also concepts: :C, C u D, C tD,
9R:C, 8R:C, 9u1; u2:P , and g".

A TBox axiom is an expression of the form C v D with C

and D are concepts. A finite set of TBox axioms is a TBox.

Throughout this paper, we will denote atomic concepts by the
letter A, (possibly complex) concepts by the letters C;D;E,
roles by the letter R, abstract features by the letter f , concrete
features by the letter g, paths by the letter u, and elements of
the set f<;=g by the letter P . We will sometimes call the
TBox formalism introduced above general TBoxes to distin-
guish it from other, weaker formalisms such as the ones in
[Nebel,1990]. As most Description Logics, T DL is equipped
with a Tarski-style semantics.

Definition 2. An interpretation I is a pair (�I ; �
I
), where

�I is a set called the domain and �I is the interpretation
function mapping each concept name C to a subset CI of
�I , each role name R to a subset RI of �I � �I , each
abstract feature f to a partial function fI from �I to �I ,
and each concrete feature g to a partial function gI from
�I to the rationals Q. For paths u = f1 � � � fng, we set
uI(a) := gI(fIn (� � � (f

I
1 (a)) � � � )). The interpretation func-

tion is extended to arbitrary concepts as follows:

(:C)I := �I n C
I

(C uD)
I
:= C

I \D
I

(C tD)
I
:= C

I [D
I

(9R:C)I := fa 2 �I j fb j (a; b) 2 R
Ig \ C

I 6= ;g

(8R:C)I := fa 2 �I j fb j (a; b) 2 R
Ig � C

Ig

(9u1; u2:P )
I
:= fa 2 �I j 9q1; q2 2 Q : u

I
1 (a) = q1;

u
I
2 (a) = q2; q1Pq2g

(g")I := fa 2 �I j g
I
(a) is undefinedg

An interpretation I is a model of a TBox T iff it satisfies
CI � DI for all axioms C v D in T . I is a model of a
concept C iff CI 6= ;.

If g(a) = x for some g 2 NcF , a 2 �I , and x 2 Q, then we
call x a concrete successor of a in I. We write > for At:A
and ? for :>, where A is a concept name. Moreover, we
write u" with u = f1 � � � fkg for 8f1: � � � 8fk:g".

Definition 3 (Inference Problems). Let C and D be con-
cepts and T be a TBox. C subsumes D w.r.t. T (written
D vT C) iff DI � CI for all models I of T . C is satisfi-
able w.r.t. T iff there exists a model of both T and C.

It is well-known that (un)satisfiability and subsumption can
be mutually reduced to each other: C vT D iff C u :D is
unsatisfiable w.r.t. T and C is satisfiable w.r.t. T iff C 6vT ?.

We now discuss the relationship between T DL and De-
scription Logics with concrete domains.

Definition 4 (Concrete Domain). A concrete domainD is a
pair (�D;�D), where �D is a set called the domain, and �D

is a set of predicate names. Each predicate name P 2 �D is
associated with an arity n and an n-ary predicate PD � �

n
D.

The concrete domain is usually integrated into the logic by a
concept constructor 9u1; : : : ; un:P , with semantics

(9u1; : : : ; un:P )
I
:= fa 2 �I j u

I
i (a) = qi for 1 � i � n

and (q1; : : : ; qn) 2 PDg:

It is obvious that T DL can be viewed as being equipped with
the concrete domain D< := (Q; f<;=g), where < and =

are binary predicates with the usual semantics. For most DLs
with concrete domains, it is required that the set of predi-
cates is closed under negation and contains a name >D for
�D. This property ensures that every concept can be con-
verted into an equivalent one in the so-called negation normal
form (NNF). The NNF of concepts, in turn, is used as a start-
ing point for devising satisfiability algorithms. It is not hard
to see that D< is not admissible in this sense. However, as
we will see in Section 4, the conversion of T DL-concepts
into equivalent ones in NNF is nevertheless possible.

3 Temporal Reasoning with T DL
Although T DL does only provide the relations “=” and “<”
on time points, it is not hard to see that the remaining relations
can be defined by writing, e.g., 9u2; u1:< t 9u1; u2:= for
9u1; u2:�. However, we claim that T DL cannot only be used
for point-based temporal reasoning but also as a full-fledged
interval-based temporal Description Logic. As observed by
Allen [1983], there are 13 possible relationships between two
intervals such as, for example, the meets relation: two inter-
vals i1 and i2 are related by meets iff the right endpoint of i1
is identical to the left endpoint of i2—see [Allen,1983] for an
exact definition of the other relations. As we shall see, these
13 Allen relations (as well as the additional relations from
the Allen algebra, see [Allen,1983]) can be defined in T DL.
In the following, we present a framework for mixed interval-
and point-based reasoning in T DL and apply this framework
in the application area of process engineering

The representation framework consists of several conven-
tions and abbreviations. We assume that each entity of the
application domain is either temporal or atemporal. If it is
temporal, its temporal extension may be either a time point
or an interval. Left endpoints of intervals are represented by
the concrete feature `, right endpoints of intervals are repre-
sented by the concrete feature r, and time-points not related
to intervals are represented by the concrete feature t. All this
can be expressed by the following TBox T �:

Point
:
= 9t; t:= u `" u r" Interval

:
= 9`; r:< u t"

ATemporal
:
= t" u `" u r" Interval w 9`; `;= t 9r; r:=

Here, C
:
= D is an abbreviation for fC v D;D v Cg. Let

us now define the Allen relations as abbreviations. For exam-
ple, 9(F; F 0):contains is an abbreviation for 9F`; F 0`:< u
9F 0r; F r:< where F; F 0 2 (NaF )

�, i.e., F and F 0 are words
over the alphabet NaF . Note that

9(F; F 0):contains vT � 9F:Interval u 9F 0:Interval:

Similar abbreviations are introduced for the other Allen rela-
tions. We use self to denote the empty word. For example,
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9(F; self):starts is an abbreviation for 9F`; `:= u 9Fr; r:<:
Intuitively, self refers to the interval associated with the ab-
stract object at which the 9(F; self):starts concept is “evalu-
ated”.

Since we have intervals and points available, we should
also be able to talk about the relationship of points and in-
tervals. More precisely, there exist 5 possible relations be-
tween a point and an interval [Vilain,1982], one example be-
ing startsp that holds between a point p and an interval i if
p is identical to the left endpoint of i. Hence, we can define
9(Ft; F 0):startsp as an abbreviation for 9Ft; F 0`:= and sim-
ilar abbreviations for beforep, duringp, �nishesp, and afterp.

This finishes the definition of the framework. We claim
that the combination of interval-based reasoning and general
TBoxes is important for many application areas such as rea-
soning about action and plans [Artale and Franconi,2000].
The examples presented here are from the area of process en-
gineering that was first considered by Sattler in a DL context
[Sattler,1998]. However, Sattler’s approach does not take into
account temporal aspects of the application domain. We show
how this can be done using T DL thus refining Sattler’s pro-
posal.

Assume that our goal is to represent information about an
automated chemical production process that is carried out by
some complex technical device. The device operates each day
for some time depending on the number of orders. It needs a
complex startup and shutdown process before resp. after op-
eration. Moreover, some weekly maintenance is needed to
keep the device functional. Let us first represent the underly-
ing temporal structure that consists of weeks and days.

Week
:
= Interval u u

1�i�7
9dayi:Day u

9(day1; self):starts u 9(day7; self):�nishes u

u
1�i<7

9(dayi; dayi+1):meets u

9next:Week u 9(self; next):meets

The axiom states that each week consists of seven days,
where the i’th day is accessible from the corresponding week
via the abstract feature dayi. The temporal relationship be-
tween the days are as expected: Monday starts the week,
Sunday finishes it, and each day temporally meets the suc-
ceeding one. Note that this implies that days 2 to 6 are during
the corresponding week although this is not explicitly stated.
Moreover, each week has a successor week that it temporally
meets. We now describe the startup, operation, shutdown, and
maintenance phases.

Day
:
= Interval u

9start:Startup u 9op:Operation u 9shut:Shutdn u

9start Æ `; `:�u 9(start; op):meets u

9(op; shut):meets u 9shut Æ r; r:�

Week v 9maint:Maintenance u 9(self;maint):contains

Here start, op, shut, and maint are abstract features and “Æ”
is used for better readability (i.e., paths f1 � � � fkg are written
as f1 Æ � � � Æ fk Æ g). The TBox implies that phases are re-
lated to the corresponding day as follows: startup via starts

or during, shutdown via during or �nishes, and operation via

during. Until now, we did not say anything about the tempo-
ral relationship of maintenance and operation. This may be
inadequate, if, for example, maintenance and operation are
mutually exclusive. We can take this into account by using
additional axioms

Week u t
1�i�7

9(maint; dayi Æ op):OVLP v ? (�)

where OVLP is replaced by equal, overlaps, overlapped-by,
during, contains, starts, started-by, �nishes, or �nished-by
yielding 9 axioms.

Until now, we have modelled the very basic properties of
our production process. Let us define some more advanced
concepts to illustrate reasoning with T DL. For example, we
could define a busy week as

BusyWeek
:
=Week u u

1�i�7

�
9dayi Æ start; dayi:starts u

9dayi Æ shut; dayi:�nishes
�

i.e., each day, the startup process starts at the beginning of the
day and the shutdown finishes at the end of the day. Say now
that it is risky to do maintenance during startup and shutdown
phases and define

RiskyWeek
:
=Week u : u

1�i�7

�
9maint; dayi Æ start:before t

9maint; dayi Æ shut:after
�

expressing that, in a risky week, the maintenance phase is
not strictly separated from the startup and shutdown phases.
A T DL reasoner could be used to detect that BusyWeek v
RiskyWeek, i.e., every busy week is a risky week: in a busy
week, the week is partitioned into startup, shutdown, and op-
eration phases. Since maintenance may not OVLP with op-
eration phases (see (�)), it must OVLP with startup and/or
shutdown phases which means that it is a risky week. We
can further refine this model by using mixed point-based and
interval-based reasoning, see [Lutz,2000] for examples.

4 The Decision Procedure
In this section, we prove satisfiability of T DL-concepts w.r.t.
TBoxes to be decidable and obtain a tight EXPTIME com-
plexity bound. This is done using an automata-theoretic ap-
proach: first, we abstract models to so-called Hintikka-trees
such that there exists a model for a concept C and a TBox T
iff there exists a Hintikka-tree for C and T . Then, we build,
for each T DL-concept C and TBox T , a looping automa-
tonA(C;T ) that accepts exactly the Hintikka-trees for (C; T ).
In particular, this implies that A(C;T ) accepts the empty lan-
guage iff C is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T .

Definition 5. Let M be a set and k � 1. A k-ary M -tree
is a mapping T : f1; : : : ; kg� ! M that labels each node
� 2 f1; : : : ; kg� with T (�) 2 M . Intuitively, the node �i
is the i-th child of �. We use � to denote the empty word
(corresponding to the root of the tree).

A looping automaton A = (Q;M; I;�) for k-ary
M -trees is defined by a set Q of states, an alphabet M ,
a subset I � Q of initial states, and a transition rela-
tion � � Q � M � Qk. A run of A on an M -tree
T is a mapping r : f1; : : : ; kg� ! Q with r(�) 2 I

and (r(�); T (�); r(�1); : : : ; r(�k)) 2 � for each � 2
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Figure 1: A constraint graph containing no <-cycle that is
unsatisfiable overN.

f1; : : : ; kg�: A looping automaton accepts all those M -trees
for which a run exists, i.e., the language L(A) of M -trees
accepted by A is

L(A) = fT j there is a run of A on Tg:

In [Vardi and Wolper,1986], it is proved that the emptiness
problem for looping automata is decidable in polynomial
time.

A Hintikka-tree for C and T corresponds to a canonical
model for C and T . Apart from describing the abstract do-
main �I of the corresponding canonical model I together
with the interpretation of concepts and roles, each Hintikka-
tree induces a directed graph whose edges are labelled with
predicates from f<;=g. These constraint graphs describe the
“concrete part” of I (i.e., concrete successors of domain ob-
jects and their relationships).

Definition 6. A constraint graph is a pairG = (V;E), where
V is a countable set of nodes andE � V �V �f=; <g a set of
edges. We generally assume that constraint graphs are equal-
ity closed, i.e., that (v1; v2;=) 2 E implies (v2; v1;=) 2 E.
A constraint graph G = (V;E) is called satisfiable over M ,
where M is a set equipped with a total ordering <, iff there
exists a total mapping Æ from V to M such that Æ(v1)P Æ(v2)

for all (v1; v2; P ) 2 E. In this case, Æ is called a solution
for G.

A <-cycle Q in G is a finite non-empty sequence of nodes
v0; : : : ; vk�1 2 V such that (1) for all i with i < k, we have
(vi; vi�k1; P ) 2 E, where P 2 f<;=g and �k denotes ad-
dition modulo k and (2) (vi; vi�k1; <) 2 E for some i < k.

The following theorem will be crucial for proving that, for
every Hintikka-tree, there exists a corresponding canonical
model. More precisely, it will be used to ensure that the con-
straint graph induced by a Hintikka-tree, which describes the
concrete part of the corresponding model, is satisfiable.

Theorem 7. A constraint graph G is satisfiable over M with
M 2 fQ;Rg iff G does not contain a <-cycle.

Note that Theorem 7 does not hold if satisfiability over N is
considered due to the absence of density: if there exist two
nodes v1 and v2 such that the length of <-paths (which are
defined in the obvious way) between v1 and v2 is unbounded,
a constraint graph is unsatisfiable over N even if it contains
no <-cycle, see Figure 1.

The decidability procedure works on T DL-concepts and
TBoxes that are in a certain syntactic form.

Definition 8 (Path Normal Form). A T DL-concept C is in
path normal form (PNF) if, for all subconcepts 9u1; u2:P of

C, we have either (1) u1 = g1 and u2 = g2, (2) u1 = fg1 and
u2 = g2, or (3) u1 = g1 and u2 = fg2 for some f 2 NaF

and g1; g2 2 NcF . A T DL TBox T is in path normal form
iff all concepts appearing in T are in path normal form.

Lemma 9. Satisfiability of T DL-concepts w.r.t. T DL-
TBoxes can be reduced to satisfiability of T DL-concepts in
PNF w.r.t. T DL-TBoxes in PNF.

Proof Let C be a T DL concept. For every path u =

f1 � � � fng inC, we assume that [g]; [fng]; : : : ; [f1 � � � fng] are
concrete features. We inductively define a mapping � from
paths u in C to concepts as follows:

�(g) = > �(fu) = (9[fu]; f [u]: =) u 9f:�(u)

For any T DL-concept C, a corresponding concept �(C) in
PNF is obtained by replacing all subconcepts 9u1; u2:P of
C with 9[u1]; [u2]:P u �(u1) u �(u2) and g" with [g]". We
extend the mapping � to TBoxes in the obvious way. It is
easy to check that the translation is polynomial and that a
concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. a TBox T iff �(C) is satisfiable
w.r.t. �(T ). ❏

Hence, it suffices to prove that satisfiability of concepts in
PNF w.r.t. TBoxes in PNF is decidable. Moreover, we can
assume all concepts and TBoxes to be in NNF.

Definition 10 (NNF). A concept C is in negation normal
form (NNF) if negation occurs only in front of concept names.
Every concept can be transformed into an equivalent one in
NNF by eliminating double negation and using de Morgan’s
law, the duality between 9 and 8, and the following equiva-
lences:

:(9u1; u2:P ) � 9u1; u2: eP t 9u2; u1:< t u1" t u2"
:(g") � 9g; g:=

where e� denotes the exchange of predicates, i.e., e< is = and
e= is <. With nnf(C), we denote the equivalent of C in NNF.
A TBox T is in NNF iff all concepts in T are in NNF.

Note that transformation to NNF preserves PNF. We
often refer to TBoxes T in their concept form CT :

CT = u
CvD2T

nnf(:C tD):

We now define Hintikka-trees for concepts C and TBoxes T
(in PNF and NNF) and show that there exists Hintikka-tree
for C and T iff there exists a model for C and T .

Let C be a concept and T a TBox. With cl(C; T ), we de-
note the set of subconcepts of C and CT . We assume that
existential concepts 9R:D in cl(C; T ) with R 2 NR n NaF

are linearly ordered, and that E(C; T ; i) yields the i-th ex-
istential concept in cl(C; T ). Furthermore, we assume the
abstract features used in cl(C; T ) to be linearly ordered and
use F(C; T ; i) to denote the i-th abstract feature in cl(C; T ).
The set of concrete features used in cl(C; T ) is denoted with
G(C; T ). Hintikka-pairs are used as labels of the nodes in
Hintikka-trees.

Definition 11 (Hintikka-set, Hintikka-pair). Let C be a
concept and T be a TBox. A set 	 � cl(C; T ) is a Hintikka-
set for (C; T ) iff it satisfies the following conditions:
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(H1) CT 2 	,

(H2) if C1 u C2 2 	, then fC1; C2g � 	,

(H3) if C1 t C2 2 	, then fC1; C2g \	 6= ;,

(H4) fA;:Ag 6� 	 for all concept names A 2 cl(C; T ),

(H5) if g" 2 	, then 9u1; u2:P =2 	 for all concepts
9u1; u2:P with u1 = g or u2 = g.

We say that f 2 NaF is enforced by a Hintikka-
set 	 iff either 9f:C 2 	 for some concept C or
f9fg1; g2:P; 9g1; fg2:Pg \ 	 6= ; for some g1; g2 2 NcF

and P 2 f<;=g. A Hintikka-pair (	; �) for (C; T ) consists
of a Hintikka-set	 for (C; T ) and a set � of tuples (g1; g2; P )
with g1; g2 2 G(C; T ) such that

(H6) if (g1; g2; P ) 2 �, then fg1"; g2"g \	 = ;.

With �(C;T ), we denote the set of all Hintikka-pairs for
(C; T ). A path u (of length 1 or 2) is enforced by (	; �)

iff either u is a node in � or f9u; u0:P; 9u0; u:Pg\	 6= ; for
some path u0 and P 2 f<;=g.

Intuitively, each node � of a (yet to be defined) Hintikka-
tree T corresponds to a domain object a of the corresponding
canonical model I. The first component 	� of the Hintikka-
pair labelling � is the set of concepts from cl(C; T ) satisfied
by a. The second component �� states restrictions on the
relationship between concrete successors of a. If, for exam-
ple, (g1; g2; <) 2 ��, then we must have gI1 (a) < gI2 (a).
Note that the restrictions in �� are independent from con-
cepts 9g1; g2:P 2 	�. As will become clear when Hintikka-
trees are defined, the restrictions in �� are used to ensure that
the constraint graph induced by the Hintikka-tree T , which
describes the concrete part of the model I, does not contain
a <-cycle, i.e., that it is satisfiable. This induced constraint
graph can be thought of as the union of smaller constraint
graphs, each one being described by a Hintikka-pair labelling
a node in T . These pair-graphs are defined next.

Definition 12 (Pair-graph). Let C be a concept, T a TBox,
and p = (	; �) a Hintikka-pair for (C; T ). The pair-graph
G(p) = (V;E) of p is a constraint graph defined as follows:

1. V is the set of paths enforced by p

2. E = � [ f(u1; u2; P ) j 9u1; u2:P 2 	g.

An edge extension ofG(p) is a setE0 � V �V �f<;=g such
that for all fg1; fg2 2 V , we have either (fg2; fg1; <) 2 E0

or (fg1; fg2; P ) 2 E0 for some P 2 f<;=g. If E0 is an edge
extension of G(p), then the graph (V;E[E0) is a completion
of G(p).

Note that, due to path normal form and the definitions of
Hintikka-pairs and pair-graphs, we have E0\E = ; for every
edge extension E0 of a pair-graph (V;E).

We briefly comment on the connection of completions and
the �-component of Hintikka-pairs. Let � and � be nodes in
a Hintikka-tree T and let a and b be the corresponding do-
main objects in the corresponding canonical model I. Edges
in Hintikka-trees represent role-relationships, i.e., if � is suc-
cessor of � in T , then there exists an R 2 NR such that
(a; b) 2 RI . Assume � is successor of � and the edge be-
tween � and � represents relationship via the abstract fea-
ture f , i.e., we have fI(a) = b. The second component�� of

the Hintikka-pair labelling � fixes the relationships between
all concrete successors of b that “a talks about”. For exam-
ple, if (9fg1; g2:=) 2 	� and (9fg3; g2: <) 2 	�, where
	� is the first component of the Hintikka-pair labelling �,
then “a talks about” the concrete g1-successor and the con-
crete g3-successor of b. Hence, �� either contains (g3; g1; <)
or (g1; g3; P ) for some P 2 f<;=g. This is formalized by
demanding that the pair-graph G(T (�)) of the Hintikka-pair
labelling� together with all the edges from the�-components
of the successors of � are a completion of G(T (�)). More-
over, this completion has to be satisfiable, which is necessary
to ensure that the constraint graph induced by T does not con-
tain a <-cycle. An appropriate way of thinking about the �-
components is as follows: at �, a completion of G(T (�)) is
“guessed”. The additional edges are then “recorded” in the
�-components of the successor-nodes of �.

Definition 13 (Hintikka-tree). Let C be a concept, T be a
TBox, k the number of existential subconcepts in cl(C; T ),
and ` be the number of abstract features in cl(C; T ). A 1+k+

`-tuple of Hintikka-pairs (p0; : : : ; pk+`) with pi = (	i; �i)

and G(p0) = (V;E) is called matching iff

(H7) if 9R:D 2 	0 and E(C; T ; i) = 9R:D, then D 2 	i

(H8) if f9R:D;8R:Eg � 	0 and E(C; T ; i) = 9R:D, then
E 2 	i

(H9) if 9f:D 2 	0 and F(C; T ; i) = f , then D 2 	k+i.

(H10) if f is enforced by 	0, F(C; T ; i) = f , and 8f:D 2
	0, then D 2 	k+i.

(H11) the constraint graph (V;E [ E0) is a satisfiable com-
pletion of G(p0), where E0 is defined as[

1�i�`

f(fg1; fg2; P ) j F(C; T ; i) = f; (g1; g2; P ) 2 �k+ig:

A k + `-ary �(C;T )-tree T is a Hintikka-tree for (C; T ) iff
T (�) is a Hintikka-pair for (C; T ) for each node � in T , and
T satisfies the following conditions:

(H12) C 2 	�, where T (�) = (	�; ��),

(H13) for all � 2 f1; : : : ; k + `g�, the tuple
(T (�); T (�1); : : : ; T (�j)) with j = k + ` is matching.

For a Hintikka-tree T and node � 2 f1; : : : ; k + `g� with
T (�) = (	; �), we use T�(�) to denote 	 and T�(�) to
denote �. Moreover, if G(�) = (V;E), we use cpl(T; �) to
denote the constraint graph (V;E [ E0) as defined in (H11).
Whereas most properties of Hintikka-trees deal with con-
cepts, roles, and abstract features and are hardly surprising,
(H11) ensures that constraint graphs induced by Hintikka-
trees contain no <-cycle. By “guessing” a completion as ex-
plained above, possible <-cycles are anticipated and can be
detected locally, i.e., it suffices to check that the completions
cpl(T; �) are satisfiable as demanded by (H11). Indeed, it is
crucial that the cycle detection is done by a local condition
since we need to define an automaton which accepts exactly
Hintikka-trees and automata work locally. It is worth noting
that the localization of cycle detection as expressed by (H11)
crucially depends on path normal form.

The following two lemmas show that Hintikka-trees are ap-
propriate abstractions of models.
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Lemma 14. A concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. a TBox T iff
there exists a Hintikka-tree for (C; T ).

To prove decidability, it remains to define a looping automa-
ton A(C;T ) for each concept C and TBox T such that A(C;T )

accepts exactly the Hintikka-trees for (C; T ).

Definition 15. Let C be a concept, T be a TBox, k the num-
ber of existential subconcepts in cl(C; T ), and ` be the num-
ber of abstract features in cl(C; T ). The looping automaton
A(C;T ) = (Q;�(C;T );�; I) is defined as follows:

� Q = �(C;T ), I = f(	; �) 2 Q j C 2 	g, and

� ((	; �); (	0; �0); (	1; �1); : : : ; (	k; �k+`)) 2 � iff

(	; �) = (	
0; �0) and

((	; �); (	1; �1); : : : ; (	k; �k+`)) is matching.

Note that every state is an accepting state, and, hence, every
run is accepting. The following lemma is easily obtained.

Lemma 16. T is Hintikka-tree for (C; T ) iff T 2 L(AC;T ).

Since the size of cl(C; T ) is linear in the size of C and T , it is
straightforward to verify that the size of A(C;T ) is exponen-
tial in the size of C and T . This, together with Lemmas 9, 14,
and 16, and the polynomial decidability of the emptiness
problem of looping automata [Vardi and Wolper,1986], im-
plies the upper bound given in the following theorem which
states the main result of this paper. The lower bound is an
immediate consequence of the fact that ALC with general
TBoxes is EXPTIME-hard [Schild,1991].

Theorem 17. Satisfiability and subsumption of T DL-
concepts w.r.t. TBoxes are EXPTIME-complete.

5 Conclusion
There are several perspectives for future work of which we
highlight three rather interesting ones: firstly, the presented
decision procedure is only valid if a dense strict linear order is
assumed as the underlying temporal structure. For example,
the concept > is satisfiable w.r.t. the TBox

T = f> v 9g1; g2; < u 9g1; fg1; < u 9fg2; g2; <g

over the temporal structures Q and R (with the natural or-
derings) but not over N. To see this, note that T induces a
constraint graph as in Figure 1. Hence, it would be interest-
ing to investigate if and how the presented algorithm can be
modified for reasoning with the temporal structureN.

Secondly, T DL does only allow for qualitative temporal
reasoning. It would be interesting to extend the logic to mixed
qualitative and quantitative reasoning by additionally admit-
ting unary predicates <q and =q for each q 2 Q.

Thirdly, we plan to extend T DL to make it suitable
for reasoning about entity relationship (ER) diagrams. As
demonstrated in, e.g., [Calvanese et al.,1998; Artale and
Franconi,1999], Description Logics are well-suited for this
task. By using an appropriate extension of T DL, one should
be able to capture a new kind of temporal reasoning with ER
diagrams, namely reasoning over ER diagrams with “tempo-
ral” integrity constraints. For example, a temporal integrity
constraint could state that employees birthdays should be be-
fore their employment date. An appropriate extension of

T DL for this task could be by (unqualified) number restric-
tions, inverse roles, and a generalized version of the concrete
domain constructor 9u1; u2:P . An extension of the presented
automata-theoretic decision procedure to this more complex
logic seems possible.
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Abstract

We consider the problem of how an agent’s knowl-
edge can be updated. We propose a formal method
of knowledge update on the basis of the seman-
tics of modal logic S5. In our method, an update
is specified according to the minimal change on
both the agent’s actual world and knowledge. We
then investigate the semantics of knowledge update
and characterize several specific forms of knowl-
edge update which have important applications in
reasoning about change of agents’ knowledge. We
also discuss the persistence property of knowledge
and ignorance associated with knowledge update.

1 Introduction and Motivation
The well-studied issues of belief updates and belief revision
[Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1991] are concerned with the up-
date and revision aspects of an agent’s belief with respect to
new beliefs. The notion of belief update has been used, and
often serves as a guideline [Kartha and Lifschitz, 1994], in
reasoning about the effect of (world altering) actions on the
state of the world. Thus if

�
represents the agent’s belief

about the world and the agent does an action that is supposed
to make � true in the resulting world, then the agent’s belief
about the resulting world can be described by

��� � , where
�

is the update operator of choice.
Now let us consider reasoning about sensing actions

[Scherl and Levesque, 1993; Son and Baral, 2000], which in
their pure form, when executed, do not change the world, but
change the agent’s knowledge about the world. Let �����	����

be a sensing action whose effect is that after it is executed the
agent knows whether � is true or not. This can be expressed
as ��������� , where  is the modal operator ��	����� . The
current theory of belief updates does not tell us how to do
updates with respect to such gain in knowledge due to a sens-
ing action. (Note that we can not just have ����������� and
use the the notion of belief update, as ������� is a tautology).
One of our goalsin this paper is to define a notion of knowl-
edgeupdate, analogous to belief update, where the original
theory (

�
) and the new theory ( � ) are in a language that can

express knowledge. Such a notion would not only serve as
a guideline to reason about pure and mixed sensing actions

in presence of constraints, but also allow us to reason about
actions corresponding to forgetting, and ignorance.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we start with describing the particular modal logic that
we plan to use in expressing knowledge, and describe the no-
tion of k-models analogous to ‘models’ in classical logic. We
then define closeness between k-models and use it to define
a particular notion of knowledge update. In Section 3 we
present alternative characterizations of four particular knowl-
edge update cases – gainingknowledge,ignorance,sensing,
andforgetting, and show their equivalence to our original no-
tion of knowledge update. Some of these alternative charac-
terizations are based on the formulation of reasoning about
sensing actions, and thus our equivalence results serve as jus-
tification of the intuitiveness of our definition of knowledge
update. In Section 4 we explore sufficiency conditions that
guarantee persistence of knowledge (or ignorance) during a
knowledge update. In Section 5, we conclude and discuss
future directions.

2 Closeness between k-models and
Knowledge Update

In this section, we describe formal definitions for knowledge
update. Our formalization will be based on the semantics of
the propositional modal logic S5 with a single agent. In gen-
eral, under Kripke semantics, a Kripke structure is a triple���! #"� %$	&

, where
�

is a set of possible worlds,
"

is an equiv-
alence relation on

�
, and

$
is a truth assignment function

that assigns a propositional valuation to each world in
�

.
Given a Kripke structure ')( �*�+ #"� %$	&

, a Kripke interpre-
tation is a pair , ( � '  � & , where �.- � is referred to
the actualworld of , . The entailment relation / ( between
Kripke interpretations and formulas is defined to provide se-
mantics for formulas of S5 [Fagin and et al, 1995].

In the case of single agent, however, we may restrict our-
selves to those S5 structures in which the relation

"
is uni-

versal, i.e. each world is accessible from every world, and
worlds are identified with the set of atoms true at the worlds
[Meyer and van der Hoek, 1995]. To simplify a compari-
son between two worlds (e.g. Definition 2), we may view an
atom 01-�� iff �2/ (30 . Therefore, in our context a Kripke
structure

�*�+ #"� %$	&
is uniquely characterized by

�
and we

may simplify a Kripke interpretation as a pair
�*�! � & which
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we call a
�
-model, where � indicates the actual world of the

agent and
�

presents all possible worlds that the agent may
access. Note that � is in

�
for any

�
-model

�*�! � & .
In our following description, we use �  ��  ��� 0  ������ to denote

primitive propositional atoms;
�  �  	�	 ��
��� to denote propo-

sitional formulas without including modalities (we also call
them objectiveformulas); and �  �� �� 
���
� and � to denote
formulas that may contain modal operator  . For conve-
nience, we also use � ������� �
��� ����� to represent a finite
set of formulas ��� �  ��
���% � ��� and call � a (knowledge)set.

Definition 1 (S5 Semantics) Let � be the setof all primi-
tive propositionsin thelanguage. Theentailmentrelation / (
undernormalS5semanticsis definedasfollows:

1.
�*�+ � & / ( 0 iff 0 is primitive (i.e. 0 -�� ) and � / ( 0 ;

2.
�*�+ � & / (���� � iff

�*�+ � & / ( � and
���! � & / ( � ;

3.
�*�+ � & / ()��� iff it is not thecasethat

�*�! � & / (!� ;

4.
�*�+ � & / ()"� iff

���! �$# & / (!� for all �%#	- � .

Given a formula � , , ( �*�! � & is called a
�

-model of
� if , / (&� . We use �, ��' � � & to denote the set of all

�
-

models of � . For objective formulas
�

, , ��' � � & denotes the
set of models of

�
, and � / ( � denotes that � is a modelof

�
.

For a formula � , we say that � entails � , denoted as � / ((� ,
if for every

�
-model , of � , , / (!� .

Now the basic problem of knowledge update that we would
like to investigate is formally described as follows: given a

�
-

model , ( ���! � & , that is usually viewed as a knowledge
stateof an agent, and a formula

�
- the agent’s new knowl-

edge that may contain modal operator  , how do we update, to another
�

-model ,)# ( ��� #  �$# & such that ,*# / ( �
and ,�# is minimallydifferent from , with respect to some
criterion. To approach this problem, we first need to provide
a definition of closenessbetween two

�
-models with respect

to a given
�

-model.

Definition 2 (
�
-model Closeness) Let , ( �*�! � & , , � (�*� �  � � & and ,,+ ( ��� +  �$+ & bethreek-models.Wesay , �

is as close to , as , + , denotedas ,-�$.$/ , + , if:

1.
� �0�21 �43��41 �5� &76�� � + 1 �43��41 � + & ; or

2. �5� ()� + andoneof thefollowingconditionsholds:

(i) if
�86�� � , then(a) there exist some

�
and � such

that , / (  � and ,,+�9/ (  � and , 9/ ( ��
and ,4+ / (��� , or (b) for any

�
if , / (� � and,-�:9/ () � , then , + 9/ (  � ;

(ii) if
� ��; � , thencondition(a) aboveis satisfied,

or (c) for any
�

if ,<9/ (  � and ,=� / (  � , then, + / () � ;
(iii) if

� 9; � � and
� �>9; � , thenconditions(b) and

(c) aboveare satisfied.

We denote,-�$?$/ , + if ,@�A.$/ , + and , + 9.$/ ,-� .
In the above definition, condition 1 simply says that the

symmetric differences between � and �B� is not bigger than
that between � and �%+ , while in condition 2, (i), (ii) and
(iii) express that different preferences are applied to com-
pare knowledge between ,@� and , + with respect to , .
For convenience, given a

�
-model , , if we denote �, (

� � / for all � - �! � / ( � � , then (a) is equivalent to�,C1��, + 9(ED and  , + 1��, 9(FD ; (b) is equiva-
lent to  ,G1 �, � 6 �,81 �,4+ ; and (c) is equivalent
to �, � 1 �, 6 �,4+$1 �, . Also (b) and (c) together
present a difference on both knowledge decrease and increase
between ,-� and , + in terms of , . It is also easy to see that.$/ is a partial ordering.

Note that during the comparison between two
�

-models,
we give preference to the change of the actual world over the
change of the knowledge about the world. (The closeness cri-
terion between actual worlds that we use is the commonly
used criterion [Winslett, 1988] based on symmetric differ-
ence). For instance, if the actual world of a

�
-model , � is

closer to the actual world of , than the actual world of an-
other

�
-model , + , we will think ,@� is closer to , and the

comparison of knowledge between ,=� and , + is ignored.
Only when both , � and ,4+ have the same actual world, we
will compare the knowledge of ,=� and , + in terms of , .
This seems to be intuitive to us. In fact, the comparison be-
tween actual worlds determines the actualdistancebetween
two
�

-models to the given
�

-model , . If ,=� and , + have
the same actual distance to , , the knowledgedistanceis then
taken into account.

Basically, condition (i) (or (ii) resp.) in Definition 2 de-
fines a knowledge preference based on knowledge decrease
(or increase resp). That is, if , � only looses knowledge from, (or only gains some knowledge to , , resp.), then , � is
preferred over those

�
-models that have both knowledge de-

crease and increase from , , i.e. (a), and also preferred over
those

�
-models that only loose more knowledge from , (or

add more knowledge to , , resp.) than ,H� does, i.e. (b) or (c)
respectively. Condition (iii), on the other hand, deals with the
mixed situation that ,=� has both knowledge decrease and in-
crease from , . In this case, a combined difference on knowl-
edge decrease and increase is applied to determine the knowl-
edge distance, i.e. (b) and(c). Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) can
be illustrated by the following figures respectively.

KM2

KM

KM1

KM2

KM

KM1

Figure 1: , � . / ,4+ under the condition � � ( �$+ and�I6 � � : (a) or (b) holds.

Definition 3 (
�
-model Update) Let , ( �*�! � & be a k-

modeland
�

a formula. A k-model,)# ( ��� #  �$# & is called
a possible resulting

�
-model after updating , with

�
if and

only if thefollowingconditionshold:

1. ,�# / ( � ;
2. there doesnot exist anotherk-model ,)#J#�( ��� #J#  �$#J# &

such that ,�#J# / ( � and ,�#J#K?$/ ,�# .
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We denotethesetof all possibleresulting
�
-modelsafterup-

dating , with
�

as
" ��� � ,  � & .

KM2

KM1KM2

KM

KM1

KM

Figure 2: , � . / ,4+ under the condition � � (.�$+ and� � ; � : (a) or (c) holds.

KM

KM2

KM1

Figure 3: , � . / ,4+ under the condition � � ( �$+ , � 9;� � and
� �:9; � : (b) and (c) hold.

Example1 Let �.�  � � ��"� � �� � �  � ��� � & and� ���� � . We denote

� � ( � �  	�� �� � , �5� ( � �  	� � , � + ( � �� 	� � ,��� ( � � � , ��� ()���  �� � , ��� ( � � � ,��� ( � � � , ��� (!D .
Clearly, , � ( � ��� �  � �  �$+ �  � � & is a

�
-model of

� . Consider the update of , � with
�

. Let ,@� (� �����  ���  � � �  ��� & . Now we show that , � is a possible re-
sulting

�
-model after updating , � with

�
.

Since
� � � 1 � � 3+� � 1 � � & ( � � � , we first consider any

possible
�

-model ,*# ( ��� #  �$# & such that
� � � 1 �%# 3 �$# 1� � & ; � � � . Clearly, the only possible �A# would be � � itself.

Let ,�# ( ��� #  � � & , where
� # is a subset of ��� �  ����
�% ��� � .

However, since
� -�� � , there does not exist any

� # such that,�# / ( �� � . Therefore, from Definition 2, only condition
2 can be used to find a possible ,)# such that ,*#$?$/ ,-� .
So we assume ,*# ( �*� #  � � & . On the other hand, from, � and ,@� , it is easy to see that �, � ( � �� ��� � � and�, � ( ��� �� � � � � 1. Then we have �, � 1 �, � ( � � �
and �,-��1  , � ( ��� � � . Ignoring the detailed verifications,
we can show that there does not exist such ,)# ( �*� #  � � &
satisfying �, � 1 �,�# ( �,�#�1 �, � ( D .

Based on the
�

-model update, updating a formula (knowl-
edge set) � in terms of another formula

�
is then achieved by

updating every
�

-model of � with
�

.

1For simplicity, here we only consider the prime formulas
�

in	�

in the sense that if

����	�

, then there is not another  such

that � ���� � and  ��	�
 .

Definition 4 (KnowledgeUpdate) Let � and
�

be two for-
mulas.Theupdate of � with

�
, denotedas � � � , is defined

by �, ��' � � � � & (�� /����$/������! #" " ��� � ,  � & .
3 Characterizing Knowledge Update
In this section, we first investigate basic properties of

�
-

models, then provide alternative characterizations for differ-
ent types of knowledge update and then show their equiva-
lence with respect to our original characterization.

Proposition1 Let ,=� ( �*� �  �5� & and , + ( �*� +  � + & be
two
�
-models.Thenthefollowingpropertieshold:

1.
� - �,@� iff

� � 6 , ��' � � & ;
2.
� � 6)� + iff �, + 6 �,-� ;

3. �,@� ( �, + iff
� � ( � + ;

4. Let ,*# ( �*� � 3 � +  �$# & , then �,*# ()�,-�#$��, + ;
5. Let �%# - � �%$ � + and ,�# ( �*� �%$ � +  �$# & , then , � 3��,4+ 6  ,�# .
Given a set of

�
-models & and a

�
-model , , let .A/ be an

ordering on & as we defined in Definition 2. By ,(' � � &  .5/ &
we mean the set of all elements in & that are minimal with re-
spect to ordering .%/ . The following theorem shows that our
knowledge update can be characterized by a minimal change
criterion based on an ordering on

�
-models.

Theorem 1 Let � and
�

betwo formulas.Then �, ��' � � �� & ( � /��)�$/��*���! +" ,(' � � �, ��' � � &  . / & .
Proof: To prove the result, we only need to show that for each�

-model , of � ,
" ��� � ,  � & ( ,(' � � �, ��' � � &  .%/ & .

Let ,�# - " ��� � ,  � & . Since ,*# / ( � , ,�# - �, ��' � � & .
On the other hand, according to Definition 3, for any,�#J# - �, ��' � � & , we have ,*#E. / ,�#J# . That
is, ,�#.- ,(' � � �, ��' � � &  .$/ & . So

" ��� � ,  � &86,(' � � �, ��' � � &  . / & . Similarly, we can show,(' � � �, ��' � � &  . / &76�" ��� � ,  � & .
While the above theorem presents a general minimal

change property of our knowledge update, we now give al-
ternative characterizations of the update of � with

�
when

�
has some specific forms. These specific forms present some
of the important features of knowledge update, and their al-
ternative characterization is handy when the use of the no-
tion of knowledge update becomes an overkill. For exam-
ple, the alternative characterization of sensingupdatebe-
low is a much simpler characterization that is used in rea-
soning about sensing actions [Scherl and Levesque, 1993;
Son and Baral, 2000]. We now introduce a notation that
will be useful in our following discussions. Let

�
be a

set of worlds and � - � . By
� �-,/. 0�" , we denote the set���$# /��$# - � and �%# / ( � iff � / ( � � .

Proposition2 Given � and  � where
�

is objectiveand
� / ( �

. Then ,�# ( ��� #  �%# & is a
�
-modelof � �  � if

and only if there existsa
�
-model , ( �*�+ � & of � such

that � ( �%# and
� # ( � �1,/. 0�"
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The above proposition reveals an important property about
knowledge update: to know some fact, the agent only needs
to restrict the current possible worlds in each of her

�
-models,

if this fact itself is already entailed by her current knowledge
set. We call this kind of knowledge update gainingknowledge
update.

Example2 Let ���)�A���� �0�� � . Suppose � � ( � �  	� � ,�5� (&� � � , � + ( � � � and � � ()D . Then � has one
�

-model, ( � ��� �  �$+ �  � � & . Updating , with "� , according to
our
�

-model update definition, we have a unique resulting
�

-
model ,�#	( � ��� � �  � � & . Indeed, this result is also obtained
from Proposition 2.

As a contrary case to the gaining knowledge update, we
now characterize an agent ignoring a fact from her knowl-
edge set which we call ignorance update, i.e. updating
� with �� � . From Definition 1, it is easy to see that� � � � / ( �� � . However, it should be noted that updat-
ing � � � � can not be used to achieve � � �� � . Con-
sider a

�
-model , ( � � � �  	� �  � � � �  � �  � � & . Updating, with ��"� we have a possible resulting

�
-model , # (� � � �  	� �  � � �  � � ���  ���  	� � & , while updating , with ��� will

lead to a possible result ,)#J#!( � � ���  	� �  ��� �  � � ���  � � � & .
Note that both ,*# and ,*#J# entail ��"� , but ,*#>? / ,�#J#
according to Definition 2.

Proposition 3 Given � and
� � �� � where

�
is objective.,�#	( ��� #  �$# & is a

�
-modelof � � �� � if andonly if there

existsa
�
-model, ( �*�! � & of � such that

(i) if , / (� � , then �%# ( � and
� # ( � 3 ��� � � , where� � / ( � � ;

(ii) otherwise,�%# ( � and
� #	( � .

Example3 Suppose � �.��"�>� �� � �  � ��� � & �  �
and the agent wants to ignore

�
. Let � � ( ���  	�� 	� � , �5� (� �  	� � , �$+ ( � �� 	� � , ���!( � � � , ���!( ���  	� � , ����( � � � ,� � ( � � � , � � ( D . Clearly, � has three

�
-models:, � ( � ��� �  �5�  � + �  � � & , ,-��( � ��� �  �5�  � + �  �5� & , and,4++( � ��� �  � �  �$+ �  �$+ & . From Proposition 3, � � �� �

has the following twelve
�

-models:
� ��� �  � �  �$+  ��� �  ��� & ,

where ' (��  ��  �	  �
 and � (�  ��  �� .
Now we consider the case when

�
is of the form  � � �� �

where
�

is objective. Updating � with this type of
�

is partic-
ularly useful in reasoning about sensing actions [Scherl and
Levesque, 1993; Son and Baral, 2000] where  � �  � �
represents the effect of a sensing action after whose execu-
tion, the agent will know either

�
or its negation. We refer to

such an update as a sensingupdate. The following proposi-
tion characterizes the update of � with a formula of the form � � �� � . It is interesting to note that the sufficient and
necessary condition for a

�
-model of � � �  � � �� � & is

similar to the one presented in Proposition 2.

Proposition 4 Given � and
� �  � ���� � where

�
is ob-

jective. ,*# ( �*� #  �%# & is a
�
-modelof � � �  � �� � � & if

andonly if thereexistsa
�
-model, ( ���! � & of � such that

�1( �%# and
� # ( � �-,/. 0�" or �1()�$# and

� # ( � �-,/. � 0�"
Proof: Let

� �  � �� � � and ,*# ( �*� �1,/. 0�"  � & . From
the definition of

� �-,/. 0�" , it is easy to see that ,)# / ( � .

Consider any , #J# ( �*� #J#  � #J# & where , #J# / ( � and � #J# 9()� .
According to the condition 1 of Definition 2, , #A?$/ ,�#J# .
So ,�#J# can not be a

�
-model of � � � . In other words, each�

-model of � � � must have a form of ,)#J#�( �*� #J#  � & .
Then from Theorem 1, to prove the result, it is sufficient to
prove for

�
-model ,*#J# ( �*� #J#  � & where

� #J# 9( � �-,/. 0�"
or
� #J# 9( � �1,/. � 0�" , , # . / , #J# . This can be shown in the

same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.

Example4 Suppose � �. � � �� � � ������ represents
the current knowledge of an agent. Note that � implies that
the agent does not have any knowledge about � . Consider the
update of � with

� � "� �!���� which can be thought of
as the agent trying to reason – in the planning or plan veri-
fication stage – about a sensing action2 that will give her the
knowledge about � . Let � � ( � �  	� �  �5� ( � � �  � + ( � � �
and � � ( D . It is easy to see that , � ( � ��� �  �5� �  � � &
and , � ( � ��� �  � ���  � � & are two

�
-models of � . Then ac-

cording to the above proposition, it is obtained that , #� (� ��� � �  � � & and ,�#� ( � ���5� �  �5� & are the two
�

-models of
� � � .

As another important type of knowledge update, we con-
sider the update of � with

� �.�� � � ���� � . This up-
date can be thought of as the result of an agent forgettingher
knowledge about the fact

�
. We will refer to such an update

as a forgettingupdate. The following proposition shows that
in order to forget

�
from � , for each

�
-model of the current

knowledge set, the agent only needs to expand the set of pos-
sible worlds of this model with exactly onespecificworld.

Proposition5 Given � and
� � �� � ������ � where

�
is

objective. ,*# ( �*� #  �%# & is a
�
-modelof � � � if andonly if

there existsa
�
-model, ( �*�! � & of � such that

(i) if , / () � , then �%# ()� and
� # ( � 3 ��� � � , where� � / (�� � ;

(ii) if , / (  � � , then � # (.� and
� # ( � 3-��� � � ,

where � � / ( � ;

(iii) otherwise,�%# ()� and
� # ( � .

Proof: Let
� �2�� � � �� � � and , ( �*�! � & be a

�
-

model of � . Then it is easy to see that for two
�

-models,�# ( �*� #  �%# & and ,*#J# ( ��� #J#  �$#J# & such that ,�# / ( � and,�#J# / ( � , and �$#�( � and �$#J#59( � , ,�#�? / ,�#J# . So ,*#J#
can not be a

�
-model of � � � . In other words, a

�
-model of� � � must have a form ,*# ( �*� #  � & .

From Theorem 1, to prove the result, we only need to show
that for any

�
-model , #J# ( ��� #J#  � & such that , #J# / ( � and� #J# 9( � 3 ��� � � , ,�#K. / ,�#J# .

Let , ( �*� 3���� � �  � & , where � � / ( � � if , / (  �
and � � / ( �

if , / ( �� � . We first prove that for any
�

-
model ,*#J# ( �*� #J#  � & such that ,�#J#�/( � and

� #J# does not
have a form of

� 3 ����� � , ,�#K. / ,�#J# .
Suppose , / (  � . Clearly ,)# / ( � .

Case1. Consider a
�

-model ,)#J# ( �*� #J#  � & where
� # (

2Such reasoning is necessary in creating plans with sensing ac-
tions or verifying such plans. On the other hand after the execution
of a sensing action the agent exactly knows either � or ��� , and can
simply use the notion of belief update.
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� 34��� � � 6 � #J# . Note that , #J# / ( � as well. However,
from Proposition 1, we have �,)#J# 6  ,�# 6 �, . So,�#K. / ,�#J# according to Definition 2 (i.e. condition (b)).
Case2. Suppose

� #J# ; � # (proper set inclusion). Without
loss of generality, we assume that

� #J# ( � 3���� � � 1 ��� � �
where � � - � . This follows that

� 9; � #J# and
� #J#$9; � .

So it is the case that �, 1  ,*#J#�9(!D and �,�#J#	1 �, 9(!D .
On the other hand, we have

�86)� # , from Definition 2 (i.e.
condition (a)), we have ,)#K.$/ ,�#J# .
Case3. Now suppose

� #J#:9; � # and
� #>9; � # . Without

loss of generality, we can assume that
� #J# ( � 3>��� �  ��� � 1

��� � � , where � � - � and � �  � � 9- � . Again, this results to
the situation that

� 9; � #J# and
� #J#79; � . ¿From the above

discussion, it implies that ,)#K.$/ ,�#J# .
Following the same way as above, we can prove that under

the condition that , / (2�� � and ,)# ( �*� 3-��� � �  � &
where � � / ( �

, for any
�

-model ,*#J#�( �*� #J#  � & such that,�#J# / ( � and
� #J# does not have a form of

� 3 ��� � � ,�#K.$/,�#J# .
Now we show that for any

�
-model , #J# that is of the form,�#J# ( ��� 35����� �  � & and ��� is any world such that � � / (�� �

if , / (  � or � � / ( �
if , / ( �� � , ,�#>9.$/ ,�#J# and,�#J#�9. / ,�# . Suppose ,�#K. / ,�#J# . Since

�I6 � 3>��� � � ,
then according to Definition 2, condition (a) or (b) should
be satisfied. As

� 6 � 3-��� � � , condition (a) can not be
satisfied. So condition (b) must be satisfied. That is, for
any � such that , / (  � and ,*# 9/ (.�� , ,�#J# / (.�� .
However, this implies that �, 1��,)# 6 �,C1 �,�#J# ,
and also �, $!�,*#J# 6 �, $! ,�# . From Proposition
1 (Results 2 and 4), it follows that

� 3 � # 6.� 3 � #J# ,
that is,

� 3���� � � 6�� 3 ����� � . Obviously, this is not true.
Similarly, we can show that ,*#J#$9.$/.,�# . That means, both,�# and ,�#J# are in

" ��� � ,  � & . This completes our proof.

Example5 Suppose � �) � � � "���� ��� & represents the
current knowledge of an agent. After executing a forgetting
action the agent now would like to update her knowledge with� � ��"� � ������ . Let � � (F���  �� �  � � (F� � �  �$+�(
� � �  � � ( D . It is easy to see that , � ( � ��� � �  � � & and, � ( � ��� ���  � � & are the two

�
-models of � . Then us-

ing Proposition 5, we conclude that ,)#� ( � ��� �  � �	�  � � & ,,�#� ( � ��� �  � � �  � � & , ,�#+ ( � ���5�  � � �  �5� & , and ,�#� (� ���5�  � + �  �5� & are the four
�

-models of � � � . Note that� ��� �  � + �  � � & cannot be a
�

-model of � � � according to
Proposition 5.

4 Persistence of Knowledge and Ignorance
Like most systems that do dynamic modeling, the knowl-
edge update discussed previously is non-monotonic in the
sense that while adding new knowledge into a knowledge set,
some previous knowledge in the set might be lost. How-
ever, it is important to investigate classes of formulas that
are persistent with respect to an update, as this may partially
simplify the underlying inference problem [Engelfreit, 1998;
Zhang, 1999]. Given � and

�
, a formula � is said to be persis-

tentwith respect to the update of � with
�

, if � / ((� implies� � � / ( � . If � is of the form  � , we call this persistence
as knowledgepersistence, while if � is of the form �� � , we

call it ignorancepersistence. The question that we address
now is that under what conditions, a formula � is persistent
with respect to the update of � with

�
.

As the update of � with
�

is achieved based on the update
of every

�
-model of � with

�
, our task reduces to the study of

persistence with respect to a
�

-model update. This is defined
in the following definition.

Definition 5 (Persistencewith respectto
�
-modelUpdate)

Let
�

and � be two formulasand , be a
�
-model. � is

persistent with respectto the updateof , with
�

if for any,�# - " ��� � ,  � & , , / ( � implies ,�# / ((� .

Clearly a formula � is persistent with respect to the up-
date of � with

�
if and only if for each

�
-model , of � ,

� is persistent with respect to the update of , with
�

. To
characterize the persistence property with respect to

�
-model

updates, we first define a preference ordering on
�

-models in
terms of a formula.

Definition 6 (Formula Closeness) Let
�

be a formula and,-� and , + betwo
�
-models.We say ,@� is as close to

�
as,4+ , denotedas , � . � ,4+ , if oneof thefollowingconditions

holds:

1. , � -��, ��' � � & ;
2. if ,-�  , + 9- �, ��' � � & , thenfor any , -  , ��' � � & ,, � . / ,4+ .

Wedenote, � ? � ,4+ if , � . � ,4+ and ,4+>9. � , � .
Intuitively, the above definition specifies a partial ordering

to measure the closeness between two
�

-models to a formula.
In particular, if , � is a

�
-model of

�
, then , � is closer to

�
than all other

�
-models (i.e. condition 1). If neither , � nor, + is a

�
-model of

�
, then the comparison between ,H� and,4+ with respect to
�

is defined based on the
�

-model prefer-
ence ordering . / for each

�
-model , of

�
(i.e. condition

2). Note that if both ,=� and , + are
�

-models of
�

, we have,-� . � , + and , + . � ,-� , and both of them are equally
close to

�
.

Example6 Let
� � "� �  � , � � ( � �  	� � , � � ( � � � ,� + ( � � � and � � ( D . Clearly,

�
has one

�
-model , (� ��� � �  � � & . Consider two

�
-models , � ( � ��� �  � ���  � � &

and ,4+�( � ��� �  �$+ �  � � & . Now let us compare which one of
them is closer to

�
. Since neither ,=� nor , + is a

�
-model of�

, we can use condition 2 in Definition 6 to compare ,H� and, + . According to Definition 2, it is easy to see that ,H�0.$/,4+ as � � 1 � � 3 � � 1 � � ( � � � 9(!D . Therefore, we conclude,-�$. � , + . Furthermore, we also have ,@�$? � , + .
Proposition6 Let

�
bea formula.For anytwo

�
-models, �

and , + , if ,-�5. � , + , then , + / ( � implies ,-� / ( � .
Proof: Suppose , + / ( � . Then , + - �, ��' � � & . From
Definition 6, we know that for any other

�
-model , # ,,4+ . � ,�# . So ,4+ . � , � . But we have , � . � ,4+ . This

implies that both ,@� and , + are equally close to
�

. Hence,,-� / ( � .

Given a formula
�

and a sequence of
�

-models,-�  ����
�% ,�� , if the relation ,@�-. � , + . �
�
��� . � ,��

holds, then it means that , � is closer to
�

than , � , where
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'%? � . Now under this condition, if there is another formula� which satisfies the property that , � / ()� implies , � / ()�
whenever ' ? � , we say that formula � is persistentwith
respect to formula

�
. In other words, when

�
-models move

closer to
�

, � ’s truth value is preserved in these
�

-models.
The following definition formalizes this idea.

Definition 7 ( . � -persistence) Let � , � betwoformulas.We
saythat � is . � -persistent if for any two

�
-models,=� and,4+ , ,4+ / (�� and , � . � ,4+ implies , � / (!� .

Now we have the following important relationship between
. � -persistence and

�
-model update persistence.

Theorem 2 Let � and
�

be two formulasand , be a
�
-

model. � is persistentwith respectto theupdateof , with
�

if � is . � -persistent.

Proof: Let ,*# be a
�

-model in
" ��� � ,  � & . Then we

have ,�# - �, ��' � � & . So for any
�

-model ,*#J# , we have,�# . � ,�#J# . So ,*# . � , . Now suppose � is
�

-persistent.
It follows that , / (E� implies ,)# / (E� . As ,*# is an
arbitrary

�
-model in

" ��� � ,  � & , we can conclude that � is
persistent with respect to the update of , with

�
.

From Theorem 2, we have that . � -persistence is a suffi-
cient condition to guarantee a formula persistence with re-
spect to a

�
-model update. As will be shown next, we can

provide a unique characterization for
�

-persistence. We first
define the notion of ordering preservation as follows.

Definition 8 (Ordering Preservation) Giventwo formulas
� and

�
. We say that ordering . � preserves ordering .��

if for any two
�
-models , � and ,4+ , , � . � ,4+ implies,-�$. � , + .

The intuition behind ordering preservation is clear. That is,
if . � preserves .�� , then for any two

�
-models , � and ,4+ ,

whenever , � is closer to � than ,,+ , , � will be closer to�
than , + as well. Finally, we have the following important

result to characterize
�

-persistence.

Theorem 3 Giventwo formulas� and
�

, � is . � -persistent
if andonly if . � preserves. � .

Proof: ( � ) Suppose � is . � -persistent. That is, for any two�
-models , � and ,4+ , , � . � ,4+ and ,4+�/( � implies, � / (I� . So under the constraint that � is

�
-persistent,

whenever ,@� . � , + , we have ,-� . � , + . That means,
. � preserves . � .

( � ) Suppose . � preserves . � . From Definition 8, we
have that for any two

�
-models ,=� and , + , ,-�4. � , +

implies ,@�0. � , + . Now suppose ,@�B. � , + . So we have,-�4. � , + . From Proposition 6, we have that , + / ( �
implies , � / (!� . From this it follows that � is . � -persistent.

5 Conclusion and Future Directions
In this paper we developed the notion of knowledge update –
an analogous notion to belief update, that is useful in charac-
terizing the knowledge change of an agent in presence of new
knowledge. Our notion is particularly relevant in reasoning
about actions and plan verifications when there are sensing

actions. We presented simpler alternative characterization of
knowledge update for particular cases, and showed its equiv-
alence to the original characterization. Finally we discussed
when particular knowledge (or ignorance) persists with re-
spect to a knowledge update.

We believe our work here to be a starting point on knowl-
edge update, and as evident from the research in belief up-
date and revision in the past decade. A lot remains to be
done in knowledge update. For example, issues such as itera-
tive knowledge update, abductive knowledge update, minimal
knowledge in knowledge update, etc. remain to be explored.
Similarly, in regards to reasoning about actions, additional
specific cases of knowledge update need to be identified and
simpler alternative characterization for them will be needed
to be developed. Finally, we are currently working on estab-
lishing complexity results for knowledge update.
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Abstract

A family of resource-bounded paraconsistent in-
ference relations is introduced. These relations
are based on S � 3 entailment, an inference rela-
tion logically weaker than classical entailment and
parametrized by a set S of variables. Their proper-
ties are investigated, especially from the computa-
tional complexity point of view. Among the strong
features of our framework is the fact that tractabil-
ity is ensured each time jSj is bounded and that
binary connectives behave in a classical manner.
Moreover, our family is large enough to include
both S � 3 inference, the standard inference rela-
tions based on the selection of consistent subbases
and some additional forms of paraconsistent rea-
soning as specific cases.

1 Introduction
Few would dispute the fact that classical entailment is not
suited to common-sense inference. One of its main draw-
backs is its inability to deal with inconsistency. Indeed, any
formula is a logical consequence of a contradiction. Such
a trivialization of inference is often referred to as ex falso
quodlibet sequitur and classical entailment is said to be ex-
plosive (i.e., not paraconsistent).

Many approaches have been proposed so far to address this
issue. Some of them, like belief revision, aim at preventing
inconsistencies from being generated; other approaches aim
at removing inconsistencies once they appeared. Comple-
mentary to them, many approaches deal with inconsistencies.
Among them are various paraconsistent logics, argumenta-
tive logics, belief merging and the so-called coherence-based
approach1 to inconsistency handling. Unfortunately, exist-
ing paraconsistent inference relations are typically intractable
(see [Cayrol et al., 1998] [Nebel, 1998]).

In this paper, we show that trivialization in presence of
inconsistency and intractability can be handled within a
uniform framework. A family of paraconsistent resource-
bounded inference relations is presented. Our starting point

1In this approach, beliefs are represented by a belief base B, i.e.,
a finite set of propositional formulas; some consistent subbases of
B that are preferred w.r.t. a given selection policy are first selected,
then inference amounts to classical inference from some of them
[Pinkas and Loui, 1992] [Benferhat et al., 1993].

is the notion of S � 3 inference [Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995]
and the coherence-based approach to inconsistency handling
[Pinkas and Loui, 1992] [Benferhat et al., 1993]. In S � 3
logic, every propositional symbol is interpreted in a weak
way, allowing it to be both true and false at the same time, ex-
cept for the variables of a given set S that are interpreted clas-
sically. Tractability is ensured by limiting the size of S. In-
terestingly, S� 3 entailment proves sufficient to handle some
inconsistencies, those that are not reachable when classical
inference is limited to the variables of S. In order to han-
dle the remaining inconsistencies while avoiding trivializa-
tion, we introduce a family of inference relations which are to
S � 3 entailment what the inference relations of the standard
coherence-based approach are to classical entailment. Specif-
ically, consistency is restored by removing variables (from
S) instead of removing some explicit beliefs from the belief
base. The computational complexity of these inference rela-
tions is identified, and some other properties are investigated.
Among the strong features of our framework is the fact that
tractability is ensured each time a computational bound jSj
is set. Moreover, binary connectives behave in a classical
manner while it is not the case for many paraconsistent log-
ics. Finally, our framework is general enough to encompass
both S � 3 logic [Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995], the standard
coherence-based approach to inconsistency handling [Pinkas
and Loui, 1992] [Benferhat et al., 1993] and some systems
for paraconsistent reasoning given in [Priest, 1991] [Besnard
and Schaub, 1998] as specific cases.

2 Formal preliminaries
In the following, we consider a propositional language
PROPPS inductively defined from a finite set PS of propo-
sitional symbols, the boolean constants true and false and
the connectives:, ^, _. For every formula� fromPROPPS ,
V ar(�) denotes the symbols of PS occurring in �. As usual,
every finite set of formulas is considered as the conjunctive
formula whose conjuncts are the elements of the set.

Every formula � from PROPPS is interpreted in a classi-
cal way, unless stated otherwise. In order to avoid any am-
biguity, we sometimes refer to 2-interpretations, 2-models,
2-consistent and 2-inconsistent formulas instead of the usual
notions of (respectively) interpretations, models, consistent
formulas and inconsistent formulas.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that every formula �
of PROPPS is in Negation Normal Form (NNF), i.e., only
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variables are in the scope of any occurrence of : in �. For in-
stance, :a _ (b ^ :c) is in NNF while the (classically equiv-
alent) formula :(a ^ :(b ^ :c)) is not. Nevertheless, this
assumption could be given up easily (cf. Section 4.4).

We assume the reader familiar with the complexity classes
P, �p

2[O(log n)], �
p
2, and �

p
2 of the polynomial hierarchy

(see [Papadimitriou, 1994] for details).

3 S � 3 inference
Our family of inference relations is based on S � 3 logic
[Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995], a multivalued logic which can
be viewed as a generalization of Levesque’s logic of limited
inference [Levesque, 1984]. In S � 3 logic, every proposi-
tional variable is interpreted in a weak way, allowing it to be
both true and false at the same time, except for the variables
of a given set S.

Definition 3.1 Let S be a subset of PS.
� An S�3-interpretation over PS is a mapping I from the

set LPS of all literals over PS to BOOL = f0; 1g s.t.
for every literal l ofLPS , we never have I(l) = I(:l) =
0, and we always have I(l) = 1 � I(:l) whenever the
variable of l belongs to S. true is always interpreted as
1 while false is always interpreted as 0.

� An S�3-interpretation I is an S�3-model of a NNF for-
mula � iff the formula obtained by replacing in � every
occurrence of :l by false (resp. true) when I(:l) = 0
(resp. 1), then every occurrence of l by false (resp.
true) when I(l) = 0 (resp. 1) evaluates classically to 1.

� Let B be a belief base (i.e., a conjunctively-interpreted
finite set of formulas from PROPPS). Let  be a for-
mula from PROPPS .  is an S � 3 consequence of B,
notedB j=3

S , iff every S�3-model ofB is an (S�3-)
model of .

A formula is said to be S � 3 consistent when it has an
S � 3-model. A 3-interpretation (resp. 3-model) is just an
; � 3-interpretation (resp. ; � 3-model) and a formula is
3-consistent when it has a 3-model. Every formula from
PROPPS which does not contain any occurrence of false
is 3-consistent (the 3-interpretation I s.t. I(l) = 1 for every
literal l of LPS is a 3-model of it).

As shown in [Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995], for every S �

PS, the corresponding inference relation j=3
S is an approxi-

mation of j= by below: if B j=3
S  then B j= .

Interestingly, the limited power of S � 3 inference enables
some inconsistencies to be handled:

Example 3.1 Let B = f(:a _ b); a; (:c _ b); (:b _ d); (c ^
:d); e; (:e _ f)g. B is (2-)inconsistent.

� Let S = fc; d; eg. We have B j=3
S a ^ c ^ :d ^ b ^ :b

^e ^ f but B 6j=3
S d.

� Let S = fb; c; d; eg. We haveB j=3
S false. Here,B j=3

S
is explosive: any formula is an S� 3 consequence of B.

Tractability of S � 3 entailment is ensured by limiting the
size of S. To be more specific, the time complexity of S � 3

inference is in O(2jSj:jBj:jj) when B is a CNF formula2

2Combining both Theorem A.3 from [Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995],
Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 from [Cadoli and Schaerf, 1996], this

and  is a clause [Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995]. Accordingly,
the complexity of S � 3 inference depends essentially on the
number of variables in S.

4 Resource-bounded paraconsistent inference
4.1 Dealing with inconsistency
Adhering to S�3 entailment is a way to prevent some incon-
sistencies from being harmful, namely those which are deriv-
able only if classical reasoning over some variables outside
S is performed. In the previous example with S = fc; d; eg,
while we have both B j=3

S b and B j=3
S :b, we do not have

B j=3
S d.

However, restricting S to an arbitrary subset of the vari-
ables occurring in B is not sufficient to avoid trivialization in
every situation (see the previous example). In order to deal
with the remaining inconsistencies, we suggest to focus on
some subsets S0 of S, those for which the corresponding in-
ference relations are not explosive. The approach is similar
to the standard coherence-based approach to inconsistency
handling, except that the inference relation is weakened by
removing variables from S instead of removing explicit be-
liefs from B. Formally, we first need a notion playing a role
similar to the notion of consistent subbase in the standard
coherence-based approach.

Definition 4.1 LetB be a belief base. Let S � PS and S0 �
S s.t. B 6j=3

S0
false. A consistent subset S0 of S w.r.t. B

and S0 is a subset of S containing S0 and s.t. B 6j=3
S0 false.

S(B;S; S0) denotes the set of all consistent subsets of S w.r.t.
B and S0.

In this definition, S0 is a given set of variables which must
be interpreted classically. In our framework, S0 plays a role
similar to the one played by integrity constraints. Requiring
the existence of such a set S0 (possibly empty) imposes that
B is 3-consistent (which is not a strong assumption).

In the following, we adhere to a skeptical approach (every
preferred consistent subset is considered):

Definition 4.2 Let B be a belief base and S0 be a subset
of PS s.t. B 6j=3

S0
false. Let P be a selection policy s.t.

SP(B;S; S0) is a subset of S(B;S; S0) and let  be a for-
mula from PROPPS .  is a consequence of B w.r.t. P and
S0, noted B j�

P;S0
S , iff 8S0 2 SP(B;S; S0), B j=3

S0 .

Now, we can define selection policies for consistent subsets
that are similar to the ones defined for consistent subbases
in the standard coherence-based approach [Pinkas and Loui,
1992] [Benferhat et al., 1993] [Benferhat et al., 1995].

Definition 4.3 Let B be a belief base. Let S = (S0; : : : ; Sj)

be a stratification3 of a given subset of PS where S0 is s.t.
B 6j=3

S0
false.

� The set SPO(B;S; S0) of all preferred consistent sub-
sets of S w.r.t. B and S0 for the possibilistic policy is
the singleton f

Ss�1
i=0 Sig, where s is either the smallest

index (1 � s � j) s.t.
Ss

i=0 Si is an inconsistent subset
of S w.r.t. B and S0 or j + 1 if S is consistent w.r.t. B.

result can be easily generalized to the case where B is any NNF
formula and  is a CNF formula; in this situation, S � 3 inference
can still be decided in time linear in the size of the belief base.

3A stratification of S is a totally ordered partition of it.
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� The set SLO(B;S; S0) of all preferred consistent subsets
of S w.r.t. B and S0 for the linear order policy is the
singleton f

Sj

i=0 S
0
ig, where S0i (i 2 0; : : : ; j) is defined

by S0i = Si if Si [
Si�1
l=0 S

0
l is a consistent subset of S

w.r.t. B and S0, ; otherwise.

� The set SIP(B;S; S0) of all preferred consistent subsets
of S w.r.t. B and S0 for the inclusion-preference policy
is fS0 j S0 is a consistent subset of S w.r.t. B and S0
and 8S00 6= S0 s.t. S00 2 S(B;S; S0), 8i 2 0; : : : ; j
((8l < i(S0 \ Sl = S00 \ Sl))) S0 \ Si 6� S00 \ Si)g.

� The set SLE(B;S; S0) of all preferred consistent sub-
sets of S w.r.t. B and S0 for the lexicographic policy is
fS0 j S0 is a consistent subset of S w.r.t. B and S0 and
8S00 6= S0 s.t. S00 2 S(B;S; S0), 8i 2 0; : : : ; j ((8l <
i(jS0 \ Slj = jS00 \ Slj))) jS0 \ Sij � jS00 \ Sij)g.

These definitions assume that a stratification of the given
set S of variables is available. Such a stratification is the for-
mal counterpart of the preferential information used to dis-
criminate among consistent subsets.

Here is an example showing the variety of conclusions that
can be drawn in our framework (if both a formula  and its
negation are consequences of B, the truth of  given B must
be considered as doubtful):

Example 4.1 Let B = f(:a _ b); a; (:c _ b); (:b _ d); (c ^
:d); e; (:e _ f)g. With S = (;; fa; b; c; d; eg) or
S = (;; fag; fb; c; dg; feg), a, c, :d and e are consequences
of B (but their negations are not) whatever P among the four
policies considered above. Moreover:
� With S = (;; fa; b; c; d; eg):

– w.r.t. PO (or LO), none of b, :b, f and :f are
consequences of B.

– w.r.t. IP , f is a consequence of B, but b and :b
are not.

– w.r.t. LE , b and f are consequences of B, but their
negations are not.

� With S = (;; fag; fb; c; dg; feg):

– w.r.t. PO, b is a consequence of B, but f and :f
are not.

– w.r.t. LO, IP or LE , b and f are consequences of
B, but their negations are not.

Clearly enough, in the case where B 6j=3
S false, all our

inference relations B j�
P;S0
S coincides with B j=3

S . Accord-
ingly, S � 3 inference can be recovered as a specific case in
our framework in this situation.

The next proposition states that one of our basic objectives
(avoiding trivialization) is always reached.

Proposition 4.1 None of the relations B j�
P;S0
S with P

among PO, LO, IP , LE is explosive.

4.2 Instantiating our framework
There are many ways to define a stratified set S from a strati-
fied belief base (SBB) B 4. First, S0 can be defined as the set

4Upstream to our work are several techniques that aim at deriving
a SBB from a “flat” belief base, see [Benferhat, 2000] for a survey.

of all variables from the certain beliefs (i.e., pieces of knowl-
edge) of B when available, provided that such a set is small
enough and satisfies B 6j=3

S0
false. Otherwise, S0 is defined

as ;.
Defining S is known as a difficult problem in the general

case [Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995]. Interestingly, when B is a
SBB, it is possible to exploit the given preferential informa-
tion so as to define S. A very natural way consists in con-
sidering in priority the variables of the most plausible beliefs
until a preset bound b on the size of S is reached. Formally,
we consider the following set of variables Sb:

Definition 4.4 Let B = (�1; : : : ;�k) be a SBB. Let b be a
positive integer. Let S0 be a subset of PS s.t. B 6j=3

S0
false

and jS0j � b. The inference level5 ofB given b and S0, noted
ibB is the smallest i (i 2 0::k � 1) s.t. Sbi = Sbi+1, where the
sequence (Sbi ) is inductively defined by Sb0 = S0 and (8i 2
1; : : : ; k�1) Sbi = Sbi�1[V ar(�i) if jSbi�1[V ar(�i)j � b,
Sbi = Sbi�1 otherwise. We define Sb as Sb

ib
B

.

Finally, once both S0 and a flat set S are available, a strat-
ification of S can be easily derived from the given stratifica-
tion of B. Basically, once S0 has been taken into account, it
is reasonable to give more importance to the variables of S
that belong to the more plausible beliefs. Loosely speaking,
we want to reason as much as classically as possible from
the most plausible beliefs in order to take into account their,
possibly conflicting, classical consequences: inconsistencies
must not be ignored when supported by plausible beliefs.

Definition 4.5 Let B = (�1; : : : ;�k) be a SBB, S a subset
of PS and S0 a subset of S. The stratification of S induced by
B given S0 is S = (S0; : : : ; Sk+1) s.t. Si = (S\V ar(�i))nSi�1
l=0 Sl for every i 2 1::k, and Sk+1 = S n

Sk

l=0 Sl.

There are many other ways to derive a stratification of S.
For instance, in the situation where we are ready to give more
credit to facts than to rules, we can take advantage of the
notion of degree of definiteness6 of a variable (as defined in
[Besnard and Schaub, 1998]) to achieve this goal from a CNF
belief base B.

4.3 Logical properties and cautiousness

Some logical properties. As in the standard coherence-based
approach, it is easy to give a preferential models semantics
to each of our relations j�P;S0

S . Indeed, B j�
P;S0
S  holds iff

every preferred (S0�)3-model of B w.r.t. P is a (S0�)3-
model of , where the preferred (S0�)3-models ofB w.r.t. P
are exactly the S0 � 3-models of B with S0 2 SP (B;S; S0).
Thus, when S = (;; PS), the preferred 3-models of B w.r.t.
IP are the 3-models of it encoding worlds that are “as normal
as possible” (i.e., as close as possible to 2-interpretations).

5At a first glance, the computation of the inference level of a
belief base looks like the computation of the inconsistency level
for possibilistic belief bases. However, the former is guided by
computational motivations, only; especially, it is not the case that
B 6j=

3
Sb

false in the general case.
6Roughly, every variable x of S occurring in B can be associated

with the size of one of the smallest clauses of B containing x; a
stratification of S is obtained by considering x before y whenever
the score attached to x is smaller than the score attached to y.
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Another strong point of our approach is that our inference
relations exhibit a limited form of syntax-sensitivity. Indeed,
the binary connectives ^ and _ of our language behave in a
classical manner: the set ofS�3models of �^ (resp. �_ )
is the intersection (resp. union) of the set of S � 3 models of
� and the set of S�3 models of  . As a consequence, given a
stratification S = (S0; : : : ; Sj), every formula fromB (andB
itself!) can be turned into a CNF formula without modifying
the corresponding inference relations j�P;S0

S . The possibility
of normalizing the belief base under CNF is particularly im-
portant for readibility reasons and the practical computing of
the inference relations j�P;S0

S . Moreover, this valuable prop-
erty is usually not satisfied by paraconsistent logics (e.g., the
one given in [da Costa, 1974], the one given in [Lin, 1987], or
the standard coherence-based approach). Contrastingly, like
any paraconsistent inference relation, our relations do not sat-
isfy left logical equivalence. For the same reason, they do not
satisfy right weakening (since they satisfy reflexivity). Fi-
nally, unlike S � 3 inference [Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995] ,
they are not monotonic7 (neither in S nor in B) in the general
case.

Example 4.2 Let B = fa; (:a _ b); (:a _ c);:cg, B0 =
fa; (:a _ b); (:a _ c);:c;:ag, S = (;; fag), and S0 =

(;; fa; cg). We have B j�
IP;S0
S b but B0

6 j�
IP;S0
S b and

B 6 j�
IP;S0
S0 b. Similar counter-examples can be easily found

for the other policies.

This is not very surprising: while monotonicity is a highly
desirable property when B is consistent, this is not the case
otherwise. It is natural that the epistemic status of beliefs
changes when more evidence is got through the incorpora-
tion of additional explicit beliefs or through an improvement
of inferential capabilities. Specifically, increasing the compu-
tational effort can lead to discover inconsistencies that were
hidden before.

Cautiousness. In the spectrum of inference relations in
our framework, one extreme bound corresponds to the case
S = ;, while at the other extreme bound, we have S = PS.
None of these two extreme cases can be considered as a “rea-
sonable” inference relation for common-sense reasoning. On
the one hand, the latter case corresponds to an ideal agent,
with unlimited inferential capabilities: j=3

PS coincides with
j=. Accordingly, if B is 2-consistent, all our inference rela-
tions B j�

P;S0
PS coincide with B j= (admittedly, this contrasts

with many paraconsistent inference relations). On the other
hand, the former case corresponds to an agent with very lim-
ited reasoning capabilities. Indeed, if S = ;, all our inference
relations correspond to Levesque’s 3-entailment [Levesque,
1984]. This inference relation is tractable and avoids trivi-
alization (as long as B does not contain any occurrence of
false). However, with this inference relation, disjunctive syl-
logism can never be applied: it is not possible to conclude b
from a ^ (:a _ b). This suggests that cautiousness must be
taken into account as an important criterion in the choice of a
relation.

7Nevertheless, we have a “stratumwise” monotonicity property:
for P 2 fPO;LO; IP;LEg, for every i 2 0; : : : ; j � 1, if
B j�

P;S0
(S0;:::;Si)

, then B j�
P;S0
(S0;:::;Si+1)

. This property is helpful

to check whether B j�
P;S0
S  in an incremental fashion.

In the case where S is a consistent subset, all our inference
relations coincide with j=3

S , so they are just as cautious as
j=3

S , and the size of S can be viewed as a degree of cautious-
ness. In the remaining case, our inference relations are more
cautious relations than j=3

S but this is what is expected since
trivialization must be avoided. In this situation, our inference
relations do not coincide in the general case, and results simi-
lar to the corresponding ones in the standard coherence-based
approach can be obtained; especially, the less cautious infer-
ence relations correspond to the LO and LE policies.

Proposition 4.2

� j�
PO;S0
S is more cautious than j�LO;S0

S and j�IP;S0
S , but

the converse does not always hold.

� j�
IP;S0
S is more cautious than j�LE;S0

S but the converse
does not always hold.

� j�
LO;S0
S cannot be compared with j�IP;S0

S and j�LE;S0
S

w.r.t. cautiousness in the general case.

4.4 A general framework

Our framework is quite general. As evoked previously, it in-
cludes S � 3 inference as a specific case. As a consequence,
it also includes the inference relation `LP of the three-valued
logic LP 8 [Priest, 1989] with f1; 1

2
g as designated truth val-

ues, defined by:

Definition 4.6

� An LP -interpretation I over PS is a mapping from PS
to THREE = f0; 1

2
; 1g.

� The semantics of a formula in an LP -interpretation I is
defined inductively by:

– I(true) = 1 and I(false) = 0;
– I(:�) = 1� I(�);
– I(� ^  ) = min(I(�); I( ));
– I(� _  ) = max(I(�); I( )).

� I is an LP -model of � iff I(�) > 0.

� � `LP  holds iff every LP -model of � is an
(LP -)model of .

Indeed, it is not very difficult to prove that `LP coin-
cides with j=3

;. More interestingly, let � be the prefer-
ence ordering over LP -interpretations defined by I � J iff
fx 2 PS j I(x) = 1

2
g � fx 2 PS j J(x) = 1

2
g; then, the

relation `LPm defined by � `LPm  iff every minimal LP -
model of � w.r.t. � is an (LP -)model of , can be recovered
as a specific case of our j�IP;S0

S relation:

Proposition 4.3 Let � and  be two formulas from
PROPPS . We have � `LPm  iff f�g j�IP;;

PS .

Our work is also closely related to the approach to para-
consistent reasoning given in [Besnard and Schaub, 1998]. In
this work, every formula � of PROPPS is associated to a
default theory h��; DPSi where:

8LP is also known asJ3, see [Epstein, 1990].
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� �� is a formula in the language PROPPS� where
PS� = fx+ j x 2 PSg [ fx� j x 2 PSg; �� is ob-
tained by replacing in � every occurrence of a positive
literal x by the positive literal x+ and every occurrence
of a negative literal :x by the positive literal x�.

� DPS = fÆx j x 2 PSg is a set of default rules

Æx =
: x+ , :x�

(x, x+) ^ (:x, x�)

Among the inference relations that can be defined from
h��; DPSi is skeptical signed inference; a formula  of
PROPPS is a skeptical signed consequence of �, noted
� `

�
s  iff � belongs to every extension of h��; DPSi.

Interestingly, the relation `�s can be recovered as a specific
case of our j�IP;S0

S relation.

Proposition 4.4 Let � and  be two formulas from
PROPPS . We have � `

�
s  iff f�g j�IP;;

PS .

Finally, our approach encompasses as well the skeptical
inference relations j�P of the standard coherence-based ap-
proach9 as defined in [Pinkas and Loui, 1992] [Benferhat et
al., 1993] [Benferhat et al., 1995].

Proposition 4.5 Let B = (�1; : : : ;�k) be a SBB.
We associate to B in polynomial time the belief base
Bnew = fnewi;j ;:newi;j _ �i;j j �i;j 2 �ig

and the stratification S =
(V ar(B); fnew1;j j �1;j 2 �1g; : : : ; fnewk;j j �k;j 2 �kg)
where all the newi;j are new variables (not occurring in
B). For every selection policy P among PO, LO, IP , LE
and every formula  not containing a new variable, we have
B j�

P iff Bnew j�
P;V ar(B)
S .

Focusing on variables instead of beliefs gives less syntax-
sensitivity and some flexibility that is hardly achieved by the
standard coherence-based approach. For instance, let us as-
sume that B gathers beliefs stemming from two different
sources of information. The first source states a^ b while the
second source states :a ^ :b. The two sources are equally
reliable; however, the first source is more reliable to what
concerns b while the second source is more reliable to what
concerns a. With P 2 fIP;LEg, the standard coherence-
based approach gives (fa ^ b;:a ^ :bg) j�Pa _ :b, but the
expected conclusion is just the negation of a _ :b! Indexing
variables with sources, we can express in our framework that
b from source 1. is more reliable than a from source 1. and
the opposite holds when source 2. is considered. Indeed, with
B = f(:a1_a)^ (:a_a1)^ (:a2_a)^ (:a_a2)^ (:b1_
b)^(:b_b1)^(:b2_b)^(:b_b2)^a1^b1^:a2^:b2g,P 2

fPO;LO; IP ;LEg, and S = (fa; bg; fb1; a2g; fa1; b2g),
we haveB j�

P;S0
S :a^ b and we do not haveB j�

P;S0
S a_:b.

4.5 Dealing with intractability
Despite the generality of our framework, our inference rela-
tions are just as hard as the corresponding ones in the standard
coherence-based approach when the size of S is not bounded.

9A converse polynomial encoding based on� transformation ex-
ists as well; we omit it here due to space limitations.

P CLAUSE / LITERAL j�
P;S0
S

PO �
p
2[O(log n)]-complete

LO �
p
2-complete

IP �
p
2-complete

LE �
p
2-complete

Table 1: Complexity of inference.

Definition 4.7 For every selection policy P , CLAUSE j�
P;S0
S

is the following decision problem:
� Input: A belief base B, a subset S of PS, a subset S0

of S s.t. B 6j=3
S0
false and a CNF formula .

� Query: Does B j�
P;S0
S  hold ?

LITERAL j�
P;S0
S is the restriction of this problem to the case

where  is a conjunction of literals.

Proposition 4.6 The complexity of CLAUSE j�
P;S0
S and LIT-

ERAL j�
P;S0
S is reported in Table 1.

Interestingly, limiting the size of S is sufficient to ensure
tractability. The next proposition shows that our second ob-
jective is reached in this case:

Proposition 4.7 The complexity of CLAUSE j�
P;S0
S from a

belief base B given a stratification S = (S0; : : : ; Sj) of a
bounded set of propositional variables is in P.

The main reason is that when jSj � b, there is only
2b subsets of S, which is a constant when b is a constant.
Accordingly, the naive algorithm consisting in generating
SP(B;S; S0) by filtering out the preferred consistent ele-
ments of 2S , and testing for every of the resulting elements S0

whether or not B j=S0  holds runs in time O(22b:jBj:jj),
hence in O(jBj:jj) for a constant b, for every B and a CNF
query .

Of course, this is a “trick” in some sense but we can hardly
do better: unless P = NP, there is no tractable inference re-
lation that is general enough to include j= as a specific case.
In addition, we argue that focusing on B j=3

S as a tractable
approximation of B j= in order to design a paraconsistent in-
ference relation is not so bad, especially when compared with
other possible choices. Indeed, let B ` be a tractable ap-
proximation by below of B j= upon which we want to build
a tractable paraconsistent inference relation. Requiring that
such a tractable paraconsistent relation coincides with B `

whenever B ` is not explosive and is obtained by weaken-
ing B ` through the removal of some beliefs of B otherwise
limits the spectrum of interesting relations `. For instance,
considering the restriction B `unit of B j= where only unit-
refutation derivable consequences ofB are considered would
lead to a complex semantics with respect to which ^ and _
do not behave classically [Crawford and Etherington, 1998];
considering the restrictionBHorn j= ofB j= whereBHorn is
the subset of Horn clauses of B would not lead to a tractable
relation [Cayrol et al., 1998] [Nebel, 1998].

5 Other related work
A close look at the AI literature shows that both trivialization
and intractability can be handled by considering infraclassi-
cal inference relations, i.e., approximations by below ofB j=.
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What is quite surprising is the fact that the two issues have
usually not been addressed together.

On the one hand, the proof theory of any paraconsistent
logic limits the set of admissible proofs to a strict subset (i.e.,
an approximation by below) of the classical proofs in the ob-
jective of avoiding trivialization. In the standard coherence-
based approach, the focus is laid on some preferred consistent
subbases ofB, which can be considered as approximations of
B by below. Preferred subbases can also be defined by split-
ting the belief base B into several micro-theories character-
ized by their sets of variables, and selected in a dynamic way
by looking at the variables occurring in the queries [Chopra
and Parikh, 1999]. Unfortunately, for all these approaches,
the corresponding inference relations are typically at least as
hard as classical inference in the general case.

On the other hand, many approximation techniques have
been developed so far to deal with the intractability is-
sue (e.g., [Levesque, 1984] [Crawford and Kuipers, 1989]
[Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995] [Selman and Kautz, 1996]
[Dalal, 1996] [Crawford and Etherington, 1998]); in such ap-
proaches, the inference relation or the knowledge base itself
are approximated into computationally easier one(s). How-
ever, the trivialization issue is typically not addressed. For
instance, the inference relation defined in [Selman and Kautz,
1996] is always explosive when B is inconsistent, while the
ones given in [Schaerf and Cadoli, 1995] [Crawford and
Etherington, 1998] are explosive in the general case when B
is inconsistent.

6 Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is a family of resource-
bounded paraconsistent inference relations. In contrast to
many approaches to inconsistency handling, the computa-
tional issue is very central in our framework. Especially, the
computational resources can be tuned to give rise to realis-
tic, computationally viable, inference relations. Nevertheless,
our framework is general enough to encompass S � 3 logic,
the standard coherence-based approach to inconsistency han-
dling, and some other systems for paraconsistent reasoning as
specific cases.

Several additional families of inference relations could be
defined in our framework. Analyzing their computational and
logical properties is a topic for further research.
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Abstract

The ability to handle exceptions, to perform iter-
ated belief revision and to integrate information
from multiple sources are essential skills for an in-
telligent agent. These important skills are related in
the sense that they all rely on resolving inconsistent
information. We develop a novel and useful strat-
egy for conflict resolution, and compare and con-
trast it with existing strategies. Ideally the process
of conflict resolution should conform with the prin-
ciple of Minimal Change and should result in the
minimal lossof information. Our approach to min-
imizing the loss of information is to weaken infor-
mation involved in conflicts rather than completely
removing it. We implemented and tested the rela-
tive performance of our new strategy in three differ-
ent ways. We show that it retains more information
than the existing Maxi-Adjustment strategy at no
extra computational cost. Surprisingly, we are able
to demonstrate that it provides a computationally
effective compilation of the lexicographical strat-
egy, a strategy which is known to have desirable
theoretical properties.

1 Introduction
Information modeling and management is a fundamental ac-
tivity of intelligent systems. Intelligent systems require ro-
bust and sophisticated information management capabilities
such as exception handling, iterated revision and the integra-
tion of information. In this paper we develop a novel and
useful strategy for conflict resolution which can be applied
to exception handling, iterated revision, and information in-
tegration. Throughout we assume that the available informa-
tion is given as ordered knowledge bases, i.e. a ranking of
information as logical sentences. Solving conflicts in our con-
text means computing a consistent knowledge base. One well
known system that can deal with conflicts in knowledge bases
is the so-calledAdjustmentprocedure[Williams, 1994]. In
essence, Adjustment propagates as many highly ranked for-
mulas as possible, and ignores information at and below the
highest rank where an inconsistency is found. The main ad-
vantage of this system is its computational efficiency. For
example, it only needs at mostLog2n calls to a SAT solver

to build the consistent knowledge base wheren is the number
of ranks in the knowledge base. The obvious disadvantage
of Adjustment, however, is that it can remove more formulae
than is necessary to restore the consistency of the knowledge
base if the independence of information is not made explicit.
In order to overcome this shortcoming another strategy called
Maxi-Adjustmentwas introduced[Williams, 1996] and im-
plemented[Williams and Sims, 2000]. Maxi-Adjustment has
proved to be a useful strategy for real world applications e.g.
software engineering[Williams, 1998], information filtering
[Lauet al., 2000] and intelligent payment systems[Wong and
Lau, 2000]. The main idea of Maxi-Adjustment is to solve
conflicts at each rank of priority in the knowledge base. This
is done, incremently, starting from the information with high-
est rank. When inconsistency is encountered in the knowl-
edge base, then all formulas in the rank responsible for the
conflicts are removed. The other formulas are kept, and the
process continues to the next rank.
Clearly Maxi-Adjustment keeps more information than Ad-
justment, since it does not stop at the first rank where incon-
sistency is met. Even though Maxi-Adjustment propagates
more information than Adjustment, one can still argue that
Maxi-Adjustment removes too much information because it
adopts a sceptical approach to the way it removes the conflict
sets at each rank.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a significant improve-
ment to Maxi-Adjustment. We call this systemDisjunctive
Maxi-Adjustment, and denote it by DMA. The idea is simi-
lar to Maxi-Adjustment, except that information is weakened
instead of being removed when conflicts are detected. So in-
stead of removing all formulas involved in conflicts, as it is
done in Maxi-Adjustment, DMA takes their disjunctions pair-
wise. If the result is consistent, then we move to the next rank.
If the result is still inconsistent, then we replace the formulas
in conflicts by all possible disjunctions involving3 formu-
las in the conflict sets and again if the result is consistent we
move to the next layer, and if it is inconsistent we consider
disjunctions of size4, 5, etc. The only case where all for-
mulas responsible for conflicts are removed is when the dis-
junction of all these formulas is inconsistent with the higher
priority information.
This paper focuses on the DMA strategy from the theoretical
and experimental perspectives. In particular,

• We show that DMA is equivalent to the well known
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lexicographical strategy[Benferhat et al., 1993;
Lehmann, 1995]. More precisely, we show that for an
inconsistent baseK if δDMA(K) is the classical base
obtained using DMA, andδLex(K) is the set of all
lexicographically maximal consistent subbases ofK,
then:

∀ψ, δDMA(K) ` ψ iff ∀A ∈ δLex(K), A ` ψ.
In other words, we obtain the surprising and computa-
tionally useful result that DMA provides a “compila-
tion” of lexicographical systems.

• It is well known that computing conflicts is a hard task,
and we are able to show that DMA works even if the con-
flicts are not explicitly computed. For this, we propose
an alternative, but equivalent, approach to DMA called
whole-DMA where disjunctions are built on the whole
stratum when we meet inconsistency instead of only on
the conflicts.

• We also propose another equivalent alternative to DMA
called iterative-DMA where instead of considering dis-
junctions of size (3,4, etc) on the initial set of conflicts,
we only compute disjunctions of size 2 but on new sets
of conflicts.

• Lastly, we compare these different implementations of
DMA experimently, and contrast their applicability.

2 Ordered information in Spohn’s OCF
framework

We consider a finite propositional language denoted byL. Let
Ω be the set of interpretations.̀denotes the classical conse-
quence relation, Greek lettersφ, ψ, ... represent formulas.
We use Spohn’s ordinal conditional function[Spohn, 1988]
framework, which is also known as the Kappa function
framework.
At the semantic level, the basic notion of Spohn’s ordinal con-
ditional function framework is a distribution called an OCF,
denoted byκ, which is a mapping fromΩ to N , such that
∃ω, κ(ω) = 0. N is the set of natural numbers.κ(ω) can be
viewed as the degree of impossibility ofω.
By convention,κ(ω) = 0 means that nothing preventsω from
being the real world, andκ(ω) = +∞ means thatω is cer-
tainly not the real world1. The lowerκ(ω) is, the more ex-
pected it is, i.e. ifκ(ω) < κ(ω′) thenω is said to be more
plausible thanω′.
In practice, OCF distributions over all possible worlds are not
available, however a ranked knowledge base provides a com-
pact representation of an OCF distribution[Williams, 1994].
Since we will be working with ranked knowledge bases
throughout, we define a knowledge base to be ranked. In par-
ticular, a knowledge base is a set of weighted formulas of the
form K = {(φi, ki) : i = 1, . . . , n} whereφi is a classical
formula andki is a positive number representing the level of
priority of φi. The higherki, the more important the formula
φi.
Given K, we can generate a unique OCF distribution, de-
noted byκK , such that all the interpretations satisfying all

1Note that the notion of impossible worlds (+∞) does not exist
in original works of Spohn.

the formulae inK will have the lowest value, namely0, and
the other interpretations will be ranked with respect to the
highest formulae that they falsify. Namely:

Definition 1 ∀ω ∈ Ω,

κK(ω) =
{

0 ∀(φi, ki) ∈ K,ω |= φi

max{ki : (φi, ki) ∈ K and ω 6|= φi} otherwise.

Then, givenκK associated with a knowledge baseK, the
models ofK are the interpretationsω s.t.κK(ω) = 0.

3 Adjustment and Maxi-Adjustment
3.1 Stratified vs ranked knowledge base
We have seen that ranked information is repre-
sented by means of knowledge bases of the form
K = {(φi, ki) : i = 1, . . . , n}. We sometimes also
represent this baseK in a stratified form as follows:
K = {S1, . . . , Sn} where Si (i = 1, . . . , n) contains
classical formulas ofK having the same rank and which are
more reliable than formulas ofSj for j > i. So the lower the
stratum, the higher the rank.
In this representation, subbases are also stratified. That
is, if A is a subbase ofK = {S1, . . . , Sn}, then
A = {A1, . . . , An} such thatAj ⊆ Sj , j = 1, . . . , n.
(Aj may be empty).
Conversely, we can represent a stratified base
K = {S1, . . . , Sn} using a weighted knowledge base
by associating formulas of each strataSi to the same rankki.
These ranks should be such thatk1 >. . .>kn.

Let us now introduce the notion of conflicts and kernel which
will prove useful in the subsequent discussion:

Definition 2 Let K = {S1, . . . , Sn} be a stratified base. A
conflict inK, denoted byC, is a subbase ofK such that:

• C `⊥ (inconsistency),

• ∀φ, φ ∈ C, C − {φ} 0⊥ (minimality).

Definition 3 Let C be the set of all possible conflicts inK.
We define the kernel ofK, denoted bykernel(K), as the set
of formulas ofK which are involved in at least one conflict in
C i.e.,kernel(K) is the union of all conflicts inK.

Formulas inK which are not involved in any conflict inK
are calledfreeformulas.

3.2 The problem
Our aim in this paper is to address the problem of iden-
tifying conflicts for the purposes of drawing plausible in-
ferences from inconsistent knowledge bases, iterated revi-
sion and information integration. Our technique for resolv-
ing conflicts can be used: (i) to build a transmutation for
iterated belief revision[Williams, 1994] where the new in-
formation can be incorporated into any rank, and (ii) for
theory extraction[Williams and Sims, 2000] which pro-
vides a natural and puissant mechanism for merging con-
flicting information. Without loss of generality we focus
on a particular case of revision where some new informa-
tion ϕ is added to some ranked knowledge baseK. Namely,
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given a knowledge baseK, and a new formulaϕ we com-
pute δ(K ∪ {(ϕ, +∞)}), the classical (not stratified) con-
sistent subbase ofK ∪ {(ϕ, +∞)}. Then, ψ is said to
be a plausible consequence ofK ∪ {(ϕ,+∞)} iff δ(K ∪
{(ϕ,+∞)}) ` ψ. In the rest of this paper we simply write
Kϕ instead ofK ∪ {(ϕ, +∞)}. In a stratified form we write
{S0, S1, . . . , Sn} whereS0 = {ϕ}. We briefly recall two
important methods to computeδ(K ∪ {(ϕ,+∞)}): Adjust-
mentandMaxi-Adjustment. We will illustrate them using a
simple example. We point the reader to[Williams, 1994;
1996] for more details.

3.3 Adjustment
From a syntactical point of view, the idea of Adjustment is to
start with formulas having the highest rank inKϕ and to add
as many prioritized formulas as possible while maintaining
consistency. We stop at the highest rank (or the lowest stra-
tum) where we meet inconsistency called the inconsistency
rank ofKϕ, denoted byInc(Kϕ).
Note that a more efficient binary search based algorithm
which only needsLog2n consistency checks has been devel-
oped and implemented2 [Williams and Sims, 2000]. The se-
lected base will be denoted byδA(Kϕ). Note that the process
of selecting the consistent base using the Adjustment for new
pieces of information placed in the highest rank is identical
to that used in possibilistic logic[Duboiset al., 1994].
One can easily see that this is not a completely satisfactory
way to deal with the inconsistency since formulas with rank
lower thanInc(Kϕ) are ignored even if they are consistent
with the selected base.
A formula ψ is said to be an Adjustment consequence of
Kϕ, denoted byKϕ `A ψ, if δA(Kϕ) ` ψ. One important
property of Adjustment is that it is semantically well defined.
More precisely, we have the following soundness and com-
pleteness result:Kϕ `A ψ iff ∀ω ∈ Pref(κKϕ), ω |= ψ,
wherePref(κKϕ) is the set of interpretations which satisfy
ϕ and have minimal rank in the OCF distributionκKϕ given
by Definition 1.

Example 1 LetK = {S1, S2, S3} be such that
S1 = {(¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c, 3), (¬d ∨ c, 3), (¬e ∨ c, 3)},
S2 = {(d, 2), (e, 2), (f, 2), (¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c, 2)} and
S3 = {(a, 1), (b, 1), (g, 1), (h, 1)}. Letϕ = ¬c.
First, we haveδA(K¬c) = {¬c}.
There is no conflict inδA(K¬c) ∪ S1 then
δA(K¬c) ← {¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c,¬d ∨ c,¬e ∨ c}.
Now, S2 contradictsδA(K¬c) due to the conflicts{d,¬d ∨
c,¬c} and{e,¬e ∨ c,¬c}. Then, we do not add the stratum
S2 and the computation ofδA(K¬c) is achieved, and we get
δA(K¬c) = {¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c,¬d ∨ c,¬e ∨ c}.
Note thatδA(K¬c) 6` h, even ifh is not involved in any con-
flict in K¬c.

3.4 Maxi-Adjustment
Maxi-Adjustment[Williams, 1996] was developed to ad-
dress the problem of discarding too much information for
applications like software engineering[Williams, 1998] and
information filtering[Lauet al., 2000].

2http://cafe.newcastle.edu.au/systems/saten.html

The idea in Maxi-Adjustment also involves selecting one
consistent subbase fromK denoted byδMA(Kϕ). The
difference is that it does not stop at the first rank where it
meets inconsistency. Moreover, conflicts are solved rank by
rank. We start from the first rank and take the formulas ofS1

which do not belong to any conflict in{ϕ} ∪ S1. Let S′1 be
the set of these formulas. Then, we move to the next rank
and add all formulas which are not involved in any conflict
in S′1 ∪ S2, and so on. It is clear that Maxi-Adjustment keeps
more formulas than the Adjustment.

Example 1(using Maxi-Adjustment)
First, we haveδMA(K¬c) = {¬c}.
There is no conflict in δMA(K¬c) ∪ S1 then
δMA(K¬c) ← {¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c,¬d ∨ c,¬e ∨ c}.
Now, S2 contradicts δMA(K¬c) due to the conflicts
{d,¬d ∨ c,¬c} and {e,¬e ∨ c,¬c}. Then, we do not
add the clauses fromS2 involved in these conflicts:
δMA(K¬c) ← δMA(K¬c) ∪ {f,¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c}.
Now, S3 contradicts δMA(K¬c) due to the conflicts
{a, b,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c,¬c} and {f, g,¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c,¬c}.
Since all the clauses, excepth, from the stra-
tum S3 are involved in one conflict, we only add
h to δMA(K¬c). Finally, we get: δMA(K¬c) =
{¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c,¬d ∨ c,¬e ∨ c, f,¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c, h}.
Note thatδMA(K¬c) ` h.

4 Disjunctive Maxi-Adjustment

Although Maxi-Adjustment retains more information than
Adjustment, it can still be argued that it is too cavalier in the
way it solves the conflicts.
In this section, we propose a new strategy which is a
significant improvement of Maxi-Adjustment. The com-
putation of the consistent base is essentially the same as
in Maxi-Adjustment, the only difference is when we meet
an inconsistency at some rank, instead of removing all the
formulas involved in the conflicts at this rank we weaken
them, by replacing them by their pairwise disjunctions. If the
result is consistent then we move to the next rank, else we
replace these formulas by their possible disjunctions of size
3. If the result is consistent then we move to the next rank,
else we add the disjunctions of size4 of these formulas, and
so on. We summarize this process in Algorithm 1:

Notation: dk(C) is the set of all possible disjunctions
of sizek between formulas ofC. If k >|C | thendk(C) = ∅.

Example 1(using DMA)
First, we haveKB = {¬c}.
There is no conflict inKB ∪ S1 then
KB ← {¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c,¬d ∨ c,¬e ∨ c}.
Now, S2 contradictsKB due to the conflicts{d,¬d ∨ c,¬c}
and {e,¬e ∨ c,¬c}. We do not add the clauses fromS2

involved in these conflicts:KB ← KB ∪ {f,¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c}.
Now we create all the possible disjunctions of size2 with
C = {d, e}: d2(C) = {d ∨ e}. SinceKB ∪ d2(C) is
inconsistent, and we cannot create larger disjunctions, we do
not add anything fromS2 to KB.
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Algorithm 1: DMA(K, ϕ)

Data: a stratified knowledge baseK = {S1, . . . , Sn} ;
a new sure formula:ϕ ;

Result: a consistent subbaseδDMA(Kϕ)
begin

KB ← {ϕ} ;
for i ← 1 to n do

if KB ∪ Si is consistentthen KB ← KB ∪ Si

else
Let C be the subset ofSi in kernel ofKB∪Si;
KB ← KB ∪ {φ : φ ∈ Si and φ 6∈ C};
k ← 2 ;
while k ≤ |C| andKB∪dk(C) is inconsistent
do

k ← k + 1;

if k ≤ |C| then KB ← KB ∪ dk(C) ;

return KB
end

Please note at this rank, we do not add more information than
Maxi-Adjustment.
Now, S3 contradicts KB due to the conflicts
{a, b,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c,¬c} and {f, g,¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c,¬c}. h
is not involved in any conflict. Then,KB ← KB ∪ {h}.
We now create all the possible pairwise disjunctions with
C = {a, b, g}: d2(C) = {a ∨ b, a ∨ g, b ∨ g}. Since
KB ∪ d2(C) is inconsistent, we created3(C) = {a∨ b∨ g}.
SinceKB ∪ d3(C) is consistent, we addd3(C) to KB and
the algorithm stops.
ThenδDMA(Kϕ) = {¬c,¬a∨¬b∨c,¬d∨c,¬e∨c, f,¬f ∨
¬g ∨ c, h, a ∨ b ∨ g}
which is equivalent to{¬c,¬a∨¬b,¬d,¬e, f,¬g, h, a∨ b}.
DMA keeps more information from the last stratum than
Maxi-Adjustment does.

Definition 4 A formulaψ is said to be a DMA consequence
of K andϕ, denoted byKϕ `DMA ψ, if it is inferred from
δDMA(Kϕ). Namely,Kϕ `DMA ψ iff δDMA(Kϕ) ` ψ.

5 Two other implementations of DMA
In the previous section we have shown a way to com-
pute δDMA(Kϕ) using the computation of the kernel. In
this section, we propose two alternative ways to compute
δDMA(Kϕ). The first approach, called whole-DMA(K,ϕ),
does not compute the kernel. The main motivation for this al-
ternative is that computing the kernel is in general hard. For
the second approach, called iterative-DMA(K,ϕ), when in-
consistency is (again) met after weakening the kernel, then
rather than weakening the original kernel by considering its
disjunctions of size3, we only weaken the newly computed
kernel obtained by considering disjunctions of size2. The
motivation of this approach is to reduce the size of added (dis-
junctions) formulas.

5.1 Whole Disjunctive Maxi-Adjustment
We propose a slightly modified version of the DMA algo-
rithm. The idea is that whenKB ∪Si is inconsistent, instead

of considering all possible disjunctions of sizej of elements
of Si which are inkernel(KB∪Si), we consider all possible
disjunctions of sizej of Si without computing a kernel. This
is justified by the following proposition:

Proposition 1 Let KB ∪ S be inconsistent. LetC be the
subset ofS in kernel(KB ∪ S), andF = S − C be the set
of remaining formulas. Letdj(C) (resp.dj(S)) be the set of
all possible disjunctions of sizej fromC (resp.S). Then,

KB ∪ dj(C) ∪ F ≡ KB ∪ dj(S).

Proof (sketch)
Let us assume thatdj−1(S) ∪ KB is inconsistent, and show that
dj(S) ∪KB ≡ dj(C) ∪KB ∪ F .
It is clear thatdj(C) ⊆ dj(S). Hence it is enough to show that
KB ∪ dj(S) ` F .
Let A be a conflict ofKB ∪ dj−1(S), and {ψ1, . . . , ψn} be a
subset ofA in dj−1(S). Let ϕ ∈ F .
Then{ϕ ∨ ψ1, . . . , ϕ ∨ ψn} ⊆ dj(S), with ψi 6= ϕ sinceϕ 6∈ A
(becauseϕ is free).
Now sinceKB ∪A is inconsistent thenKB ` ¬ψ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬ψn.
Applying successive resolutions between{ϕ ∨ ψ1, . . . , ϕ ∨ ψn}
and¬ψ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬ψn leads to entailϕ.
Hence there is no need to consider disjunctions containing free
formulas since they will be subsumed. �
With the help of this proposition, the “else” block in the
DMA algorithm is replaced by
else

k ← 2
while KB ∪ dk(Si) is inconsistent andk ≤| Si | do
k ← k + 1

if k ≤|Si | then KB ← KB ∪ dk(Si)
to obtain the whole DMA algorithm.

Example 1(using whole DMA)
First, we haveKB = {¬c}.
S1 is consistent withKB. Then,KB ← KB ∪ S1.
Now, S2 contradictsKB. We compute all possible pairwise
disjunctions withS2. d2(S2) = {d∨ e, d∨ f, d∨¬f ∨¬g ∨
c, e ∨ f, e ∨ ¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c}.
Since,KB ∪ S2 is inconsistent, we compute all possible dis-
junctions of size3 between formulas ofS2. We getd3(S2) =
{d∨e∨f, d∨e∨¬f ∨¬g∨c} which is consistent withKB.
Then,KB ← KB ∪ d3(S2).
Now, S3 is inconsistent withKB. We compute all possible
pairwise disjunctions withS3. d2(S3) = {a ∨ b, a ∨ g, a ∨
h, b∨g, b∨h, g∨h} which is still inconsistent withKB. We
haved3(S3) = {a ∨ b ∨ g, a ∨ b ∨ h, b ∨ g ∨ h, a ∨ g ∨ h}
which is consistent withKB, thenKB ← KB ∪ d3(S3).
Hence,δWDMA(K¬c) = {¬c,¬a∨¬b∨c,¬d∨c,¬e∨ c, d∨
e∨f, d∨e∨¬f∨¬g∨c, a∨b∨g, a∨b∨h, b∨g∨h, a∨g∨h}
which is equivalent to{¬c,¬a∨¬b,¬d,¬e, f,¬g, a∨ b, h}.
Then, it is equivalent toδDMA(K¬c).

5.2 Iterative Disjunctive Maxi-Adjustment
The idea of this alternative implementation of DMA is as fol-
lows: let Si be inconsistent withKB. Let C andF be the
kernel and the remaining formulas ofSi.
Now assume thatKB ∪F ∪ d2(C) is still inconsistent. Then
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rather than weakeningC again by considering disjunctions
of size3, we only weaken those formulas ind2(C) which are
still responsible for conflicts. Namely, we splitd2(C) into C ′
andF ′ which respectively represent the kernel and remaining
formulas ofd2(C). Then instead of takingKB ∪ F ∪ d3(C)
as in DMA, we takeKB ∪ F ∪ F ′ ∪ d2(C ′). The algorithm
becomes:

Algorithm 2: IDMA (K, ϕ)

Data: a stratified knowledge baseK = {S1, . . . , Sn} ;
a new sure formula:ϕ

Result: a consistent subbaseδIDMA(Kϕ)

begin
KB ← {ϕ}, i ← 1;
while i ≤ n do

if KB ∪ Si is consistentthen
KB ← KB ∪ Si ; i ← i + 1 ;

else
Let C ⊆ Si be inkernel(KB ∪ Si) ;
Si ← {φ : φ ∈ Si and φ 6∈ C} ;
if | C |= 1 then i ← i + 1 elseSi ← Si ∪ d2(C) ;

return KB
end

Proposition 2 LetKB ∪ F ∪ di(C) be inconsistent. Then,
KB ∪ F ∪ di(C) ≡ KB ∪ F ∪ F ′ ∪ d2(C ′),

whereF ′ andC ′ are kernels fromdi(C).
The proof is a corollary of Prop. 1 and the following lemma:

Lemma 1 Let A be a set of formulas. LetB = di(A) and
C = di+1(A) be the set of all possible disjunctions ofA of
sizei andi + 1 respectively. Then,C = d2(B).
This lemma means that taking all disjunctions of sizei, then
reconsidering all disjunctions of size2 again on the result is
the same as considering all disjunctions of sizei + 1.

Example 1(using iterative DMA)
First, we haveKB = {¬c}.
There is no conflict inKB ∪ S1. Then,KB ← KB ∪ S1.
S2 is inconsistent withKB due to the conflicts{¬c,¬d∨c, d}
and{¬c,¬e ∨ c, e}. We add{f,¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c} to KB. The
disjunctiond∨ e is still inconsistent withKB, then we move
to S3.
S3 contradictsKB due to the conflicts{a, b,¬a∨¬b∨c,¬c}
and{f, g,¬f ∨¬g∨ c,¬c}. h is not involved in any conflict.
Then,KB ← KB ∪ {h}.
We now create all the possible pairwise disjunctions with
C = {a, b, g}: d2(C) = {a ∨ b, a ∨ g, b ∨ g}.
KB∪d2(C) is inconsistent due to the conflict{¬c,¬a∨¬b∨
c, f,¬f ∨¬g∨ c, a∨ g, b∨ g}. a∨ b in d2(C) is not involved
in the conflict, thenKB ← KB ∪ {a ∨ b}.
Now, we take the pairwise disjunctions withC = {a ∨
g, b ∨ g}. d2(C) = {a ∨ b ∨ g}. KB ∪ d2(C) is con-
sistent. However, there is no need to adda ∨ b ∨ g to KB
sincea ∨ b already belongs toKB. Hence,δIDMA(K¬c) =
{¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c,¬d ∨ c,¬e ∨ c, f,¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c, a ∨ b, h}
which is equivalent to{¬c,¬a∨¬b,¬d,¬e, f,¬g, a∨ b, h}.
Hence, it is equivalent toδDMA(K¬c).

6 DMA: Compilation of lexicographical
inferences

The aim of this section is to show thatDMA is a compila-
tion of the lexicographical system, hence it satisfies the AGM
postulates[Alchourrón et al., 1985]. First let us recall the
lexicographical inference.

6.1 Lexicographical inference
The lexicographical system[Benferhat et al., 1993;
Lehmann, 1995] is a coherence-based approach where an in-
consistent knowledge base is replaced by a set of maximally
preferred consistent subbases. The preference relation be-
tween subbases is defined as follows:

Definition 5 Let A = {A1, . . . , An} and B =
{B1, . . . , Bn} be two consistent subbases ofK.
A is said to be lexicographically preferred toB, denoted by
A >Lex B, iff

∃k s.t. |Ak |>|Bk | and∀j < k, |Aj |=|Bj |.
Let δLex(Kϕ) denotes the set of all lexicographically pre-
ferred subbases ofKϕ, those which are maximal w.r.t.>Lex.
Then, the lexicographical inference is defined by:

Definition 6 A formulaψ is said to be a lexicographical con-
sequence ofKϕ, denoted byKϕ `Lex ψ, if it is a classical
consequence of all the elements ofδLex(Kϕ), namely

∀A ∈ δLex(Kϕ), A ` ψ.

Example 1(continued)
We haveδLex(K¬c) = {A,B} whereA = {¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨
c,¬d ∨ c,¬e ∨ c, f,¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c, a, h} andB = {¬c,¬a ∨
¬b ∨ c,¬d ∨ c,¬e ∨ c, f,¬f ∨ ¬g ∨ c, b, h}.
For example, we have
K¬c `Lex a ∨ b sinceA ` a ∨ b andB ` a ∨ b.

6.2 Basic steps of the compilation
The aim of this section is to show that DMA is equivalent
to the lexicographical system. DMA offers a clear advantage
over the lexicographical system because it obviates the need
to explicitly computeδLex(Kϕ) which may be exponential in
size. Formally, we will show the following equivalence:

Kϕ `Lex ψ ⇔ Kϕ `DMA ψ (1)

Note thatδDMA(Kϕ) is a classical consistent base.

Example 1(continued)
Let us first show that applying the lexicographical system on
K¬c gives the same results as applying DMA onK¬c.
Indeed,K¬c `Lex ψ iff A ` ψ andB ` ψ
iff A ∨ B ` ψ iff {¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b,¬d,¬e, f,¬g, a ∨ b, h} ` ψ
(after removing subsumed formulas inA ∨B)
iff δDMA(K¬c) ` ψ iff K¬c `DMA ψ.

To show (1) we follow the following steps:
Step 1:we construct a new baseK ′ from K s.t.

Kϕ `Lex ψ ⇔ K ′
ϕ `A ψ (2)

Namely, applying lexicographical system onKϕ is equiva-
lent to applying Adjustment toK ′

ϕ.
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Step 2:in the second step we show that

K ′
ϕ `A ψ ⇔ Kϕ `DMA ψ (3)

Namely, applying Adjustment toK ′
ϕ is equivalent to applying

DMA to Kϕ.

Step 1: ConstructingK ′

In order to show the proof of (2), we need to rewrite the lexi-
cographical system at the semantic level, which is immediate:

Definition 7 LetK = {S1, . . . , Sn}. Letω andω′ be two in-
terpretations, andAω, Aω′ be the subbases composed of all
formulas ofK satisfied byω andω′ respectively.
Then,ω is said to be lexicographically preferred toω′ w.r.t.
K, denoted byω >Lex,K ω′, iff Aω >Lex Aω′ (using Defini-
tion 5).

Proposition 3 LetδLex(K) be the set of lexicographical pre-
ferred consistent subbases ofK.
LetAω be the set of formulas inK satisfied byω. Then,
i. If ω is minimal w.r.t.>Lex,K thenAω ∈ δLex(K)
ii. ∀A ∈ δLex(K), ∃ω |= A s.t.ω is minimal w.r.t.>Lex,K .

Using Prop. 3, at the semantic level, (2) is equivalent to:

κK′
ϕ
(ω) < κK′

ϕ
(ω′) iff ω >Lex,Kϕ ω′ (4)

where κK′
ϕ

is the OCF associated toK ′
ϕ obtained from

Definition 1.
Let us now show how to constructK ′ from K such that it
satisfies (4). For this, we use two intuitive ideas.

The first idea is that Adjustment is insensitive to the number
of equally reliable formulas falsified while lexicographical
system is not (i.e. cardinality of conflict sets). Assume that
we have a baseK = {(φ, i), (ψ, i)} which contains two
formulas with a same rank. Then, the rank (using Def. 1)
associated with an interpretationω falsifying one formula
has a same rank as an interpretation falsifying two formulas.
However, if we use the lexicographical system, an interpre-
tation falsifying one formula is preferred to an interpretation
falsifying two formulas. Now one can check that if we
construct a knowledge baseK ′ = {(φ, i), (ψ, i), (φ∨ψ, 2i)}
from K by adding the disjunctionφ ∨ ψ with a higher
rank, then equation (4) is satisfied. So the first idea is to
add disjunctions with the rank equal to the sum of ranks of
formulas composing the disjunctions.

The second idea is related to the notion of compensation. To
illustrate this idea, let us now considerK = {S1, S2} such
that S1 = {φ1} andS2 = {φ2, φ3, φ4}. The intuition be-
hind this example is to show that ranks associated with the
formulas should satisfy some constraints in order to recover
the lexicographical inference. Indeed, let us for instance as-
sociate the rank2 with φ1, and the rank1 with φ2, φ3, φ4. Let
ω andω′ be two interpretations such thatAω = {{φ1}, {}}
andAω′ = {{}, {φ2, φ3, φ4}}. Aω means thatω satisfies all
formulas ofS1 but falsifies all formulas ofS2. Aω′ means
thatω′ satisfies all the formulas ofS2 but falsifies all the for-
mulas ofS1. Following the suggestion of the first idea, let us
add all possible disjunctions. We obtain:

K ′ = {{(φ1∨φ2∨φ3∨φ4, 5)}; {(φ1∨φ3∨φ4, 4); (φ1∨φ2∨
φ4, 4); (φ1 ∨ φ2 ∨ φ3, 4)}; {(φ1 ∨ φ2, 3); (φ1 ∨ φ3, 3); (φ1 ∨
φ4, 3); (φ2∨φ3∨φ4, 3)}; {(φ1, 2); (φ2∨φ3, 2); (φ2∨φ4, 2);
(φ3 ∨ φ4, 2)}; {(φ2, 1); (φ3, 1); (φ4, 1)}}.
We can easily check thatκK′(ω) = 3 andκK′(ω′) = 2 while
Aω >Lex,K Aω′ . This is due to the fact that the disjunction
φ2 ∨ φ3 ∨ φ4 has a rank higher thanφ1. Hence, there is a
compensation effect. So, in order to recover the lexicographi-
cal order,φ1 must have a rank strictly greater than the rank of
φ2 ∨φ3 ∨φ4. A way to do this is to significantly differentiate
the different ranks associated with strata. For this, we asso-
ciate to each formula(φij , ki) ∈ Si the rankNki whereN is
very large.N should be s.t.∀i, Nki > Σj>iN

kj . Such anN
always exists. It means that the rank given to a stratum must
be greater than the sum of all the ranks of the less reliable
strata.
Following these two ideas,K ′ is formally constructed as fol-
lows:
Let K = {S1, . . . , Sn}, andϕ a new sure information:

1. We define a new baseB:
B = {(φij , N

ki) : i = 1, n and φij ∈ Si}.
2. K ′ = {(Dj(B), aj)} whereDj(B) is the set of all pos-

sible disjunctions of sizej between formulas ofB, and
aj is the sum of ranks of formulas inDj(B).

Then we have:

Proposition 4 K ′
ϕ `A ψ iff Kϕ `Lex ψ.

Step 2: Adjustment onK ′
ϕ ≡ DMA on Kϕ

The following proposition shows that the baseK ′ constructed
in Step 1 allows us to recover the lexicographical system.

Proposition 5 Let K = {S1, . . . , Sn} be a stratified base,
and ϕ be a sure formula. LetK ′ be a base constructed in
Step 1. Then,

K ′
ϕ `A ψ ⇔ Kϕ `DMA ψ.

Due to the lack of space, we skip the proof of Prop. 5 and
illustrate its main ideas by an example. The idea is to simplify
the computation ofδA(K ′

ϕ) until recoveringδDMA(Kϕ).

Example 2 Let K = {S1, S2} whereS1 = {¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c}
andS2 = {a, b, g}. Letϕ = ¬c.
First it can be checked that
δDMA(K¬c) = {¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c, a ∨ b, g}.
LetN be a large number. Using Step 1, we have:
B = {(¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c,N2), (a,N), (b,N), (g,N)}.
The baseK ′ obtained from Step 1 (after removing tau-
tologies): K ′ = {(¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c ∨ g,N2 + N), (¬a ∨
¬b ∨ c,N2), (a ∨ b ∨ g, 3N), (a ∨ b, 2N), (a ∨ g, 2N), (b ∨
g, 2N), (a,N), (b,N), (g,N)}.
Since we apply Adjustment onK ′

¬c, the first idea is to ignore
formulas inK ′

¬c under the inconsistency level (see Section
3.3). We can check thatInc(K ′

¬c) = N . Then,δA(K ′
¬c)

is the classical base (obtained by ignoring the ranks) associ-
ated with{(¬c,+∞), (¬a∨¬b∨ c∨g, N2 +N), (¬a∨¬b∨
c,N2), (a∨b∨g, 3N), (a∨b, 2N), (a∨g, 2N), (b∨g, 2N)}.
The second idea is that subsumed disjunctions are not added.
In this example, since¬a∨¬b∨ c anda∨ b, a∨ g, b∨ g will
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belong toδA(K ′
¬c) then there is no need to keep the disjunc-

tions¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c ∨ g anda ∨ b ∨ g.
Lastly, the other disjunctions can be refined. SinceC =
{¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c, a, b} is inconsistent, then all disjunctions
constructed fromg and this conflictC are reduced tog.
Therefore, we haveδA(K ′

¬c) ≡ {¬c,¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ c, a ∨ b, g}
which is equivalent toδDMA(K¬c).

7 Experimental results
We now present some experimental results which illus-
trate the different behaviour of each strategy. We used a
propositional logic implementation of the strategies3. We
chose 8 inconsistent bases at random from the DIMACS
challenge (aim-50-no) containing 50 variables each and 80
clauses for the first 4, 100 clauses for the others. Then we
stratified the bases with 20 clauses per strata, keeping the
clauses in their original order. It appeared that each time the
conflicts were discovered and weaken in the second strata,
no more appeared in the remaining strata. The following
table gives the number of clauses in the second strata after
applying a given strategy. WDMA (resp. IDMA) stands for
whole-DMA (resp. iterative DMA).

#clauses t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8
Adj. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MA 17 7 8 18 13 7 10 17
DMA 17 54 49 18 21 60 35 18
WDMA 168 149 153 161 161 155 152 160
IDMA 17 54 49 18 21 60 35 18

There are no differences between DMA and IDMA because
on these examples consistency was either restored using
d2(C) (t2,t3,t5,t6,t7) or all the clauses involved in a conflict
have to were removed. Whole-DMA clearly hides the
information contained in the knowledge base by generating
a large number of clauses but timewise its fast. Let us now
take a look at the time spent computing each strategy.

time (s) t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8
Adj. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MA 137 0.6 2.0 332 6.1 0.3 1.2 304
DMA 136 0.6 2.1 329 6.2 0.3 1.2 302
WDMA 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
IDMA 139 0.6 2.1 329 6.0 0.3 1.2 306

These results can be interpreted as follows: computing the
set of clauses involved in conflicts (kernel) is costly, so all
methods relying on this information will require small KB’s
to revise. This can be achieved for instance using modular
KB’s, a common practice in knowledge engineering.
Interestingly, since the three DMA approaches we introduced
are logically equivalent, we can propose one way to effi-
ciently compute the DMA policy: whole DMA, only based
on satisfiability testing. This method can be used for instance
if the knowledge base is hidden to the final user, and that only
the queries are important. On the other hand, if the knowledge
base itself is important for the user, such that the revised base
must be as “close” as possible to the original one, an IDMA
approach should be used (only necessary information will be

3ADS: http://cafe.newcastle.edu.au/daniel/ADS/

weakened), but a computational cost must be paid. DMA is a
tradeoff between these two policies.

8 Conclusion
We introduced a new family of computationally effective
strategies for conflict resolution which can be used for ex-
ception handling, iterated belief revision and merging infor-
mation from multiple sources. The most important feature of
our strategy is that it relies on weakening conflicting infor-
mation rather than removing conflicts completely, and hence
is retains at least as much, and in most cases more, informa-
tion than all other known strategies. Furthermore, it achieves
this higher retention of information at no extra computational
cost. We compared and contrasted three implementations of
our new strategy with existing ones from a theoretical stand-
point and by measuring their relative performance. We were
also able to show the surprising result that the DMA policy
provides a compilation of the lexicographical system which
is known to have desirable theoretical properties. DMA of-
fers the clear advantage of obviating the need to explicitly
compute the set of all preferred subbases which can be hard.
Another pleasing result is that the DMA strategy can be im-
plemented as whole-DMA where the need to explicitly com-
pute the culprits responsible for the conflicts is not required.
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Abstract

A general framework for update-based planning
is presented. We first give a new family of
dependence-based update operators that are well-
suited to the representation of simple actions and
we identify the complexity of query entailmen-
t from an updated belief base. Then we introduce
conditional, nondeterministic and concurrent up-
dates so as to encode the corresponding types of
action effects. Plan verification and existence are
expressed in this update-based framework.

1 Introduction
Three subareas of AI seem significantly connected and still,
in the literature, work in each of these areas has been so far
disconnected, up to a few exceptions. These areas are (a)
belief update, (b) reasoning about action and change, and (c)
planning in nondeterministic environments.

Belief update (a) mainly focuses on determining how a be-
lief state should evolve after adding a new piece of informa-
tion reflecting an explicit evolution of the world; how beliefs
persist is studied in depth (this often – yet not always – relies
on an assumption of minimal change), as well as causality
and dependence between pieces of information; in particu-
lar, disjunctive information (reflecting uncertainty about the
world after update) is taken into account, and many theoret-
ical results exist (characterization of operators thanks to rep-
resentation theorems, and computational complexity results).

Reasoning about action (b) focuses on the nature of pieces
of information to take account for (preconditions for exe-
cutability, direct changes, indirect changes or ramifications,
static laws of the domain) and on the nature of the actions
themselves (determinism, conditional effects, normal and/or
exceptional effects, concurrent execution...) using sophisti-
cated languages, generally more expressive than those of be-
lief update but slightly less worked from a theoretical point
of view (especially to what concerns representation theorems
and complexity results – yet some results exist).

Finally, while (a) and (b) care on determining the conse-
quences on the agent’s current belief state of, respectively, a
new piece of information and the execution of an action, most
of the previous works about planning (c) are centered on plan
generation; algorithmic developments have been pushed for-

ward especially when actions are very simple – like in STRIPS
– but less so when they are more complex1.

Our purpose is to show how existing works on belief update
can be extended so as to represent complex actions represen-
tations and planning in nondeterministic environments.

After some formal preliminaries (Section 2), we introduce
in Section 3 a new family of update operators based on literal
dependence. Such operators generalize existing dependence-
based operators but grasp in a better way the incorporation
of the effects of an action in a belief base. Interestingly, this
generalization has no influence on computational properties
since the complexity of query entailment from an updated be-
lief base is just as hard as classical entailment in the general
case (unlike other operators like Winslett’s PMA – unless the
polynomial hierarchy collapses). Then we show in Section 4
how the effects of more sophisticated (ontic) actions can be
represented in our framework by generalizing our family of
update operators to deal with conditionals, nondeterminism
(distinct from disjunction!) and concurrency; this establish-
es a closer parallel between updates and effects of complex
actions such as considered in action languages. In Section
5, we show how to use our (extended) update operators so
as to compute the effect of a (possibly conditional) plan in a
nondeterministic domain. We successively consider the case
where the environment is fully observable and unobservable.
Complexity results for plan verification and plan existence are
given for both cases. Finally, connections to related work are
discussed in Section 6, before the concluding section.

2 Formal preliminaries
We consider a propositional language PROPPS built up
from a finite set PS of propositional variables and the
boolean constants > and ?. Propositional formulas are de-
noted by A;B etc. and interpretations over PS (or worlds)
are denoted by ! etc. We represent them as tuples or con-
junctions of literals over PS. In the following, we will i-
dentify every propositional formula A with its set of models
Mod(A).

Let LIT be the set of literals of the language, i.e., LIT =S
x2PSfx;:xg. We recall that a formula A is in Nega-

1Only a few recent works such as [McCain and Turner, 1998],
[Rintanen, 1999] and [Ferraris and Giunchiglia, 2000] considered
planners with nondeterministic actions represented in sophisticated
action languages.
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tive Normal Form iff it makes use of the connectives ^,
_, :, only and the scope of negation connectives appear-
ing in A includes propositional symbols only. For instance,
A = :((:a ^ b) _ (a ^ c)) is equivalent to the NNF formu-
la (a _ :b) ^ (:a _ :c) 2. A[x  C] denotes the formula
obtained by uniformly replacing every occurrence of propo-
sitional variable x by the formula C. A[l  C] denotes the
formula obtained by replacing in a uniform way every posi-
tive (resp. negative) occurrence of literal l in the NNF of A
by C (resp. :C). We denote by Lit(A) � LIT the set of
literals appearing in the NNF of A. In the previous exam-
ple, Lit(A) = fa;:a;:b;:cg. For any L � LIT , we note
NEG(L) = f:l j l 2 Lg, supposing ::x identified with x.
Lastly, if ! is a world and L a consistent set of literals from
LIT , then Force(!;L) is the world that gives the same truth
value as ! to all variables except the variables of literals of L
and Force(!;L) j=

V
l2L l. For instance, if ! = (a;:b; c; d)

and L = fb;:dg then Force(!;L) = (a; b; c;:d).
A belief update operator � maps the propositional belief

base (a formula) B representing the initial beliefs of a given
agent and an input formula A reflecting some explicit evolu-
tion of the world [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1991], to a new
set of beliefs B �A held by the agent after this evolution has
taken place. Katsuno and Mendelzon [Katsuno and Mendel-
zon, 1991] proposed a general semantics for update. The
most prominent feature of KM updates (distinguishing up-
dates from revision) is that update must be performed model-
wise, i.e., Mod(B �A) =

S
!j=B ! �A.

Finally, we assume the reader familiar with some basic no-
tions of computational complexity (see [Papadimitriou, 1994]
otherwise).

3 A new family of dependence-based updates
Many proposals for update operators have been made. Re-
cently, several authors showed that there are good reasons for
building a belief operator from a dependence relation [Do-
herty et al., 1998] [Herzig and Rifi, 1999]. The dependence-
based update of a belief base B by an input formula A con-
sists in first forgetting in B all information “relevant” to A
(leaving unchanged the truth value of variables not relevant
to the update), and then expanding the result with A. What
remains to be defined is the notion of “being relevant to”.

3.1 Formula-variable dependence
A formula-variable dependence function is modelled a map-
ping Dep from PROPPS to 2PS . Many choices for Dep are
possible (see [Herzig and Rifi, 1999] for details). Whatever
the choice, the dependence-based update of a world ! by a
formula A w.r.t. Dep, denoted by ! �Dep A, is the set of all
worlds !0 such that !0 j= A, and for every propositional vari-
able x from PS such that x 62 Dep(A), ! and !0 assign the
same truth value to x.

Interestingly, the complexity of query entailment from
an updated belief base is “only” coNP-complete when
dependence-based updates are considered [Liberatore, 2000]

2Note that when A is built up from the connectives ^, _, :, ),
it can be turned into an equivalent NNF formula in linear time by
“pushing down” every occurrence of : and removing double nega-
tions. Abusing words, we call the resulting formula the NNF of A.

while entailment when most usual other operators - like
Winslett’s PMA - are used is at the second level of the poly-
nomial hierarchy.

3.2 Formula-literal dependence
Forgetting everything about the variables involved in the up-
date often leads to forgetting too much. Consider a robot
being told to go to a room with two doors 1 and 2, and to
ensure that at least one of them is red (possibly by painting
one of the doors), which can be represented as an update by
red1_red2. Suppose now that both doors are initially red:
B = red1^red2. Then, using any dependence function
Dep s.t. fred1, red2g � Dep(red1_red2), we get
B�Dep (red1_red2) = red1_red2. Thus, we forgot that
both doors were already red. Clearly, this is not what is ex-
pected: intuitively, we should not forget that doors 1 and 2
are red, because updating by red1_red2 has no negative
influence on red1 nor on red2. Hence, only negative oc-
currences of red1 and red2 should be forgotten before ex-
panding by the input formula, not positive ones.

This may not be a problem in some contexts, but clearly,
when reasoning about actions, these update operators make
us forget too much and therefore do not handle the frame
problem correctly. In order to cope with this limitation, we
introduce a new family of dependence-based update opera-
tors. Such operators generalize existing ones because they
are based on formula-literal dependence [Lang et al., 2000],
a more general notion than formula-variable dependence.

¿From now on, a formula-literal dependence function is
a mapping Dep : PROPPS ! 2LIT . Many full-sense
Dep can be considered. Like formula-variable dependence
functions, Dep(A) can be basically defined as Lit(A) or
DepLit(A), where the latter is defined as follows:

Definition 1 (FL independence) [Lang et al., 2000] Let A
be a formula from PROPPS and l(= x or :x) be a literal
from LIT . A is literal-independent of x iff A[x  >] �
A, and A is literal-independent of :x iff A[x  ?] � A.
Finally, A depends on l iff it is not literal-independent of l.
We denote by DepLit(A) the set of literals A depends on.

Thus, A = (a_b)^(:a_c)^(a_b_:c) is literal-dependent
on a, :a, b and c; but not on :c, because it is equivalent to
(a _ b) ^ (:a _ c), and :c does not appear in the NNF of the
latter.

More sophisticated dependence functions can also be de-
signed by considering explicit dependence (binary) relations
Æ on LIT . One of them is Dep(A) =

S
l2Lit(A) Æ(l) (and

similarly with DepLit(A)). We can also take into account
persistent literals, i.e., literals remaining true whatever hap-
pens, such as : alive (contrarily to alive). For exam-
ple, Dep(A) = DepLit(A)\NEG(Pers) where Pers is a
given set of persistent literals is a possible dependence func-
tion. Clearly, persistent literals cannot be taken into account
by formula-variable dependence. The other way round, every
formula-variable dependence function can be simulated by a
formula-literal dependence function.

3.3 Update based on formula-literal dependence
Definition 2 The update ! �Dep A of the world ! by the for-
mula A w.r.t Dep is the set of all worlds !0 s.t. !0 j= A and
there exists L � Dep(A) s.t. ! = Force(!0; NEG(L)).
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The next result gives us a way to compute B �Dep A =S
!2Mod(B)

! �Dep A in practice. We first need to define
literal forgetting [Lang et al., 2000].

Definition 3 (literal forgetting) For a formula B and L �
LIT , ForgetLit(B;L) is the formula inductively defined by
(1) ForgetLit(B; ;) = B;
(2) ForgetLit(B; flg) = B[l >] _ (:l ^B);
(3) ForgetLit(B; flg[L) = ForgetLit(ForgetLit(B;L); flg)

Proposition 1
B �Dep A � A ^ ForgetLit(B;NEG(Dep(A))).

Example 1 B = (:a_:d)^(a_b)^(a_c_d), A = d and let
us take Dep = DepLit. We have ForgetLit(B;Dep(A)) =
ForgetLit(B; fdg) = (:a_:d)^(a_b); henceB�DepA �
d ^ :a ^ b.

Interestingly, for all the update operators based on literal
dependence listed above, we have the following complexi-
ty result (this slightly extends Theorem 15 from [Liberatore,
2000])):

Proposition 2 Given three formulas A, B and C,
B �Dep A j=

? C is coNP-complete.

If DepLit(A) � Dep(A), then A and ForgetLit(B;
NEG(Dep(A))) are strongly separable, in the sense that,
if l 2 DepLit(A), then :l 62 DepLit(ForgetLit(B;
NEG(Dep(A)))) holds. This is an important property from
a computational point of view when CNF queries are consid-
ered since:

Proposition 3 If C and D are two strongly separable for-
mulas, then they are separable in the sense of Levesque
[Levesque, 1998], i.e., for every clause E, we have C ^D j=
E iff C j= E or D j= E.

Accordingly, one global entailment test can be replaced by
two local (simpler) entailment tests, and exponential savings
can be achieved this way in practice. Now, clausal entailment
from a ForgetLit formula reduces to clausal entailment from
a classical formula:

Proposition 4 Let E be a non-tautological clause. Then
Forget(B;L) j= E iff B j=

W
l2Lit(E)nL l.

Alltogether, the two previous propositions give us some
tractable restrictions for clausal query entailment from an up-
dated belief base. Let us say that a formula is tractable when
it belongs to a class of formulas for which clausal entailmen-
t is known as tractable (e.g., the Horn CNF class). When
�Dep satisfies DepLit(A) � Dep(A), A is a tractable for-
mula for which literal-(in)dependence can be tested in poly-
nomial time and B is a tractable formula, then determining
whether B �Dep A j= C can be achieved in polynomial time
for every CNF formula C. This is the case for instance when
Dep = DepLit, B is a Horn CNF formula and A is a set of
binary clauses3.

3Here, clausal entailment from the updated base B�DepA is even
easier than clausal entailment from the corresponding expanded base
B ^A since determining whether A^B j= C is coNP-complete in
this situation – tractable classes are known not to mix well.

4 Updates and actions
The aim of this section is to show that belief update is not far
from being able to determine the effects of an arbitrary action.
In order to do so, we introduce the notion of extended input.

Definition 4 (extended inputs) Extended inputs are defined
inductively as follows:

� every formula A of PROPPS is an extended input;

� if � and 	 are extended inputs then �[	 is an extended
input (nondeterminism);

� if � and 	 are extended inputs then �jj	 is an extended
input (concurrency);

� if � and 	 are extended inputs and C is a formula of
PROPPS then if C then � else 	 is an extended
input (conditional).

Definition 5 (updates by extended inputs) Let � be an ar-
bitrary update operator, ! a world and � an extended input.
We define the update of ! by � inductively as follows:

� if A 2 PROPPS , then ! �A is given
by the definition of �;

� ! � (� [	) = (! ��) [ (! �	);

� ! � if C then � else	 =

�
! �� if ! j= C
! �	 if ! j= :C

� ! � (�jj	) = ! � (�(�jj	))
where �(�jj	)) is defined inductively by:

�(�jj	) =

8>>><
>>>:

� ^	 if �;	 2 PROPPS
�(�jj	1) [ �(�jj	2) if 	 = 	1 [	2

if C then �(� �	1) else �(� �	2)
if 	 = (if C then	1 else	2)

�(	jj�) otherwise

As before, B �� = [!2Mod(B)(! ��).
!�(�[	) is a nondeterministic update, namely, ! is non-

deterministically updated by � or by 	. This has been first
introduced by Brewka and Hertzberg [Brewka and Hertzberg,
1993], who have observed that ! � (A [ B) is in general d-
ifferent from ! � (A _ B). In the case where � = A and
	 = B are simple propositional formulas, updating ! by
A [ B intuitively means that a nondeterministic action has
been performed, whose possible effect is either A or B, and
that (quoting from [Brewka and Hertzberg, 1993]) the planner
has no way to know whether one of the postcondition is al-
ready satisfied and nondeterministically choose to update by
A or by B. A first example is the toss action, representable
by the extended input head [ : head. Another example
(adapted from [Brewka and Hertzberg, 1993]): recall the red
doors example (Section 2). If the robot is told to paint door
1 or door 2 in red but has no way to know whether one of
the doors is already red (because it has no sensors), then the
action should be modelled by red1 [ red2. On the other
hand, the action consisting of an update by red1_red2 cor-
responds to a context where the robot can check whether one
of the doors is initially red (and leaves the world unchanged
if this is the case). The introduction of these two kinds of
nondeterministic actions needs both standard disjunction and
[. Note that we have B � (A [ C) � (B �A) _ (B �C).
! � if C then � else	 is a conditional update: the ini-

tial model is updated by � or by 	 depending on whether !
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satisfies the branching condition C or not. In the case where
� = A and 	 = D are simple propositional formulas, we
haveB�ifC thenA elseD � (B^C)�A_(B^:C)�D.
Conditional updates are needed for action with conditional ef-
fects, such as the well-used turkey shooting action, which cor-
responds to an update by if loaded then (:alive^:loaded)
else >. Conditional actions are not well handled with pure
unconditional updates.
! � (�jj	) is a concurrent update. It basically works by

gathering conjunctively all possible combinations of alterna-
tive results, and then performing the corresponding updates
separately; in particular, B � ((A1 [ A2)jj(B1 [ B2)) �
B�(A1^B1)_B�(A1^B2)_B�(A2^B1)_B�(A2^B2).
This can be easily generalized to the case where more than t-
wo extended inputs must be considered as concurrent update
formulas. Concurrent updates aim at representing compactly
independent effects of actions. Consider the action of loading
the gun which has two independent effects, namely: (1) the
gun is loaded and (2) the turkey goes hiding if it is not deaf.
It corresponds to the concurrent update by � = (loaded jj if
:deaf then hidden else >). Concurrency can as well be
used for concurrent (or parallel) actions4.

Consider parallel actions having some inconsistent effects.
As the effect of the update by their combination is an empty
set of models, this has no impact on the final result. This
means that our notion of action compatibility is very loose.
For instance, if ! = (a; b; c) and if we have two actions � and
� corresponding to the extended inputs � = (a^ b)[ (a^ c)
and � = :a [ :b then ! � (�jj�) = (! � ?) [ (! � ?) [
(! �?) [ (! � (a ^ :b ^ c)) = f(a;:b; c)g. More precisely,
two nondeterministic actions � = A1 [ ::: [ Ap and � =
B1 [ ::: [ Bq are compatible (i.e., concurrently executable)
iff there is an effect Ai of � and an effect Bj of � such that
Ai ^ Bj is consistent5.

The previous definition is independent of the choice of a
particular update operator. In the case of a dependence-based
operator, the complexity results established in Section 3 en-
able us to say that the prediction problem (i.e., the problem
of determining if the execution of an action in a given belief
state leads to satisfying a given formula) is coNP-complete6.

Note that usual ramification methods, such as the use of
integrity constraints or causal rules (see [Doherty et al., 1998]
for their handling in an update framework) can be added on
top of our framework. We do not discuss them since it is not

4Note that our notion of concurrency differs from concurrency in
dynamic logic which is defined by (!��)\(!�	). Like in language
C [Giunchiglia and Lifschitz, 1998], concurrency means that the ef-
fects of the concurrent actions must be gathered before being used as
inputs for belief update. Consider for instance the two actions “open
the door” and “open the window”, corresponding to the updates
door and window, applied concurrently to the initial state ! = (:
door ;: window). For any dependence-based update operator �
for which door and window are independent we get !� door
= ( door;: window), !� window = (: door; window), and
thus (!� door) \ (!� window) = ;, while with our definition
we get the intended result ! � (door jj window) = ! � (door ^
window) = (door; window).

5Other notions of compatibility can be represented in our frame-
work. They are not developed further due to space limitations.

6If the update operator was instead �p
2
-complete, as many oper-

ators are, then extended update would be �p
2
-complete too.

a contribution of our paper.

5 Update-based planning
5.1 Definitions
In the following, we consider standard ontic actions, which
are meant to act on the world, and do not have any other ef-
fects on the knowledge state of the agent than the realization
of its ontic effects. In our framework, a standard ontic action
� is described by an extended input, denoted by � as well
(thus, we identify the action and its effects, which will not
lead to ambiguities), and determining its effects on a world !
simply consists in updating ! by �.

What is missing now in order to define a plan is the notion
of update sequences.

Definition 6 (plans) Given a finite set of standard ontic ac-
tions ACTO , (branching) plans are defined inductively by:

� � (empty plan) is a plan;

� for any extended input � 2 ACTO, � is a plan;

� if �1 and �2 are plans, then �1;�2 is a plan;

� if �1 and �2 are plans and C is a propositional formula,
then if C then �1 else �2 is a plan.

Thus, plans are sequential and conditional extended up-
dates (these extended updates being themselves conditional,
nondeterministic and concurrent)7. At the plan level, nonde-
terministic choice and parallel composition are not allowed.

Definition 7 (planning problems) A planning problem is a
triple P = hI; ACTO ; Gi where:

� I is a propositional formula representing the knowledge
on the initial state;

� ACTO = f�1; :::; �qg is a set of standard ontic actions;

� G is a propositional formula representing the goal.

Note that these definitions do not mention anything regard-
ing observability. They can therefore be used as generic def-
initions. What changes when various assumptions about ob-
servability are made is the type of plans allowed. When ful-
l observability is assumed, any branching is allowed, while
with unobservability, branching is never allowed. With par-
tial observability we may branch only on conditions whose
truth value can be determined by the agent.

Definition 8 (trajectories) A trajectory � is a nonempty se-
quence � = h!0; :::; !T i of models (T � 0). If � =
h!0; :::; !T i, then length(�) = T . If � is a plan and I an
initial knowledge base, � is a possible trajectory for (I , �)
w.r.t. ACTO iff (1) !0 j= I and (2) one of the following con-
ditions holds:

1. � = � and T = 0;

2. � 2 ACTO and T = 1 and !1 2Mod(!0 � �);

7Note that if .. then .. else is used both at the action and at
the plan levels. Formally, both structures are identical but both kinds
of conditionals do not share the same purpose; especially, observ-
ability considerations may restrict the range of allowed branching
conditions at the plan level, but not at the action level.
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3. � = �1;�2 and � can be decomposed in two subtrajec-
tories �1 = h!0; :::; !ii, �2 = h!i; :::; !T i, s.t. �1 is a
possible trajectory for (I; �1), and �2 is a possible tra-
jectory for (!i; �2));

4. � = if C then �1 else �2 and

� either !0 j= C and � is a possible trajectory for
(I; �1)

� or !0 j= :C and � is a possible trajectory for
(I; �2).

Definition 9 (succeeding plans) A plan � is a succeeding
plan for a planning problem P = hI; ACTO ; Gi iff every
possible trajectory � for (I; �) is s.t. !length(�) j= G.

5.2 Fully observable environments
Under full observability, any plan is allowed. Let us consider
the complexity of plan verification and existence.

Proposition 5 (complexity of plan verification/existence)
Suppose that the update operator used � is one of the
dependence-based operator given in the previous sections.

1. determining whether � is a succeeding plan for P =
hI; ACTO ; Gi is coNP-complete;

2. determining whether there exists a succeeding plan � for
P = hI; ACTO; Gi is EXPTIME-complete, and deter-
mining whether there exists a succeeding plan � of poly-
nomially bounded length for P is PSPACE-complete.

Point 1. is a key result. It is a strong generalization of Theo-
rem 20 from [Liberatore, 2000]. Point 2. is easier to establish:
the upper bounds are a byproduct of Point 1., and the low-
er bounds are derived from Littman’s results on probabilis-
tic planning [Littman, 1997]. These results (especially Point
1.) show that update-based planning in fully observable en-
vironments is not harder than STRIPS-based nondeterministic
planning, which (somewhat) means that the facilities brought
with the use of update are “for free”.

5.3 Unobservable environments
Definition 10 (unbranching plans) An unbranching plan is
a (possibly empty) sequence �0; :::;�T of standard ontic ac-
tions, or equivalently a plan in which no if ... then ...
else appears at the outer level8.

Trajectories and succeeding plans are defined the same way
as above. The following property, reformulating succeeding
plans in terms of iterated updates, is almost straightforward:

Proposition 6 Let � = �1; :::;�T be an unbranching plan,
and P = hI; ACTO; Gi a planning problem. Then � is a
succeeding plan for P iff ((::(I � �1) � �2) � :::) � �T j= G.

Proposition 7 (complexity of plan verification/existence)
Suppose the update operator used � is one of the dependence-
based operator given in the previous sections.

1. determining whether an unbranching plan � is a suc-
ceeding plan for P = hI; ACTO ; Gi is coNP-complete.

8However, if ... then ... else may appear inside the extended
inputs, for representing conditional effects.

2. determining whether there exists a succeeding un-
branching plan � for P = hI; ACTO ; Gi is
EXPSPACE-complete, and determining whether there
exists a succeeding unbranching plan � for P of polyno-
mially bounded length is �p

2
-complete.

The EXPSPACE-hardness result is a direct consequence
of a result from [Haslum and Jonsson, 1999]. The latter
point (�p

2
-completeness) is similar to results in [Baral et al.,

1999] and in [da Costa et al., 1997], which again suggests
that dependence-based updates can be added “for free”.

6 Related work
[Brewka and Hertzberg, 1993] were the first to use belief up-
date operators for representing actions with conditional and
nondeterministic effects. In Sections 3 and 4, we truly fol-
low in their steps. They use Winslett’s PMA update opera-
tor, which has been shown in many places to possess severe
drawbacks (both from the points of view of expressivity and
complexity). By making use of further advances in belief up-
date, especially in what concerns dependence-based update,
we were able to go much further than they did towards the
practical computation of plans (and as well by allowing for
concurrent actions, conditional plans and epistemic actions).
See also the transition-based update-like operators of Cordier
and Siegel [Cordier and Siegel, 1995].

[Fargier et al., 2000] use dependence-based update for
one-stage decision making processes (that can be viewed as
degenerated planning problems). Their use of a formula-
variable dependence is, as we show in Section 3, not the best
choice for reasoning about action, and they do not use nonde-
terministic updates, nor sequences of updates.

[del Val and Shoham, 1994] point out some corre-
spondances between the Katsuno-Mendelzon postulates and
generic properties of action (by rewriting KM postulates in
the situation calculus and showing that each KM postulate
can be expressed as a specific property of actions), which en-
able them to give some intuitive reasons to accept or reject
some of the KM postulates. Rather than practically propos-
ing action languages based on belief update operators as we
did, their work remains at the meta-level and made us think
that such an update-based framework for planning was feasi-
ble.

[Shapiro et al., 2000] represent iterated updates as well
as epistemic actions in the situation calculus. They distin-
guish between ontic actions (leading to updates) and epis-
temic (leading to revisions). They represent the set of possi-
ble worlds (or situations) explicitly, while, using STRIPS-like
representation and a propositional formalism, we represent it
in a compact way, which makes our framework very different
from theirs.

A line of work which is parallel to ours is the planning as
satisfiability frameworks with actions languages, especially
[Giunchiglia, 2000] based on the language C and [McCain
and Turner, 1998] based on the causal theory developed by
the authors. The main differences between these languages
and update is in the handling of disjunction: the literal com-
pletions used in [Giunchiglia, 2000] and [McCain and Turn-
er, 1998] require that dynamic laws expressing the effects of
actions have a single literal in their head. The exact links
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between these expressive languages and belief update is an
interesting topic for further research. [Geffner, 1996] also
makes use of causal theories for actions and planning, and
uses plausibility functions to distiguish various levels of ex-
ceptionality in the effects of actions.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new update-based frame-
work for planning. Our contribution is manyfold. We have in-
troduced a new family of dependence-based update operators,
based on formula-literal dependence, which includes existing
dependence-based operators as specific cases, suits better the
needs of reasoning about action, and whose computational
complexity is not being above that of classical entailment. We
have also shown how belief update has to be augmented with
conditionals, nondeterminism and concurrency in order to be
fully adapted to the representation of actions. Third, we have
shown how to define (conditional or unconditional) plans in
our framework. Finally, we have shown that the complexi-
ty of plan verification and existence in our framework is not
higher than with a STRIPS-like representation.

This work calls for several perspectives. One of them con-
cerns the introduction of partial observability in our frame-
work. The simplest way to do it consists in considering that a
fixed set of formulas is directly observable; allowed branch-
ing conditions are in this case formulas whose truth value can
be determined from the truth values of these formulas. A
more expressive solution consists in allowing for epistemic
actions in the framework. Unlike ontic actions, epistemic
actions leave the world unchanged and therefore do not im-
ply an update, but instead, a knowledge expansion. In or-
der to distinguish between facts and knowledge, an epistemic
modality K can be introduced. Plans can be defined in a sim-
ilar way as before except for branching conditions, for which
we allow only for epistemically interpretable branching con-
ditions as in [Herzig et al., 2000].
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Abstract

The Principle of Minimal Change is prevalent in
variousguisesthroughoutthe developmentof ar-
eassuchas reasoningaboutaction,belief change
andnonmonotonicreasoning.Recentliteraturehas
witnessedtheproposalof severaltheoriesof action
thatadoptanexplicit representationof causality. It
is claimedthatanexplicit notionof causalityis able
to dealwith theframeproblemin amannernotpos-
siblewith traditionalapproachesbasedon minimal
change.
However, suchclaims remainuntestedby all but
representative examples. It is our purposehereto
objectively test theseclaims in an abstractsense;
to determinewhetheran explicit representationof
causalityis capableof providing somethingthatthe
Principleof Minimal Changeis unableto capture.
Working towards this end, we provide a precise
characterisationof thelimit of applicabilityof min-
imal change.

1 Intr oduction

Theproblemof reasoningaboutactionandchangehasbeen
oneof themajorpreoccupationsfor artificial intelligencere-
searcherssincethe inceptionof the field. Oneof the early
tenetsappliedwhen reasoningaboutsuchphenomenawas
that as little as possibleshouldchange in the world when
performingan action; what we might call the Principle of
Minimal Change.1 Thisprincipleis manifestin many guises:
preferential-stylesystems[Shoham,1988], persistenceap-
proaches[Krautz,1986], circumscription[McCarthy, 1980],
etc.Over theyears,aspectsof this principlehavebeencalled
intoquestionleadingtoavarietyof suggestedfixes:fixedver-
susvariablepredicatesin circumscription,occludedfluents
[Sandewall, 1989], framefluents[Lifschitz, 1990], to name
but a few. Moreover, in the more recentliteratureexplic-
it representationsof causalityhave foundfavour [Lin, 1995;
McCain and Turner, 1995; 1997; Thielscher, 1997]. How-
ever, what is not clear—beyond somesimplerepresentative

1Although, one might be temptedto say that the Principle of
Minimal Changeis moregeneralin scope.

examples—isthe purchaseaffordedby explicitly represent-
ing causalityover the more traditional minimal changeap-
proaches.It is this imbalancethat this paperseeksto redress
in a clearandobjectivemanner. In fact,theresultswepresent
herehave further reachingconsequences,giving a ratherlu-
cid characterisationof theextentof applicabilityof minimal
change.By thiswe meanthat,givena framework for reason-
ing aboutactionandchange,it will be clearwhethersucha
framework canbemodelledby minimal changeoncecertain
propertiesof theframework canbeestablished.

We achieve our aims througha correspondencebetween
two formal systemswhich wecall dynamicsystemsandpref-
erential modelsrespectively. Intuitively, thedynamicsystem
is an abstractmodellingof the dynamicdomainundercon-
sideration(thebehaviour of which we wish to reasonabout).
Essentially, this abstractmodelcapturesthe domainat hand
by a resultfunction

���������
	
which returnsthestates(of the

domain)thatcouldpossiblyresultfrom theapplicationof an
actionwith directeffects

�
(i.e.,postconditions)at theinitial

state
�

. A preferentialmodelon the otherhandis a formal
structurethatencodesthePrincipalof Minimal Changein an
abstractandquitegeneralmanner. With theaid of preferen-
tial modelswe areableto provide a precisecharacterisation
of the classof dynamicsystemsthat areamenableto theo-
ries of action basedon minimal change;we call suchdy-
namicsystemsminimisable. Having a precisecharacterisa-
tion of minimisabledynamicsystemswe canthenexamine
whethertheoriesof actionadoptinganexplicit representation
of causality, which we shallcall causaltheoriesof actionare
capableof formsof reasoningthatcannotbecapturedby the
Principleof Minimal Change;moreprecisely, we canexam-
ine whethercausaltheoriesof actionareapplicableoutside
the scopeof minimisabledynamicsystems. According to
the resultsreportedherein,the logic of actionproposedby
Thielscher[1997] is indeedapplicableto non-minimisable
dynamicsystems,whereas,perhapssurprisingly, McCainand
Turner’s causaltheoryof action[McCain andTurner, 1995]
hasa rangeof applicability that is subsumedby the classof
minimisabledynamicsystems.

In the following sectionwe introduceboth dynamicsys-
temsandpreferentialmodels.Moreover, we stateclearly the
notion of minimal change that we shall adopthere. In Sec-
tion 3 we examinethe formal propertiesthat the resultfunc-
tion of a dynamicsystemmustobey in orderfor it to bemin-
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imisable. Section4 presentsananalysisof someof thetheo-
riesof� actionfoundin theliterature.Weendwith adiscussion
andconclusions,includingpointersto futurework.

2 Dynamic Systemsand Preferential Systems
As mentionedabove, the main resultsin this paperwill be
achieved by demonstratinga correspondencebetweentwo
formal systems.Thefirst, calleda dynamicsystem, is mean-
t to serve as a generalabstractionof domains(suchas the
blocks world, or the domaindescribedby the Yale Shooting
Problem, etc.), for which theoriesof actionaredesignedto
reasonabout. Our main interestshallbe in thepropertiesof
thedynamicsystem’s resultfunction. In particular, we shal-
l formulatenecessaryandsufficient conditionsunderwhich
the system’s resultfunctioncanbecharacterisedin termsof
an appropriatelydefinedminimisationpolicy. Minimisation
policies are in turn encodedby our secondformal system
calleda preferential model. Dynamicsystemsandpreferen-
tial modelsareformally definedbelow.

2.1 Dynamic Systems
Throughoutthis article we shall be working with a finitary
propositionallanguage� the detailsof which shall be left
open.2 We shalloftenrefer to � astheobjectlanguage. We
shall call thepropositionalvariablesof � fluents. Thesetof
all fluentswill bedenotedby �� . A literal is eitherafluentor
thenegationof a fluent. We shalldenotethesetof all literals
by � � . A stateof � (alsoreferredto asanobjectstate)is a
maximally consistentsetof literals. The setof all statesof� is denotedby ��� . For a setof sentences� of � , by � ���
we denotethesetof all statesof � that satisfy � , i.e. � ��� =����� � ��� ��� � � . Finally, for a sentence! of � we shall
use � !"� asanabbreviationfor � � !#��� .
Definition 2.1 A dynamicsystemis a triple $ = %�& �(')�*��+
where,, & is a nonemptysubsetof ��� theelementsof which we

shall call valid states., ' is a nonemptyset of sentencesof � . The intended
meaningof the sentencesin

'
is that they correspond

to the postconditions(or direct effects) of actions. For
simplicity, we shall identify actionswith their postcon-
ditionsandreferto thesentencesin

'
asactions.

, � � &.- '0/21 & , is calledtheresultfunction.

Intuitively, theresultfunction
���3�4�5�
	

returnsthesetof ob-
ject statesconsideredto bepossibleresultantstatesafterap-
plying the actionwith postcondition

�
at the objectstate

�
.

If for acertain
�

,
�

, it happensthat
���3�4�(�"	

= 6 , this is taken
to meanthat

�
is notapplicableat

�
.

2.2 Extensionsof the Object Language
Despitethe many different ways in which the principle of
minimalchangehasbeenencoded[McCarthy, 1980;Winslet-
t, 1988; Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1992; Doherty, 1994;

2By a language,we intendall well formedformulaeof that lan-
guage.

Sandewall, 1996], a featurethat is commonto all theseap-
proachesis the existenceof an ordering 7 on statesused
to determinewhich inferencesare drawn about the effect-
s of actions. In someof theseapproaches[Winslett, 1988;
KatsunoandMendelzon,1992;Sandewall, 1996] the order-
ing 7 is definedover theset � � of objectstates.For exam-
ple, accordingto thePossibleModelsApproach(PMA), the
ordering 7�8 associatedwith an(initial) state

�
is definedas

follows: for any
� � �:9;� � � ,

� 7 8 �<9 if andonly if Diff
�3��� � 	=

Diff
�3��� � 9 	

.3 Therearehowever many theoriesof action
for which theordering 7 is defined,notover thesetof object
states,but ratheroveranextendedsetof meta-states. Consid-
er, for example,a theoryof actionbasedon circumscription
[McCarthy, 1980]. Circumscription’sminimisationpolicy in-
ducesanordering 7 that is definedover a setof meta-states� � 9 , generatedfrom the setof object states� � with the
additionof theabnormalitypredicate>@? . More precisely, if
the object languagehas A fluents,and B actions,therewill
be
1DC

objectstatesin ��� ; with the additionof the abnor-
mality predicate>@? , eachobjectsstate

�
“splits” into

1ECGFIH
meta-states,all of which agreewith

�
on the truth valueof

the A (object)fluents,anddiffer only on thevalueof theab-
normality predicate>�? for eachpair of (object) fluent and
action. Thus therewill be a total of

1DCEJ
KLCGFMHON
meta-states

overwhich theordering 7 is defined.
As we prove later in this paper, moving the minimisation

policy from objectstatesto meta-statesresultsin significan-
t gainsin the rangeof applicability of minimal changeap-
proaches.Given the major role of meta-statesin our study,
in therestof this sectionwe introducesomefurthernotation
andformally definetheconceptsrelatedto meta-states.

A propositionallanguage� 9 is calledanextensionof � if
andonly if firstly, � 9 is finitary andsecondly, theproposition-
al variablesof � areincludedin � 9 . If � 9 is anextensionof� we shall refer to the additionalpropositionalvariablesof� 9 (i.e., thosethatdo not appearin � ) ascontrol variablesor
control fluents.4 We shall saythat � 9 is a P -extensionof � ,
for a naturalnumberP �RQ , if andonly if � 9 is anextension
of � andit containspreciselyP controlfluents.Clearly, anyS
-extensionof � is identicalwith � .
For anextension� 9 of � , any maximallyconsistentsetof

literalsof � 9 is calleda meta-state. For a setof sentences�
of � 9 , we definethe restrictionof � to � , denoted� T:� , to
betheset �VU�� . Finally, we definetherestrictionto � of a
collection W of setsof sentencesof � 9 , denotedWXT:� , to be
thesetconsistingof therestrictionto � of theelementsof W ;
in symbols,WXT<� 9ZY � �4T:� � � � W)� .
2.3 Preferential Models
Having formally definedmeta-statesit remainsto introducea
generalmodelthatencodestheconceptof minimisationover
meta-states.

Definition 2.2 A preferentialstructurefor � is a triple [ =%�� 9 � & 9 �]\^+ where:
3For any two states_�`*a , Diff bc_d`ea<f denotesthesymmetricdif-

ferenceof _ and a .
4Like theabnormalitypredicate,controlfluentsaremeantto be

variablesguidingtheminimisationpolicy.
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, � 9 is an extensionof � ., & 9 is a nonemptycollectionof maximallyconsistentsets
of literals of � 9 ; we shall call the elementsof & 9 valid
meta-states., \ is a functionmappingeach objectstate

� � ��� to
a (partial) preorder over ���hg (the setof all maximal-
ly consistentsetsof literals of � 9 ); we shall denotethe
preorderassignedto

�
, by 7 8 .5

As mentioned earlier, a preferential structure [ =%�� 9 � & 9 �]\^+ is meantto bethebasisfor encodingformally (and
in a quite abstractmanner)the conceptof minimal change.
More precisely, let

� � � � be any objectstate. The pre-
order 7�8 associatedwith

�
representsthecomparativesim-

ilarity of meta-statesto
�

. Using 7 8 (andthe principle of
minimal change),onecanthendeterminethestates

�����4�(�i	
thatcanpossiblyresultfrom theapplicationof anaction

�
to�

by meansof thecondition(M) givenbelow:

(M)
�����X�5�i	

= jkBmlnA � � � � �Mg �po 8 	 Uq& 9cr T�� .

In the above condition, � � �c�Mg denotesthe setof meta-states
consistentwith thesentence

�
and BmlnA � � � � � g �po 8 	 is theset

of suchmeta-statesthatareminimal (“most preferred”)with
respectto

o 8 .
The intuition behindcondition (M) shouldbe clear. Es-

sentially, we selectthosemeta-statesconsistentwith formula�
(representingthepostconditionof anaction)thataremini-

mal undertheordering
o 8 , filter out thevalid onesandthen

restrict theseto the languageof the dynamicsystemunder
consideration.

We shallsaythata preferentialstructure[ = %3� 9 � & 9 �5\s+ is
a preferential modelfor thedynamicsystem$ = %�& �(')�*��+
if its resultfunction canbe reproducedfrom [ by meansof
condition(M); moreprecisely, if andonly if for all

� � & and� � '
, condition(M) is satisfied.If adynamicsystem$ has

a preferentialmodel t , we shallsaythat $ is minimisable;
moreover, if thereare precisely P control fluentsin � 9 , we
shallsaythat $ is P -minimisableor that it hasa preferential
modelwith degree P . Clearly, if a dynamicsystem$ hasa
preferentialmodelwith degree P for someP �uQ it alsohas
a preferentialmodelwith degreeB for any BwvxP .
3 Minimisable Dynamic Systems
Our aim in this sectionis to provide a characterisationof the
classof minimisabledynamicsystems,in termsof conditions
imposedon theresultfunction

�
.

Let $ = %c& �5'y�]�m+ be a dynamicsystem,
�

a statein & ,
and

�O�5� 9
any two actionsin

'
. Considertheconditions(P1)

- (P3)below:

(P1) If
� � & and

� � �R���X�z�i	
, then

��� �
(P2) If

� � & and
� �R{|� 9

, then
�����4�
�
	 Y �R�3�4�"� 9 	

(P3) If
� � � 9

,
� � & ,

�}� �R�3���~� 9 	
and

��� � � � , then� � �R�3�4�"�
	
5Weshallalsouse �#� to referto thestrict (non-reflexive)partof� � .

Theseconditionscan be interpretedquite simply. Con-
dition (P1) saysthat the postconditionsof an action (i.e.,�

) shouldbe true at all possibleresultantstates.Condition
(P2) is an irrelevanceof syntaxconditionstatingthatactions
having logically equivalentpostconditionsshouldpredictthe
sameresultantstates.Condition(P3)statesthatif a state

�
is

chosenasa possibleoutcomeof an action
� 9

, then
�

should
alsobechosenasa possibleoutcomeof any action

�
which

is strongerthan
� 9

andconsistentwith
�
. (NB:

� � � 9
im-

plies � � � = � � 9 � ). This lastconditionis similar to thechoice
theoreticconditionknow as(

�
) in theliterature[Sen,1977].

Thesethree,simply statedconditionssuffice to exactly char-
acterisetheclassof minimisabledynamicsystems.

Theorem3.1 A dynamicsystemis minimisableif andonly if
it satisfiestheconditions(P1)– (P3).

Theorem3.1 is the centralresult of this article. What is
perhapssurprisingaboutthis theoremis that it managesto
provide a characterisationof minimality definedover meta-
statesvia conditionson the result function, which operates
on objectstates.

The proof of Theorem3.1 is omitteddueto spacelimita-
tions. Themostinterestingpartof theproof is a construction
that,givenadynamicsystem$ with A fluentssatisfying(P1)
– (P3),generatesa preferentialmodelfor $ with degree

1DC
.

An immediatecorollaryof this is that,if adynamicsystemis
at all minimisable,thenit is minimisablewith degree

1DC
. We

shallcall thesmallestnumberP for which a minimisabledy-
namicsystem$ hasa preferentialmodelwith degree P , the
minimality rank of $ . As alreadymentioned,the corollary
below followsdirectly from theproof of Theorem3.1.

Corollary 3.1 Theminimalityrankof a minimisabledynam-
ic systemwith A fluentsis no greaterthan

1DC
.

Having providedageneralcharacterisationof minimisable
dynamicsystemsby meansof (P1)– (P3),we shallnow turn
to specialcases.Moreprecisely, weshallimposecertaincon-
straintsonpreferentialmodelsandexaminetheirimplications
on minimisabledynamicsystemsvia condition(M).

The first suchconstraintis totality on the preordersof a
preferentialmodel. More precisely, we shall saythata pref-
erentialmodel [ = %�� 9 � & 9 �5\s+ is linear if andonly if all pre-
ordersin

\
are total (sometimesreferredto as connected).

Weshallsaythatadynamicsystem$ = %c& �(')�*�m+ is strictly
minimisableif andonly if $ hasa linearpreferentialmodel.
In the presenceof (P1) – (P3), condition (P4) below char-
acterisespreciselythe classof strictly minimisabledynamic
systems.Theterm

�����4�(' 9 	
in (P4),where

' 9
is a subsetof'

, is usedasanabbreviation for � � 93� ' 9 �R�3�4�5� 9 	 .
(P4) For any nonempty

' 9 = '
suchthat

�R���X�5� 9 	X�Y 6
for all

� 9�� ' 9
, thereexistsa nonemptysubset� of�����X�5' 9 	

, suchthat
���3�4�5�i	

= � � ��U�� , for all
� � '

suchthat � � � = � ' 9 � and � � �IUm� �Y 6 .
Condition(P4)essentiallysaysthat,undercertaincondition-
s, a collectionof statesW containsa subset� of “best” ele-
ments.Consequently, wheneveranaction

�
is suchthatall

�
-

statesarecontainedin W , andmoreover, amongthe
�

-states
therearesomeof the“best” elementsof W , thenany statere-
sultingfrom

�
is amongthose“best”

�
-states(i.e.,

�R���X�5�
	
=
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� � �sUy� ). Noticethat(P4)collapsesto the(muchmorefamil-
iar) condition� (P4

9
) below, whenever

�����4�(�i	
is definedfor

all pairsof states
�

, andsentences
�

. In the principal case
howeverwhere

�
is definedoverapropersubsetof ����-�� ,

(P4
9
) is strictly weaker than(P4).

(P4
9
) If

���3�4�(�
	
,
�����X�5� 9 	��Y 6 , ���3�4�5�
	 = � � 9 � , and�����X�5� 9 	 = � � � , then

���3�4�5�
	
=
���3�4�5� 9 	

.

This is essentially the (U6) postulateof Katsuno and
Mendelzon[1992]. It is also found as property (3.13) in
Gärdenfors[1988,p. 57].

Theorem3.2 A dynamicsystemis strictly minimisableif and
only if it satisfiestheconditions(P1)– (P4).

A direct consequenceof the (only-if part of the) above
proof is thefollowing corollary.

Corollary 3.2 Theminimalityrankof a strictly minimisable
dynamicsystemis no greaterthan1.

Corollary 3.2 shows that by imposingtotality on the pre-
ordersof the preferentialmodel,we get very closeto zero-
minimisabledynamicsystems. Very close indeed,but not
quitethere.In this paperwe do not provide a completechar-
acterisationof zero-minimisabledynamicsystemsasit is not
centralto our aimshere;we do however provide somepre-
liminary resultsin this direction. More precisely, consider
the conditions(P5) – (P7) below (we implicitly assumethat� � & in eachcase):

(P5) If
� � � �:�y& 	s���R���X�5�
	 = � � 9 � , then � � �pU �������(� 9 	 =�����X�5�i	

.

(P6) If � � � = & , then
�����4�(�i	@�Y 6 .

(P7)
�����X�5�i	 U �R���4�5� 9 	 = �����4�5���m� 9 	

Condition(P5) saysthat if all non-valid
�

-statestogether
with those

�
-states“chosen”by theresultfunctionarecom-

patible with anotheraction’s postconditions(
� 9

), then any�
-stateschosenwhenperforming

� 9
shouldalsobe chosen

whenperforming
�

. Notice that this conditionimplies con-
dition (P3) above. (P6) statesthat the result function must
returnat leastonepossibleresultantstateif all statessatisfy-
ing thepostconditionsof theactionarevalid. (P7)saysthatif
astate

�
is chosenasapossiblenext statewheneither

�
or
� 9

is performed,then
�

shouldalsobe chosenwhenthe action
(with postcondition)

���m� 9
is performed.

Theorem3.3 Everyzero-minimisabledynamicsystemsatis-
fiestheconditions(P1) – (P3), (P5)– (P7).

Theconverseof Theorem3.3 is not truein general.How-
ever, for a restrictedclassof dynamicsystems,whichwecal-
l dense, the conditions(P1) – (P3) and (P5) – (P7) suffice
to characterisezero-minimisability. More precisely, we shall
saythata dynamicsystemis denseif andonly if every sen-
tenceof theobjectlanguage� correspondsto anaction(i.e.,' Y � ).

Theorem3.4 If a densedynamicsystemsatisfies(P1)– (P3),
(P5)– (P7), thenit is zero-minimisable.

Weconcludethissectionwith abrief commentonprevious
frameworksthatencodetheconceptof minimal change.Per-
hapsthe framework mostclosely relatedto our own comes
from theareaof theorychangeandit is theonedevelopedby
KatsunoandMendelzon[1992] for modellingbeliefupdate.
We shall leave a detailedcomparisonbetweentheconditions
presentedhereinandthepostulatesproposedby Katsunoand
Mendelzon(known as the KM postulates) for future work.
Herewe simply notethat themaindifferencebetweenthet-
wo is that the KM postulatesaredesignedto apply only to
dense,zero-minimisable,dynamicsystems.

4 Causality and Minimal Change
Recallthatoneof themainmotivationsfor this work wasthe
desireto formally evaluateclaimsaboutthestrengthof causal
theoriesof actionover onesbasedon the notion of minimal
change.In thissectionweusetheforegoingresultsto analyse
two of themostprominentcausaltheoriesof action,thefirst
developedby McCainandTurner[1995], andthesecondby
Thielscher[1997].

4.1 McCain and Turner
McCainandTurner[1995] havedevelopeda theoryof action
that representscausalityexplicitly. In their framework they
introducea causalconnective � where ����� canbe read
as“ � causes� ” andreferredto asa causalrule. Here � and� arepropositionalsentencesthatdo not contain � (i.e., �
cannotbe nested).They thenintroducethe notionof causal
closure ��� �3�"	 for a setof sentences

�
with respectto a set

of causalrules � as the smallestset closedunderclassical
deductionthat includes

�
andappliescausalrulesin the di-

rectionof the“arrow” (i.e.,no contrapositive—theinterested
readeris referredto the citation above for the full details).
Thenotation � � � refersto thecorresponding(causal)conse-
quencerelation:

� � � ��� if andonly if � � � � �k�z	 . Theresult
functioncanbedefinedusingthefollowing fixed-pointequa-
tion to befoundin McCainandTurner[1995].

(MT)
��� ��� �� ���4���i	

if f
�

=
�� ¡� � ��� �3� U � 	¢�� � �£�� �   �

We cannow establishthefollowing results.

Theorem4.1 For anysetof causalrules � , theresultfunc-
tion

� �X�� ���X�;�
	
definedbymeansof (MT), satisfiesthecon-

ditions(P1)– (P3).

FromTheorem4.1 it follows that the theoryof actionde-
velopedby McCainanTurneris applicableonly to minimis-
able dynamicsystems. This is a most curiousresult for it
shows that the conclusionsdrawn with the aid of causality
(as encodedby McCain and Turner) can be reproducedby
anappropriatelydefinedminimisationpolicy. It is alsoespe-
cially interestingin light of recentresultsreportedby Peppas
et al. [1999] who show that for McCain and Turner’s ap-
proachit is in generalnot possibleto constructan ordering
over objectstatessuchthat theminimal objectstatessatisfy-
ing thepostconditionsof anactionarethosepredictedby the
McCain andTurnerfixed-pointequation. This tells us that
this approachis not zero-minimisable.We have, however,
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justshown thatthisapproachis minimisablein amoregener-
al sense¤ (i.e., if oneconsidersmeta-states)sothis systemhas
a minimality rankgreaterthanzero.

4.2 Thielscher
We shall not describeThielscher’s [1997] approachin depth
here. However, the underlyingprinciple is to considertra-
jectoriesof state-effect pairs eachof which is the result of
applyinga causallaw at a previousstate-effect pair (starting
with the initial stateandactionpostcondition).Theresultant
statesarethoseat the endof a trajectorywherecausallaws
no longerapply. We notethat Thielscher’s systemdoesnot
satisfypostulates(P1) – (P3) andhenceis not minimisable.
In particular, Thielscher’s result function, which we denote
by
�q�

violatescondition(P1); thepostconditionsof theac-
tion donot necessarilyhaveto holdafterapplyingtheaction.
Whatwould beof someinteresthowever, is to generatefrom�q�

anew resultfunction
� 9

thatchoosesamongtheresultant
statesselectedby

���
theonesthatsatisfythepostconditions

of theoccurringaction;in symbols,
� 9

= � � �£U � � . Onecan
thenexaminewhetherthenew function

� 9
satisfiesthecon-

ditions(P2)and(P3).We leave this for futureinvestigation.

5 Discussion
Let us take a stepbackandexaminewhat we have accom-
plishedthusfar. Themainresultreportedhereinis a charac-
terisationof the classof dynamicsystemsamenableto min-
imisation,in termsof conditionson the resultfunction. Ex-
isting causaltheoriesof actionscanthenbeassessedagainst
theseconditionsto determinetheaddedvalue(if any) of ex-
plicit representationsof causality. This is clearlyasignificant
steptowards“demystifying” the(comparative)strengthsand
weaknessesof thenotionsof causalityandminimalchangein
reasoningaboutaction. Admittedly thoughin this paperwe
have not giventhewholestory (especiallyasfar as“demys-
tifying” causalityis concerned).What is missingis a gener-
ic modelof the useof the conceptof causalityin reasoning
aboutaction(in thesameway thatpreferentialstructuresare
sucha modelfor theconceptof minimality), basedon which
ageneral,formalcomparisonbetweencausalityandminimal-
ity canbemade.Until sucha genericmodelis available,the
bestthatcanbedoneis evaluationsof specificcausaltheories
of action(suchastheonesby McCainandTurner[1995] or
Thielscher[1997]) againsttheconditions(P1)– (P3). There
is of coursestill a lot of valuein suchassessments;showing
for examplethat all existing causalapproachessatisfythese
conditionswould bestrongevidencein supportof the claim
thatminimality subsumescausality(atleastasfarastherange
of applicability is concerned).Showing, on the otherhand,
thatsomecausalapproachviolatesoneof theconditions(P1)
– (P3), would prove that causalityis essentialin reasoning
aboutactionsinceit coversdomainsthat are“unreachable”
by minimal changeapproaches.Similar (althoughweaker)
conclusionscanbe drawn from the satisfactionor violation
of (P4) and (P5) – (P7). We have alreadywitnessedthat
Thielscher’s [1997] approachdoesnot satisfycondition(P1).
Thussomecausalapproachesdo indeedgo beyond what is
possiblewith minimal change.More work needsto bedone

hereto properlyclassifycausalapproachesboth in regardto
eachother(with respectto the differentcausalnotionsthey
employ) and also with regard to the Principle of Minimal
Change.

It shouldbenoted,thatwhenassessinga theoryof action,
apartfrom its rangeof applicability, a secondcriterion that
is equally importantis the concisenessof its representation-
s (a solution to the frameproblemought to be both correct
and concise). In this article, concisenesshasbeenleft out
of the picturealtogether. Whatwe have mainly doneherein
wasto axiomaticallycharacterisecertainclassesof dynamic
systemswhoseresultfunction

�
canbereproducedin terms

of preorders7�8 on states.No considerationwasgivenasto
whether 7�8 canbe representedconciselyor not. As far as
our resultsareconcerned,describing7 8 couldbeas“expen-
sive” aslisting theframeaxiomscorrespondingto

�
, which

of coursedefeatsthe whole purposeof usingminimality. A
muchmoreusefulresult(for practicalpurposes)wouldbeone
that characterisesthe classof what we might call concise-
ly minimisabledynamicsystems;that is, dynamicsystems
whoseresultfunction

�
canbereproducedby preorders7�8 ,

which in turn canberepresentedconcisely.6

Similar considerationsapply to causality. Characterising
theclassof dynamicsystemsfor which causality(in onefor-
m or another)canduplicatethe result function, althoughan
interestingtheoreticalresult,would not fully addressthe is-
sueof theapplicabilityof causalityin reasoningaboutaction.
Furtherwork would berequiredto identify thedomainsthat
areamenableto concisecausaldescriptions.

Notice,also,that in caseswheretherangeof applicability
doesnot differentiatebetweencausalandminimality-based
approaches,concisenessconsiderationsmaywell favour one
overtheother. Moreprecisely, if theclassof domainsatfocus
is within the rangeof applicability of both causalandmini-
mal changeapproaches,the determiningfactor in choosing
betweenthe two could be the “information cost” associated
with theusageof eachapproach.

Notice that,while theconceptof minimality hastypically
beenusedin the literatureto dealwith the frameandrami-
ficationproblems,thenatureof condition(M) is suchthat it
requiresminimality to dealwith thequalificationproblemas
well. Indeed,via condition(M), thepreordersof a preferen-
tial model are used,not only to determinethe set of states�����X�5�i	

that resultfrom theapplicationof anaction
�

at an
initial state

�
(frameandramificationproblems),but alsoto

determinewhether
�

is at all applicableat
�

(qualification
problem). The latter is decidedbasedon whether

�����4�(�i	
is the emptysetor not (cf. McCain andTurner[1995] who
claim this is a derivedqualification). Onecould arguethat
suchanadditionalburdenis perhapstoomuchfrom minimal-
ity to carry (or that it is even counter-intuitive), andmaybe,
if liberatedfrom it, minimality couldbe usedin many more
situations.Moreformally, considerthecondition(M

9
) below:

6It shouldbenotedthatall existingapproachesthatarebasedon
theconceptof minimalchangeareindeedof thatnature;thatis, their
preorderson stateshave a concisedescription,typically in theform
of a second-orderaxiom(sometimescoupledwith limited domain-
specificinformation).
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(M
9
) If

�����4�(�"	 �Y 6 , then
�R�3�4�(�"	

=j BmlnA � � � � � g � 7 8 	 Uq& 9¥r T¢� .

Clearly (M
9
) is weaker than (M). In fact, it is exactly the

weakening of (M) that is neededto disengageminimality
from the qualificationproblem. It would be a worthwhile
exerciseto reproducethe resultsof this article, having re-
placed(M) with (M

9
). The classof minimisablesystems

couldbelarger, andmoreover, weconjecturethatunder(M
9
),

strictly minimisablesystemsare a propersubclassof zero-
minimisabledynamicsystems.

We concludethis sectionwith a remark on minimality
ranks.Preliminaryconsiderationssuggestthatthereis aclose
relationbetweentheminimality rankof adynamicsystemon
theonehand,andits ontologicalpropertieson theother. For
example,domainswhereactionshave no ramifications,tend
to have lower minimality ranksthandomainswhereramifi-
cationsdo appear. If this connectioncanbegeneralisedand
formally proved,theminimality rankof adomaincouldserve
asa precisemeasureof its complexity. More work however
needsto bedonein thisdirection.

6 Conclusions
We have developeda formal framework within which we
wereableto formulatenecessaryandsufficientconditionsun-
derwhich a dynamicsystemis minimisable;thatis, its result
functioncanbereproducedby anappropriatelydefinedmin-
imisation policy. What is particularly pleasingaboutthese
conditionsis that they arefew in numberandrelatively easy
and intuitive to understand.Our original motivation in this
studywasto answerthequestionasto whetherrecentlypro-
posedtheoriesof actioninvolving explicit representationsof
causalityarecapableof forms of reasoningnot possiblevia
minimal change.We have seenthat this is not thecasewith
someapproaches(McCain andTurner [1995]) but in other-
s (Thielscher[1997]) thecausalreasoningcannotbecharac-
terisedby thePrincipleof Minimal Change.Perhapsof wider
significanceis thefactthattheresultsreportedhereclearlyin-
dicatethe rangeof applicability of the Principleof Minimal
Change;onesimplyneedsto verify threeproperties(viz. (P1)
– (P3)).

This work opensup many interestingavenuesfor future
work, variousof which were mentionedin the discussion.
Oneof themorepressingis to considera varietyof theories
of action,particularlycausalones,andverify which proper-
ties they satisfy. This task is well underway and reserved
for a muchlengthierwork. Also of muchinterestwould be
to furthercategoriselevelsof minimisabilityandwhatdistin-
guishesthemtogetherwith the varioustheoriesof actionat
thoselevelsof minimisability.
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Abstract
This paper presents an extended system ������� of
propositional dynamic logic by allowing a propo-
sition as a modality for representing and specify-
ing direct and indirect effects of actions in a unified
logical structure. A set of causal logics based on the
framework are proposed to model causal propaga-
tions through logical relevancy and iterated effects
of causation. It is shown that these logics capture
the basic properties of causal reasoning.
Keywords: causality, reasoning about actions,
common-sense reasoning

1 Introduction
Causality plays a basic role in human reasoning. The philo-
sophical study of causality dates back to the origin of the dis-
cipline. AI research in causality finds its impetus in consider-
ations from commonsense reasoning, especially the ramifica-
tion problem. It has been found that propagations of effects
cannot be appropriately specified by domain constraints (a set
of pure logical expressions) ([Lin 1995;McCain and Tuner
1995;Thielscher 1997]). Not only the causation between ac-
tions and fluents but also the causation between fluents has to
be explicitly represented and specified. It is obvious that these
two kinds of causation bear some essential similarities and so
might be formalized with a similar logical structure. This is
of importance not just in ontology. From the methodological
point of view, we might take advantage of such a similarity
to propose a provably correct theory of causality. We have
both a good understanding of, and formalisms for the direct
effects of actions. However, causal propagation is often con-
fused with logical relevancy and persistence of fluents.

In this paper, we introduce a formalism for representing
and specifying both the direct and indirect effects of actions
in a unified logical structure. Our framework is based on dy-
namic logic. We do so not only because the dynamic logic is
one of the typical formalisms for reasoning about action (c.f.
the preface of [Harel 1979]) but also because the modal ex-
pression of causal relation is one of the main approaches to
causation in philosophy ([Brand 1976]) and in AI ([McCain
and Turner 1995;Giordano et al. 2000]).

In dynamic logic, causation between an action and its ef-
fects is expressed by the modal formula 	 
��� , where 
 is a

(primitive or compound) action and  is a property. For in-
stance, 	 ���������������������� is read as “the action �!������� causes
a turkey to be dead”. In many cases, the effects of an ac-
tion can be further propagated through causal relations be-
tween fluents. For instance, if a turkey is shot down, its death
will cause the turkey to be unable to walk: �����"�#�� causes
�%$&���(')�#*,+ . However, this cannot be formally expressed in
dynamic logic. Obviously it cannot simply written as either
���������� .-/�%$0�1�#'���*,+ or 	 ���������1 2���%$&���('���*,+ . The first ex-
pression is obviously unsuitable because of the directionality
of causation. The second one is not allowed in the syntax of
dynamic logic. Therefore, our idea for expressing indirect ef-
fects of actions in dynamic logic is to extend the traditional
dynamic logic language by allowing a proposition as a modal-
ity, say 	 34� for proposition 3 . If we allow a proposition as a
modality1, we will have a way to unify the treatment of the
causation between action and proposition and between propo-
sitions, likewise the treatment of direct and indirect effects of
actions.

In this paper, we first present such an extended system of
the propositional dynamic logic( ����� ). The system serves
as a formal platform for causal reasoning on which a set of
causal logics are constructed to show how to build a causal
logic satisfying our intuitions of causal reasoning with dif-
ferent domains. An inference mechanism on action descrip-
tions is introduced to facilitate reasoning with action laws and
causal laws. Finally, an application of our approach to the
ramification problem is briefly presented and the computa-
tional complexity of some causal logics is discussed.

2 Extended Propositional Dynamic Logic
In this section, we extend the ����� by introducing proposi-
tional modalities, relative axioms and the intended semantics.
The extended system is called ������� .

2.1 Languageof 576�8:9
The alphabet of the language ;=<4>�?�@ of the extended propo-
sitional dynamic logic consists of a countable set ACB(D of flu-
ent symbols and a countable set E7FHGH> of primitive action
symbols.

1A similar approach has been used by [Ryan and Schobbens
1997] to model knowledge updates and counterfactuals. Besides the
motivation, however, the semantics and deduction system are quite
different from ours.
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Propositions ( 3 ������� ), formulas (  � A��
	 ) and actions
( 
 � E7FHG ) are defined by the following BNF rules:
3
�������� ��3���3��C- 3��
���������H����H � -  � �)	 
�����)	 34� 

����� ����
 ��! 
"�#�H
�� $ 
%�#��
 &#��('
where � � ACB(D and � � E FHG�> .

The intended meaning for 	 
��� is “ 
 (always) causes  if

 is executable”. The dual operator )"
�* #+ defined as usual,
reads as “ 
 is executable and possibly (or may) cause(s)  ”.
For instance, )#�-,���*.* ���"���0/  1/ says that “spinning a gun may
cause it to be unloaded” 23)(
%*54 means “ 
 is executable”.

The formula 	 34� 6+ where 3 is a proposition, represents
propositional causation, reading as “ 3 causes ”. For ex-
ample, 	 7�� �18 � - 9 �:8�9<; �#���=/1�?> � +� 1/ says that “a short-circuit
causes the circuit to be damaged”.

Notice the difference between 	 34� and 	 3 ' � . 3 ' is an ac-
tion, called test action, which can be compounded with other
actions but 3 can not be compounded with actions.

2.2 Semantics
The semantics for � ����� is the standard semantics for �����
plus the interpretation of propositional causation.

As usual, a model for � ����� is a structure @ ACB +EDF+5GIH , where DJLK1M�N�� 
 � E7F G3OP$QKRM�ST� 3 �T����� O .
The meanings of

B
, K1M N ��
 � E7FHG?O and G are the same

as the ones for a ����� model. For any proposition 3 , M S ,
similar to M�N , is a binary relation on

B
.

The satisfaction relation @U� LV= can be defined as usual.
For instance:@W�(X 	 Y �� iff for any

A $#+ $[Z\H � M^] , @W� (X`_�#+ whereY � E7F Ga$ ���1� .
As in any modal logic,  � A��b	 is valid in @ , written as@W�  #+ if @W� (X  for all $ � B 2-�   means that  is

valid in all models.
The conditions of standard models for program connec-

tives are as usual. For instance, the condition for test action
is: “

A $6+ $[H � M(c`d iff @U� X  ”.
The conditions of standard models for propositional causa-

tion are as follows:ebfhg%i : If @j� (X 3 , then
A $#+ $[H � M�S.2ebf g < : If �  3 ��k 3 � , then M Sml nM Spo 2

The condition f g�i is one half of the test action seman-
tics. It implies M S dIqrM S . So �  	 3 �� - 	 3 ' �  . Note that�  	 3�' �� k A 3 - [H . Thus �  	 34�� - A 3 - [H . This re-
flects the essential difference between the causal relation and
the material implication. The difference between them is ob-
vious. Semantically, to verify 3 -  , we only need to check
the truth-values of 3 and  in the current world whereas to
verify 	 34�� , not only the current world but also other related
worlds have to be considered. In other words, a causal rela-
tion is action-relevant in the way that it is sensitive to both the
history and the future evolution of the system under consid-
eration.

The condition fsg < shows that propositional causations we
consider are syntax-independent. Although it is not necessar-
ily true in practical reasoning, it is certainly a way to make a
causal theory simple.

2.3 Deductivesystem
The axiomatic system for � ����� consists of the following
axiom schemes and inference rules:

(1). Axiom schemes:e all tautologies of propositional calculus.e all axioms for compound programs 2.e �#t : u 	 Y � A  -wvxH!- A 	 Y �  - 	 Y �yvxH (Extended t�Hezf B : u 	 34�� - 	 3�' �� (Causal Weakening)
(2). Inference rules:e @ � : From u  and u  -{v , infer u|v}2 (Modus

Ponens)e �#~ : From u  infer u 	 Y ��#2 (Extended Necessitation)e�f � : From u 3 k�� infer u 	 34�  k 	 � �� . (Cause
Equivalence)

where 3a+ 3��1+ 3%� �n���1� +  � A��
	-+ 
 � E7FHG and Y ������ $ E7F G .
�#t and �6~ are the extensions of the Axiom t and Ne-

cessitation ~ of ����� , respectively. They convey the mes-
sage that propositional causation 	 34� will be treated as the
standard dynamic modality. The �#t specifies propagation
of causations under logical implication. The inference rule
�#~ says that tautologies can always be caused.

The axiom f B and the inference rule f � are new, spec-
ifying propositional causation. f B corresponds to the se-
mantic condition f g�i , which reflects the standard way to
find and judge a causal relation. The rule f � ( M f � f in
conditional logic ([Nute 1984])) exactly corresponds to the
semantic condition f g < .

Note that if we add an extra axiom “ 	 3 ' �� - 	 34�� ” into
the deductive system, �����7� will collapse to ����� (pre-
cisely, ����� plus a duplicate of each test action, denoted by
�����a� ). So the consistency of this axiomatic system is obvi-
ous.

Following the standard technique of using canonical mod-
els and filtration, we can prove that the deductive system for
������� is sound and complete.

Theorem1 u7 if and only if �   .

������� also preserves the finite model property, so it is
decidable.

2.4 Reasoningwith action descriptions
In reasoning about a dynamic system, we generally specify
the system by a set of domain-dependent axioms to describe
preconditions, qualifications and effects of actions, causal re-
lations and other domain constraints. Such a set is called an
action description or domain description, which can be any
finite set of � ����� formulas.

Example1 Consider the circuit of the following figure.
Let ACB(D�jK172$ � , 7 $ � , ���#+ � ��O and E FHG�>�UK��0� + +)�" � ,�&� +1+��( � O . Then the circuit can be specified by the follow-
ing action description:

���
������� ������

����������� �P�����3�y�������������������� �P�����3���������������
[ ���s ¢¡x���P£ ] ��¤=�3¥?¦
[ �����  ¢§ ����� £ ] �`��¤=�3¥?¦¨ �P�����3�y� �=©«ª¤ ��¬R¯®

° �����±
�����²

sw1 sw2

light

2See [Goldblatt 1987] or any other dynamic logic book.
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The first two formulas describe the direct effects of action�&� +1+��( � and �&� +1+)�" � . The middle two specify the causal re-
lations among the fluents in the circuit. “ )\�0� + +)�" � *¯4 ” means
the action �&� +1+��( � is always executable.

�

We can easily see that a formula in an action description is
different from an ordinary formula. For instance, the sentence
“ 72$ � - 	 �&� +1+��( � ��� 72$ � ” in an action description means
that “whenever switch 1 is on, toggling it will cause it to
be off”. In situation calculus language, it can be expressed
as �`7 A 72$ � A 71H - � 7 $ � A 8� �7�; �"� A �&� +1+��( � +571H H¯H . A similar ex-
pression in dynamic logic is 	 	������ A 72$[�C- 	 �&� +1+��( � ��� 72$^��H ,
where 	���� is a special action, meaning “any action”. With
the help of 	 	����4� + a sentence in an action description can be
easily differentiated from an ordinary formula. In [Goranko
and Passy 1992], it was shown that 	 	����4� can be an ��� -
modality. Therefore, if we want to introduce 		��� formally
as [Prendinger and Schurz 1996] and [Castilho et al. 1999]
did, we must extend our system further by adding all the ax-
ioms of �
� and an extra axiom “ 	 		������ - 	 
 �  ”, stating
that 	���� is a universal action.3 Instead of doing this, how-
ever, we prefer a simpler way to deal with action description
by treating it as a set of extra axioms (domain axioms).

Definition 1 Let � be an action description. A formula  is
� -provable, written as u
�  , if it belongs to the smallest set
of formulas which contains all the theorems of �����7�z+ all
the elements of �[+ and is closed under @ � and �6~Q2 4
Example2 Consider the action description in Example 1.
We can easily prove the following consequences:

1. u�� A 7 $ �� 72$ � H k ���#+ � �
2. u��Q72$ � - 	 �&� +1+��( � �������#+ � �
The first expression shows that the causal laws “ 	 72$ ��72$ � �����#+ � � ” and “ 	 � 72$ ��� � 7 $ � �����"�#+)��� ” imply the domain

constraint “
A 72$^�  72$��RH k ���#+ � � ”. The second inference

relation reflects the propagation of effects of action �&� +1+��( �
through the causal law 	 � 72$ ��� � 72$ � �������#+ � � . �

Note that the action description � is not complete. All the
frame axioms were left out. For such an incomplete action de-
scription, a solution to the frame problem is necessary. Oth-
erwise, we can not even derive the following very intuitive
consequence:u�� � 7 $ �� � 72$ � - 	 �&� +1+��( � !¯�&� +1+��( � �����#+ � �

We will not include a solution to the frame problem in this
paper. A solution to the frame problem based on ������� has
been presented in a separated paper 5 There are also several
other PDL-based solutions to the problem in the literature

3This process is not necessary if the underlying language is finite.
Additionally, [Castilho et al. 1999] treated � ����� � as �	� -modality.

4Note that we do not require that
�

-provability is closed under���
. In fact, it is provable in the following sense:

If ��� �"! , then �	# � ! �%$ � � � �%$ .
5The basic idea of that paper is postponing the listing of

frame axioms till a query arises in order to reduce the re-
quirement of frame axioms. We proved that the required
frame axioms for answering a query only depend on the ob-
jects involved in the query and possibly some objects in ac-
tion description. The manuscript of the paper is available at
ftp://ftp.cse.unsw.edu.au/pub/users/ksg/Working/action3.zip.

which can be easily embedded in ������� ([Prendinger and
Schurz 1996;Castilho et al. 1999]).

A standard model @ is called a � -model if @ �  v for
any v � � .  is � -valid, written by � �� #+ if it is valid in
every � -model. Then we have

Theorem2 (Soundness and completeness of � -provability)

u��  if and only if � ��  .

3 Logics for Causal Propagation
������� provides a unified syntax and inference mechanism
for reasoning about both direct effects and indirect effects of
actions. It is a minor extension of the classical propositional
dynamic logic.

We did not endow �����7� with unlimited ability for causal
reasoning. For instance, in Example 1, it is obvious that one
of the switches being off will cause the light to be off. How-
ever, we cannot prove in ������� that u&� 	 � 72$^� �����"�(+ ��� oru�� 	 � 7 $ � �����"�#+)��� . The reason for our decision is that causal-
ity is a relation sensitive to context, time, domains and so on.
It seems impossible to have a universal causal logic to sat-
isfy all kinds of applications. Instead, we introduce some op-
tional inference laws for causality in order to form a flexible
platform for causal reasoning.

Let us consider the following plausible laws of causality:
^~ �J�wu 	 34�  - 	 3 �� ��' M|� u 	 34�   	 � �� - 	 3 ��� � f ��*�� u 	 3 �� �  - 	 34� 	 � �  (Chaining)
�#7 f � u7 - 	 34�� (Pseudo-Causation)

These laws are not hard to understand even though they are
not necessarily widely acceptable. For instance, the first one
says that if 3 causes  , then it still causes  with any extra
fact. The second one says that if individually 3 and � cause
 , having one will cause  .

Chn says that if 3 and � are the causes of  , then these
causes can be chained into a nested causation. For instance,
in the circuit of Example 1, we could say that the closing of
switch 1 causes that the closing of switch 2 causes the light
to be on.

PsC says that everything can cause a true statement.
We can easily find examples in everyday reasoning to ver-

ify or refute any of these laws . For instance, on one hand by
^~ � we can say that if 8��1��* ��*,+ causes $& � , then 8��1�#* ��*,+
and 7 ����* ��*,+ cause $& � as well; on the other hand, ^~ � im-
plies the following intuitive inference rule in the presence off � :
� f � if u73 - � , then u 	 � �  - 	 34��#2
This law, named as M f t in conditional logic, reflects the

regularity of causal propagation through logical relevancy.
It can be proved in ������� that �#7 f implies the following

law �f ��,¢7L� u 	 34��	 � �� - 	 3 �� �  (Collapsing)
We call it the collapsing of cause-effect chain. Sometimes

it is a good simplification for causal reasoning. However, it
could be harmful if the cause-effect chain matters.

We can also find some pros and cons for the other laws. In
fact, we do not intend to persuade people to believe in these
laws but try to introduce a hierarchy of causal logics to meet
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different requirements of causal reasoning. We refer to these
logics as:
������� �  ������� � ^~ �
�������P�^ �������s� � ' M
���������^ ������� � � f ��*
���������[ ��������� � �#7 f
Note that all the laws are independent. So we can combine

them in any fashion. We suggest that in practice such laws
should be recombined, or new axioms be introduced to form
particular systems of causal reasoning for particular applica-
tions. 6

The following properties are the corresponding conditions
on standard models for the associated laws:f c�� ?���M S	�	
 q�M Sf��� � M S	�	
 q�M S $}M 
 2fhg���� � M�S��hM�
�q M�S��	
f >.V g � M S q M ���

where M ��� is the identity relation.
Note that all conditions fsg < + f c��=? + f �� + fhg���� andf >.V g together imply:
1. M�S	�	
T M(SI$}M�
 2
2. M S	�	
  M S �hM 
  M S�� M 

Therefore the conditions for ��������� models force the

accessibility relations of propositional causation to be a
Boolean lattice on the subsets of the identity relation. For-
tunately, the gap between causation and implication (or test
action) still exists. So ��������� does not collapse to �����a� .

Proposition1 �� ���	 34� 3 . Therefore �� ���	 3 ' �� - 	 3 �� .

Proof. Let � be a language of
� �"!$#

in which %�&�' �)(+*   * £-, and .�/�0-1 �2( , . Let 3 �5476�98 ;:=<
be a standard model of� �"!$#

, where
6 �>( �  ��?�, A@CB l �D(E4 �  � <¯+4 ��?  ��? < , , @�FGB l �(H4 �  � < , , @CB o �D(E4 �  � < , , @�FGB o �D(E4 �  � <¯E4 � ?  � ? < , , :$47*   <��( � ? , , :$47* £ <��>( �C,EI Let

@CJEKHL �M@ JON @�L
and

@CJEPHL��M@ JRQ @�L
.

Then 3 is an
� �"!$# � model. We have 3TS �CU � *  WV5� *   , but 3YXS �CU� *  «� *   .

f1

f2

f1

f2

w w�

f1

f2

f1

f2

w w�

Accessibility relation for 	 � � ' � . Accessibility relation for 	 � � � .
This proposition differentiates our approach to causal-

ity from the counterfactual-based approaches where Self-
Causation is generally accepted.

The following theorem gives the soundness and complete-
ness of each logic, where u � ( �  � ) represents the syntactical
(semantic) entailment in each logic.

Theorem3 u �  if and only if �  �  ( �%[Z?+]\+\]\�+W^ ).
Decidability of each logic can be also proved in a similar

way with ������� . � -provability is readily extended into each
logic.

6These logics form a chain between
�"!$#

and
�"!$#`_

:� �"!$#�a�� �"!$#   a�� �"!$# £ a�� �"!$#�b+a�� �"!$# � a��"!$# _ .
The ordering shows the degree of closeness between causation

and implication in each logic.

4 Reasoning with Causal Laws
Two kinds of causal relations have been explicitly distin-
guished in the philosophy of causality: causal laws and
causal instances. Roughly speaking, a causal relation is a
causal law if it exists everywhere whereas a causal instance
only exists in some particular worlds. Interestingly, most of
our intuition about causal reasoning comes from reasoning
with causal laws. For instance, Transitivity is generally ac-
cepted as a property of causal reasoning. However, if you
are not an ��������� reasoner, it does not hold for causal in-
stances. More precisely, 	 34� �  	 � �dc - 	 3 �ec is not a tautol-
ogy in � ������� or lower. The reason is: even if 3 can cause� to be true in any accessible worlds and � can cause c to
be true in any accessible world, 3 does not necessarily cause
c to be true in all its accessible worlds because � does not
necessarily cause c in 3 ’s accessible worlds. However, if we
express Transitivity in the following form:

“If 	 34� � + 	 � �gf � � , then u � 	 3 ��f ”,
it will be valid in any causal logic. This means that if both
	 3 � � and 	 � �gf are causal laws, 	 34�gf will be a derived causal
law.

We call a formula 	 34� � a causal law if it is in an action
description. A general question is: Given a set � of causal
laws, what other causal laws can be derived?, or formally,
whether u
� 	 34� � ?

4.1 Propertiesof causalreasoning
Firstly, let’s show some basic properties of causal reasoning
with causal laws. The following theorem is a summary of
properties of ������� and its extensions.

Theorem4 Let � be any action description. Then
1. If � # � � � ! and � ! �ih , then � # � � �jh (Right Weakening).
2. If � # � � � ! and � # � ! �jh , then � # � � �jh (Transitivity).
3. If � # � � � ! and � # � � �jh , then � # � � � 4 ! ¡�h < (Conjunction)
4. If �	# � � �jh and � � � ! , then � # � ! �jh (Left Logical Equiva-
lence).
5. If � # � � � ! and � # � � � � ! �jh , then � # � � �jh (Chain Effects).
6. If �	#   � h�� ! and ��� �ih , then � #   � � � ! (Left Strengthening).
7. If � #   � � § ! �jh , then � #   � � �jh6¡�� ! �jh (Disjunctive Antecedents).
8. If � #£ � � �jh and � #£ � ! �jh , then � #£ � � § ! �kh (Reasoning by Cases).
9. If � #b � � � ! and � #b � � ¡ ! �jh , then � #b � � �kh (Cumulative Transi-
tivity).
10. If � #� � � ¡ ! �jh , then � #� � � �jh § � ! �jh (Conjunctive Antecedents).

Note that the majority of acceptable properties of causal
reasoning have been exhibited by ������� . Some properties,
for instance, Conjunctive Antecedents, are not desirable for
all situations. This implies that not all the causal logics are
applicable to any domain. Nevertheless, the list of prop-
erties gives us criteria for selecting the best suitable causal
logic for reasoning about particular systems. We could also
use them to compare the logics we presented in the paper
and other causal theories7. For instance, [McCain and Tuner
1995]’s causal theory is different from all the causal logics
we consider because it does not satisfy Reasoning by Cases

7[Schwind 1999] provided a comparative tableaux showing some
of these properties satisfied by the main formalisms of causality in
AI, which could be helpful for such a comparison.
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(see [Giordano et al. 2000]) but satisfies Cumulative Transi-
tivity. Those universal causal theories [Geffner 1992;Turner
1999;Giordano et al. 2000](basically using 3 - � � to ex-
press causation between 3 and � ) satisfy almost all the prop-
erties except Chain Effects or Pseudo-Causation8. On the
other hand, if we take McCain and Turner’s causal explana-
tion ([McCain and Turner 1997]) as semantics for causal re-
lation, causal reasoning in ������� and its extensions is sound
in the following sense:

Let ��&�  K1	 f��ec � u��� 	 f �dc�O ( �� Z?+]\+\]\�+W^ ). It can be
proved that if � is causally explained according to � , then
it is causally explained according to � &� for any � . In other
words, �z&� is a conservative expansion of � with respect to
the causal explanation semantics.

Some properties are not expected for causal reasoning.
Besides the Self-Causation (Proposition 1), Contraposition
is generally not acceptable for causal reasoning([Mackie
1974]). For instance, 	 ���������1 2���%$&���('���*,+ does not imply
	 $&���('���*,+1� �������� . The following example shows that even in
��������� , contraposition is not valid.
Example3 Let � {K�	 � �?� �\��� O . Based on the proof of
Proposition 1 we have �� ��� 	 � ��� �=�3� . �

Nonmonotonicity sometimes is an attractive property of
reasoning. Unfortunately (or fortunately), ������� and its ex-
tensions are monotonic in both the following senses:

a). If u�� 	 3 � � , then u
����� 	 34� � .
b). If u��� 	 3 � � , then u
�� 	 3  f�� � for ��� Z .
We do not think that nonmonotonicity is essential to causal

reasoning. We can use causal logic in the meta-level to build
monotonic or nonmonotomic systems for satisfying various
applications. Nevertheless, it is still interesting to investigate
nonmonotonic extensions of ������� . For instance, the fol-
lowing axiom from conditional logic could be a promising
substitute for ^~ � 9 �f G � u A 	 34��  � 	 34���`f%H - 	 3  f �  .

4.2 Application to the ramification problem
Before we present some further properties of ������� , let us
consider an application of the logic. [Foo and Zhang 2001]
presented a unified solution to the ramification problem. The
main idea is the following. Suppose that we are given the
initial state �	� of a dynamic system,
which is a maximal consistent set of
fluent literals. A possible next state
� of the system after performed an
action should consist of three parts:
the direct effects � , the unchanged
part 
 and the indirect effects � .

U

E

I

S0 S

According to the causation-based idea to the ramification
problem, the indirect effects � should be caused by the direct

8Conjunctive Antecedents is always satisfied by such a logic but
it is not acceptable for most cases of causal reasoning.

9If we conceive the causal relation � � � ! as a nonmonotonic in-
ference relation � S�� ! , then $� ! will be Monotonicity and

� :
will be Rational Monotonicity[Kraus et al. 1990] (One might have
found some similarities between the logics

� �"!$# � and the logics
in [Kraus et al. 1990]). Note that a significant difference between
causal reasoning and nonmonotonic reasoning is that causal reason-
ing is not necessarily reflexive.

effects � and the unchanged part 
 .10 This idea can be for-
malized in our terminology as u&� 	 �F$�
0��� , where � consists
of all the causal laws about the system11. Therefore, a state
� is a possible next state of the initial state �	� if and only ifu�� 	 � $�
 ��� , where 
r � ��� � and �x ��� A �n$�
LH .

This provides a unified approach to the ramification prob-
lem. We can choose different causal logics (not just the
ones we presented here) to satisfy different applications
against criteria of, for instance, inferential strength, expres-
sive power, computational complexity and so on. This moti-
vated us to provide a set of causal logics rather than a single
one.

The results in the following section show that such a choice
could be important at least for the solution to the ramification
problem.

4.3 Characteristic theorem and complexity of
reasoningwith causallaws

A common misunderstanding in AI seems to be that an action
theory in dynamic logic is prohibitively expensive in compu-
tation because the complexity of theorem proving of proposi-
tional dynamic logic is exponential. However, dynamic logic
is highly expressive. It can express any complicated pro-
gram. Therefore decidability may be the best result we can
expect. The extended propositional dynamic logic for action
and causation preserves decidability. With the same expres-
sive power, however, the other formalisms of action may need
second-order logic.

In this subsection, we argue that if we focus on causal
reasoning with causal laws, the computational complexity in
some causal logics can be lowered. First, we give a character-
ization theorem for ������� and some of its extensions. This
theorem shows that causal reasoning in these logics can be
transformed into the classical propositional logic.

Theorem5 Let � be a set of causal laws and � A �sH� K 3 -� ��	 34� � � �^O . Then

1. u�� 	 34� � iff � A �sH�$�KEcT��	 f��ec � ����u 3 k fPO(u � 2
2. u�� � 	 34� � iff � A �sH�$�KEcT��	 f��ec � ����u 3:- fPO(u � 2
3. u��� 	 34� � iff there exist 3 � , \]\]\ , 3 � such that u 3 k A 3 ���
\+\]\ � 3 � H and u
� � 	 3���� � for each ' ( Z�� '�� * ).

The results in the theorem are a little bit complicated but
still quite intuitive. � A �sH can be read as the domain con-
straints implied by the causal laws � . Take �����7��� as an
example. Theorem 5 shows that given a set of causal laws
� , a causal law 	 34� � is derivable if 3 logically implies some
causes whose effects logically imply � under the domain con-
straints. It is easy to see that the computational complexity
of causal reasoning with causal laws in these three logics is
in � � > , so it is significantly lower than the complexity of
����� .

The characterization theorems for ��������� and ���������
are still open problem. The one for �����7��� could be fairly

10Note that the unchanged part should be considered as the causes
of indirect effects because making something unchanged is also a
kind of effect of actions.

11We overloaded the set of literals to the conjunction of the set.
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complicated. Relatively, the one for �����7��� might be sim-
pler because we can transform a causal law into a normal
form.

Example4 Consider the circuit in Example 1. The causal re-
lation in this circuit can be described by the following causal
laws:

� 
� 	 7 $ �� 72$ � �����#+ � �
	 � 7 $ ��� � 72$ � �������#+ � ���

Suppose that the initial state � � is K�� 7 $ � , 7 $ � , ���"�#+)����O .
Since �u�� � 	 72$ �  �����#+)������� 7 $ � , the only possible next state
is ��rK�72$z� , 72$�� , ���#+)����O after performed an action �&� +1+��( 3�
if we use ������� � as the meta-logic for reasoning. Note that
������� � is enough for this example because we need not con-
sider the disjunctive or nested causal laws here.

�

[Foo and Zhang 2001] provided a more general approach
to deal with more complicated domains, which can also be
applied in this framework.

5 Conclusion
We have presented an extended system ������� of proposi-
tional dynamic logic for reasoning about causality. The ex-
tended propositional dynamic logic provides a unified formal-
ism for reasoning about (direct and indirect) effect of actions.
The extension is so slight that only two axioms and two in-
ference rules were added. It has been shown that the resul-
tant system captures the basic properties of causal reasoning.
Such simplicity may reflect the essential similarity between
direct and indirect effect of actions.
������� was then extended with a set of extra axioms on

causal propagation. A series of causal logics were designed
and the properties of these logics in causal reasoning with
causal instances and causal laws are discussed, respectively.
However, presenting these logics is not the main purpose of
the work. We aimed to show in this paper how to construct
causal logics for satisfying different applications in different
domains. We believe that the representation of causation in
dynamic logic affords the flexibility to accommodate differ-
ent varieties of causal reasoning while retaining a core that
captures their uncontroversial aspects.

There is a lot of work left for the future. Besides
the nonmonotonic extensions, characterization theorems for
������� � and �����7� � , and complexity analysis of causal rea-
soning, a comprehensive comparison needs to be done with
other formalisms of causality in AI and philosophy.
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Abstract

The qualification problem refers to the difficulty
that arises in formalizing actions, because it is diffi-
cult or impossible to specify in advance all the pre-
conditions that should hold before an action can be
executed. We study the qualification problem in the
setting of the situation calculus and give a simple
formalization using nested abnormality theories, a
formalism based on circumscription. The formal-
ization that we present allows us to combine a so-
lution to the frame problem with a solution to the
qualification problem.

1 Introduction
Two problems that are important in logical formalizations
of commonsense reasoning are the frame problem and the
qualification problem [McCarthy, 1977; 1980]. While the
frame problem has received a lot of attention in the litera-
ture in recent years [Lin and Shoham, 1991; Lifschitz, 1991;
Kartha and Lifschitz, 1994; Sandewall, 1994; McCain and
Turner, 1995; Thielscher, 1997; Giunchiglia et al., 1997;
Shanahan, 1997; McIlraith, 2000], the qualification problem
has not been studied as carefully(see however the discussion
in the section on related work). In this paper, we clearly de-
fine what we mean by the qualification problem and intro-
duce a formalization of the problem using nested abnormality
theories [Lifschitz, 1995]. This formalization has the advan-
tage that solutions to the frame problem can be incorporated
smoothly with the solution to the qualification problem. We
also point out problematic aspects of the current approaches
to the qualification problem.

The qualification problem [McCarthy, 1980] refers to the
difficulty that one has in formalizing an action, because it is
difficult or impossible to enumerate all the preconditions that
need to be satisfied before the action can be performed. One
of the more well known examples that illustrate this problem
is the potato in the tailpipe example due to McCarthy. The
example is as follows: The action of starting a car results in
the engine running. However, there are many implicit precon-
ditions to the action of starting the car, for instance that there
is no potato in the tailpipe, the battery is not dead etc. The
problem is how to formalize such examples without getting
bogged down in the representation of all such preconditions.

Let us examine the example in a little more detail. The
action of starting the car (without any qualifications) can be
formalized in the situation calculus [McCarthy and Hayes,
1969] as follows:

:Holds(EngineRunning; s) �

Holds(EngineRunning; Result(StartCar; s)): (1)

To take into account various preconditions of the action
StartCar, we could modify (1) by adding preconditions to its
antecedent as in,

:Holds(EngineRunning; s) ^ :Holds(PotatoInTailPipe; s)

� Holds(EngineRunning; Result(StartCar; s)): (2)

However, note that we will be able to include in the lan-
guage of our axiomatization only a subset of all the precon-
ditions that can affect the outcome of an action, because we
cannot foresee all of them. For instance, a factor that could
affect the outcome of the action StartCar is the presence (or
absence) of a mysterious ray. We would include facts about
this ray in the language of our axiomatization only when we
are given that this is a relevant fact.

Let us then start by fixing the language. Even then, it
would be difficult to foresee all the circumstances (in the lan-
guage) that can affect an action. Thus the qualification prob-
lem does not vanish when the language is fixed, but takes on a
slightly different flavor. Now the key question becomes how
one can axiomatize the domain of interest in such a way that
on learning a new precondition for an action, one is able to
incorporate this additional knowledge in a modular fashion
in the axiomatization. Note that adding preconditions to the
antecedent, as we have done in axiom (2) is not very modular.

Thus, it seems that there are really two related, but distinct
aspects to the qualification problem.

1. The problem of how to smoothly incorporate various ad-
ditions to the language of an axiomatization. The addi-
tion into the axiomatization of the facts pertaining to the
mysterious ray and its effect on starting the car is an in-
stance of this. Note that here the language of the axiom-
atization changes as a result of incorporating the change.
This aspect of the qualification problem is related to
McCarthy’s notion of elaboration tolerance1 [McCarthy,

1According to McCarthy, “a formalism is elaboration tolerant to
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1998]. This aspect is also related to the problem of
how to move between axiomatizations (in different lan-
guages) that axiomatize a domain in different levels of
detail.

2. The problem of how to represent the qualifications to an
action, when the language of the axiomatization is fixed.
The chief issues here are

(a) Whether we can easily incorporate the fact that an-
other circumstance (in the language) qualifies an
action without drastically modifying the original
axiomatization. For instance, we would like to
achieve this by adding a new sentence into the lan-
guage. Again, this is because of our desire for an
elaboration tolerant solution.

(b) To see whether the conclusions that are sanctioned
formally agree with our intuitions.

Note that the two aspects share a desire for elaboration tol-
erance, so that a solution for one aspect is likely to contribute
to a solution for the other. The current paper deals only with
the second of the two aspects of the qualification problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we explain our formalization and give an example of
the kind of results that can be proved using our formalization.
We then survey related work, summarize the key contribu-
tions of this work and point out directions for future work.

2 Formalization
Since our aim is to convey the key ideas, we will explain our
formalization via an example, but will indicate at the appro-
priate places how one would generalize. The example we use
is a slightly extended version of the potato in the tailpipe ex-
ample from [Thielscher, 1996]. The example consists of ex-
tending the basic potato in the tailpipe scenario with another
action, PutPotato. The result of this action is to put the potato
in the tailpipe, unless this action is qualified. This action is
qualified if the potato is so heavy that it cannot be lifted.

Following McCarthy [McCarthy, 1986], here are some ax-
ioms that capture the scenario:

:Holds(EngineRunning; s) ^ :Ab(StartCar; s) �

Holds(EngineRunning; Result(StartCar; s)); (3)

:Holds(PotatoInTailPipe; s) ^ :Ab(PutPotato; s) �

Holds(PotatoInTailPipe; Result(PutPotato; s)); (4)

Holds(PotatoInTailPipe; s) � Ab(StartCar; s); (5)

Holds(HeavyPotato; s) � Ab(PutPotato; s); (6)

:Holds(EngineRunning; S0): (7)

the extent it is convenient to modify a set of facts expressed in the
formalism to take into account new phenomena or changed circum-
stances”.

Here Ab is an abnormality predicate that will be mini-
mized. The advantage of this representation is that as we
think of new qualifications, they can be easily incorporated
into the theory by means of axioms such as (5) and (6).

However, it should be noted that we are rarely interested
in solving the qualification problem in isolation. We also
need to ensure that the truth values of the fluents do not
change without a reason, so that we are able to obtain the
intuitively expected results. To see this, let T be the the-
ory consisting of axioms (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7). Let
T 0 be the theory obtained by minimizing Ab in T . We
would like T 0 to entail the formula :Ab(PutPotato; S0) and
consequently :Holds(HeavyPotato; S0). Although, intu-
itively we would then conclude that the fluent HeavyPotato
remains false after executing an action in S0 (since
there are no actions that change the truth value of
that fluent), T 0 is not strong enough to entail formu-
lae such as :Holds(HeavyPotato; Result(StartCar; S0)),
:Holds(HeavyPotato; Result(PutPotato; S0)) etc. This
shows that we need to combine a solution to the frame prob-
lem with a solution to the qualification problem to enable us
to draw the intuitively expected conclusions.

The formalism that we use that helps us in tackling the
frame problem and the qualification problem in sequence,
without the solutions interfering with each other is the formal-
ism of nested abnormality theories (NATs) [Lifschitz, 1995].
The main feature of NATs is that the effect of a circumscrip-
tion can be restricted to a part of the theory called a block.
Formally, a block is of the form fC1; : : : ; Cm : �1; : : : ;�ng,
where C1; : : : ; Cm are function and/or predicate constants
and �1; : : : ;�n are axioms, possibly containing an abnor-
mality predicate Ab. The block corresponds to the circum-
scription of Ab in the theory consisting of �1; : : : ;�n, with
C1; : : : ; Cm allowed to vary. Note that each of �1; : : : ;�n

itself may be a block.
Formally, the semantics of NATs is defined by a map g that

translates blocks into sentences of the underlying language.
We define g as follows:

gfC1; : : : ; Cm : �1; : : : ;�ng = 9abG(ab);

where

G(Ab) = CIRC[g�1 ^ : : : ^ g�n;Ab;C1; : : : ; Cm]:

Here CIRC stands for the circumscription of Ab in
g�1 ^ : : : ^ g�n with C1; : : : ; Cm allowed to vary (see [Lif-
schitz, 1993a] for the formal definitions). For a sentence �
that does not include Ab, g� is is equivalent to �.

Since we need to consider the frame problem, we will need
to axiomatize the commonsense law of inertia, according to
which the truth values of fluents persist unless they are ab-
normal. Using ideas from [Kartha and Lifschitz, 1995], we
formalize this as

:Ab(f; a; s) � Holds(f; s) � HoldsR(f; a; s); (8)

and denote it by LI. Here HoldsR is a new predicate, ex-
plicitly defined outside the block solving the frame problem
as

HoldsR(f; a; s) � Holds(f;Result(a; s)):
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The role of this predicate for solving the frame problem can
be explained roughly as follows—by “factoring away” the re-
sult function, we are able to focus attention only on the situ-
ation s and the situation that we obtain after action a is per-
formed in s. For more details and intuitions, the reader is
referred to [Kartha and Lifschitz, 1995].

In our formalization, we will formalize the effect of per-
forming an action using the HoldsR predicate. Thus, for in-
stance, the axioms (3) and (4) will become

:Holds(EngineRunning; s) ^ :Ab(StartCar; s) �

HoldsR(EngineRunning; StartCar; s); (9)

:Holds(PotatoInTailPipe; s) ^ :Ab(PutPotato; s) �

HoldsR(PotatoInTailPipe;PutPotato; s): (10)

Let Te denote the conjunction of axioms that formalize the
effect of performing an action using the predicate HoldsR.
Then each formula of Te is of the syntactic form

pre+
F;A

(s) ^ :Ab(A; s) � HoldsR(F;A; s)

or
pre�

F;A
(s) ^ :Ab(A; s) � :HoldsR(F;A; s):

where pre�
F;A

(s) denotes a finite conjunction of formulas of
the form Holds(F; s) or :Holds(F; s). In our example, Te
thus stands for the conjunction of (9) and (10).

Similarly, let Tqua stand for the conjunction of axioms that
formalize the qualifications. Syntactically, these axioms are
of the form

qualA(s) � Ab(A; s)

where qualA(s) is a finite disjunction of conjunction of for-
mulas of the form Holds(F; s) and :Holds(F; s). In our
example, Tqua is the conjunction of (5) and (6).

Let Tobs stand for the conjunction of axioms that formalize
the observations.These axioms are a finite conjuncion of for-
mulas of the form Holds(F; S0) and :Holds(F; S0). In our
case, Tobs is (7).

We also introduce the uniqueness of names and domain
closure axioms for fluents and actions. For instance, in our
example, the uniqueness of names axiom for fluents consists
of the following axiom.

EngineRunning 6= HeavyPotato ^
EngineRunning 6= PotatoInTailPipe ^
HeavyPotato 6= PotatoInTailPipe:

The domain closure axiom for fluents is

f = EngineRunning _
f = PotatoInTailPipe _
f = HeavyPotato:

Let UNA and DCA denote respectively the uniqueness of
names axioms and the domain closure axioms for fluents and
actions.

We need two technical devices for our axiomatization.
Firstly, we need to include an existence of situation axiom
([Baker, 1991]) (denoted ES) that states that corresponding
to every set of fluents, there is a situation in which exactly

these fluents hold. For our example, the existence of situation
axiom consists of the conjunction of

9s(:Holds(EngineRunning; s) ^
:Holds(PotatoInTailPipe; s) ^
:Holds(HeavyPotato; s));

and seven other similar formulae asserting the existence of a
situation corresponding to other possible truth values of the
three fluents.

Secondly, we need to include a formula which states that
there is a situation distinct from S0 where exactly those flu-
ents that hold in S0 hold. Formally, this formula is

9s[s 6= S0 ^ 8f [Holds(f; s) � Holds(f; S0)]]:

This formula is denoted ESI (for existence of situation for
the initial situation).

We are now ready to give our formalization.

UNA;
DCA;
fHolds;HoldsR; Result; S0 :

ES;
ESI;
HoldsR(f; a; s) � Holds(f;Result(a; s));
fHoldsR :

LI;
Te;
Tqua;
Tobs;

g

g:

The inner block solves the frame problem. Note that
the abnormality predicate that is being circumscribed in this
block is the ternary one that occurs in LI, not the binary one
occurring in Te. Also, Tqua and Tobs do not contain any oc-
currence of HoldsR and Ab(f; a; s), and hence do not play
any role in the circumscription of the inner block 2. The outer
block minimizes the binary Ab and solves the qualification
problem. The existence of situations axioms ensure that the
binary abnormalities are minimized over all situations. The
strategy of first solving the frame problem and then the qual-
ification problem can also be found in [Ginsberg and Smith,
1988; Lin and Reiter, 1994].

LetN be the NAT that encodes our example. By entailment
relation for N , we will mean the circumscriptive entailment
relation for NATs (for details, see [Lifschitz, 1995]). As a
representative of the kind of results we can prove, we state
the following theorem.

Theorem 1 The following set of formulae are entailed by N .
1. :Holds(HeavyPotato; S0) ^

:Holds(PotatoInTailPipe; S0).
2. 8as(Holds(HeavyPotato; s) �

Holds(HeavyPotato; Result(a; s))):
3. :Holds(EngineRunning; Result(PutPotato; S0)).
4. :Holds(EngineRunning; Result(StartCar; S1)) where
S1 = Result(PutPotato; S0).

2This can also be achieved by moving Tqua and Tobs from the
inner to the outer block.
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The first formula states that the fluents HeavyPotato and
PotatoInTailPipe do not hold in the initial situation. This is
intuitively expected, since we are given no information as
to whether these fluents hold in the initial situation and we
would like to assume that these do not hold if we can do so in
order to minimize the abnormalities.

The second formula shows that the value of the fluent
HeavyPotato does not change as a result of performing an
action. Again, this is expected from a solution to the frame
problem, as there are no actions that can change the truth
value of the fluent HeavyPotato. The third formula fol-
lows from the solution of the frame problem for the fluent
EngineRunning and (7).

The fourth formula shows that if you put potato in the
tailpipe and then start the car, the engine does not start. This
is because as a result of performing the first action PutPotato,
the second action StartCar becomes qualified.

Without the ES and ESI axioms, we would not be able to
obtain the desired conclusions from our formalization. To see
this, let us consider a formalization, N1, of our example that
differs from N only in that N1 does not include ES and ESI.
Define a structure M with the universe of situations, jM j

s

defined as f0g, the universe of fluents, jM j
f

is defined as
fPotatoInTailPipe;EngineRunning;HeavyPotatog, the uni-
verse of actions is defined as fStartCar;PutPotatog, the in-
terpretation of the predicate Holds defined as HoldsM =
fhPotatoInTailPipe; 0ig and the interpretation of Result,
ResultM defined as ResultM(A; 0) = 0, where A ranges
over the actions. It is easy to check that M is a model of N1.
Hence, we see that N1 6j= :Holds(PotatoInTailPipe; S0).

We noted that N entails the formula
:Holds(HeavyPotato; S0). Clearly, this formula
will not be entailed if Tobs includes the formula
Holds(HeavyPotato; S0). This shows that adding an
observation does not reduce the set of models of N , but
changes them. Hence the solution that we present here does
not have the restricted monotonicity property [Lifschitz,
1993b] with respect to observation sentences. In general, we
do not expect this property to be obeyed by solutions to the
qualification problem.

3 Related Work
McCarthy [McCarthy, 1986] has suggested using circum-
scription to solve the qualification problem. The use of Ab
in our formalization is based on his abnormality predicate,
but several ideas in our formalization such as the use of the
HoldsR predicate and the use of the existence of situations
axiom for solving the qualification problem are new. Also,
we consider how to combine a solution to the frame problem
with a solution to the qualification problem.

In his brief paper on the qualification problem, Elkan
[Elkan, 1995] suggests using a context mechanism for for-
malizing the qualification problem, but does not present any
such formalization. He criticizes a particular formalization of
the qualification problem based on default logic on the ground
that all the potential qualifications to an action need to made
explicit in that formalization. While the criticism is on the
mark for the particular formalization, it seems that a formal-

ization in default logic that uses an abnormality predicate will
not suffer from this criticism.

Lifschitz [Lifschitz, 1987] formalizes the qualification
problem by circumscribing a predicate precond. His formal-
ism is less expressive than ours, since it does not permit one to
express that an action is qualified if two fluents are simultane-
ously true. Also, his formalism is embedded within a causal
language known to have difficulties with domain constraints3

[Baker, 1991].
Thielscher [Thielscher, 1996] claims that global minimiza-

tion of abnormalities fails to solve the qualification problem.
The example that he uses is the one that we have formalized in
the previous section as a NAT. The question that Thielscher
raises is as to what would happen if we perform the action
PutPotato followed by the action StartCar. He claims that if
we globally minimize abnormalities, there would be a model
where the action PutPotato does not have its intended effect
(because that action is qualified) and hence in that model the
engine would start after performing the action StartCar.

It should be noted that Thielscher gives only an informal
argument for the claim, not a formal proof. His claim seems
to be based on the fact that he is considering a propositional
language and does not consider abnormalities to have situa-
tional arguments. As we have shown, the unintended model
does not arise in our formalization.

Thielscher represents qualifications in the form

a disqualified after [a1: : : : ; an];

which indicates that after performing the sequence of actions
a1; : : : ; an, action a becomes disqualified. To specify such
axioms, it is necessary to precompute what the effect of dif-
ferent sequences of actions should be, which is cumbersome.
In contrast, our formalization allows us to specify qualifica-
tions directly in terms of fluents. However, Thielscher con-
siders the issue of “miraculous qualifications”, an issue that
we do not consider.

McIlraith [McIlraith, 2000] addresses the frame, ramifica-
tion and qualification problem within the context of the situ-
ation calculus. In contrast to the approach presented in this
paper, McIlraith compiles a set of effect axioms and ramifica-
tion constraints into a set of successor state axioms. It should
be noted that such a compilation is possible only when the ef-
fect axioms and ramification constraints follow a syntactic re-
striction. (Theories with such a syntactic restriction are called
solitary stratified theories in [McIlraith, 2000]). Whether the
approach presented in this paper coincides with that in [McIl-
raith, 2000] when restricted to the case of solitary stratified
theories remains open.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a simple formalization of the qualification
problem based on NATs and and have shown how to combine
a solution to the frame problem with this formalization. We

3By domain constraints, we mean formulae that relate fluents in
the same situation. An example of a domain constraint that we may
wish to include in our example is Holds(PotatoInTailPipe; s) �
:Holds(EngineRunning; s).
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have also argued that this formalization offers several advan-
tages in comparison with existing approaches.

Theorem 1 pertains only to the example presented in this
paper. This raises the question as to how we can evaluate
the general applicability of the formalization presented here.
One way is by proving theorems about what the formaliza-
tion does and does not entail. For instance, we can prove that
the inner block (that solves the frame problem) generates con-
clusions identical to the ones sanctioned by aA-like [Gelfond
and Lifschitz, 1993] language. Evaluating that the outer block
handles qualifications correctly is harder. One approach is to
test that the formalization yields intutively expected results
on a test suite. A more principled approach is to define a
language formalizing intuitions about qualifications and then
prove soundness and completeness theorems along the lines
of [Kartha, 1993]. Both these approaches are currently being
pursued.

One direction for future work is to investigate how the
ideas presented in this paper can be generalized to handle do-
main constraints. In the presence of domain constraints, the
situation is more complicated for the following reasons.
� The existence of situations axiom needs to be changed,

since now, all possible combination of fluents are not
consistent.

� As pointed out by [Ginsberg and Smith, 1988] and [Lin
and Reiter, 1994], some domain constraints can act as
constraints on the performability of an action (these are
called qualification constraints) whereas some other syn-
tactically indistinguishable domain constraints give rise
to indirect effects (these are called ramification con-
straints).

The first of the above complications can be handled, for in-
stance, by including a block that formalizes a nonmonotonic
version of the existence of situations axiom, as in [Kartha and
Lifschitz, 1994].

The second difficulty is more serious. If all the constraints
are ramification constraints, then solutions to the frame prob-
lem shown here can be easily extended (along the lines of
[Giunchiglia et al., 1997]). If we have both ramification and
qualification constraints, we need to separate the set of con-
straints into these two sets and consider them separately.
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Abstract

A technique is proposed for computing the weakest
sufficient (wsc) and strongest necessary (snc) con-
ditions for formulas in an expressive fragment of
first-order logic using quantifier elimination tech-
niques. The efficacy of the approach is demon-
strated by using the techniques to compute snc’s
and wsc’s for use in agent communication applica-
tions, theory approximation and generation of ab-
ductive hypotheses. Additionally, we generalize re-
cent results involving the generation of successor
state axioms in the propositional situation calculus
via snc’s to the first-order case. Subsumption re-
sults for existing approaches to this problem and a
re-interpretation of the concept offorgetting as a
process of quantifier elimination are also provided.

1 Introduction
In [Lin, 2000]1, Lin proposes the notion of weakest sufficient
and strongest necessary conditions for a propositionq under
a propositional theoryT , where the techniques for generating
the resulting formulas may be parameterized to contain only
a restricted subset of the propositional variables inT . In ad-
dition, he investigates a number of methods for automatically
generating snc’s and wsc’s, several based on the generation of
prime implicates and a preferred method for computing snc’s
and wsc’s based on the notion offorgetting[Lin and Reiter,
1994]. Snc’s and wsc’s have many potential uses and appli-
cations ranging from generation of abductive hypotheses to
approximation of theories. In fact, special cases of snc’s and
wsc’s, strongest postconditions and weakest preconditions,
have had widespread usage as a basis for programming lan-
guage semantics[Dijkstra, 1976].

Weakest sufficient and strongest necessary conditions for
propositional formulas are related to prime implicants and
implicates, respectively. Classically, a prime implicant of a
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ySupported in part by the WITAS project grant under the Wal-
lenberg Foundation, Sweden and KBN grant 8 T11C 009 19.

1This paper received the best paper award at the KR’00 Confer-
ence, Breckenridge, Colorado, 2000.

formula� is a minimal satisfiable term logically implying�
and a prime implicate is a minimal satisfiable clause which
is logically implied by�. The relation between prime impli-
cants/implicates and wsc’s/snc’s is used by Lin in his inves-
tigation of methods for automatically generating wsc’s and
snc’s. Generating prime implicants and implicates for propo-
sitional formulas is intractable and in the general case, the
same applies for wsc’s and snc’s.

Lin’s results apply to the propositional case and his algo-
rithms for automatically generating snc’s and wsc’s are em-
pirically tested. For the propositional case, we propose a dif-
ferent method for computing snc’s and wsc’s that is based
on second-order quantifier elimination techniques and has the
following advantages:

� The general method applies to the full propositional lan-
guage and snc’s and wsc’s are generated directly for ar-
bitrary formulas rather than propositional atoms.

� When applying second-order quantifier elimination, one
substantially simplifies the propositional case consid-
ered by Lin and often gets a more efficient computation
method.

� A non-trivial fragment of the propositional language is
isolated where snc’s and wsc’s for formulas in this frag-
ment can be generated efficiently and are guaranteed to
be so.

� The quantifier elimination algorithms which provide the
basis for automatically generating snc’s and wsc’s for
arbitrary propositional formulas are implemented.

One of the most interesting and potentially fruitful open
problems regarding snc’s and wsc’s is generalization to the
first-order case and developing associated methods for au-
tomatically computing snc’s and wsc’s. In[Lin, 2000], Lin
states,

There are several directions for future work. One of
them is to extend the results here to the first-order case.
This can be a difficult task. For instance, a result in[Lin
and Reiter, 1997] shows that forgetting in the first-order
case cannot in general be expressible in first-order logic.
As a consequence, we expect that strongest necessary
conditions of a proposition under a first-order theory can-
not in general be expressible in first-order logic either. It
seems that the best hope for dealing with the first -order
case is to first reduce it to the propositional case, and then
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try to learn a first-order description from a set of propo-
sitional ones.

With Lin, we agree that the task is difficult. We also agree
that in the general case snc’s and wsc’s for a proposition or
first-order formula under a first-order theory is not always ex-
pressible in first-order logic. In fact, the techniques we pro-
pose provide a great deal of insight into why this is the case
and in addition define a non-trivial fragment of first-order
logic where snc’s and wsc’s are guaranteed to be expressible
in first-order logic.

Rather than using indirect techniques to reduce a first-order
case to the propositional case and then try to learn a first-order
description from a set of propositional ones as Lin suggests,
we propose a more direct method and provide techniques for
the automatic generation of snc’s and wsc’s for a first-order
fragment. Given a theoryT and a formula� in this fragment,
we simply append appropriate quantifiers over relational vari-
ables inT ^ � (or T ! �) and use second-order quantifier
elimination techniques to reduce the second-order formula to
a logically equivalent first-order formula representing the snc
or the wsc for� underT . Complexity results are provided for
this fragment, but the method works for full first-order logic.
In this case, depending on the nature ofT and�, the tech-
nique may return a logically equivalent first-orderor fixpoint
formula, or terminate with failure, not always because there is
not a reduction, but simply because the elimination algorithm
can not find a reduction.

We compute these conditions using extensions of results
described in the work of[Dohertyet al., 1997; 1998; Non-
nengart and Szalas, 1998]. For a survey of these and other
quantifier elimination techniques, see also[Nonnengartet al.,
1999].

1.1 Weakest Sufficient and Strongest Necessary
Conditions

In the following, we will be dealing with the predicate cal-
culus with equality, i.e. we assume that the equality,=, is
always a logical symbol. The following definitions describe
the necessary and sufficient conditions of a formula� rela-
tivized to a subsetP of relation symbols under a theoryT .
Definition 1.1 By a necessary condition of a formula� on
the set of relation symbolsP under theoryT we shall under-
stand any formula� containing only symbols inP such that
T j= �! �. It is astrongest necessary condition, denoted by
SNC(�;T ;P ) if, additionally, for any necessary condition 
of � onP underT , we have thatT j= �!  .
Definition 1.2 By a sufficient condition of a formula� on
the set of relation symbolsP under theoryT we shall under-
stand any formula� containing only symbols inP such that
T j= � ! �. It is aweakest sufficient condition, denoted by
WSC(�;T ;P ) if, additionally, for any sufficient condition 
of � onP underT , we have thatT j=  ! �.

The setP in Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 is referred to as the
target language.

To provide some intuition as to how these definitions can
be used, consider the theory

T = f8x:[HasWheels(x)! CanMove(x)];

8x:[Car(x) ! HasWheels(x)]g;

and the formula� = 8x:CanMove(x). ClearlyT 6j= �.
Quite often, it is useful to hypothesize a preferred explana-
tion� for � under a theoryT whereT ^� j= �, � is minimal
in the sense of not being overly specific and where the ex-
planation is constrained to a particular subsetP of symbols
in the vocabulary. Clearly, the weakest sufficient condition
� for the formula� on P underT provides the basis for a
minimal preferred explanation of� whereT j= � ! �.
In the case ofP = fHasWheelsg, the weakest sufficient
condition would be� = 8x:HasWheels(x), and in the
case ofP = fHasWheels; Carg the wsc would be� =
8x:HasWheels(x). Generating abductive hypotheses is just
one application of wsc’s. There are many other applications
which require generation of wsc’s or snc’s, several of which
are described in section 5.

1.2 Paper Structure

In section 2, we begin with preliminaries and state the the-
orem which provides the basis for second-order quantifier
elimination techniques. In section 3, we define snc’s and
wsc’s for propositional formulas under propositional theo-
ries as second-order formulas with quantification over propo-
sitional symbols, show how the elimination techniques are
applied and provide complexity results for the technique. In
section 4, we generalize to the first-order case using primarily
the same techniques, but with quantification over relational
symbols. In section 5, we demonstrate both the use of snc’s
and wsc’s in addition to the reduction techniques by provid-
ing examples from a number of potentially interesting appli-
cation areas such as agent communication languages, theory
approximation, generation of abductive hypotheses and gen-
eration of successor state axioms in the situation calculus. In
section 6, we relate the proposed techniques to the notion of
forgettingwhich serves as a basis for Lin’s techniques and in
so doing, prove subsumption results. In section 7, we con-
clude with a discussion about these results.

2 Preliminaries
The following Theorem 2.2 has been proved in[Nonnengart
and Szalas, 1998]. It allows us to eliminate second-order
quantifiers from formulas which are in the form appearing
on the left-hand side of the equivalences (1), (2). Such for-
mulas are calledsemi-Horn formulasw.r.t. the relational vari-
able� - see also[Dohertyet al., 1996]. Observe, that in the
context of databases one remains in the tractable framework,
since fixpoint formulas over finite domains are computable in
polynomial time (and space) - see e.g.[Abiteboulet al., 1996;
Ebbinghaus and Flum, 1995]. (Of course, the approach is ap-
plicable to areas other than databases, too).

Notation 2.1 Let e; t be any expressions ands any subex-
pression ofe. By e(s := t) we shall mean the expression
obtained frome by substituting each occurrence ofs by t.
��:A(�) is the least fixpoint operator and��:A(�) is de-
fined as:�:�::A(�).

Let A(�x) be a formula with free variables�x. Then by
A(�x)[�a] we shall mean the application ofA(�x) to arguments
�a.
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Theorem 2.2 Assume that all occurrences of the predicate
variable� in the formulaB bind only variables and that for-
mulaA is positive w.r.t.�.

� if B is negative w.r.t.� then

9�8�y [A(�) ! �(�y)] ^ [B(:�)] �

B[�(�t) := ��(�y):A(�)[�t]] (1)

� if B is positive w.r.t.� then

9�8�y[�(�y) ! A(�)] ^ [B(�)] �

B[�(�t) := ��(�y):A(�)[�t]]: (2)

Example 2.3 Consider the following second-order formula:

9�8x8y[(S(x; y) _�(y; x)) ! �(x; y)]

^[:�(a; b) _ 8z(:�(a; z))]] (3)

According to Theorem 2.2(1), formula (3) is equivalent to:

:��(x; y):(S(x; y) _ �(y; x))[a; b] _

8z(:��(x; y):(S(x; y) _ �(y; x))[a; z]): (4)

Observe that, whenever formulaA in Theorem 2.2 does not
contain�, the resulting formula is easily reducible to a first-
order formula, as in this case both��(�y):A and��(�y):A are
equivalent toA. In fact, this case is equivalent to the lemma
of Ackermann (see e.g.[Dohertyet al., 1997]). Semi-Horn
formulas of the form (1) and (2), whereA does not contain
�, are callednon-recursive semi-Horn formulas.

3 The Propositional Case
In this section, we define snc’s and wsc’s for propositional
formulas under propositional theories as second-order for-
mulas with quantification over propositional symbols, show
how the elimination techniques are applied and provide com-
plexity results for the technique. We start with the following
lemma.

Lemma 3.1 For any formula�, any set of propositional sym-
bolsP and theoryTh:

1. the strongest necessary conditionSNC(�;Th;P ) is de-
fined by9�q:[Th ^ �],

2. the weakest sufficient conditionWSC(�;Th;P ) is de-
fined by8�q:[Th! �],

where�q consists of all propositions appearing inTh and�
but not inP .

Proof The proof of the lemma for both the strongest nec-
essary and weakest sufficient conditions are similar, but we
provide both for clarity.

By definition, any necessary condition� for � satisfies
Th j= �! �, i.e. by the deduction theorem for propositional
calculus, alsoj= Th! (�! �), i.e. j= (Th^�)! �. Thus
alsoj= 8�q:[(Th^�) ! �]. Since� is required not to contain
symbols from�q, we have

j= [9�q:(Th ^ �)] ! �: (5)

On the other hand, the minimal� satisfying (5) is given by
equivalence

[9�q:(Th ^ �)] � �:

This proves Lemma 3.1.1.
By definition, any sufficient condition� for � satisfies

Th j= �! �, i.e. by the deduction theorem for propositional
calculus, alsoj= Th ! (� ! �), i.e. j= (Th ^ �) ! �.
Thus alsoj= 8�q:[(Th ^ �) ! �] which is equivalent to
j= 8�q:[(Th ^ :�) ! :�].

Since� is required not to contain symbols from�q, we have

j= [9�q:(Th ^ :�)] ! :�: (6)

Maximizing � is the same as minimizing:�. On the other
hand, the maximal� satisfying (6) is given by equivalence

[9�q:(Th ^ :�)] � :�:

which is equivalent to

:[9�q:(Th ^ :�)] � �:

which is equivalent to

[8�q:(Th! �)] � �:

This proves Lemma 3.1.2.
The quantifiers over propositions can be automatically

eliminated using the DLS algorithm (see[Doherty et al.,
1997]). For instance, all eliminations in Example 3.3 can be
done using the algorithm. Theorem 2.2 reduces in the propo-
sitional case to Proposition 3.2. It is worth emphasizing here
that propositional fixpoint formulas are equivalent to propo-
sitional formulas.2

Proposition 3.2 Assume that the propositional formulaA is
positive w.r.t. propositionp.

� if the propositional formulaB is negative w.r.t.p then

9p: [A(p) ! p] ^ [B(:p)] � B[p := �p:A(p)] (7)

� if B is positive w.r.t.p then

9p:[p! A(p)] ^ [B(p)] � B[p := �p:A(p)]: (8)

Observe that in the case when an input formula is a con-
junction of propositional semi-Horn formulas of the form in
the lhs of (7) or a conjunction of formulas of the form in the
lhs of (8), the length of the resulting formula is, in the worst
case,O(n2), wheren is the size of the input formula. Other-
wise the result might be of exponential length, as in the case
of the algorithm given in[Lin, 2000].

Example 3.3 Consider the following examples of[Lin,
2000].

2In the first iteration towards the fixpoint, one replacesp in A
with false. In the next disjunct,p in A is replaced by this result. The
fixpoint, a propositional formula, is then always reached in at most
two iterations.
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1. T1 = fq ! (p1 ^ p2)g. Now, according to Lemma 3.1,
SNC(q;T1; fp1; p2g) is defined by formula9q:[(q !
(p1 ^ p2)) ^ q], which, according to Proposition 3.2, is
logically equivalent to(p1 ^ p2).
Condition SNC(q;T1; fp1g) is defined by formula
9q9p2:[(q ! (p1^p2))^q], which, according to Propo-
sition 3.2, is logically equivalent top1 (observe thatp2
is equivalent to the semi-Horn formula>! p2).

2. T2 = fq ! (p1 _ p2)g. We have that
SNC(q;T2; fp1; p2g) is defined by the formula
9q:[(q ! (p1 _ p2)) ^ q], which, according to
Proposition 3.2, is logically equivalent to(p1 _ p2).
ConditionSNC(q;T2; fp1g) is defined by the formula
9q9p2:[(q ! (p1 _ p2)) ^ q], which is logically equiva-
lent to>.

3. T3 = f(p ^ q) ! sg. The formulaSNC(p ^ q;T3; fsg)
is equivalent to9p; q:[((p ^ q) ! s) ^ (p ^ q)], which,
according to Proposition 3.2, is logically equivalent tos.

Observe that we work with formulas more directly than pro-
posed in Lin’s approach, where a new proposition has to be
introduced together with an additional condition that the new
proposition is equivalent to the formula in question.

In summary, propositional snc’s or wsc’s can be generated
for any propositional formula and theory. In the case that the
conjunction of both is in semi-Horn form, this can be done
more efficiently. These results subsume those of Lin[Lin,
2000] in the sense that the full propositional language is cov-
ered and we work directly with propositional formulas rather
than propositional atoms.

4 The First-Order Case
In this section, we generalize the results in section 3 to the
first-order case using primarily the same techniques, but with
quantification over relational symbols. The following lemma
can be proved similarly to Lemma 3.1. The deduction theo-
rem for first-order logic is applicable, since the theories are
assumed to be closed.

Lemma 4.1 For any formula�, any set of relation symbols
P and a closed3 theoryTh:

1. the strongest necessary conditionSNC(�;Th;P ) is de-
fined by9��:[Th ^ �],

2. the weakest sufficient conditionWSC(�;Th;P ) is de-
fined by8��:[Th! �],

where�� consists of all relation symbols appearing inTh and
� but not inP .

Observe that a second-order quantifier over the relational
variable� can be eliminated from any semi-Horn formula
w.r.t. �. In such a case the resulting formula is a fixpoint for-
mula. If the formula is non-recursive, then the resulting for-
mula is a first-order formula. The input formula can also be a

3In fact, it suffices to assume that the set of free variables ofTh
is disjoint from the set of free variables of�.

conjunction of semi-Horn formulas of the form (1) or a con-
junction of semi-Horn formulas of the form (2). On the other
hand, one should be aware that in other cases the reduction is
not guaranteed. Thus the elimination of second-order quanti-
fiers is guaranteed for any formula of the form9��:[Th ^ �],
whereTh ^ � is a conjunction of semi-Horn formulas w.r.t.
all relational variables in��.4 Observe also, that in the case
when an input formula is a conjunction of semi-Horn formu-
las of the form (1) or a conjunction of formulas of the form
(2), the length of the resulting formula is, in the worst case,
O(n2), wheren is the size of the input formula.

Example 4.2 Consider the following examples

1. T4 = f8x:[Ab(x) ! (Bird(x) ^ :F lies(x))]g.
Consider the strongest necessary condition
SNC(Ab(z);T4; fBird; F liesg). According to
Lemma 4.1, it is equivalent to

9Ab:[8x:(Ab(x) !

(Bird(x) ^ :F lies(x))) ^ Ab(z)]: (9)

By Lemma 2.2, formula (9) is equivalent to(Bird(z) ^
:F lies(z)).

2. T5 = f8x:[Parent(x) ! 9z:(Father(x; z) _
Mother(x; z))]g. Consider the strongest necessary con-
dition SNC(Parent(y);T5; fMotherg). According to
Lemma 4.1, it is equivalent to

9Parent; Father:[8x:(Parent(x) !

9z:(Father(x; z) _Mother(x; z)) ^ Parent(y)]: (10)

In this case, formula (10) is not in the form re-
quired in Lemma 2.2, but the DLS algorithm eliminates
the second-order quantifiers and results in the equiva-
lent formula>, which is the required strongest nec-
essary condition. Consider nowSNC(Parent(y) ^
8u; v:(:Father(u; v));T5; fMotherg). It is equiva-
lent to

9Parent; Father:[8x:(Parent(x) !

9z:(Father(x; z) _Mother(x; z)) ^

Parent(y) ^ 8u; v:(:Father(u; v))]; (11)

i.e. after eliminating second-order quantifiers, to
9z:Mother(y; z).

In summary, for the non-recursive semi-Horn fragment of
first-order logic, the snc or wsc for a formula� and theoryT
is guaranteed to be reducible to compact first-order formulas.
For the recursive case, the snc’s and wsc’s are guaranteed to
be reducible to fixpoint formulas. In the context of databases,
this case is still tractable. The techniques may still be used for
the full first-order case, but neither reduction nor complexity
results are guaranteed, although the algorithm will always ter-
minate.

4For universal quantification,8��:A, one simply negates the for-
mula (9��::A), and assuming:A can be put in to semi-Horn form,
one eliminates the existential quantifiers and negates the result.
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5 Applications
In this section, we demonstrate the use of the techniques by
applying them to a number of potentially useful application
areas.

5.1 Communicating Agents
Agents communicating, e.g. via the Internet, have to use the
same language to understand each other. This is similar or
related to computing interpolants.

Assume an agentA wants to ask a queryQ to agentB.
Suppose the query can be asked using terms�R; �S such that
the terms from�S are unknown for agentB. LetT ( �R; �S) be a
theory describing some relationships between�R and �S. It is
then natural for agentA to first compute the strongest neces-
sary conditionSNC(Q;T ( �R; �S); �R) with the target language
restricted to�R and then to replace the original query by the
computed condition. The new query might not be as good
as the previous one, but is the best that can be asked. The
following example illustrates the idea.

Example 5.1 Assume an agentA wants to select from a
database all personsx such thatHigh(x) ^ Silny(x) holds.
Assume further, that both agents know the termsHigh and
Sound. Unfortunately, the database agent does not know the
termSilny.5 Suppose, further thatA lives in a world in which
the condition8y:[Silny(y) ! Sound(y)] holds. It is then
natural forA to consider

SNC(High(x) ^ Silny(x);8y:[Silny(y)! Sound(y)];

fHigh; Soundg)

to be the best query that can be asked. According to Lemma
4.1 this condition is equivalent to:

9Silny:[8y:[Silny(y)! Sound(y)]^High(x)^Silny(x);

which, by a simple application of Theorem 2.2, is equivalent
toHigh(x) ^ Sound(x).

5.2 Theory Approximation
The concept of approximating more complex theories by sim-
pler theories has been studied in[Kautz and Selman, 1996;
Cadoli, 1995], mainly in the context of approximating ar-
bitrary propositional theories by propositional Horn clauses.
The concept of approximate theories is also discussed in[Mc-
Carthy, 2000]. Now, observe that strongest necessary and
weakest sufficient conditions provide us with approximations
of theories expressed in a richer language by theories ex-
pressed in a simpler language.

The approach by Lin in[Lin, 2000] allows one only to ap-
proximate simple concepts on the propositional level. The
generalization we introduce allows us to approximate any fi-
nite propositional and first-order theory which is semi-Horn
w.r.t. the eliminated propositions or relational symbols.

In the following example, considered in[Kautz and Sel-
man, 1996] approximating general clauses by Horn clauses
results in the exponential blow up of the number of clauses.

5In Polish “Silny” means “Strong”, but the database agent does
not know the Polish language.

We shall show, that the use of the notion of strongest nec-
essary condition can substantially reduce the complexity of
reasoning.

Example 5.2 In [Kautz and Selman, 1996] the following
clauses, denoted byT , are considered:

(CompSci ^ Phil ^ Psych) ! CogSci (12)
ReadsMcCarthy ! (CompSci _ CogSci) (13)

ReadsDennett! (Phil _ CogSci) (14)

ReadsKosslyn! (Psych _ CogSci) (15)

and reasoning with this theory was found to be quite compli-
cated. On the other hand, one would like to check, for in-
stance, whether a computer scientist who reads Dennett and
Kosslyn is also a cognitive scientist. Reasoning by cases,
suggested in[Kautz and Selman, 1996], shows that this is
the case. One can, however, substantially reduce the theory
and make the reasoning more efficient. In the first step one
can notice that notionsPhil andPsych are not in the con-
sidered claim, thus might appear redundant in the reasoning
process. On the other hand, these notions appear in disjunc-
tions in clauses (14) and (15). We then consider

SNC(CompSci ^ReadsDennett ^ ReadsKosslyn;

T ;�fPhil; P sychg); (16)

where�fPhil; P sychg denotes all symbols in the language,
other thanPhil andPsych. After some simple calculations
one obtains the following formula equivalent to (16):

(13) ^ [CompSci ^ ReadsDennett^ ReadsKosslyn]

^ [(CompSci ^ (ReadsDennett ^ :CogSci)

^ (ReadsKosslyn^ :CogSci)) ! CogSci] (17)

which easily reduces to

(13) ^ CompSci ^ ReadsDennett ^

ReadsKosslyn^ (:CogSci! CogSci): (18)

Thus the strongest necessary condition for the formula

CompSci ^ ReadsDennett ^ ReadsKosslyn

impliesCogSci and, consequently, the formula also implies
CogSci.

Assume that one wants to calculate the weakest suf-
ficient condition of being a computer scientist in terms
of fReadsDennett; ReadsKosslyn;ReadsMcCarthy;
CogScig. We then consider

WSC(CompSci;T ;�fPhil; P sych; CompScig): (19)

After eliminating quantifiers overPhil; P sych; CompSci
from the second-order formulation of the wsc, one obtains
the following formula equivalent to (19):

ReadsMcCarthy ^ :CogSci:

Thus the weakest condition that, together with theoryT , guar-
antees that a person is a computer scientist is that the person
reads McCarthy and is not a cognitive scientist.
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5.3 Abduction
The weakest sufficient condition corresponds to a weakest ab-
duction, as noticed in[Lin, 2000].

Example 5.3 Consider theory

T = f8x:[HasWheels(x)! CanMove(x)];

8x:[Car(x) ! HasWheels(x)]g:

Assume one wants to check whether an object can move.
There are three interesting cases:

1. to assume that the target language isfHasWheelsg and
consider

WSC(CanMove(x);T ; fHasWheelsg);

which is equivalent to

8CanMove; Car:[
^
T ! CanMove(x)]

2. to assume that the target language isfCarg and consider

WSC(CanMove(x);T ; fCarg);

which is equivalent to

8HasWheels; Car:[
^
T ! CanMove(x)]

3. to assume that the target language is
fHasWheels; Carg and consider

WSC(CanMove(x);T ; fHasWheels; Carg);

which is equivalent to

8CanMove:[
^
T ! CanMove(x)]:

After eliminating second-order quantifiers we obtain the fol-
lowing results:

1. WSC(CanMove(x);T ; fHasWheelsg) �
HasWheels(x)

2. WSC(CanMove(x);T ; fCarg) � Car(x)

3. WSC(CanMove(x);T ; fHasWheels; Carg) �
8x:[Car(x) ! HasWheels(x)]! HasWheels(x).

The first two conditions are rather obvious. The third one
might seem a bit strange, but observe that8x:[Car(x) !
HasWheels(x)] is an axiom of theoryT . Thus, in the third
case, we have that

WSC(CanMove(x);T ; fHasWheels; Carg) �

HasWheels(x):

5.4 Generating Successor State Axioms
Example 5.4 Consider the problem of generating successor
state axioms in a robot domain. This problem, in the proposi-
tional framework, is considered in[Lin, 2000]. On the other
hand, a first-order formulation is much more natural and com-
pact. We thus apply first-order logic rather than the proposi-
tional calculus and introduce the following relations, instead
of propositions as considered in[Lin, 2000]6 :

6Note that even this formalization can be generalized further for
more than one action and transition, but we retain the correspon-
dence to the original example for clarity.

� Move(o; i; j) - the robot is performing the action of
moving the objecto from locationi to locationj

� At(o; i) - initially, the objecto is in the locationi

� At1(o; j) - after the actionMove(o; i; j), the objecto is
in locationj

� AtR(i) - initially, the robot is at locationi

� AtR1(j) - after the actionMove(o; i; j), the robot is at
locationj

� H(o) - initially, the robot is holding the objecto

� H1(o) - after the actionMove(o; i; j), the robot is hold-
ing the objecto.

Assume that the background theory contains the following
axioms, abbreviated byT :

8o:(At(o; 1)) ^ 8o:(:At(o; 2));

8o:[H(o) � H1(o)];

8o; i; j:[(AtR(i) ^ At(o; i) ^H(o) ^Move(o; i; j)) !

(AtR1(j) ^ At1(o; j))]:

The goal is to find the weakest sufficient condition on the
initial situation ensuring that the formulaAt1(package; 2)
holds. Thus we consider

WSC(At1(package; 2);T ; fH;At;AtR;Moveg):

The approach we propose is based on the observation that

WSC(At1(package; 2);T ; fH;At;AtRg) �

8H18At18AtR1:(
^
T ! At1(package; 2))

After some simple calculations which can be performed
automatically using the DLS algorithm we ascertain that
WSC(At1(package; 2);T ; fH;At;AtR;Moveg) is equiva-
lent to:

[8o:At(o; 1) ^ 8o::At(o; 2)] ! [H(package) ^

9i:(AtR(i) ^At(package; i) ^Move(package; i; 2))];

which, in the presence of axioms of theoryT reduces to:

[H(package) ^

9i:(AtR(i) ^ At(package; i) ^Move(package; i; 2))] (20)

and, sinceAt(package; i) holds in the theoryT only for i
equal to1, formula (20) reduces to:

H(package) ^ AtR(1) ^Move(package; 1; 2):

Thus, the weakest condition on the initial state, making sure
that after the execution of an action the package is in location
2, expresses the requirement that the robot is in location1,
holds the package and that it executes the action of moving
the package from location1 to location2.

6 Forgetting and Quantifier Elimination
Forgetting is considered in[Lin and Reiter, 1994; Lin, 2000]
as an important technique for database progression and com-
puting wsc’s and snc’s.7 Given a theoryT and a relation

7The forgetting operator for propositional logic is well-known in
the literature aseliminant(see[Brown, 1990]).
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symbolP , forgetting aboutP in T results in a theory with
a vocabulary not containingP , but entailing the same set of
sentences that are irrelevant toP . Observe that forgetting is
simply a second-order quantification, as shown in[Lin and
Reiter, 1994]. Namely,

forget(�;P ) = 9P:�(P ):

It is no surprise then that forgetting is not always reducible
to first-order logic. On the other hand, due to Theorem 2.2,
second-order quantifiers can often be eliminated resulting in
a fixpoint or first-order formula.

Consider the following example.

Example 6.1 Let T consist of the following two axioms:

8x; y:[Mother(x; y) ! 9z:Father(z; y)];

8x; y:[Father(x; y) ! Parent(x; y)]:

Forgetting aboutFather results in the second-order formula
9Father:

V
T which, according to Theorem 2.2, is equiva-

lent to:

8x; y:[Mother(x; y) ! 9z:Parent(z; y)]:

7 Conclusions
Using Lin’s work as a starting point, we have provided new
definitions for weakest sufficient and strongest necessary con-
ditions in terms of 2nd-order formulas and provided the basis
for algorithms which are guaranteed to automatically gener-
ate wsc’s and snc’s for both the propositional case and a non-
trivial fragment of the first-order case. For the general propo-
sitional case, propositional snc’s and wsc’s are always gener-
ated using the techniques and for the semi-Horn fragment are
always generated efficiently. For the first-order case restricted
to the non-recursive semi-Horn fragment, reduction of wsc’s
and snc’s to first-order formulas is always guaranteed and can
be done efficiently. For the first-order case restricted to the re-
cursive semi-Horn fragment, reduction to fixpoint formulas is
always guaranteed and can be done efficiently. For the gen-
eral first-order case, the techniques can also be applied, but
reductions are not always guaranteed, even though the algo-
rithm will always terminate.

This work generalizes that of Lin which only deals with
the propositional case and it provides more direct methods
for generating snc’s and wsc’s via syntactic manipulation. We
have also demonstrated the potential use of this idea and these
techniques by applying them to a number of interesting appli-
cations. Finally, we have re-interpreted the notion of forget-
ting in terms of quantifier elimination, shown how our tech-
niques can be applied to a first-order version of forgetting and
applied the technique to generation of successor-state axioms
in restricted first-order situation calculus based action theo-
ries.

As a final observation, the quantifier elimination algorithm
considered here has been implemented as an extension to the
original DLS algorithm described in[Dohertyet al., 1997],
for both the propositional and 1st-order cases.
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Abstract

DLR is an expressive Description Logic (DL) with
n-ary relations, particularly suited for modeling
database schemas. Although DLR has constituted
one of the crucial steps for applying DL technology
to data management, there is one important aspect
of database schemas that DLs, including DLR, do
not capture yet, namely the notion of identification
constraints and functional dependencies. In this pa-
per we introduce a DL which extends DLR and
fully captures the semantics of such constraints,
and we address the problem of reasoning in such a
logic. We show that, verifying knowledge base sat-
isfiability and logical implication in the presence of
identification constraints and nonunary functional
dependencies can be done in EXPTIME, thus with
the same worst-case computational complexity as
for plain DLR. We also show that adding just
unary functional dependencies to DLR leads to un-
decidability.

1 Intr oduction
In the last years, Description Logics (DLs) have been suc-
cessfully applied to data management [Borgida, 1995; Kirk
et al., 1995; Calvanese et al., 1998b; 1999]. One of the ba-
sic ideas behind applying DLs to data management is that
database schemas can be expressed as DL knowledge bases,
so that DL reasoning techniques can be used in several ways
to reason about the schema. In [Calvanese et al., 1998a;
1998b], a very expressive DL with n-ary relations, called
DLR, is introduced, and it is shown how database schemas
can be captured by this logic. Also, suitable mechanisms for
expressing queries over DLR schemas have been added, and
techniques for reasoning over queries have been designed.
Notably, the investigation on DLR has led to the design of
new DL systems effectively implementing powerful reason-
ing techniques [Horrocks etal., 1999].

Although the above mentioned work has been the crucial
step for applying DL technology to data management, there is
one important aspect of database schemas that DLs, including
DLR, do not capture yet, namely the notion of identification
constraints and functional dependencies. Identification con-
straints (also called keys) are used to state that a certain set

of properties uniquely identifies the instances of a concept.
A functional dependency on a relation is used to impose that
a combination of a given set of attributes functionally deter-
mines another attribute of the relation. It is easy to see that
functional dependencies can be used to model keys of a re-
lation, i.e., attributes that are sufficient to identify tuples of
the relation. Both types of constraints are commonly used in
database design and data management.

The question addressed in this paper is as follows: can we
add identification constraints and non-unaryfunctional de-
pendencies to DLR and still have EXPTIME associated rea-
soning techniques? Somewhat surprisingly, we answer posi-
tively to the question, by illustrating an approach that allows
us to incorporate both types of constraints in DLR. In par-
ticular, we adapt the DLR reasoning algorithm in such a way
that reasoning on a DLR schema with both types of con-
straints and with ABoxes, can be done with the same worst-
case computational complexity as for the case of plain DLR.
Also, the proposed technique can be incorporated into present
DL systems, such as the one described in [Horrocks et al.,
1999]. We also show that adding to DLR unary functional
dependencies leads to undecidability of reasoning. Observe,
however, that the presence of such functional dependencies is
typically considered as an indication of bad schema design in
databases.

Both identification constraints and functional dependen-
cies have been extensively investigated in the database liter-
ature (see [Abiteboul et al., 1995], Chapters 8, 9). However,
database models lack the kinds of constraints expressible in
expressive DLs, and therefore none of the results developed
in the context of databases can be used to solve our problem.

In the last years, there have been some attempts to add
identification constraints to DLs. In [Calvanese et al., 1995],
these constraints are modeled by means of special primitive
concepts in an expressive DL, and it is shown that this mech-
anism allows some inference on keys to be carried on. The
limitation of this approach is that several interesting seman-
tic properties of keys are not represented in the knowledge
base. In [Borgida and Weddell, 1997; Khizder etal., 2001], a
general mechanism is proposed for modeling path functional
dependencies, and a sound and complete inference system
for reasoning on such constraints is presented. Path func-
tional dependencies are sufficiently expressive to model both
identification constraints and functional dependencies. How-
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ever, the DLs considered are limited in expressiveness. In
particular, union, negation, number restrictions, general in-
clusion axioms, inverse roles and n-ary relations are not part
of the considered language, and therefore useful properties
of database schemas cannot be represented. The proposal
presented in this paper fully captures the semantics of both
identification constraints and functional dependencies in an
expressive DL with all the above features.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we re-
call the DL DLR. In Section 3, we illustrate the mechanism
for specifying identification constraints and functional depen-
dencies in DLR knowledge bases. In Section 4, we discuss
the modeling power of the resulting logic, called DLRifd . In
Section 5, we describe how we can extend the DLR reason-
ing technique in order to take the new types of constraints
into account, and in Section 6 we show that minor extensions
of DLRifd leads to undecidability of reasoning. Finally, Sec-
tion 7 concludes the paper.

2 Description Logic DLR
We focus on the Description Logic DLR, which is able to
capture a great variety of data models with many forms of
constraints [Calvanese et al., 1998a; 1999]. The basic ele-
ments of DLR are concepts(unary relations), and n-ary re-
lations.

We assume to deal with a finite set of atomic relations (hav-
ing arity between 2 and nmax) and atomic concepts, denoted
by P and A, respectively. We use R to denote arbitrary re-
lations and C to denote arbitrary concepts, respectively built
according to the following syntax:

R ::= >n | P | (i/n : C) | ¬R | R1 u R2

C ::= >1 | A | ¬C | C1 u C2 | (≤ k [i]R)

where n denotes the arity of the relations P , R, R1, and R2,
i denotes a component of a relation, i.e., an integer between 1
and n, and k denotes a non-negative integer. Observe that
we consider only concepts and relations that are well-typed,
which means that: (i) only relations of the same arity n are
combined to form expressions of type R1uR2 (which inherit
the arity n); (ii) i ≤ n whenever i denotes a component of a
relation of arity n.

We introduce the following abbreviations: ⊥ for ¬>1;
C1tC2 for ¬(¬C1u¬C2); C1 ⇒C2 for ¬C1tC2; (≥ k [i]R)
for ¬(≤ k−1 [i]R); ∃[i]R for (≥ 1 [i]R); ∀[i]R for ¬∃[i]¬R.
Moreover, we abbreviate (i/n : C) with (i : C) when n is
clear from the context.

A DLR TBoxis constituted by a finite set of inclusionas-
sertions, where each assertion has one of the forms:

C1 v C2 R1 v R2

with R1 and R2 of the same arity.
The semantics of DLR is specified as follows. An inter-

pretationI is constituted by an interpretation domain∆I ,
and an interpretation function ·I that assigns to each con-
cept C a subset CI of ∆I and to each relation R of arity
n a subset RI of (∆I)n such that the conditions in Figure 1
are satisfied. In the figure, t[i] denotes the i-th component
of tuple t. Observe that, the “¬” constructor on relations is

>I
n ⊆ (∆I)n

P I ⊆ >I
n

(i/n : C)I = {t ∈ >I
n | t[i] ∈ CI}

(¬R)I = >I
n \ RI

(R1 u R2)
I = RI

1 ∩ RI
2

>I
1 = ∆I

AI ⊆ ∆I

(¬C)I = ∆I \ CI

(C1 u C2)
I = CI

1 ∩ CI
2

(≤ k [i]R)I = {a ∈ ∆I | ]{t ∈ RI | t[i] = a} ≤ k}

Figure 1: Semantic rules for DLR (P , R, R1, and R2 have
arity n, and ]σ denotes the cardinality of the set σ)

used to express difference of relations, and not the comple-
ment [Calvanese et al., 1998a]. An interpretation I satisfies
an assertion C1 v C2 (resp., R1 v R2) if CI

1 ⊆ CI
2 (resp.,

RI
1 ⊆ RI

2 ).
We introduce a generalized form of DLR ABox. We con-

sider an alphabet of new symbols, called Skolem constants
(sk-constants). Intuitively, an sk-constant denotes an indi-
vidual in an interpretation, in such a way that different sk-
constants may denote the same individual.

A generalizedDLR ABox(or simply ABox in the follow-
ing) is constituted by a finite set of assertions, called ABox
assertions, of the following types:

C(x) R(x1, . . . , xn) x 6= y x = y

where R is a relation of arity n, and x, y, x1, . . . , xn are sk-
constants.

The notion of interpretation is extended so as to assign to
each sk-constant x an individual xI ∈ ∆I . An interpretation
I satisfies

• C(x) if xI ∈ CI ;

• R(x1, . . . , xn) if (xI
1 , . . . , xI

n) ∈ RI ;

• x 6= y if xI 6= yI ;

• x = y if xI = yI .

If T is a DLR TBox, and A is a DLR ABox of the above
form, then K = T ∪ A is called a DLR knowledge base.
An interpretation is a modelof K if it satisfies every assertion
in K. A knowledge base K is satisfiableif it has a model.
An assertion α (either an inclusion, or an ABox assertion) is
logically impliedby K if all models of K satisfy α.

Logical implication and knowledge base satisfiability are
mutually reducible to each other. For one direction, K is
unsatisfiable iff K |= >1 v ⊥. For the converse di-
rection, it is possible to show that K |= C1 v C2 iff
K∪{>1 v ∃[1](P u (2 : C1 u¬C2))} is unsatisfiable, where
P is a new binary relation. Similarly, K |= R1 v R2 iff
K ∪ {>1 v ∃[1](P u (2 : ∃[1](C1 u ¬C2)))} is unsatisfiable,
where again P is a new binary relation. Finally, K |= C(α)
iff K ∪ {¬C(α)} is unsatisfiable.

It follows from the results in [Calvanese et al., 1998a],
that checking a DLR knowledge base for satisfiability is
EXPTIME-complete.
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3 Identification and Functional Dependency
Assertions

We extend DLR with identification constraints and func-
tional dependencies. The resulting DL, called DLRifd , al-
lows one to express these constraints through new kinds of
assertions in the TBox.

An identificationassertionon a concept has the form:

(id C [i1]R1, . . . , [ih]Rh)

where C is a concept, each Rj is a relation, and each ij de-
notes one component of Rj . Intuitively, such an assertion
states that two instances of C cannot agree on the participa-
tion to R1, . . . , Rh via components i1, . . . , ih, respectively.

A functional dependencyassertionon a relation has the
form:

(fd R i1, . . . , ih → j)

where R is a relation, h ≥ 2, and i1, . . . , ih, j denote compo-
nents of R. The assertion imposes that two tuples of R that
agree on the components i1, . . . , ih, agree also on the compo-
nent j.

We assign semantics to these assertions by defining when
an interpretation satisfies them. Specifically:

• An interpretation I satisfies the assertion
(id C [i1]R1, . . . , [ih]Rh) if, for all a, b ∈ CI

and for all t1, s1 ∈ RI
1 , . . . , th, sh ∈ RI

h , we have that:

a = t1[i1] = · · · = th[ih],
b = s1[i1] = · · · = sh[ih],
tj [i] = sj [i], for j ∈ {1, . . . , h},

and for i 6= ij











implies a = b

• An interpretation I satisfies the assertion
(fd R i1, . . . , ih → j) if, for all t, s ∈ RI , we
have that:

t[i1] = s[i1], . . . , t[ih] = s[ih] implies t[j] = s[j]

A DLRifd knowledge base is a set K = T ∪ A ∪ F of
assertions, where T ∪ A is a DLR knowledge base and F is
a set of identification and functional dependency assertions.

Note that unary functional dependencies (i.e., functional
dependencies with h = 1) are ruled out in DLRifd . We will
come to this in Section 6. Note also that the right hand side
of a functional dependency contains a single element. How-
ever, this is not a limitation, because any functional depen-
dency with more than one element in the right hand side can
always be split into several dependencies of the above form.
Also, to verify whether a functional dependency with more
than one element in the right hand side is logically implied
by a DLRifd knowledge base, it suffices to verify whether
each of the functional dependencies in which it can be split,
is logically implied by the knowledge base.

4 Modeling in DLRifd

DLRifd captures database schemas expressed in several data
models . For example, Entity-Relationship schemas can be
represented already in DLR, by modeling each entity as a
concept, and each relationship as a relation [Calvanese et al.,

1998b; 1999]. Attributes of entities are modeled by means
of binary relations, and single-valued or mandatory attributes
are expressible through the use of number restrictions. At-
tributes of relationships can be modeled in several ways, for
instance through special (n + 1)-ary relations, where n is
the arity of the relationship. Also, integrity constraints such
as is-a, cardinality, existence, and typing constraints are ex-
pressible by means of inclusion assertions. Finally, unary
keys (keys constituted by a single attribute) can be modeled
through number restrictions. Non-unary keys cannot be rep-
resented in DLR, while they are obviously expressible in
DLRifd .

Example 1 Suppose that Person and University are concepts,
EnrolledIn is a binary relation between Person and University,
and StudentCode is an (optional) attribute (modeled as a bi-
nary relation) of Person associating to each student (a person
who is enrolled in a university) a code that is unique in the
context of the university in which she is enrolled. Such a sit-
uation can be represented by the following DLRifd TBox:

EnrolledIn v (1 : Person) u (2 : University)
StudentCode v (1 : Person) u (2 : String)

Person v (≤ 1 [1]StudentCode)

(id Person [1]StudentCode, [1]EnrolledIn)

Note that, the notion of student is modeled by the concept
Person u ∃[1]EnrolledIn and, in the conceptual modeling ter-
minology, this concept is a weak entity, i.e., part of its identi-
fier is external through the relationship EnrolledIn.

We additionally want to model the notion of exam in our
application. An exam is a relationship involving a student, a
course, a professor, and a grade. In an exam, the combination
of student and course functionally determines both the pro-
fessor, and the grade. This can be represented by adding the
following assertions to the TBox:

Exam v (1 :(Person u ∃[1]EnrolledIn)) u
(2 : Course) u (3 : Person) u (4 : Grade)

(fd Exam 1, 2 → 3) (fd Exam 1, 2 → 4)

Observe that generally, in conceptual data models, if an at-
tribute (or a relationship) L is part of a key for an entity E,
then in the database schema it must be the case that E has
a single and mandatory participation in L, i.e., each instance
of E has exactly one associated value for L [Abiteboul etal.,
1995]. This is not required in DLRifd (but can be asserted
when needed), where one can define an attribute as part of a
key of an entity, even if the attribute is multi-valued or op-
tional.

We have mentioned that unary functional dependencies are
not allowed in DLRifd . However, this limitation does not
prevent one from defining unary keys for relations. Indeed,
the fact that component i is a key for the relation R can al-
ready be expressed in DLR by means of the assertion:

>1 v (≤ 1 [i]R)

The above observation also implies that functional dependen-
cies in the context of binary relations, which are by defini-
tion unary, are expressible in DLRifd . Indeed, such func-
tional dependencies correspond to key constraints, which are
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expressible as specified above. For example, the functional
dependency 1 → 2 in the context of the binary relation R can
be expressed by specifying that component 1 is a key for R.
Thus, the only functional dependencies that are not admitted
in DLRifd are unary functional dependencies in the context
of non-binary relations. This is because they lead to unde-
cidability of reasoning, as shown in Section 6. Note also, that
the presence of such functional dependencies is considered as
an indication of bad design in the framework of the relational
data model (see [Abiteboul etal., 1995], Chapter 11). In fact,
a unary functional dependency in the context of an n-ary re-
lation (with n > 2) represents a hidden relationship between
the arguments of the relation, which may cause several mod-
eling problems.

The possibility of defining identification constraints sub-
stantially enriches the modeling power of DLs. In particu-
lar, it is possible to show that, even if only binary relations
are allowed in a DL, then the use of identification constraints
permits simulating the presence of n-ary relations in such a
logic. For example, a relation with arity 3 can be modeled
by means of a concept and 3 binary relations. Number re-
strictions are used to state that every instance of the concept
participates in exactly one instance of the binary relation, and
a suitable identification assertion states that the combination
of the three binary relations form a key for the concept. Ob-
viously, DLRifd further increases the modeling power by al-
lowing the explicit use of n-ary relations, and the possibility
of imposing functional dependencies in the context of rela-
tions.

5 ReasoningonDLRifd

First of all we observe that, when reasoning in DLRifd , iden-
tification assertions of the form (id C [i]R), where R is a
binary relation, are equivalent to DLR assertions > v (≤
1 [j](R u (i : C))), where j =2 if i= 1, and j = 1 if i= 2.
Hence, in the following, without loss of generality, we will
not consider such identification assertions.

Next we show that we can reduce logical implication in
DLRifd to knowledge base satisfiability. As already ob-
served in Section 2, logical implication of inclusion and
ABox assertions can be reduced to knowledge base satisfi-
ability. We show that the same can be done also for identifi-
cation and functional dependency assertions.

Given an identification assertion

κ = (id C [i1]R1, . . . , [ih]Rh)

we define the ABox Aκ constituted by the following asser-
tions:

• C(x), C(y), and x 6= y, where x and y are new sk-
constants;

• Rj(tj) and Rj(sj), with j ∈ {1, . . . , h}, where tj
and sj are tuples of new sk-constants with tj [ij ] = x,
sj [ij ] = y, and tj [i] = sj [i] for i 6= ij .

Similarly, for a functional dependency assertion

κ = (fd R i1, . . . , ih → j)

we define Aκ constituted by the following assertions:

• R(t), R(s), and t[j] 6= s[j], where t and s are tuples of
new sk-constants with t[ij ] = s[ij ], for j ∈ {1, . . . , h}.

From the semantics of identification and functional depen-
dency assertions it is immediate to see that Aκ provides a
concrete counterexample to κ. Hence it follows that, given a
DLRifd knowledge base K, K |= κ if and only if K ∪ Aκ is
unsatisfiable.

Theorem 2 Logical implication in DLRifd can be reduced
to knowledge basesatisfiability.

We now present a reasoning procedure for knowledge base
satisfiability in DLRifd .

DLRifd TBoxes (which in fact are DLR TBoxes since
they do not include identification and functional dependency
assertions) have the tree-model property [Calvanese et al.,
1998a], which is true for most DLs. In particular, if a DLR
TBox admits a model, it also admits a model which has the
structure of a tree, where nodes are either objects or (reified)
tuples, and edges connect tuples to their components. Ob-
serve that in such models identification and functional depen-
dency assertions (which in DLRifd are non-unary) are triv-
ially satisfied, since there cannot be two tuples agreeing on
more than one component. As an immediate consequence we
have that, given a DLRifd TBox T and a set of identification
and functional dependency assertions F , T ∪ F is satisfiable
iff T is so. This implies that, in absence of an ABox, logi-
cal implication of inclusion assertions can be verified without
considering identification and functional dependency asser-
tions at all.

When we add an ABox, then we may still restrict the at-
tention to models that have the structure of a tree, except for
a cluster of objects representing the sk-constants in the ABox
(see again [Calvanese et al., 1998a]1). We call such mod-
els clusteredtreemodels. On such models, identification and
functional dependency assertions are always satisfied, except
possibly for the cluster of sk-constants. Hence we can con-
centrate on verifying such assertions on the objects and tuples
appearing in the ABox only.

Given a DLRifd knowledge base K, we define a saturation
of K as an ABox As constructed as follows:

• for each sk-constant x occurring in K, and for each iden-
tification assertion (id C [i1]R1, . . . , [ih]Rh) in K, As

contains either C(x) or ¬C(x);

• for each tuple t of sk-constants occurring in an assertion
R(t) of K,

– for each identification assertion
(id C [i1]R1, . . . , [ih]Rh) in K, for each Rj

(j ∈ {1, . . . , h}) having the arity of R, As contains
either Rj(t) or ¬Rj(t),

– for each functional dependency assertion
(fd R′ i1, . . . , ih → j) in K, such that R′

has the arity of R, As contains either R′(t) or
¬R′(t);

1In fact, [Calvanese et al., 1998a] makes use of inclusion asser-
tions involving nominals, i.e., concepts having a single instance. It
is immediate to verify that such inclusion assertions correspond to
the kind of generalized ABoxes we adopt here.
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• for each pair of sk-constants x and y occurring in K, As

contains either x = y or x 6= y.

Note that the size of a saturation is polynomial in the size of
K. Note also that there are many (actually, an exponential
number) of different saturations of K, one for each possible
set of choices in the items above.

On a saturation one can immediately verify whether an
identification or functional dependency assertion of K is vio-
lated. Indeed, for all sk-constants and tuples of sk-constants
appearing in the saturation, membership or non-membership
in the relevant relations and concepts appearing in the asser-
tions that could be violated is explicitly asserted (after sub-
stituting each sk-constant with a representative of its equiv-
alence class according to the equalities). Hence, it suffices
to verify whether the semantic condition of the assertion is
violated, considering relations and concepts appearing in the
assertion as primitives. Once such a check on the identifica-
tion and functional dependencies is done, it remains to verify
whether As is consistent with the other assertions of K.

Theorem 3 A DLRifd knowledge baseK = T ∪ A ∪ F is
satisfiableif andonly if thereexistsa saturationAs ofK that
doesnot violatetheidentificationandfunctionaldependency
assertionsin K andsuch that theDLR knowledge baseT ∪
A ∪As is satisfiable.

Proof (sketch). “⇐” Assume that there exists a satura-
tion As that does not violate the identification and functional
dependency assertions in K and such that T ∪A∪As is satis-
fiable. Then there exists a clustered tree model of T ∪A∪As,
and such interpretation is also a model of K.

“⇒” Assume that K is satisfiable. Then from a model I of
K one can directly construct a saturation for which I satisfies
all assertions.

The above result provides us with an upper bound for rea-
soning in DLRifd , matching the lower bound holding already
for DLR.

Theorem 4 Satisfiabilityandlogical implicationin DLRifd

areEXPTIME-complete.

Proof (sketch). By Theorem 2, logical implication in
DLRifd reduces to knowledge base satisfiability in DLRifd .
By Theorem 3, satisfiability of a DLRifd knowledge base
K = T ∪ A ∪ F reduces to solving a (possibly exponen-
tial) number of tests, where each test involves one saturation
As and consists in directly verifying all identification and
functional dependency assertions in As (a polynomial step)
and checking the satisfiability of the DLR knowledge base
T ∪ A ∪As (an exponential step).

6 Unary functional dependenciesin DLRifd

One might wonder whether the method described in the previ-
ous works also for unary functional dependencies. Actually,
this is not the case since unary functional dependencies are
not trivially satisfiedin tree structured interpretations. For
example, it may happen that two tuples of a relation R agree
on say component 1 and not component 2, and therefore vio-
late the functional dependency (fd R 1 → 2).
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Figure 2: Grid structure enforced by KT

Indeed, we show that if we allow for unary functional
dependencies, then reasoning in DLRifd becomes undecid-
able. To do so we exhibit a reduction from the unconstrained
quadrant tiling problem[van Emde Boas, 1997], which con-
sists in deciding whether the first quadrant of the integer grid
can be tiled using a finite set of square tile types in such a
way that adjacent tiles respect adjacency conditions. Tiling
problems are well suited to show undecidability of variants
of description and dynamic logics [van Emde Boas, 1997;
Baader and Sattler, 1999]. The crux of the undecidability
proof consists in enforcing that the tiles lie on an integer grid.
Once the grid structure is enforced, it is typically easy to im-
pose the adjacency conditions on the tiles. In our case we
exploit unary functional dependencies to construct the grid.

Formally, a tiling systemis a triple T = (D,H,V) where D
is a finite set of elements representing tile types and H and V
are two binary relations over D. The unconstrainedquadrant
tiling problemconsists in verifying the existence of a tiling
consistentwith T , i.e., a mapping τ from IN × IN to D such
that (τ(i, j), τ(i + 1, j)) ∈ H and (τ(i, j), τ(i, j + 1)) ∈ V ,
for i, j ∈ IN. Such a problem is undecidable, more precisely
Π0

0-complete [Berger, 1966; van Emde Boas, 1997].
From a tiling system T = (D,H,V) we construct a

DLRifd knowledge base KT as follows. The basic idea is to
enforce the grid structure shown in Figure 2, where squares
represent tuples of arity 4 and circles represent objects. Each
object depicted using a bold circle and labeled i, j represents
the node (i, j) of the grid. Numbers labeling arrows repre-
sent components of tuples. A pair of letters X,Y inside a
tuple represents the fact that the tuple is an instance of the re-
lations X and Y . In particular we use four relations of arity 4:
A,B,C, and D. The gray box in the figure represents how a
tile would be placed in such a grid.

We enforce the grid structure by means of the following
assertions in KT :

∃[i]>4 v ∃[i](A u C) u ∃[i](A u D) u
∃[i](B u C) u ∃[i](B u D) for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}
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(fd A 2 → 3) (fd B 2 → 3) (fd C 2 → 1) (fd D 1 → 2)
(fd A 4 → 1) (fd B 4 → 1) (fd C 3 → 4) (fd D 4 → 3)

We enforce the adjacency conditions on the tiles of the first
quadrant by using one concept for each tile type in D and
introducing in KT the following assertions: for each Di ∈ D

Di v ∀[1](B u D⇒(3 :
⊔

(Di,Dj)∈H
Dj)) u

∀[3](A u C ⇒(1 :
⊔

(Di,Dj)∈H
Dj)) u

∀[1](A u D⇒(3 :
⊔

(Di,Dj)∈V
Dj)) u

∀[3](B u C ⇒(1 :
⊔

(Di,Dj)∈V
Dj))

Finally, to represent the origin of the tiling we use the con-
cept C0 = (∃[1]>4)u

⊔

Di∈D
Di Then the tiling problem as-

sociated to T admits a solution if and only if KT 6|= C0 v ⊥.
Indeed, from a tiling consistent with T one obtains immedi-
ately a model of KT with an object satisfying C0. Conversely,
from a model I of KT with CI

0 6= ∅, we can construct a tiling
consistent with T . The first set of assertions impose that a
portion of I has exactly the structure depicted in Figure 2
(observe that not the whole model necessarily has a grid struc-
ture, but only a portion corresponding to the first quadrant).
The second set of assertions impose on such a portion only
that instances of concepts representing tile types respect the
adjacency conditions. As a consequence of such a reduction
we obtain the following result.

Theorem 5 Knowledge basesatisfiability (and thus logical
implication) in DLRifd extendedwith unary functionalde-
pendenciesis undecidable.

The reduction above can be easily modified to show that, if
we allow for nominals[Tobies, 2000], then even n-ary func-
tional dependencies lead to undecidability. For example, we
may use one nominal o and relations of arity 5 instead of 4.
Then we can force the fifth component of all tuples to be the
object o by means of the assertion >5 v (5 : o) and we can
enforce the grid structure as above, by adding component 5
to the antecedent of the functional dependencies above (thus
getting binary functional dependencies). Observe that, since
all tuples agree on component 5, such binary functional de-
pendencies are actually mimicking the unary dependencies in
the previous reduction.

7 Conclusions
DLRifd extends DLR by fully capturing identification con-
straints on concepts and functional dependencies on relations.
We have shown that reasoning in the presence of such con-
straints remains EXPTIME decidable. We have also shown
that adding to DLR just unary functional dependencies on
non-binary relations, usually considered an indication of bad
design in data modeling, leads to undecidability.

The approach presented in this paper can be extended in
several ways. For example, our technique can be directly ap-
plied to reasoning in DLRreg extended with identification
and functional dependency constraints. Moreover, we are
working on the following extensions: (i) using chaining in
specifying identification constraints, in the spirit of [Borgida
and Weddell, 1997]; (ii) introducing a notion of functional
dependency between properties of concepts; (iii) query con-
tainment and query answering using views in the presence of
identification constraints and functional dependencies.
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Abstract

We present an empirical analysis of optimization
techniques devised to speed up the so-called TBox
classification supported by description logic sys-
tems which have to deal with very large knowledge
bases (e.g. containing more than 100,000 concept
introduction axioms). These techniques are inte-
grated into the RACE architecture which imple-
ments a TBox and ABox reasoner for the descrip-
tion logic ALCNHR+ . The described techniques
consist of adaptions of previously known as well
as new optimization techniques for efficiently cop-
ing with these kinds of very large knowledge bases.
The empirical results presented in this paper are
based on experiences with an ontology for the Uni-
fied Medical Language System and demonstrate a
considerable runtime improvement. They also in-
dicate that appropriate description logic systems
based on sound and complete algorithms can be
particularly useful for very large knowledge bases.

1 Introduction

In application projects it is often necessary to deal with
knowledge bases containing a very large number of axioms.
Furthermore, many applications require only a special kind
of axioms, so-called concept introduction axioms. Usually
it has been argued that only systems based on incomplete
calculi can deal with knowledge bases containing more than
100,000 axioms of this kind. In this contribution we present
an empirical analysis of optimization techniques devised to
improve the performance of description logic systems applied
to this kind of knowledge bases. The analysis is based on the
RACE1 architecture [Haarslev and Möller, 2000a] which sup-
ports inference services for the description logic ALCNHR+

[Haarslev and Möller, 2000b].2

As example knowledge bases we consider reconstructions
of important parts of the UMLS (Unified Medical Language
System) [McCray and Nelson, 1995] by using description
logic representation techniques. The reconstruction is de-
scribed in [Hahn et al., 1999; Schulz and Hahn, 2000] and

1URL: http://kogs-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/˜race/
2A convenient pronunciation of ALCNHR+ is ALC-nature.

Syntax Semantics
Concepts

A AI ⊆ ∆I (A is a concept name)
¬C ∆I \ CI

C 	 D CI ∩ DI

C � D CI ∪ DI

∃R .C {a ∈ ∆I | ∃ b ∈ ∆I : (a, b) ∈ RI , b ∈ CI}
∀R .C {a ∈ ∆I | ∀ b ∈ ∆I : (a, b) ∈ RI ⇒ b ∈ CI}
∃≥n S {a ∈ ∆I | ‖{b ∈ ∆I | (a, b) ∈ SI}‖ ≥ n}
∃≤m S {a ∈ ∆I | ‖{b ∈ ∆I | (a, b) ∈ SI}‖ ≤ m}
Roles

R RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I

‖ · ‖ denotes the cardinality of a set, S ∈ S , n,m ∈ N, n > 0.

TBox Axioms
Syntax Satisfied if

R ∈ T RI = (RI)+

R � S RI ⊆ SI

C � D CI ⊆ DI

ABox Assertions
Syntax Satisfied if

a :C aI ∈ CI

(a, b) :R (aI , bI) ∈ RI

Figure 1: Syntax and Semantics of ALCNHR+ .

introduces a specific encoding scheme that uses several con-
cept introduction axioms which represent subset as well as
composition aspects of conceptual descriptions (words) men-
tioned in the UMLS metathesaurus.

The paper is structured as follows. We first introduce the
syntax and semantics of ALCNHR+ and characterize the
form of axioms occurring in the UMLS knowledge bases. Af-
terwards we describe the following five complementary op-
timization techniques: (1) topological sorting for achieving
a quasi definition order; (2) a method to cluster siblings in
huge taxonomies; (3) a technique for efficiently addressing
so-called domain and range restrictions; (4) exploitation of
implicit disjointness declarations; (5) subset/superset caching
for increasing runtime performance and reducing memory
requirements. The effectiveness of these techniques is as-
sessed using the empirical results obtained from processing
the UMLS knowledge bases.

We briefly introduce the description logic (DL)
ALCNHR+ [Haarslev and Möller, 2000b] (see the ta-
bles in Figure 1) using a standard Tarski-style semantics.
ALCNHR+ extends the basic description logic ALC by
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role hierarchies, transitively closed roles (denoted by the set
T in Figure 1), and number restrictions. Note that the com-
bination of transitive roles and role hierarchies implies the
expressivity of so-called general inclusion axioms (GCIs).
The concept name � is used as an abbreviation for C � ¬C.

If R,S are role names, then R � S is called a role inclusion
axiom. A role hierarchy R is defined by a finite set of role
inclusion axioms. The concept language of ALCNHR+ syn-
tactically restricts the combinability of number restrictions
and transitive roles due to a known undecidability result in
case of an unrestricted syntax [Horrocks et al., 1999]. Only
simple roles may occur in number restrictions. Roles are
called simple (denotes by the set S in Figure 1) if they are
neither transitive nor have a transitive role as descendant.

If C and D are concept terms, then C � D (generalized con-
cept inclusion or GCI) is a terminological axiom. A finite set
TR of terminological axioms is called a terminology or TBox
w.r.t. to a given role hierarchy R.3 A terminological axiom of
the form A � C is called a concept introduction axiom and C
is called the primitive (concept) definition of A if A is a con-
cept name which occurs only once on the left hand side of the
axioms contained in a TBox T . A pair of GCIs of the form
{A � C, C � A} (abbreviated as A

.= C) is called a concept
definition axiom and C is called the (concept) definition of A
if A is a concept name which occurs only once on the left
hand side of all axioms contained in a TBox T .

An ABox A is a finite set of assertional axioms as defined
in Figure 1. The ABox consistency problem is to decide
whether a given ABox A is consistent w.r.t. a TBox T and
a role hierarchy R. An ABox A is consistent iff there exists
a model I that satisfies all axioms in T and all assertions in
A. Subsumption between concepts can be reduced to con-
cept satisfiability since C subsumes D iff the concept ¬C 	 D
is unsatisfiable. Satisfiability of concepts can be reduced to
ABox consistency as follows: A concept C is satisfiable iff
the ABox {a :C} is consistent.

The DL reconstruction of important parts of the UMLS in-
troduces a specific scheme where a set of concept introduc-
tion axioms is used to represent subset as well as composi-
tion aspects of conceptual descriptions (words) mentioned in
the UMLS metathesaurus. For instance, for the notion of a
‘heart’, the following concept introduction axioms for heart
structures (suffix ‘s’), heart parts (suffix ‘p’) and heart enti-
ties (no suffix) are declared (see [Schulz and Hahn, 2000] for
details):

ana heart � ana heart s 	 ana hollow viscus 	
umls body part organ or organ component

ana heart s � ana hollow viscus s 	
ana cardiovascular system p

ana heart p � ¬ana heart 	 ana heart s 	
∃≥1 anatomical part of ana heart

Note the implicit disjointness declared between
ana heart p and ana heart. The following role axiom
is generated as well.

anatomical part of ana heart �
anatomical part of ana hollow viscus

3The reference to R is omitted in the following if we use T .

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the pros and
cons of specific modeling techniques used in the UMLS re-
construction. In the next section, optimization techniques for
efficiently dealing with these kinds of knowledge bases are
presented.

2 Optimization Techniques

Modern DL systems such as RACE offer at least two
standard inference services for concept names occurring in
TBoxes: classification and coherence checking. Classifica-
tion is the process of computing the most-specific subsump-
tion relationships between all concept names mentioned in
a TBox T . The result is often referred to as the taxonomy
of T and gives for each concept name two sets of concept
names listing its “parents” (direct subsumers) and “children”
(direct subsumees). Coherence checking determines all con-
cept names which are unsatisfiable.

Expressive DLs such as ALCNHR+ allow GCIs which
can considerably slow down consistency tests. A true GCI is
a GCI of the form C � D where C is not a name and C � D is
not part of a pair representing a concept definition axiom. A
standard technique (GCI absorption) [Horrocks and Tobies,
2000] which is also part of the RACE architecture performs
a TBox transformation which precedes classification and co-
herence checking. The axioms in a TBox are transformed in
a way that true GCIs can be absorbed into (primitive) concept
definitions which can be efficiently dealt with by a technique
called lazy unfolding (e.g. see [Baader et al., 1994]). Lazy
unfolding dynamically expands a concept name by its (prim-
itive) definition during an ABox consistency test. The true
GCIs remaining after the GCI absorption are referred to as
global axioms.

Our findings indicate that state-of-the-art techniques cur-
rently employed for fast classification of TBoxes have to be
extended in order to cope with very large knowledge bases of
the above-mentioned kind. In the following we describe these
extensions.

2.1 Topological Sorting for Quasi Definition Order

For TBox classification the RACE architecture employs the
techniques introduced in [Baader et al., 1994]. The parents
and children of a certain concept name are computed in so-
called ‘top search’ and ‘bottom search’ traversal phases, re-
spectively. These phases can be illustrated with the following
example. Assume a new concept name Ai has to be inserted
into an existing taxonomy. The top search phase traverses the
taxonomy from the top node (�) via the set of children and
checks whether Ai is subsumed by a concept node. Basically,
if Ai is subsumed by a node Aj, then the children of Aj are
traversed. The top search phase determines the set of parents
of Ai. When the top search phase for Ai has been finished, the
bottom search phase for Ai analogously traverses the taxon-
omy from the bottom node via the set of parents of a node.
The bottom search phase determines the set of children of Ai.

Using the marking and propagation techniques described
in [Baader et al., 1994] the search space for traversals can
usually be pruned considerably. It is always advantageous to
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avoid as many traversals as possible since they require the use
of “expensive” subsumption tests. This is even more impor-
tant for very large TBoxes.

Let us assume, a TBox to be classified can be transformed
such that no global axioms remain but cyclic (primitive) con-
cept definitions may exist. According to [Baader et al., 1994]
we assume that a concept name A ‘directly uses’ a concept
name B if B occurs in the (primitive) definition of A. The
relation ‘uses’ is the transitive closure of ‘directly uses.’ If
A uses B then B comes before A in the so-called definition
order. For acyclic TBoxes (i.e. the uses relation is irreflexive)
containing concept introduction axioms only, the set of con-
cept names can be processed in definition order, i.e. a con-
cept name is not classified until all the concept names used
in its (primitive) definition are classified. In this case the set
of children of a concept name to be inserted consists only of
the bottom concept. Thus, if concept names are classified in
definition order, the bottom search phase can safely be omit-
ted for concept names which have only a primitive definition
[Baader et al., 1994].

In order to avoid the bottom search phase it is possible to
impose a syntactical restriction on TBoxes for less expressive
DLs, i.e. to accept only concept axioms in definition order,
i.e. the (primitive) definitions do not include forward refer-
ences to concept names not yet introduced. However, for an
expressive DL such as ALCNHR+ , which offers cyclic ax-
ioms and GCIs, in general, the bottom search phase cannot be
skipped.

The UMLS TBoxes contain many forward references oc-
curring in value (e.g. ∀R .C) and existential restrictions (e.g.
∃R .C). Thus, the definition order of concept names has to
be computed in a preprocessing step. As a refinement we
devised a slightly less strict notion of definition order which
works more efficiently. We assume a relation ‘directly refers
to’ similar to ‘directly uses’ but with references occurring in
the scope of quantifiers not considered. This simplification
reduces the overhead caused by computing the ‘directly refers
to’ relation. It is correct since subsumption between concept
names with primitive definitions cannot be caused via quan-
tifiers occurring in the concept definitions. Again ‘refers to’
is the transitive closure of ‘directly refers to’. The ‘refers
to’ relation induces a partial order relation on sets of con-
cept names. All concept names involved in a cycle become
members of one set while the remaining concept names form
singleton sets. A topological sorting algorithm is used to se-
rialize the partial order such that a total order between sets of
concept names is defined. This serialization is called a quasi
definition order.

During the classification of a TBox with RACE the sets
of concept names are processed in quasi definition order. For
each singleton set whose member has a primitive concept de-
finition, the bottom search can be skipped. Let A � C be a
concept introduction axiom and A is to be inserted into the
taxonomy. The ‘refers to’ relation and the quasi definition
order serialization ensure that either all concept names that
are potential subsumees of A are inserted after A has been
inserted into the subsumption lattice or the bottom search is
indeed performed. The quasi definition order is conservative
w.r.t. the potential subsumers (note that ALCNHR+ does not

support inverse roles). Moreover, in a basic subsumption test
the subsumption lattice under construction is never referred
to. Thus, strict definition order classification is not necessary.

Note that in [Baader et al., 1994] no experiments are dis-
cussed that involve the computation of a serialization given
a TBox with axioms not already in (strict) definition order.
Topological sorting is of order n+e where e is the number of
given ‘refers to’ relationships. Thus, we have approximately
O(n log n) steps while the bottom search procedure requires
O(n2) steps in the worst case.

2.2 Adaptive Clustering in TBoxes

Experiments with the UMLS TBoxes showed that the well-
known techniques described in [Baader et al., 1994] exhibit
considerable performance deficiencies in case of (rather flat)
taxonomies where some nodes have a large number of chil-
dren. Therefore, in the RACE architecture a special cluster-
ing technique is employed.

If the top search phase finds a node (e.g. A) with
more than θ children, the θ children are grouped into a
bucket (e.g. Anew ), i.e. a (virtual) concept definition ax-
iom Anew

.= A1 � . . . � Aθ is assumed and Anew is inserted
into the subsumption lattice with {A} being its parents and
{A1 . . .Aθ} being its children. Anew is also referred to as a
bucket concept. Note that bucket concepts (e.g. Anew ) are
considered as virtual in the sense that the external interface
of RACE hides the names of virtual concepts in a transparent
way.

Let us assume, a certain concept name B is to be inserted
and a node A with its children {A1, . . . ,Aθ} is encountered
during the top search phase. Instead of testing for each child
Ai (i ∈ {1..θ}) whether Ai subsumes B, our findings suggest
that it is more effective to initially test whether the associated
virtual concept definition of Anew does not subsume B us-
ing the pseudo model merging technique (e.g. see [Horrocks,
1997; Haarslev et al., 2001]) which provides a ‘cheap’ and
sound but incomplete non-subsumption test based on pseudo
models derived from concept satisfiability tests. Since in most
cases no subsumption relation can be found between any Ai

and B, one test possibly replaces θ “expensive” but wasted
subsumption tests. On the other hand, if a subsumption rela-
tion indeed exists, then clustering introduces some overhead.
However, since the UMLS TBoxes mostly contain concept
introduction axioms, the pseudo model of ¬Anew being used
for model merging is very simple because the pseudo model
basically consists only of a set of negated primitive concept
names (see [Haarslev et al., 2001] for further details about
pseudo model merging in RACE). The adaptive clustering is
designed in a way that it still works even if a quasi definition
order cannot be guaranteed (e.g. due to the presence of de-
fined concepts or GCIs). Therefore, a bucket becomes obso-
lete and has to be removed from a concept node if a member
of this bucket gets a different concept node as parent.

For best performance, the number of children to be
kept in a bucket should depend on the total number of
known children for a concept. However, this can hardly
be estimated. Therefore, the following adaptive strategy
is used. If more and more concept names are “inserted”
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into the subsumption lattice, the number of buckets in-
creases as well. If a new bucket is to be created for a
certain node A and there are already σ buckets clustering
the children of A, then two buckets (those buckets with
the smallest number of children) of A are merged. For in-
stance, merging of the buckets Anew

.= A1 � . . . � An and
Bnew

.= B1 � . . . � Bm means that the bucket Anew is “re-
defined” as Anew

.= A1 � . . . � An � B1 � . . . � Bm and the
bucket Bnew is reused for the new bucket to be created (see
above).4 Whether hierarchical clustering techniques lead to
performance improvements is subject to further research.

The current evaluation of clustering with buckets uses a
setting with θ = 10 and σ = 15.

2.3 Dealing with Domain and Range Restrictions

Some UMLS TBoxes contain axioms declaring domain and
range restrictions for roles. For instance, the domain C of
a role R can be determined by the axiom ∃≥1 R � C and
the range D by the axiom � � ∀R .D. Domain restric-
tions increase the search space during a consistency test
since they have to be represented as disjunctions of the form
(¬∃≥1 R) � C.

It is possible to transform a domain restriction of
the form ∃≥1 R � C into an equivalent inclusion axiom
of the form ¬C � ∃≤0 R and to absorb the transformed
axiom if no inclusion axiom of the form C � . . . ex-
ists. However, the transformation is not applicable to
the UMLS TBoxes since they contain domain restrictions
(e.g. ∃≥1 anatomical part of ana heart � ana heart p) as
well as inclusion axioms (e.g. ana heart p � ¬ana heart	
ana heart s 	 ∃≥1 anatomical part of ana heart) violating
the above-mentioned precondition. Hence, in order to apply
the topological sorting optimization, it was necessary to in-
corporate domain restrictions into an ABox consistency test
because global axioms may not exist in order to apply the
topological sorting technique.

If GCIs representing domain restrictions for roles have
been absorbed, they are dealt with by RACE with a gener-
alized kind of lazy unfolding. Whenever a concept of the
form ∃R .D or ∃≥n R is checked for unfolding, it is replaced
by C 	 ∃R .D or C 	 ∃≥n R if a GCI of the form ∃≥1 S � C
has been absorbed (R a sub-role of S). This technique is
valid since ∃≥1 R � C can be represented as the global axiom
∃≤0 R � C and the unfolding scheme of RACE guarantees
that C is added if an R-successor will be created due to ∃R .D
or ∃≥n R. A role assertion (a, b) :R is unfolded to {(a, b) :R,
a :C}. If lazy unfolding is applied, domain restrictions have
to be considered w.r.t. the ‘directly refers to’ relationship in a
special way.

Note that, in principle, RACE also supports the absorp-
tion of GCIs of the form ¬A � C1 (but only if no concept
introduction axiom of the form A � C2 and no concept de-
finition definition axiom of the form A

.= C2 for A exists).
Some knowledge bases can only be handled effectively if the
absorption of axioms of the form ¬A � C1 is supported.

4Note that due to subsequent merging operations, n and m need
not be equal to θ.

In contrast to domain restrictions, range restrictions for
roles do not introduce new disjunctions. However, it is al-
ways advantageous to keep the number of global axioms to
be managed as small as possible. Therefore, GCIs express-
ing range restrictions for roles are absorbed and concepts of
the form ∃R .C or ∃≥n R are unfolded to ∃R .C 	 ∀S .D or
∃≥n R 	 ∀S .D if a GCI of the form � � ∀S .D (R a sub-role
of S) has been absorbed. A role assertion (a, b) :R is unfolded
to {(a, b) :R, b :D}.

2.4 Exploiting Disjointness Declarations

As has been discussed in [Baader et al., 1994], it is important
to derive told subsumers5 for each concept name for marking
and propagation processes. Besides told subsumers, RACE
exploits also the set of “told disjoints6”. In the ‘heart’ exam-
ple presented above, ana heart is computed as a told disjoint
concept of ana heart p by examining the related concept in-
troduction axioms. If it is known that a concept B is a sub-
sumer of a concept A then A cannot be a subsumee of the told
disjoints of B. This kind of information is recorded (and prop-
agated) with appropriate non-subsumer marks (see [Baader et
al., 1994] for details about marking and propagation opera-
tions) in order to prune the search space for traversals caus-
ing subsumption tests. Exploiting disjointness information
has not been investigated in [Baader et al., 1994].

2.5 Caching Policies

RACE supports different caching policies (see also [Haarslev
and Möller, 2000a] for caching in RACE). Two types of
caches are provided which can be used together or alterna-
tively. Both cache types are accessed via keys constructed
from a set of concepts. The first cache (called equal cache)
contains entries about the satisfiability status of concept con-
junctions already encountered. This cache only returns a hit
if the search key exactly matches (i.e. is equal to) the key of a
known entry. For instance, the key for a concept conjunction
C1 	 . . . 	 Cn is the (ordered) set {C1, . . . ,Cn} of concepts.

The second cache type consists of a pair of caches. The
subset cache contains only entries for satisfiable concept con-
junctions while the superset cache stores unsatisfiable con-
cept conjunctions. These caches support queries concerning
already encountered supersets and subsets of a given search
key (see also [Hoffmann and Köhler, 1999; Giunchiglia and
Tacchella, 2000]). For instance, if the subset (satisfiability)
cache already contains an entry for the key {C1,C2,C3} and
is queried with the key {C1,C3}, it returns a hit, i.e. the con-
junction C1 	 C3 is also satisfiable. Analogously, if the super-
set (unsatisfiability) cache already contains an entry for the
key {D2,D3,D5} and is queried with the key {D1, . . . ,D6},
it returns a hit, i.e. the conjunction D1 	 . . . 	 D6 is also un-
satisfiable. If the equal cache is enabled, it is the first refer-
ence, i.e. only if an equal cache lookup fails, the superset or
subset caches are consulted.

5For instance, A1, A2 are told subsumers of A for a concept in-
troduction axiom A � A1 � A2 if A1, A2 are concept names.

6For instance, A1, A2 are told disjoints of A for a concept intro-
duction axiom A � ¬A1 � ¬A2 if A1, A2 are concept names.
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3 Empirical Results for UMLS Classifications

The performance of the RACE system is evaluated with dif-
ferent versions of the UMLS knowledge bases. UMLS-1 is a
preliminary version whose classification resulted in many un-
satisfiable concept names. UMLS-1 contains approximately
100,000 concept names and for almost all of them there exists
a concept introduction axiom of the form A � C where C not
equal to �. In addition, in UMLS-1 80,000 role names are
declared. Role names are arranged in a hierarchy.

UMLS-2 is a new version in which the reasons for the in-
consistencies have been removed. The version of UMLS-2
we used for our empirical tests uses approximately 160,000
concept names with associated primitive concept definitions
and 80,000 hierarchical roles.

Originally, the UMLS knowledge bases have been devel-
oped with an incomplete description logic system which does
not classify concepts with cyclic definitions (and, in turn, the
concepts which use these concepts). Due to the treatment of
cycles in the original approach [Schulz and Hahn, 2000], the
cycle-causing concepts are placed in so-called :implies
clauses, i.e. these concepts are not considered in concept sat-
isfiability and subsumption tests. For the same reason, the
UMLS reconstruction uses :implies for domain and range
restrictions of roles, i.e. domain and range restrictions are also
not considered in concept satisfiability and subsumption tests.

With RACE, none of these pragmatic distinctions are nec-
essary. However, in order to mimic the original behavior
and to test more than one TBox with RACE, for each of the
knowledge base versions, UMLS-1 and UMLS-2, three dif-
ferent subversions are generated (indicated with letters a, b
and c). Version ‘a’ uses axioms of the style presented above,
i.e. the :implies parts are omitted for TBox classification
(and coherence checking). In version ‘b’ the :implies part
of the original knowledge base is indeed considered for clas-
sification by RACE. Thus, additional axioms of the following
form are part of the TBox.
ana heart � ∃ has developmental fo . ana fetal heart 	

∃ surrounded by . ana pericardium

Version ‘c’ is the hardest version. Additional axioms
express domain and range restrictions for roles. For in-
stance, the following axioms are included in the TBox for
anatomical part of ana heart.
∃≥1 anatomical part of ana heart � ana heart p

� � ∀ anatomical part of ana heart . ana heart

Thus, for the performance evaluation we have tested 6 dif-
ferent knowledge bases. All measurements have been per-
formed on a Sun UltraSPARC 2 with 1.4 GByte main mem-
ory and Solaris 6. RACE is implemented in ANSI Common
Lisp and for the tests Franz Allegro Common Lisp 5.0.1 has
been used. The results are as follows.

If the generalized unfolding technique for domain and
range restrictions is disabled in RACE, even a small subset
(with a size of ∼5%) of the UMLS TBoxes with GCIs for
domain and range restrictions could not be classified within
several hours of runtime. Furthermore, the equal cache had
to be disabled for all UMLS TBoxes in order to reduce the
space requirements during TBox classification.
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the topological sorting and clustering
techniques for UMLS2a-c (see explanation in text).

Without clustering and topological sorting, UMLS-1a can
be classified in approximately 11 hours (1636 concept names
are recognized as unsatisfiable). With clustering and topolog-
ical sorting enabled, only 5.5 hours are necessary to compute
the same result for UMLS-1a. The second version, UMLS-
1b, requires 3.6 hours (with optimization) and 6.1 hours
(without optimization). The reason for the enhanced perfor-
mance with more constraints is that in this version already
47855 concept names are unsatisfiable. With domain and
range restrictions we found that even 60246 concept names
are unsatisfiable. The computation times with RACE are 3.4
hours (with optimization) and 8.7 hours (without optimiza-
tion). Up to 500 MBytes of memory are required to compute
the classification results. For UMLS-1, checking TBox co-
herence (see above) requires approximately 10 minutes.

The new second version, UMLS-2, contains an additional
part of the UMLS ontology and, therefore, is harder to deal
with. Furthermore, there are no unsatisfiable concept names,
i.e. classification is much harder because there are much more
nodes in the subsumption lattice. In UMLS-1, due to the large
number of unsatisfiable concepts, the subsumption lattice is
rather small because many concept names “disappear” as syn-
onyms of the bottom concept. For UMLS-2, checking TBox
coherence (see above) requires between 15 and 50 minutes
(2a: 16 min, 2b: 19 min, 2c: 51 min).

The results for classifying the UMLS-2 TBoxes are shown
in Figure 2. A comparison of setting 1 (all optimizations en-
abled) and setting 2 (clustering disabled) reveals that cluster-
ing is a very effective optimization technique for the UMLS-
2 TBoxes. The result for setting 3 (topological sorting dis-
abled) and UMLS-2a/b supports the fact that topological sort-
ing is also very effective. The runtime result for setting 3
and UMLS-2c is due to removed buckets (see Section 2.2).
This is very likely to happen if topological sorting is disabled
and apparently shows a dramatic overhead for UMLS-2c. If,
in setting 4, both clustering and topological sorting are dis-
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abled, runtimes increase only to a limited extent. Moreover,
according to the evaluation results, UMLS-2b does not re-
quire more computational resources than UMLS-2a (see the
discussion about :implies from above). Only the incorpo-
ration of domain and range restrictions cause runtimes to in-
crease. For the UMLS-2 TBoxes up to 800 MBytes of mem-
ory are required. For other benchmark TBoxes (e.g. Galen
[Horrocks, 1997] with approx. 3000 concepts) our results in-
dicate an overhead of ∼5% in runtime. This is caused by the
presence of many defined concepts and a small average num-
ber of concept children in the taxonomy. In summary, the
results for the UMLS TBoxes clearly demonstrate that clus-
tering is only effective in conjunction with topological sorting
establishing a quasi-definition order.

4 Conclusion

In this paper enhanced optimization techniques which are es-
sential for an initiative towards sound and complete high per-
formance knowledge base classification are presented. Thus,
fast classification of very large terminologies which mostly
consist of concept introduction axioms now has become pos-
sible with description logic systems based on sound and com-
plete algorithms.

A final comment concerning the significance of the UMLS
knowledge bases used for the empirical evaluation is appro-
priate. Even though the UMLS knowledge bases do not make
use of defined concepts or arbitrary GCIs, a large number of
concept introduction axioms and a possibly large role hier-
archy can be called the standard case in many practical ap-
plications. Furthermore, some UMLS TBoxes (version ‘c’)
demand the absorption of GCIs expressing domain and range
restrictions for roles. Without this new technique even a very
small subset of these TBoxes cannot be classified within a
reasonable amount of time. If description logics are to be
successful in large-scale practical applications, being able to
deal with very large knowledge bases such as those based on
the UMLS is mandatory.

Even with the above-mentioned optimization techniques,
dealing with 160,000 concept names is by no means a trivial
task. Large knowledge bases reveal even slightly less than
optimal algorithms used for specific subproblems. Thus, ex-
periments with very large knowledge bases also provide feed-
back concerning lurking performance bottlenecks not becom-
ing apparent when dealing with smaller knowledge bases. To
the best of our knowledge, RACE is the only DL system
based on sound and complete algorithms that can deal with
this kind of very large knowledge bases.

We would like to thank Stefan Schulz for making the
UMLS reconstruction available.
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Abstract

We propose
���������

, anextensionof circumscription
by allowing propositionalcombinationsand nest-
ing of circumscriptive theories. As shown, Lifs-
chitz’s nestedabnormalitytheories(NATs, intro-
ducedin AIJ, 1995) are naturally embeddedinto
this language.We analyzethecomplexity of

� �������
andNATs, and in particularthe effect of nesting.
The latter is founda sourceof complexity, asboth
formalisms are proved to be PSPACE-complete.
We identify casesof lower complexity, including
a tractablecase. Our resultsgive insight into the
“cost” of using

���������
resp.NATsasahostlanguage

for expressingotherformalisms,suchasnarratives.

1 Intr oduction

Circumscriptionis a very powerful methodfor knowledge
representationandcommon-sensereasoning,whichhasbeen
usedfor a varietyof tasks,includingtemporalreasoning,di-
agnosis,andreasoningin inheritancenetworks.Thebasicse-
manticalnotion underlyingcircumscriptionis minimization
of the extensionof selectedpredicates. This is especially
usefulwhena predicateis meantto representan abnormal-
ity condition,e.g.,abird which doesnot fly. Circumscription
is appliedto a formula 	 , eitherpropositionalor first-order,
andit is usedto eliminatesomeunintendedmodelsof 	 .

Since the seminaldefinition of circumscriptionin [Mc-
Carthy, 1980], several extensionshave beenproposed(see,
e.g.,Lifschitz’s survey [1994]), all of themretainingtheba-
sic ideaof minimization. In this paper, we propose

�������
�
, a

languagewhichextendspropositionalcircumscriptionin two
importantandrathernaturalways:

1. on onehand,we allow thepropositionalcombinationof
circumscriptivetheories;

2. on theotherhand,weallow nestingof circumscriptions.

As for theformerextension,we claim thatit canbeuseful
in several cases.As an example,whendifferentsourcesof
knowledge���������	���� and ���������	���� comingfrom two equally
trustableagentswho perform circumscriptionare to be in-
tegrated, it seemsplausible to take their disjunction, i.e.,

���������	 � �������������	 � � 1. In
� �������

, all propositionalconnec-
tivesareallowed.

As for the latterextension,the original ideaof nestedab-
normality theories(NATs) hasbeenproposedby Lifschitz
[1995], andits usefulnessfor the formalizationof narratives
hasbeenshown by Baralet al. [1998]. Nestingcircumscrip-
tion is usefulfor themodularizationof aknowledgebase.As
anexampleconcerningdiagnosisof anartifactdesignedin a
modularway, e.g.,acar, apieceof knowledge���������	���� may
model the intendedbehavior of a subpart,e.g., the engine.
Analogously, ���������	 � � maymodelthe intendedbehavior of
the electricalpart. Furtherunintendedmodelscanbe elimi-
natedby takingthecircumscriptionof asuitablepropositional
combinationof ���������	 � � , ���������	 � � , and a plain proposi-
tional formulaencodingobservations.

In this paper, we aremainly concernedwith thecomputa-
tional propertiesof

� �������
andNATs andwith their relation-

shipto plain circumscription.In particular, we tacklethefol-
lowing questions:! CanNATsbeembeddedinto

� �������
?! What is the precise complexity of reasoningunder

nestedcircumscription? By reasoning, we meanboth
modelcheckingandformulainferencefrom an

� �������
or

NAT theory.! Is thereasimplerestrictionof NATs(andthusof
� �"�#���

)
for which somerelevant reasoningtasksarefeasiblein
polynomialtime?

We areableto give a satisfactoryanswerto all theseques-
tions. In particular, in Section3,afterproviding aprecisedef-
inition of

���������
, weprovethemainresultsaboutits complex-

ity: modelcheckingandinferenceareshown to bePSPACE-
complete(the latter even for literals); moreover, complexity
is provento increasew.r.t. thenesting.It appearsthatnesting,
andnot propositionalcombination,is responsiblefor the in-
creasein complexity. Similar resultsareprovenfor NATs in
Section4, wherewe alsoprove thatevery NAT canbeeasily
(andpolynomially)translatedinto a formulaof

���������
.

Given the high complexity of nestedcircumscription,we
look for significantfragmentsof thelanguagesin whichcom-
plexity is lower, andfocusonHornNATs: it is provenin Sec-

1We remind that $&%�'�(*),+�-/.102$&%�'�(*),+435.267 $&%�'�(�),+�-809+43:. in
general(take,e.g., +�-1;�<>=@? , +43�;�? ).
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tion 4 thatherenestingcanbe efficiently eliminatedif fixed
variablesA arenotallowed,andbothmodelcheckingandinfer-
encearepolynomial.Section5 compares

���������
andNATs to

other generalizationsof circumscriptionsuchas prioritized
circumscription[Lifschitz, 1985; 1994] and theory curbing
[Eiteretal., 1993;EiterandGottlob,2000].

Our resultsprove that the expressive power that makes� �����
�
andNATsusefultoolsfor themodularizationof knowl-

edgehasindeeda cost,becausethecomplexity of reasoning
in suchlanguagesis higherthanreasoningin a “flat” circum-
scriptiveknowledgebase.AnywaythePSPACEupperbound
of the complexity of reasoning,and the similarity of their
semanticswith that of quantifiedBooleanformulas(QBFs),
makesfastimplementationspossibleby translatingtheminto
a QBF and then using one of the several available solvers,
e.g.,[Rintanen,1999]. This approachcouldbeusedalsofor
implementingmeaningfulfragmentsof NATs,suchastheone
in [Baralet al., 1998], althoughthis mightbeinefficient, like
usingafirst-ordertheoremprover for propositionallogic.

GiventhatQBFscanbepolynomiallyencodedinto NATs,
wecanshow (in thefull paper)thatnestedcircumscriptionis
moresuccinctthanplain (unnested)circumscription,i.e., by
nesting BDCFE/G operators(or NATs), we canexpresssomecir-
cumscriptive theoriesin polynomialspace,while they could
be written in exponentialspaceonly, if nestingwerenot al-
lowed. In this sense,we addnew resultsto thecomparative
linguisticsof knowledgerepresentation[Gogicetal., 1995].

2 Preliminaries
We assumea finite set HJI of propositionalatoms,and let� �KHLIM� (for short,

�
, if HJI doesnot matteror is clear from

the context) be a standardpropositionallanguageover HJI .
For any formula NPO � , we denoteby QSR*T���NU� the set of
its models. Capitals V , W , X etc standfor orderedsetsof
atoms,which we alsoview as lists. If Y[Z]\�^ ��_�`�`�`�_ ^babc
and YedUZf\*^4d� _�`�`�`�_ ^4da c , then YhgiYed denotesthe formulaj akml � ��^ kon ^bdk � .

The extension of a model p on atoms H is denoted
by prq Hts . We denoteby gLuov w the preferencerelation on
modelswhich minimizes V in parallel while X is varying
and all other atomsare fixed; i.e., p g u1v w pid ( p is
moreor equallypreferableto pid ) if f prq V�syxzpid�q V�s andprq W�s{Z|pidKq W�s , where W}Z~HJIt�@V���X and x and Z
are taken componentwise.As usual, p � uov w pid meansp�g uov w pid���p��Z�pid .

Wedenoteby BDCFE/G��KN&�/V��:X�� thesecond-ordercircumscrip-
tion [Lifschitz, 1985] of theformula N wheretheatomsin V
areminimized,theatomsin X float, andall otheratomsare
fixed,which is definedasthefollowing formula:

BDCFE/G���N&�/V��5XJ��ZN>q V��5X>s��{��V d X d �/��N>q V d �5X d s"��V d gSV�� n V�gSV d � ` (1)

Here V�d and XJd arelists of freshatoms(not occurringin N )
correspondingto V and X , respectively. The second-order
formula(1) is a quantifiedBooleanformula(QBF) with free
variables,whosesemanticsis definedin thestandardway. Its
models,i.e., assignmentsto the free variablessuchthat the
resultingsentenceis valid, arethemodelsp of N which are

V��:X -minimal, whereamodel p of N is V��5X -minimal, if no
model pid of N existssuchthat pid�� uov w p .

3 Language �����#�K�
The language

� �������
extendsthe standardpropositionallan-

guage
�

(over a setof atoms HLI ) by circumscriptive atoms.
Formulasof

���������
areinductively built asfollows:

1. ��O � �"�#��� , for every �{O�HLI ;
2. if N , � arein

� �������
, then N���� and �DN arein

� �������
;

3. if N�O � ������� and V _ X aredisjoint lists of atoms,thenBDCFE/G���N&� V��:X�� is in
� �������

(calledcircumscriptiveatom).

FurtherBooleanconnectives( � ,
n

, etc)aredefinedasusual.
Thesemanticsof any formula N from

� �"�#���
is givenin terms

of modelsof a naturallyassociatedQBF ¡¢��NU� , which is in-
ductively definedasfollows:

1. ¡¢�K�"�£Z¤� , if N is anatom �{O�HLI ;
2. ¡¢�KN��9�>��Z¥¡¢�KND�o�{¡¢���&� and ¡¢���DND�&Z��1¡¢�KNU� ;
3. ¡¢��B1CFE G"��N&�/V��5XJ�/��Z¦ )�§1¨ ©�ªM«D¬.4=�®�©>¯m«�¯K)
) ¦ )�§1¨ ©>¯�ª°«�¯#¬,.±=@©>¯5²�©L.�³´©9²�©>¯m. .
Notethat in 3, thesecond-orderdefinitionof circumscrip-

tion is usedto mapthecircumscriptiveatomto a QBF which
generalizesthecircumscriptionformula in (1). In particular,
if N is an “ordinary” propositionalformula ( NµO � ), then¡¢�¶BDCFE/G��KN£� V��:X��M� coincideswith theformulain (1).

Example1 ConsidertheformulaN�Z·BDCFE/G���BDCFE/G���� ��¸��/�b� ¸¶�¹�ºBDCFE/G��K¸D����� ¸��/���¶�/�b�/��� `
Applying rule 3 to inner circumscriptionswe get ¡¢�KND�»ZBDCFE/G��M��¸t�¼�D�"�£�»���J�¼�U¸��5�/�b� ��� . Applying rule 3 again we
get ¡¢�KND�&Z½���D�����U¸U���������K�D� ��¸¶��Z¤�D� ���K¸D����� .

As usual,we write p ¾ Z¿N if p is a model of N , andNº¾ Z¤� if � is a logical consequenceof N .

Eliminating fixed letters
As shown in [deKleer andKonolige,1989], thefixedletters
canberemovedfrom anordinarycircumscription.Thesame
techniquecan be appliedfor formulasfrom

� �������
as well.

More precisely, let NÀZ]BDCFE/G����J� V��:X�� bea circumscriptive
atom. For eachletter ÁºÂOºVÀ��X , introducea freshletter ÃÁ ,
add Á , ÃÁ to V , andadda conjunct Á�Ä�� ÃÁ to � . Let NDd�ZBDCFE/G����&d�� V�d��5XJ� betheresultingcircumscriptiveatom.Then,
thefollowing holds.

Proposition1 N and N1d are equivalentmodulothesetof all
auxiliary letters ÃÁ .

Using this equivalence,we caneliminateall fixed letters
from aformula Å¼O � �"�#��� , by replacingeachcircumscriptive
atom N in Å with N d , wherethefreshatoms ÃÁ aremadefloat-
ing inside NDd andoutside N . Note that the resultingformulaÅ1d hassizepolynomialin thesizeof Å .

3.1 Complexity results
Let the B1CFE G -nestingdepth(for short,nestingdepth)of NÆO� �����
�

, denotedÇ¢Èb��NU� , be the maximumnumberof circum-
scriptiveatomsalongany pathin theformulatreeof N .
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Theorem1 Modelcheckingfor
� �������

, i.e., decidingwhether
a givenÉ interpretation p is a modelof a givenformula NÊO�������
�

, is PSPACE-complete. If Ç¢Èb��NU��gÌË for a constantË9Í�Î , thentheproblemis completefor Ï u Ð5Ñ � q Ò���ÓÔ�Õ£Ç���s , i.e.,
polynomialtime with Ò���ÓÔ�Õ£Ç�� manycalls to an oracle forÖ u Ð , where Ç is theinput size.

Proof: (Sketch)Clearly, any formula N×O � �"�#��� canbeen-
coded,bydefinition,to aQBF ¡¢��NU� (notnecessarilyin prenex
form) in polynomial time. Thus deciding, p ¾ Z}N is in
PSPACE. By an inductive argument,we canseethat for any
circumscriptiveatom NºZØBDCFE/G������/V��5XJ� suchthat Ç¢Èb��NU��gË , deciding p ¾ ZØN is in Ù u Ð . Thusfor any Booleancom-
bination N of atomsandcircumscriptive atoms N ��_�`�`�`�_ N1Ú
suchthat Ç¢Èb��NU����ZÆÛSÜ�Ý Úkl � Ç¢Èb��N k �M�egÀË , deciding pÞ¾ ZÆN
is possiblein Ï u Ð5Ñ ��ß , i.e.,polynomialtimewith oneroundof
parallel

Ö u Ð oraclecalls. Since Ï u Ð¶Ñ � ß ZàÏ uÐ¶Ñ � q Ò���ÓÔ�Õ£Ç���s ,
this provesthemembershippartfor Ç¢Èb��NU�>g¥Ë .

PSPACE-hardnessof p ¾ Z¿N for general N follows di-
rectlyfrom thePSPACE-hardnessof modelcheckingfor NAT
theoriesshown below in Theorem4, and from the fact that
NATs canbe polynomial-timeembeddedinto

���������
(Corol-

lary 2). Similarly, from the respective resultson NATs we
obtainthat for circumscriptive atomsN with Ç¢Èb��NU�ágâË the
problemis Ù u Ð -hard(andthus Ù u Ð -complete).

The Ï u Ð5Ñ � q Ò���ÓmÔ�Õ8Ç��
s -hardnesspart for the casewhere N
is a Booleancombinationof formulas N ��_�`�`�`�_ NDÚàO � �������
suchthat Û�Ü�Ý Úkml � Ç¢È4�KN k �ygrË is thenshown by a reduction
from deciding, given ã instances �Kpä� _ N��¶� ,. . . , �Kp a _ N Ú �
of the model checkingproblemfor circumscriptive atoms,
whetherthe numberof yes-instancesamongthem is even.
The Ï u Ð5Ñ � q Ò���ÓÔ�Õ8Ç��
s -completenessof this problemis an in-
stanceof Wagner’s [1990] generalresultfor all Ù u Ð -complete
problems.Moreover, wemayusethatall instancesareondis-
joint alphabetsandtheassertion[Wagner, 1990] that �Kp k _ N k �
is a yes-instanceonly if ��p k Ñ � _ N k Ñ ��� is a yes-instance,for
all ��O�\�å _�`�`�`5_ ã�æSå�c . Then,wecandefine

N�Z¤ç Ä¿èáé�ê � k ê Ú ë j � kì l éoN ì � j aì l � k Ñ � �DN ì�í
where ç is a freshletter. TheinterpretationpîZÆï Úkl � p k �\*ç�c is amodelof N if andonly if thenumberof yes-instances
among �Kpä� _ N���� ,. . . , ��p a _ N Ú � is even. Clearly, N and p
canbeconstructedin polynomialtime. ð
Theorem2 Deciding, givenformulas N _ �ÊO � ������� whetherN¤¾ ZÀ� is PSPACE-complete. Hardnessholdsevenif ��O � .
If the nestingdepthof N and � is boundedby the constantË9ñ�Î , thentheproblemis Ù u Ð¶Ñ � -complete.

Proof: The problemis in PSPACE (resp., Ù u Ð5Ñ � ): An in-
terpretationp suchthat p ¾ ZfNe���1� canbe guessedand
verified in polynomialspace(resp., Ï u Ð5Ñ � q Ò���ÓmÔ�Õ8Ç��
s , thusin
polynomialtime with anoraclefor Ù u Ð ). Hencetheproblem
is in NPSPACE = PSPACE (resp., Ù u Ð5Ñ � ). Hardnessfollows
from the polynomial time embeddingof NATs into

���������
(Corollary2) andTheorem3. ð
Corollary 1 Decidingsatisfiabilityof a given formula N·O� �����
�

is PSPACE-complete. If the nestingdepthis bounded
bya constantË{ñ»Î , thentheproblemis

Ö u Ð5Ñ � -complete.

4 NestedAbnormality Theories(NATs)
Lifschitz [1995]proposedthehierarchicaluseof thecircum-
scriptionprinciple,appliedto building blocksof amorecom-
plex theory. Thismethodwasused,e.g.,in [Baraletal., 1998]
for definingtheformal semanticsof narratives.

WeassumethattheatomsHLI includeasetof distinguished
atomsH�¸�Z·\*��¸ ��_�`�`�`¶_ ��¸ Ð c (which intuitively representab-
normality properties).Blocksaredefinedasthe smallestset
suchthatif �*� _�`�`�`¶_ � Ú aredistinctatomsnot in H�¸ , andeach
of ò ��_�`�`�`�_ ò�a is eithera formulain

�
or a block, then

òâZÆ\*��� _�`�`�`¶_ � ÚÆó ò�� _�`�`�`¶_ ò a c _
is a block [Lifschitz, 1995], where ��� _�`�`�`�_ � Ú arecalledde-
scribed by this block. The nestingdepth of ò , denotedÇ¢Èb��ò@� , is 0 if every ò k is from

�
, and å�ô�ÛSÜ�Ýb\�Ç¢Èb��ò k ��¾å�gä�£gºÇDc otherwise.

A nestedabnormality theory (NAT) [Lifschitz, 1995] is
a collection õhZöò ��_�`�`�`�_ ò�a of blocks; its nestingdepth,Ç¢Èb��õ@� , is definedas ÛSÜ�Ý4\*Ç¢È4�Kò k �t¾"å�gä�£gºÇDc .

Thesemanticsof a NAT õ is definedby a mapping÷U��õy�
to a QBF asfollows: ÷U��õ@�SZ jyø�ù�ú ÷U�Kò@� , wherefor any
block òâZÆ\�� ó ò � _�`�`�`�_ ò a c ,

÷U�Kò@�&Z¤û�H�¸ ` BDCFE/G�� j akl � ÷U��ò k �¶�/H�¸�� ���
giventhat ÷U�Kò k ��Z¤ò k if ò k is a formulain

�
.

Thus, a standardcircumscription BDCFE/G��KN£� V��:X�� , whereN¿O �
, is equivalent to a NAT õ[Zü\�X ó N£c where V

is viewed as the set of abnormalityletters H�¸ ; notice thatÇ¢Èb��õ@��Z�Î .
We notethefollowing usefulproposition.

Proposition2 Let õàZýò�� _�`�`�`¶_ ò a be any NAT. Let õád&Z\�X ó ò ��_�`�`�`¶_ ò�abc where X is any subsetof the atoms(dis-
joint with H�¸ ). Then,õ and õ�d havethesamemodels.

Indeed,õád hasvoid minimizationof H�¸ (makingeach��¸ ì
in H�¸ false),andfixedandfloatingletterscanhaveany values.

EmbeddingNATs into
���������

In thetranslation÷U��õy� , theminimizedlettersH�¸ areunderan
existentialquantifier, and thus“projected” from the models
of the formula BDCFE/G��°þ�þ�þ � . We can,moduloauxiliary letters,
eliminateexistentialquantifiersasfollows:

1. Renameevery quantifier û�H�¸ in ÷U�Kõ@� suchthat every
quantifiedvariableis differentfrom any othervariable.

2. In every circumscriptive subformula B1CFE G��KN&�/V��:X�� of
therenamedformula,addto thefloatingatomsall vari-
ableswhicharequantifiedin N (includingsubformulas).

3. Dropall quantifiers.

Let ÷¹ÿ"��õ@� betheresultingformula.Notethatits sizeis poly-
nomial(quadratic)in thesizeof ÷U��õy� .
Example2 Let H�ò�Z \*��¸�� _ ��¸5��c and õeZ \ � ó õ±� _ ��¸��±Ä � c ,
where õ � ZÆ\ � ó ��¸ � Ä¿�D�"¸ ��_ ��¸ � Ä � c . Then,

÷U�Kõ@�iZ]û���¸�� _ ��¸5� ` BDCFE/G���÷U��õ±���¢������¸��±Ä � �5�/��¸�� _ ��¸5��� � � _
where÷U�Kõ � �iZ]û���¸ ��_ ��¸ ��` BDCFE/G��M����¸ � Ä¿�D�"¸ � �¢������¸ � Ä � �¶���¸�� _ ��¸5��� � � `
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In Step1, we rename�"¸ � and ��¸ � in ÷U�Kõ � � to �"¸�� and ��¸�� ,
respectively� , andaddin Step2 ��¸�� _ ��¸�� to thefloatingletter �
of õ . After droppingquantifiers in Step3, weobtain:

÷ ÿ ��õ@��Z B1CFE G��K÷ ÿ ��õ±�¶�����K��¸��tÄ � �5����¸�� _ ��¸5��� � _ �"¸ � _ ��¸ � � _÷ ÿ ��õ±����Z B1CFE G��/����¸ � Ä]�D��¸ � �¢������¸ � Ä � �5����¸ � _ ��¸ � � � � `
Let H � �Kõ@� bethesetof atomsfrom Step3 of theembedding÷¹ÿ���õá� . Thefollowing result,which canbeprovenby induc-
tion on thenestingdepthof õ , statesthecorrectnessof ÷¹ÿ .
Proposition3 For any NAT õ , the formulas ÷U�Kõ@� and÷¹ÿ���õá� are equivalentmodulo H � ��õy� .
Corollary 2 Moduloauxiliary letters,NAT is (semantically)
a fragmentof

� �"�#���
, andpolynomial-timeembeddedvia ÷¹ÿ .

Noticethatis not possibleto addin Step2 of theembedding÷¹ÿ���õá� thequantifiedvariablesin N to thefixedatoms.

Example3 Reconsiderthe NAT õ in Ex. 2. Note that
	

is
the uniquemodelof ÷U�Kõ@� . The formula ÷¹ÿ���õ � � has, if we
disregard ��¸ ��_ ��¸ � (which are fixedin it), the modelsp � Z\*��¸�� _ � c and p � Zr\*��¸���c . They giverise to thetwo models
 �tZÆ\*��¸�� _ � _ ��¸ � c and


 �JZÊ\��"¸ � c of ÷¹ÿ���õ±���±�2�K��¸��tÄ � � ,
of which


 � is ��¸ ��_ �"¸ � �/��¸�� _ ��¸�� _ � -minimal.
However, if ��¸�� , ��¸�� were fixed in ÷¹ÿ"��õ@� , thenboth


 �
and


 � would be modelsof ÷¹ÿ��Kõá� , as they are �"¸�� _ ��¸5��� � -
minimal.Therefore, Proposition3 wouldfail.

Eliminating fixed letters
Every fixedletter Á canberemovedfrom a NAT õ similarly
asfrom a formula N O � ������� . However, we musttake into
accountthata fixed letter Á maynot besimply declaredasa
minimizedletter in the rewriting, sincethereis a specialsetH�¸ of minimizedletterwhich hasrestricteduses.We surpass
this by introducingtwo specialabnormalityletters �"¸�� and��¸�� in H�¸ , andby addingthe formula �KÁ�Äü��¸��¶�D�×�K��¸��yÄ� ��¸���� asa new block to õ , a well as ��¸���Äî� ��¸�� in every
otherblock of õ . Theletter Á is declaredfloatingin õ .

4.1 Complexity of NATs
Ordinarycircumscriptioncanexpressa QBF sentence·Z�bY�û�� � (where�¥O � ) asfollows. Let � beafreshvariable.

Lemma 1 (cf. [Eiter and Gottlob, 1993])  is true if and
only if BDCFE/G���N&���1���y�t¾ Z���� , where N�Z¥�e��� .

Thiscircumscriptioncanbeeasilystatedasa NAT. Set

õ � ZÆ\�� _ � ó N _ ��Äö��¸*c `
ThenLemma1 implies that õ � ¾ Z´��� if f  is true. In fact,
denotefor any interpretationp andsetof atoms� by I������8�
theassignmentto � asgivenby p . Then,everymodel p ofõ � mustbe,if wefix theatomsin Y to I � ��Y�� , a modelof N
suchthat p ¾ Z�� if andonly if ��q Y{Â�I��e��Y���s is unsatisfiable.

Startingfrom this result, we prove PSPACE-hardnessof
inference õî¾ Z N from a NAT theory õ . The basictech-
niqueis to introducefurther variablesasparameters � into
theformula  from Lemma1, which arekeptfixedat thein-
ner levels. At a new outermostlevel to beadded,theletter �
is usedfor evaluatingtheformulaat a certainlevel. We must
in alternationminimizeandmaximizethevalueof � .

Considerthecaseof aQBF ºZ»�bY�û�� ��q � s , where� are
free variablesin it, consideredas“parameters”.We nest õ �
into thefollowing theory õ�� :õ � ZÊ\�Yf��� _ � ó õ ��_ ��Ä]�D��¸*c
Thisamountsto thefollowing circumscription:÷U��õ����8Z�û���¸"BDCFE/G���û���¸"BDCFE/G���N������>Ä½��¸¶�5� �"¸���� _ ���M����tÄ½�D��¸¶�5�b��¸���Y·��� _ ��� `
Theoutercircumscriptionminimizes ��¸ andthusmaximizes� . ÷U��õ � � is, by Proposition3, equivalentto theformula÷ ÿ ��õ � �[Z B1CFE G��K÷ ÿ �Kõ � ���e���>Ä½�D� � �5� � � �MYf��� _ � _ � � � _÷ ÿ ��õ � �[Z B1CFE G��KN������tÄÆ� � �5�/� � ��� _ ���
modulotheatoms��� and ��� . Thefollowing canbeshown:

Lemma 2 õ � ¾ Z � if and only if for every assignment� ���@� , the QBF û"Y�� ���1��q �&Â � ���y��s is true (i.e., �q �&Â � ���y��s
is false).

It follows from the lemmathat deciding,givena NAT õ �
of nestingdepth1 and �¥O � , whetherõ��á¾ Z¥� is Ù u� -hard.

We generalizethis patternto encodethe evaluationof a
QBF

�ZÀW�a�Y�a�W�a"! � Y�a�! � þ�þ�þ
�¹Y � û"Y � � _ Ç�ñÀå _ (2)

wherethequantifiersW k alternate,into inferenceõ·¾ Z¥� from
a NAT theory õ asfollows.

Let N�Z¤���#� , where� is a freshatom.Defineinductivelyõ � Z \�Y �*_ � ó N _ ��Äö��¸*c _õ � Ð Z \�Y �*_�`�`�`�_ Y � Ð _ � ó õ � Ð ! ��_ ��Ä]�D��¸*c _õ � Ð5Ñ � Z \�Y �*_�`�`�`�_ Y � Ð5Ñ ��_ � ó õ � Ð _ ��Äö��¸*c _
for all $�Ë _ $�ËáôÀå{O»\%$ _�`�`�`�_ ÇDc , andlet õ é Z·\ ó N£c . Note
that õ é is equivalentto N , and that Ç¢Èb��õ k ��Zz�8æiå , for all�8O�\�å _�`�`�`¶_ ÇDc while Ç¢Èb��õ é ��Z¤Î . We obtainthefollowing.
Lemma 3 For every Ç�ñ�å , õ�a"! � hassomemodel,and! if Ç is odd,then õ a�! � ¾ Z&� iff  is false, i.e., �' is true;! if Ç is even,then õ�a"! � ¾ Z���� iff  is true.

Thisstatementcanbeprovedby inductionon Ç�ñÀå .
Lemma 4 Model checking for NATs, i.e., decidingwhether
a giveninterpretation p is a modelof a givenNAT õ , is in
PSPACE.If Ç¢Èb��õ@�&g¥Ë for constantË9ñ�Î , thenit is in Ù u Ð5Ñ � .

Proof: For ËSZ¤Î , theproblemamountsto modelchecking
for ordinarycircumscription,which is in (¶Ô*),+ . For Ë¼Í Î ,
wecantestrecursively for eachblock ò of õ whetherp is a
modelof eachblock ò ��_�`�`�`¶_ ò�a in òfZâ\�� ó ò ��_�`�`�`�_ ò�abc ,
andthatnomodel



of ò ��_�`�`�`�_ ò�a existssuchthat


 �.-0/ v 1p . The recursiondepthis linear, andthe procedurerunsin
quadraticspace.Moreover, if Ç¢Èb��õy� isboundedbyaconstantË , thenthe checkfor p andthe existenceof



witnessing

that p is not modelof ò , canbe donein nondeterministic
polynomialtime with anoraclefor Ù u Ð . Thus,theproblemis
in PSPACE (resp.,in Ù u Ð5Ñ � ). ð

The constructionin Lemma 2 shows how it is possible
to polynomiallyembedQBF evaluationinto inferencewrt a
NAT. In turn,Proposition3 shows thata NAT canbepolyno-
mially embeddedinto an

���������
formula. Thefollowing the-

oremhighlightsthe consequencesof suchrelationson com-
plexity of inferencewrt a NAT.
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Theorem3 Deciding, givena NAT theory õ anda proposi-
tional2 formula N , whether õ~¾ ZzN is PSPACE-complete. IfÇ¢Èb��õ@�&g¥Ë for constantË9ñ»Î , thenit is Ù u Ð5Ñ � -complete.

Proof: Thehardnesspartfollowsfrom Lemma3 above.As
for themembershippart,a model p of õ suchthat p �¾ ZÆN
canbeguessedandverified in PSPACE (resp.,with thehelp
of a Ù u Ð5Ñ � -oracle). Thus the problemis in co-NPSPACE =
PSPACE (resp.,Ù u Ð5Ñ � ). ð

The next theoremshows that the upperboundson model
checkingfor NATs havematchinglowerbounds.(This is ex-
pectedfrom Theorem3: if modelcheckingwerein thePoly-
nomialHierarchy(PH), thenalsoinferencewould bein PH.)

Theorem4 Givena NAT theory õ andan interpretation p ,
decidingwhetherp ¾ ZÀõ is PSPACE-complete. If Ç¢Èb��õy�>gË for a constantË9ñºÎ , thentheproblemis Ù u Ð5Ñ � -complete.

Proof: (Sketch)By Lemma4, it remainsto show thehard-
nessparts.Notethatfor Ë�Z¤Î , this is immediatefrom results
in [EiterandGottlob,1993]. We canslightly adapttheabove
encodingof QBFsinto NATs. Givena QBF  asin Eq. (2),
let theNATs õ é , . . . , õ a beasthere,with theonly difference
that N¼Z»����� is replacedby

N d Z½�����3�U� ��Y a �34"�/��� �M��Y a �34�� n Y�����þ�þ�þF�&Y a"! ���65 a � _
where 5:a9Z \���c if Ç is oddand 5:a9Zâ\�����c otherwise.Here4 is a new letter, defined(i.e., floating) in õ a andfixedelse-
where;Y a resp.Y����Lþ�þ�þ ��Y a"! �*�'5 a is viewedasconjunction
of its formulas.Let õ dé _�`�`�`¶_ õ da betheresultingNATs.

Define p Z ï akml � Y k ��\74 _ �oc if Ç is odd and p Zï akml � Y k �×\744c if Ç is even. Note that p ¾ Z NDd and p is,
modulo � , theonly candidatefor a modelof õ�da in which Y a
and 4 aretrue: any suchmodelmustsatisfy N d , andif YSa>�84
aretrue,thenall otheratomshavea uniquetruthvalue.

It holds that p is a model of õ�da if f the QBF  is false
(resp., true). It follows that model checking is PSPACE-
hardand Ù u Ð5Ñ � -hardif Ç¢È4�Kõ@�@g�Ë for constantË ; notethatÇ¢Èb��õáda ��Z¤Ç9æ�å . ð
4.2 A polynomial-time fragment
Wecall ablock \�� ó ò ��_�`�`�`�_ ò�abc Horn, if eachò k is aHorn
CNFif ò k O � , andrecursively ò k is Hornotherwise.A NATõ is Horn, if eachof its blocksis Horn.

In [CadoliandLenzerini,1994], it wasshown thatdecidingBDCFE/G���N&�/V�� 	 �S¾ Z·��� , where N is a propositionalHorn CNF
and � is an atom, is (¶Ô9):+ -complete. That is, alreadyfor
Horn NATs õ without nesting(i.e., Ç¢Èb��õy�&ZiÎ ) inferenceis
intractable,andnestingmayfurtheraddon complexity.

Horn NATs without fixed letters
The techniqueof removing fixed lettersfrom a Horn NAT
doesnot work, sinceit usesnon-Hornclauses.Thus,Horn
NATs without fixed lettersdo not immediatelyinherit com-
plexity, in particularintractability, from generalHorn NATs.

In fact, for this classwe obtainpositive results.Note that
herestill minimization of atoms Á is possiblevia auxiliary
atoms��¸ � O�H�¸ andHornaxioms Á n ��¸ � , ��¸ � n Á in õ .

Call any V��:X -minimal modelof a NAT õ suchthat V·ZHLI��&H�¸ and X¤Z 	
aminimalmodelof õ .

Theorem5 Let õ bea Horn NAT withoutfixedletters. Then,
(1) õ hasa least(i.e., a uniqueminimal) model,and (2) õ
is equivalentto a Horn CNF N>��õy� . Furthermore, both N>��õy�
and pr��õ@� arecomputablein polynomialtime.

Proof: (Sketch)Let, for any HornCNF � andmodel pîxHLI , be � � theHorn CNF resultingfrom � aftersubstituting
each �"¸ ì O»H�¸ by ; (true) if p ¾ Z·��¸ ì andby < (false)ifp ¾ ZÀ�D��¸ ì andsubsequentstandardsimplifications.

Let õ be a singleblock ò¿ZÌ\�X ó ò�� _�`�`�`¶_ ò a c , whereX¤Z¤HLI��&H�¸ . DefinetheHornCNF N>��òy� recursively by

N>�Kò@� ó Z j ø>=°ù@? ò �,Ak � j ø>=�Bù@? N>��ò k � _
where p é Z�p é ��òy� is theleastmodelof theHornCNF

���Kò@� ó Z j@ø = ù@? ò k � j@ø = BùC? N&�Kò k � _
and pr�Kò@� ó Z�p é q HLI��&H�¸ s{��Z�p é q Xts�� `
Then,by inductionon Ç¢È4�Kò@�"ñSÎ , wecanshow that(1) pr��òy�
is theleastmodelof ò , and(2) N>�Kò@� is equivalentto ò .

Let, for any formula Å , block ò , NAT õ etc denote ß Å ß ,ß ò ß , ß õ ß etctherepresentationsizeof therespectiveobject.
Obviously, we can compute N>��òy� inductively. For the

Horn CNFs ���Kò@� and N>��òy� , we have ß ���Kò@� ß g ß ò ß andß N>�Kò@� ß g ß ò ß . Of the model p é , we only needits re-
striction p é q Hts to the atoms H occurring in ò (all other
atomsare irrelevant for computing N>��ò@� ). We can com-
pute p é q HLs from ����òy� in Ò�� ß ò ß � time (recall that theleast
modelof a Horn CNF Å is computablein Ò�� ß Å ß � time),andj@ø = ù@? ò �:Ak from p é q Hts in Ò�� ß ò ß � time. Overall, it fol-
lowsthatfor õâZ¤ò , wecancomputeboth N>��õ@� andits least
model pr��õá� in time Ò��ED@¸���õ@� ß õ ß � , where Dy¸���õ@� is the
numberof (recursive)blocksin õ , thusin polynomialtime.

By Prop.2, we canreplacea multiple block õ ZÀò�� _�`�`�`�_ò a by õád�Z]\*HJI£� H�¸ ó ò � _�`�`�`�_ ò a c , which is Horn and
withoutfixedletters,andobtainanalogousresults. ð

Using sophisticateddatastructures,the (relevantpartsof)
modelsp é ��ò@� abovecanbecomputedincrementally, where
eachclausein N>�Kò@� is firedat mostonce.Overall, N>��õ@� andpr��õ@� arecomputablein Ò�� ß õ ß � time. We thushave:

Theorem6 (Flat Normal Form) EveryHorn NAT õ with-
out fixedletters canberewritten to an equivalentHorn NAT\�X ó N8c withoutfixedletters,where NäO � is a Horn CNF, inÒ�� ß õ ß � time(i.e., in linear time).

Thus,nestingin Horn NATs without fixedlettersdoesnot
increasetheexpressiveness,andcanbeefficiently eliminated.

We notesomeeasycorollariesof thepreviousresult.

Corollary 3 Decidingsatisfiabilityof a givenHorn NAT õ
withoutfixedletters is polynomial.

Corollary 4 Modelchecking for a givenHorn NAT õ with-
out fixedletters andmodel p is polynomial.

For theinferenceproblem,weobtainthefollowing result.

Theorem7 Givena Horn NAT õ without fixed letters andN½O � , deciding õ¿¾ Z´N is (�Ô9):+ -complete. If N is a CNF,
thentheproblemis polynomial.
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Proof: Sincemodelcheckingis polynomial, the problem
is clearlyF in (�Ô9),+ . The (�Ô9):+ -hardnesspart follows from(¶Ô*),+ -completenessof validity checkingfor a given N O �
(askwhether\�X ó ;ácá¾ Z¤N , where X containsall letters).

We can reduceõ}¾ ZÌ� to N>��õá��¾ Zµ� in Ò�� ß õ ß � time,
where N>��õ@� is a Horn CNF. If �PZ j Úkl � Å k is a CNF of
clausesÅ k , thelattercanbecheckedin Ò���ã ß N>��õ@� ß ô ß � ß �
time,thusin Ò���ã ß õ ß ô ß � ß � time(checkN&�Kõ@�L¾ Z¤Å k , which
is Ò�� ß N>��õy� ß ô ß Å k ß � time, for all �£Oe\�å _�`�`�`¶` ã�c ). ð
5 Other Generalizationsof Cir cumscription
As we have discussedabove, fixed letterscan be removed
from

� �"�#���
andNAT theories,respectively. Usingthesetech-

niques,the hardnessresultsof Sections3.1 and 4.1 can be
sharpenedto theorieswithout fixedletters.

Prioritized circumscription generalizescircumscriptionBDCFE/G���N&�/V��5XJ� by partitioningthelettersV into priority levelsV � ÍLV � ÍÀþ�þ�þ�Í�V1a , andinformally pruningall modelsof N
whicharenotminimalon V k , while X{��V k Ñ � �@þ�þ�þ���Voa floats
and V � ��þ�þ�þ*��V k ! � is fixed,for ��Zâå _�`�`�`�_ Ç (cf. [Lifschitz,
1994]). This canbe readilyexpressedasthe nestedcircum-
scription BDCFE/G��°þ�þ�þ�B1CFE G���B1CFE G��KN&�/V � �5XJ�DV � ��þ�þ�þ��DV1a±�5� V � �:X��V����Lþ�þ�þ#��V1a±�¹þ�þ�þ � . Thisgeneralizationdiffersfrom

� �������
and

NATs: The complexity doesnot increase,as inferenceand
model checkingremain Ù u� -completeand (¶Ô*),+ -complete,
respectively. Intuitively, the reasonis that prioritization al-
lowsonly for arestrictedchangeof theroleof thesameletter
in iterations(floating to minimizedandminimizedto fixed)
andforbidsreconsideringminimizedletters.

Curbing is yet anotherextensionof circumscription[Eiter
etal., 1993;EiterandGottlob,2000]. Ratherthanthe(hierar-
chical)useof circumscriptionappliedto blocks,curbingaims
at softeningminimization,andallows for inclusive interpre-
tation of disjunctionwhereordinarycircumscriptionreturns
exclusivedisjunction.Semantically, BHG�E�I���N&�/V��5XJ� for afor-
mula NäO � is thesmallestset J xÊQSR�T��KNU� whichcontains
all modelsof BDCFE/G���N&�/V��5XJ� andis closedunderminimal up-
per boundsin Q�R*T¢�KND� . A minimal upperbound(mub) of a
set Jzd of modelsin QSR�T��KNU� is a model pÞO�Q�R*T��KND� such
that(1) pidDgLu1v w¼p , for every pidDOKJzd , and(2) thereex-
istsno


 O�QSR*T¢��NU� satisfyingitem1 suchthat

 �Luov w pid .

For example, NrZµ�S�¼¸ hastwo minimal models,if all
lettersareminimized( VrZÆHLItZ�\�� _ ¸*c ): \��±c and \�¸*c . The
model \�� _ ¸*c is notaminimalmodelof N , but is acurbmodel
of N . Thus, BHG�E�I����{�×¸¶�MLö�{�×¸ . On the other hand,ifHLI£Z½\�� _ ¸ _ ��c , then BHG�E�I�������¸¶�NL ��� �2¸¶�¢���D� is different
from ��� ¸ ; theunsupportedletter � is setto false.NotethatBDCFE/G�������¸��'L½�K�yÄ]�U¸¶����� is differentfrom BHG�E�I���� ��¸�� .

Like for
� �������

andNATs, inferenceandmodelchecking
for B�G�E�I���N&� V��:X�� are PSPACE-complete[Eiter and Gott-
lob, 2000]. However, in the first-ordercase,the formalisms
have differentexpressiveness.Let us considertheoriesin a
function-freelanguageunderdomainclosure (DC) and the
uniquenamesassumption(UNA), i.e., the (finite) “datalog”
case.In this case,curbingcanexpresssomeproblemswhich�������
�

andNATs cannot. We can,e.g.,write a (fixed) inter-
preter 	>O in this languagefor curbingvarying propositional
3CNFformulas N , input asgroundfacts PS�KND� , suchthat the

curbmodelsof 	>O>�QPS��NU� and N arein 1-1 correspondence.
Noticethatcurbingsuch3CNFsN is PSPACE-complete,and
thus,by well-knownresultsin complexity, this is notexpress-
ible by a fixed

� �������
or NAT theory(unlessPH=PSPACE).

Furtherrelationshipsbetween
� �������

resp.NATs andcurb-
ing, aswell asotherexpressive KR formalisms[Baralet al.,
2000;PollettandRemmel,1997], remainto beexplored.
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Abstract
We provide a perspective on knowledge compila-
tion which calls for analyzing different compila-
tion approaches according to two key dimensions:
the succinctness of the target compilation language,
and the class of queries and transformations that
the language supports in polytime. We argue that
such analysis is necessary for placing new compila-
tion approaches within the context of existing ones.
We also go beyond classical, flat target compila-
tion languages based on CNF and DNF, and con-
sider a richer, nested class based on directed acyclic
graphs, which we show to include a relatively large
number of target compilation languages.

1 Introduction
Knowledge compilation has emerged recently as a key di-
rection of research for dealing with the computational in-
tractability of general propositional reasoning [Darwiche,
1999a; Cadoli and Donini, 1997; Boufkhad et al., 1997;
Khardon and Roth, 1997; Selman and Kautz, 1996; Schrag,
1996; Marquis, 1995; del Val, 1994; Dechter and Rish, 1994;
Reiter and de Kleer, 1987]. According to this direction, a
propositional theory is compiled off-line into a target lan-
guage, which is then used on-line to answer a large number
of queries in polytime. The key motivation behind knowl-
edge compilation is to push as much of the computational
overhead into the off-line phase, which is amortized over all
on-line queries. But knowledge compilation can serve other
important purposes as well. For example, target compilation
languages and their associated algorithms can be very sim-
ple, allowing one to develop on-line reasoning systems for
simple software and hardware platforms. Moreover, the sim-
plicity of algorithms that operate on compiled languages help
in streamlining the effort of algorithmic design into a single
task: that of generating the smallest compiled representations
possible, as that turns out to be the main computational bot-
tleneck in compilation approaches.

There are three key aspects of any knowledge compilation
approach: the succinctness of the target language into which
the propositional theory is compiled; the class of queries that
can be answered in polytime based on the compiled represen-
tation; and the class of transformations that can be applied
to the representation in polytime. The AI literature has thus

far focused mostly on target compilation languages which are
variations on DNF and CNF formulas, such as Horn theo-
ries and prime implicates. Moreover, it has focused mostly
on clausal entailment queries, with very little discussion of
tractable transformations on compiled theories.

The goal of this paper is to provide a broad perspec-
tive on knowledge compilation by considering a relatively
large number of target compilation languages and analyz-
ing them according to their succinctness and the class of
queries/transformations that they admit in polytime.

Instead of focusing on classical, flat target compilation lan-
guages based on CNF and DNF, we consider a richer, nested
class based on representing propositional sentences using di-
rected acyclic graphs, which we refer to as NNF. We identify
a number of target compilation languages that have been pre-
sented in the AI, formal verification, and computer science
literature and show that they are special cases of NNF. For
each such class, we list the extra conditions that need to be
imposed on NNF to obtain the specific class, and then identify
the set of queries and transformations that the class supports
in polytime. We also provide cross-rankings of the different
subsets of NNF, according to their succinctness and the poly-
time operations they support.

The main contribution of this paper is then a map for decid-
ing the target compilation language that is most suitable for a
particular application. Specifically, we propose that one starts
by identifying the set of queries and transformations needed
for their given application, and then choosing the most suc-
cinct language that supports these operations in polytime.

This paper is structured as follows. We start by formally
defining the NNF language in Section 2, where we list a num-
ber of conditions on NNF that give rise to a variety of tar-
get compilation languages. We then study the succinctness
of these languages in Section 3 and provide a cross-ranking
that compares them according to this measure. We consider
a number of queries and their applications in Section 4 and
compare the different target compilation languages according
to their tractability with respect to these queries. Section 5
is then dedicated to a class of transformations, their applica-
tions, and their tractability with respect to the different tar-
get compilation languages. We finally close in Section 6 by
some concluding remarks. Proofs of theorems are omitted for
space limitations but can be found in [Darwiche and Marquis,
2001].
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2 The NNF Language
We consider more than a dozen languages in this paper, all
of which are subsets of the NNF language, which is defined
formally as follows [Darwiche, 1999a; 1999b].

Definition 2.1 Let PS be a finite set of prop. variables. A
sentence in NNFPS is a rooted, directed acyclic graph (DAG)
where each leaf node is labeled with true, false , X or :X ,
X 2 PS; and each internal node is labeled with ^ or _ and
can have arbitrarily many children. The size of a sentence
in NNFPS is the number of its DAG edges. Its height is the
maximum number of edges from the root to some leaf in the
DAG.

Figure 1 depicts a sentence in NNF, which represents the
odd parity function (we omit reference to variables PS when
no confusion is anticipated). Any propositional sentence can
be represented as a sentence in NNF, so the NNF language is
complete.

It is important here to distinguish between a representa-
tion language and a target compilation language. The former
should be natural enough to enable one to encode knowledge
directly, while the latter should be tractable enough to permit
some polytime queries and/or transformations. We will con-
sider a number of target compilation languages that do not
qualify as representation languages from this perspective, as
they are not suitable for humans to construct or interpret. We
will also consider a number of representation languages that
do not qualify as target compilation languages.1

For a language to qualify as a target compilation language,
we require that it permits a polytime clausal entailment test.
Therefore, NNF does not qualify as a target compilation lan-
guage (unless P=NP) [Papadimitriou, 1994], but many of its
subsets do. We define a number of these subsets below, each
of which is obtained by imposing further conditions on NNF.

We will distinguish between two key subsets of NNF: flat
and nested subsets. We first consider flat subsets, which result
from imposing combinations of the following properties:

� Flatness: The height of each sentence is at most 2. The
sentence in Figure 4 is flat, but the one in Figure 1 is not.

� Simple-disjunction: The children of each or-node are
leaves that share no variables (the node is a clause).

� Simple-conjunction: The children of each and-node are
leaves that share no variables (the node is a term). The
sentence in Figure 4 satisfies this property.

Definition 2.2 The language f-NNF is the subset of NNF
satisfying flatness. The language CNF is the subset of f-
NNF satisfying simple–disjunction. The language DNF is the
subset of f-NNF satisfying simple–conjunction.

CNF does not permit a polytime clausal entailment test and,
hence, does not qualify as a target compilation language (un-
less P=NP). But its DNF dual does.

1Admittedly, the notion of a representation language is not a for-
mal one, yet the distinction is important. For example, we believe
that when proposing target compilation languages in AI, there is
usually an implicit requirement that the proposed language is also
a representation language. As we shall see later, however, the most
powerful target compilation languages are not suitable for humans
to specify or interpret directly.

The following subset of CNF, prime implicates, has been
quite influential in computer science:
Definition 2.3 The language PI is the subset of CNF in
which each clause entailed by the sentence is subsumed by
a clause that appears in the sentence; and no clause in the
sentence is subsumed by another.
A dual of PI, prime implicants IP, can also be defined.2

Definition 2.4 The language IP is the subset of DNF in
which each term entailing the sentence subsumes some term
that appears in the sentence; and no term in the sentence is
subsumed by another term.

We now consider nested subsets of the NNF language,
which do not impose any restriction on the height of a sen-
tence. Instead, these subsets result from imposing one or
more of the following conditions: decomposability, determin-
ism, smoothness, decision, and ordering. We start by defining
the first three properties. From here on, if C is a node in an
NNF, then Vars(C) denotes the set of all variables that label
the descendants of node C.
� Decomposability [Darwiche, 1999a; 1999b]. An NNF

satisfies this property if for each conjunction C in the
NNF, the conjuncts of C do not share variables. That
is, if C1; : : : ; Cn are the children of and-node C, then
Vars(Ci) \ Vars(Cj) = ; for i 6= j. Consider the and-
node marked in Figure 1(a). This node has two children,
the first contains variables A;B while the second con-
tains variables C;D. This and-node is then decompos-
able since the two children do not share variables. Each
other and-node in Figure 1(a) is also decomposable and,
hence, the NNF in this figure is decomposable.

� Determinism [Darwiche, 2000]: An NNF satisfies this
property if for each disjunction C in the NNF, each
two disjuncts of C are logically contradictory. That
is, if C1; : : : ; Cn are the children of or-node C, then
Ci ^ Cj j= false for i 6= j. Consider the or-node
marked in Figure 1(b), which has two children corre-
sponding to sub-sentences :A ^ B and :B ^ A. These
two sub-sentences are logically contradictory. The or-
node is then deterministic and so are the other or-nodes
in Figure 1(b). Hence, the NNF in this figure is deter-
ministic.

� Smoothness [Darwiche, 2000]: An NNF satisfies this
property if for each disjunction C in the NNF, each
disjunct of C mentions the same variables. That is,
if C1; : : : ; Cn are the children of or-node C, then
Vars(Ci) = Vars(Cj) for i 6= j. Consider the marked
or-node in Figure 1(c). This node has two children, each
of which mentions variables A;B. This or-node is then
smooth and so are the other or-nodes in Figure 1(c).
Hence, the NNF in this figure is smooth.3

The properties of decomposability, determinism and
smoothness lead to a number of interesting subsets of NNF.

2Horn theories (and renamable Horn theories) represent another
target compilation subset of CNF, but we do not consider it here
since we restrict our attention to complete languages only.

3Any sentence in NNF can be smoothed in polytime, while pre-
serving decomposability and determinism. Preserving flatness, how-
ever, may blow-up the size of given NNF.
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Decomposability

¬A B ¬ B A C ¬ D D ¬ C

and and and and and and and and

or or or or

and and

or

A,B C,D

(a) Determinism

¬A B ¬ B A C ¬ D D ¬ C

and and and and and and and and

or or or or

and and

or

(b) Smoothness

¬A B ¬ B A C ¬ D D ¬ C

and and and and and and and and

or or or or

and and

or

A,B

A,B

(c)

Figure 1: A sentence in NNF. Its size is 30 and height is 4.

or

and and

X1 ¬ X1
or or

and and andand

X2 X2¬ X2 ¬ X2

and and andand

X3 X3¬ X3 ¬ X3

or or

true false

X1

X2 X2

X3X3

1 0

Figure 2: On the left, a sentence in the BDD language. On the
right, its corresponding binary decision diagram.

Definition 2.5 The language DNNF is the subset of NNF sat-
isfying decomposability; d-NNF is the subset satisfying de-
terminism; s-NNF is the subset satisfying smoothness; d-
DNNF is the subset satisfying decomposability and determin-
ism; and sd-DNNF is the subset satisfying decomposability,
determinism and smoothness.

Note that DNF is a strict subset of DNNF [Darwiche, 1999a;
1999b]. The following decision property comes from the lit-
erature on binary decision diagrams [Bryant, 1986].

Definition 2.6 (Decision) A decision nodeN in an NNF sen-
tence is one which is labeled with true, false , or is an or-node
having the form (X ^�)_ (:X ^ �), where X is a variable,
� and � are decision nodes. In the latter case, dVar(N) de-
notes the variable X .

Definition 2.7 The languageBDD is the subset of NNF, where
the root of each sentence is a decision node.

The NNF sentence in Figure 2 belongs to the BDD subset.
The BDD language corresponds to binary decision dia-

grams (BDDs), as known in the formal verification literature
[Bryant, 1986]. Binary decision diagrams are depicted using
a more compact notation though: the labels true and false

are denoted by 1 and 0, respectively; and each decision node

X ¬Xα β

and

or

and

is denoted by α β

X

. The BDD sentence on the left
of Figure 2 corresponds to the binary decision diagram on the
right of Figure 2. Obviously enough, every NNF sentence that
satisfies the decision property is also deterministic. There-
fore, BDD is a subset of d-NNF.

NNF

d-NNF s-NNF f-NNF

sd-DNNF

DNNF

CO,      CE, ME

d-DNNF

VA, IM, CT

EQ?

CNFDNF

IP PI
CO , CE, EQ,    SE, MEVA, IM,   EQ, SE

BDD

FBDD EQ?

OBDD

EQ, SE

MODS

EQ, SE

VA, IM

Figure 3: The set of DAG-based languages considered in this
paper. An edge L1 ! L2 means that L1 is a subset of L2.
Next to each subset, we list the polytime queries supported
by the subset but not by any of its ancestors (see Section 4).

As we show later, BDD does not qualify as a target compila-
tion language (unless P=NP), but the following subset does.

Definition 2.8 FBDD is the intersection of DNNF and BDD.

That is, each sentence in FBDD is decomposable and satis-
fies the decision property. The FBDD language corresponds
to free binary decision diagrams, as known in formal verifica-
tion [Gergov and Meinel, 1994]. An FBDD is usually defined
as a BDD that satisfies the read-once property: on each path
from the root to a leaf, a variable can appear at most once.
Read-once is equivalent to the decomposability of BDDs.4

A more influential subset of the BDD language is obtained
by imposing the ordering property:

Definition 2.9 (Ordering) Let < be a total ordering on the
variables PS. The languageOBDD< is the subset of FBDD sat-
isfying the following property: if N and M are or-nodes, and
if N is an ancestor of node M , then dVar(N) < dVar(M).

The OBDD< language corresponds to the well–known or-
dered binary decision diagrams [Bryant, 1986].

The languages we have discussed so far are depicted in Fig-
ure 3, where arrows denote set inclusion. The figure contains
one additional language that we have not discussed yet:

4FBDDs are also known as read-once branching programs.
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¬XX ¬YY ¬ZZ

and

or

and andand

Figure 4: A sentence in language MODS.

Definition 2.10 MODS is the intersection of sd-DNNF and
DNF.

Figure 4 depicts a sentence in MODS. As we show later, MODS
is the most tractable NNF subset we shall consider (together
with OBDD<). This is not surprising since from the syntax
of a sentence in MODS, one can immediately recover the sen-
tence models.

3 On the Succinctness of Compiled Theories
We have discussed more than a dozen subsets of the NNF lan-
guage. Some of these subsets are well known and have been
studied extensively in the computer science literature. Others,
such as DNNF [Darwiche, 1999b; 1999a] and d-DNNF [Dar-
wiche, 2000], are relatively new. The question now is: What
subset should one adopt for a particular application? As we
argue in this paper, that depends on three key properties of
the language: its succinctness, the class of tractable queries it
supports, and the class of tractable transformations it admits.

Our goal in this and the following sections is to construct a
map on which we place different subsets of the NNF language
according to the above criteria. This map will then serve as a
guide to system designers in choosing the target compilation
language most suitable to their application. It also provides an
example paradigm for studying and evaluating further target
compilation languages. We start with a study of succinctness5

in this section [Gogic et al., 1995].

Definition 3.1 (Succinctness) Let L1 and L2 be two subsets
of NNF. L1 is at least as succinct as L2, denoted L1 � L2, iff
for every sentence� 2 L2, there exists an equivalent sentence
� 2 L1 where the size of � is polynomial in the size of �.6

The relation � is clearly reflexive and transitive, hence,
a pre-ordering. One can also define the relation <, where
L1 < L2 iff L1 � L2 and L2 6� L1.

Proposition 3.1 The results in Table 1 hold.

Figure 5 summarizes the results of Proposition 3.1 in terms
of a directed acyclic graph.

A classical result in knowledge compilation states that it
is not possible to compile any propositional formula � into a

5A more general notion of space efficiency (model preservation
for polysize reductions) exists [Cadoli et al., 1996], but we do not
need its full generality here.

6We stress here that we do not require that there exists a function
that computes � given � in polytime; we only require that a polysize
� exists. Yet, our proofs in [Darwiche and Marquis, 2001] contain
specific algorithms for computing � from � in certain cases.

NNF

DNNF
CNF

d-DNNF
DNF

PIFBDD

OBDD
IP

MODS

sd-DNNF =

Figure 5: An edge L1 ! L2 indicates that L1 is strictly more
succinct than L2, L1 < L2; L1 = L2 indicates that L1 and
L2 are equally succinct, L1 � L2 and L2 � L1. Dotted
arrows indicate unknown relationships.

polysize data structure � such that: � and � entail the same
set of clauses, and clausal entailment on � can be decided in
time polynomial in its size, unless NP � P/poly [Selman and
Kautz, 1996; Cadoli and Donini, 1997]. This last assump-
tion implies the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy at the
second level [Karp and Lipton, 1980], which is considered
very unlikely. We use this classical result from knowledge
compilation in some of our proofs of Proposition 3.1, which
explains why some of its parts are conditioned on the polyno-
mial hierarchy not collapsing.

We have excluded the subsets BDD, s-NNF, d-NNF and
f-NNF from Table 1 since they do not qualify as target com-
pilation languages (see Section 4). We kept NNF and CNF
though given their importance. Consider Figure 5 which de-
picts Table 1 graphically. With the exception of NNF and
CNF, all other languages depicted in Figure 5 qualify as target
compilation languages. Moreover, with the exception of lan-
guage PI, DNNF is the most succinct among all target compi-
lation languages—we know that PI is not more succinct than
DNNF, but we do not know whether DNNF is more succinct
than PI.

In between DNNF and MODS, there is a succinctness order-
ing of target compilation languages:

DNNF < d-DNNF < FBDD < OBDD< < MODS:

DNNF is obtained by imposing decomposability on NNF; d-
DNNF by adding determinism; FBDD by adding decision; and
OBDD< by adding ordering. Adding each of these properties
reduces language succinctness.

One important fact to stress here is that adding smoothness
to d-DNNF does not affect its succinctness: the sd-DNNF
and d-DNNF languages are equally succinct. It is also inter-
esting to compare sd-DNNF (which is more succinct than the
influential FBDD and OBDD< languages) with MODS, which
is a most tractable language. Both sd-DNNF and MODS are
smooth, deterministic and decomposable. MODS, however, is
flat and obtains its decomposability from the stronger con-
dition of simple-conjunction. Therefore, sd-DNNF can be
viewed as the result of relaxing from MODS the flatness and
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L NNF DNNF d-DNNF sd-DNNF FBDD OBDD< DNF CNF PI IP MODS

NNF � � � � � � � � � � �
DNNF 6�� � � � � � � 6�� ? � �

d-DNNF 6�� 6�� � � � � 6�� 6�� ? ? �
sd-DNNF 6�� 6�� � � � � 6�� 6�� ? ? �
FBDD 6� 6� 6� 6� � � 6� 6� 6� 6� �
OBDD< 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� � 6� 6� 6� 6� �
DNF 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� � 6� 6� � �
CNF 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� � � 6� �
PI 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� � 6� ?
IP 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� � �

MODS 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� 6� �

Table 1: Succinctness of target compilation languages. � means that the result holds unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses.

simple-conjunction conditions, while maintaining decompos-
ability, determinism and smoothness. Relaxing these condi-
tions moves the language three levels up the succinctness hi-
erarchy, although it compromises only the polytime tests for
entailment and equivalence as we show in Section 4.

4 Querying a Compiled Theory
In evaluating the suitability of a target compilation language
to a particular application, the succinctness of the language
must be balanced against the set of queries and transforma-
tions that it supports in polytime. We consider in this sec-
tion a number of queries, each of which returns valuable
information about a propositional theory, and then identify
target compilation languages which provide polytime algo-
rithms for answering such queries.7

The queries we consider are tests for consistency, validity,
implicates (clausal entailment), implicants, equivalence, and
sentential entailment. We also consider counting and enumer-
ating theory models.8

From here on, L denotes a subset of language NNF.

Definition 4.1 (CO, VA) L satisfies CO (VA) iff there exists
a polytime algorithm that maps every formula � from L to 1
if � is consistent (valid), and to 0 otherwise.

One of the main applications of compiling a theory is to en-
hance the efficiency of answering clausal entailment queries:

Definition 4.2 (CE) L satisfies CE iff there exists a polytime
algorithm that maps every formula� from L and every clause
 from NNF to 1 if � j=  holds, and to 0 otherwise.

A key application for clausal entailment is in testing equiv-
alence. Specifically, suppose we have a design expressed as
a set of clauses �d =

V
i �i and a specification expressed

also as a set of clauses �s =
V
j �j , and we want to test

whether the design and specification are equivalent. By com-
piling each of �d and �s to targets �d and �s that support a
polytime clausal entailment test, we can test the equivalence

7We restrict our attention in this paper to the existence of poly-
time algorithms for answering queries, but we do not present the al-
gorithms themselves. The interested reader is referred to [Darwiche,
1999b; 2000; 1999a; Bryant, 1986] for some of these algorithms and
to the proofs of theorems in [Darwiche and Marquis, 2001] for oth-
ers.

8One can also consider computing the probability of a proposi-
tional sentence, assuming that all variables are probabilistically in-
dependent. For the subsets we consider, however, this can be done
in polytime whenever models can be counted in polytime.

L CO VA CE IM EQ SE CT ME

NNF Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ
DNNF

p Æ p Æ Æ Æ Æ p
d-NNF Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ
s-NNF Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ
f-NNF Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ
d-DNNF

p p p p
? Æ p p

sd-DNNF
p p p p

? Æ p p
BDD Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ
FBDD

p p p p
? Æ p p

OBDD<
p p p p p p p p

DNF
p Æ p Æ Æ Æ Æ p

CNF Æ p Æ p Æ Æ Æ Æ
PI

p p p p p p Æ p
IP

p p p p p p Æ p
MODS

p p p p p p p p

Table 2: Subsets of the NNF language and their corresponding
polytime queries.

p
means “satisfies” and Æ means “does not

satisfy unless P = NP.”

of �d and �s in polytime. That is, �d and �s are equivalent
iff �d j= �j for all j and �s j= �i for all i.

A number of the target compilation languages we shall
consider, however, support a direct polytime equivalent test:

Definition 4.3 (EQ, SE) L satisfies EQ (SE) iff there exists
a polytime algorithm that maps every pair of formulas �, �
from L to 1 if � � � (� j= �) holds, and to 0 otherwise.

Note that sentential entailment (SE) is stronger than clausal
entailment and equivalence. Therefore, if a language L satis-
fies SE, it also satisfies CE and EQ.

For completeness, we consider the following dual to CE:

Definition 4.4 (IM) L satisfies IM iff there exists a polytime
algorithm that maps every formula � from L and every term
 from NNF to 1 if  j= � holds, and to 0 otherwise.

Finally, we consider counting and enumerating models:

Definition 4.5 (CT) L satisfies CT iff there exists a polytime
algorithm that maps every formula� from L to a nonnegative
integer that represents the number of models of � (in binary
notation).

Definition 4.6 (ME) L satisfies ME iff there exists a poly-
nomial p(:; :) and an algorithm that outputs all models of an
arbitrary formula � from L in time p(n;m), where n is the
size of � and m is the number of its models (over variables
occurring in �).

Proposition 4.1 The results in Table 2 hold.

The results of Proposition 4.1 are summarized in Figure 3.
One can draw a number of conclusions based on the results in
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this figure. First, NNF, s-NNF, d-NNF, f-NNF, and BDD fall
in one equivalence class that does not support any polytime
queries and CNF satisfies only VA and IM; hence, none of
them qualifies as a target compilation language in this case.
But the remaining languages all support polytime tests for
consistency and clausal entailment. Therefore, simply impos-
ing either of smoothness (s-NNF), determinism (d-NNF),
flatness (f-NNF), or decision (BDD) on the NNF language
does not lead to tractability with respect to any of the queries
we consider—neither of these properties seem to be signif-
icant in isolation. Decomposability (DNNF), however, is an
exception and leads immediately to polytime tests for both
consistency and clausal entailment, and to a polytime algo-
rithm for model enumeration.

Recall the succinctness ordering DNNF < d-DNNF <
FBDD < OBDD< < MODS from Figure 5. By adding
decomposability (DNNF), we obtain polytime tests for consis-
tency and clausal entailment, in addition to a polytime model
enumeration algorithm. By adding determinism to decom-
posability (d-DNNF), we obtain polytime tests for validity,
implicant and model counting, which are quite significant. It
is not clear, however, whether the combination of decompos-
ability and determinism leads to a polytime test for equiva-
lence. Moreover, adding the decision property on top of de-
composability and determinism (FBDD) does not appear to in-
crease tractability with respect to the given queries9, although
it does lead to reducing language succinctness as shown in
Figure 5. On the other hand, adding the ordering property on
top of decomposability, determinism and decision (OBDD<),
leads to polytime tests for sentential entailment and equiva-
lence.

As for the succinctness ordering NNF < DNNF < DNF
< IP < MODS from Figure 5, note that DNNF is obtained by
imposing decomposability on NNF, while DNF is obtained by
imposing flatness and simple-conjunction (which is stronger
than decomposability). What is interesting is that DNF is less
succinct than DNNF, yet does not support any more polytime
queries; see Figure 3. However, the addition of smoothness
on top of flatness and simple-conjunction (MODS) leads to five
additional polytime queries, including equivalence and entail-
ment tests.10

We close this section by noting that determinism appears to
be necessary (but not sufficient) for polytime model counting:
only deterministic languages, d-DNNF, sd-DNNF, FBDD,
OBDD< and MODS, support polytime counting. Moreover,
polytime counting implies a polytime test of validity, but the
opposite is not true.

9Deciding the equivalence of two sentences in FBDD, d-DNNF,
or in sd-DNNF, can be easily shown to be in coNP. However, we
do not have a proof of coNP-hardness, nor do we have deterministic
polytime algorithms for deciding these problems. Actually, the latter
case is quite unlikely as the equivalence problem for FBDD has been
intensively studied, with no such algorithm in sight. Note, however,
that the equivalence of two sentences in FBDD can be decided prob-
abilistically in polytime [Blum et al., 1980].

10Formally, we also need determinism to obtain MODS (see Defi-
nition 2.10). But given flatness, simple-conjunction and smoothness,
we can obtain determinism by simply removing duplicated terms.

5 Transforming a Compiled Theory
A query is an operation that returns information about a the-
ory without changing it. A transformation, on the other hand,
is an operation that returns a modified theory, which is then
operated on using queries. Many applications require a com-
bination of transformations and queries.

Definition 5.1 ( ^C;_C) L satisfies ^C (_C) iff there ex-
ists a polytime algorithm that maps every finite set of for-
mulas �1; : : : ;�n from L to a formula of L that represents
�1 ^ � � � ^ �n (�1 _ � � � _ �n).

Definition 5.2 (:C) L satisfies :C iff there exists a polytime
algorithm that maps every formula � from L to a formula of
L that represents :�.

If a language satisfies one of the above properties, we will
say that it is closed under the corresponding operator. Closure
under logical connectives is important for two key reasons.
First, it has implications on how compilers are constructed
for a given target language. For example, if a clause can be
easily compiled into some language L, then closure under
conjunction implies that compiling a CNF sentence into L is
easy. Second, it has implications on the class of polytime
queries supported by the target language: If a language L
satisfies CO and is closed under negation and conjunction,
then it must satisfy SE (to test whether � j= �, all we have
to do, by the Refutation Theorem, is test whether � ^ :�
is inconsistent). Similarly, if a language satisfies VA and is
closed under negation and disjunction, it must satisfy SE by
the Deduction Theorem.

It is important to stress here that some languages are closed
under a logical operator, only if the number of operands is
bounded by a constant. We will refer to this as bounded-
closure.

Definition 5.3 (^BC;_BC) L satisfies ^BC (_BC) iff
there exists a polytime algorithm that maps every pair of for-
mulas� and� from L to a formula of L that represents�^�
(� _ �).

We now turn to another important transformation:

Definition 5.4 (Conditioning) [Darwiche, 1999a] Let � be
a propositional formula, and let  be a consistent term. The
conditioning of � on , noted � j , is the formula obtained
by replacing each variable X of � by true (resp. false) if X
(resp. :X) is a positive (resp. negative) literal of .

Definition 5.5 (CD) L satisfies CD iff there exists a polytime
algorithm that maps every formula � from L and every con-
sistent term  to a formula from L that represents � j .

Conditioning has a number of applications, and corre-
sponds to restriction in the literature on Boolean functions.
The main application of conditioning is due to a theorem,
which says that�^ is consistent iff� j  is consistent [Dar-
wiche, 1999b; 1999a]. Therefore, if a language satisfies CO
and CD, then it must also satisfy CE. Conditioning also plays
a key role in building compilers that enforce decomposabil-
ity. If two sentences �1 and �2 are both decomposable (be-
long to DNNF), their conjunction �1 ^ �2 is not necessarily
decomposable since the sentences may share variables. Con-
ditioning can be used to ensure decomposability in this case
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since �1 ^�2 is equivalent to
W
(�1 j ) ^ (�2 j ) ^ ,

where  is a term covering all variables shared by �1 and
�2. Note that

W
(�1 j ) ^ (�2 j ) ^  must be de-

composable since �1 j  and �2 j  do not mention vari-
ables in . The previous proposition is indeed a general-
ization to multiple variables of the well-known Shannon ex-
pansion in the literature on Boolean functions. It is also
the basis for compiling CNF into DNNF [Darwiche, 1999a;
1999b].

Another critical transformation we shall consider is that of
forgetting [Lin and Reiter, 1994]:

Definition 5.6 (Forgetting) Let � be a propositional for-
mula, and let X be a subset of variables from PS. The for-
getting of X from �, denoted 9X:�, is a formula that does
not mention any variable from X and for every formula � that
does not mention any variable from X, we have � j= � pre-
cisely when 9X:� j= �.

Therefore, to forget variables from X is to remove any ref-
erence to X from �, while maintaining all information that
� captures about the complement of X. Note that 9X:� is
unique up to logical equivalence.

Definition 5.7 (FO, SFO) L satisfies FO iff there exists a
polytime algorithm that maps every formula � from L and
every subset X of variables from PS to a formula from L
equivalent to 9X:�. If the property holds for singleton X,
we say that L satisfies SFO.

Forgetting is an important transformation as it allows us
to focus/project a theory on a set of variables. For exam-
ple, if we know that some variables X will never appear
in entailment queries, we can forget these variables from
the compiled theory while maintaining its ability to answer
such queries correctly. Another application of forgetting is in
counting/enumerating the instantiations of some variables Y,
which are consistent with a theory �. This query can be an-
swered by counting/enumerating the models of 9X:�, where
X is the complement of Y. Forgetting also has applications
to planning, diagnosis and belief revision. For instance, in
the SATPLAN framework, compiling away fluents or actions
amounts to forgetting variables. In model-based diagnosis,
compiling away every variable except the abnormality ones
does not remove any piece of information required to com-
pute the conflicts and the diagnoses of a system [Darwiche,
1999b]. Forgetting has also been used to design update oper-
ators with valuable properties [Herzig and Rifi, 1999].

Proposition 5.1 The results in Table 3 hold.

One can draw a number of observations regarding Table 3.
First, all languages we consider satisfy CD and, hence, lend
themselves to efficient application of the conditioning trans-
formation. As for forgetting multiple variables, only DNNF,
DNF, PI and MODS permit that in polytime. It is important
to stress here that neither FBDD nor OBDD< permit polytime
forgetting of multiple variables. This is noticeable since some
of the recent applications of OBDD< to planning depends cru-
cially on the operation of forgetting and it may be more suit-
able to use a language that satisfies FO in this case. Note,
however, that OBDD< allows the forgetting of a single vari-
able in polytime, but FBDD does not allow even that. d-
DNNF is similar to FBDD as it satisfies neither FO nor SFO.

L CD FO SFO ^C ^BC _C _BC :C
NNF

p Æ p p p p p p
DNNF

p p p Æ Æ p p Æ
d-NNF

p Æ ?
p p

? ? ?
s-NNF

p Æ p p p p p p
f-NNF

p Æ p � p � p p
d-DNNF

p Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ ?
sd-DNNF

p Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ ?
BDD

p Æ p p p p p p
FBDD

p Æ Æ � Æ � Æ p
OBDD<

p Æ p � p � p p
DNF

p p p � p p p �
CNF

p Æ p p p � p �
PI

p p p � � � p �
IP

p � Æ � p � � �
MODS

p p p � p � � �

Table 3: Subsets of the NNF language and their polytime
transformations.

p
means “satisfies,” � means “does not sat-

isfy,” while Æ means “does not satisfy unless P=NP.”

It is also interesting to observe that none of the target com-
pilation languages is closed under conjunction. A number
of them, however, are closed under bounded-conjunction, in-
cluding OBDD<, DNF, IP and MODS.

As for disjunction, the only target compilation languages
that are closed under disjunction are DNNF and DNF. The
OBDD< and PI languages, however, are closed under
bounded disjunction. Again, the d-DNNF and FBDD lan-
guages are closed under neither.

The only target compilation languages that are closed un-
der negation are FBDD and OBDD<, while it is not known
whether d-DNNF or sd-DNNF are closed under this opera-
tion. Note that d-DNNF and FBDD support the same set of
polytime queries (equivalence checking is unknown for both)
so they are indistinguishable from that viewpoint. Moreover,
the only difference between the two languages in Table 3 is
the closure of FBDD under negation, which does not seem
to be that significant in light of no closure under either con-
junction or disjunction. Note, however, that d-DNNF is more
succinct than FBDD as given in Figure 5.

Finally, OBDD< is the only target compilation language
that is closed under negation, bounded conjunction, and
bounded disjunction. This closure actually plays an impor-
tant role in compiling propositional theories into OBDD<
and is the basis of state-of-the-art compilers for this purpose
[Bryant, 1986].

6 Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is a methodology for an-
alyzing propositional compilation approaches according to
two key dimensions: the succinctness of the target compi-
lation language, and the class of queries and transformations
it supports in polytime. The second main contribution of the
paper is a comprehensive analysis, according to the proposed
methodology, of more than a dozen languages for which we
have produced a knowledge compilation map, which cross-
ranks these languages according to their succinctness, and
the polytime queries and transformations they support. This
map allows system designers to make informed decisions on
which target compilation language to use: after the class of
queries/transformations have been decided based on the ap-
plication of interest, the designer chooses the most succinct
target compilation language that supports such operations in
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polytime. Another key contribution of this paper is the uni-
form treatment we have applied to diverse target compilation
languages, showing how they all are subsets of the NNF lan-
guage. Specifically, we have identified a number of simple,
yet meaningful, properties, including decomposability, deter-
minism, decision and flatness, and showed how combinations
of these properties give rise to different target compilation
languages. The studied subsets include some well known lan-
guages such as PI, which has been influential in AI; OBDD<,
which has been influential in formal verification; and CNF
and DNF, which have been quite influential in computer sci-
ence. The subsets also include some relatively new languages
such as DNNF and d-DNNF, which appear to represent in-
teresting, new balances between language succinctness and
query/transformation tractability.
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Abstract

The complexity class PP consists of all decision
problems solvable by polynomial-time probabilis-
tic Turing machines. It is well known that PP
is a highly intractable complexity class and that
PP-complete problems are in all likelihood harder
than NP-complete problems. We investigate the
existence of phase transitions for a family of PP-
complete Boolean satisfiability problems under the
fixed clauses-to-variables ratio model. A typi-
cal member of this family is the decision prob-
lem #3SAT(� 2n=2): given a 3CNF-formula, is
it satisfied by at least the square-root of the total
number of possible truth assignments? We pro-
vide evidence to the effect that there is a critical
ratio r3;2 at which the asymptotic probability of
#3SAT(� 2n=2) undergoes a phase transition from
1 to 0. We obtain upper and lower bounds for r3;2
by showing that 0:9227 � r3;2 � 2:595. We
also carry out a set of experiments on random in-
stances of #3SAT(� 2n=2) using a natural modi-
fication of the Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland
(DPLL) procedure. Our experimental results sug-
gest that r3;2 � 2:5. Moreover, the average number
of recursive calls of this modified DPLL procedure
reaches a peak around 2:5 as well.

1 Introduction and Summary of Results
During the past several years, there has been an intensive
investigation of random Boolean satisfiability in probabil-
ity spaces parametrized by a fixed clauses-to-variables ratio.
More precisely, if k � 2 is an integer, n is a positive in-
teger and r is a positive rational such that rn is an integer,
then Fk(n; r) denotes the space of random kCNF-formulas
with n variables x1; : : : ; xn and rn clauses that are gener-
ated uniformly and independently by selecting k variables
without replacement from the n variables and then negat-
ing each variable with probability 1=2. Much of the work
in this area is aimed at establishing or at least providing ev-
idence for the conjecture, first articulated by [Chvátal and
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Reed, 1992], that a phase transition occurs in the probability
pk(n; r) of a random formula in Fk(n; r) being satisfiable,
as n ! 1. Specifically, this conjecture asserts that, for ev-
ery k � 2, there is a positive real number rk such that if
r < rk, then limn!1 pk(n; r) = 1, whereas if r > rk , then
limn!1 pk(n; r) = 0:

So far, this conjecture has been established only for k =
2 by showing that r2 = 1 [Chvátal and Reed, 1992;
Fernandez de la Vega, 1992; Goerdt, 1996]. For k � 3,
upper and lower bounds for rk have been obtained ana-
lytically and experiments have been carried out that pro-
vide evidence for the existence of rk and estimate its ac-
tual value. For k = 3, in particular, it has been proved
that 3:26 � r3 � 4:596 [Achlioptas and Sorkin, 2000;
Janson et al., 2000] and extensive experiments have sug-
gested that r3 � 4:2 [Selman et al., 1996]. Moreover, the
experiments reveal that the median running time of the Davis-
Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) procedure for satisfia-
bility attains a peak around 4:2. Thus, the critical ratio at
which the probability of satisfiability undergoes a phase tran-
sition coincides with the ratio at which this procedure requires
maximum computational effort to decide whether a random
formula is satisfiable.

Boolean satisfiability is the prototypical NP-complete
problem. Since many reasoning and planning problems in
artificial intelligence turn out to be complete for complexity
classes beyond NP, in recent years researchers have embarked
on an investigation of phase transitions for such problems.
For instance, it is known that STRIPS planning is complete
for the class PSPACE of all polynomial-space solvable prob-
lems [Bylander, 1994]. A probabilistic analysis of STRIPS
planning and an experimental comparison of different algo-
rithms for this problem have been carried out in [Bylander,
1996]. In addition to STRIPS planning, researchers have also
investigated phase transitions for the prototypical PSPACE-
complete problem QSAT, which is the problem of evaluat-
ing a given quantified Boolean formula [Cadoli et al., 1997;
Gent and Walsh, 1999]. Actually, this investigation has
mainly focused on the restriction of QSAT to random quan-
tified Boolean formulas with two alternations (universal-
existential) of quantifiers, a restriction which forms a com-
plete problem for the class �2P at the second level of the
polynomial hierarchy PH. The lowest level of PH is NP,
while higher levels of this hierarchy consist of all decision
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problems (or of the complements of all decision problems)
computable by nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing ma-
chines using oracles from lower levels (see [Papadimitriou,
1994] for additional information on PH and its levels). An-
other PSPACE-complete problem closely related to QSAT is
stochastic Boolean satisfiability SSAT, which is the problem
of evaluating an expression consisting of existential and ra-
nodmized quantifiers applied to a Boolean formula. Exper-
imental results on phase transitions for SSAT have been re-
ported in [Littman, 1999] and [Littman et al., 2001].

Between NP and PSPACE lie several other important com-
plexity classes that contain problems of significance in ar-
tificial intelligence. Two such classes, closely related to
each other and of interest to us here, are #P and PP. The
class #P, introduced and first studied by [Valiant, 1979a;
1979b], consists of all functions that count the number of
accepting paths of nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing
machines. The prototypical #P-complete problem is #SAT,
i.e., the problem of counting the number of truth assign-
ments that satisfy a CNF-formula. It is well known that nu-
merous #P-complete problems arise naturally in logic, al-
gebra, and graph theory [Valiant, 1979a; 1979b]. Moreover,
#P-complete problems are encountered in artificial intelli-
gence; these include the problem of computing Dempster’s
rule for combining evidence [Orponen, 1990] and the prob-
lem of computing probabilities in Bayesian belief networks
[Roth, 1996]. Recently, researchers have initiated an exper-
imental investigation of extensions of the DPLL procedure
for solving #SAT. Specifically, a procedure for solving #SAT,
called Counting Davis-Putnam (CDP), was presented and ex-
periments on random 3CNF formulas from the space F3(n; r)
were carried out in [Birnbaum and Lozinskii, 1999]. The
main experimental finding was that the median running time
of CDP reaches its peak when r � 1:2. A different DPLL ex-
tension for solving #SAT, called Decomposing Davis-Putnam
(DDP), was presented in [Bayardo and Pehoushek, 2000];
this procedure is based on recursively identifying connected
components in the constraint graph associated with a CNF-
formula. Additional experiments on random 3CNF-formulas
from F3(n; r) were conducted and it was found out that the
median running time of DDP reaches its peak when r � 1:5.

In the case of the NP-complete problems kSAT, k � 3,
the peak in the median running time of the DPLL procedure
occurs at the critical ratio at which the probability of satisfi-
ability appears to undergo a phase transition. Since #SAT is
a counting problem (returning numbers as answers) and not
a decision problem (returning “yes” or “no” as answers), it
is not meaningful to associate with it a probability of getting
a “yes” answer; therefore, it does not seem possible to cor-
relate the peak in the median running times of algorithms for
#SAT with a structural phase transition of #SAT. Nonetheless,
there exist decision problems that in a certain sense embody
the intrinsic computational complexity of #P-complete prob-
lems. These are the problems that are complete for the class
PP of all decision problems solvable using a polynomial-time
probabilistic Turing machine, i.e., a polynomial-time nonde-
terministic Turing machine M that accepts a string x if and
only if at least half of the computations of M on input x are
accepting. The class PP was first studied by [Simon, 1975]

and [Gill, 1977], where several problems were shown to be
PP-complete under polynomial-time reductions. In partic-
ular, the following decision problem, also called #SAT, is
PP-complete: given a CNF-formula ' and a positive inte-
ger i, does ' have at least i satisfying truth assignments?
This problem constitutes the decision version of the count-
ing problem #SAT, which justifies the innocuous overload of
notation. Another canonical PP-complete problem, which is
actually a special case of #SAT, is MAJORITY SAT: given a
CNF-formula, is it satisfied by at least half of the possible
truth assignments to its variables? In addition, several eval-
uation and testing problems in probabilistic planning under
various domain representations have recently been shown to
be PP-complete [Littman et al., 1998].

It is known that the class PP contains both NP and coNP,
and is contained in PSPACE (see [Papadimitriou, 1994]).
Moreover, as pointed out by [Angluin, 1980], there is a tight
connection between #P and PP. Specifically, P#P = PPP,
which means that the class of decision problems computable
in polynomial time using #P oracles coincides with the class
of decision problems computable in polynomial time using
PP oracles. This is precisely the sense in which PP-complete
problems embody the same intrinsic computational complex-
ity as #P-complete problems. Moreover, PP-complete prob-
lems (and #P-complete problems) are considered to be sub-
stantially harder than NP-complete problems, since in a tech-
nical sense they dominate all problems in the polynomial hi-
erarchy PH. Indeed, the main result in [Toda, 1989] asserts
that PH � PPP = P#P. In particular, Toda’s result implies
that noPP-complete problem lies in PH, unlessPH collapses
at one of its levels, which is considered to be a highly improb-
able state of affairs in complexity theory.

In [Littman, 1999], initial experiments were carried out
to study the median running time of an extension of the
DPLL procedure on instances ('; i) of the PP-complete deci-
sion problem #SAT in which ' was a random 3CNF-formula
drawn from F3(n; rn) and i = 2t, for some nonnegative inte-
ger t � n. These experiments were also reported in [Littman
et al., 2001], which additionally contains a discussion on pos-
sible phase transitions for the decision problem #SAT and pre-
liminary results concerning coarse upper and lower bounds
for the critical ratios at which phase transitions may occur (in
these two papers #SAT is called MAJSAT). As noted earlier,
the main emphasis of both [Littman, 1999] and [Littman et
al., 2001] is not on #SAT or on PP-complete problems, but on
stochastic Boolean satisfiability SSAT, which is a PSPACE-
complete problem containing #SAT as a special case.

In this paper, we embark on a systematic investigation of
phase transitions for a large family of PP-complete satisfi-
ability problems. Specifically, for every integer k � 3 and
every integer t � 2, let #kSAT(� 2n=t) be the following de-
cision problem: given a kCNF-formula ' with n variables,
does ' have at least 2n=t satisfying truth assignments? In
particular, for t = 2 and for every k � 3, we have the de-
cision problem #kSAT(� 2n=2): given a kCNF-formula, is
it satisfied by at least the square-root of the total number of
possible truth assignments? Clearly, each problem in this
family is a restriction of the decision problem #SAT. Note
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that, while an instance of #SAT is a pair ('; i), an instance
of #kSAT(� 2n=t) is just a kCNF-formula '; this makes it
possible to study the behavior of random #kSAT(� 2n=t) in
the same framework as the one used for random kSAT. One
may also consider the behavior of random MAJORITY kSAT,
k � 3. In Section 3.2, however, we observe that the asymp-
totic behavior of random MAJORITY kSAT is trivial and that,
in particular, it does not undergo any phase transition. In con-
trast, the state of affairs for random #kSAT(� 2n=t) will turn
out to be by far more interesting.

We first show that, for every k � 3 and every t � 2, the
problem #kSAT(� 2n=t) is indeed PP-complete. We con-
jecture that each of these problems undergoes a phase tran-
sition at some critical ratio rk;t of clauses to variables: as
n ! 1, for ratios r < rk;t, almost all formulas in Fk(n; r)
are “yes” instances of #kSAT(� 2n=t), whereas for ratios
r > rk;t, almost all formulas in Fk(n; r) are “no” instances
of #kSAT(� 2n=t). As a first step towards this conjecture,
we establish analytically upper and lower bounds for rk;t. A
standard application of Markov’s inequality easily yields that
(t�1)

t

1
(k�lg(2k�1))

is an upper bound for rk;t (this was also
implicit in [Littman et al., 2001]). Using an elementary argu-
ment and the fact that the probability of satisfiability of ran-
dom 2CNF-formulas undergoes a phase transition at r2 = 1,
we show that (1 � 1=t) is a coarse lower bound for rk;t. In
particular, these results imply that the critical ratio r3;2 of
#3SAT(� 2n=2) obeys the following bounds: 0:5 � r3;2 �

2:595. After this, we analyze a randomized algorithm, called
Extended Unit Clause (EUC), for #3SAT(� 2n=2) and show
that it almost surely returns a “yes” answer when r < 0:9227;
therefore, r3;2 � 0:9227. Although EUC is a simple heuris-
tic, its analysis is rather complex. This analysis is carried
out by adopting and extending the powerful methodology of
differential equations, first used by [Achlioptas, 2000] to de-
rive improved lower bounds for the critical ratio r3 of random
3CNF-formulas.

Finally, we complement these analytical results with a set
of experiments for #3SAT(� 2n=2) by implementing a modi-
fication of the Counting Davis-Putnam procedure (CDP) and
running it on formulas drawn from F3(n; rn). Our experi-
mental results suggest that the probability of #3SAT(� 2n=2)
undergoes a phase transition when r � 2:5. Thus, the
2:595 upper bound for r3;2 obtained using Markov’s inequal-
ity turns out to be remarkably close to the value of r3;2 sug-
gested by the experiments. Moreover, the average number of
recursive calls of the modified CDP procedure reaches a peak
around the same critical ratio 2:5.

2 PP-completeness of #kSAT(� 2
n=t)

In Valiant [Valiant, 1979a], the counting problem #SAT was
shown to be #P-complete via parsimonious reductions,
i.e., every problem in #P can be reduced to #SAT via a
polynomial-time reduction that preserves the number of solu-
tions. Moreover, the same holds true for the counting versions
of many other NP-complete problems, including #kSAT, the
restriction of #SAT to kCNF-formulas. We now use this fact
to identify a large family of PP-complete problems.

Proposition 2.1: For every integer k � 3 and every integer
t � 2, the decision problem #kSAT(� 2n=t) is PP-complete.
In particular, #3SAT(� 2n=2) is PP-complete.

Proof: For concreteness, in what follows we show that
#3SAT(� 2n=2) is PP-complete. Let Q be the following
problem: given a 3CNF-formula  and a positive integer i,
does  have at least 2i satisfying truth assignments? Since
#3SAT is a #P-complete problem under parsimonious re-
ductions, there is a polynomial-time transformation such that,
given a CNF-formula ' with variables x1; : : : ; xn, it pro-
duces a 3CNF-formula whose variables include x1; : : : ; xn
and has the same number of satisfying truth assignments as
'. Consequently, ' is a “yes” instance of MAJORITY SAT
(i.e., it has at least 2n�1 satisfying truth assignments) if and
only if ( ; n � 1) is a “yes” instance of Q. Consequently, Q
is PP-complete.

We now show that there is a polynomial-time reduction
of Q to #3SAT(� 2n=2). Given a 3CNF-formula  with
variables x1; : : : ; xn and a positive integer i, we can con-
struct in polynomial time a 3CNF-formula � with variables
x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn that is tautologically equivalent to the
CNF-formula  ^ yn�i+1 ^ � � � ^ yn. It is clear that #� =
2n�i# , where #� and # denote the numbers of truth as-
signments that satisfy � and  respectively. Consequently,  
has at least 2i satisfying truth assignments if and only if � has
at least 2n = 22n=2 satisying truth assignments.

3 Upper and Lower Bounds for #kSAT(� 2
n=t)

Let Xn;r

k
be the random variable on Fk(n; r) such that

X
n;r

k
(') is the number of truth assignments on x1; : : : ; xn

that satisfy ', where ' is a random kCNF-formula in
Fk(n; r). Thus, ' is a “yes” instance of #kSAT(� 2n=t) if
and only if Xn;r

k
(') � 2n=t. We now have all the notation in

place to formulate the following conjecture for the family of
problems #kSAT(� 2n=t), where k � 3 and t � 2.

Conjecture 3.1: For every integer k � 3 and every integer
t � 2, there is a positive real number rk;t such that:

� If r < rk;t, then limn!1 Pr[X
n;r

k
� 2n=t] = 1.

� If r > rk;t, then limn!1 Pr[X
n;r

k
� 2n=t] = 0.

We have not been able to settle this conjecture, which ap-
pears to be as difficult as the conjecture concerning phase
transitions of random kSAT, k � 3. In what follows, how-
ever, we establish certain analytical results that yield upper
and lower bounds for the value of rk;t; in particular, these
results demonstrate that the asymptotic behavior of random
#kSAT(� 2n=t) is non-trivial.

3.1 Upper Bounds for #kSAT(� 2
n=t)

Let X be a random variable taking nonnegative values and
having finite expectation E(X). Markov’s inequality is a ba-
sic result in probability theory which asserts that if s is a pos-
itive real number, then Pr[X � s] �

E(X)

s
: The special case

of this inequality with s = 1 has been used in the past to ob-
tain a coarse upper bound for the critical ratio rk in random
kSAT. We now use the full power of Markov’s inequality to
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obtain an upper bound for rk;t. As usual, lg(x) denotes the
logarithm of x in base 2.

Proposition 3.2: Let k � 3 and t � 2 be two integers. For
every positive rational number r > (t�1)

t

1
(k�lg(2k�1))

,

lim
n!1

Pr[X
n;r

k
� 2n=t] = 0:

It follows that if rk;t exists, then rk;t �
(t�1)

t

1
(k�lg(2k�1))

. In

particular, r3;2 � 1
2

1
(3�lg 7)

� 2:595:

Proof: For every truth assignment � on the variables
x1; : : : ; xn, let I� be the random variable on Fk(n; r) such
that I�(') = 1, if � satisfies ', and I�(') = 0, other-
wise. Each I� is a Bernoulli random variable with mean
(1� 1=2k)rn. Since Xn;r

k
= ��I�, the linearity of expecta-

tion implies that E(Xn;r

k
) = (1 � 1=2k)rn2n. By Markov’s

inequality, we have that

Pr[X
n;r

k
� 2n=t] � (1� 1=2k)rn2(1�1=t)n:

It follows that if r is such that (1� 1=2k)r2(1�1=t) < 1, then
limn!1 Pr[X

n;r

k
� 2n=t] = 0. The result then is obtained

by taking logarithms in base 2 in both sides of the above in-
equality and solving for r.

Several remarks are in order now. First, note if k is kept
fixed while t is allowed to vary, then the smallest upper bound
is obtained when t = 2. Moreover, the quantity 1

(k�lg(2k�1))

is the coarse upper bound for the critical ratio rk for random
kSAT obtained using Markov’s inequality. In particular, for
random 3SAT this bound is � 5:91, which is twice the bound
for r3;2 given by Proposition 3.2.

Let MAJORITY kSAT be the restriction of MAJORITY
SAT to kCNF-formulas, k � 2. Obviously, a formula '
in Fk(n; r) is a “yes” instance of MAJORITY kSAT if and
only if Xn;r

k
(') � 2n�1. Markov’s inequality implies that

Pr[X
n;r

k
� 2n�1] � 2(1 � 1=2k)rn, from which it follows

that limn!1 Pr[X
n;r

k
� 2n�1] = 0, for every k � 2. Thus,

for every k � 2, the asymptotic behavior of random MAJOR-
ITY kSAT is trivial; in particular, MAJORITY kSAT does not
undergo any phase transition.

3.2 Lower Bounds for #kSAT(� 2
n=t)

We say that a partial truth assignment � covers a clause c if
it satisfies at least one of the literals of c. We also say that �
covers a CNF-formula ' with n variables if � covers every
clause of '. Perhaps the simplest sufficient condition for ' to
have at least 2n=t satisfying truth assignments is to ensure that
there is a partial assignment over bn�n=tc variables covering
'. The next proposition shows that if r is small enough, then
this sufficient condition is almost surely true for formulas in
Fk(n; r), as n!1.

Proposition 3.3: Let k � 3 and t � 2 be two integers. If
0 < r < 1 � 1=t, then, as n ! 1, almost all formulas in
Fk(n; r) are covered by a partial truth assignment on bn �
n=tc variables. Consequently, if 0 < r < 1� 1=t, then

lim
n!1

Pr[X
n;r

k
� 2n=t] = 1:

It follows that if rk;t exists, then rk;t � 1�1=t. In particular,
r3;2 � 0:5:

Proof: In [Chvátal and Reed, 1992; Fernandez de la Vega,
1992; Goerdt, 1996]), it was shown that if r < 1, then 2CNF-
formulas in F2;n;r are satisfiable with asymptotic probability
1. Fix a ratio r < 1�1=t and consider a random formula' in
Fk(n; r). By removing (k � 2) literals at random from every
clause of ', we obtain a random 2CNF-formula '� which is
almost surely satisfiable. Let � be a satisfying truth assign-
ment of '� and let � be the partial truth assignment obtained
from � by taking for each clause a literal satisfied by �. Since
r < 1�1=t, we have that � is a truth assignment on bn�n=tc
variables that covers '�; hence, � covers ' as well.

The preceding Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 imply that, unlike
MAJORITY kSAT, for every k � 3 and every t � 2, the
asymptotic behavior of #kSAT(� 2n=t) is non-trivial.

3.3 An Improved Lower Bound for #3SAT(� 2
n=2)

In what follows, we focus on #3SAT(� 2n=2). So far, we have
established that if r3;2 exists, then 0:5 � r3;2 � 2:595. The
main result is an improved lower bound for r3;2.

Theorem 3.4: For every positive real number r < 0:9227,

lim
n!1

Pr[X
n;r

3 � 2n=2] = 1:

It follows that if r3;2 exists, then r3;2 � 0:9227.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a discussion
of the methodology used and an outline of the proof of this
result. We adopt an algorithmic approach, which originated
in [Chao and Franco, 1986] and has turned out to be very
fruitful in establishing lower bound for the critical ratio r3 of
random 3SAT (see [Achlioptas, 2001] for an overview). We
consider a particular randomized algorithm, called Extended
Unit Clause (EUC), that takes as a input a 3CNF-formula '
on n variables and attempts to construct a small partial as-
signment � covering all clauses of '. Algorirthm EUC suc-
ceeds if the number of variables assigned by � is � bn=2c,
and fails otherwise. Our goal is to show that algorithm EUC
succeeds almost surely on formulas ' from F3(n; r) for each
r < 0:9227. Consequently, r3;2 � 0:9227.

EUC Algorithm:
For t := 1 to n do

If there are any 1-clauses, (forced step)
pick a 1-clause uniformly at random and satisfy it.

Otherwise, (free step)
pick an unassigned variable uniformly at random and remove all
literals involving that variable in all remaining clauses.

Return true if the number of assigned variables is � bn=2c;
otherwise, return false.

To analyze the average performance of algorithm EUC we
use the differential equations methodology (DEM), initially
introduced in [Achlioptas, 2000] and described more exten-
sively in [Achlioptas, 2001]. Due to space limitations, we
give only a high-level description of how DEM can be ap-
plied to the analysis of algorithm EUC and also outline the
steps in the derivation of the improved lower bound 0:9227.
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Since DEM was developed to analyze satisfiability testing
algorithms, it should not be surprising that certain modifica-
tions are needed so that it can be applied to counting algo-
rithms, such as EUC. The main component of EUC not han-
dled directly by DEM is the free step, since in a satisfiability
context it is always a better strategy to assign a value to the
selected variable, instead of removing all the literals involv-
ing that variable. We will describe where and how we extend
DEM to handle free steps.

Let V (t) be the random set of variables remaining at iter-
ation t (0 � t � n) and let Si(t) denote the set of random
i-clauses (1 � i � 3) remaining at iteration t. To trace the
value of jSi(t)j, we rely on the assumption that, at every it-
eration of the execution of the algorithm being considered,
a property called uniform randomness is maintained. This
property asserts that in every iteration 0 � t � n, condi-
tional on jV (t)j = n

0 and jSi(t)j = m
0, Si(t) is drawn from

Fi(n
0
;m

0). In [Achlioptas, 2001], a protocol, called card
game, is presented; this protocol restricts the possible ways
in which a variable can be selected and assigned. It is shown
that any algorithm obeying that protocol. satisfies the uniform
randomness property. Unfortunately, due to the presence of
the free steps, algorithm EUC does not satisfy the card pro-
tocol, unlike the majority of algorithms for satisfiability an-
alyzed so far. It is tedious, but straightforward, to show that
the natural generalization of the card game in which we allow
the elimination of the literals involving the selected variable
guarantees the uniform randomness property.

We analyze the algorithm EUC by studying the evolution
of the random variables that count the number of clauses in
Si(t), Ci(t) = jSi(t)j. We also need a random variable
F (t) that counts the number of variables assigned up to it-
eration t. We trace the evolution of Ci(t) and F (t) by us-
ing a result in [Wormald, 1995], which states that if a set
of random variables Xj(t); 1 � j � k evolving jointly
with t such that (1) in each iteration t, the random variable
4Xj(t) = Xj(t+1)�Xj(t) with high probability (w.h.p.) is
very close to its expectation and (2) Xj(t) evolves smoothly
with t, then the entire evolution of Xj(t) will remain close
to its mean path, that is, the path that Xj(t) would follow
if 4Xj(t) was, in each iteration, the value of its expectation.
Furthermore, this mean path can be expressed as the set of so-
lutions of a system of differential equations obtained by con-
sidering the scaled version of the space-state of the process
obtained by dividing every parameter by n.

As discussed in [Achlioptas, 2001], Wormald’s theorem
guarantees that the value of the random variables considered
differs in o(n) from its mean path. This possible deviation
produces some difficulties in our analysis; indeed, at each it-
eration we need to know the value ofC1(t) with far more pre-
cision, because depending on the exact value taken by C1(t)
algorithm EUC performs different operations. To settle this
technical difficulty, Achlioptas derived an elegant solution,
called the lazy-server lemma. Intutively, this lemma states
that the aforementioned difficulty can be overcome if, instead
of handling unit clauses deterministically as soon as they ap-
pear, at iteration twe take care of unit clauses with probability
p and perform a free step with probability (1 � p), where p
has to be chosen appropriately.

An additional technical difficulty remains. As discussed
in [Achlioptas, 2001], condition (2) of Wormald’s theorem
does not hold when the iteration t is getting close to n.
This second problem is fixed by determining an iteration
t
� = b(1 � �)nc at which our algorithm will stop the iter-

ative process and it will deal with the remaining formula in
a deterministic fashion. We now modify algorithm EUC by
incorporating the features described above and obtain the fol-
lowing algorithm:

EUC with lazy-server policy:
For t := 1 to t� do

Set U(t) = 1 with probability p

1. If U(t) = 1

a) If there are 1-clauses,
pick a 1-clause uniformly at random and satisfy it.

b) Otherwise
pick an unset variable uniformly at random
and assign it uniformly at random

2. Otherwise
Pick an unset variable uniformly at random
and remove all literals with that underlying
variable in all remaining clauses.

Find a minimal covering for the remaining clauses.
Return true if the number of assigned variables
is bn=2c; otherwise, return false.

Next, we compute the equation that determine the ex-
pected value for the evolution of C2(t), C3(t) and F (t),
conditional on the history of the random variables considered
up to iteration t. Let H(t) be a random variable repre-
senting this history (i.e., H(t) = hC(0); : : : ; C(t)i, where
C(t) = (C2(t); C3(t); F (t))). Since Si(t) distributes as
Fi(n � t; Ci(t)), the expected number of clauses in Ci(t)
containing a given literal l is equal to iCi(t)=2(n � t).
Using this, we obtain the following system of equa-
tions describing the evolution of C2(t), C3(t) and F (t).
E(4C3(t)jH(t)) = �

3C3(t)

n�t

E(4C2(t)jH(t)) = �
2C2(t)

n�t
+ p

3C3(t)

2(n�t)
+ (1� p)

3C3(t)

n�t

E(4F (t)jH(t)) = p

with initial conditions C2(0) = 0, C3(0) = rn, F (0) = 0.
It is time to fix the value of p. According to the lazy-server

lemma any value such that

p > p
C2(t)

n� t
+ (1� p)

2C2(t)

n� t

would suffice. This inequality is solved by setting

p = (1 + �)
(2C2(t)=(n� t))

1 + C2(t)=(n� t)

with � > 0.
To obtain the set of differential equations associated to the

process, as discussed in [Achlioptas, 2001], we consider the
scaled version of the process, x; c2(x); c3(x); f(x) obtained
by dividing every parameter t; C2(t); C3(t); F (t) by n. We
obtain the following differential equations.

dc3

dx
= �

3c3(x)

1�x
dc2

dx
= �

2c2(x)

1�x
+ p(x; c2(x))

3c3(x)

2(1�x)
+ (1� p(x; c2(x))

3c3(x)

1�x
df

dx
= p(x; c2(x))
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with p(x; c2(x)) = (1 + �)
2c2(x)=(1�x)

1+c2(x)=(1�x)
and initial condi-

tions c3(0) = r, c2(0) = 0 and f(0) = 0. We solve the
system numerically using the utility dsolve of mapple (it is
easy to get c3(x) = r(1 � x)3 analytically) for r = 0:9227,
� = 10�2 and � = 10�5.

Now we are almost done. First, we can see that for every
1 � t � t� w.h.p. S0(t) = ; by testing numerically that
p(x; c2(x)) < 1�10�1 if x 2 [0::1�10�2] and appealing to
the lazy-server lemma. Moreover, we get f(1 � 10�2) <
0:49978 and, transforming this result back to the random-
ized space-state, we can infer that f(t�) < 0:49978n+ o(n).
Similarly, the number of remaining clauses at that iteration is
C2(t

�) + C3(t
�) = c2(1� 10�2) + c3(1� 10�2) + o(n) <

0:00021n+ o(n). It is easy to verify that the ratio of clauses
to variables at iteration t� is smaller than 1, and we can apply
again the argument used to obtain the first naive lower bound
of 1=2 to guarantee that there exists a covering partial assign-
ment with size < 0:00021n. Thus, by adding the previous
quantities, we get 0:49999n < n=2, which means that the
algorithm succeeds.

4 Experimental Results for #3SAT(� 2
n=2)

Preliminary experiments were run for random 3CNF-
formulas with 4, 8, 16 and 32 variables on a SUN Ultra
5 workstation. For each space we generated 1200 random
3CNF-formulas with sizes ranging from 1 to 160 clauses in
length. Each clause was generated by randomly selecting 3
variables without replacement and then negating each of them
with probability of 1=2.

Our goal was to test the formulas for being “yes” instances
of #3SAT(� 2n=2), i.e., for having at least as many satisfying
assignments as the square-root of the total number of truth as-
signments. For this, we implemented a threshold DPLL algo-
rithm by modifying the basic Counting Davis-Putnam algo-
rithm in [Birnbaum and Lozinskii, 1999] to include tracking
of lower and upper bounds on the count and early termination
if the threshold is violated by the upper bound or satisfied by
the lower bound.

The results are depicted in Figures 1 and 2. In both figures
the horizontal axis is the ratio of the number of clauses to
number of variables in the space. The ranges of formula sizes
represented in the graphs are 1 to 20, 1 to 40, 1 to 80, and 1
to 160 for the 4, 8, 16 and 32 variable spaces respectively.

The phase transition graphs show for each test point the
fraction of 1200 newly generated random formulas that had a
number of satisfying truth assignments greater than or equal
to the square-root of the total number of truth assignments.
They strongly suggest that 2:5 is a critical ratio around which
a phase transition occurs. The performance graphs show the
average number of recursive calls required to test each for-
mula and they exhibit a peak around the same ratio. In the
test runs a range of 1 to 160 clauses was used for each space
and the run-times on the SUN Ultra 5 were approximately 10,
15 and 35 minutes for the 4, 8 and 16 variable cases, and 7
hours for the 32 variable case.

After a larger set of experiments is carried out, we plan to
apply finite-size scaling to further analyze the phase transition
phenomenon exhibited by #3SAT(� 2n=2).
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Figure 2: Performance Graphs

We conclude by pointing out that in Section 3.1.4
of [Littman et al., 2001] it was suggested that for every
0 � � � 1, the critical ratio of #3SAT(� 2�n) is given aprox-
imately by the formula 4:2(1� �). By taking � = 1=2, this
formula suggests that the critical ratio r3;2 of #3SAT(� 2n=2)
should be approximately 2.1, which is at odds with our ex-
perimental finding of 2.5 as the approximate value of r3;2.
We stand behind our experimental results; actually, we be-
lieve that this discrepancy is not caused by any significant dif-
ference in the outcome between the experiments carried out
by [Littman et al., 2001] and ours, but rather is due to the way
in which the above formula was extrapolated from the exper-
iments in [Littman et al., 2001]. Specifically, in [Littman et
al., 2001] experiments were carried out by varying � and the
ratio r of clauses to variables, but keeping the number of vari-
ables to a fixed value n = 30. The above formula 4:2(1� �)
was then derived by visual inspection of the resulting sur-
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face. We believe that, instead, the value of the critical ratio
should be estimated by the crossover points of the curves ob-
tained from experiments for different values of the number n
of variables. In any case, we see no theoretical argument or
experimental evidence that a linear relationship between the
critical ratio and � should hold.

Acknowledgments: We are grateful to Dimitris Achlioptas
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bounds for 3SAT via differential equations. We also wish to
thank Peter Young for generously sharing with us his exper-
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Abstract

In the quest for expressive description logics for
real-world applications, a powerful combination of
constructs has so far eluded practical decision pro-
cedures: intersection and composition of roles.
We propose tableau-based decision procedures for
the satisfiability of logics extendingALC with the
intersectionu, composition◦, uniont, converse·−
of roles and role identityid(·). We show that

1. the satisfiability ofALC(u,◦,t), for which a
2-EXPTIME upper bound was given by tree-
automata techniques, is PSPACE-complete;

2. the satisfiability ofALC(u,◦,t, ·−, id(·)), an
open problem so far, is in NEXPTIME.

1 Introduction and Motivations
Description Logics (DLs) are a popular knowledge represen-
tation formalism based onconceptsandroles, where concepts
model classes of individuals, and roles model relationships
between individuals[Baaderet al., 2001, Chap. 1-2].

In the last years, the investigation on DLs has been driven
by the modeling needs of applications ranging from semi-
structured data to planning[Baaderet al., 2001, Part III],
which have stimulated the usage of expressive constructs. For
instance, to model semi-structured data one needs to repre-
sent arbitrary relations (graphs with labeled edges), and use
constructs for stating irreflexivity of relations, their transitive
closure, or their intersection. For reasoning about actions,
one may want to express the fact that two long sequences of
actions (roles) must be completed in parallel.

These applications have called for decision procedures
to make reasoning services up to the modeling duties (see
[Baaderet al., 2001, Chap. 2] or Sec. 6). Yet, a power-
ful combination of constructs has so far eluded this quest:
composition and intersection of roles. There is only an in-
volved automata-based algorithm by Danecki[1984] giving a
2-EXPTIME upper bound.
∗This work was done while the author was on leave at IRIT -

Toulouse partly supported by CNR grant 203-7-27. I am greatly in-
debted to P. Balbiani for directing my attention to logics with inter-
section and for countless suggestions and discussions. Discussions
with F. M. Donini, I. Horrocks and U. Sattler were helpful.

Decision procedures are hard to find because DLs with in-
tersection and composition (even without converse and role
identity1) haven’t the tree model property. With composition
and intersection, we can write concepts whose models are di-
rected acyclic graphs. Adding role identity, we can force a
relation to be well-founded or a model to be a cyclic graph.

For instance, suppose we want to model the tangled web of
corporate ownerships by using the rolesowns, app-board,
app-CEO (denoting that a corporation owns another com-
pany, appoints the company’s board of directors, or its CEO).
We can represent the corporations having a doubly indirectly
controlled subsidiary with the concept

corpu∃(app-board◦owns)u(owns◦app-CEO).corp

If regulators forbid corporations to be owners of themselves,
we can forbid it too, without ad-hoc well-founded constructs:

∀ownsuid(corp).⊥
We can also model, self-owned “Chinese-box” corporations:

∃(owns◦has-shares◦app-board)uid(corp).>
These models are not representable with the “classical” ex-
pressive DLs such asALCreg orDLR.

Here, we consider the DLALC(u,◦,t, ·−, id(·)) which,
in addition to the constructs ofALC, provides intersec-
tion, composition, union, converse of rolesandrole identity.
ALC(u,◦,t) is the fragment without inverse and identity.

These logics are siblings of three extensions ofALC:
ALCreg with composition and transitive/reflexive closure of
roles but without intersection[Baaderet al., 2001, Chap.2];
ALB with intersection, union and negation[Lutz and Sattler,
2000], and possibly converse[Hustadt and Schmidt, 2001];
DLR [Calvaneseet al., 1998] with intersection and role dif-
ference but only on atomic roles and with additional limi-
tations. In the correspondence with PDL by Schild[1991],
ALC(u,◦,t) corresponds to the the *-free and test-free frag-
ment of IPDL andALC(u,◦,t, ·−, id(·)) is the *-free frag-
ment of Converse-IPDL[Harel, 1984].

In the next sections we recall some preliminaries. Then
we present our tableau calculus (Sec.3), transform it into al-
gorithms (Sec.4), sketch the complexity results (Sec.5), and
discuss related works (Sec.6).

1Role identity is the construct which, given a conceptC, allows
one to build a role connecting each instance ofC to itself.
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2 Preliminaries
LetA andP denote atomic concepts and atomic roles respec-
tively. ConceptsC,D and rolesR, S are formed as follows:

C,D ::= A | ¬C | CuD | CtD | ∀R.C | ∃R.C
R, S ::= P | RtS | R◦S | RuS | id(C) | R−

A TBoxT is a finite set ofinclusionsC v D. In the sequel
we focus on the satisfiability of concepts wrt empty TBoxes.
However, we will build non-empty TBoxes of inclusions with
a special form during the proof search itself.

An interpretationI = 〈∆I , ·I〉 consists of a non-empty set
∆I , thedomainof I — whose members are calledelements
— and a function·I , the interpretation functionof I, that
maps every concept to a subset of∆I and every role to a
subset of∆I ×∆I . We refer to Borgida[1996] or Baader et
al. [2001, Chap. 2] for details.

An interpretationI satisfies a conceptC if there exists an
elementd ∈ ∆I such thatd ∈ CI , i.e. if CI 6= ∅.

3 A Tableau Calculus
Taming intersection and composition requires the novel com-
bination of a number of intuitions from the literature and
some new features. They are highlighted here, for the reader
familiar with the literature.

• We use thegraph-based representation of rulesfor
tableau-structures originally due to Kripke and used by
Castillo et al.[1997] and Horrocks and Sattler[1999].

• We borrow the idea by Danecki[1984] of pebble games
to mark elements linked by bothR andS roles so that
the labeling an element with both pebbles marks the in-
tersection, triggering the insertion of suitable concepts;

• We internalize pebbles in the calculus by introducing
new propositional constantsas done by De Giacomo and
Massacci[1997] for eventualities in CPDL.

• We useskolemization for generating “new” nodes and
atomic conceptsin the proof search, exploiting the re-
sults from DL translations into first-order logics[Hus-
tadt and Schmidt, 2001].

• Weexploit some semantical properties of intersectionby
Balbiani and Vakarelov[2001] to show we are sound.

• We use the idea ofon-the fly modification of TBoxespro-
posed by Massacci[1998] for the universal modality.

• We borrow the idea oflazy unfolding of axiomsproposed
by Horrocks and Tobies[2000] for plainALC.
• We use anew role name to denote equivalence of indi-

vidualsbut only for the proof search.

We usetableau-structuresi.e. labeled graphs:

S = 〈N , E , C(·),R(·, ·)〉

whereN is a finite nonempty set of nodes denoted byx, y, z
possibly with indices;E ⊆ N ×N is a set of oriented edges;
C(·) maps nodes to sets of concepts, andR(·, ·) maps edges
to sets of roles. We also use an initially empty TBoxT . In-
clusions of the formAx,RuAx,S v C are added on-the-fly.

Axiom: If x:A1 ∈S, x:A2 ∈S, andA1uA2 v C ∈ T then
S ⇒ S ∪ {x:C}.

Conjunction: If x:CuD∈S thenS ⇒ S ∪ {x:C, x:D}.
Disjunction: If x:CtD ∈S then non-deterministically either
S ⇒ S ∪ {x:C} or S ⇒ S ∪ {x:D}.

Universal atomic roles: If x : ∀P .C ∈S, 〈x, y〉 :P ∈S then
S ⇒ S ∪ {y:C}.

Universal role concatenation: If x :∀R◦S.C ∈S thenS ⇒
S ∪ {x:∀R.∀S.C}.

Universal role intersection: If x : ∀R u S.C ∈ S then
let Ax,R and Ax,S be new atomic concepts and
S ⇒ S ∪ {x:∀R.Ax,R, x:∀S.Ax,S} and T ⇒ T ∪
{Ax,RuAx,S v C}.

Universal role union: If x : ∀RtS.C ∈ S then S ⇒ S ∪
{x:∀R.C, x:∀S.C}.

Existential restriction: If x:∃R.C∈S then lety be a new node
andS ⇒ S ∪ {〈x, y〉:R, y:C}.

Role concatenation: If 〈x, y〉 :R◦S ∈S then letz be a new
node andS ⇒ S ∪ {〈x, z〉:R, 〈z, y〉:S}.

Role intersection: If 〈x, y〉 : R u S ∈ S then S ⇒ S ∪
{〈x, y〉:R, 〈x, y〉:S}.

Role union: If 〈x, y〉 :RtS ∈S then non-deterministically
eitherS ⇒ S ∪ {〈x, y〉:R} or S ⇒ S ∪ {〈x, y〉:S}.

Figure 1: The reduction rules forALC(u,◦,t).

We start with a structure with a single node labeled with
an input conceptC, and apply the tableau rules to build a
reduced structures without contradictions that can be used as
a model forC. If none can be build,C is unsatisfiable.

The reduction rulesin Fig. 1 are applicable to a tableau-
structureS and a set of inclusionsT for ALC(u,◦,t).
W.l.o.g. we assume that negation and converse are pushed
down to atomic concepts and roles. We also abuse the DL
syntax for tableau systems[Buchheitet al., 1993]: we write
x : C ∈ S to indicate thatC ∈ C(x), and 〈x, y〉 : R ∈ S
whenR ∈ R(x, y). Thus, byS ⇒ S ∪ {x:C} we mean
that we obtain a new structureS ′ such thatN ′ = N ∪ {x},
E ′ = E , C′(y) = C′(y) if y 6= x andC′(x) = C(x) ∪ {C},
R′(·, ·) = R(·, ·). Similarly for roles.

Most rules are close to other tableau approaches[Buchheit
et al., 1993; Castilhoet al., 1997; De Giacomo and Massacci,
1997; Horrocks and Sattler, 1999]. A difference is that they
only label edges with atomic roles whereas we also use com-
plex roles. So, we have rules for reducing these roles.

The role ofpebblesis played by the new atoms introduced
by theuniversal role intersection rule. The idea is that since
Ax,R is new, it can label a nodey only by reducing∀R.Ax,R.
thusy must be anR-successors ofx. If bothAx,R andAx,S
label nodey, theny is linked tox by anRuS role. Then we
can addC to y.

Since we cannot forecast whereAx,R andAx,S will ap-
pear, we must potentially check every node. To internalize
this check into the calculus, we use the idea ofon-the-fly mod-
ification of TBoxesby [Massacci, 1998]. With the intersection
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rule we “update”T with the inclusionAx,RuAx,S v C and
then we use theAxiom rule to addC to nodes on demand.

Notice that we apply theAxiom rule only when bothAx,R
and Ax,S are present in the same node. This technique,
borrowed from the lazy unfolding of Horrocks and Tobies
[2000], works because our inclusions are acyclic.

Notice also that the new conceptAx,R introduced by the
reduction ofx : ∀RuS.C must depend on the node where
the concept is located. Following Danecki[1984, Pag. 44],
one may think that it suffices to make them dependent only
on the subformula (e.g.AR,∀RuS.C), possibly distinguishing
between occurrences. This would be unsound. The concept

(∀R.∀RuS.C)u(∃(R◦R)u(R◦S).¬C)

is satisfiable but introducing the same “new” concepts at
different nodes for the reduction of the only occurrence of
∀RuS.C would result in a “clash”. By applying the rules of
Fig. 1, one can see that the pebblesAR,∀RuS.C andAS,∀RuS.C
would propagate along the “wrong” path.

The generation of new nodes and new atomic concept sym-
bols may clearly lead to redundant rule applications or even to
a non-terminating process. However, we do not need to gen-
erate really “new” nodes or atomic concepts. We can use the
equivalent of skolemization(or Hilbert’s ε-terms) introduced
by Ohlbach and later refined by Hustadt and Schmidt[2001]
for the translations of DLs into first-order logic.

The generation of skolem functions is stan-
dard and we assume that for “new” concepts we
use the function GENCONCEPT(x,R), and for
“new” nodes we use GENNODECONCEPT(x,C) and
GENNODEROLE(x, y,R). So, when reducingx :∃R.C, we
call y = GENNODECONCEPT(x,∃R.C) and addy :C and
〈x, y〉:R to the structure.

Definition 1 A tableau structureS and a set of inclusionsT
are reduced for a ruleR if the application ofR mapsS and
T into themselves. A structure and a set of inclusions are
reducedif they are reduced for all rules.

Definition 2 A tableau-structure contains a clash if there is
a nodex and a conceptC such that{C,¬C} ⊆ C(x).

Theorem 1 A conceptC of ALC(u,◦,t) is satisfiable iff
there is a non-deterministic application of the rules in Fig. 1
to an initially empty TBox and a structure with only one node
labeled withC leading to a reduced and clash-free structure.

For every feature, the proof cleverly combines the techniques
from the cited works in the literature. The twist is the sound-
ness of theuniversal role intersection rule. To this extent, we
setAIx,R =

{
y| 〈x, y〉 ∈ RI

}
and similarly forS. In words,

the newly introduced concepts are fulfilled by the appropriate
individualsR-reachable, orS-reachable, fromx. Due to lack
of space, details are left to the full paper.

Next, we define the tableau rules for the full language. Be-
side converse, the tricky bit is the presence of the intersection
between role identity and complex roles:id(C)uR is a self-
loop describing individuals in the classC that are in relation
R with themselves (e.g. the self-owned companies). To this
extent we employ an atomic role symbol (not occurring in the
input concept) for equality of nodes·≈·.

Universal converse of roles: If y :∀R−.C ∈S, 〈x, y〉 :R ∈S
thenS ⇒ S ∪ {x:C}.

Universal role identity: If x : ∀id(D).C ∈S thenS ⇒ S ∪
{x:¬DtC}.

Role converse: If 〈x, y〉:R−∈S thenS ⇒ S ∪ {〈y, x〉:R} .

Role identity: If 〈x, y〉:id(C)∈S thenS ⇒ S ∪ {x≈y, x:C}
Role identity distribution: If x≈ y ∈ S andx :C ∈ S then
S ⇒ S ∪ {y:C}.

Role identity symmetry: If x≈y ∈ S thenS ⇒ S ∪ {y≈x}.
Role identity transitivity: If x≈y ∈ S andy≈z ∈ S for then
S ⇒ S ∪ {x≈z}.

Figure 2: The additional reduction rules for·− andid(·)

Algorithm WORLDS;
input nodex0; set of conceptsC; set of inclusionsT ;
output sat if C is satisfiable,unsat otherwise;
variablesnodex; labeled graphS;
begin

N= {x0}; E= ∅; C(·)= {〈x0, C〉};R(·, ·) = ∅;
if CLASH(S) then return (unsat);
while x=CHOOSENODE(S,T )=/=none do

R=CHOOSERULE(x,S,T );
“Apply R to x, S, T updatingS andT ”
if CLASH(S) then return (unsat);

forall x ∈ N \ {x0} do
if WORLDS(x,C(x),T )==unsat
then return (unsat);

return sat
end;

Figure 3: The algorithm forALC(u,◦,t)

The reduction rulesin Figure 1 and the additional rules in
Figure 2 are applicable to a tableau-structureS and a set of
inclusionsT for the logicALC(u,◦,t, ·−, id(·)).

The rules for·≈· might be eliminated if the rule forid(·)
collapses nodes. However, this would complicate the algo-
rithms, as we would need a unique way for collapsing nodes.

Theorem 2 A conceptC ofALC(u,◦,t, ·−, id(·)) is satisfi-
able iff there is a non-det. application of the rules in Fig. 1,2
to an initially empty TBox and a structure with only one node
labeled withC yielding a reduced and clash-free structure.

4 From Calculi to Algorithms
The PSPACE-algorithm forALC(u,◦,t) is called WORLDS
after Ladner’s WORLD for modal logicK. It is plural because
each call works on a fragment of a Kripke model and not just
on a set of concepts true for an individual. It is in Fig. 3.

To check the satisfiability of a conceptC one calls
WORLDS(0,{C},∅) and applies the rules from Fig. 1.

In the algorithms, we use the symbol “=” for assignment,
and “==” for equality testing. We assume all functionalities
for working with labeled direct graphs, an auxiliary function
CLASH(S) which detects clashes, and auxiliary procedures
for selecting objects:CHOOSENODE selects a node to be re-
duced;CHOOSERULE selects an applicable rule for a node.
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Algorithm CWORLDS;
input nodex0; set of conceptsC;
output set of conceptsD⊃C if C is satisfiable,unsat otherwise;
variablesnodex; S labeled graph;D set of concepts;
global variablesset of inclusionsT ;
begin

N= {x0}; E= ∅; C(·)= {〈x0, C〉};R(·, ·) = ∅;
if CLASH(S) then return unsat ;

start:while x=CHOOSENODE(S,T )=/=none do
R=CHOOSERULE(x,S,T )
“Apply R to x, S andT updatingS andT ”
if CLASH(S) then return unsat ;

forall x ∈ N \ {x0} do
D=CWORLDS(x,C(x));
if D==unsat then return unsat ;
else ifC(x)=/=D;

then C(x)=D;
gotostart;

return (C(x0))
end;

Figure 4: The CWORLDS algorithm

These procedures must work in time polynomial in the size
of the input and respect the following constraints:

Search Criteria 1 A rule is not selected if the structure is
already reduced for it. A node is not selected if the structure
is already reduced for all rules applicable to the node.

Search Criteria 2 TheExistential restriction rule is selected
only for reduction of concepts labeling the initial nodex0.

If the procedures cannot select anything respecting the above
constraints they return the valuenone.

The tricky bit is showing that the algorithm is in PSPACE
(Sec. 5). We just highlight the differences from trace-based
methods used forALC by Ladner[1977], Schmidt-Schauss
and Smolka[1991] or Tobies[2001].

The classical tableau-based algorithm forALC would have
been identical to ours except for the lastfor cycle:

for all ∃R.C ∈ C(x0) do
if WORLD({C} ∪ {D | ∀R.D ∈ C(x0)})==unsat
then return (unsat)

In words, forALC we explore the one-stepR-successors of
x0 by recursively calling the procedure. So, we only examine
one node (x0) at every call.

The WORLDS algorithm examines the initial nodex0 and
reduces all existential concepts labelingx0, i.e. all one step
R-successors ofx0. Thus, it builds a fragment of the Kripke
structure. However, thereduction of existential-concepts la-
beling successors nodes is deferredto recursive calls. The
rules for intersection and composition may transform a “one-
step”R-successors into “many-steps” atomicP -successors.
Still, the number of intermediateP -steps is linearly bounded
by the size of the input concept.

The full algorithm is called CWORLDS because it returns
a set of concepts. It is shown on Figure 4. The rules that can
be applied to the algorithm are those from Fig. 1,2. It must
respect an additional search constraint:

Search Criteria 3 If x1 ≈ x2, x2 ≈ x3,. . .xn−1 ≈ xn are
present in the structure thenonly one nodexi ∈ {x1, . . . xn}
can be selected for the recursive call ofCWORLDS in the
forall cycle. Ifx0 is among them, none can be selected.

We must return a set of concepts rather than justsat to cope
with converse and role identity. The idea is borrowed from
modal logics with symmetric relations[Massacci, 2000] and
DLs with converse[Tobies, 2001].

For example, the concept∃R◦id(∃id(∀R.C).>)◦R.¬C is
unsatisfiable. If we used algorithm WORLDS with the full set
of rules it would returnsat. The explanation is that we would
introduce a nodey labeled by∃id(∀R.C).> and would eval-
uate the existential concept in the next recursive call. In the
recursive call we would add∀R.C to the initial node (which
would correspond toy) but we could not use this information
to derive a clash in the initial call.

The use of skolemization, rather than truly fresh names,
is necessary to guarantee that CWORLDS is both correct and
terminating. For instance, if fresh names are used in the recur-
sive calls following a restart, the concept∃R.∃S.∀S−uT .C
would make CWORLDS non-terminating.

5 Complexity Analysis
We denote byn thesize of the input conceptC which must be
proved (un)satisfiable, measured as the number of symbols.

We first prove that WORLDS requires only polynomial
space inn. The idea is thatALC(u,◦,t) lost the tree-model
property but kept the cactus-model property.

Loosely speaking, our models can be arranged into the
shape of a cactus, i.e. a tree in which the edge connecting two
nodes of the tree is not a slim branch but a “fat”, cactus-like
stem. This fat stem is made by other nodes and edges, but
its size is polynomially bounded byn. Many stems sprout
from each stem, as in a real cactus, but their number is still
polynomially bounded. Since the height of the cactus is also
polynomially bounded we are done.

Concepts labeling nodes can be seen as spikes. We must
also prove that they aren’t exponentially many. For most DLs
this is obvious: we only introduce subconcepts of the input
concept. Here, we introduce new atomic concepts.

The next tree lemmata make these intuitions precise. At
first, we say that the cactus height is polynomially bounded:

Lemma 1 The call stack ofWORLDS is at mostO(n) deep.

Then the size of each cactus stem is bounded:

Lemma 2 Each invocation ofWORLDS generate a structure
with at mostO(n) nodes.

Finally, we say that the the number of spikes is bounded.

Lemma 3 The number of new atoms occurring as
(sub)concepts in the the labels of the nodes of an invo-
cation ofWORLDS is bounded byO(n3).

To prove Lemma 1 we cannot use the standard proof that
each interaction reduces the modal depth (nesting of universal
and existential roles) of the set of concepts labeling a node
because of theAxiom rule. We need a new notion of modal
depth: we associate different depths to atomic concepts from
the input concept and to “invented” atomic concepts.
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• if A is from input concept then d(A) = 0
• if Ax,R is an atomic concept introduced by the reduction

of one or morex : ∀RuS.C then d(Ax,R) is equal to
maxS,C{d(C)|x:∀RuS.C}

• d(∀R.C) = |R|+ d(C) where|R| is the size ofR, mea-
sured as the number of symbols.

Now by induction on the number of applied rules we can
show that for all nodesx 6= x0 and all conceptsC ∈ C(x),
there is a conceptD ∈ C(x0) such d(D) > d(C). Since the
depth of every concept, and hence the maximal depth of a set
of concepts, is bounded byn we are done.

For the proof of Lemma 2, observe that new nodes in the
structureS can only be created by two rules: the rules reduc-
ing existential and the rules reducing composition of roles.
The first rule can only be applied tox0, thus bounding the
nodes so introduced byO(n). For the second rule, the num-
ber of nodes thus introduced is bounded byO(n).

For Lemma 3, observe that two “new” concepts are intro-
duced only when we reduce an universally quantified role in-
tersection. The newly generated concepts depend on the same
node and on the roles which are immediate subroles of an in-
tersection of roles occurring in the input concept. Hence, by
Lemma 2, for each invocation we can create at mostO(n · n)
different new concepts. By Lemma 1 the number of nested
recursive calls of WORLDS is at mostO(n). When a leaf call
is reached we generated at mostO(n2 ·n) different concepts.

Theorem 3 WORLDS can be implemented using only poly-
nomial space inn.

For the proof observe that the stack is at mostO(n) deep by
Lemma 1 and for each call of WORLDS at depthi we have

• O(n) +O(n) new nodes and at mostO(n2) edges,

• O(n4) concepts for each node and each concepts taking
at mostO(n) space,

• O(n) roles labeling each edge and each role taking at
mostO(n) space

• O(i · n5) inclusions, which can be added by reducing
a conceptx : ∀RuS.C where the number of different
xs is bounded by Lemma 2,RuS occurs in the input
concept andC either occurs in the input concept or is
one ofO(n3) new concepts invented at anyj ≤ i steps.

PSPACE-hardness follows fromALC.
Corollary 4 The satisfiability ofALC(u,◦,t) concepts is
PSPACE-complete.

The NEXPTIME-upper bound ofALC(u,◦,t, ·−, id(·))
satisfiability, has a more involved proof. The analogous of
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 can be proved with a similar argu-
ment. The only twist is observing that, by Criteria 3, we
only reduce the existential concepts in one of the node linked
by the equality predicate. Thus, we never recursively call
CWORLDS on the nodes “equal” to the root nodex0 (as for
them the induction would fail). The equivalent of Lemma 3
fails and we only have a global bound:

Lemma 4 The total number of new atoms occurring as
(sub)concepts in the the labels of the nodes throughout the
execution ofWORLDS is bounded byO(nn) = 2O(n logn).

Using Lemma 4, we bound the number of concepts label-
ing a formula toO(n) · 2O(n logn) = 2O(n logn) and the num-
ber of inclusions by doubling the multiplicative constant in
theO(n log n) expression at the exponent.

Theorem 5 CWORLDS terminates after2O(n2 logn) time.

For the proof observe that CWORLDS can be “restarted”
at most finitely many times. More precisely, (i) the set
of concepts returned by CWORLDS is larger or equal to
the initial set upon which CWORLDS is called (in sym-
bols C(x0) ⊇ C), and (ii) the total number of concepts is
bounded by2O(n logn). Then the total number of restarts for
a structure in a single invocation of CWORLDS is bounded by
O(n) · 2O(2n logn). The bound on the stack does the rest.

Corollary 6 The satisfiability ofALC(u,◦,t, ·−, id(·)) con-
cepts is inNEXPTIME.

An intriguing questionis why the standard technique for
giving PSPACE-bounds for DLs with converse[Tobies, 2001]
or symmetric modal logics[Massacci, 2000] fails here. Ac-
cording this technique, we take the “converse-free” algorithm
and add some “restarts” (this is what CWORLDS does). For
the bound, we observe that (i) restarts add a bounded number
of new concepts (indeed subconcepts of the input concept)
and (ii) the time wasted by restarts doesn’t matter.

The argument fails here because converse or role identity
and intersection plus composition can force CWORLDS to
label a node with exponentially many new atomic concepts.

To force this exponential generation of concepts, we start
by constructing a conceptGn whose model is a cyclic graph
with edges labeled by two rolesR andS. Looking only at role
R, the graph is a binary tree with heightn, with Gn labeling
its root. EachS-edge connects the child node of anR-edge
to its parent. The key feature ofGn is that we canstart at
the root, traverse forward a path ofR-edges, reach a leaf and
then continue totraverseS-edges forward to the root. Once
there, we cantake anotherR-path, and so on. The model of
Gn has a path whose length is exponential inn. Pictorially,
Gn can be seen as a daisy with exponentially many petals.

This construction is impossible inALC, ALC with con-
verse, orALC(u,◦,t) because there are always acyclic mod-
els. In ALC we can keep on traversing edges (roles) on
one pathuntil we arrive at dead-end. Since the depth of the
longest path is linear in the size of the concept to be verified
we are done. InALC with converse, edges can be oriented
forward or backward: we get a two-ways path but still it ter-
minates into a dead-end. With intersection we must check
thattwo pathsmeet at certain points but the idea is the same.

Still, CWORLDS only uses polynomial space for visiting
Gn. The problems start when we add toGn one or more con-
cepts that ask to verify the intersection of two paths. Loosely
speaking, one path reaches the top of a petal, the other goes
back to center, then round another petal and back to the top
of the first petal. The problem is that we don’t know a pri-
ori which petal we must visit among the exponentially many
that are available. We can put one of these concepts in each
leaf. Then, the number of pebbles that accumulate in the root,
restart after restart, will be exponential inn.
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6 Related Methods
A number of decision procedures and complexity results for
logics extendingALC (or multimodalK) can be found in the
literature. Yet, none of them fully tackle our results.

With respect to complexity results based on encodings,
De Giacomo and Lenzerini[1995] proved the EXPTIME-
completeness of a DL with composition, converse and inter-
section restricted to atomic roles with additional limitations.
Calvanese et al.[1998] proved the EXPTIME-completeness
ofDLR, where intersection, union and difference of roles are
allowed but composition is not permitted. Baader and Sattler
[1999] proved the undecidability of a number of combination
of expressive DLs with number restrictions and intersection.

With respect to decision procedures, Horrocks et al.
[1999; 2000] tamed expressive DLs with converse and role-
hierarchies where intersection between atomic roles can be
simulated. They do not allow for composition of roles.
Baader and Sattler[1999] have proposed an EXPTIME-
calculi forALC with number restrictions with composition,
intersection and union of role chains. However, concepts are
restricted to plainALC. Lutz and Sattler[2000] give a deci-
sion procedure forALB (ALC plus intersection, union, and
negation of roles but without composition). Tobies[2001]
gives a PSPACE-algorithm for DLs with number restrictions,
converse and intersection of atomic relations.

In the realm of modal and dynamic logic, Danecki[1984]
has shown, using automata-based techniques, that IPDL
(PDL with Intersection) can be decided in 2-EXPTIME. IPDL
strictly extends the logicALC(u,◦,t) allowing for the transi-
tive and reflexive closure of roles and for role identity. How-
ever, Danecki claims that it is possible to use pebbles which
depends only on the occurrence of the subformula. For our
calculus, this is unsound and Danecki’s involved construc-
tion may need to be checked against our counterexample. For
Converse-PDL automata theoretic techniques have been pro-
posed by Vardi and Wolper[1986] and a tableau calculus has
been given by De Giacomo and Massacci[1997].

Hustadt and Schmidt[2001] have shown a decision proce-
dures for boolean modal logic with converse. Their procedure
is based on a clever translation into first-order logic of modal
formulae followed by a decision procedure for the guarded
fragment. They only prove decidability results. The possi-
bility of a PSPACE-algorithm for the extension ofALC with
intersection, converse and union is just claimed.

Decision procedures for first order logic with two variables
(see the survey by Grädel and Otto[1999]) can be used for
DLs with intersection but without composition, via first-order
translations. One could also use the decision procedures by
Ganzinger and De Nivelle[1999] for the guarded fragment.
Current methods based on translations into decidable frag-
ments of first order logic cannot treat intersection and com-
position at the same time, as this requires to have at least three
variables and does not allows for guards in predicate clauses.
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Abstract

Ontologies are set to play a key rôle in the “Se-
mantic Web” by providing a source of shared
and precisely defined terms that can be used in
descriptions of web resources. Reasoning over
such descriptions will be essential if web re-
sources are to be more accessible to automated pro-
cesses. SHOQ(D) is an expressive description
logic equipped with named individuals and con-
crete datatypes which has almost exactly the same
expressive power as the latest web ontology lan-
guages (e.g., OIL and DAML). We present sound
and complete reasoning services for this logic.

1 Introduction
The recent explosion of interest in the World Wide Web has
also fuelled interest in ontologies.1 This is due both to the use
of ontologies in existing Web based applications and to their
likely rôle in the future development of the Web[van Heijstet
al., 1997; McGuinness, 1998; Uschold and Grüninger, 1996].
In particular, it has been predicted that ontologies will play a
pivotal rôle in theSemantic Web—the World Wide Web Con-
sortium’s vision of a “second generation” Web in which Web
resources will be more readily accessible to automated pro-
cesses[Berners-Lee, 1999].

A key component of the Semantic Web will be the an-
notation of web resources with meta-data that describes
their content, with ontologies providing a source of shared
and precisely defined terms that can be used in such meta-
data. This requirement has led to the extension of Web
markup languages in order to facilitate content description
and the development of Web based ontologies, e.g., XML
Schema, RDF (Resource Description Framework), and RDF
Schema[Deckeret al., 2000]. RDF Schema (RDFS) in par-
ticular is recognisable as an ontology/knowledge representa-
tion language: it talks about classes and properties (binary
relations), range and domain constraints (on properties), and
subclass and subproperty (subsumption) relations. However,
RDFS is a very primitive language (the above is an almost

1The word ontology has been used—some would say abused—
in a wide range of contexts. In this paper it will be taken to mean a
formally defined model of (part of) the domain of interest.

complete description of its functionality), and more expres-
sive power would clearly be necessary/desirable in order to
describe resources in sufficient detail. Moreover, such de-
scriptions should be amenable toautomated reasoningif they
are to be used effectively by automated processes.

These considerations have led to the development of
OIL [Fenselet al., 2000] and DAML [Hendler and McGuin-
ness, 2001], two ontology languages that extend RDFS with a
much richer set of modelling primitives. Both languages have
been designed in such a way that they can be mapped onto a
very expressive description logic (DL).2 This mapping pro-
vides them with a formal semantics, a clear understanding of
the characteristics of various reasoning problems (e.g., sub-
sumption/satisfiability), and the possibility of exploiting ex-
isting decision procedures. OIL, in particular, was designed
so that reasoning services could be provided, via a mapping
to theSHIQDL, by the FaCT system[Horrockset al., 1999;
Horrocks, 2000].

Unfortunately, these mappings are currently incomplete in
two important respects. Firstly, any practical ontology lan-
guage will need to deal withconcrete datatypes(numbers,
strings, etc.)[Baader and Hanschke, 1991]. E.g., ontologies
used in e-commerce may want to classify items according
to weight, and to reason that an item weighing more than
50 kilogrammes is a kind of item that requires special ship-
ping arrangements. OIL already supports the use of inte-
gers and strings in class descriptions, and it is anticipated
that DAML+OIL, a new language developed from a merg-
ing of the DAML and OIL efforts, will support (most of) the
datatypes defined or definable by XML Schema. However,
theSHIQ logic implemented in the FaCT system does not
include any concrete datatypes, so there is no mechanism for
reasoning with this part of the language.

Secondly, realistic ontologies typically contain references
to named individuals within class descriptions. E.g., “Ital-
ians” might be described as persons who are citizens of
“Italy”, where Italy is a named individual[Schaerf, 1994].
The required functionality can be partially simulated by treat-
ing such individuals as pairwise disjoint atomic classes (this
is the approach taken in the existing OIL−→ FaCT map-
ping), but this can result in incorrect inferences.

In this paper we will present a new DL that overcomes

2In fact they can be viewed as syntactic variants of such a logic.
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both of the above deficiencies by taking the logicSHQ
and extending it with individuals (O) and concrete datatypes
(D) to give SHOQ(D). The starting point for these ex-
tensions isSHQ rather thanSHIQ (i.e., without inverse
roles), because reasoning with inverse roles is known to be
difficult and/or highly intractable when combined with ei-
ther concrete datatypes or named individuals: the concept
satisfiability problem is know to be NExpTime hard even
for the basic DLALC augmented with inverse roles and ei-
ther concrete datatypes or named individuals[Lutz, 2000;
Tobies, 2000]. This hardness result for concrete datatypes
is not yet directly applicable toSHOQ(D) as it depends on
comparisons of concrete values (binary predicates), but the
addition of such comparisons would be a natural future ex-
tension toSHOQ(D). Moreover, the presence of nominals
in any DL leads to the loss of the tree/forest model prop-
erty, which becomes particularly problematical in the pres-
ence of inverse roles, number restrictions, and general ax-
ioms. As a result, to the best of our knowledge, there is
no (practicable) decision procedure forSHIQ with nom-
inals or converse-DPDL with nominals, the latter being a
close relative ofSHIQ from dynamic logics[Streett, 1982].
Finally, since individuals and concrete datatypes are much
more widely used in ontologies than inverse roles[Corcho
and Ṕerez, 2000], SHOQ(D) is a very useful addition to our
reasoning armoury.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we will describe our choice of concrete
datatypes and named individuals, and introduce the syntax
and semantics ofSHOQ(D).
Concrete DatatypesConcrete datatypes are used to represent
literal values such as numbers and strings. A type system typ-
ically defines a set of “primitive” datatypes, such asstring or
integer, and provides a mechanism for deriving new datatypes
from existing ones. For example, in the XML schema type
system thenonNegativeIntegerdatatype is derived from the
integerdatatype by constraining values ofnonNegativeInte-
ger to be greater than or equal to zero[Biron and Malhorta,
2000].

In order to represent concepts such as “persons whose age
is at least 21”, we can extend our concept language with a
setD of concrete datatypes and concepts of the form∃R.d
and∀R.d, whered ∈ D. To be more precise, we assume
that we have a set of datatypesD, and, with eachd ∈ D, a
setdD ⊆ ∆D is associated, where∆D is the domain of all
datatypes. We will assume that:

1. the domain of interpretation of all concrete datatypes
∆D (the concrete domain) is disjoint from the domain
of interpretation of our concept language (theabstract
domain), and

2. there exists a sound and complete decision procedure for
the emptiness of an expression of the formdD

1 ∩. . .∩dD
n ,

wheredi is a (possibly negated) concrete datatype from
D (where¬d is interpreted as∆D \ dD).

We will say that a set of datatypes isconformingif it satisfies
the above criteria.

The disjointness of the abstract and concrete domains is
motivated by both philosophical and pragmatic considera-
tions. On the one hand, concrete datatypes are considered to
be already sufficiently structured by the type system, which
may include a derivation mechanism and built-in ordering re-
lations; therefore, we do not need the DL mechanism to form
new datatypes as in[Baader and Hanschke, 1991]. On the
other hand, it allows us to deal with an arbitrary conforming
set of datatypes without compromising the compactness of
our concept language or the soundness and completeness of
our decision procedure.

This scheme can be trivially extended to include boolean
combinations of datatypes and number restrictions qualified
with data types, but to simplify the presentation we will only
consider (possibly negated) atomic datatypes and exists/value
restrictions. The type system can be as complex as that
defined for XML schema, or as simple as the one defined
in the OIL ontology language[Fenselet al., 2000], where
the only primitive datatypes are integer and string, and new
types are derived by adding minimum and maximum value
constraints. Using the OIL typesystem we could, for ex-
ample, define the type (min 21) and use it in the concept
Person u ∃age.(min 21).
Named Individuals Allowing named individuals to occur in
concepts provides additional expressive power that is use-
ful in many applications;nominals(as such individuals can
be called) are a prominent feature of hybrid logics[Black-
burn and Seligman, 1998], and various extensions of modal
and description logics with nominals have already been in-
vestigated (see, e.g.,[Schaerf, 1994; De Giacomo, 1995;
Areceset al., 2000]). As we have seen, nominals occur natu-
rally in ontologies as names for specific persons, companies,
countries etcetera.

From a semantic point of view, it is important to distinguish
between a nominal and an atomic concept/simple class, since
the nominal stands for exactly one individual—in contrast to
a concept, which is interpreted as someset of individuals.
Modelling nominals as pairwise disjoint atomic concepts can
lead to incorrect inferences, in particular with respect to im-
plicit maximum cardinality constraints. For example, ifItaly
is modelled as an atomic concept, then it would not be possi-
ble to infer that persons who are citizensonly of Italy cannot
have dual-nationality (i.e., cannot be citizens of more than
one country).

Finally, nominals can be viewed as a powerful generali-
sation of DLAbox individuals[Schaerf, 1994]: in an Abox
we can assert that an individual is an instance of a concept
or that a pair of individuals is an instance of a role (binary
relation), but Abox individuals cannot be usedinside con-
cepts. For example, ifGiuseppe and Italy are Abox in-
dividuals, we could assert that the pair(Giuseppe, Italy)
is an instance of thecitizen-of role, but we could not de-
scribe the conceptItalian as aPerson who is acitizen-of
Italy. Using nominals, not only can we express this con-
cept (i.e.,Person u ∃citizen-of .Italy), but we can also cap-
ture Abox assertions with concept inclusion axioms of the
form Giuseppe v Italian (Giuseppe is an Italian) and
Giuseppe v ∃citizen-of .Italy (Giuseppe is a citizen-of
Italy).
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Construct Name Syntax Semantics
atomic conceptC A AI ⊆ ∆I
abstract roleRA R RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I
concrete roleRD T T I ⊆ ∆I ×∆ID
nominalsI o oI ⊆ ∆I , ]oI = 1
datatypesD d dD ⊆ ∆D

conjunction C uD (C uD)I = CI ∩DI
disjunction C tD (C tD)I = CI ∪DI
negation ¬C (¬C)I = ∆I \ CI

¬d (¬d)I = ∆D \ dI
exists restriction ∃R.C (∃R.C)I = {x | ∃y.

〈x, y〉 ∈ RI andy ∈ CI}
value restriction ∀R.C (∀R.C)I = {x | ∀y.

〈x, y〉 ∈ RI impliesy ∈ CI}
atleast restriction (>nS.C) (>nS.C)I = {x | ]({y.

〈x, y〉 ∈ SI} ∩ CI) > n}
atmost restriction (6nS.C) (6nS.C)I = {x | ]({y.

〈x, y〉 ∈ SI} ∩ CI) 6 n}
datatype exists ∃T.d (∃T.d)I = {x | ∃y.

〈x, y〉 ∈ T I andy ∈ dD}
datatype value ∀T.d (∀T.d)I = {x | ∀y.

〈x, y〉 ∈ T I impliesy ∈ dD}

Figure 1: Syntax and semantics ofSHOQ(D)

SHOQ(D) Syntax and Semantics

Definition 1 Let C, R = RA ] RD, andI be disjoint sets
of concept names, abstract and concreterole names, andin-
dividual names.

ForR andS roles, arole axiomis either a role inclusion,
which is of the formR v S for R, S ∈ RA or R, S ∈ RD,
or a transitivity axiom, which is of the formTrans(R) for
R ∈ RA. A role boxR is a finite set of role axioms.

A role R is calledsimple if, for v* the transitive reflex-
ive closure ofv on R and for each roleS, S v* R implies
Trans(S) 6∈ R.

The set ofSHOQ(D)-concepts is the smallest set such
that each concept nameA ∈ C is a concept, for each individ-
ual nameo ∈ I, o is a concept, and, forC andD concepts,R
an abstract role,T a concrete role,S a simple role, andd ∈ D
a concrete datatype, complex concepts can be built using the
operators shown in Figure 1.

The semantics is given by means of an interpretationI =
(∆I , ·I) consisting of a non-empty domain∆I , disjoint from
the concrete domain∆D, and a mapping·I , which maps
atomic and complex concepts, roles, and nominals accord-
ing to Figure 1 (] denotes set cardinality). An interpretation
I = (∆I , ·I) satisfiesa role inclusion axiomR1 v R2 iff
RI1 ⊆ RI2 , and it satisfies a transitivity axiomTrans(R) iff
RI = (RI)+. An interpretation satisfies a role boxR iff it
satisfies each axiom inR.

A SHOQ(D)-conceptC is satisfiablew.r.t. a role boxR
iff there is an interpretationI with CI 6= ∅ that satisfiesR.
Such an interpretation is called amodelof C w.r.t. R. A
conceptC is subsumedby a conceptD w.r.t.R iff CI v DI
for each interpretationI satisfyingR. Two concepts are said
to be equivalent (w.r.t.R) iff they mutually subsume each
other (w.r.t.R).

Some remarks are in order: In the following, ifR is clear
from the context, we useTrans(R) instead ofTrans(R) ∈ R.

Please note that the domain of each role is the abstract do-
main, and that we distinguish those roles whose range is also
the abstract domain (abstract roles), and those whose range
is the concrete domain (concrete roles). In the following, we
useR for the former andT for the latter form of roles (pos-
sibly with index). We have chosen to disallow role inclusion
axioms of the formT v R (orR v T ) for R an abstract and
T a concrete role, since each model of such an axiom would
necessarily interpretT (orR) as the empty relation.

Restricting number restrictions to simple roles is required
to yield a decidable logic[Horrockset al., 1999].

Next, negation of concepts and datatypes is relativised to
both the abstract and the concrete domain.

As usual, subsumption and satisfiability can be reduced to
each other, andSHOQ(D) has the expressive power toin-
ternalisegeneral concept inclusion axioms[Horrockset al.,
1999]. However, in the presence of nominals, we must also
add∃O.o1 u . . .u∃O.o` to the concept internalising the gen-
eral concept inclusion axioms to make sure that the universal
roleO indeed reaches all nominalsoi occurring in the input
concept and terminology.

Finally, we did not choose to make aunique name assump-
tion, i.e., two nominals might refer to the same individual.
However, the inference algorithm presented below can easily
be adapted to the unique name case by a suitable initialisation
of the inequality relation6 .=.

3 A Tableau for SHOQ(D)
For ease of presentation, we assume all concepts to be in
negation normal form(NNF). Each concept can be trans-
formed into an equivalent one in NNF by pushing negation
inwards, making use of deMorgan’s laws and the following
equivalences:

¬∃R.C ≡ ∀R.¬C ¬∀R.C ≡ ∃R.¬C
¬∃T.d ≡ ∀T.¬d ¬∀T.d ≡ ∃T.¬d

¬(6nR.C) ≡ (>(n+ 1)R.C)
¬(>(n+ 1)R.C) ≡ (6nR.C)

¬(>0R.C) ≡ C u ¬C
We use∼C to denote the NNF of¬C. Moreover, for a con-
ceptD, we usecl(D) to denote the set of all subconcepts of
D, the NNF of these subconcepts, and the (possibly negated)
datatypes occurring in these (NNFs of) subconcepts.

Definition 2 If D is aSHOQ(D)-concept in NNF,R a role
box, andRD

A , RD
D are the sets of abstract and concrete roles

occurring inD or R, a tableauT for D w.r.t. R is defined
to be a quadruple(S,L,EA,ED) such that:S is a set of in-
dividuals,L : S → 2cl(D) maps each individual to a set of
concepts which is a subset ofcl(D), EA : RD

A → 2S×S

maps each abstract role inRD
A to a set of pairs of individ-

uals,ED : RD
D → 2S×∆D maps each concrete role inRD

D to
a set of pairs of individuals and concrete values, and there is
some individuals ∈ S such thatD ∈ L(s). For alls, t ∈ S,
C,C1, C2 ∈ cl(D),R, S ∈ RD

A , T, T ′ ∈ RD
D, and

ST (s, C) := {t ∈ S | 〈s, t〉 ∈ EA(S) andC ∈ L(t)},
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it holds that:

(P1) if C ∈ L(s), then¬C /∈ L(s),
(P2) if C1 u C2 ∈ L(s), thenC1 ∈ L(s) andC2 ∈ L(s),
(P3) if C1 t C2 ∈ L(s), thenC1 ∈ L(s) orC2 ∈ L(s),
(P4) if 〈s, t〉 ∈ EA(R) andR v* S, then〈s, t〉 ∈ EA(S),

if 〈s, t〉 ∈ ED(T ) andT v* T ′, then〈s, t〉 ∈ ED(T ′)
(P5) if ∀R.C ∈ L(s) and〈s, t〉 ∈ EA(R), thenC ∈ L(t),
(P6) if ∃R.C ∈ L(s), then there is somet ∈ S such that
〈s, t〉 ∈ EA(R) andC ∈ L(t),

(P7) if ∀S.C ∈ L(s) and〈s, t〉 ∈ EA(R) for someR v* S
with Trans(R), then∀R.C ∈ L(t),

(P8) if (>nS.C) ∈ L(s), then]ST (s, C) > n,

(P9) if (6nS.C) ∈ L(s), then]ST (s, C) 6 n, and

(P10) if {(6nS.C), (>nS.C)} ∩ L(s) 6= ∅ and 〈s, t〉 ∈
EA(S), then{C,∼C} ∩ L(t) 6= ∅,

(P11) if o ∈ L(s) ∩ L(t), thens = t,

(P12) if ∀T.d ∈ L(s) and〈s, t〉 ∈ ED(T ), thent ∈ dD,

(P13) if ∃T.d ∈ L(s), then there is somet ∈ ∆D such that
〈s, t〉 ∈ ED(T ) andt ∈ dD.

Lemma 3 A SHOQ(D)-conceptD in NNF is satisfiable
w.r.t. a role boxR iff D has a tableau w.r.t.R.

Proof: We concentrate on (P11) to (P13), which cover the
the new logical features, i.e., nominals and datatypes; the
remainder is similar to the proof found in[Horrockset al.,
1999]. Roughly speaking, we construct a modelI from a
tableau by takingS as its interpretation domain and adding
the missing role-successorships for transitive roles. Then,
by induction on the structure of formulae, we prove that, if
C ∈ L(s), thens ∈ CI . (P11) ensures that nominals are
indeed interpreted as singletons, and (P12) and (P13) make
sure that concrete datatypes are interpreted correctly.

For the converse, each model is by definition of the seman-
tics a tableau. 2

4 A tableau algorithm for SHOQ(D)
From Lemma 3, an algorithm which constructs a tableau for
a SHOQ(D)-conceptD can be used as a decision proce-
dure for the satisfiability ofD with respect to a role boxR.
Such an algorithm will now be described in detail. Please
note that, due to the absence of inverse roles,subset blocking
is sufficient (see also[Baader and Sattler, 2000]) to ensure
termination and correctness.

Definition 4 LetR be a role box,D a SHOQ(D)-concept
in NNF,RD

A the set of abstract roles occurring inD orR, and
ID the set of nominals occurring inD. A completion forest
for D with respect toR is a set of treesF where each nodex
of the forest is labelled with a set

L(x) ⊆ cl(D) ∪ {↑(R, o) | R ∈ RD
A ando ∈ ID},

and each edge〈x, y〉 is labelled with a set of role names
L(〈x, y〉) containing roles occurring incl(D) or R. Addi-
tionally, we keep track of inequalities between nodes of the

forest with a symmetric binary relation6 .= between the nodes
of F. For eacho ∈ ID there is adistinguishednodexo in F
such thato ∈ L(x). We use↑(R, o) ∈ L(y) to represent an
R labelled edge fromy to xo.

Given a completion forest, a nodey is called anR-
successorof a nodex if, for someR′ with R′ v* R, either
y is a successor ofx andR′ ∈ L(〈x, y〉), or ↑(R′, o) ∈ L(x)
andy = xo. Ancestors and roots are defined as usual.

For a roleS and a nodex in F we defineSF(x,C) by

SF(x,C) := {y | y is anS-successor ofx andC ∈ L(y)}.

A nodex is directly blockedif none of its ancestors are
blocked, and it has an ancestorx′ that is not distinguished
such thatL(x) ⊆ L(x′). In this case we will say thatx′

blocksx. A node isblockedif is directly blocked or if its
predecessor is blocked.

For a nodex, L(x) is said to contain aclashif

1. for some concept nameA ∈ NC , {A,¬A} ⊆ L(x),
2. for some roleS, (6nS.C) ∈ L(x) and there aren + 1
S-successorsy0, . . . , yn of x with C ∈ L(yi) for each
0 ≤ i ≤ n andyi 6

.= yj for each0 ≤ i < j ≤ n,

3. L(x) contains (possibly negated) datatypesd1, . . . , dn
such thatdD

1 ∩ . . . ∩ dD
n is empty, or if

4. for someo ∈ L(x), x 6 .= xo.

If o1, . . . , o` are all individuals occurring inD, the algo-
rithm initialises the completion forestF to contain`+ 1 root
nodesx0, xo1 . . . , xo` with L(x0) = {D} and L(xoi) =
{oi}. The inequality relation6 .= is initialised with the empty
relation.F is then expanded by repeatedly applying the rules
from Figure 2, stopping if a clash occurs in one of its nodes.

The completion forest iscompletewhen, for some nodex,
L(x) contains a clash, or when none of the rules is applica-
ble. If the expansion rules can be applied in such a way that
they yield a complete, clash-free completion forest, then the
algorithm returns “D is satisfiablew.r.t. R”, and “D is un-
satisfiablew.r.t.R” otherwise.

Lemma 5 When started with aSHOQ(D) conceptD in
NNF, the completion algorithm terminates.

Proof: Letm = |cl(D)|, k = |RD
A |, n the maximal number

in atleast number restrictions, and` = |ID|. Termination is
a consequence of the following properties of the expansion
rules: (1) Each rule but the6- or theO-rule strictly extends
the completion forest, by extending node labels or adding
nodes, while removing neither nodes nor elements from node.
(2) New nodes are only generated by the∃- or the>-rule
as successors of a nodex for concepts of the form∃R.C
and(>nS.C) in L(x). For a nodex, each of these concepts
can trigger the generation of successors at most once—even
though the node(s) generated was later removed by either the
6- or theO-rule. If a successory of x was generated for a
concept∃S.C ∈ L(x), andy is removed later, then there will
always be someS-successorz of x such thatC ∈ L(z), and
hence the∃-rule cannot be applied again tox and∃S.C.

For the>-rule, if y1, . . . , yn were generated by an appli-
cation of the>-rule for a concept(>nS.C), thenyi 6

.= yj
is added for eachi 6= j. This implies that there will always
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u-rule: if C1 u C2 ∈ L(x), x is not blocked, and{C1, C2} 6⊆ L(x),
thenL(x) = L(x) ∪ {C1, C2}

t-rule: if C1 t C2 ∈ L(x), x is not blocked, and{C1, C2} ∩ L(x) = ∅,
thenL(x) = L(x) ∪ {C} for someC ∈ {C1, C2}

∃-rule: if ∃R.C ∈ L(x), (or∃T.d ∈ L(x)) x is not blocked, andx has noR-successory with C ∈ L(y)
(resp. noT -successory with d ∈ L(y)),

then create a new nodey with L(〈x, y〉) = {R} andL(y) = {C} (resp. withL(〈x, y〉) = {T} andL(y) = {d})
∀-rule: if ∀R.C ∈ L(x) (or ∀T.d ∈ L(x)), x is not blocked, and there is anR-successory of x with C /∈ L(y),

(resp. aT -successory of x with d 6∈ L(y)),
thenL(y) = L(y) ∪ {C} (resp.L(y) = L(y) ∪ {d})

∀+-rule: if ∀S.C ∈ L(x), x is not blocked, and there is someR with Trans(R) andR v* S,
and anR-successory of x with ∀R.C /∈ L(y),

thenL(y) = L(y) ∪ {∀R.C}
choose-rule: {(>nS.C), (6nS.C)} ∩ L(x) 6= ∅, x is not blocked, andy is anS-successor ofx with {C,∼C} ∩ L(y) = ∅,

thenL(y) = L(y) ∪ {E} for someE ∈ {C,∼C}
>-rule: if (>nS.C) ∈ L(x), x is not blocked, and there are non S-successorsy1, . . . , yn of x with C ∈ L(yi) and

yi 6
.= yj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,

then createn new nodesy1, . . . , yn with L(〈x, yi〉) = {S}, L(yi) = {C}, andyi 6
.= yj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.

6-rule: if (6nS.C) ∈ L(x), x is not blocked, andx hasn+ 1 S-successorsy0, . . . , yn with C ∈ L(yi) for
each0 ≤ i ≤ n, and there existi 6= j s. t. notyi 6

.= yj and, if only one ofyi, yj is distinguished, then it isyi,
then 1.L(yi) = L(yi) ∪ L(yj) and addy 6 .= yi for eachy with y 6 .= yj , and

if both yi, yj are not distinguished, then 2.L(〈x, yi〉) = L(〈x, yi〉) ∪ L(〈x, yj〉)
if yi is andyj is not distinguished, then 2.L(x) = L(x) ∪ {↑(S, o) | S ∈ L(〈x, yj〉)} for someo ∈ L(yi)

and 3. removeyj and all edges leading toyj from the completion forest
O-rule: if o ∈ L(x), x is neither blocked nor distinguished, and notx 6 .= xo

then, forz distinguished witho ∈ L(z), do 1.L(z) = L(z) ∪ L(x), and
2. if x has a predecessorx′, thenL(x′) = L(x′) ∪ {↑(R, o) | R ∈ L(〈x′, x〉)},
3. addy 6 .= z for eachy with y 6 .= x, and removex and all edges leading tox from the completion forest

Figure 2: The complete tableaux expansion rules forSHOQ(D)

be n S-successorsy′1, . . . , y
′
n of x since neither the6-rule

nor theO-rule ever merges two nodesy′i, y
′
j with y′i 6

.= y′j ,
and, whenever the6- or theO-rule removes a successor of
x, there will be someS-successorz of x that “inherits” all
inequalities fromy′i.

Hence the out-degree of the forest is bounded bynm.
(3) Nodes are labelled with subsets ofcl(D)∪{↑(R, o) | R ∈
RD
A ando ∈ ID}, so there are at most2m+k` different node

labellings. Therefore, if a pathp is of length at least2m+k`,
then, from the blocking condition in Definition 4, there are
two nodesx, y on p such thatx is directly blocked byy.
Hence paths are of length at most2m+k`. 2

Lemma 6 If a SHOQ(D) conceptD in NNF has a tableau
w.r.t. R, then the expansion rules can be applied toD andR
such that they yield a complete, clash-free completion forest.

Proof: Again, we concentrate on the new features nominals
and datatypes and refer the reader to[Horrockset al., 1999]
for the remainder. Given a tableauT for D w.r.t. R, we can
apply the non-deterministic rules, i.e., thet-, choose, and
6-rule, in such a way that we obtain a complete and clash-
free tableau: inductively with the generation of new nodes,
we define a mappingπ from nodes of the completion for-
est to individuals in the tableau and concrete values in such
a way thatL(x) ⊆ L(π(x)) for π(x) ∈ S and, for each
pair of nodesx, y and each (abstract or concrete) roleR, if
y is anR-successor ofx, then 〈π(x), π(y)〉 ∈ EA(R) or
〈π(x), π(y)〉 ∈ ED(R). Please note that the latter also holds

in the case thaty is not a successor ofx but a distinguished
node (i.e.,↑(R, o) ∈ L(x) andy = xo), and in the case thaty
is a concrete value (i.e.,π(y) 6∈ S). Due to (P12) and (P13),
we do not encounter a clash of the form (3), and (P11) makes
sure that theO-rule can be applied correctly. 2

Lemma 7 If the expansion rules can be applied to a
SHOQ(D) conceptD in NNF and a role boxR such that
they yield a complete and clash-free completion forest, then
D has a tableau w.r.t.R.

Proof: From a complete and clash-free completion forestF,
we can obtain a tableauT = (S,L′,EA,ED) by unravelling
as usual. That is, each element of the tableau is apath in the
completion forest that starts at one of the root nodes and that,
instead of going to a blocked node, goes to the node that is
blocking this node (we disregard nodes that have datatypes in
their labels).E-successorship for abstract roles is defined ac-
cording to the labels of edges (i.e., ifR′ ∈ L(〈xn, xn+1〉) in
F with R′ v* R, then〈x0 . . . xn, x0 . . . xnxn+1〉 ∈ EA(R) in
T ) and following labels↑(R, o) (i.e., if ↑(R, o) ∈ L(xn) in F,
then〈x0 . . . xn, xo〉 ∈ EA(R)). E-successorship for concrete
roles is defined following the edges to those (disregarded)
nodes with datatypes in their labels. Clash-freeness makes
sure that this is possible.

To satisfy (P8) also in cases where twoR-successorsy1, y2

of a nodex with (>nR.C) are blocked by the same node
z, we must distinguish between individuals that, instead of
going toyi, go toz. This can be easily done as in[Horrockset
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al., 1999], annotating points in the path accordingly. Finally,
we setL′(x0 . . . xn) = L(xn).

It remains to prove thatT satisfies each (Pi). (P1) to (P10)
are similar to those in[Horrockset al., 1999]. (P11) is due to
completeness (otherwise, theO-rule was applicable), which
implies that nominals can be found only in the labels of dis-
tinguished nodes (note that the definition of blocking is such
that a distinguished node can never block another one). (P12)
and (P13) are due to the fact thatF has no clash of form (3),
and that the∃- and∀-rule are not applicable. 2

As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3, 5, 6, and
7, the completion algorithm always terminates, and answers
with “D is satisfiable w.r.t.R” iff D is satisfiable w.r.t.R.
Next, subsumption can be reduced to (un)satisfiability. Fi-
nally, as we mentioned in Section 2,SHOQ(D) can inter-
nalise general concept inclusion axioms, and we can thus de-
cide these inference problems also w.r.t. terminologies.

Theorem 8 The completion algorithm presented in Defini-
tion 4 is a decision procedure for satisfiability and subsump-
tion of SHOQ(D) concepts w.r.t. terminologies.

5 Conclusion
As we have seen, ontologies are set to play a key rôle in the
Semantic Web, where they will provide a source of shared
and precisely defined terms for use in descriptions of web
resources. Moreover, such descriptions should be amenable
to automated reasoningif they are to be used effectively by
automated processes.

We have presented the DLSHOQ(D), along with a
sound and complete decision procedure for concept satisfi-
ability/subsumption. With its support for both nominals and
concrete datatypes,SHOQ(D) is well suited to the provision
of reasoning support for ontology languages in general, and
web based ontology languages in particular. In addition, the
SHOQ(D) decision procedure is similar to theSHIQ de-
cision procedure implemented in the highly successful FaCT
system, and should be amenable to a similar range of perfor-
mance enhancing optimisations.

The only feature of languages such as OIL and DAML (and
SHIQ) that is missing inSHOQ(D) is inverse roles. Its ex-
clusion was motivated by the very high complexity of reason-
ing that results from the unconstrained interaction of inverse
roles with nominals and datatypes. Future work will include
a detailed study of this interaction with a view to providing
(restricted) support for inverse roles without triggering the
explosion in complexity. An implementation (based on the
FaCT system) is also planned, and will be used to test empir-
ical performance.
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Abstract

Weintroducethe ��� family of graph-basedknowl-
edge representationand reasoningmodels, basi-
cally extensionsof the simpleconceptualgraphs
model. Objectsof thesemodelsare colored sim-
ple graphsand are usedto representfacts, rules
and constraints. Reasoningsare basedon graph-
theoretic mechanisms,mainly graph homomor-
phism. Models of this family are definedby the
kind of objectscomposinga knowledgebase. In
this paper, we focus on the formal definitionsof
thesemodels,includingtheiroperationalsemantics
andrelationshipswith FOL, andwe studytheir de-
cidability propertiesandcomputationalcomplexity.

1 Intr oduction
Conceptualgraphs (CGs) have been proposedin [Sowa,
1984] as a knowledgerepresentationand reasoningmodel,
mathematicallyfoundedon logicsandgraphtheory. Though
mainly studiedasa graphicalinterfacefor logics or asa di-
agrammaticsystemof logics, their graph-theoreticfounda-
tions have beenless investigated. Most works in this area
are limited to simpleconceptualgraphs (simplegraphsor
SGs)[Sowa,1984;CheinandMugnier, 1992], corresponding
to thepositive,conjunctive andexistentialfragmentof FOL.
Thismodelhasthreefundamentalcharacteristics:

1. objectsarebipartitelabelledgraphs(nodesrepresenten-
titiesandrelationsbetweentheseentities);

2. reasoningsare based on graph-theoreticoperations,
mainlya graphhomomorphismcalledprojection;

3. it is logically founded,reasoningsbeingsoundandcom-
pletew.r.t. a FOL semanticscalled � .

Main extensionsof the SG model, keeping projection-
basedoperationsandsoundandcompletesemantics,are in-
ference rules [Gosh and Wuwongse,1995; Salvat, 1998]
and nestedgraphs [Chein et al., 1998]; for general CGs,
[Kerdiles, 1997] introducesan original deductionsystem,
combininganalytictableauxwith projection.

Wepresenthereafamilyof extensionsof thesimplegraphs
model. Thecommongroundfor theseextensionsis thatob-
jects are colored simplegraphsrepresentingfacts, rules or

constraints, and operationsare basedupon projection; the
deductionproblemasks,given � a knowledgebaseand 	
a simple graph(which may representa query, a goal, . . . ),
whether	 canbededucedfrom � . Accordingto thekindsof
objectsconsideredin � , differentreasoningmodelsareob-
tained,composingthe �
� family. In this paper, we focuson
the formal definitionsof thesemodels,including their oper-
ationalsemanticsandrelationshipswith FOL, andwe study
their decidabilitypropertiesandcomputationalcomplexity.

In section 2 basic definitions and results about simple
graphsare recalled. Section3 presentsan overview of the�
� family. In particular, we explain why we considerSGs
graphicalfeaturesasessentialfor knowledgemodelingand
pointout thatthesepropertiesarepreservedin the �
� family.
In next sectionswestudythedifferentmembersof thefamily.

2 BasicNotions: the �� Model
Basicontologicalknowledgeis encodedin a structurecalled
a support. Factualknowledgeis encodedinto simplegraphs
(SGs),which arebipartitelabelledmultigraphs(therecanbe
severaledgesbetweentwo nodes).Elementaryreasoningsare
computedby a graphhomomorphismcalledprojection.

Definition 1 (Support) A support is a 4-tuple � ����������������������
.
���

and
���

are two partially ordered finite
sets,respectivelyof concepttypesand relationtypes. Rela-
tion typesmaybeof anyarity greateror equalto 1.

�
is the

setof individual markersand
�

is a mappingfrom
�

to
���

.
We denoteby � thegenericmarker, where �! " � . Thepartial
order on

�$#&% �(' considers elementsof
�

as pairwisenon
comparable, and � asits greatestelement.

Definition 2 (Simple Graph) A simplegraph, definedon a
support � , is a bipartite multigraph )*� ��+,�.-/�.01�

, where+ � ��+ � �2+ � �
.
+ �

and
+ �

are the setsof conceptnodes
andrelationnodes,

-
is thesetof edges. Edgesincidentona

relationnodeare numberedfrom1 to thedegreeof thenode.
We denoteby )43 �657� the 8:96; neighborof a relationnode

5
in) . Each nodehasa labelgivenby themapping

0
. A concept

node < is labelled by a couple (type(c), marker(c)), where
type(c) is an elementof

���
, called its type, and marker(c)

is an elementof
�=#>% �(' , calledits marker. If marker(c) = m

is an individual marker, thentype(c)=
�?�6@!�

. A relationnode5
is labelledby type(r), anelementof

���
, calledits type, and

thedegreeof
5

mustbeequalto thearity of type(r).
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Figure1: Simplegraphs.

In thedrawing of a SG,conceptnodesarerepresentedby
rectanglesandrelationnodesby ovals. Genericmarkersare
omitted. And sincein our exampleswe usebinary relations
only, numberson edgesarereplacedby directededges:a re-
lation nodeis incidentto exactly oneincomingandoneout-
goingedge.Fig. 1 shows two (connected)simplegraphsas-
sumedto bedefinedover thesamesupport.

Simple graphscorrespondto the existential conjunctive
andpositive fragmentof FOL (by the semantics� ). Types
aremappedto predicatesandindividualmarkersto constants.
A setof formulas � ��A,� is assignedto any support� , trans-
lating partial orderson types. Given any SG ) , a formula� � ) � is built as follows. A term is assignedto eachcon-
ceptnode:a distinct variablefor eachgenericnode,andthe
constantcorrespondingto its marker otherwise. An atomB � < � (resp.

B � <DC!EFEGEH<JI � ) is associatedto eachconceptnode
(resp. relation node

5
of arity K ), where

B
is the type of

the node,and < (resp. <L3 ) is the term assignedto this node
(resp.assignedto ) 3 ��5M� ). Let N � ) � be the conjunctionof
theseatoms. � � ) � is the existentialclosureof N � ) � . E.g.
the formula assignedto the dashedsubgraphof ) in Fig. 1
is OQPROQS �6TVU7WDUYX(5 <JZ UD5[� P �[\^]V5Y_L`(U < B � S �[\^TVU7WDUYX(5 <JZ UD5[�ba>�[\@!UD@dceUf5[� P � S �?\g@hUf@dceUf5Q�ba=� S ��\ works-with

� P ��a>��� .
Definition 3 (Projection) Let 	 and ) be two SGsdefined
on a support � , a projectionfrom 	 into ) is a mapping i
from

+j�k� 	 � to
+j�k� ) � and from

+���� 	 � to
+j�
� ) � that pre-

servesedgesandmaydecreasenodelabels:

1. l�< 5 " -g� 	 �L� i � < � i ��5M� " -m� ) � ; andif <n�o	p3 ��5M� , theni � < � �q)43 � i �65M��� ;
2. lRP " +g� 	 �L��0r� i � P ���mst0H� P � (if P is a conceptnode,s

is the product of the orders on
� �

and
�u#v% �Q' ,

i.e.
B Sfw UQ� i � P ���xs B SYw UQ� P � and

@!X(5 K Uf5Q� i � P ���ys@!X(5 K UD5[� P ��� .
We note 	{z|) ( 	 subsumes) ) if thereexistsa projec-

tion from 	 into ) . Typically, 	 representsa query, ) a
fact, andprojectionsfrom 	 to ) defineanswersto 	 . In
Fig. 1, supposeResearcher

s
Person, thenthereis onepro-

jection from 	 into ) . The imageof 	 by this projection
is the dashedsubgraphof ) . Projectionis soundandcom-
pletew.r.t. the semantics� , up to a normality conditionfor
completeness;thenormalformof aSG ) is theSGnf

� ) � ob-
tainedby merging conceptnodeshaving thesameindividual
marker. This SG alwaysexists (andis computablein linear
timewith anaivealgorithm).Then:let 	 and ) betwo

A ) s.	{z nf
� ) �o} � � � �e� � � ) �4~ � � 	 � [CheinandMugnier,

1992], [GoshandWuwongse,1995].

For the sake of brevity, we considerin what follows that
SGs(andmorecomplex constructsbuilt uponSGs)aregiven
in normal form, and put into normal form if neededafter
a modification. And, sincea SG needsnot be a connected
graph,we confusea setof SGswith theSGobtainedby per-
forming thedisjoint unionof its elements.In following defi-
nition for instance,theSG � representsa setof SGs.

Definition 4 ( ��� Deduction) Let � and 	 be two SGs. 	
canbededucedfrom � if 	|z�� .

The �
� deductionproblem is NP-complete[Chein and
Mugnier, 1992]. Note that thesubsumptionrelationinduced
by projectionoverSGsis a quasi-order. Two graphsaresaid
to be equivalentif they project to eachother. A SG is said
to be redundantif it is equivalent to one of its strict sub-
graphs. Redundancy checkingis an NP-completeproblem.
Eachequivalenceclassadmitsa unique(up to isomorphism)
nonredundantgraph[CheinandMugnier, 1992].

3 Overview of the ��� Family
From a modeling viewpoint, the simple graphsmodel has
two essentialproperties.Theobjects,simplegraphs,areeas-
ily understandableby anend-user(a knowledgeengineer, or
even an expert). And reasoningsare easily understandable
too, for two reasons:projectionis a graphmatchingopera-
tion, thuseasilyinterpretableandvisualisable;andthesame
languageis usedat interfaceandoperationallevels. It fol-
lows that reasoningscan be explainedin a naturalmanner
to the user, stepby step,anddirectly on his own modeliza-
tion (seefor instancetheknowledgeengineeringapplication
describedin [Bos et al., 1997] or experimentsin document
retrieval doneby [Genest,2000], wherein bothcasestherep-
resentationlanguageis at the expert level). The �
� family
keepstheseessentialproperties.

Let us now informally presentthe mostgeneralmodelof
thefamily. Throughoutthissection,wewill useexamplesin-
spiredfrom a modelizationof a knowledgeacquisitioncase
study, called Sysiphus-I:it describesa resourceallocation
problem,wheretheaimis to assignofficesto personsof a re-
searchgroupwhile fulfilling constraints[Bagetet al., 1999].

Simplegraphsarethe basicconstructs,uponwhich more
complex constructs,rules and constraints,are defined,and
operationsarebasedonprojection.A rule expressesaknowl-
edgeof form “if � holdsthen � canbeadded”.It is encoded
into a simple graphprovided with two colors, highlighting
the hypothesisandthe conclusionof the rule. In drawings,
we representthehypothesisby white nodes,andtheconclu-
sion by gray ones. Rulesareusedin the following way: if
the hypothesisof a rule canbe projectedinto a graph,then
therule is applicableto thegraph,andits conclusioncanbe
addedto the graphaccordingto the projection. The rule of
Fig. 2 canbe understoodas “for all personsP and S , if P
workswith S , then S workswith P ”. It canbeappliedto ) of
Fig. 1, addinga relationnode(work-with) with predecessor
[Researcher:K] andsuccessor[Researcher].

A constraint canbeapositiveconstraintor anegativecon-
straint,expressinga knowledgeof form “if � holds,somust� ”, or “if � holds, � mustnot”. It is alsoa bicoloredsim-
ple graph: the first color definesthe conditionpart, andthe
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secondcolor the mandatory(or forbidden)part. A graph )
satisfiesa positive constraint � if each projectionfrom the
conditionpart of � into ) canbe extendedasa projection
of the whole � . And ) satisfiesa negative constraintif no
projectionof � into ) canbeextendedasa projectionof the
whole � . Fig. 2 representsthenegative constraint“two per-
sonsworking togethershouldnotshareanoffice”. Thegraph) of Fig 1 doesnot satisfythis constraintbecause“there is
a researcherwhoworkswith researcherK” (projectionof the
conditionpartof � ) “and they shareoffice #124” (extension
of theprojectionto aprojectionof thewhole � ).

Whenconstraintsareinvolved,wedistinguishbetweentwo
kindsof rules: inferencerulesof form “if � thenadd � ” and
evolution rulesof form “if � thenadd � , exceptif it brings
inconsistency”. Now, a knowledgebasecontainsfour sets
representingdifferent kinds of knowledge: a set � of sim-
ple graphsencodingfactualknowledge,a set � of inference
rules, aset � of evolutionrulesanda set � of constraints.

Let usoutlinethedeductionproblem:theproblemtakesin
input a knowledgebase(KB) anda goalexpressedasa SG,
andaskswhetherthereis a pathof consistentworlds evolv-
ing from theinitial oneto aworld satisfyingthegoal.Factual
knowledgedescribesan initial world; inferencerulesrepre-
sentimplicit knowledgeaboutworlds; evolution rulesrepre-
sentpossibletransitionsfrom oneworld to otherworlds;con-
straintsdefineconsistency of worlds;asuccessorof aconsis-
tentworld is obtainedby anevolution rule application;solv-
ing theproblemconsistsin findingapathof consistentworlds
evolving from theinitial oneto a world satisfyingthegoal.

In the particularcaseof the Sysiphus-Imodelization, �
and � describeinitial information(office locations,persons
andgrouporganization),� representsallocationconstraints,� consistsof oneevolutionrule: “wheneverthereareaperson
andanoffice,try to assignthisofficeto thisperson”.Thegoal
representsa situationwhereeachpersonof thegrouphasan
office. A solutionto theproblemis aworld obtainedfrom the
initial oneby a sequenceof office assignments,whereeach
personhasanoffice,while satisfyingallocationconstraints.

Let usnow specifydefinitionsandnotationsconcerningthe�
� family. RulesandconstraintsaredefinedascoloredSGs.

Definition 5 (coloredSGs) A coloredsimplegraphis a paira � � ) ���Q� where ) is a SGand
�

is a mappingfrom
+m� ) �

into
%f���J� ' . Thenumberassociatedto a nodeis called the

color of the node. We denoteby
a!� 3G� the subgraphof ) in-

ducedby 8 -colored nodes. Thesubgraph
a!��� � mustform a

SG(i.e. the neighbors of a relation nodeof the hypothesis
mustalsobelongto thehypothesis).

A KB is denotedby ��� � � � � � � � � � . Givena KB � and
a goal 	 , the deductionproblemaskswhether 	 canbe de-

ducedfrom � (we note 	�z�� ). If we imposesomeof the
sets � , � or � to be empty, oneobtainsspecificreasoning
models.Note that in theabsenceof constraints( �$��� ), in-
ferenceandevolution ruleshave the samebehavior, thus �
and � canbeconfused.The ��� family is thencomposedof
thesix following models.� the �
� modelfor � =

� � � � � � � � �� the �,� modelfor � =
� � � � � � � � �� the �
�H� modelfor � =
� � � � � � � � �� the �,�/� modelfor � =
� � � � � � � � �� the ����� modelfor � =
� � � � � � � � �� the �,�m��� modelfor � =
� � � � � � � � �

Sinceafacthasthesamesemanticsasarulewith anempty
hypothesis,theset � is only usedin modelsnameswhenboth
rule sets � and � areempty. The hierarchyof thesemod-
els is representedin Fig. 3. It highlightsthedecidabilityand
complexity of theassociateddeductionproblems.

Semi−decidable

NP−complete

Truly undecidable

−complete

PSfragreplacements �[���M��[���
���7�
�����

�[�
���

�?��

Figure3: Reasoningmodelshierarchyfor the �
� family

4 SGsand Rules: the �^� Model
A simplegraphrule (SGrule)embedsknowledgeof form “if� then � ”. Thefollowing definitionis equivalentto themore
traditionalone(two SGsrelatedwith coreferencelinks) used
in [GoshandWuwongse,1995;Salvat,1998].

Definition 6 (SGRules) A simplegraphrule
T

is a colored
SG.

Tp��� � is calledits hypothesis, and
T�� C � its conclusion.

Deductiondependson the notion of a rule application: it
is a graphtransformationbaseduponprojection.

Definition 7 (Application of a SG Rule) Let ) be a SG,
and

T
be a SGrule.

T
is applicableto ) if there existsa

projection,say i , from
T���� � (thehypothesisof

T
) into ) . In

thatcase, theresultof theapplicationof
T

on ) accordingtoi is thegraph )4  obtainedbymakingthedisjointunionof )
and of a copyof

Tp� C � (the conclusionof
T

), then,for every
edge < 5 , where < " T���� � and

5 " T�� C � , addingan edge with
thesamenumberbetweeni � < � andthecopyof

5
. )4  is said

to bean immediate
T

-derivationfrom ) .

A derivationis naturallydefinedasa (possiblyempty)se-
quenceof rule applications:

Definition 8 (Derivation) Let � bea setof SGrules,and )
bea SG.We call � -derivationfrom ) to a SG )4  a sequence
of SGs)t��) � � EDEJE � )pIm��)4  such that, for

�/s 8 s K , ) 3
is an immediate

T
-derivationfrom ) 3�¡ C , where

T " � .
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To deducea SG 	 , we mustbe able to derive a SG into
which¢£	 canbeprojected,hencethefollowing definition:

Definition 9 (Deduction in �,� ) Let �¤� � � � � � be a KB
andlet 	 bea SG. 	 canbededucedfrom � (notation 	�z� � � � � ) if thereexistsan � -derivationfrom � to a SG ¥ such
that 	�z¦¥ .

The semantics� is extendedto translateSG rules: letT �
and

T C be two SGs, s.t.
T � � Tp��� � and

T C is the
SG obtainedfrom

T�� C � by addingthe neighborsof the rela-
tion nodesof

Tp� C � which areconceptnodesof
T���� � . Then� �6T4� �§l1P�ChEFEGE¨P[© � N �6T � �$ª OQS(C!EGEGEHS¬«/N �6T C � ) wherePj3 are the variablesof N �6T � � and SY are the variablesofN �6T C � that do not appearin N �6T � � . The following sound-

nessand completenessresult is obtained: 	®z � � � � �!}� � � �e� � � � �e� � � � ��~ � � 	 � [Salvat, 1998]. The ��� deduc-
tion problemis semi-decidable[CoulondreandSalvat,1998].

5 SGsand Constraints: the ���°¯ Model
Let usnow introduceconstraints, which areusedto validate
knowledge. In presenceof constraints,deductionis defined
only on a consistentknowledgebase.

Definition 10 (Constraints) A positive (resp.negative) con-
straint � is a colored SG. � ��� � is called the trigger of the
constraint, � � C � is calledits obligation(resp.interdiction). A
SG )oi -violatesa positive(resp.negative)constraint � if i
is a projectionof thetrigger of � into thenonredundantform
of ) (resp.into ) ) thatcannotbeextended(resp.thatcanbe
extended)to a projectionof � asa whole. ) violates � if iti -violates� for someprojection i . Otherwise, ) satisfies� .

Noticetheremaybetwo equivalentSGs,suchthatonesat-
isfiesa positive constraintandtheotherdoesnot. E.g. given
a constraint� , take ) satisfying � , andthe equivalent(re-
dundant)graph ¥ obtainedby makingthe disjoint union of) andthetriggerof � . ¥ violates� . Wehavethuschosento
defineconstraintsatisfactionw.r.t. thenonredundantform of
a SG.This problemdoesnot occurwith negativeconstraints.

Two constraints��C and �
± aresaidequivalentif, for ev-
ery graph ) , ) violates � C if f ) violates � ± . Any negative
constraint� is equivalentto thenegativeconstraintobtained
from � by coloring all its nodesby 1. Furthermore,nega-
tive constraintsareindeeda particularcaseof positive ones:
considerthe positive constraint�V  obtainedfrom a negative
one � by coloringall nodesof � by 0, thenaddingaconcept
nodetypedNotThere, coloredby 1, whereNotThere is
incomparablewith all other typesanddoesnot appearany-
whereexceptedin � . Thena graph ) violates � if andonly
if it violates �V  . Positive constraintsstrictly includenegative
constraints,in thesensethattheassociatedconsistency prob-
lemsarenot in thesamecomplexity class(seetheorem3).

Let us relateour definitions to other definitionsof con-
straintsfoundin theCGliterature.Theconstraintsof [Mineau
andMissaoui,1997] correspondto a particularcaseof our
constraintswherethe triggerandthe obligationarenot con-
nected. In turn, our constraintsarea particularcaseof the
minimaldescriptiveconstraintsof [Dibie et al., 1998], where
thedisjunctivepartis restrictedto onegraph.

Definition 11 (Consistency/Deductionin �
�H� ) A KB �{�� � � � � is consistentif � satisfiesall constraints of � . A SG	 can be deducedfrom � if � is consistentand 	 can be
deducedfrom � .

Note that a 	 that violatesa constraintof � may still be
deducedfrom � . It doesnot mattersince 	 is a partial rep-
resentationof knowledgededuciblefrom � . How can we
translatethe notion of consistency into FOL? For negative
constraints,the correspondenceis immediate,andrelies on
projectionsoundnessandcompleteness.

Theorem1 A SG ) violates a negative constraint �²�� �V  �³�Q� iff � � � �e� � � ) �>~ � � �V  � , where �V  is the SG un-
derlying � .

Consistency relative to positive constraintscan be ex-
plainedwith FOL, translating“projection” into a notion of
logical “substitution” betweenthe formulas associatedto
graphs(see for instancethe S-substitutionof [Chein and
Mugnier, 1992]). Another bridge can be built using rules.
Indeed,agraph) satisfiesapositiveconstraint� if andonly
if, considering� asarule,all applicationsof � on ) produce
a graphequivalentto ) . Or, morespecifically:

Property 1 A SG )xi -violatesa positiveconstraint � iff,
considering� asa rule, theapplicationof � on ) according
to i producesa graphnot equivalentto ) .

Using soundnessandcompletenessof the �,� deduction,
andproperty1, oneobtainsthefollowing relationwith FOL:

Theorem2 A SG ) violatesa positiveconstraint � iff there
is a SG )4  such that � � � �e� � � ) �e� � � � �´~ � � )4  � and not� � � �e� � � ) �d~ � � )   � , where � � � � is the translationof �
consideredasa rule.

The problem “does a given graph satisfy a given con-
straint?” is co-NP-completeif this constraintis a negative
constraint(we mustchecktheabsenceof projection),but be-
comesµn¶± -completefor apositiveone( µ°¶± is co-NPNP).

Theorem3 (Complexity in �
�H� ) Consistencyin �
�H� isµn¶± -complete(but is co-NP-completeif all constraints are
negative).

Sketch of proof: �
�H� -Consistency belongsto µ°¶± since it
correspondsto the language·v� % P¨¸ l1SQCeOQS�± T� P � S(C � S¬± � ' ,
where P encodesan instance)�¹2� and

� P � S(C � S�± � " T if fS C is a projection µ � from � ��� � into ) , S ± is a projection µ
from � into ) s.t. µ^º � ��� �:» ��µ � . Now, let us considertheµn¶± -completeproblem�¼± : givenabooleanformula

-
, anda

partition
%D½ C ��½ ±M' of its variables,is it truethatfor any truth

assignmentfor thevariablesin
½ C thereexistsa truthassign-

ment for the variablesin
½ ± s.t.

-
is true? We first show

thatthespecialcasewhere
-

is aninstanceof 3-SAT remainsµn¶± -complete(let uscall this problem3-SAT ¼± ). For thatwe
usethepolynomialtransformationfrom any booleanformula
to a setof clausesdescribedin ([Papadimitriou,1994], ex-
ample8.3), followedby a polynomialtransformationfrom a
clauseto clauseswith 3 literals. The“new” variablesareput
in the set

½ ± . We thenreduce3-SAT ¼± to �
�H� -Consistency.-
is mappedto a constraint� : briefly said,thereis onecon-

ceptnode[t:*] for eachvariableandoneternaryrelationnode
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with type
5 3 for eachclause< 3 . � ��� � is composedof all con-

ceptnodescomingfrom variablesin
½ C . ) is composedof

two individual conceptnodes[t:0] and[t:1] correspondingto
the truth valuesand,for eachclause<L3 thereis onerelation
nodeof type

5 3 for eachtriple of truthvaluesgiving thevalue
true to < 3 . Note that, since � ��� � doesnot containany rela-
tion node,any truth assignmentfor the variablesof

½ C is a
projectionfrom � ��� � to ) , andreciprocally. ¾
Corollary 1 Deductionin �
�H� is µ ¶± -complete.

Notethatthetheorem3 canbeusedto show thatconsistency
of minimal descriptive constraintsin [Dibie et al., 1998] is
also µn¶± -complete.

6 Rulesand Constraints: ��¿n¯kÀ��^�¦¯
Thetwo kindsof rules,inferencerules � andevolution rules� , definetwo alternativemodels.In ����� , � is seenastheini-
tial world, rootof apotentiallyinfinite treeof possibleworlds,
and � describesthe possibleevolutions from one world to
others.Thedeductionproblemaskswhetherthereis a path
of consistentworldsfrom � to a world satisfying	 .

Definition 12 (Deduction in ����� ) Let �¤� � � � � � � � be a
KB, andlet 	 bea SG. 	 canbededucedfrom � if there is
an � -derivation �o��) � � EDEJE � ) I such that, for

�Ás 8 s K ,� )43 � � � is consistentand 	 canbededucedfrom ) I .
In �,�/� , � providedwith � is a finite descriptionof a po-

tentially infinite world, thathasto beconsistent.Applying a
rule to � cancreateinconsistency, but a furtherapplicationof
a rule may restoreconsistency. Let us formalizethis notion
of consistencyrestoration. Supposethereis a i -violation of
a positive constraint� in � ; this violation

� � � i � is saidto
be � -restorable if thereexists an � -derivation from � into)4  suchthat theprojection i of thetriggerof � into )4  can
be extendedto a projectionof � asa whole. The violation
of a negative constraintcannever berestored.Note that the� -restorationcancreatenew violations,thatmustthemselves
beproven � -restorable.

Definition 13 (Consistency/Deductionin �,�/� ) A KB �|�� � � � � � � isconsistentif, for anySG)   thatcanbe � -derived
from � , for everyconstraint � " � , for every i -violation of� in )4  , � � � i � is � -restorable. A SG 	 canbededucedfrom� if � is consistentand 	 canbededucedfrom

� � � � � .
Considerfor instancea KB containingtheSG ) in Fig. 4,

expressingthe existenceof the number0, a constraintanda
rule, both representedby the coloredSG

a
. The constraint

assertsthat for every integer Â , there mustbe an integer Â?  ,
successorof Â . If therule is anevolutionrule, ) is seenasan
inconsistentinitial world (thereis nosuccessorof 0 in ) ) and
nothingwill bededucedfrom this KB. If therule is aninfer-
encerule, its applicationimmediatelyrepairsthe constraint
violation, while creatinga new integer, that hasno succes-
sor, thusa new violation. Finally, every constraintviolation
couldeventuallyberepairedby aruleapplication,andtheKB
shouldbeprovenconsistent.

Let uspoint out that the ��� modelis obtainedfrom �,�/�
or ����� when � is empty, and �
�H� is obtainedfrom �,�/�
(resp.����� ) when � (resp.� ) is empty.

A simple graph G A colored SG K

successorInteger: Zero Integer Integer

Figure4: Consistency in �����r Y�,�/�
Theorem4 (Complexity in �����r f�,�/� ) Deductionin �����
is semi-decidable. Consistencyand deductionin �,�/� are
truly undecidable.

Proof: ����� includes �,� thus ����� -deductionis not decid-
able. When 	 is deduciblefrom � , a breadth-firstsearchof
thetreeof all derivationsfrom � , eachgraphbeingchecked
for consistency, ensuresthat ) I is found in finite time. For�,�/� , we show that checkingconsistency is truly undecid-
able. Let � be a KB where � containsa positive constraint�VÃ andanegativeconstraint� ¡ , bothwith anemptytrigger.
For proving consistency, onehasto provethat � ¡�Äz � � � � � ,
and the algorithm doesnot stop in this case(from semi-
decidability of deductionin ��� ). The sameholds for the
complementaryproblem(proving inconsistency) taking �VÃ
insteadof � ¡ , hencetheundecidability. ¾
7 Combining Inferenceand Evolution
The �,�m�?� modelcombinesboth derivationschemesof the�,�/� and ����� models. Now, � describesan initial world,
inferencerulesof � completethe descriptionof any world,
constraintsof � evaluatetheconsistency of aworld, evolution
rulesof � try to make evolve a consistentworld into a new,
consistentone. Thedeductionproblemis: can � evolve into
a consistentworld satisfyingthegoal?

Definition 14 (Deduction in �,�m��� ) A SG )   is an immedi-
ate �m� -evolution froma SG ) if thereexistsan � -derivation
from ) into )4    andan immediate� -derivationfrom )4    into)   . An �m� -evolution froma SG ) to a SG )   is a sequence
of SGs )*�Å) � � EJEDE � )pIÆ�Å)4  such that, for

�Æs 8 s K ,) 3 is an immediate�m� -evolution from ) 36¡ C . Givena KB�Ç� � � � � � � � � � , a SG 	 can be deducedfrom � if there
is an �m� -evolution �È��) � � EJEDE � ) I where, for

�´s 8 s K ,� ) 3 � � � � � is consistent,and 	 canbededucedfrom
� )pI � � � .

When �É�{� , oneobtainsthe �,�/� model (thereis only
one world). When �Ê�Ë� , one obtains ����� (information
containedin a world is complete). As a generalizationof�,�/� , deductionin ���m��� is truly undecidable.Let us now
considera decidablefragmentof �,�m��� (which in particular
wassufficient for the Sysiphus-Imodelization).First notea
rule hasonly to beappliedonceaccordingto a givenprojec-
tion: furtherapplicationswith this projectionobviously pro-
duceredundantinformation.Suchapplicationsaresaidto be
useless. A SG ) is saidto beclosedw.r.t. a rule

T
if all ap-

plicationsof
T

on ) areuseless.Givena setof rules � , we
note,whenit exists, )�Ì� (theclosureof ) w.r.t. � ) thesmall-
estgraphderivedfrom ) thatis closedw.r.t. everyrule in � .
Whenit exists )�Ì� is unique. � is calleda finite expansion
set(f.e.s.)if, for everySG ) , its closure)�Ì� exists(andthus
canbecomputedin finite time). If � is afinite expansionset,
the deductionproblemin the �,� modelbecomesdecidable
(but it is not anecessaryconditionfor decidability).
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Property 2 (Finite expansionsets) Let �Í� � � � � � � � bea
KB wherÎ e � is a finite expansionset. Then � is consistent
iff
�Ï% �ÐÌ� ' � � � is consistent,anda SG 	 canbededucedfrom� � � � � iff 	 canbededucedfrom

�Ï% �ÐÌ� ' � .
Thefollowing decidablecaseis basedon property2.

Property 3 (Decidablecase) Deductionin �,�m��� is semi-
decidableif � is a f.e.s. andis decidableif � # � is a f.e.s.

Proof: Suppose� is a f.e.s. When 	 canbe deduced,one
obtainsananswerin finite time; we proceedasfor ����� (see
proof of theorem4) but consistency checksaredoneon the
graphclosureinsteadof the graphitself. Now, if � # � is
a f.e.s., �ÐÌ�
ÑQ� exists, thus the derivation tree is finite, and
consistency checksmayonly cut somepartsof this tree. ¾

A rule is saidto be range restricted(by analogywith the
so-calledrules in Datalog, whereall variablesof the head
must appearin the conclusion)if no genericconceptnode
belongsto its conclusion.Then:

Property 4 A setof rangerestrictedrulesis a f.e.s.

Proof: Sinceall graphsareput into normalform, anindivid-
ualmarkerappearsat mostoncein a graph.Thentheclosure
of aSG ) canbeobtainedwith aderivationof length Ò � Â I � ,
where Â is thesizeof

� ) � � � and K is thegreatestarity of a
relationtypeappearingin a rule conclusion. ¾
8 Conclusion
We proposea family of modelsthat canbe seenas the ba-
sis of a genericmodelingframework. Main featuresof this
framework arethefollowing: a cleardistinctionbetweendif-
ferent kinds of knowledge,that fit well with intuitive cate-
gories,a uniform graph-basedlanguagethat keepsessential
propertiesof theSGmodel,namelyreadabilityof objectsas
well asreasonings.We guessthis later point is particularly
importantfor the usability of any knowledgebasedsystem.
In our framework, all kinds of knowledgearegraphseasily
interpreted,andreasoningscanbegraphicallyrepresentedin
anaturalmannerusingthegraphsthemselves,thusexplained
to theuseron its own modelization.

Technicalcontributions,w.r.t. previousworks on concep-
tualgraphs,canbesummarizedasfollows:� the representationof different kinds of knowledge as

coloredSGs: facts,inferencerules,evolution rulesand
constraints.� the integration of constraintsinto a reasoningmodel;
moreor lesssimilar notionsof a constrainthadalready
beenintroducedin [Dibie etal., 1998;MineauandMis-
saoui,1997] but wereonly usedto checkconsistency of
a simplegraph(asin the �
�H� model). Thecomplexity
of consistency checkingwasnot known.� a systematicstudy of the obtainedfamily of models
with a complexity classificationof associatedconsis-
tency/deductionproblems.

We establishedlinks betweenconsistency checkingand
FOL deduction.Theoperationalsemanticsof modelsinclud-
ing constraints,namely �,�m��� , ���/� and ����� , is easyto

understandbut thereis anunderlyingnonmonotonicmecha-
nismwhoselogicalinterpretationshouldrequirenonstandard
logics.Thedefinitionof a logical semanticsfor thesemodels
is anopenproblem.
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Abstract

Whereas matching in Description Logics is now
relatively well-investigated, there are only very few
formal results on matching under additional side
conditions, though these side conditions were al-
ready present in the original paper by Borgida and
McGuinness introducing matching in DLs. The
present paper closes this gap for the DLALN
and its sublanguages: matching under subsumption
conditions remains polynomial, while strict sub-
sumption conditions increase the complexity to NP.

1 Introduction

The traditional inference problems (like subsumption) in
description logics (DLs) are now well-investigated, which
means that there exist complexity results and algorithms for
a great variety of DLs of differing expressive power[Donini
et al., 1996] as well as optimized implementations of the al-
gorithms for expressive DLs[Horrocks, 1998]. In contrast,
matching concepts against patterns is a relatively new infer-
ence problem in DLs, which has originally been introduced in
[Borgida and McGuinness, 1996; McGuinness, 1996] to help
filter out the unimportant aspects of large concepts appear-
ing in knowledge bases of the CLASSIC system[Brachmann
et al., 1991]. More recently, matching (as well as the more
general problem of unification) has been proposed as a tool
for detecting redundancies in knowledge bases[Baader and
Narendran, 1998] and to support the integration of knowledge
bases by prompting possible interschema assertions[Borgida
and Küsters, 2000].

All three applications have in common that one wants to
search a large knowledge base for concepts having a cer-
tain (not completely specified) form. This “form” can be
expressed with the help of so-calledconcept patterns, i.e.,
concept descriptions containing variables. For example, the
patternD := X u ∀child.(Y u Female) looks for concepts
that restrict thechild role to fillers that areFemale, such as
the conceptC := (≥ 1 child) u ∀child.(Female u Rich). In
fact, applying the substitutionσ := {X 7→ (≥ 1 child), Y 7→
∗This work has been partially supported by the Deutsche For-

schungsgemeinschaft, DFG Project BA 1122/4-1.

Rich} to the patternD yields a concept equivalent toC, i.e.,
σ is a solution (matcher) of the matching problemC ≡? D.

This type of matching problems has been investigated in
detail for sublanguages of the DLsALN andALE in [Baader
et al., 1999] and[Baader and K̈usters, 2000], respectively. In
particular, it was shown that, for sublanguages ofALN , solv-
able matching problems always have a least matcher (w.r.t.
subsumption), which can be computed in polynomial time.
For sublanguages ofALE , deciding solvability of matching
problems modulo equivalence is already NP-complete.

In [Borgida and McGuinness, 1996; McGuinness, 1996],
the expressivity of matching problems was further enhanced
by allowing for additionalside conditionson the variables
(through theas-construct): a (strict) subsumption condition
is of the formX v? E (X @? E) whereX is a variable
andE a pattern, and it restricts the matchers to substitutions
satisfyingσ(X) v σ(E) (σ(X) @ σ(E)). Using a sub-
sumption condition, the matching problem of the above ex-
ample can be written more intuitively asX u ∀child.Z ≡?

(≥ 1 child) u ∀child.(Female u Rich) under the subsump-
tion conditionZ v? Female. One result of this paper is that
also more complex sets of subsumption conditions do not ex-
tend the expressive power of matching problems (see below).
However, they are often more convenient to state. In contrast,
strict subsumption conditions cannot always be simulated by
pure matching problems. They can, e.g., be used to avoid triv-
ial matches. For example, the patternD′ := X u ∀child.Y
matches every concept since∀child.> ≡ > (where the top
concept> stands for the set of all individuals). The addi-
tional strict subsumption conditionY @? > ensures that we
can only match concepts with a real restriction onchild.

The first (rather restricted) formal results on matching un-
der side conditions were given in[Baaderet al., 1999]: it was
shown that matching under strict subsumption conditions in
the small DLFL0 is already NP-hard, and that matching un-
der so-called acyclic subsumption conditions can be reduced
to matching without side conditions. However,[Baaderet
al., 1999] does not give a complexity upper bound for match-
ing under strict subsumption conditions and the reduction for
acyclic subsumption conditions given there is exponential.

This paper investigates in detail matching under side con-
ditions in sublanguages ofALN . We will show that match-
ing under subsumption conditions can be reduced in polyno-
mial time to matching without side conditions. In particular,
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this implies that solvable matching problems under subsump-
tion conditions in sublanguages ofALN always have a least
matcher, which can be computed in polynomial time. For
acyclic strict subsumption conditions, matching is shown to
be NP-complete in the sublanguagesFL⊥ andFL¬ of ALN .

2 Description logics
Concept descriptionsare inductively defined with the help of
a set of conceptconstructors, starting with a setNC of con-
cept namesand a setNR of role names. In this paper, we con-
sider concept descriptions built from the constructors shown
in Table 1. In the description logicFL0, concept descriptions
are formed using the constructors top-concept (>), conjunc-
tion (C u D), and value restriction (∀r.C). The description
logic FL⊥ additionally provides us with the bottom concept
(⊥), andFL¬ also allows for primitive negation (¬P ). Fi-
nally, ALN extendsFL¬ with number restrictions (≥ n r)
and (≤ n r) (see Table 1).

As usual, the semantics of concept descriptions is defined
in terms of aninterpretationI = (∆I , ·I). The domain
∆I of I is a non-empty set and the interpretation function
·I maps each concept nameP ∈ NC to a setP I ⊆ ∆I and
each role namer ∈ NR to a binary relationrI ⊆ ∆I×∆I .
The extension of·I to arbitrary concept descriptions is de-
fined inductively, as shown in the second column of Table 1.

One of the most important traditional inference services
provided by DL systems is computing the subsumption hi-
erarchy. The concept descriptionC is subsumedby the de-
scriptionD (C v D) iff CI ⊆ DI holds for all interpreta-
tionsI; C andD areequivalent(C ≡ D) iff they subsume
each other;C is strictly subsumedbyD (C @ D) iff C v D
andC 6≡ D. For all DLs listed in Table 1, subsumption can
be decided in polynomial time using a structural subsumption
algorithm[Borgida and Patel-Schneider, 1994].

Matching in description logics
In order to define concept patterns, we additionally need a
setNX of concept variables, which we assume to be disjoint
from NC ∪ NR. Informally, anALN -concept pattern is an
ALN -concept description over the concept namesNC ∪NX
and the role namesNR, with the only exception that primi-
tive negation must not be applied to variables. More formally,
concept patterns(denotedD,D′) are defined using the fol-
lowing syntax rules:

D,D′ −→ X | C | D uD′ | ∀r.D,

whereX ∈ NX , r ∈ NR, andC is anALN -concept descrip-
tion. For example, ifX,Y are concept variables,r a role
name, andA,B concept names, thenD := AuX u∀r.(B u
Y ) is anALN -concept pattern, but¬X is not. The notion of
a pattern (and also the notions “substitution” and “matching
problem” introduced below) can be restricted to sublanguages
of ALN in the obvious way.

A substitutionσ is a mapping fromNX into the set of all
ALN -concept descriptions. This mapping is extended to con-
cept patterns in the usual way by replacing the occurrences of
the variablesX in the pattern by the corresponding concept
descriptionσ(X). For example, if we apply the substitution
σ := {X 7→ A u B, Y 7→ A} to the patternD from above,

we obtain the descriptionσ(D) = A uA uB u ∀r.(B uA).
The result of applying a substitution to anALN -concept pat-
tern is always anALN -concept description. Note that this
would no longer be the case if negation were allowed in front
of concept variables.

Subsumption can be extended to substitutions as follows:
the substitutionσ is subsumed by the substitutionτ (σ v τ )
iff σ(X) v τ(X) for all variablesX ∈ NX .

Definition 1 Let C be anALN -concept description andD
an ALN -concept pattern. Then,C ≡? D is an ALN -
matching problem. The substitutionσ is asolution(matcher)
ofC ≡? D iff C ≡ σ(D).

In the following, we will abbreviate a matching problem of
the formC ≡? C uD asC v? D. This notation is justified
by the fact thatσ solvesC ≡? C uD iff C v σ(D).

A matching problem can either be viewed as adecision
problem, where one asks whether the problem is solvable, or
as acomputation problem, where one asks for actual match-
ers of this problem (if any). Although the computation prob-
lem is usually the more interesting one, the decision problem
can serve as a starting point for the complexity analysis. In
general, matching problems may have several (even an infi-
nite number of) solutions, and thus the question arises which
matcher to compute. Following[Borgida and McGuinness,
1996; Baaderet al., 1999] we will here concentrate on the
problem of computing a least matcher (w.r.t. the orderingv
on substitutions).

Instead of a single matching problem, we may also con-
sider finite systems{C1 ≡? D1, . . . , Cm ≡? Dm} of such
problems, which must be solved simultaneously. As shown
in [Baaderet al., 1999], solving such a system can, however,
be reduced to solving the single matching problem

∀r1.C1 u · · · u ∀rm.Cm ≡? ∀r1.D1 u · · · u ∀rm.Dm

where theri are pairwise distinct role names.
The following theorem summarizes the results obtained in

[Baader and Narendran, 1998; Baaderet al., 1999] for match-
ing in (sublanguages of)ALN :

Theorem 2 Let L ∈ {FL0,FL⊥,FL¬,ALN}. Then there
exists a polynomial time matching algorithm that computes
the least matcher of a given system ofL-matching problems,
if this system has a solution, and returns “fail” otherwise.

Obviously, this implies that the existence of a solution can
be decided in polynomial time. In the sequel, letMATCHL
denote an algorithm according to Theorem 2.

Matching under side conditions
In this paper, we focus on more general matching problems,
those that allow for additionalside conditions.

Definition 3 A subsumption conditionis of the formX v? E
whereX is a concept variable andE is a pattern; astrict sub-
sumption conditionis of the formX @ E whereX andE are
as above. Aside conditionis either a subsumption condition
or a strict subsumption condition. The substitutionσ satisfies
the side conditionX ρ E for ρ ∈ {v,@} iff σ(X) ρ σ(E).

A matching problem under side conditionsis a tupleM :=
〈C ≡? D,S〉, whereC ≡? D is a matching problem andS
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Syntax Semantics FL0 FL⊥ FL¬ ALN
> ∆I x x x x
C uD CI ∩DI x x x x
∀r.C {x ∈ ∆I | ∀y : (x, y) ∈ rI → y ∈ CI} x x x x
⊥ ∅ x x x
¬P , P ∈ NC ∆I \ P I x x
(≥ n r), n ∈ N {x ∈ ∆I | #{y | (x, y) ∈ rI} ≥ n} x
(≤ n r), n ∈ N {x ∈ ∆I | #{y | (x, y) ∈ rI} ≤ n} x

Table 1: Syntax and semantics of concept descriptions.

is a finite set of side conditions. If the setS contains only
subsumption conditions, thenM is calledmatching problem
under subsumption conditions. The substitutionσ is a solu-
tion (matcher) ofM iff it is a matcher ofC ≡? D that satisfies
every side condition inS.

In the next section, we will restrict the attention to matching
problems under subsumption conditions. Section 4 then treats
matching problems under acyclic side conditions.

In order to define matching problems under acyclic side
conditions, we say that a variableX directly dependson a
variableY in S iff S contains a side conditionX ρ E such
thatY occurs inE. If there aren ≥ 1 variablesX1, . . . , Xn

such thatXi directly depends onXi+1 in S (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1),
then we say thatX1 dependson Xn in S. The set of side
conditionsS is cyclic iff there is a variableX that depends on
itself in S; otherwise,S is acyclic.

3 Matching under subsumption conditions
Let L be one of the DLsFL⊥,FL¬,ALN . We present a
polynomial time algorithm that, given anL-matching prob-
lems under subsumption conditions, returns a least matcher
(w.r.t. the orderingv on substitutions) if the problem is solv-
able, and “fail” otherwise. In principle, the algorithm iter-
ates the application ofMATCHL until a fixpoint is reached.
However, the matcher computed in one step is used to mod-
ify the matching problem to be solved in the next step.
Given anL-matching problem under subsumption conditions
M := 〈C ≡? D,S〉 and a substitutionσ, we define

Mσ := {C ≡? D} ∪ {σ(X) v? E | X v? E ∈ S}.
Recall thatσ(X) v? E abbreviates the matching problem
σ(X) ≡? σ(X) u E. ThusMσ is a system ofL-matching
problems without side conditions, to whichMATCHL can be
applied.

Algorithm 4 Let M := 〈C ≡? D,S〉 be an L-matching
problem under subsumption conditions. Then, the algorithm
MATCH

v
L (M) works as follows:

1. σ(X) := ⊥ for all variablesX;

2. If MATCHL(Mσ) returns “fail”, then return “fail”;
else ifσ ≡ MATCHL(Mσ), then returnσ;
elseσ := MATCHL(Mσ); continue with 2.

Let σ0 denote the substitution defined in step1 of the algo-
rithm, andσt (t ≥ 1) the matcher computed in thet-th itera-
tion of Step2. Note thatσt is undefined ifMATCHL returns

“fail” in the t-th iteration or if the algorithm has stopped be-
fore thet-th iteration.

To show that the algorithm is correct, we must show sound-
ness, completeness, and termination, i.e., i) if the algorithm
terminates and returns a substitution, then this substitution in
fact solves the problem; ii) if the algorithm terminates and
returns “fail”, then there indeed is no solution; and iii) the
algorithm halts on every input. The following lemma proves
soundness and completeness of the algorithm. The first two
items establish a loop invariant.
Lemma 5 Let M := 〈C ≡? D,S〉 be anL-matching prob-
lem under subsumption conditions.

1. If σt is defined andτ is a solution ofM , thenσt v τ .

2. If σt, σt+1 are defined, thenσt v σt+1.

3. If MATCH
v
L (M) returns the substitutionσ, thenσ solves

M (soundness).

4. If MATCH
v
L (M) returns “fail”, then M has no solution

(completeness).

PROOF. 1. Obviously, the claim is true forσ0. Assume
thatσt v τ , and thatσt+1 is defined. To proveσt+1 v
τ , it is sufficient to show thatτ solvesMσt sinceσt+1 is
the least solution ofMσt . Sinceτ solvesM , we know
that it solvesC ≡? D and thatτ(X) v τ(E) for all
X v? E ∈ S. The induction assumptionσt v τ implies
σt(X) v τ(X), and thusσt(X) v τ(E), which shows
thatτ solvesMσt .

2. Obviously,σ0 v σ1. Now assume thatσt−1 v σt. To-
gether with the fact thatσt solvesMσt−1 , this implies
thatσt+1 solves the systemMσt−1 . Sinceσt is the least
solution ofMσt−1 , we can concludeσt v σt+1.

3. Assume thatσ = σt. By definition of MATCH
v
L , C ≡

σt(D). It remains to show thatσt solves the side con-
ditions. We know thatσt ≡ σt+1 and σt+1 solves
Mσt . Thus, σt(X) v σt+1(E) ≡ σt(E) for every
X v? E ∈ S.

4. Assume thatMATCH
v
L (M) returns “fail,” and thatσt is

the last substitution computed by the algorithm. Now
assume thatτ solvesM . As in the proof of 1. we can
show thatτ solvesMσt . Consequently,Mσt is solv-
able, and thusMATCH(Mσt) returns the least matcher
of this system, in contradiction to the assumption that
MATCH

v
L (M) returns “fail” in this step of the iteration.
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Proving termination of Algorithm 4 is more involved, and
the exact argument depends on the DLL under considera-
tion. Due to the space limitations, in this paper we sketch the
proof for the DLFL⊥ (see[Baaderet al., 2000] for complete
proofs). The proof depends on the so-called reduced normal
form ofFL⊥-concept descriptions, to be introduced next.

It is easy to see that anyFL⊥-concept description can
be transformed into an equivalent description that is either
> or a (nonempty) conjunction of descriptions of the form
∀r1. · · · ∀rm.A, wherer1, . . . , rm arem ≥ 0 (not necessar-
ily distinct) roles, andA is the bottom concept⊥ or a con-
cept name. We abbreviate∀r1. · · · ∀rm.A by ∀r1 . . . rm.A,
wherer1 . . . rm is viewed as a word over the alphabetNR
of all role names. Ifm = 0, then this is the empty word
ε, and thus∀ε.A is our “abbreviation” forA. In addi-
tion, instead of∀w1.A u . . . u ∀w`.A we write∀L.A where
L := {w1, . . . , w`} is a finite set of words overNR; we de-
fine∀∅.A ≡ >. Using these abbreviations, anyFL⊥-concept
descriptionC containing only concept names in the finite set
C ⊆ NC can be written as

C ≡ ∀U⊥.⊥ u u
A∈C
∀UA.A,

whereUH for H ∈ C ∪ {⊥} are finite sets of words over
NR (called role languages). This representation ofC will
subsequently be called itsU -labeled normal form.

As an example, consider theFL⊥-concept description
Cex := ∀r.(⊥ u ∀r.⊥) u ∀r.∀s.A u ∀s.A. Its FL0-normal
formC ′ex is ∀{r, rr}.⊥ u ∀{rs, s}.A.

The role languages may contain redundant words, i.e.,
words that, when removed, yield equivalent concept descrip-
tions: i) since∀w.⊥ v ∀wv.⊥ for everyw, v ∈ N∗R, we
can requireU⊥ to be prefix-free, i.e.,w,wv ∈ U⊥ im-
plies v = ε; and ii) since∀w.⊥ v ∀wv.A, we can require
UA ∩ (U⊥ ·N∗R) = ∅. A normal form satisfying these condi-
tions is calledreduced normal form.

Obviously, anyFL⊥-concept description can be turned
into such a reduced normal form (in polynomial time). In
our example, the reduced normal form ofCex is ∀{r}.⊥ u
∀{s}.A, which is obtained fromC ′ex by removingrr from
U⊥ = {r, rr} and rs from UA = {rs, s}. Reduced nor-
mal forms can be used to characterize equivalence ofFL⊥-
concept descriptions:

Lemma 6 Assume that theFL⊥-concept descriptionsC,D
are given in theirU - andV -labeled reduced normal forms,
respectively. ThenC ≡ D iff UH = VH for all H ∈ C∪{⊥}.

Termination of Algorithm 4 for L = FL⊥L = FL⊥L = FL⊥
Let the substitutionsσt be defined as above. We assume that
everyσt(X) is given inU t,X -labeled reduced normal form,
and thatC (as defined in Algorithm 4) is inU -labeled reduced
normal form. Then, termination follows from the fact that ev-
ery solvable matching problem under subsumption conditions
has a matcher that only uses concept names already contained
in the matching problemM , denoted by the setC ⊆ NC , and
the following three properties of the languagesU t,XH andUH
for H ∈ C ∪ {⊥}. In the formulation of these properties we
implicitly assume that the substitutionσt is defined whenever
we talk about one of the languagesU t,XH .

1. For every variableX and everyH ∈ C ∪ {⊥}, the set
U t,XH contains only suffixes ofUH .

2. For every wordw, if w ∈ U t,XH \ U t+1,X
H , thenw 6∈

U t
′,X
H for anyt′ > t.

3. If σt andσt+1 are defined andσt 6≡ σt+1, then there
exists anH ∈ C∪{⊥}, a variableX, and a wordw such
thatw ∈ U t,XH \ U t+1,X

H .

A complete proof of these properties can be found in[Baader
et al., 2000]. It also depends on details of the algorithm
MATCHL, which we have here introduced only as a black box.
Note that these properties would not hold if we did not usere-
ducednormal forms.

Given these properties, it is now easy to show that the al-
gorithm halts after a polynomial number of steps. In fact,
Property 1 yields a polynomial upper bound on the size of the
role languagesU t,XH . Property 3 shows that in every step of
the iteration at least one word is removed from one of these
languages, and Property 2 ensures that words that have been
removed cannot reappear.

To sum up, we have shown the following theorem.

Theorem 7 Let L ∈ {FL⊥,FL¬,ALN}. The algorithm
MATCH

v
L is a polynomial time algorithm that, given anL-

matching problem with subsumption conditions, returns a
least matcher of this problem if it is solvable, and “fail” oth-
erwise.

It should be noted that the algorithmMATCH
v
L does not

work forL = FL0 since this language does not allow for the
bottom concept, and thus the initialization step (Step 1) is not
possible. However, instead of starting withσ(X) := ⊥, the
algorithm can also start from the least matcher ofC ≡? D. In
case the side conditions do not introduce new variables (i.e.,
variables not contained inD), this modification works and
yields a polynomial time matching algorithm. In contrast,
if new variables are introduced, then we can show[Baader
et al., 2000] that the size of the least matcher may grow
exponentially in the size of the matching problem, and that
there exists an exponential time algorithm for computing such
matchers. Nevertheless, the size of the substitutions for vari-
ables inD can still be bounded polynomially, and if one is
only interested in substitutions for these variables, then these
can still be computed in polynomial time.

4 Matching under acyclic side conditions
Matching under acyclic side conditions (i.e., strict and non-
strict acyclic subsumption conditions) is more complex than
matching under subsumption conditions for two reasons.

First, as already shown in[Baaderet al., 1999], deciding
the solvability of anFL0-matching problem under strict (and
acyclic) subsumption conditions is NP-hard. It is easy to see
that the same reduction works for the DLsFL⊥, FL¬, and
ALN . Thus, assuming that P6= NP, there cannot exist a
polynomial time algorithm computing matchers of matching
problems under general side conditions.

Second, as shown by the following example, solvable
matching problems under strict subsumption conditions no
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longer need to have aleastmatcher (but rather finitely many
minimalmatchers).

Example 8 Consider theFL⊥-matching problemA1 u . . .u
An ≡? X1 u . . . u Xn under the strict acyclic subsumption
conditions{Xi+1 @? Xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} ∪ {X1 @? >}.

The pure matching problem enforces that eachXi must
be replaced by a (possibly empty) conjunction of concept
names from{A1, . . . , An}. Thus, the strict subsumption con-
ditions can only be satisfied ifX1 is replaced by one of these
names,X2 by a conjunction of this name with an additional
one, etc. From this it is easy to derive that the matchers of
the problem are of the following form: given a permutation
P := (p1, . . . , pn) of (1, . . . , n), the substitutionσP is de-
fined byσP (Xi) := Ap1 u . . .uApi (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Thus, there
aren! non-equivalent matchers, and it is easy to see that each
of them is minimal.

The new contribution of this section is a (non-
deterministic) algorithm,MATCH@L , that computes match-
ers of L-matching problems under acyclic side conditions
for L ∈ {FL⊥,FL¬}. This non-deterministic algorithm
matches the lower complexity bound (NP-hard) for the de-
cision problem in the following sense. The length of every
computation path of this algorithm is polynomially bounded
in the size of the given matching problem. In case the prob-
lem is not solvable, every computation returns “fail”. Oth-
erwise, the successful computation paths yield all minimal
matchers.

The algorithm handling acyclic side conditions
In the following, letM = 〈C ≡? D,S〉 be anL-matching
problem (L ∈ {FL⊥,FL¬}) under acyclic side conditions.
We assume thatS = {X1 ρ

?
1 E1, . . . , X` ρ

?
` E`} for distinct

variablesX1, . . . , X` and patternsE1, . . . , E` such thatEi
does not contain the variablesXi, . . . , X`. (The case where
not all the left-hand side variables are distinct can be treated
similarly.) We denote bySv the set of side conditions ob-
tained fromS by replacing everyρi byv.

Applied to inputM , the algorithmMATCH@L first calls
MATCH

v
L (〈C ≡? D,Sv〉). If this yields “fail”, thenM is also

unsolvable. Otherwise, the computed substitutionσ solves
C ≡? D, but may still violate some of the strict subsumption
conditions. Starting with the violated side condition with the
largest index, the algorithm tries to modifyσ such that this
side condition is satisfied.

Assume thatXk @? Ek is this side condition. Sinceσ
solvesXk v? Ek, we know thatσ(Xk) ≡ σ(Ek). Thus,
we must either makeσ(Xk) more specific orσ(Ek) more
general. SinceMATCH

v
L computes the least solution, the first

option cannot lead to a solution of the overall system. Hence,
we must try the second one. The idea (which will be ex-
plained in more detail later) is that we consider the reduced
normal form ofσ(Ek). We try to makeσ(Ek) more general
by (non-deterministically) choosing one word from one of its
role languages and by removing this word by appropriately
modifying the role languages of the variables occurring in
Ek. Since we want to compute minimal matchers, we make
as little changes as possible in order to keep the substitution
as specific as possible.

The new substitutionσ′ obtained this way solvesXk @?

Ek, and since we only modified variables occurring inEk,
the side conditions with larger index are still satisfied. How-
ever, the side conditions with smaller index (even the non-
strict ones) as well as the matching problem need no longer be
solved byσ′. To overcome this problem,MATCH

v
L is used to

compute the least substitution that (i) solves〈C ≡? D,Sv〉,
and (ii) subsumesσ′. It can be shown that the second condi-
tion (which can be expressed by a system of matching prob-
lems) makes sure that the computed substitution still solves
the strict subsumption conditions from indexk to `. We can
now continue the modification process with this substitution.

Algorithm 9 Let M = 〈C ≡? D,S〉 be anL-matching
problem under acyclic side conditions. Then,MATCH@L works
as follows:

1. If MATCH
v
L (〈C ≡? D,Sv〉) returns “fail”,

then return “fail”;

2. k := `; σ := MATCH
v
L 〈{C ≡? D}, Sv〉;

3. If k = 0, then returnσ;
If σ(Xk) ρk σ(Ek), then continue with 5.

4. Guess modificationσ′ of σ for Xk @? Ek;
If σ′(Ek) ≡ σ(Ek), then return “fail”;
M ′ := 〈{C ≡? D}∪{σ′(Xj) v? Xj |1 ≤ j ≤ `}, Sv〉;
If MATCH

v
L (M ′) returns “fail”, then return “fail”;

σ := MATCH
v
L (M ′)

5. k := k − 1; continue with 3.

How to guess modifications
Here we sketch the modifications forFL⊥. (A formal defini-
tion forFL⊥ andFL¬ can be found in[Baaderet al., 2000].)
Recall that the goal is to makeσ(Ek) more general by (non-
deterministically) choosing one wordw from one of its role
languages and by removing this word by appropriately modi-
fying the role languages of the variables occurring inEk.

We call this aC-modificationif w is picked from a role lan-
guage corresponding to some atomic conceptA. In this case,
removing certain words from role languages of the variables
in E suffices to obtain a minimal modification.

In case of a⊥-modification, wherew is picked from the
role language corresponding to the⊥-concept, the removal
of some wordv in the role language of a variable implicitly
removes every continuationvv′ of v. To correct this effect,
every word in{v}·NR is put back whenever somev is re-
moved. In addition, sincev is also implicitly removed from
role languages corresponding to atomic concepts, it is also
transferred to such role languages. This ensures that the com-
puted substitution is as specific as possible. This is vital both
for the proof of correctness and to obtain all minimal solu-
tions.

The following example illustrates in more detail how the
modifications work.

Example 10 Consider theFL⊥-matching problemA u
∀{r, s}.⊥ ≡? X1 u∀r.X2 u∀r.X3 under the strict subsump-
tion conditionsX2 @? X1, X3 @? X2.
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Executing the above algorithm, we obtain in Step 2 as ini-
tial solutionσ the following substitution:

{X1 7→ ∀{r, s}.⊥u ∀{ε}.A,X2 7→ ∀{ε}.⊥, X3 7→ ∀{ε}.⊥}.
The iteration begins in Step 3 by checking the second side

condition, which is violated. Choosing a⊥-modification in
Step 4, we must choose a word from the role language{ε}
corresponding to⊥ in σ(X2) = σ(X3). In this case, we can
only pick ε. To keep the change minimal, we do not simply
remove it, but rather replace it by{r, s} in the role language
corresponding to⊥ in σ(X2). In addition, we transferε to
the role language corresponding toA. This yieldsσ′(X2) =
∀{r, s}.⊥ u ∀{ε}.A. The other variables remain unchanged.

In this case, the substitutionσ′ itself solves the matching
problemM ′ considered in Step 4, and thusMATCH

v
FL⊥(M ′)

returnsσ′.
In the second iteration, we find in Step 3 that the first side

conditionX2 @? X1 no longer holds. In Step 4, we again
choose a⊥-modification, and choose the wordr from the
role language{r, s} corresponding to⊥ in σ(X1). The mod-
ification replacesr by rr, rs and addsr to the role language
corresponding toA. This yieldsσ′(X1) := ∀{rr, rs, s}.⊥ u
∀{ε, r}.A. Again, this substitution solvesM ′, and thus the
new value ofσ is σ′.

In the next iteration we havek = 0, ending the itera-
tion in Step 3. The algorithm finally returns the substitu-
tion {X1 7→ ∀{rr, rs, s}.⊥ u ∀{ε, r}.A,X2 7→ ∀{r, s}.⊥ u
∀{ε}.A,X3 7→ ∀{ε}.⊥}.

Note that, in the first iteration step, it was not possible to
apply aC-modification since the role language corresponding
to A was empty. In the second step, we could have applied
a C-modification, removingε from the role language corre-
sponding toA in σ(X1). Then, however, the systemM ′ ob-
tained this way would not have been solvable. In fact, it is
easy to see that the two matching problemsAu∀{r, s}.⊥ ≡?

X1 u ∀r.X2 u ∀r.X3 and∀{r, s}.⊥ v? X1 occurring inM ′

cannot be solved simultaneously.

Soundness and completeness forFL⊥ andFL¬ is proved
in [Baaderet al., 2000]. It is easy to see that the length of
each computation branch of the nondeterminstic algorithm
MATCH@L is polynomially bounded. Because matching un-
der strict acyclic subsumption conditions inFL⊥ andFL¬ is
known to be NP-hard, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 11 LetL ∈ {FL⊥,FL¬}. Deciding the solvability
of L-matching problems under acyclic side conditions is an
NP-complete problem.

The algorithm described above not only decides solvabil-
ity of matching problems under acyclic side conditions. It
also computes matchers in case the problem is solvable. To
be more precise, all minimal matchers (w.r.t. subsumption of
substitutions) are computed.

5 Future work
In contrast to the algorithm for matching under subsumption
conditions, the algorithmMATCH@L presently is restricted to
(i) L ∈ {FL⊥,FL¬} and (ii) acyclic side conditions. Natu-
rally, the next step is to overcome the first restriction by ex-
tending the result for acyclic side conditions toALN . We

strongly conjecture that an algorithm similar toMATCH@L can
be devised for this purpose.

In [Baaderet al., 1999], FL0-matching problems with
cyclic subsumption conditions are transformed into equiv-
alent ones with acyclic subsumption conditions. Unfortu-
nately, this approach cannot be extended toFL⊥ in a straight-
forward way. Instead, in order to overcome the second re-
striction, one might try to adapt the general idea of the algo-
rithm MATCH@L to cyclic side conditions. Hence, one would
first compute the solution to the analogous non-strict match-
ing problem and then proceed by iteratively modifying the
solution to satisfy the strict side conditions. Proving termina-
tion of this approach appears to be the main problem.

Apart from ALN and its sublanguages, it also seems
promising to consider matching problems under side condi-
tions inALE , which extendsFL¬ by existential restrictions.
Since the algorithmMATCH

v
L proposed here is defined on top

of an existing algorithm for pure matching problems (with
certain properties), one might similarly take advantage of the
matching algorithm proposed in[Baader and K̈usters, 2000]
for ALE-matching problems.
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Abstract

Computing the least common subsumer (lcs) has
proved to be useful in a variety of different appli-
cations. Previous work on the lcs has concentrated
on description logics that either allow for number
restrictions or for existential restrictions. Many ap-
plications, however, require to combine these con-
structors. In this work, we present an lcs algorithm
for the description logic ALEN , which allows for
both constructors, thereby correcting previous al-
gorithms proposed in the literature.

1 Introduction

Computing the least common subsumer (lcs) in description
logics (DLs) is an inference task first introduced by Co-
hen, Borgida, and Hirsh [Cohen et al., 1992] for sublan-
guages of CLASSIC. Since then it has found several appli-
cations: as a key operation in inductive learning algorithms
[Cohen and Hirsh, 1994], as a means to measure the sim-
ilarity of concepts for information retrieval [Möller et al.,
1998], and as an operation to support the bottom-up con-
struction of DL-knowledge bases [Baader and Küsters, 1998;
Baader et al., 1999]. Roughly speaking, the lcs of a set of
concepts is the most specific concept description (among a
possibly infinite number of concept descriptions) that sub-
sumes all of the input descriptions, and as such allows to
extract the commonalities from given concept descriptions,
a task essential for all the mentioned applications.

The first lcs algorithms proposed in the literature were ap-
plicable to sublanguages of CLASSIC, more precisely, DLs
that in particular allow for number restrictions [Cohen et al.,
1992; Cohen and Hirsh, 1994]. More recently, motivated by
the bottom-up construction of knowledge bases in a chemical
engineering application [Sattler, 1998; von Wedel and Mar-
quardt, 2000], the lcs has been investigated for the DL ALE
[Baader et al., 1999], which allows for existential restrictions
instead of number restrictions. Although first empirical re-
sults are encouraging [Baader and Molitor, 2000], they also
show that this application asks for a more expressive DL, one

�This work was carried out while the author was still at the LuFG
Theoretical Computer Science, RWTH Aachen.

that allows to combine number restrictions and existential re-
strictions. Such a logic can, for example, be used to describe
a reactor with cooling jacket and exactly two inlet valves by
Reactoru 9is-coupled-to.Cooling-Jacket u (=2 has-inlet)
u 8has-inlet.Valve.

In this work, we propose an algorithm for computing the
lcs of ALEN -concept descriptions. The DL ALEN allows for
conjunction, a restricted form of negation, value restrictions,
existential restrictions, and number restrictions. Similar to
previous approaches [Cohen et al., 1992; Baader and Küsters,
1998; Baader et al., 1999], our lcs algorithm builds on a struc-
tural characterization of subsumption.

Typically, such a characterization works in two steps. First,
concept descriptions are turned into a structural normal form,
which makes all facts implicitly represented in the description
explicit. Second, the subsumer and the subsumee, given in
structural normal form, are compared syntactically. A sound
and complete characterization then ensures that the structural
normal form indeed contains all implied facts.

Now, given that the structural normal form of concept de-
scriptions can be computed effectively, the lcs of concept de-
scriptions can be obtained by first computing their structural
normal forms and then extracting the “common facts” present
in these normal forms.

ForALEN , however, computing the structural normal form
already requires to (inductively) compute the lcs (see our run-
ning example in Section 3). Consequently, the proof of cor-
rectness of the lcs algorithm needs to be interleaved with the
proof of soundness and completeness of the characterization
of subsumption, making the proofs quite involved. In [Man-
tay, 1999], this approach is in fact pursued. However, in an
attempt to avoid these interleaving proofs, Mantay made un-
proved assumptions concerning the existence and other prop-
erties of the lcs. Moreover, the lcs algorithm presented there
is incorrect in that the computed concept description not nec-
essarily subsumes the input descriptions.

In this work, we devise a more relaxed notion of struc-
tural normal form, which does not involve the lcs computa-
tion and therefore allows to decouple the characterization of
subsumption from the lcs computation. Instead of a single
ALEN -concept description, our normal form consists of a set
of ALEN -concept descriptions, where some of the implicit
facts are not made explicit.

The outline of our paper is as follows: In Section 2, we
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Construct name Syntax Semantics
top-concept > �I

bottom-concept ? ;
concept name P 2 NC P P I � �I

primitive negation, P 2 NC :P �I n P
I

conjunction C uD CI \DI

existential restrictions for r 2 NR 9r:C fx 2 �I j 9y : (x; y) 2 rI ^ y 2 CIg
value restrictions for r 2 NR 8r:C fx 2 �I j 8y : (x; y) 2 rI ! y 2 CIg
number restrictions (� nr) fx 2 �I j #fy : (x; y) 2 rIg � ng
for r 2 NR, n 2 IN (� nr) fx 2 �I j #fy : (x; y) 2 rIg � ng

Table 1: Syntax and semantics of ALEN -concept descriptions.

formally introduce the languageALEN and the lcs operation.
Section 3 contains a running example and a discussion of the
main difficulties that occur when computing the lcs. In sub-
sequent sections, this example is used to illustrate the notions
introduced. Section 4 then covers the characterization of sub-
sumption and Section 5 the lcs algorithm. Finally, in Sec-
tion 6, we briefly discuss the results obtained. Due to space
limitations, we cannot give all technical details. These de-
tails as well as complete proofs can be found in [Küsters and
Molitor, 2000].

2 Preliminaries

Concept descriptions are inductively defined with the help of
a set of constructors, starting with a set NC of concept names
and a set NR of role names. In this work, we consider the
DL ALEN , i.e., concept descriptions built from the construc-
tors shown in Table 1, subsequently calledALEN -concept de-
scriptions.

The semantics of a concept description is defined in terms
of an interpretation I = (�I ; �

I). The domain �I of I is
a non-empty set of individuals and the interpretation function
�I maps each concept name P 2 NC to a set P I � �I

and each role name r 2 NR to a binary relation rI � �I�
�I . The extension of �I to arbitrary concept descriptions is
inductively defined, as shown in the third column of Table 1.

One of the most important traditional inference services
provided by DL systems is computing the subsumption hier-
archy. The concept descriptionC is subsumed by the descrip-
tion D (C v D) iff CI � DI holds for all interpretations I.
The concept descriptions C and D are equivalent (C � D)
iff they subsume each other.

In this paper, we are interested in the computation of least
common subsumers.

Definition 1 Given ALEN -concept descriptions C1; : : : ; Cn,
n � 2, the ALEN -concept description C is the least com-
mon subsumer (lcs) of C1; : : : ; Cn (C = lcs(C1; : : : ; Cn) for
short) iff (i) Ci v C for all 1 � i � n, and (ii) C is the
least concept description with this property, i.e., if C 0 satis-
fies Ci v C 0 for all 1 � i � n, then C v C 0.

Depending on the DL under consideration, the lcs of two or
more descriptions need not always exist, but if it exists, then
it is unique up to equivalence. The main contribution of this

paper is to show that in ALEN the lcs always exists and that
it can be computed effectively.

For the sake of simplicity, we consider ALEN -concept de-
scriptions over a set NC of concept names and assume NR

to be the singleton frg. However, all definitions and results
can easily be generalized to arbitrary sets of role names. Fur-
thermore, w.l.o.g., we assume allALEN -concept descriptions
to be in the following normal form: Each conjunction in an
ALEN -concept description contains

1. at most one number restriction of the form (� n r)
(this is w.l.o.g. due to (� m r) u (� n r) � (� n r) if
n � m);

2. at most one number restriction of the form (� n r)
(this is w.l.o.g. due to (� m r) u (� n r) � (� n r) if
n � m);

3. at most one value restriction of the form 8r:C
(this is w.l.o.g. due to 8r:C u 8r:D � 8r:(C uD).

3 Running example
In order to highlight the main problems to be solved in the
structural characterization of subsumption and the computa-
tion of the lcs in ALEN , we will use the following ALEN -
concept descriptions:

Cex := 9r:(P uA1) u 9r:(P u A2) u 9r:(:P u A1) u

9r:(Q u A3) u 9r:(:Q u A3) u (� 2 r); and

Dex := (� 3 r) u 8r:(A1 uA2 u A3):

The key point in the characterization of subsumption and the
lcs computation is to describe the “non-trivial” concept de-
scriptions, say C 0, subsuming a given concept description,
say C, where “non-trivial” means that C 0 does not occur as a
conjunct on the top-level of C. Subsequently, these concept
descriptions are called induced. It suffices to only consider
induced concept descriptions that are minimal w.r.t. subsump-
tion.

In what follows, we describe the concept descriptions in-
duced by Cex and Dex. It turns out that some of the concept
descriptions induced by Cex correspond to the lcs of certain
subdescriptions in Cex. As we will see, given the induced
concept descriptions of Cex and Dex, it is easy to determine
the lcs ofCex andDex. We start with the concept descriptions
induced by Cex.
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Number restrictions: Because of the existential restrictions
on the top-level of Cex, e.g. 9r:(P uA1) and 9r:(:P uA1),
we knowCex v (� 2 r), i.e., (� 2 r) is induced byCex. Con-
versely, there is no induced �-restriction, i.e., the most spe-
cific �-restriction subsuming Cex is the �-restriction explic-
itly present on the top-level of Cex.
Existential restrictions: Due to the �-restriction (� 2 r)
on the top-level of Cex, each instance of Cex has at most
two r-successors. Consequently, some existential restrictions
have to be “merged” to a single existential restriction, where
“merging” means conjoining the concept descriptions occur-
ring in the existential restrictions. For Cex, there are several
ways to merge the five existential restrictions on the top-level
of Cex into two existential restrictions. The merging process
gives rise to new (derived) concept descriptions, where the
only consistent ones are:

C1
ex := 9r:(P uQ u A1 u A2 u A3) u

9r:(:P u :Q u A1 uA3) u (� 2 r); and

C2
ex := 9r:(P u :Q uA1 u A2 u A3) u

9r:(:P uQ uA1 u A3) u (� 2 r):

It is clear that Cex � C1
ex t C

2
ex. The existential restrictions

9r:(P uA1uA2uA3), 9r:(:P uA1uA3), 9r:(QuA1uA3),
and 9r:(:Q u A1 u A3) subsume both C1

ex and C2
ex. From

this it can be concluded that these restrictions are induced by
Cex.

As we will see, the induced existential restrictions can be
obtained by picking one existential restriction from each of
the (consistent) derived concept descriptions and applying the
lcs operation to them. In our example, we have, for instance,
P uA1uA2uA3 � lcs(P uQuA1uA2uA3; P u:QuA1u
A2 uA3). However, as explained below, our characterization
of subsumption avoids to explicitly use the lcs by employing
the fact that

lcs(C1; : : : ; Cn) v D iff Ci v D for all 1 � i � n: (1)

Value restrictions: In view of Cex � C1
ex t C2

ex, it not
only follows that every instance of Cex has exactly two r-
successors but that these r-successors must satisfy the exis-
tential restrictions given in C1

ex and C2
ex. In either case, all

r-successors belong to A1 u A3, and thus, the value restric-
tion 8r:(A1 uA3) is induced by Cex.

There are two things that should be pointed out here: First,
note that there is an induced value restriction only if the num-
ber of successors induced by existential restrictions coincides
with the number in the �-restriction, because only in this
case, we have “full” information about all r-successors of an
instance of C. For example, if we consider the concept de-
scription Eex := (� 2r) u 9r:(A1 uA2) u 9r:(A1 uA3), no
value restriction is induced.1

Second, if 8r:C 0 is the most specific value restriction in-
duced by C, then C 0 corresponds to the lcs of all concept de-
scriptions occurring in the merged existential restrictions. In

1The structural subsumption algorithm introduced in [Mantay,
1999], however, computes 8r:A1 as a value restriction induced by
Eex and thus, is incorrect. For the same reason, the lcs-algorithm
presented in [Mantay, 1999] is incorrect: although the lcs of Eex

and 8r:A1 is >, the algorithm returns 8r:A1.

the example,A1uA3 � lcs(PuQuA1uA2uA3;:Pu:Qu
A1uA2uA3; Pu:QuA1uA2uA3;:PuQuA1uA2uA3).
Again, using the equivalence (1), we avoid to explicitly com-
pute the lcs in the characterization of subsumption.

It is easy to see that the only (minimal) concept description
induced by Dex is 9r:(A1 u A2 uA3).

Now, given the concept descriptions induced by Cex and
Dex it is not hard to verify that the lcs of Cex and Dex can be
stated as

(� 2r) u 8r:(A1 u A3) u 9r:(A1 uA2 u A3):

4 Structural characterization of subsumption
In what follows, let C, D be ALEN -concept descriptions in
the normal form introduced in Section 2. Since both C � ?
and D � > trivially imply C v D, our characterization
of subsumption explicitly checks these equivalences. Oth-
erwise, roughly speaking, each conjunct in D, i.e., each
(negated) concept name, number restriction, existential re-
striction, and value restriction occurring on the top-level of
D, is compared with the corresponding conjuncts in C. For
the existential restrictions and value restrictions, however, it
will be necessary to resort to the concept descriptions derived
from C by merging existential restrictions (C1

ex and C2
ex in

the example). If all the comparisons have succeeded, it fol-
lows C v D. In the remainder of this section, the structural
comparison between C and D is further explained. Finally,
Theorem 2 establishes the complete characterization of sub-
sumption.

We first need some notation to access the different parts of
the concept descriptions:
� prim(C) denotes the set of all (negated) concept names

occurring on the top-level of C;

� minr(C) := maxfk j C v (� k r)g;

� maxr(C) := minfk j C v (� k r)g;

� if there exists a value restriction of the form 8r:C 0 on
the top-level of C, then valr(C) := C 0; otherwise,
valr(C) := >;

� exrr(C) := fC 0 j there exists 9r:C 0 on the top-level of
Cg.

Note that minr(C) is always finite, whereas maxr(C) may
be 1, namely if there exists no positive integer k such that
C v (� k r). Although these values need not be explic-
itly present in number restrictions of C, they can be com-
puted in polynomial time in the size of C using an oracle
for subsumption of ALEN -concept descriptions [Küsters and
Molitor, 2000]. In our example, we get minr(Cex) = 2,
maxr(Cex) = 2, minr(Dex) = 3, and maxr(Dex) =1.

The structural comparison between the different parts of C
and D can now be stated as follows (assuming C 6� ? and
D 6� >):

(Negated) concept names and number restrictions:
(cf. Theorem 2, 1.–3.) In order for C v D to hold, it is
obvious that the following conditions need to be satisfied:
prim(D) � prim(C), maxr(C) � maxr(D), minr(C) �
minr(D). Otherwise, it is easy to construct a counter-model
for C v D.
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Existential restrictions: (cf. Theorem 2, 4.) Given D0 2
exrr(D), then forC v D to hold one at first might expect that
there need to exist a C 0 2 exrr(C) with valr(C) u C

0 v D0.
Although this works forALE-concept descriptions, it fails for
ALEN , as Cex v 9r:(P u A1 u A2 u A3) shows (see Sec-
tion 3). The reason is that in ALEN �-restrictions may re-
quire to merge existential restrictions, yielding new (implicit)
existential restrictions. To deal with this phenomenon, sets of
derived concept descriptions are considered with certain ex-
istential restrictions merged (see C1

ex and C2
ex in our running

example).
The result of merging existential restrictions is described

by so-called existential mappings

� : f1; : : : ; ng �! 2f1;:::;mg;

where n := minfmaxr(C); jexrr(C)jg and m := jexrr(C)j.
We require � to obey the following conditions:

1. �(i) 6= ; for all 1 � i � n;

2.
S
1�i�n �(i) = f1; : : : ;mg and �(i) \ �(j) = ; for all

1 � i < j � n.

3. u
j2�(i)

Cj u valr(C) 6� ? for all 1 � i � n.

Although the first two conditions are not essential for sound-
ness and completeness of the characterization of subsump-
tion, they reduce the number of existential mappings that need
to be considered.

Given exrr(C) = fC1; : : : ; Cmg, � yields an ALEN -
concept description C� obtained from C by substituting all
existential restrictions on the top-level of C with

u
1�i�n

9r: u
j2�(i)

Cj :

The set of all existential mappings on C satisfying the con-
ditions (1)–(3) is denoted by �r(C), where �r(C) := ; if
exrr(C) = ;. It is in fact sufficient to consider �r(C) mod-
ulo permutations, i.e., modulo the equivalence

� �= �0 iff there exists a permutation � on f1; : : : ; ng
s.t. �(i) = �0(�(i)) for all 1 � i � n.

In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we stay with � 2
�r(C) instead of [�]�= 2 �r(C)=�=, though.

In our running example, let exrr(Cex) =
fCex;1; : : : ; Cex;5g with Cex;1 = P u A1, Cex;2 = P u A2,
etc. Then, �r(Cex) consists of the two mappings

�1 = f1 7! f1; 2; 4g; 2 7! f3; 5gg;

�2 = f1 7! f1; 2; 5g; 2 7! f3; 4gg;

and it is C�i
ex = Ci

ex, i = 1; 2 (see Section 3).
For the characterization of subsumption, we will use the

following notation:

exrr(C)
� := f u

j2�(i)
Cj j 1 � i � ng:

Now, in case exrr(C) 6= ;, C v D implies that for each
D0 2 exrr(D) the following holds: for each � 2 �r(C),
there exists C 0

� 2 exrr(C)
� such that C 0

� u valr(C) v D0.
This is what is stated in Theorem 2, 4. Note that, using the
equivalence (1), and provided that the lcs of ALEN -concept

descriptions always exists, this condition could be rewritten
as: there exists a set M := fC 0

� 2 exrr(C)
� j � 2 �r(C)g

with lcs(fC 0 u valr(C) j C
0 2 Mg) v D0. However, since

the existence of the lcs is not guaranteed a priori, the lcs can-
not be used in the structural characterization of subsumption,
unless the characterization and the lcs computation are inter-
leaved.

If exrr(C) = ;, then for all D0 2 exrr(D) it must hold,
minr(C) � 1 and valr(C) v D0.

In our running example, Cex v 9r:(P u A1 u A2 u A3)
illustrates the case where exrr(C) 6= ; and Dex v 9r:(A1 u
A2 u A3) illustrates exrr(C) = ;.

Value restrictions: (cf. Theorem 2, 5.) Value restrictions
can only be induced for two reasons. First, if maxr(C) = 0,
then C v 8r:?, and thus, C v 8r:C 0 for all concept descrip-
tions C 0.

Second, the merging of existential restrictions may in-
duce value restrictions. In contrast to induced existential
restrictions, however, one further needs to take care of �-
restrictions induced by “incompatible” existential restric-
tions:

�r(C) := minr(8r:valr(C) uuC02exrr(C) 9r:C
0):

If exrr(C) = ;, we define �r(C) := 0. In our example,
�r(Cex) = 2, �r(Dex) = 0, and �r(Eex) = 1.

Now, only if �r(C) = maxr(C), value restrictions can be
induced, since only then we “know” all the r-successors of
instances of C. In our example, �r(Cex) = maxr(Cex) = 2,
which accounts for Cex v 8r:(A1 uA3). Conversely,Eex 6v
8r:A1 since 1 = �r(Eex) < maxr(Eex) = 2.

To formally state the comparison between value restric-
tions of C and D, we use the following notation:

exrr(C)
� :=

[
�2�r(C)

exrr(C)
�:

One can show that C v D implies valr(C) v valr(D)
provided that �r(C) < maxr(C). In case 0 < �(C) =
maxr(C), however, it suffices if the value restriction of D
satisfies valr(C) u C 0 v valr(D) for all C 0 2 exrr(C)

�.
Again, using the equivalence (1), and provided that the lcs of
ALEN -concept descriptions always exists, this condition can
be restated as valr(C) u lcs(exrr(C)

�) v D0. For reasons
already mentioned, we have not employed this variant.

We are now ready to state the structural characterization of
subsumption in ALEN .

Theorem 2 [Küsters and Molitor, 2000] Let C;D be two
ALEN -concept descriptions with exrr(C) = fC1; : : : ; Cmg.
Then C v D iff C � ?, D � >, or the following holds:

1. prim(D) � prim(C);

2. maxr(C) � maxr(D);

3. minr(C) � minr(D);

4. for all D0 2 exrr(D) it holds that

(a) exrr(C) = ;, minr(C) � 1, and valr(C) v D0; or
(b) exrr(C) 6= ; and for each � 2 �r(C), there exists

C 0 2 exrr(C)
� such that C 0 u valr(C) v D0; and
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Let C;D be two ALEN -concept descriptions.
If C v D, then c-lcs(C;D) := D, and if D v C, then c-lcs(C;D) := C.
Otherwise, let �r(C) = f�C1 ; : : : ; �

C
n(C)

g and �r(D) = f�D1 ; : : : ; �
D
n(D)

g, and define for E 2 fC;Dg

Cr(E) :=

8<
:

fc-lcs(fE1 u valr(E); : : : ; En(E) u valr(E)g) j Ei 2 exrr(E)�
E

i ; 1 � i � n(E)g; �r(E) 6= ;;
fvalr(E)g; �r(E) = ; ^minr(E) � 1;
;; minr(E) = 0;

E�
r :=

(
valr(E); 0 � �r(E) < maxr(E);
?; maxr(E) = 0;
c-lcs(fvalr(E) u E0 j E0 2 exrr(E)�g); 0 < �r(E) = maxr(E):

Define
c-lcs(C;D) := uQ2prim(C)\prim(D)Q u

(� maxfmaxr(C);maxr(D)g r) u (� minfminr(C);minr(D)g r) u

uC02Cr(C);D02Cr(D) 9r:c-lcs(C 0; D0) u

8r:c-lcs(C�
r ; D

�
r);

where

� (� maxfmaxr(C);maxr(D)g r) is omitted if maxr(C) =1 or maxr(D) =1, and

� uC02Cr(C);D02Cr(D) 9r:c-lcs(C 0; D0) := > if Cr(C) = ; or Cr(D) = ;.

Figure 1: The recursive computation of the lcs in ALEN .

5. if valr(D) 6� >, then

(a) maxr(C) = 0; or

(b) �r(C) < maxr(C) and valr(C) v valr(D); or

(c) 0 < �r(C) = maxr(C) and valr(C) u C 0 v
valr(D) for all C 0 2 exrr(C)

�.

As known from the literature, [Hemaspaandra, 1999], test-
ing subsumption of ALEN -concept descriptions is PSPACE-
complete. However, our characterization is not intended to
serve as a basis for a polynomial-space subsumption algo-
rithm. It rather yields the formal basis for the lcs algorithm
presented in the next section.

5 Computing the lcs in ALEN

The recursive algorithm computing the lcs of two ALEN -
concept descriptions C and D is depicted in Figure 1.
For a set C of ALEN -concept descriptions, c-lcs(C)
is computed by iteratively applying the binary c-lcs-
operation, i.e., c-lcs(fC1; : : : ; Cng) := c-lcs(C1; c-lcs(C2;
� � � ; c-lcs(Cn�1; Cn) � � �)) for n > 2.

Since the role depth of C and D is finite, the recursive
computation of c-lcs(C;D) always terminates. The follow-
ing theorem states correctness of the lcs algorithm depicted in
Figure 1. As an immediate consequence, we obtain that the
lcs of twoALEN -concept descriptions always exists. The the-
orem is proved by induction on the role depth of c-lcs(C;D)
and makes heavy use of the structural characterization of sub-
sumption given in Theorem 2.

Theorem 3 [Küsters and Molitor, 2000] Let C;D beALEN -
concept descriptions. Then, c-lcs(C;D) � lcs(C;D).

In the remainder of this section, we illustrate the definition
of c-lcs(C;D) in case that C 6v D and D 6v C (since the
special cases C v D, D v C are trivial), using our running
example introduced in Section 3. The conjuncts occurring on
the top-level of c-lcs(C;D) can, as before, be divided into
three parts, namely (1) (negated) concept names and number
restrictions, (2) the existential restrictions, and (3) the value
restriction. These conjuncts are defined in such a way that

(a) the conditions 1.–5. in Theorem 2 for C v c-lcs(C;D)
and D v c-lcs(C;D) are satisfied, and

(b) c-lcs(C;D) is the least concept description (w.r.t. v)
satisfying (a).

For the conditions 1.–3., this is quite obvious, since, for E 2
fC;Dg, we obtain

� prim(c-lcs(C;D)) = prim(C) \ prim(D) � prim(E),

� minr(c-lcs(C;D)) = minfminr(C);minr(D)g
� minr(E), and

� maxr(c-lcs(C;D)) = maxfmaxr(C);maxr(D)g
� maxr(E).

In our running example, prim(c-lcs(Cex; Dex)) = ;,
minr(c-lcs(Cex; Dex)) = 2, and maxr(c-lcs(Cex; Dex)) =
1.

For existential and value restrictions things are more
complicated. Let us first consider the definition of
exrr(c-lcs(C;D)), i.e., the existential restrictions obtained
from the sets Cr(C) and Cr(D). Roughly speaking, if
�r(E) 6= ;, then Cr(E) contains all (minimal) concept de-
scriptions occurring in an existential restriction induced by E
for E 2 fC;Dg. Each such concept description is obtained
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as the recursively computed lcs of a set of concept descrip-
tions consisting of one concept description from exrr(E)�

(conjoined with valr(E)) for each � 2 �r(E). In our run-
ning example, each pair of concept descriptions occurring
in the existential restrictions on the top-level of C1

ex and
C2
ex, respectively, yields such an lcs, and thus Cr(Cex) =

fPuA1uA2uA3; QuA1uA3;:QuA1uA3;:PuA1uA3g
(see Section 3).

If minr(E) = 1 and �r(E) = ;, we set Cr(E) =
fvalr(E)g since then exrr(E) = ;, and 9r:valr(E) is the
unique minimal existential restriction induced by E. This
case is illustrated by Dex in our running example, where
minr(Dex) = 3, exrr(Dex) = ;, and Cr(Dex) = fA1 u
A2 u A3g.

Finally, if minr(E) = 0, i.e., there exists no existential re-
striction subsuming E, then obviously, no existential restric-
tion can occur on the top-level of a common subsumer of C
and D. Therefore, we set Cr(E) := ;.

Given Cr(C) and Cr(D), the lcs of each pair C 0 2 Cr(C)
and D0 2 Cr(D) gives rise to an existential restriction on the
top-level of the lcs of C and D. In our example, we obtain
exrr(c-lcs(Cex; Dex)) = fA1 u A2 u A3; A1 u A3g, giv-
ing rise to the existential restrictions 9r:(A1 u A2 u A3) and
9r:(A1 uA3) (where the latter one can be omitted).

It remains to comment on 8r:c-lcs(C�
r ; D

�
r). Intuitively,

8r:E�
r is the most specific value restriction subsuming E for

E 2 fC;Dg. (Thus, 8r:c-lcs(C�
r ; D

�
r) is the most specific

value restriction subsuming both C and D.) If E has no in-
duced value restriction, E�

r coincides with valr(E). This is
the case forDex, where (Dex)

�
r = valr(Dex) = A1uA2uA3.

If maxr(E) = 0, the fact that E v 8r:? is made explicit by
defining E�

r := ?. Finally, if 0 < �r(E) = maxr(E), then
the induced value restriction is again made explicit by recur-
sively computing the lcs of the merged existential restrictions
(each conjoined with valr(E)). In our running example, this
case is illustrated by Cex: there, valr(Cex) = >, but since
�r(Cex) = maxr(Cex) = 2, we obtain (Cex)

�
r = A1 u A3

which is the recursively computed lcs of exrr(Cex)
� =

exrr(C
1
ex) [ exrr(C

2
ex) (see Section 3).

6 Conclusion and future work
We have presented an algorithm for computing the lcs in
ALEN . Its proof of correctness is based on the structural char-
acterization of subsumption introduced in Section 4. In this
characterization, we avoided to explicitly use the lcs in order
to be able to decouple the characterization of subsumption
and the lcs computation. Interleaving these two tasks caused
previous work on the lcs in ALEN to be incorrect.

Due to the interaction between number restrictions and ex-
istential restrictions the characterization of subsumption and
the lcs computation became much more involved than for the
sublanguages ALE [Baader et al., 1999] and ALN [Cohen
and Hirsh, 1994; Baader and Küsters, 1998]. As an imme-
diate consequence of results shown in [Baader et al., 1999]
for ALE , we obtain an exponential lower bound for the size
of the lcs of two ALEN -concept descriptions. It is, however,
not known whether this bound is tight. The lcs algorithm pre-
sented in Section 5 takes double exponential time [Küsters

and Molitor, 2000]. Nevertheless, since a prototype imple-
mentation of the exponential-time lcs algorithm for ALE be-
haves quite well in the chemical process engineering appli-
cation [Baader and Molitor, 2000], the hope is that the lcs
algorithm for ALEN proposed here will also work in realistic
application situations. For evaluation, continuing the work
on ALE , a prototype of the algorithm for ALENwill be im-
plemented using the DL-system FaCT [Horrocks, 1998] for
deciding subsumption in ALEN , which then is to be applied
to the chemical engineering knowledge base.
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Abstract

Ontologies have been established for knowledge
sharing and are widely used as a means for con-
ceptually structuring domains of interest. With
the growing usage of ontologies, the problem of
overlapping knowledge in a common domain be-
comes critical. We propose the new method
FCA–MERGE for merging ontologies following a
bottom-up approach which offers a structural de-
scription of the merging process. The method
is guided by application-specific instances of the
given source ontologies, that are to be merged. We
apply techniques from natural language processing
and formal concept analysis to derive a lattice of
concepts as a structural result ofFCA–MERGE.
The generated result is then explored and trans-
formed into the merged ontology with human in-
teraction.

1 Introduction
Ontologies have been established for knowledge sharing and
are widely used as a means for conceptually structuring do-
mains of interest. With the growing usage of ontologies, the
problem of overlapping knowledge in a common domain oc-
curs more often and becomes critical. Domain-specific on-
tologies are modeled by multiple authors in multiple settings.
These ontologies lay the foundation for building new domain-
specific ontologies in similar domains by assembling and ex-
tending multiple ontologies from repositories.

The process ofontology merging takes as input two (or
more) source ontologies and returns a merged ontology based
on the given source ontologies. Manual ontology merg-
ing using conventional editing tools without support is dif-
ficult, labor intensive and error prone. Therefore, several
systems and frameworks for supporting the knowledge en-
gineer in the ontology merging task have recently been pro-
posed[Hovy, 1998; Chalupsky, 2000; Noy and Musen, 2000;
McGuinnesset al, 2000]. The approaches rely on syntactic
and semantic matching heuristics which are derived from the
behavior of ontology engineers when confronted with the task
of merging ontologies, i. e. human behaviour is simulated.
Although some of them locally use different kinds of logics

for comparisons, these approaches do not offer a structural
description of the global merging process.

We propose the new methodFCA–MERGE for merging
ontologies following a bottom-up approach which offers a
global structural description of the merging process. For the
source ontologies, it extracts instances from a given set of
domain-specific text documents by applying natural language
processing techniques. Based on the extracted instances we
apply mathematically founded techniques taken fromFormal
Concept Analysis [Wille, 1982; Ganter and Wille, 1999] to
derive a lattice of concepts as a structural result ofFCA–
MERGE. The produced result is explored and transformed to
the merged ontology by the ontology engineer. The extrac-
tion of instances from text documents circumvents the prob-
lem that in most applications there are no objects which are
simultaneously instances of the source ontologies, and which
could be used as a basis for identifying similar concepts.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. We briefly in-
troduce some basic definitions concentrating on a formal def-
inition of what an ontology is and recall the basics of For-
mal Concept Analysis in Section 2. Before we present our
generic method for ontology merging in Section 4, we give
an overview over existing and related work in Section 3. Sec-
tion 5 provides a detailed description ofFCA–MERGE. Sec-
tion 6 summarizes the paper and concludes with an outlook
on future work.

2 Ontologies and Formal Concept Analysis
In this section, we briefly introduce some basic definitions.
We thereby concentrate on a formal definition of what an on-
tology is and recall the basics of Formal Concept Analysis.

2.1 Ontologies
There is no common formal definition of what an ontology is.
However, most approaches share a few core items: concepts,
a hierarchical IS-A-relation, and further relations. For sake
of generality, we do not discuss more specific features like
constraints, functions, or axioms here. We formalize the core
in the following way.

Definition: A (core) ontology is a tuple O :=
(C; is a;R; �), whereC is a set whose elements are called
concepts, is a is a partial order onC (i. e., a binary rela-
tion is a � C � C which is reflexive, transitive, and anti-
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symmetric),R is a set whose elements are calledrelation
names (or relations for short), and�:R ! C+ is a function
which assigns to each relation name its arity.

As said above, the definition considers the core elements of
most languages for ontology representation only. It is possi-
ble to map the definition to most types of ontology represen-
tation languages. Our implementation, for instance, is based
on Frame Logic[Kifer et al, 1995]. Frame Logic has a well-
founded semantics, but we do not refer to it in this paper.

2.2 Formal Concept Analysis
We recall the basics of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) as far
as they are needed for this paper. A more extensive overview
is given in[Ganter and Wille, 1999]. To allow a mathematical
description of concepts as being composed of extensions and
intensions, FCA starts with aformal context defined as a triple
K := (G;M; I), whereG is a set ofobjects, M is a set of
attributes, andI is a binary relation betweenG andM (i. e.
I � G�M ). (g;m) 2 I is read “object g has attribute m”.

Definition: ForA � G, we defineA0 := fm 2 M j 8g 2
A: (g;m) 2 Ig and, forB � M , we defineB 0 := fg 2 G j
8m 2 B: (g;m) 2 Ig.

A formal concept of a formal context(G;M; I) is defined
as a pair(A;B) with A � G,B �M ,A0 = B andB0 = A.
The setsA andB are called theextent and theintent of the
formal concept(A;B). The subconcept–superconcept rela-
tion is formalized by(A1; B1) � (A2; B2) :() A1�A2

(() B1 � B2): The set of all formal concepts of a con-
textK together with the partial order� is always a complete
lattice,1 called theconcept lattice of K and denoted byB(K ).

A possible confusion might arise from the double use of
the word ‘concept’ in FCA and in ontologies. This comes
from the fact that FCA and ontologies are two models for
the concept of ‘concept’ which arose independently. In order
to distinguish both notions,we will always refer to the FCA
concepts as ‘formal concepts’. The concepts in ontologies
are referred to just as ‘concepts’ or as ‘ontology concepts’.
There is no direct counter-part of formal concepts in ontolo-
gies. Ontology concepts are best compared to FCA attributes,
as both can be considered as unary predicates on the set of ob-
jects.

3 Related Work
A first approach for supporting the merging of ontologies is
described in[Hovy, 1998]. There, several heuristics are de-
scribed for identifying corresponding concepts in different
ontologies, e.g. comparing the names and the natural lan-
guage definitions of two concepts, and checking the closeness
of two concepts in the concept hierarchy.

The OntoMorph system[Chalupsky, 2000] offers two
kinds of mechanisms for translating and merging ontologies:
syntactic rewriting supports the translation between two dif-
ferent knowledge representation languages, semantic rewrit-
ing offers means for inference-based transformations. It ex-

1I. e., for each set of formal concepts, there is always a greatest
common subconcept and a least common superconcept.

plicitly allows to violate the preservation of semantics in
trade-off for a more flexible transformation mechanism.

In [McGuinnesset al, 2000] the Chimaera system is de-
scribed. It provides support for merging of ontological terms
from different sources, for checking the coverage and correct-
ness of ontologies and for maintaining ontologies over time.
Chimaera offers a broad collection of functions, but the un-
derlying assumptions about structural properties of the on-
tologies at hand are not made explicit.

Prompt[Noy and Musen, 2000] is an algorithm for ontol-
ogy merging and alignment embedded in Prot´egé 2000. It
starts with the identification of matching class names. Based
on this initial step an iterative approach is carried out for per-
forming automatic updates, finding resulting conflicts, and
making suggestions to remove these conflicts.

The tools described above offer extensive merging func-
tionalities, most of them based on syntactic and semantic
matching heuristics, which are derived from the behaviour of
ontology engineers when confronted with the task of merg-
ing ontologies. OntoMorph and Chimarea use a descrip-
tion logics based approach that influences the merging pro-
cess locally, e. g. checking subsumption relationships be-
tween terms. None of these approaches offers a structural de-
scription of the global merging process.FCA–MERGE can
be regarded as complementary to existing work, offering a
structural description of the overall merging process with an
underlying mathematical framework.

There is also much related work in the database commu-
nity, especially in the area of federated database systems. The
work closest to our approach is described in[Schmitt and
Saake, 1998]. They apply Formal Concept Analysis to a re-
lated problem, namely database schema integration. As in our
approach, a knowledge engineer has to interpret the results in
order to make modeling decisions. Our technique differs in
two points: There is no need of knowledge acquisition from a
domain expert in the preprocessing phase; and it additionally
suggests new concepts and relations for the target ontology.

4 Bottom-Up Ontology Merging
As said above, we propose a bottom-up approach for ontol-
ogy merging. Our mechanism is based on application-specific
instances of the two given ontologiesO1 andO2 that are to
be merged. The overall process of merging two ontologies is
depicted in Figure 1 and consists of three steps, namely(i)
instance extraction and computing of two formal contextsK 1

andK 2 , (ii) the FCA-MERGE core algorithm that derives a
common context and computes a concept lattice, and(iii) the
generation of the final merged ontology based on the concept
lattice.

Our method takes as input data the two ontologies and a
setD of natural language documents. The documents have to
be relevant to both ontologies, so that the documents are de-
scribed by the concepts contained in the ontology. The doc-
uments may be taken from the target application which re-
quires the final merged ontology. From the documents inD,
we extract instances. The mechanism for instance extraction
is further described in Subsection 5.1. This automatic knowl-
edge acquisition step returns, for each ontology, a formal con-
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Figure 1: Ontology Merging Method

text indicating which ontology concepts appear in which doc-
uments.

The extraction of the instances from documents is neces-
sary because there are usually no instances which are already
classified by both ontologies. However, if this situation is
given, one can skip the first step and use the classification of
the instances directly as input for the two formal contexts.

The second step of our ontology merging approach com-
prises theFCA–MERGEcore algorithm. The core algorithm
merges the two contexts and computes a concept lattice from
the merged context using FCA techniques. More precisely, it
computes apruned concept lattice which has the same degree
of detail as the two source ontologies. The techniques ap-
plied for generating the pruned concept lattice are described
in Subsection 5.2 in more detail.

Instance extraction and theFCA–MERGE core algorithm
are fully automatic. The final step ofderiving the merged
ontology from the concept lattice requires human interaction.
Based on the pruned concept lattice and the sets of relation
namesR1 andR2, the ontology engineer creates the con-
cepts and relations of the target ontology. We offer graphical
means of the ontology engineering environment OntoEdit for
supporting this process.

For obtaining good results, a few assumptions have to be
met by the input data: Firstly, the documents have to be rel-
evant to each of the source ontologies. A document from
which no instance is extracted for each source ontology can
be neglected for our task. Secondly, the documents have
to cover all concepts from the source ontologies. Concepts
which are not covered have to be treated manually after our
merging procedure (or the set of documents has to be ex-
panded). And last but not least, the documents must sepa-
rate the concepts well enough. If two concepts which are
considered as different always appear in the same documents,
FCA-MERGEwill map them to the same concept in the target
ontology (unless this decision is overruled by the knowledge
engineer). When this situation appears too often, the knowl-
edge engineer might want to add more documents which fur-
ther separate the concepts.

5 The FCA–MERGE Method
In this section, we discuss the three steps ofFCA–MERGEin
more detail. We illustrateFCA–MERGEwith a small exam-
ple taken from the tourism domain, where we have built sev-
eral specific ontology-based information systems. Our gen-
eral experiments are based on tourism ontologies that have
been modeled in an ontology engineering seminar. Differ-
ent ontologies have been modeled for a given text corpus on

the web, which is provided by a WWW provider for tourist
information.2 The corpus describes actual objects, like loca-
tions, accommodations, furnishings of accommodations, ad-
ministrative information, and cultural events. For the scenario
described here, we have selected two ontologies: The first on-
tology contains 67 concepts and 31 relations, and the second
ontology contains 51 concepts and 22 relations. The under-
lying text corpus consists of 233 natural language documents
taken from the WWW provider described above. For demon-
stration purposes, we restrict ourselves first to two very small
subsetsO1 andO2 of the two ontologies described above;
and to 14 out of the 233 documents. These examples will
be translated in English. In Subsection 5.3, we provide some
examples from the merging of the larger ontologies.

5.1 Linguistic Analysis and Context Generation
The aim of this first step is to generate, for each ontology
Oi; i2f1; 2g, a formal contextK i := (Gi;Mi; Ii). The set
of documentsD is taken as object set (Gi := D), and the set
of concepts is taken as attribute set (Mi := Ci). While these
sets come for free, the difficult step is generating the binary
relation Ii. The relation(g;m) 2 Ii shall hold whenever
documentg contains an instance ofm.

The computation uses linguistic techniques as described
in the sequel. We conceive an information extraction-based
approach for ontology-based extraction, which has been im-
plemented on top of SMES (Saarbr¨ucken Message Extrac-
tion System), a shallow text processor for German (cf.[Neu-
mannet al, 1997]). The architecture of SMES comprises
a tokenizer based on regular expressions, alexical analysis
component including aword and a domain lexicon, and a
chunk parser. The tokenizer scans the text in order to identify
boundaries of words and complex expressions like “$20.00”
or “Mecklenburg–Vorpommern”,3 and to expand abbrevia-
tions.

The lexicon contains more than 120,000 stem entries and
more than 12,000 subcategorization frames describing infor-
mation used for lexical analysis and chunk parsing. Further-
more, the domain-specific part of the lexicon contains lexical
entries that express natural language representations of con-
cepts and relations. Lexical entries may refer to several con-
cepts or relations, and one concept or relation may be referred
to by several lexical entries.

Lexical analysis uses the lexicon to perform(1) morpho-
logical analysis, i. e. the identification of the canonical com-
mon stem of a set of related word forms and the analysis
of compounds,(2) recognition of named entities,(3) part-of-
speech tagging, and(4) retrieval of domain-specific informa-
tion. While steps (1), (2), and (3) can be viewed as standard
for information extraction approaches, step (4) is of specific
interest for our instance extraction mechanism. This step as-
sociates single words or complex expressions with a concept
from the ontology if a corresponding entry in the domain-
specific part of the lexicon exists. For instance, the expression
“Hotel Schwarzer Adler” is associated with the conceptHo-
tel. If the conceptHotel is in ontologyO1 and document

2URL: http://www.all-in-all.com
3a region in the north east of Germany
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Figure 2: The contextsK 1 andK 2 as result of the first step

g contains the expression “Hotel Schwarzer Adler”, then the
relation (g,Hotel)2I1 holds.

Finally, the transitivity of theis a-relation is compiled
into the formal context, i. e.(g;m)2I andm is a n im-
plies (g; n)2I . This means that if (g,Hotel)2I1 holds
and Hotel is a Accommodation, then the document
also describes an instance of the conceptAccommodation:
(g,Accommodation)2I1.

Figure 2 depicts the contextsK 1 andK 2 that have been
generated from the documents for the small example ontolo-
gies. E. g., documentdoc5 contains instances of the con-
ceptsEvent, Concert, andRoot of ontologyO1, and
Musical andRoot of ontologyO2. All other documents
contain some information on hotels, as they contain instances
of the conceptHotel both inO1 and inO2.

5.2 Generating the Pruned Concept Lattice
The second step takes as input the two formal contextsK 1

andK 2 which were generated in the last step, and returns
a pruned concept lattice (see below), which will be used as
input in the next step.

First we merge the two formal contexts into a new formal
contextK , from which we will derive the pruned concept lat-
tice. Before merging the two formal contexts, we have to
disambiguate the attribute sets, sinceC1 and C2 may con-
tain the same concepts: LetfMi := f(m; i) j m 2 Mig,
for i2f1; 2g. The indexation of the concepts allows the pos-
sibility that the same concept exists in both ontologies, but
is treated differently. For instance, aCampground may be
considered as anAccommodation in the first ontology, but
not in the second one. Then the merged formal context is ob-
tained byK := (G;M; I) with G := D, M := fM1 [ fM2,
and(g; (m; i)) 2 I :, (g;m) 2 Ii .

We will not compute the whole concept lattice ofK , as it
would provide too many too specific concepts. We restrict
the computation to those formal concepts which are above
at least one formal concept generated by an (ontology) con-
cept of the source ontologies. This assures that we remain
within the range of specificity of the source ontologies. More
precisely, thepruned concept lattice is given byBp (K ) :=
f(A;B)2B(K ) j 9m2M : (fmg0; fmg00) � (A;B)g (with �0

as defined in Section 2.2).
For our example, the pruned concept lattice is shown in

Hotel_1
Hotel_2

Accommodation_2

Root_1
Root_2

Vacation_1

Event_1

Concert_1
Musical_2

Figure 3: The pruned concept lattice

Figure 3. It consists of six formal concepts. Two formal con-
cepts of the total concept lattice are pruned since they are too
specific compared to the two source ontologies. In the di-
agram, each formal concept is represented by a node. The
empty nodes are the pruned concepts and are usually hidden
from the user. A concept is a subconcept of another one if
and only if it can be reached by a descending path. The in-
tent of a formal concept consists of all attributes (i. e., in our
application, the ontology concepts) which are attached to the
formal concept or to one of its superconcepts. As we are not
interested in the document names, the extents of the contexts
are not visualized in this diagram.

The computation of the pruned concept lattice is done with
the algorithm TITANIC [Stummeet al, 2000]. It is slightly
modified to allow the pruning. Compared to other algorithms
for computing concept lattices, TITANIC has — for our pur-
pose — the advantage that it computes the formal concepts
via theirkey sets (or minimal generators). A key set is a min-
imal description of a formal concept:K �M is akey set for
the formal concept(A;B) if and only if (K 0;K 00) = (A;B)
and(X 0; X 00) 6= (A;B) for all X � K with X 6= K. In
other words:K generates the formal concept(A;B).

In our application, key sets serve two purposes. Firstly,
they indicate if the generated formal concept gives rise to a
new concept in the target ontology or not. A concept is new
if and only if it has no key sets of cardinality one. Secondly,
the key sets of cardinality two or more can be used as generic
names for new concepts and they indicate the arity of new
relations.

5.3 Generating the new Ontology from the
Concept Lattice

While the previous steps (instance extraction, context deriva-
tion, context merging, and TITANIC) are fully automatic, the
derivation of the merged ontology from the concept lattice
requires human interaction, since it heavily relies on back-
ground knowledge of the domain expert.

The result from the last step is a pruned concept lattice.
From it we have to derive the target ontology. Each of the
formal concepts of the pruned concept lattice is a candidate
for a concept, a relation, or a new subsumption in the target
ontology. There is a number of queries which may be used to
focus on the most relevant parts of the pruned concept lattice.
We discuss these queries after the description of the general
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strategy — which follows now. Of course, most of the tech-
nical details are hidden from the user.

As the documents are not needed for the generation of the
target ontology, we restrict our attention to the intents of the
formal concepts, which are sets of (ontology) concepts of the
source ontologies. For each formal concept of the pruned
concept lattice, we analyze the related key sets. For each for-
mal concept, the following cases can be distinguished:

1. It has exactly one key set of cardinality 1.
2. It has two or more key sets of cardinality 1.
3. It has no key sets of cardinality 0 or 1.
4. It has the empty set as key set.4

The generation of the target ontology starts with all concepts
being in one of the two first situations. The first case is the
easiest: The formal concept is generated by exactly one on-
tology concept from one of the source ontologies. It can
be included in the target ontology without interaction of the
knowledge engineer. In our example, these are the two formal
concepts labeled byVacation 1 and byEvent 1.

In the second case, two or more concepts of the source on-
tologies generate the same formal concept. This indicates
that the concepts should be merged into one concept in the
target ontology. The user is asked which of the names to
retain. In the example, this is the case for two formal con-
cepts: The key setsfConcert 1g andfMusical 2g gen-
erate the same formal concept, and are thus suggested to
be merged; and the key setsfHotel 1g, fHotel 2g, and
fAccommodation 2g also generate the same formal con-
cept.5 The latter case is interesting, since it includes two con-
cepts of the same ontology. This means that the set of docu-
ments does not provide enough details to separate these two
concepts. Either the knowledge engineer decides to merge
the concepts (for instance because he observes that the dis-
tinction is of no importance in the target application), or he
adds them as separate concepts to the target ontology. If there
are too many suggestions to merge concepts which should be
distinguished, this is an indication that the set of documents
was not large enough. In such a case, the user might want to
re-launchFCA–MERGEwith a larger set of documents.

When all formal concepts in the first two cases are dealt
with, then all concepts from the source ontologies are in-
cluded in the target ontology. Now, all relations from the two
source ontologies are copied into the target ontology. Possi-
ble conflicts and duplicates have to be resolved by the ontol-
ogy engineer.

In the next step, we deal with all formal concepts covered
by the third case. They are all generated by at least two con-
cepts from the source ontologies, and are candidates for new
ontology concepts or relations in the target ontology. The de-
cision whether to add a concept or a relation to the target on-
tology (or to discard the suggestion) is a modeling decision,
and is left to the user. The key sets provide suggestions either
for the name of the new concept, or for the concepts which
should be linked with the new relation. Only those key sets

4This implies (by the definition of key sets) that the formal con-
cept does not have another key set.

5fRoot 1g andfRoot 2g are no key sets, as each of them has
a subset (namely the empty set) generating the same formal concept.

with minimal cardinality are considered, as they provide the
shortest names for new concepts and minimal arities for new
relations, resp.

For instance, the formal concept in the middle of Fig-
ure 3 hasfHotel 2, Event 1g, fHotel 1, Event 1g,
andfAccommodation 2, Event 1g as key sets. The user
can now decide if to create a new concept with the default
nameHotelEvent (which is unlikely in this situation), or
to create a new relation with arity (Hotel,Event), e. g., the
relationorganizesEvent.

Key sets of cardinality 2 serve yet another purpose:
fm1;m2g being a key set implies that neitherm1is am2

norm2is am1 currently hold. Thus when the user does not
use a key set of cardinality 2 for generating a new concept or
relation, she should check if it is reasonable to add one of the
two subsumptions to the target ontology. This case does not
show up in our small example. An example from the large
ontologies is given at the end of the section.

There is exactly one formal concept in the fourth case (as
the empty set is always a key set). This formal concept gives
rise to a new largest concept in the target ontology, theRoot
concept. It is up to the knowledge engineer to accept or to
reject this concept. Many ontology tools require the existence
of such a largest concept. In our example, this is the formal
concept labeled byRoot 1 andRoot 2.

Finally, the isa order on the concepts of the target ontology
can be derived automatically from the pruned concept lattice:
If the conceptsc1 andc2 are derived from the formal concepts
(A1; B1) and(A2; B2), resp., thenc1is a c2 if and only if
B1 � B2 (or if explicitly modeled by the user based on a key
set of cardinality 2).

Querying the pruned concept lattice. In order to support the
knowledge engineer in the different steps, there is a number
of queries for focusing his attention to the significant parts of
the pruned concept lattice.

Two queries support the handling of the second case (in
which different ontology concepts generate the same formal
concept). The first is a list of all pairs(m1;m2) 2 C1 � C2
with fm1g

0 = fm2g
0. It indicates which concepts from the

different source ontologies should be merged.
In our small example, this list contains for instance the pair

(Concert 1,Musical 2). In the larger application (which
is based on the German language), pairs like (Zoo 1, Tier-
park 2) and (Zoo 1, Tiergarten 2) are listed. We de-
cided to mergeZoo [engl.: zoo] andTierpark [zoo], but
notZoo andTiergarten [zoological garden].

The second query returns, for ontologyO i with i 2 f1; 2g,
the list of pairs(mi; ni) 2 Ci � Ci with fmig

0 = fnig
0. It

helps checking which concepts out of a single ontology might
be subject to merge. The user might either conclude that some
of these concept pairs can be merged because their differen-
tiation is not necessary in the target application; or he might
decide that the set of documents must be extended because it
does not differentiate the concepts enough.

In the small example, the list forO1 contains only the pair
(Hotel 1, Accommodation 1). In the larger application,
we had additionally pairs like (Räumliches,Gebiet) and
(Auto, Fortbewegungsmittel). For the target applica-
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tion, we mergedRäumliches [spatial thing] andGebiet
[region], but notAuto [car] andFortbewegungsmittel
[means of travel].

The number of suggestions provided for the third situation
can be quite high. There are three queries which present only
the most significant formal concepts out of the pruned con-
cepts. These queries can also be combined.

Firstly, one can fix an upper bound for the cardinality of the
key sets. The lower the bound is, the fewer new concepts are
presented. A typical value is 2, which allows to retain all con-
cepts from the two source ontologies (as they are generated
by key sets of cardinality 1), and to discover new binary rela-
tions between concepts from the different source ontologies,
but no relations of higher arity. If one is interested in having
exactly the old concepts and relations in the target ontology,
and no suggestions for new concepts and relations, then the
upper bound for the key set size is set to 1.

Secondly, one can fix a minimum support. This prunes all
formal concepts where the cardinality of the extent is too low
(compared to the overall number of documents). The default
is no pruning, i. e., with a minimum support of 0 %. It is also
possible to fix different minimum supports for different car-
dinalities of the key sets. The typical case is to set the min-
imum support to 0 % for key sets of cardinality 1, and to a
higher percentage for key sets of higher cardinality. This way
we retain all concepts from the source ontologies, and gen-
erate new concepts and relations only if they have a certain
(statistical) significance.

Thirdly, one can consider only those key sets of cardinal-
ity 2 in which the two concepts come from one ontology each.
This way, only those formal concepts are presented which
give rise to concepts or relations linking the two source on-
tologies. This restriction is useful whenever the quality of
each source ontologyper se is known to be high, i. e., when
there is no need to extend each of the source ontologies alone.

In the small example, there are no key sets with cardinal-
ity 3 or higher. The three key sets with cardinality 2 (as
given above) all have a support of11

14
� 78:6%. In the

larger application, we fixed 2 as upper bound for the cardinal-
ity of the key sets. We obtained key sets like (Telefon 1
[telephone],Öffentliche Einrichtung 2 [public in-
stitution]) (support = 24.5 %), (Unterkunft 1 [accom-
modation],Fortbewegungsmittel 2 [means of travel])
(1.7 %), (Schloß 1 [castle], Bauwerk 2 [building])
(2.1 %), and (Zimmer 1 [room],Bibliothek 2 [library])
(2.1 %). The first gave rise to a new conceptTele-
fonzelle [public phone], the second to a new binary rela-
tion hatVerkehrsanbindung [hasPublicTransportCon-
nection], the third to a new subsumptionSchloß is a

Bauwerk, and the fourth was discarded as meaningless.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
FCA–MERGE is a bottom-up technique for merging ontolo-
gies based on a set of documents. In this paper, we described
the three steps of the technique: the linguistic analysis of the
texts which returns two formal contexts; the merging of the
two contexts and the computation of the pruned concept lat-
tice; and the semi-automatic ontology creation phase which

supports the user in modeling the target ontology. The pa-
per described the underlying assumptions and discussed the
methodology.

Future work includes the closer integration of theFCA–
MERGE method in the ontology engineering environment
ONTOEDIT. In particular, we will offer views on the pruned
concept lattice based on the queries described in Subsec-
tion 5.3. It is also planned to further refined our information-
extraction based mechanism for extracting instances.

The evaluation of ontology merging is an open issue[Noy
and Musen, 2000]. We plan to useFCA–MERGEto generate
independently a set of merged ontologies (based on two given
source ontologies). Comparing these merged ontologies us-
ing the standard information retrieval measures as proposed
in [Noy and Musen, 2000] will allow us to evaluate the per-
formance ofFCA–MERGE.

On the theoretical side, an interesting open question is the
extension of the formalism to features of specific ontology
languages, like for instance functions or axioms. The ques-
tion is (i) how they can be exploited for the merging process,
and (ii) how new functions and axioms describing the inter-
play between the source ontologies can be generated for the
target ontology.
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